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About Galadari 
Galadari is a full-service Emira1 law firm dedicated to providing legal solu1ons at every stage of the 
business cycle. 

Since 1983, we have supported the development of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) legal framework, 
while contribu1ng to the industry and driving great commercial impact across the Emirates and 
suppor1ng our clients to navigate through their challenges. 

For four decades, our goal has been to deliver the highest-quality product to solve complica1on issues. 
Our team take pride in our uncompromising approach to quality and recognise everything we do, or 
produce is a measurement of our commitment to quality. We give 100% the first 1me and every 1me. 

Our legal team consists of over 60 locally qualified Emira1 and interna1onal lawyers across 3 offices in 
the UAE who are fluent in 18 different languages. Our Emira1 advocates have full rights of audience 
across all UAE Courts. Our team aims to provide the highest standard of legal service and maintain the 
same level of quality at every point of contact. 

Aligned with our core values, Galadari is commiSed to being a responsible business. We are ac1vely 
progressing towards a diverse and inclusive workforce, using our legal capabili1es to do good in the 
community through pro bono work, suppor1ng communi1es and chari1es across the UAE, and 
reducing our environmental impact.  

 

Galadari’s Interna2onal Arbitra2on Prac2ce 
Galadari “are a local law firm with interna1onal standards and lawyers, familiar with local UAE laws, 
DIFC laws, and interna1onal laws” (The Legal 500 EMEA – UAE 2023). 

With over four decades of experience in the UAE, our team possesses extensive exper1se gained from 
their involvement in high-profile, intricate disputes worth millions of dollars across the region. Clients 
rely on our broad-ranging knowledge to guide them on the most suitable strategy for their business 
when faced with a dispute, whether as the claimant or respondent. 

We represent clients in proceedings governed by a variety of interna1onal arbitra1on bodies, including 
ICC, LCIA, SCC, SCIA, DIAC, and GCC CAC. Addi1onally, we also provide representa1on in ad-hoc 
arbitra1on cases, and arbitra1on-related proceedings before the courts of Dubai, the DIFC, Abu Dhabi, 
and the ADGM. 

With one of the largest teams of Emira1 advocates in the country, we offer a one-stop shop from the 
ini1a1on to the conclusion of any arbitra1on, elimina1ng the need for external counsel. 

Clients and legal directories con1nuously praise our forward-thinking approach. The team was 
shortlisted for Arbitra1on Law Firm of the Year by Thomson Reuters Asian Legal Business Middle East 
Law Awards 2023, and Arbitra1on Team of the Year in Law.com Interna1onal’s Middle East Legal 
Awards 2023.  
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Abdulla is the principal driving force behind the growth strategies of many private and public 
organisa1ons across the UAE, who con1nuously develop under his leadership. He is a key influencer 
across the UAE, suppor1ng a diverse range of businesses and senior dignitaries, helping them to 
navigate its legal framework. Abdulla has been recognised by The Legal 500 as a “Leading Individual” 
in the region. 

 

 

Sergejs Dilevka 
Senior Counsel 
s.dilevka@galadarilaw.com 

Sergejs is Senior Counsel at the Dispute Resolu1on department of the Galadari’s Dubai office. Sergejs 
is a dual-qualified lawyer and admiSed as a Solicitor of the Senior Courts of England & Wales and as 
an ASorney and Counsellor of Law in the Courts of the State of New York. Sergejs has over 15 years of 
experience in advising and represen1ng mul1na1onal companies and high-net-worth individuals in a 
wide range of complex ins1tu1onal (ICC, LCIA, DIFC-LCIA, LMAA, SCC, SCIA, DIAC, GCC CAC) and ad hoc 
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Editors’ Preface 
Galadari’s Ar1ficial Intelligence (AI) Commentary on arbitra1on rules, laws, and trea1es, was 
composed by Abdulla Ziad Galadari, Sergejs Dilevka, and Dimitriy Mednikov. 

The term ‘ar1ficial intelligence’ (AI) was first suggested by John McCarthy in 1955, defining it as a 
challenge “of making a machine behave in ways that would be called intelligent if a human were so 
behaving”. 

Almost seventy years later, further to mul1ple waves advancing AI technologies and notwithstanding 
several so-called ‘AI winters’ (prolonged periods of 1me when interest and investment in AI was 
significantly decreasing), AI has finally arrived as an essen1al technology for our future development 
and is here to stay. Today, leading AI plalorms are able to maintain logical conversa1ons their users, 
thus, sa1sfying Mr McCarthy’s problem by making a machine behave intelligently. 

The benefits of AI for both individuals and businesses have transi1oned from being purely theore1cal 
to prac1cable and, to a great extent, quan1fiable. For legal prac11oners, presently, such quan1fiable 
benefits would likely be based on the billable 1me saved, for example, on document review and textual 
analysis or produc1on of documents based on standard templates. Further, there is a huge poten1al 
to use AI to write simple code automa1ng mundane tasks, such as genera1on of exhibit lists, 
(re)numbering of exhibits, bulk-conversion of documents from one file format into another, upda1ng 
cross-references or footnotes in a document — one can think of plenty of use cases and what is needed 
is a bit of knowledge on how to make basic changes to that code and run it. However, as of the date of 
this publica1on, it seems that the general consensus among legal prac11oners is that AI systems 
cannot be reliably used for legal research and all of the results of such  research would s1ll have to be 
reviewed with great care by human lawyers. 

Galadari’s AI Commentary on arbitra1on rules, laws, and trea1es, is an experiment focussed on using 
AI to ascertain the current quality of AI analysis, and to determine whether AI is able to digest large 
quan11es of complex informa1on and produce an accurate and logical analysis of the relevant text in 
respect of various arbitra1on rules. 

In the development of this AI Commentary, we used ChatGPT (GPT-3.5), an AI-powered language 
model developed by OpenAI. This AI model is capable of genera1ng human-like text based on context 
and past conversa1ons. The method used, for consistency, and not due to lack of imagina1on, 
implemented the use of the following prompt template to generate commentary on each provision of 
the relevant text: ‘analyse ar1cle/sec1on X of arbitra1on law/rules/treaty’. 

Overall, the general outcome of our experiment indicates that, in the majority of situa1ons, ChatGPT 
was able to successfully dissect provisions, spot important nuances, and generate meaningful 
commentary on the relevant provisions. Specifically, once ChatGPT was presented with a provision for 
analysis, it would typically aSempt to break down the text into separate aspects into a list or bullet 
point format, tackling each and summarising the provision at the end of its analysis. This approach is 
consistently observed by ChatGPT across all the AI Commentary publica1ons. We found this method 
to be suitable and informa1ve, allowing readers to process the analysis in a systema1c manner and 
benefit from ChatGPT’s separa1on of the provision into smaller bits that the reader may be specifically 
interested in. It was noted that ChatGPT does not overlook or miss certain aspects of a provision, which 
is a poten1al human risk factor. ChatGPT addressed every aspect of provisions without fail, for 
example: 
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Ar$cle 21.3 of the UAE Federal Law No. 6 of 2018 on Arbitra$on (“UAE Arbitra$on Law”): 
“The Arbitral Tribunal may, at the request of any party or on its own moHon, amend, suspend, 
or cancel an interim measure it has ordered, in excepHonal circumstances, by prior noHce to be 
given to the ParHes.” 

ChatGPT: “ArHcle 21.3 of the UAE ArbitraHon Law grants the Arbitral Tribunal the authority to 
modify, suspend, or revoke interim measures it has previously ordered during the arbitraHon 
process. These changes can be made under specific condiHons referred to as “excepHonal 
circumstances”. Let us analyse this arHcle: 

1. ModificaHon: The Tribunal can amend or alter the scope or condiHons of an interim measure 
based on the evolving circumstances of the case. 

2. Suspension: The Tribunal can suspend the enforcement of an interim measure temporarily if 
the circumstances warrant it. 

3. CancellaHon: The Tribunal can completely cancel or revoke an interim measure previously 
ordered if it deems it no longer necessary or appropriate. 

4. ExcepHonal Circumstances: The Tribunal’s power to amend, suspend, or cancel interim 
measures is limited to excepHonal circumstances, implying that such measures are not subject 
to rouHne or arbitrary alteraHons. 

5. Prior NoHce: The arHcle requires the Tribunal to provide advance noHce to the parHes before 
making any changes to the interim measures. This ensures transparency and allows parHes to 
present their posiHons on the proposed amendments.” 

The commentary produced using ChatGPT did display some shortcomings. For example, there were 
instances when ChatGPT would ‘hallucinate’, making something up, which is a well-known limita1on 
not only for OpenAI and ChatGPT users but also for other AI systems, for example: 

Extract from ChatGPT’s commentary on Ar$cle 2.4 of DIAC Arbitra$on Rules 2022 containing 
a reference to Ar$cle 32: “This excepHon indicates that certain specific provisions, such as 
ArHcle 32, may have limited applicaHon to agreements to arbitrate made before the effecHve 
date of the Rules. It provides flexibility for parHes to agree on different rules or procedures 
regarding the seZlement or terminaHon of proceedings, even if the general principle of the 
Rules taking precedence over the parHes’ agreement sHll applies.” 

Human lawyer: ArHcle 32 of DIAC ArbitraHon Rules 2022 does not concern ‘seZlement or 
terminaHon of proceedings’ but sets out provisions pertaining to expedited proceedings. 

Occasionally, ChatGPT would not appreciate the important dis1nc1on between ‘may’ or ‘should’ and 
the commanding ‘shall’, which can be crucial, for example: 

Ar$cle 4.1(c) of DIAC Arbitra$on Rules 2022: “Any party wishing to commence an arbitraHon 
under the Rules shall submit to the Centre a Request which shall include: […] (c) a copy of any 
relevant agreement between the parHes, which contains the agreement to arbitrate, in respect 
of which the claim arises; […].” 

ChatGPT: “ArHcle 4.1 of the DIAC ArbitraHon Rules outlines the requirements for submi^ng a 
Request to commence an arbitraHon under the Rules. Let us analyse each component of this 
arHcle: […] Copy of relevant agreement: The Request should include a copy of any relevant 
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agreement between the parHes that contains the agreement to arbitrate, which is the basis 
for the claim being made.” 

Parenthe1cally, ChatGPT some1mes would simply paraphrase a provision several 1mes within a single 
answer or alter the format of the responses with a series of prompts within the same commentary. To 
be fair, most of these provisions were quite nominal and did not contain much substance for analysis, 
for example: 

Defini$on of ‘Par$es’ Ar$cle 1.1 of UAE Arbitra$on Law: “ParHes: The Claimant and the 
Respondent, whatever their number.” 

ChatGPT: “ParHes: Refers to the Claimant and the Respondent involved in the arbitraHon. The 
parHes could be individuals, companies, or any legal enHHes engaged in a dispute.” 

It was expected that there would be such limita1ons, but it was pleasantly surprising that their 
frequency was much lower than an1cipated. 

Being cognisant of all the exis1ng issues and scep1cism within the legal community, we consider that 
this experimental AI Commentary could be of assistance to prac11oners in at least two ways. First, it 
allows the reader an opportunity to perform a sense check on their understanding of a provision or its 
aspect against ChatGPT’s analysis. Second, the 1me required to produce 24 publica1ons comprising 
the AI Commentary was significantly less than the typical dura1on needed to produce a single 
comprehensive commentary text on any of the relevant arbitra1on laws, rules, or trea1es. Thus, 
should it become necessary, a similar AI commentary could be produced on any arbitra1on 
law/rules/treaty at a frac1on of 1me and cost typically associated with such a task. 

The purpose of publishing the AI Commentary is to provide arbitra1on prac11oners and academics 
with a general sense of what is presently possible to achieve in the field of arbitra1on with the 
assistance of genera1ve AI souware, and encourage the arbitra1on community to push the boundaries 
of arbitra1on as a flexible, efficient, and effec1ve dispute resolu1on method. 

Notably, all commentary was generated with ChatGPT and was supported by a selec1ve review by the 
Editors. Accordingly, the commentary may contain inaccurate and/or incomplete informa1on. Readers 
are strongly advised to exercise cau1on reading the commentary with some scep1cism and to keep a 
pencil in hand to note any inaccuracies. Needless to say, nothing in this text should be considered 
and/or relied upon as legal advice. For detailed informa1on, please refer to OpenAI’s Terms & Policies. 

This project would not be complete without front page illustra1ons, which were also generated by AI. 
DALL E, another OpenAI system capable of crea1ng images based on prompts, was used for this 
purpose. The chosen concept is based on a watercolour pain1ng style, primarily portraying athle1c 
rivalries in loca1ons that correspond to the relevant arbitra1on law, rules, or treaty. The hope is that 
the readers will find the illustra1ons aesthe1cally appealing. 

Should you have any ques1ons, comments, or observa1ons, including any no1ced errors, please do 
not hesitate to contact us directly via email at s.dilevka@galadarilaw.com. 

Abdulla Ziad Galadari Sergejs Dilevka Dimitriy Mednikov 

November 2023  
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ENGLISH ARBITRATION ACT 19961 

PART I — ARBITRATION PURSUANT TO AN ARBITRATION AGREEMENT 

INTRODUCTORY 

1 GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

The provisions of this Part are founded on the following principles, and shall be construed 
accordingly— 

(a) the object of arbitra\on is to obtain the fair resolu\on of disputes by an impar\al 
tribunal without unnecessary delay or expense; 

(b) the par\es should be free to agree how their disputes are resolved, subject only to such 
safeguards as are necessary in the public interest; 

(c) in ma_ers governed by this Part the court should not intervene except as provided by 
this Part. 

Sec1on 1 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the general principles on which the provisions of 
the Act are based. These principles guide the interpreta1on and applica1on of the Act’s provisions and 
play a significant role in promo1ng the effec1veness and efficiency of the arbitra1on process in 
England. 

1. Fair resolu1on of disputes: The first principle states that the primary objec1ve of 
arbitra1on is to achieve a fair resolu1on of disputes. Arbitra1on provides an alterna1ve 
to li1ga1on, allowing par1es to resolve their conflicts outside of the court system. It 
emphasises the importance of obtaining a just outcome that is equitable for all par1es 
involved. The use of an “impar1al tribunal” indicates that arbitrators should be unbiased 
and neutral in their decision-making. 

2. Freedom of party autonomy: The second principle emphasises the autonomy of the 
par1es involved in the arbitra1on process. It recognises that par1es should have the 
freedom to decide how their disputes are resolved. This freedom extends to choosing the 
arbitra1on process itself, selec1ng arbitrators, defining procedural rules, and determining 
the applicable law. However, this freedom is subject to limited safeguards that are 
necessary in the public interest. These safeguards are in place to ensure that the 
arbitra1on process does not violate fundamental principles of jus1ce or public policy. 

3. Limited court interven1on: The third principle asserts that, in maSers governed by the 
Arbitra1on Act, the court’s role should be limited. It encourages minimal interference by 
the courts in the arbitra1on process. This is because arbitra1on is meant to be a private 
and efficient means of dispute resolu1on, and excessive court involvement could defeat 
its purpose. However, the Act provides specific instances where the court may intervene, 
laying down clear boundaries for when judicial interven1on is permissible. 

 
1 Source: h*ps://www.legisla4on.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/23/body. 
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Overall, sec1on 1 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets the founda1on for a fair, efficient, and 
autonomous arbitra1on process in England. By emphasising party autonomy, impar1ality, and minimal 
court interven1on, the Act seeks to encourage par1es to choose arbitra1on as a preferred method of 
resolving their disputes. 

 

2 SCOPE OF APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS 

(1) The provisions of this Part apply where the seat of the arbitra\on is in England and Wales or 
Northern Ireland. 

Sec1on 2(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the scope of applica1on for the provisions 
within Part I of the Act. It defines the geographical limita1on for the applica1on of these provisions 
based on the “seat of the arbitra1on”. Let us analyse it in detail: 

1. Seat of the arbitra1on: The term “seat of the arbitra1on” refers to the legal place or 
loca1on where the arbitra1on is considered to be based or rooted. It is also known as the 
“legal seat” or “place of arbitra1on”. The seat is crucial because it determines the 
procedural and substan1ve laws that govern the arbitra1on process. 

2. Applica1on of Part I provisions: sec1on 2(1) explicitly states that the provisions outlined 
in Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 apply only when the seat of the arbitra1on is in 
England and Wales or Northern Ireland. Part I of the Act deals with the general provisions 
related to arbitra1on, including the defini1on of arbitra1on agreements, the jurisdic1on 
of the court to intervene in arbitra1on maSers, the appointment of arbitrators, etc. 

3. Exclusion of other jurisdic1ons: By limi1ng the applica1on to arbitra1ons with seats in 
England and Wales or Northern Ireland, the Act excludes cases with seats in other 
jurisdic1ons. This means that if the seat of the arbitra1on is located outside England and 
Wales or Northern Ireland, the provisions of Part I of the Act will not apply to that 
par1cular arbitra1on. 

4. Importance of seat selec1on: The choice of the seat of arbitra1on is significant because it 
determines the legal framework under which the arbitra1on process operates. The laws 
of the chosen seat govern important aspects of the arbitra1on, such as the enforcement 
of arbitra1on agreements and awards, the conduct of the arbitra1on proceedings, and 
the grounds for challenging arbitra1on awards. 

5. Interna1onal context: The limita1on to England and Wales or Northern Ireland as the seat 
of arbitra1on means that the Act applies to both domes1c and interna1onal arbitra1ons 
where the chosen seat is within these jurisdic1ons. This provision underscores the 
importance of these jurisdic1ons as favourable venues for arbitra1on and promotes their 
use for resolving disputes. 

In summary, sec1on 2(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that Part I of the Act applies only 
to arbitra1ons with seats in England and Wales or Northern Ireland. The choice of seat is a crucial 
considera1on in arbitra1on, as it determines the applicable legal framework and has implica1ons for 
the conduct and enforceability of the arbitra1on process and award. 
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(2) The following sec\ons apply even if the seat of the arbitra\on is outside England and Wales 
or Northern Ireland or no seat has been designated or determined— 

(a) sec\ons 9 to 11 (stay of legal proceedings, &c.), and 

(b) sec\on 66 (enforcement of arbitral awards). 

Sec1on 2(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies certain provisions within the Act that apply 
regardless of whether the seat of the arbitra1on is within England and Wales, Northern Ireland, or 
outside these jurisdic1ons, or even if no seat has been designated or determined. Let us analyse this 
in detail: 

1. Applica1on of specific sec1ons: Sec1on 2(2) states that two par1cular sec1ons of the 
Arbitra1on Act 1996 will apply irrespec1ve of the seat of the arbitra1on or the absence 
of a designated or determined seat. 

a. (a) Sec1ons 9 to 11: These sec1ons deal with the stay of legal proceedings, i.e., the 
suspension of court proceedings when par1es have a valid arbitra1on agreement. 
The purpose is to give effect to the agreement to arbitrate and prevent par1es from 
li1ga1ng in court when they have agreed to resolve their disputes through 
arbitra1on. Sec1on 9 provides for the stay of legal proceedings in cases where there 
is an arbitra1on agreement, and Sec1on 10 allows the court to grant interim 
measures even when arbitra1on has already commenced or not yet begun. Sec1on 
11 empowers the court to grant an an1-suit injunc1on to restrain a party from 
commencing or con1nuing foreign proceedings in breach of an arbitra1on 
agreement.2 

b. (b) Sec1on 66: This sec1on concerns the enforcement of arbitral awards. It allows 
a party to apply to the court to enforce an arbitral award, regardless of whether 
the arbitra1on took place within England and Wales, Northern Ireland, or another 
jurisdic1on.3 Sec1on 66 is par1cularly important for ensuring the effec1ve 
enforcement of interna1onal arbitra1on awards in the UK. 

2. Ensuring efficacy of arbitra1on agreements and awards: By applying sec1ons 9 to 11 and 
sec1on 66 regardless of the seat or the absence of a seat designa1on, the Act seeks to 
uphold the integrity of arbitra1on agreements and awards. It ensures that par1es who 
have agreed to arbitrate their disputes will be bound by their agreement, and any ensuing 
awards can be effec1vely enforced in the UK. 

3. Facilita1ng interna1onal arbitra1on: The inclusion of sec1on 2(2) allows par1es engaged 
in interna1onal arbitra1on to seek assistance from English courts in certain cri1cal 
maSers, such as staying court proceedings and enforcing arbitral awards, even if the 
arbitra1on is seated in another jurisdic1on. 

In summary, sec1on 2(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 makes it clear that sec1ons 9 to 11 and 
sec1on 66 of the Act apply regardless of the seat of the arbitra1on or whether no seat has been 

 
2 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
3 Marginally correct guess by ChatGPT. 
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designated or determined. These provisions are essen1al in ensuring the efficacy and enforceability of 
arbitra1on agreements and awards, par1cularly in the context of interna1onal arbitra1on. 

 

(3) The powers conferred by the following sec\ons apply even if the seat of the arbitra\on is 
outside England and Wales or Northern Ireland or no seat has been designated or 
determined— 

(a) sec\on 43 (securing the a_endance of witnesses), and 

(b) sec\on 44 (court powers exercisable in support of arbitral proceedings); but the court 
may refuse to exercise any such power if, in the opinion of the court, the fact that the 
seat of the arbitra\on is outside England and Wales or Northern Ireland, or that when 
designated or determined the seat is likely to be outside England and Wales or Northern 
Ireland, makes it inappropriate to do so. 

Sec1on 2(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the powers conferred by specific sec1ons of 
the Act and their applicability in situa1ons where the seat of the arbitra1on is outside England and 
Wales or Northern Ireland or when no seat has been designated or determined. Let us analyse this 
provision: 

1. Applica1on of specific sec1ons: Sec1on 2(3) states that two par1cular sec1ons of the 
Arbitra1on Act 1996 apply regardless of the seat of the arbitra1on or the absence of a 
designated or determined seat. 

a. (a) Sec1on 43: This sec1on pertains to securing the aSendance of witnesses. It 
allows the court to compel witnesses to aSend arbitra1on hearings and give 
evidence. This provision is crucial for ensuring the effec1veness of arbitra1on 
proceedings, as witness tes1mony can be essen1al in resolving disputes. 

b. (b) Sec1on 44: This sec1on deals with court powers exercisable in support of 
arbitral proceedings. It grants the court the authority to issue various orders to 
support the arbitra1on process, such as gran1ng interim measures, preserving 
evidence, and appoin1ng arbitrators. 

2. Court’s discre1on to refuse to exercise powers: Despite the general applica1on of sec1ons 
43 and 44 to arbitra1ons with seats outside England and Wales or Northern Ireland, the 
court retains the discre1on to refuse to exercise any such power in specific situa1ons. The 
court may exercise this discre1on if it believes that the fact that the seat of the arbitra1on 
is or is likely to be outside England and Wales or Northern Ireland makes it inappropriate 
to use these powers. 

3. Balance of convenience and appropriateness: The court’s discre1on allows for a case-by-
case assessment of the appropriateness of exercising the powers under sec1ons 43 and 
44 when the arbitra1on is seated outside England and Wales or Northern Ireland. The 
court may consider factors like the loca1on of the evidence and witnesses, the governing 
law of the arbitra1on agreement, and the prac1cality of enforcing its orders in a foreign 
jurisdic1on. 
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4. Encouraging effec1ve arbitra1on: By providing the court with this discre1onary power, 
the Act seeks to strike a balance between suppor1ng effec1ve arbitra1on and respec1ng 
the autonomy and laws of foreign jurisdic1ons. It ensures that the court can assist in 
maSers that are reasonable and prac1cable while avoiding interference that may be 
inappropriate in certain circumstances. 

In summary, sec1on 2(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies that the powers conferred by 
sec1ons 43 and 44 apply even if the seat of the arbitra1on is outside England and Wales or Northern 
Ireland or no seat has been designated or determined. However, the court has the discre1on to refuse 
to exercise these powers if it deems the foreign seat to make their use inappropriate. This provision 
helps maintain the integrity of the arbitra1on process while respec1ng the prac1cali1es of 
interna1onal arbitra1on and the laws of foreign jurisdic1ons. 

 

(4) The court may exercise a power conferred by any provision of this Part not men\oned in 
subsec\on (2) or (3) for the purpose of suppor\ng the arbitral process where— 

(a) no seat of the arbitra\on has been designated or determined, and 

(b) by reason of a connec\on with England and Wales or Northern Ireland the court is 
sa\sfied that it is appropriate to do so. 

Sec1on 2(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the court’s discre1onary power to exercise 
any power conferred by the provisions within Part I of the Act for the purpose of suppor1ng the arbitral 
process. This provision applies to situa1ons where no seat of the arbitra1on has been designated or 
determined, and there is a connec1on with England and Wales or Northern Ireland that jus1fies the 
court’s interven1on. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Broad discre1onary power: sec1on 2(4) grants the court wide discre1on to exercise any 
power conferred by provisions within Part I of the Arbitra1on Act, with the excep1on of 
those men1oned in subsec1ons (2) or (3). This allows the court to intervene in arbitra1on 
maSers and provide necessary support where appropriate. 

2. No designated or determined seat: This provision applies when no seat of the arbitra1on 
has been designated or determined by the par1es. The seat of arbitra1on is an essen1al 
element in interna1onal arbitra1on, as it determines the applicable laws and the 
supervisory jurisdic1on of the courts over the arbitra1on proceedings. In cases where the 
seat has not been specified, the court may step in to provide support for the arbitra1on 
process. 

3. Connec1on with England and Wales or Northern Ireland: For the court to exercise its 
discre1onary power under sec1on 2(4), there must be a connec1on between the 
arbitra1on and England and Wales or Northern Ireland. The Act does not explicitly define 
what cons1tutes a “connec1on”, but it is likely to be interpreted broadly to encompass 
various factors that link the dispute or the par1es to these jurisdic1ons. 

4. Appropriateness of court interven1on: The court’s exercise of power under this provision 
is subject to a sa1sfac1on test. The court must be sa1sfied that it is appropriate to support 
the arbitral process in light of the absence of a designated seat and the connec1on with 
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England and Wales or Northern Ireland. This ensures that the court’s interven1on is 
jus1fied and serves the interests of jus1ce. 

5. Suppor1ng the arbitral process: The overarching purpose of sec1on 2(4) is to allow the 
court to provide assistance and support to the arbitra1on process in cases where the 
par1es have not designated a seat but there is a connec1on with England and Wales or 
Northern Ireland. By doing so, the court helps maintain the effec1veness and integrity of 
the arbitra1on proceedings. 

In summary, sec1on 2(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the court discre1onary power to 
exercise any provision within Part I of the Act (except those men1oned in subsec1ons (2) or (3)) for 
the purpose of suppor1ng the arbitral process. This applies when no seat of the arbitra1on has been 
designated or determined, and there is a connec1on with England and Wales or Northern Ireland that 
jus1fies the court’s interven1on. The provision ensures that the court can offer necessary assistance 
to the arbitra1on process in appropriate cases, even in the absence of a designated seat. 

 

(5) Sec\on 7 (separability of arbitra\on agreement) and sec\on 8 (death of a party) apply where 
the law applicable to the arbitra\on agreement is the law of England and Wales or Northern 
Ireland even if the seat of the arbitra\on is outside England and Wales or Northern Ireland or 
has not been designated or determined. 

Sec1on 2(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the applicability of two specific sec1ons, 
sec1on 7 (separability of arbitra1on agreement) and sec1on 8 (death of a party), in cases where the 
law governing the arbitra1on agreement is the law of England and Wales or Northern Ireland, 
regardless of the seat of the arbitra1on or whether a seat has been designated or determined. Let us 
analyse this provision: 

1. Applica1on of sec1ons 7 and 8: sec1on 2(5) states that sec1ons 7 and 8 of the Arbitra1on 
Act 1996 apply in certain situa1ons, irrespec1ve of the seat of the arbitra1on or the 
absence of a designated or determined seat. 

a. (a) Sec1on 7: This sec1on deals with the “separability” of the arbitra1on agreement 
from the underlying contract. It establishes that an arbitra1on agreement is 
regarded as a separate and dis1nct agreement from the main contract in which it 
is contained. This means that the validity of the arbitra1on agreement is not 
affected by the invalidity or termina1on of the main contract. If the arbitra1on 
agreement is valid, the par1es must submit their disputes to arbitra1on, even if the 
main contract is disputed, terminated, or found to be unenforceable. 

b. (b) Sec1on 8: This sec1on addresses the situa1on when a party to an arbitra1on 
agreement dies. It provides that the death of a party does not automa1cally 
terminate the arbitra1on agreement. Instead, the arbitra1on agreement remains 
valid, and the deceased party’s rights and obliga1ons under the agreement pass on 
to their successors, such as their legal representa1ves or heirs. 

2. Governing law of the arbitra1on agreement: For sec1ons 7 and 8 to apply, the law 
governing the arbitra1on agreement must be the law of England and Wales or Northern 
Ireland. The governing law is the law chosen by the par1es to govern the forma1on, 
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validity, and interpreta1on of the arbitra1on agreement. If the chosen law is the law of 
England and Wales or Northern Ireland, sec1ons 7 and 8 come into play. 

3. Overriding seat considera1ons: This provision ensures that even if the seat of the 
arbitra1on is outside England and Wales or Northern Ireland, or if no seat has been 
designated or determined, sec1ons 7 and 8 will s1ll apply if the governing law of the 
arbitra1on agreement is English or Northern Irish law. The choice of governing law is thus 
priori1sed over the loca1on of the arbitra1on proceedings. 

4. Protec1ng party autonomy and agreement validity: sec1ons 7 and 8 are essen1al in 
preserving party autonomy and the effec1veness of the arbitra1on agreement. By making 
these sec1ons applicable regardless of the seat, the Act upholds the par1es’ inten1ons to 
resolve their disputes through arbitra1on and ensures con1nuity and enforceability in 
case of a party’s death. 

In summary, sec1on 2(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 s1pulates that sec1ons 7 and 8 apply when 
the law applicable to the arbitra1on agreement is the law of England and Wales or Northern Ireland, 
irrespec1ve of the seat of the arbitra1on or whether a seat has been designated or determined. This 
provision ensures that the separability of the arbitra1on agreement and the con1nuity of the 
agreement in the event of a party’s death are upheld, regardless of the loca1on of the arbitra1on 
proceedings. 

 

3 THE SEAT OF THE ARBITRATION 

In this Part “the seat of the arbitra\on” means the juridical seat of the arbitra\on designated— 

(a) by the par\es to the arbitra\on agreement, or 

(b) by any arbitral or other ins\tu\on or person vested by the par\es with powers in that 
regard, or 

(c) by the arbitral tribunal if so authorised by the par\es, or determined, in the absence of 
any such designa\on, having regard to the par\es’ agreement and all the relevant 
circumstances. 

Sec1on 3 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 defines the term “the seat of the arbitra1on” and outlines 
how the seat is determined when it has not been explicitly designated by the par1es. Let us analyse 
this sec1on: 

1. Defini1on of “the seat of the arbitra1on”: Sec1on 3 provides a clear defini1on of the term 
“the seat of the arbitra1on”. The seat refers to the legal place or loca1on where the 
arbitra1on is considered to be based or rooted. The seat plays a crucial role in determining 
the procedural and substan1ve laws that govern the arbitra1on process. 

2. Designa1on of the seat: The par1es to the arbitra1on agreement have the autonomy to 
designate the seat of the arbitra1on. This means that they can explicitly choose the 
loca1on where they wish the arbitra1on to take place. The designa1on of the seat is an 
important decision as it determines the applicable laws and the supervisory jurisdic1on 
of the courts over the arbitra1on proceedings. 
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3. Seat designated by an ins1tu1on or person: Apart from the par1es, an arbitral or other 
ins1tu1on or person may also be vested with powers to designate the seat of the 
arbitra1on. This could be the case if the arbitra1on agreement or rules chosen by the 
par1es grant such powers to a specific ins1tu1on or individual. 

4. Seat determined by the arbitral tribunal: If authorised by the par1es, the arbitral tribunal 
itself may determine the seat of the arbitra1on. This authority is usually given to the 
tribunal in the arbitra1on agreement or at a later stage by the par1es’ mutual consent. 

5. Determina1on in the absence of designa1on: In cases where the par1es have not 
explicitly designated the seat, sec1on 3 provides a fallback mechanism for determining 
the seat. The determina1on should be based on the par1es’ agreement and all the 
relevant circumstances. This means that the court or the arbitral tribunal, as the case may 
be, will look into the par1es’ inten1ons, the loca1on of key aspects of the arbitra1on, and 
other relevant factors to ascertain the most appropriate seat for the arbitra1on. 

6. Importance of seat determina1on: The determina1on of the seat is crucial as it influences 
various aspects of the arbitra1on, such as the procedural rules, the extent of court 
interven1on, the enforcement of arbitral awards, and the curial law that governs the 
arbitra1on. 

In summary, sec1on 3 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a comprehensive defini1on of “the 
seat of the arbitra1on” and outlines the methods by which the seat is designated or determined. It 
emphasises party autonomy by allowing the par1es to designate the seat themselves and provides a 
mechanism for determining the seat when no explicit designa1on has been made. The seat is a cri1cal 
element in interna1onal arbitra1on as it affects the legal framework under which the arbitra1on 
process operates. 

 

4 MANDATORY AND NON-MANDATORY PROVISIONS 

(1) The mandatory provisions of this Part are listed in Schedule 1 and have effect notwithstanding 
any agreement to the contrary. 

(2) The other provisions of this Part (the “non-mandatory provisions”) allow the par\es to make 
their own arrangements by agreement but provide rules which apply in the absence of such 
agreement. 

(3) The par\es may make such arrangements by agreeing to the applica\on of ins\tu\onal rules 
or providing any other means by which a ma_er may be decided. 

(4) It is immaterial whether or not the law applicable to the par\es’ agreement is the law of 
England and Wales or, as the case may be, Northern Ireland. 

(5) The choice of a law other than the law of England and Wales or Northern Ireland as the 
applicable law in respect of a ma_er provided for by a non-mandatory provision of this Part 
is equivalent to an agreement making provision about that ma_er. For this purpose an 
applicable law determined in accordance with the par\es’ agreement, or which is objec\vely 
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determined in the absence of any express or implied choice, shall be treated as chosen by the 
par\es. 

Sec1on 4 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the dis1nc1on between mandatory and non-
mandatory provisions within Part I of the Act and how par1es can make their own arrangements by 
agreement. Let us analyse this sec1on: 

1. Mandatory provisions: sec1on 4(1) states that the mandatory provisions of Part I of the 
Act are listed in Schedule 1. “Mandatory provisions” are rules or requirements that par1es 
must comply with, and they have binding legal force irrespec1ve of any agreement to the 
contrary. In other words, the par1es cannot contractually override or waive these 
provisions. They are essen1al elements that must be followed to ensure the fairness and 
integrity of the arbitra1on process. 

2. Non-mandatory provisions: sec1on 4(2) refers to the other provisions within Part I of the 
Act as “non-mandatory provisions”. These provisions allow the par1es to make their own 
arrangements or agreements by mutual consent. In the absence of such agreements, the 
non-mandatory provisions provide default rules that will apply to govern the arbitra1on 
proceedings. 

3. Freedom to make arrangements: sec1on 4(3) emphasises the freedom of the par1es to 
make their own arrangements regarding the conduct of the arbitra1on. The par1es can 
agree to apply ins1tu1onal arbitra1on rules, adopt specific procedural guidelines, or 
provide any other means by which certain maSers may be decided during the arbitra1on 
process. 

4. Irrelevance of applicable law: According to sec1on 4(4), the choice of law governing the 
par1es’ agreement is immaterial in determining whether a provision in Part I of the Act is 
mandatory or non-mandatory. This means that the nature of a provision (mandatory or 
non-mandatory) is not affected by whether the applicable law of the arbitra1on 
agreement is English law or the law of a different jurisdic1on. 

5. Equivalence of choice of law: sec1on 4(5) clarifies that if the par1es choose a law other 
than the law of England and Wales or Northern Ireland to govern a maSer provided for 
by a non-mandatory provision, that choice is treated as equivalent to an agreement about 
that maSer. In such cases, the chosen law governs that specific aspect of the arbitra1on 
process. This provision ensures that par1es are not limited to English law as the governing 
law for non-mandatory provisions and have the flexibility to choose an alterna1ve 
applicable law. 

In summary, sec1on 4 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 dis1nguishes between mandatory and non-
mandatory provisions within Part I of the Act. The mandatory provisions, listed in Schedule 1, are 
binding and cannot be contracted out by the par1es. The non-mandatory provisions allow the par1es 
to make their own arrangements by agreement, but if there is no such agreement, the non-mandatory 
provisions provide default rules. The choice of applicable law, whether English law or another 
jurisdic1on’s law, does not impact the nature of a provision (mandatory or non-mandatory). However, 
if par1es choose an alterna1ve applicable law for a non-mandatory provision, that choice is treated as 
an agreement between the par1es on that maSer. 
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5 AGREEMENTS TO BE IN WRITING 

(1) The provisions of this Part apply only where the arbitra\on agreement is in wri\ng, and any 
other agreement between the par\es as to any ma_er is effec\ve for the purposes of this Part 
only if in wri\ng. The expressions “agreement”, “agree” and “agreed” shall be construed 
accordingly. 

Sec1on 5(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes the requirement for the arbitra1on 
agreement to be in wri1ng and extends this wri1ng requirement to any other agreement between the 
par1es related to arbitra1on maSers. Let us analyse this sec1on: 

1. Wri1ng requirement for the arbitra1on agreement: Sec1on 5 specifies that the provisions 
within Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 apply only when the arbitra1on agreement is in 
wri1ng. This means that for the Act’s provisions to be enforceable, there must be a wriSen 
agreement between the par1es to resolve their disputes through arbitra1on. 

2. Scope of the wri1ng requirement: The wri1ng requirement is not limited to the arbitra1on 
agreement itself. Sec1on 5 goes further to state that any other agreement between the 
par1es pertaining to arbitra1on maSers must also be in wri1ng to be effec1ve for the 
purposes of Part I of the Act. 

3. Enforceability of wriSen agreements: If the arbitra1on agreement and any related 
agreements are in wri1ng, they are considered legally enforceable under the provisions 
of Part I of the Arbitra1on Act. This reinforces the importance of a clear and documented 
agreement when par1es choose arbitra1on as the method of dispute resolu1on. 

4. Meaning of “agreement”, “agree”, and “agreed”: sec1on 5 provides a construc1on clause 
that states that the expressions “agreement”, “agree”, and “agreed” are to be interpreted 
in line with the wri1ng requirement. This means that any reference to an “agreement” in 
Part I of the Act is limited to wriSen agreements, and any other form of agreement, such 
as oral agreements or implied agreements, will not be sufficient. 

5. Importance of wriSen agreements: The wri1ng requirement serves several important 
purposes. It helps prevent disputes about the existence and terms of the arbitra1on 
agreement by providing a clear and tangible record of the par1es’ inten1ons. Addi1onally, 
wriSen agreements can be more easily presented and proven in court if disputes arise 
over the enforcement of the arbitra1on agreement or the award. 

6. Excep1ons and addi1onal requirements: It is important to note that while Sec1on 5 
establishes the wri1ng requirement, there may be specific excep1ons or addi1onal 
formali1es prescribed in other parts of the Arbitra1on Act or in interna1onal conven1ons 
if the arbitra1on is interna1onal in nature. Par1es should be aware of any addi1onal 
requirements to ensure their agreements are valid and enforceable. 

In summary, sec1on 5 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 imposes a wri1ng requirement for the 
arbitra1on agreement and any other agreements related to arbitra1on maSers. The provisions of Part 
I of the Act apply only to wriSen agreements, ensuring that par1es have a clear record of their 
commitment to arbitra1on. The construc1on clause clarifies that the terms “agreement”, “agree”, and 
“agreed” refer to wriSen agreements, reinforcing the importance of having clear, documented 
agreements for effec1ve arbitra1on under the Act. 
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(2) There is an agreement in wri\ng— 

(a) if the agreement is made in wri\ng (whether or not it is signed by the par\es), 

(b) if the agreement is made by exchange of communica\ons in wri\ng, or 

(c) if the agreement is evidenced in wri\ng. 

Sec1on 5(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 defines what cons1tutes an “agreement in wri1ng” for 
the purposes of the Act. It outlines three scenarios in which an arbitra1on agreement is considered to 
be in wri1ng. Let us analyse these scenarios: 

1. Agreement made in wri1ng: According to Sec1on 5(2)(a), an arbitra1on agreement is 
considered to be in wri1ng if the agreement itself is made in wri1ng. This means that the 
terms and provisions of the arbitra1on agreement must be recorded in wriSen form. It 
does not necessarily require the agreement to be signed by the par1es; a wriSen 
document containing the terms of the agreement is sufficient. 

2. Agreement made by exchange of communica1ons in wri1ng: sec1on 5(2)(b) states that 
an arbitra1on agreement can be in wri1ng when it is made by the exchange of 
communica1ons in wri1ng between the par1es. This scenario covers situa1ons where the 
par1es reach an agreement through wriSen correspondence, such as leSers, emails, or 
faxes. The key is that the exchange of communica1ons contains the essen1al terms of the 
arbitra1on agreement. 

3. Agreement evidenced in wri1ng: sec1on 5(2)(c) refers to agreements that are evidenced 
in wri1ng. In this context, “evidenced in wri1ng” means that even if the actual agreement 
was not made in wri1ng, there is a subsequent wriSen document that provides evidence 
of the agreement’s existence. For example, if par1es agree orally to arbitrate a dispute 
and later exchange emails acknowledging and confirming the agreement, then the 
arbitra1on agreement is evidenced in wri1ng. 

4. Importance of wriSen evidence: sec1on 5(2) emphasises the significance of having a 
wriSen record or documenta1on of the arbitra1on agreement. This requirement ensures 
clarity and certainty regarding the par1es’ commitment to arbitra1on. A wriSen 
agreement helps avoid disputes about the existence or terms of the arbitra1on 
agreement and provides a reliable record that can be produced in court if needed. 

5. Flexibility in sa1sfying the wri1ng requirement: The three scenarios outlined in sec1on 
5(2) offer flexibility in mee1ng the wri1ng requirement. An arbitra1on agreement can be 
in wri1ng through a formal wriSen document, an exchange of wriSen communica1ons, 
or through wriSen evidence that confirms the existence of the agreement. 

In summary, sec1on 5(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 defines what cons1tutes an “agreement 
in wri1ng” for the purposes of the Act. It includes scenarios where the agreement is made in wri1ng, 
made through an exchange of wriSen communica1ons, or evidenced in wri1ng. This sec1on 
underscores the importance of having a wriSen record of the arbitra1on agreement, ensuring clarity 
and certainty in the par1es’ commitment to arbitra1on and facilita1ng enforceability in case of 
disputes. 
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(3) Where par\es agree otherwise than in wri\ng by reference to terms which are in wri\ng, they 
make an agreement in wri\ng. 

Sec1on 5(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides an addi1onal scenario in which an agreement 
is considered to be in wri1ng, even if the par1es did not explicitly express their agreement in wri1ng. 
Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Agreement by reference to wriSen terms: sec1on 5(3) states that if par1es agree to the 
terms of their agreement, but not explicitly in wri1ng, and their agreement refers to terms 
that are in wri1ng, then they s1ll make an agreement in wri1ng. 

2. Implicit agreement in wri1ng: This provision recognises that an agreement can be inferred 
as being in wri1ng if the par1es refer to wriSen terms while reaching their agreement. 
For example, if the par1es orally discuss the essen1al terms of the arbitra1on agreement 
but refer to a separate wriSen contract or document that contains those terms, the 
agreement is deemed to be in wri1ng. 

3. Importance of wriSen terms: sec1on 5(3) ensures that par1es cannot avoid the wri1ng 
requirement merely by not explicitly sta1ng their agreement in wri1ng. If the par1es rely 
on or refer to wriSen terms during their discussions or nego1a1ons, and those terms 
meet the requirements of an arbitra1on agreement, then the agreement is deemed to be 
in wri1ng. 

4. Ensuring clarity and enforceability: This provision aligns with the objec1ve of promo1ng 
clarity and certainty in the arbitra1on process. Having a wriSen record of the agreement 
and referring to wriSen terms ensures that par1es understand the terms of their 
agreement, reducing the poten1al for disputes and misunderstandings. It also facilitates 
enforceability in case of disagreements between the par1es. 

In summary, sec1on 5(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes that par1es can create an 
agreement in wri1ng even if they do not explicitly express their agreement in wri1ng. If the par1es 
agree by reference to terms that are in wri1ng, their agreement is considered to be in wri1ng for the 
purposes of the Act. This provision ensures that the wri1ng requirement is met when par1es rely on 
or refer to wriSen terms during their nego1a1ons or discussions, promo1ng clarity and enforceability 
in arbitra1on agreements. 

 

(4) An agreement is evidenced in wri\ng if an agreement made otherwise than in wri\ng is 
recorded by one of the par\es, or by a third party, with the authority of the par\es to the 
agreement. 

Sec1on 5(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides another scenario in which an agreement can 
be considered to be in wri1ng, even if it was not originally made in wri1ng. Let us analyse this 
provision: 

1. Agreement evidenced in wri1ng: sec1on 5(4) states that an agreement can be considered 
“evidenced in wri1ng” if the agreement was made orally or by means other than in wri1ng 
but is subsequently recorded in wri1ng. 
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2. Recording of the agreement: To meet the requirements of sec1on 5(4), one of the par1es 
or a third party must record the agreement in wri1ng. The recording can be done through 
any wriSen medium, such as leSers, emails, or official documents, and must accurately 
reflect the terms of the agreement as it was ini1ally made. 

3. Authority of the par1es: For the wriSen recording to be considered as evidence of the 
agreement, the recording party must have the authority of the par1es to the agreement. 
This means that either one of the par1es involved in the agreement or a third party ac1ng 
with the explicit permission of the par1es must make the wriSen record. 

4. Ensuring enforceability: sec1on 5(4) aims to ensure that agreements made otherwise 
than in wri1ng can s1ll be enforceable if they are later recorded in wri1ng. By having a 
wriSen record of the agreement, the par1es can avoid disputes about the existence and 
terms of the agreement and have a clear record of their commitment to arbitra1on. 

5. Importance of accurate recording: The wriSen record must accurately represent the 
agreement as it was originally made. Any discrepancies or inconsistencies between the 
oral agreement and the wriSen record could poten1ally lead to disputes or challenges in 
enforcing the agreement. 

6. Flexibility in mee1ng the wri1ng requirement: sec1ons 5(3) and 5(4) provide flexibility in 
sa1sfying the wri1ng requirement for arbitra1on agreements. They recognise that par1es 
may reach an agreement orally or by means other than in wri1ng, and subsequently, 
through reference or recording, create a wriSen record of the agreement to meet the 
requirements of the Act. 

In summary, sec1on 5(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes that an agreement can be 
considered to be “evidenced in wri1ng” if an agreement made otherwise than in wri1ng is recorded 
in wri1ng by one of the par1es or by a third party with the authority of the par1es. This provision 
ensures that agreements made through oral or other non-wriSen means can s1ll be enforceable if 
properly recorded in wri1ng, promo1ng clarity and certainty in the arbitra1on process. 

 

(5) An exchange of wri_en submissions in arbitral or legal proceedings in which the existence of 
an agreement otherwise than in wri\ng is alleged by one party against another party and not 
denied by the other party in his response cons\tutes as between those par\es an agreement 
in wri\ng to the effect alleged. 

Sec1on 5(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses a specific scenario where the existence of 
an arbitra1on agreement that was not originally made in wri1ng is alleged by one party against 
another. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Allega1on of an agreement otherwise than in wri1ng: sec1on 5(5) applies when one party 
claims that there is an arbitra1on agreement between the par1es, even though the 
agreement was not made in wri1ng. This means that the party alleges the existence of an 
oral or non-wriSen agreement. 

2. Not denied by the other party: For sec1on 5(5) to come into effect, the other party must 
not deny the existence of the alleged agreement in their response. If the responding party 
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does not contest or deny the allega1on of the arbitra1on agreement, it is treated as not 
dispu1ng the existence of the agreement otherwise than in wri1ng. 

3. Agreement in wri1ng by virtue of non-denial: When one party alleges the existence of an 
arbitra1on agreement otherwise than in wri1ng, and the other party does not deny or 
contest this allega1on in their response, sec1on 5(5) considers the non-denial as 
cons1tu1ng an agreement in wri1ng between the par1es. In other words, the non-denial 
is treated as a form of agreement to the effect alleged by the claiming party. 

4. Impact on the arbitra1on proceedings: The effect of sec1on 5(5) is to make the alleged 
arbitra1on agreement legally binding and enforceable as if it were in wri1ng. This means 
that the par1es are bound by the terms of the arbitra1on agreement, and the arbitra1on 
can proceed based on the alleged agreement. 

5. Ensuring clarity and avoiding disputes: sec1on 5(5) aims to promote certainty and avoid 
disputes regarding the existence of an arbitra1on agreement. If one party claims the 
existence of an arbitra1on agreement otherwise than in wri1ng, and the other party does 
not contest this claim, the Act treats their non-denial as acceptance of the agreement’s 
existence. 

6. Poten1al implica1ons: Par1es should exercise cau1on when responding to allega1ons of 
arbitra1on agreements otherwise than in wri1ng. If a party has concerns about the 
existence of such an agreement, they should clearly and expressly deny it in their 
response to avoid unintended consequences under sec1on 5(5). 

In summary, sec1on 5(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes that if one party alleges the 
existence of an arbitra1on agreement otherwise than in wri1ng, and the other party does not deny 
this allega1on in their response, the non-denial is treated as an agreement in wri1ng between the 
par1es. This provision helps ensure clarity and enforceability of arbitra1on agreements and 
encourages par1es to clearly respond to any claims regarding the existence of an arbitra1on 
agreement that was not originally made in wri1ng. 

 

(6) References in this Part to anything being wri_en or in wri\ng include its being recorded by 
any means. 

Sec1on 5(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides an important interpreta1on for references to 
wriSen documents or agreements within Part I of the Act. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Broad interpreta1on of “wriSen” or “in wri1ng”: sec1on 5(6) extends the defini1on of 
what is considered “wriSen” or “in wri1ng” for the purposes of Part I of the Arbitra1on 
Act. It clarifies that any references to something being wriSen or in wri1ng include 
instances where the informa1on is recorded by any means. 

2. Recording by any means: According to sec1on 5(6), a record made through any means is 
equivalent to a wriSen record. This includes tradi1onal wriSen documents such as leSers, 
agreements, or contracts, as well as modern means of recording, such as electronic 
records (e.g., emails, digital documents) or recordings (e.g., audio or video recordings). 
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3. Technological advancements: By explicitly including records made by any means, sec1on 
5(6) acknowledges the impact of technological advancements in recording informa1on. It 
recognises that informa1on can now be recorded, stored, and communicated using 
various electronic and digital methods, all of which should be treated as equivalent to 
tradi1onal wriSen records. 

4. Promo1ng flexibility and efficiency: sec1on 5(6) promotes flexibility and efficiency in the 
arbitra1on process. Par1es can rely on a wide range of recording methods, which can be 
par1cularly advantageous in today’s digital age where electronic communica1ons are 
prevalent. 

5. Ensuring enforceability: This provision ensures that records made through any means are 
enforceable, provided they meet the requirements for an arbitra1on agreement under 
the Act. It avoids disputes over the validity or enforceability of records based on the 
medium used for recording. 

6. Consistency in interpreta1on: sec1on 5(6) ensures a consistent approach to interpre1ng 
references to wriSen records within Part I of the Arbitra1on Act. Regardless of the 
recording medium, all records are treated as being wriSen or in wri1ng for the purposes 
of the Act. 

In summary, sec1on 5(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 broadens the interpreta1on of what is 
considered “wriSen” or “in wri1ng” for the purposes of Part I of the Act. It includes records made by 
any means, whether tradi1onal or modern, as being equivalent to wriSen records. This provision 
promotes flexibility, efficiency, and consistency in the arbitra1on process, ensuring that records made 
through various means are enforceable under the Act. 
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THE ARBITRATION AGREEMENT 

6 DEFINITION OF ARBITRATION AGREEMENT 

(1) In this Part an “arbitra\on agreement” means an agreement to submit to arbitra\on present 
or future disputes (whether they are contractual or not). 

Sec1on 6(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a defini1on for the term “arbitra1on 
agreement” within the context of Part I of the Act. Here is an analysis of this provision: 

1. Defini1on of “Arbitra1on Agreement”: The primary purpose of Sec1on 6(1) is to define 
what cons1tutes an “arbitra1on agreement” for the purposes of Part I of the Arbitra1on 
Act 1996. It states that an “arbitra1on agreement” is an agreement between par1es to 
submit present or future disputes to arbitra1on. 

2. Broad Scope: The defini1on provided in Sec1on 6(1) is inten1onally broad. It 
encompasses a wide range of agreements, including those that relate to disputes of a 
contractual nature as well as those that are not necessarily contractual. This means that 
par1es can agree to arbitrate not only disputes arising from contractual rela1onships but 
also other types of disputes, such as tort claims or statutory claims, provided they have a 
clear agreement to do so. 

3. Flexibility and Autonomy: This defini1on reflects the principles of party autonomy and 
flexibility in arbitra1on. Par1es are free to decide whether they want to resolve their 
disputes through arbitra1on, and they can include such agreements in their contracts or 
make separate arbitra1on agreements outside of contracts. Sec1on 6(1) recognises and 
facilitates this freedom of choice. 

4. Future Disputes: Importantly, Sec1on 6(1) explicitly includes the concept of future 
disputes. This means that par1es can agree to arbitrate disputes that may arise in the 
future, even if those disputes are not yet known or have not yet come into existence. This 
foresight allows par1es to plan for arbitra1on as a method of dispute resolu1on for 
poten1al issues that may arise over 1me. 

5. Contractual and Non-Contractual Disputes: Sec1on 6(1) clarifies that an arbitra1on 
agreement can cover both contractual and non-contractual disputes. This dis1nc1on is 
essen1al because it acknowledges that not all disputes are based on contracts; some may 
be based on other legal rela1onships or du1es. 

In summary, Sec1on 6(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a broad and inclusive defini1on 
of an “arbitra1on agreement” that encompasses both contractual and non-contractual disputes. It 
emphasises the flexibility and autonomy of par1es in choosing arbitra1on as a method of dispute 
resolu1on and allows for the inclusion of future disputes in arbitra1on agreements. This defini1on is 
fundamental in establishing the scope of arbitra1on agreements under the Act. 
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(2) The reference in an agreement to a wri_en form of arbitra\on clause or to a document 
containing an arbitra\on clause cons\tutes an arbitra\on agreement if the reference is such 
as to make that clause part of the agreement. 

Sec1on 6(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 defines an “arbitra1on agreement,” and Sec1on 6(2) 
provides addi1onal clarity and flexibility regarding what can be considered an arbitra1on agreement 
within the context of the Act. Let us analyse Sec1on 6(2): 

1. Incorpora1on by Reference: Sec1on 6(2) deals with the situa1on where an agreement 
makes a reference to a wriSen form of an arbitra1on clause or to a document containing 
an arbitra1on clause. In such cases, Sec1on 6(2) s1pulates that if the reference is such 
that it effec1vely incorporates the arbitra1on clause into the agreement, then that 
arbitra1on clause is considered a part of the overall agreement. 

2. Importance of Clarity: This provision underscores the importance of clarity and intent in 
incorpora1ng arbitra1on clauses by reference. It ensures that par1es cannot 
inadvertently include arbitra1on provisions merely by men1oning a document or wriSen 
form without the clear inten1on to make the arbitra1on clause a binding part of their 
agreement. 

3. Flexibility in Agreement Forma1on: Sec1on 6(2) offers flexibility in how arbitra1on 
agreements can be formed. It recognises that par1es may use cross-references or 
incorporate arbitra1on clauses from other documents to create enforceable arbitra1on 
agreements. This aligns with the principle of party autonomy, allowing par1es to structure 
their agreements in a manner that suits their needs and preferences. 

4. Avoidance of Formali1es: The provision can help par1es avoid the need for extensive 
reitera1on of arbitra1on terms in contracts, especially when those terms are already 
spelled out in detail in related documents. Instead, by referencing these documents 
appropriately, par1es can streamline their agreements while s1ll ensuring the 
enforceability of the arbitra1on clause. 

5. Clarity of Intent is Key: It is important to emphasise that Sec1on 6(2) hinges on the clarity 
of the reference and the inten1on of the par1es. If the reference is vague or ambiguous, 
or if it does not clearly indicate the par1es’ intent to incorporate the arbitra1on clause, it 
may not meet the requirements of Sec1on 6(2). 

In summary, Sec1on 6(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a mechanism for incorpora1ng 
arbitra1on clauses by reference when a contract makes a reference to a wriSen form or document 
containing such a clause. This provision allows par1es to create arbitra1on agreements efficiently 
while maintaining the importance of clarity and intent in the incorpora1on process. It reflects the Act’s 
commitment to promo1ng arbitra1on as a flexible and efficient means of dispute resolu1on. 

 

7 SEPARABILITY OF ARBITRATION AGREEMENT 

Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, an arbitra\on agreement which forms or was intended to 
form part of another agreement (whether or not in wri\ng) shall not be regarded as invalid, non-
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existent or ineffec\ve because that other agreement is invalid, or did not come into existence or has 
become ineffec\ve, and it shall for that purpose be treated as a dis\nct agreement. 

Sec1on 7(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the rela1onship between an arbitra1on 
agreement and the main agreement of which it forms or was intended to form a part. Let us analyse 
this provision: 

1. Dis1nctness of the arbitra1on agreement: sec1on 7 emphasises that an arbitra1on 
agreement, which is intended to form part of another agreement (whether or not in 
wri1ng), should be treated as a dis1nct and separate agreement from the main 
agreement. 

2. Independence from the main agreement: The purpose of sec1on 7 is to establish the 
independence and autonomy of the arbitra1on agreement. It ensures that the validity, 
existence, or effec1veness of the main agreement does not affect the validity, existence, 
or effec1veness of the arbitra1on agreement. 

3. Invalidity, non-existence, or ineffec1veness of the main agreement: Even if the main 
agreement (the contract containing the arbitra1on agreement) is found to be invalid, not 
in existence, or ineffec1ve for any reason, the arbitra1on agreement remains valid and 
enforceable. 

4. Standalone validity: sec1on 7 protects the integrity of the arbitra1on agreement by 
preven1ng its invalida1on merely because the main agreement is challenged or found to 
be unenforceable. This ensures that par1es can s1ll resolve their disputes through 
arbitra1on, irrespec1ve of the outcome of the main agreement. 

5. Importance of arbitra1on agreement: This provision reinforces the significance of the 
arbitra1on agreement as a separate legal instrument. It ensures that par1es’ inten1on to 
arbitrate their disputes is respected and enforced even if the underlying contract is 
invalidated or fails to come into effect. 

6. Excep1ons based on par1es’ agreement: sec1on 7 includes a caveat that the par1es can 
agree otherwise if they wish. This means that par1es can explicitly provide in their 
agreement that the arbitra1on agreement’s validity is dependent on the validity or 
effec1veness of the main agreement. Otherwise, the default rule established in Sec1on 7 
prevails. 

In summary, sec1on 7 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes the independence of an 
arbitra1on agreement from the main agreement in which it is embedded or intended to be a part. It 
ensures that the arbitra1on agreement remains valid and enforceable even if the main agreement is 
invalid, not in existence, or ineffec1ve. This provision preserves the par1es’ ability to resolve their 
disputes through arbitra1on, regardless of the fate of the main contract. However, the par1es can 
agree otherwise if they wish to make the validity of the arbitra1on agreement dependent on the main 
agreement’s status. 
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8 WHETHER AGREEMENT DISCHARGED BY DEATH OF A PARTY 

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, an arbitra\on agreement is not discharged by the 
death of a party and may be enforced by or against the personal representa\ves of that party. 

Sec1on 8(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the impact of the death of a party to an 
arbitra1on agreement on the enforceability of that agreement. Here is an analysis of this provision: 

1. Preserva1on of Arbitra1on Agreement: The key principle outlined in Sec1on 8(1) is that, 
unless the par1es have agreed otherwise, the death of a party to an arbitra1on 
agreement does not result in the discharge or termina1on of the arbitra1on agreement 
itself. In other words, the arbitra1on agreement remains valid and enforceable despite 
the death of one of the par1es involved. 

2. Con1nua1on of Rights and Obliga1ons: This provision underscores the principle of party 
autonomy in arbitra1on. It ensures that the rights and obliga1ons stemming from the 
arbitra1on agreement con1nue to be in force even auer the death of a party. This reflects 
a common feature of arbitra1on agreements, which is the ability to resolve disputes 
outside the court system. 

3. Enforcement by Personal Representa1ves: Sec1on 8(1) also specifies that the arbitra1on 
agreement may be enforced not only by the surviving party but also by or against the 
personal representa1ves of the deceased party. Personal representa1ves are individuals 
or en11es appointed to handle the legal and financial affairs of a deceased person’s 
estate. This provision allows for the con1nuity of the arbitra1on process even when a 
party to the dispute passes away. 

4. Requirement of Agreement to the Contrary: The phrase “unless otherwise agreed by the 
par1es” emphasises that par1es can modify the default rule established in this sec1on 
through their own agreement. If the par1es wish to specify different terms regarding the 
impact of a party’s death on the arbitra1on agreement, they have the flexibility to do so. 
This underscores the principle of party autonomy in arbitra1on, where the par1es have 
significant control over the arbitra1on process. 

In summary, Sec1on 8(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 ensures that arbitra1on agreements 
remain in effect and enforceable in the event of a party’s death, allowing for con1nuity in the 
resolu1on of disputes through arbitra1on. However, it also recognises the par1es’ freedom to agree 
on different terms concerning this maSer if they choose to do so. This provision promotes the stability 
and effec1veness of arbitra1on as a method of dispute resolu1on. 

 

(2) Subsec\on (1) does not affect the opera\on of any enactment or rule of law by virtue of which 
a substan\ve right or obliga\on is ex\nguished by death. 

Sec1on 8(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996, as you have provided, deals with the impact of a 
party’s death on the enforceability of an arbitra1on agreement. Sec1on 8(2), which you have included 
here, is a follow-up provision that clarifies the rela1onship between Sec1on 8(1) and other laws or 
rules regarding the effect of death on substan1ve rights or obliga1ons. Let us analyse Sec1on 8(2): 
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1. Limita1on on the Applica1on of Sec1on 8(1): Sec1on 8(2) begins with the statement that 
“Subsec1on (1) does not affect the opera1on of any enactment or rule of law...” This 
means that the provisions of Sec1on 8(1) should not be interpreted to override or negate 
any exis1ng laws or legal rules that govern the impact of a person’s death on substan1ve 
rights or obliga1ons. 

2. Effect on Substan1ve Rights or Obliga1ons: The central purpose of Sec1on 8(2) is to clarify 
that while Sec1on 8(1) addresses the con1nuity of arbitra1on agreements auer a party’s 
death, it does not alter or interfere with the opera1on of any other laws or rules that 
pertain to the ex1nguishment or modifica1on of substan1ve rights or obliga1ons upon 
the death of an individual. 

3. Death as a Poten1al Legal Event: The provision is important because death is a significant 
legal event, and its consequences can vary depending on the context and the specific 
substan1ve rights and obliga1ons involved. Certain legal rights or obliga1ons may 
naturally terminate upon a person’s death, and Sec1on 8(2) ensures that such provisions 
con1nue to apply alongside the rules established in Sec1on 8(1). 

4. Harmonising Arbitra1on with Other Legal Principles: By including Sec1on 8(2), the Act 
recognises the need for a harmonious rela1onship between arbitra1on agreements and 
other areas of law. It ensures that the con1nuity of arbitra1on agreements is not intended 
to conflict with, override, or modify well-established legal principles governing the impact 
of death on rights and obliga1ons in other legal contexts. 

In summary, Sec1on 8(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 serves to clarify that while Sec1on 8(1) 
preserves the enforceability of arbitra1on agreements despite a party’s death, it does not alter the 
opera1on of any other laws or rules that may ex1nguish substan1ve rights or obliga1ons upon death. 
This provision helps maintain consistency and coherence in the legal framework, allowing arbitra1on 
to coexist with other legal principles related to the consequences of death. 
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STAY OF LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 

9 STAY OF LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 

(1) A party to an arbitra\on agreement against whom legal proceedings are brought (whether by 
way of claim or counterclaim) in respect of a ma_er which under the agreement is to be 
referred to arbitra\on may (upon no\ce to the other par\es to the proceedings) apply to the 
court in which the proceedings have been brought to stay the proceedings so far as they 
concern that ma_er. 

Sec1on 9(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a mechanism for a party to an arbitra1on 
agreement to seek a stay of legal proceedings when the dispute falls within the scope of the arbitra1on 
agreement. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Legal proceedings brought against a party: sec1on 9(1) applies when legal proceedings 
are ini1ated against a party to an arbitra1on agreement. These legal proceedings can be 
in the form of a claim or counterclaim in court. 

2. MaSer to be referred to arbitra1on: The legal proceedings must relate to a maSer that 
falls within the scope of the arbitra1on agreement. In other words, the subject maSer of 
the dispute should be covered by the terms of the arbitra1on agreement as agreed upon 
by the par1es. 

3. Right to apply for a stay: A party against whom the legal proceedings are brought has the 
right to seek a stay of those proceedings with respect to the maSer that is subject to the 
arbitra1on agreement. The purpose of the stay is to temporarily suspend the court 
proceedings so that the dispute can be resolved through arbitra1on, as agreed upon by 
the par1es. 

4. Applica1on to the court: The party seeking the stay must make an applica1on to the court 
in which the legal proceedings have been brought. The applica1on should be supported 
by no1ce to the other par1es involved in the court proceedings, informing them of the 
inten1on to seek a stay. 

5. Stay of proceedings: If the court is sa1sfied that the maSer falls within the scope of the 
arbitra1on agreement, it has the discre1on to grant a stay of the court proceedings to 
allow the par1es to proceed with arbitra1on as agreed upon in their contract. 

6. Efficiency and enforcement of arbitra1on agreement: sec1on 9(1) aims to promote the 
enforcement of arbitra1on agreements and the efficiency of dispute resolu1on 
mechanisms. By gran1ng a stay, the court recognises the par1es’ choice to resolve their 
disputes through arbitra1on and avoids duplica1on of proceedings in both the court and 
arbitra1on forum. 

In summary, sec1on 9(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants a party to an arbitra1on agreement 
the right to seek a stay of legal proceedings ini1ated against them in court if the dispute falls within 
the scope of the arbitra1on agreement. The purpose of the stay is to enforce the arbitra1on agreement 
and provide a mechanism for the par1es to resolve their dispute through arbitra1on as agreed upon 
in their contract. The court has the authority to grant the stay upon being sa1sfied that the maSer is 
subject to the arbitra1on agreement. 
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(2) An applica\on may be made notwithstanding that the ma_er is to be referred to arbitra\on 
only ajer the exhaus\on of other dispute resolu\on procedures. 

Sec1on 9(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides an important clarifica1on regarding the 1ming 
of making an applica1on for a stay of legal proceedings in favour of arbitra1on. Let us analyse this 
provision: 

1. Timing of the applica1on: sec1on 9(2) states that a party may make an applica1on for a 
stay of legal proceedings, even if the maSer is to be referred to arbitra1on only auer the 
exhaus1on of other dispute resolu1on procedures. 

2. Delayed arbitra1on process: In some cases, the arbitra1on agreement may require the 
par1es to engage in certain preliminary dispute resolu1on procedures or nego1a1ons 
before ini1a1ng arbitra1on. These procedures are some1mes known as “pre-arbitra1on” 
or “mul1-1ered dispute resolu1on” clauses. 

3. No bar to seeking a stay: sec1on 9(2) ensures that even if the arbitra1on process is 
intended to be ini1ated only auer the exhaus1on of these other procedures, a party can 
s1ll seek a stay of the legal proceedings in favour of arbitra1on. The party is not required 
to wait un1l all other dispute resolu1on steps are completed before seeking the stay. 

4. Encouraging early arbitra1on resolu1on: This provision encourages par1es to seek 
resolu1on through arbitra1on as early as possible. By allowing a party to seek a stay 
before the exhaus1on of other dispute resolu1on procedures, sec1on 9(2) promotes the 
use of arbitra1on and the 1mely resolu1on of disputes. 

5. Balancing procedural requirements: Some arbitra1on agreements may include specific 
procedural requirements or escala1on clauses that mandate preliminary steps before 
resor1ng to arbitra1on. Sec1on 9(2) does not undermine the validity of such 
requirements but allows a party to pursue the stay in parallel with any preliminary steps. 

6. Court’s discre1on in gran1ng the stay: Even if the arbitra1on agreement contemplates 
exhaus1on of other dispute resolu1on procedures, the court has the discre1on to grant 
the stay of legal proceedings if the maSer is within the scope of the arbitra1on agreement 
and the circumstances warrant it. 

In summary, sec1on 9(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 allows a party to apply for a stay of legal 
proceedings in favour of arbitra1on, even if the arbitra1on process is intended to be ini1ated only auer 
the exhaus1on of other dispute resolu1on procedures. This provision encourages early resolu1on 
through arbitra1on and ensures that par1es can seek a stay without wai1ng for the comple1on of 
preliminary steps if the dispute is within the scope of the arbitra1on agreement. The court retains the 
authority to grant the stay based on the circumstances of the case. 
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(3) An applica\on may not be made by a person before taking the appropriate procedural step (if 
any) to acknowledge the legal proceedings against him or ajer he has taken any step in those 
proceedings to answer the substan\ve claim. 

Sec1on 9(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets limita1ons on when a party can make an 
applica1on for a stay of legal proceedings in favour of arbitra1on. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Appropriate procedural step: sec1on 9(3) states that a party cannot make an applica1on 
for a stay of legal proceedings before taking the appropriate procedural step (if any) to 
acknowledge the legal proceedings brought against them. 

2. Procedural acknowledgment: Before seeking a stay of the legal proceedings, the party 
must acknowledge the fact that legal proceedings have been ini1ated against them. This 
acknowledgment can take various forms, such as filing a response, defence, or other 
appropriate document, indica1ng that the party acknowledges the existence of the legal 
ac1on. 

3. Answering the substan1ve claim: Addi1onally, sec1on 9(3) prevents a party from making 
an applica1on for a stay of proceedings auer taking any step in those proceedings to 
answer the substan1ve claim. In other words, once a party has engaged in the substan1ve 
aspects of the court proceedings, they cannot subsequently seek a stay in favour of 
arbitra1on. 

4. Timing limita1on: The purpose of sec1on 9(3) is to impose a limita1on on the 1ming of 
making the applica1on for a stay. It ensures that a party cannot take advantage of the stay 
remedy if they have already ac1vely par1cipated in the court proceedings without 
indica1ng an inten1on to seek arbitra1on. 

5. Respec1ng the court process: By requiring a party to acknowledge the legal proceedings 
and prohibi1ng a stay applica1on auer answering the substan1ve claim, sec1on 9(3) 
respects the court process and encourages par1es to raise the arbitra1on op1on at an 
appropriate stage. 

6. Encouraging 1mely decision-making: This provision encourages par1es to make an early 
and defini1ve decision regarding their preferred dispute resolu1on method. Once a party 
ac1vely par1cipates in the court proceedings, it is expected that they have opted for 
li1ga1on rather than arbitra1on. 

In summary, sec1on 9(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 places limita1ons on when a party can 
make an applica1on for a stay of legal proceedings in favour of arbitra1on. The party must take the 
appropriate procedural step to acknowledge the legal proceedings before seeking a stay, and they 
cannot apply for a stay auer having already answered the substan1ve claim in the court proceedings. 
This provision ensures that par1es must make their arbitra1on inten1ons clear at an appropriate stage 
and respects the court process by not allowing par1es to switch to arbitra1on auer engaging in the 
court proceedings. 
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(4) On an applica\on under this sec\on the court shall grant a stay unless sa\sfied that the 
arbitra\on agreement is null and void, inopera\ve, or incapable of being performed. 

Sec1on 9(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the criteria the court must consider when 
deciding whether to grant a stay of legal proceedings in favour of arbitra1on. Let us analyse this 
provision: 

1. Purpose of the provision: sec1on 9(4) sets the standard for the court’s decision-making 
process when considering an applica1on for a stay of legal proceedings. The objec1ve is 
to encourage the enforcement of valid arbitra1on agreements and uphold par1es’ 
choices to resolve their disputes through arbitra1on. 

2. Presump1on in favour of arbitra1on: The provision creates a presump1on in favour of 
gran1ng the stay. The court is inclined to stay the legal proceedings and allow the dispute 
to be resolved through arbitra1on unless specific circumstances exist to warrant 
otherwise. 

3. Grounds for denying the stay: The court may deny the stay if it is “sa1sfied” that the 
arbitra1on agreement falls into any of the following categories: 

a. a. Null and void: The arbitra1on agreement is not legally valid or enforceable due 
to reasons such as lack of legal capacity of the par1es, illegality, or lack of consent. 

b. b. Inopera1ve: The arbitra1on agreement was ini1ally valid but has become 
unenforceable or inopera1ve due to subsequent events or ac1ons. 

c. c. Incapable of being performed: The arbitra1on agreement is prac1cally 
impossible to carry out or is so fundamentally flawed that it cannot serve its 
intended purpose. 

4. Judicial review of the arbitra1on agreement: The court’s role in deciding whether to grant 
a stay under sec1on 9(4) is limited to determining the validity and enforceability of the 
arbitra1on agreement itself. It does not involve an examina1on of the merits of the 
dispute or the arbitrability of the underlying claims. 

5. Promo1ng arbitra1on as an alterna1ve dispute resolu1on: sec1on 9(4) reflects the pro-
arbitra1on policy of the Arbitra1on Act by encouraging par1es to adhere to their 
arbitra1on agreements. The Act supports the par1es’ autonomy to choose arbitra1on as 
a preferred method of resolving disputes. 

6. Clarifying the court’s role: By sta1ng that the court shall grant a stay unless specific 
condi1ons are met, sec1on 9(4) provides clarity on the court’s approach and reduces the 
risk of inconsistent decisions. 

In summary, sec1on 9(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes a presump1on in favour of 
gran1ng a stay of legal proceedings when a party applies for arbitra1on, unless the court is “sa1sfied” 
that the arbitra1on agreement is null and void, inopera1ve, or incapable of being performed. The 
provision aims to uphold the validity and enforceability of arbitra1on agreements and respects par1es’ 
choices to resolve their disputes through arbitra1on, while also providing a mechanism for the court 
to intervene in excep1onal circumstances where the arbitra1on agreement cannot be enforced. 
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(5) If the court refuses to stay the legal proceedings, any provision that an award is a condi\on 
precedent to the bringing of legal proceedings in respect of any ma_er is of no effect in 
rela\on to those proceedings. 

Sec1on 9(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the consequences of the court’s refusal to 
grant a stay of legal proceedings in favour of arbitra1on. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Denial of the stay: sec1on 9(5) comes into play when the court refuses to grant the 
requested stay of legal proceedings. In other words, the court decides not to suspend the 
court proceedings in favour of arbitra1on. 

2. Nullifica1on of award as a condi1on precedent: If the court denies the stay, any provision 
in the arbitra1on agreement that makes the arbitra1on award a condi1on precedent to 
the ini1a1on of legal proceedings becomes ineffec1ve in rela1on to those specific court 
proceedings. 

3. Award as a condi1on precedent: Some arbitra1on agreements include a provision sta1ng 
that a party must first obtain an arbitra1on award before they can commence any court 
proceedings concerning the subject maSer of the dispute. This condi1on precedent is 
intended to ensure that the par1es exhaust the arbitra1on process before seeking court 
interven1on. 

4. Effect of refusal on the condi1on precedent: sec1on 9(5) nullifies the condi1on precedent 
if the court refuses to grant the stay. It means that the party seeking to bring legal 
proceedings in court is not required to obtain an arbitra1on award first before pursuing 
the court case. They can proceed directly with the court proceedings, bypassing the 
arbitra1on process. 

5. Promo1ng access to jus1ce: sec1on 9(5) aims to prevent an arbitra1on agreement from 
poten1ally delaying access to jus1ce through court proceedings. If the court finds that the 
case should proceed in court rather than arbitra1on, this provision ensures that the party 
is not bound by any provision that would require them to go through arbitra1on first. 

6. Respec1ng court’s decision: By rendering the condi1on precedent ineffec1ve when the 
court refuses the stay, sec1on 9(5) respects the court’s determina1on that the dispute is 
beSer suited for resolu1on in a court rather than through arbitra1on. 

In summary, sec1on 9(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the impact of the court’s refusal 
to grant a stay in favour of arbitra1on. If the court denies the stay, any provision in the arbitra1on 
agreement making an arbitra1on award a condi1on precedent to the ini1a1on of legal proceedings 
becomes ineffec1ve. The party seeking to bring legal proceedings in court is not bound by such a 
condi1on and can proceed with the court case directly, avoiding the need to go through arbitra1on 
first. This provision promotes access to jus1ce and ensures that the court’s decision is respected in 
determining the appropriate forum for dispute resolu1on. 
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10 REFERENCE OF INTERPLEADER ISSUE TO ARBITRATION 

(1) Where in legal proceedings relief by way of interpleader is granted and any issue between the 
claimants is one in respect of which there is an arbitra\on agreement between them, the 
court gran\ng the relief shall direct that the issue be determined in accordance with the 
agreement unless the circumstances are such that proceedings brought by a claimant in 
respect of the ma_er would not be stayed. 

Sec1on 10(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the situa1on where relief by way of 
interpleader is granted in legal proceedings, and there is an arbitra1on agreement between the 
claimants regarding the issue in dispute. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Relief by way of interpleader: Interpleader is a legal procedure used when two or more 
par1es make conflic1ng claims to the same property or funds held by a third party. In such 
cases, the third party (e.g., a stakeholder or a person holding the property or funds in 
ques1on) seeks court relief by way of interpleader, asking the court to determine the 
righlul claimant(s) and be discharged from liability. 

2. Arbitra1on agreement between claimants: sec1on 10(1) applies when there is an 
arbitra1on agreement between the claimants who are making conflic1ng claims in the 
interpleader proceedings. The arbitra1on agreement is a contract between the claimants, 
specifying their inten1on to resolve certain disputes through arbitra1on. 

3. Direc1on to determine the issue in accordance with the agreement: The court gran1ng 
the interpleader relief is required to direct that the issue between the claimants be 
determined in accordance with the arbitra1on agreement, provided that circumstances 
exist that would warrant staying the legal proceedings in favour of arbitra1on. 

4. Excep1onal circumstances for not staying the proceedings: Although the court should 
generally direct the issue to be determined through arbitra1on according to the 
agreement, sec1on 10(1) acknowledges that certain excep1onal circumstances may 
prevent the stay of the legal proceedings. In such cases, the court has the discre1on not 
to enforce the arbitra1on agreement. 

5. Balancing arbitra1on and court proceedings: sec1on 10(1) aims to strike a balance 
between the par1es’ inten1on to resolve their disputes through arbitra1on (as reflected 
in the arbitra1on agreement) and the circumstances that may jus1fy con1nuing the legal 
proceedings instead. 

6. Encouraging respect for arbitra1on agreements: By direc1ng the issue to be determined 
in accordance with the arbitra1on agreement, sec1on 10(1) promotes the par1es’ 
autonomy and respect for their chosen method of dispute resolu1on. 

In summary, sec1on 10(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 requires the court to direct that the issue 
between claimants in interpleader proceedings be determined in accordance with the arbitra1on 
agreement, unless excep1onal circumstances exist that warrant not staying the legal proceedings. The 
provision ensures that the court respects the par1es’ arbitra1on agreement and encourages the 
resolu1on of disputes through arbitra1on, while allowing for flexibility in specific circumstances where 
arbitra1on may not be appropriate. 
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(2) Where subsec\on (1) applies but the court does not direct that the issue be determined in 
accordance with the arbitra\on agreement, any provision that an award is a condi\on 
precedent to the bringing of legal proceedings in respect of any ma_er shall not affect the 
determina\on of that issue by the court. 

Sec1on 10(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 complements the provisions of sec1on 10(1) and 
addresses the consequences when the court does not direct the determina1on of the issue between 
claimants in interpleader proceedings in accordance with the arbitra1on agreement. Let us analyse 
this provision: 

1. Applicability of sec1on 10(1): sec1on 10(1) applies when there is an arbitra1on 
agreement between the claimants in interpleader proceedings, and the court is required 
to direct that the issue be determined in accordance with that agreement, subject to 
certain excep1onal circumstances. 

2. Failure to direct according to the arbitra1on agreement: sec1on 10(2) comes into play if, 
despite the existence of an arbitra1on agreement, the court decides not to direct that the 
issue be determined in accordance with the agreement. In other words, the court decides 
to proceed with the determina1on of the issue in the legal proceedings instead of 
enforcing the arbitra1on agreement. 

3. Effect on any condi1on precedent: If the court does not direct the issue to be determined 
through arbitra1on, sec1on 10(2) s1pulates that any provision in the arbitra1on 
agreement that makes an arbitra1on award a condi1on precedent to the ini1a1on of legal 
proceedings will not affect the determina1on of the issue by the court. 

4. Nullifica1on of the condi1on precedent: sec1on 10(2) renders the condi1on precedent in 
the arbitra1on agreement ineffec1ve in rela1on to the court proceedings. It means that 
the court will not require the claimants to obtain an arbitra1on award before pursuing 
the maSer in court. 

5. Independence of the court’s determina1on: By nullifying the condi1on precedent in the 
arbitra1on agreement, sec1on 10(2) ensures that the court can independently determine 
the issue in the legal proceedings without being constrained by any requirement to obtain 
an arbitra1on award beforehand. 

6. Promo1on of court’s role: sec1on 10(2) allows the court to proceed with the 
determina1on of the issue and exercise its jurisdic1on over the dispute, even if the par1es 
had ini1ally agreed to resolve such disputes through arbitra1on. 

In summary, sec1on 10(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 applies when the court, despite the 
existence of an arbitra1on agreement between the claimants in interpleader proceedings, does not 
direct the determina1on of the issue in accordance with the agreement. In such cases, any provision 
in the arbitra1on agreement that makes an arbitra1on award a condi1on precedent to the ini1a1on 
of legal proceedings will not affect the court’s determina1on of the issue. This provision ensures that 
the court can independently determine the maSer and promotes its role in resolving disputes, even if 
par1es had ini1ally chosen arbitra1on as the preferred method of resolu1on. 
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11 RETENTION OF SECURITY WHERE ADMIRALTY PROCEEDINGS STAYED 

(1) Where Admiralty proceedings are stayed on the ground that the dispute in ques\on should 
be submi_ed to arbitra\on, the court gran\ng the stay may, if in those proceedings property 
has been arrested or bail or other security has been given to prevent or obtain release from 
arrest— 

(a) order that the property arrested be retained as security for the sa\sfac\on of any award 
given in the arbitra\on in respect of that dispute, or 

(b) order that the stay of those proceedings be condi\onal on the provision of equivalent 
security for the sa\sfac\on of any such award. 

Sec1on 11(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the scenario where Admiralty proceedings 
are stayed because the dispute in ques1on is deemed to be subject to arbitra1on. Let us analyse this 
provision: 

1. Admiralty proceedings and arbitra1on: Admiralty proceedings are legal ac1ons involving 
mari1me or shipping maSers, such as claims related to mari1me accidents, cargo 
disputes, salvage, or collision cases. Sec1on 11(1) applies when such proceedings are 
stayed because the court determines that the dispute should be submiSed to arbitra1on 
based on an exis1ng arbitra1on agreement. 

2. The court’s power during the stay: While the Admiralty proceedings are stayed, the court 
has the authority to make certain orders concerning the property involved in the case if 
it has been arrested (seized) or if bail or other security has been provided to prevent or 
obtain the release of the arrested property. 

3. Reten1on of arrested property as security: Under sec1on 11(1)(a), the court may order 
that the property arrested during the Admiralty proceedings be retained as security for 
the sa1sfac1on of any award that may be given in the arbitra1on concerning the same 
dispute. This means that the arrested property can serve as a form of security to ensure 
compliance with the arbitra1on award. 

4. Equivalent security provision: Alterna1vely, under sec1on 11(1)(b), the court may order 
that the stay of the Admiralty proceedings is condi1onal upon the provision of equivalent 
security to guarantee the sa1sfac1on of any award issued in the arbitra1on. 

5. Purpose of security orders: The purpose of these security orders is to safeguard the 
interests of the par1es involved in the arbitra1on. By retaining the arrested property or 
requiring the provision of equivalent security, the court seeks to ensure that any poten1al 
award in the arbitra1on will be enforceable and that the par1es have a means of obtaining 
sa1sfac1on if the award is in their favour. 

6. Protec1ng the arbitra1on process: These security orders promote the effec1veness of the 
arbitra1on process by providing assurance that the arbitra1on award will not be rendered 
meaningless due to a lack of assets or ability to enforce it. 

In summary, sec1on 11(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 allows the court, when staying Admiralty 
proceedings in favour of arbitra1on, to make orders regarding the security of the arrested property or 
the provision of equivalent security. These orders are aimed at safeguarding the interests of the par1es 
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involved in the arbitra1on, ensuring that any poten1al award will be effec1vely sa1sfied if the dispute 
is resolved through arbitra1on. 

 

(2) Subject to any provision made by rules of court and to any necessary modifica\ons, the same 
law and prac\ce shall apply in rela\on to property retained in pursuance of an order as would 
apply if it were held for the purposes of proceedings in the court making the order. 

Sec1on 11(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides guidance on the law and prac1ce applicable 
to property that is retained by the court as security for the sa1sfac1on of an award in Admiralty 
proceedings that have been stayed in favour of arbitra1on. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Property retained as security: sec1on 11(1) allows the court, when staying Admiralty 
proceedings due to arbitra1on, to order that property arrested during the proceedings 
should be retained as security for the sa1sfac1on of any award issued in the arbitra1on 
or require the provision of equivalent security. 

2. Applica1on of the same law and prac1ce: sec1on 11(2) specifies that, subject to any rules 
of court and necessary modifica1ons, the same law and prac1ce that would apply if the 
property were held for the purposes of proceedings in the court making the order will 
also apply to the property retained as security. 

3. Parallels to proceedings in the court: By applying the same law and prac1ce, sec1on 11(2) 
ensures that the treatment of the retained property, as well as any issues related to it, 
would be comparable to how it would be handled if it were part of ongoing proceedings 
in the court. 

4. Rules of court and necessary modifica1ons: This provision allows for flexibility in applying 
the law and prac1ce by taking into account any specific rules of court that may be in place 
regarding the reten1on of property as security. Necessary modifica1ons may also be 
made to adapt the treatment of the property to suit the circumstances of arbitra1on. 

5. Ensuring consistency and fairness: sec1on 11(2) seeks to maintain consistency and 
fairness in the treatment of the property retained as security. It ensures that the par1es’ 
rights and interests related to the property are protected during the arbitra1on process. 

6. Protec1on of par1es’ interests: The applica1on of the same law and prac1ce ensures that 
the par1es have appropriate remedies and recourse in case of any issues related to the 
retained property, and it facilitates the enforceability of the security in line with the 
court’s orders. 

In summary, sec1on 11(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that the same law and prac1ce 
that would apply if the property were held for the purposes of ongoing proceedings in the court 
making the order will also apply to property retained as security for the sa1sfac1on of an award in 
Admiralty proceedings that have been stayed in favour of arbitra1on. This provision ensures 
consistency and fairness in the treatment of the property during the arbitra1on process and protects 
the par1es’ interests related to the retained security. 
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COMMENCEMENT OF ARBITRAL PROCEEDINGS 

12 POWER OF COURT TO EXTEND TIME FOR BEGINNING ARBITRAL PROCEEDINGS, &C. 

(1) Where an arbitra\on agreement to refer future disputes to arbitra\on provides that a claim 
shall be barred, or the claimant’s right ex\nguished, unless the claimant takes within a \me 
fixed by the agreement some step— 

(a) to begin arbitral proceedings, or 

(b) to begin other dispute resolu\on procedures which must be exhausted before arbitral 
proceedings can be begun, the court may by order extend the \me for taking that step. 

Sec1on 12(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses situa1ons where an arbitra1on agreement 
includes a provision that imposes a 1me limit or deadline within which a claimant must take certain 
steps to ini1ate arbitra1on or other dispute resolu1on procedures. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Scope of applica1on: sec1on 12(1) applies to arbitra1on agreements that pertain to 
future disputes, meaning disputes that arise auer the agreement has been entered into. 

2. Time limit provision: The arbitra1on agreement includes a provision that sets a 1me limit 
for the claimant to take specific steps before ini1a1ng arbitra1on or other dispute 
resolu1on procedures. 

3. Required steps: The steps that the claimant must take within the specified 1me frame can 
be either: 

a. To begin arbitral proceedings: This refers to ini1a1ng the formal arbitra1on process 
by filing a no1ce of arbitra1on or taking the ini1al procedural steps required to 
commence the arbitra1on. 

b. To begin other dispute resolu1on procedures: This involves ini1a1ng alterna1ve 
dispute resolu1on mechanisms, which must be exhausted before the formal 
arbitra1on process can be ini1ated. 

4. Court’s power to extend the 1me: sec1on 12(1) grants the court the authority to extend 
the 1me within which the claimant must take the required step, as prescribed in the 
arbitra1on agreement. 

5. Flexibility in 1me limits: By allowing the court to extend the 1me limit, sec1on 12(1) 
provides flexibility to the claimant in adhering to the strict 1me frame set forth in the 
arbitra1on agreement. 

6. Reasonable grounds for extension: The court has the discre1on to grant an extension 
based on the circumstances of the case, provided there are reasonable grounds jus1fying 
the delay in ini1a1ng the arbitra1on or other dispute resolu1on procedures. 

7. Ensuring fairness and access to arbitra1on: sec1on 12(1) ensures fairness by preven1ng 
claimants from losing their right to pursue arbitra1on solely due to a failure to meet a 
strict 1me limit, which might have been imprac1cal or impossible under certain 
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circumstances. The provision helps ensure that par1es can access arbitra1on to resolve 
their disputes even if they miss the ini1al deadline. 

In summary, sec1on 12(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 allows the court to extend the 1me within 
which a claimant must take certain steps to ini1ate arbitra1on or other dispute resolu1on procedures, 
as specified in the arbitra1on agreement. The court has the discre1on to grant such extensions based 
on reasonable grounds, providing flexibility to claimants and ensuring access to arbitra1on as a means 
of resolving disputes, even if the ini1al 1me limit set in the agreement has lapsed. 

 

(2) Any party to the arbitra\on agreement may apply for such an order (upon no\ce to the other 
par\es), but only ajer a claim has arisen and ajer exhaus\ng any available arbitral process 
for obtaining an extension of \me. 

Sec1on 12(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies the condi1ons and procedure for applying 
for an order to extend the 1me to take certain steps required by an arbitra1on agreement. Let us 
analyse this provision: 

1. Eligible party to apply: sec1on 12(2) states that “any party to the arbitra1on agreement” 
may apply for an order to extend the 1me for taking the required steps. This means that 
any of the par1es involved in the arbitra1on agreement can make the applica1on. 

2. Timing of the applica1on: The party seeking an extension of 1me can only make the 
applica1on “auer a claim has arisen”. In other words, the applica1on for an extension 
must be made auer a dispute has arisen between the par1es, which triggers the need for 
ini1a1ng the dispute resolu1on process. 

3. Exhaus1on of available arbitral process: Before applying to the court for an order to 
extend the 1me, the party must first “exhaust any available arbitral process for obtaining 
an extension of 1me”. This means that the party should u1lise any mechanisms provided 
in the arbitra1on agreement or the arbitral rules to request an extension before resor1ng 
to court interven1on. 

4. No1ce to other par1es: The party making the applica1on must provide no1ce to the other 
par1es involved in the arbitra1on agreement. This ensures that all par1es are aware of 
the applica1on and have an opportunity to respond or raise any objec1ons. 

5. Context of the applica1on: sec1on 12(2) highlights that the applica1on for an extension 
of 1me is relevant to the specific context of the arbitra1on agreement, where a 1me limit 
has been set for taking certain steps before ini1a1ng the arbitra1on or other dispute 
resolu1on procedures. 

6. Balancing party autonomy and court interven1on: By requiring the exhaus1on of any 
available arbitral process for obtaining an extension before applying to the court, sec1on 
12(2) upholds the principle of party autonomy and encourages par1es to use the 
mechanisms provided in the arbitra1on agreement first. It ensures that par1es resort to 
court interven1on only when internal avenues have been exhausted or are unavailable. 

In summary, sec1on 12(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 allows any party to the arbitra1on 
agreement to apply for an order to extend the 1me for taking certain steps required by the agreement. 
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The applica1on can only be made auer a claim has arisen, and the party must have exhausted any 
available arbitral process for obtaining an extension before seeking court interven1on. This provision 
ensures that par1es use internal mechanisms before resor1ng to court applica1ons and maintains the 
principle of party autonomy in dispute resolu1on. 

 

(3) The court shall make an order only if sa\sfied— 

(a) that the circumstances are such as were outside the reasonable contempla\on of the 
par\es when they agreed the provision in ques\on, and that it would be just to extend 
the \me, or 

(b) that the conduct of one party makes it unjust to hold the other party to the strict terms 
of the provision in ques\on. 

Sec1on 12(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 lays out the criteria that the court must consider when 
deciding whether to make an order to extend the 1me for taking certain steps required by an 
arbitra1on agreement. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Grounds for making an order: sec1on 12(3) specifies that the court can make an order to 
extend the 1me if it is sa1sfied with one of the following grounds: 

a. Circumstances outside reasonable contempla1on: The court may make an order if 
it determines that the circumstances leading to the need for an extension were not 
within the reasonable contempla1on of the par1es when they agreed to the 
provision in ques1on. Moreover, the court must find that it would be just or fair to 
extend the 1me given these unforeseen circumstances. 

b. Unjust conduct of one party: Alterna1vely, the court can make an order if it finds 
that the conduct of one party has been such that it would be unjust or inequitable 
to enforce the strict terms of the provision in ques1on against the other party. 

2. Reasonableness and jus1ce: The two primary considera1ons for the court in deciding 
whether to grant the extension are reasonableness and jus1ce. The court will assess 
whether the circumstances leading to the need for the extension were foreseeable by the 
par1es at the 1me of agreeing to the provision. Addi1onally, the court will weigh the 
impact of enforcing the strict 1me limit in light of the conduct of the par1es involved. 

3. Protec1ng par1es from unforeseen events: sec1on 12(3)(a) acknowledges that par1es 
may encounter unforeseen events or developments that make it imprac1cal or impossible 
for them to comply with the original 1me limit set in the arbitra1on agreement. The 
provision aims to protect par1es from being unfairly penalised due to events beyond their 
reasonable contempla1on. 

4. Accountability for conduct: sec1on 12(3)(b) recognises the importance of holding par1es 
accountable for their ac1ons during the dispute resolu1on process. If one party’s conduct 
is unjust or inequitable, the court can intervene to ensure fairness and equity. 
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5. Balancing interests: sec1on 12(3) strikes a balance between enforcing the terms of the 
arbitra1on agreement and gran1ng extensions when warranted by unforeseen 
circumstances or unfair conduct. 

In summary, sec1on 12(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides the grounds on which the court 
can make an order to extend the 1me for taking certain steps required by an arbitra1on agreement. 
The court can grant the extension if it finds that the circumstances leading to the need for the 
extension were outside the reasonable contempla1on of the par1es or if the conduct of one party 
makes it unjust to enforce the strict terms of the provision. This provision seeks to ensure fairness and 
jus1ce in the applica1on of 1me limits in arbitra1on agreements and allows the court to intervene 
when necessary to protect par1es from unforeseen events or unfair conduct. 

 

(4) The court may extend the \me for such period and on such terms as it thinks fit, and may do 
so whether or not the \me previously fixed (by agreement or by a previous order) has expired. 

Sec1on 12(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides the court with broad discre1on to extend 
the 1me for taking certain steps required by an arbitra1on agreement. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Court’s discre1on: sec1on 12(4) grants the court the authority to exercise its discre1on in 
deciding whether to extend the 1me for taking the required steps. This means that the 
court has flexibility in considering the specific circumstances of the case and can make 
decisions based on what it deems appropriate and just. 

2. Period and terms of the extension: The court has the power to determine the dura1on of 
the extension. It can extend the 1me for any period that it considers fit, depending on the 
complexity of the case and other relevant factors. Addi1onally, the court can impose 
terms or condi1ons on the extension if it deems it necessary to ensure fairness or 
compliance with the arbitra1on agreement. 

3. Expired 1me limits: sec1on 12(4) clarifies that the court can extend the 1me even if the 
previously fixed 1me (either through agreement between the par1es or a previous court 
order) has already expired. This provision allows the court to consider an extension even 
if the original 1me limit has lapsed. 

4. Flexibility and fairness: The flexibility provided by sec1on 12(4) enables the court to adapt 
to the specific circumstances of each case. It allows the court to ensure that the par1es 
are treated fairly and that any unforeseen or extraordinary circumstances are 
appropriately addressed. 

5. Encouraging access to arbitra1on: The provision facilitates access to arbitra1on by 
providing par1es with the opportunity to seek extensions when necessary, even if they 
have missed the ini1al deadline. This promotes the use of arbitra1on as a dispute 
resolu1on mechanism and supports the par1es’ inten1on to resolve their disputes 
through arbitra1on. 

In summary, sec1on 12(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the court wide discre1on to extend 
the 1me for taking certain steps required by an arbitra1on agreement. The court can determine the 
dura1on of the extension and impose terms as it deems fit. Addi1onally, the court’s power to extend 
the 1me is not limited by whether the previous 1me limit has already expired. The provision ensures 
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flexibility and fairness in the applica1on of 1me limits in arbitra1on agreements and supports access 
to arbitra1on as a means of resolving disputes. 

 

(5) An order under this sec\on does not affect the opera\on of the Limita\on Acts (see sec\on 
13). 

Sec1on 12(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that any order made by the court under 
sec1on 12 to extend the 1me for taking certain steps required by an arbitra1on agreement does not 
impact the opera1on of the Limita1on Acts. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Interac1on with the Limita1on Acts: The Limita1on Acts in the United Kingdom set 1me 
limits within which certain legal claims must be brought. These acts aim to promote the 
finality of legal disputes by limi1ng the 1me period during which a claim can be pursued. 

2. Preserva1on of Limita1on periods: sec1on 12(5) explicitly states that an order made 
under sec1on 12 does not affect the opera1on of the Limita1on Acts. In other words, the 
extension of 1me granted by the court under sec1on 12 does not modify or suspend the 
applicable limita1on period for the claim. 

3. Applica1on of Limita1on Acts remains unchanged: The Limita1on Acts con1nue to apply 
independently of any order made under sec1on 12. If a claim is subject to a limita1on 
period set by these acts, the claimant must s1ll adhere to the 1me limits specified by the 
relevant legisla1on. 

4. Dis1nct roles of sec1on 12 and Limita1on Acts: sec1on 12 of the Arbitra1on Act deals 
with extending 1me limits specifically within the context of arbitra1on agreements. Its 
purpose is to allow par1es the opportunity to seek an extension for taking certain steps 
in arbitra1on proceedings. On the other hand, the Limita1on Acts apply to legal 
proceedings generally and serve to regulate the 1me within which legal claims can be 
brought. 

5. Ensuring clarity and consistency: sec1on 12(5) avoids any poten1al confusion or conflict 
between the extension of 1me granted under sec1on 12 and the separate 1me limits 
established by the Limita1on Acts. By explicitly sta1ng that the opera1on of the Limita1on 
Acts remains unaffected, the provision ensures clarity and consistency in the applica1on 
of 1me limits in both arbitra1on and legal proceedings. 

In summary, sec1on 12(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that an order made by the court 
under sec1on 12 to extend the 1me for taking certain steps in arbitra1on does not impact the 
opera1on of the Limita1on Acts. The limita1on periods specified by the relevant legisla1on con1nue 
to apply independently of any order made under sec1on 12. The provision ensures clarity and 
consistency in the applica1on of 1me limits in both arbitra1on and legal proceedings and preserves 
the finality of legal disputes as intended by the Limita1on Acts. 
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(6) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 12(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the appeal process regarding decisions 
made by the court under sec1on 12 to extend the 1me for taking certain steps required by an 
arbitra1on agreement. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Appeal from a court decision: sec1on 12(6) specifies that any party seeking to appeal a 
decision of the court made under sec1on 12 must obtain the “leave of the court” before 
pursuing the appeal. This means that the party must first seek permission from the same 
court that made the original decision before proceeding with the appeal. 

2. Limited appeal process: By requiring leave for the appeal, sec1on 12(6) places an 
addi1onal procedural hurdle in the appeal process. It ensures that appeals from the 
court’s decisions under sec1on 12 are subject to a more restricted and controlled process 
compared to regular appeals. 

3. Discre1on of the court: The court has the discre1on to grant or deny leave for the appeal. 
It will consider the merits and circumstances of the case before deciding whether to 
permit the appeal to proceed. 

4. Promo1ng finality and efficiency: Requiring leave for the appeal helps promote the finality 
of decisions made by the court under sec1on 12. It also ensures that the appeal process 
is not unduly burdensome and that par1es cannot easily appeal such decisions without 
valid reasons. 

5. Preven1ng frivolous appeals: The provision serves as a safeguard against frivolous or 
unmeritorious appeals that may delay or disrupt the arbitra1on process unnecessarily. 

6. Focused review of important issues: The requirement for leave encourages par1es to 
focus on significant legal or factual issues that warrant appellate review rather than 
appealing as a maSer of course. 

In summary, sec1on 12(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that par1es seeking to appeal 
a decision of the court made under sec1on 12 to extend the 1me for taking certain steps required by 
an arbitra1on agreement must first obtain the “leave of the court”. This provision ensures that the 
appeal process is limited, controlled, and subject to the court’s discre1on, promo1ng finality, 
efficiency, and focused review of important issues in the arbitra1on proceedings. 

 

13 APPLICATION OF LIMITATION ACTS 

(1) The Limita\on Acts apply to arbitral proceedings as they apply to legal proceedings. 

Sec1on 13(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that the Limita1on Acts apply to arbitral 
proceedings in the same manner as they apply to legal proceedings. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Applica1on of the Limita1on Acts: The Limita1on Acts in the United Kingdom set 1me 
limits within which certain legal claims must be brought. These acts establish specific 
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1meframes during which a claimant must commence legal proceedings, failing which 
their claim may be 1me-barred. 

2. Extending to arbitral proceedings: sec1on 13(1) extends the applica1on of the Limita1on 
Acts to arbitral proceedings. This means that any 1me limits prescribed by the Limita1on 
Acts for ini1a1ng legal proceedings also apply to ini1a1ng arbitral proceedings. 

3. Consistency with legal proceedings: By applying the Limita1on Acts to arbitral 
proceedings, sec1on 13(1) ensures consistency between the 1ming requirements for 
bringing claims in court and those for commencing arbitra1on. It treats both types of 
proceedings on equal foo1ng concerning 1me restric1ons. 

4. Finality and efficiency: Applying the Limita1on Acts to arbitral proceedings supports the 
same policy goals as in legal proceedings, which include promo1ng finality and efficiency 
in the resolu1on of disputes. 

5. Balancing party interests: The applica1on of the Limita1on Acts to arbitra1on helps 
balance the interests of claimants and respondents by se{ng clear and fixed 1meframes 
for the ini1a1on of proceedings. This clarity enables par1es to manage their claims and 
defences accordingly. 

6. Legal certainty: The extension of the Limita1on Acts to arbitral proceedings enhances 
legal certainty by establishing a uniform framework for 1me limita1ons in both legal and 
arbitra1on contexts. 

In summary, sec1on 13(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 s1pulates that the Limita1on Acts, which 
set 1me limits for bringing legal claims, apply to arbitral proceedings in the same way they apply to 
legal proceedings. By ensuring consistency and legal certainty, this provision helps promote efficiency 
and finality in both arbitra1on and legal contexts. It also balances the interests of par1es by providing 
clear 1meframes for ini1a1ng claims and defences in the arbitra1on process. 

 

(2) The court may order that in compu\ng the \me prescribed by the Limita\on Acts for the 
commencement of proceedings (including arbitral proceedings) in respect of a dispute which 
was the subject ma_er— 

(a) of an award which the court orders to be set aside or declares to be of no effect, or 

(b) of the affected part of an award which the court orders to be set aside in part, or 
declares to be in part of no effect, the period between the commencement of the 
arbitra\on and the date of the order referred to in paragraph (a) or (b) shall be excluded. 

Sec1on 13(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the court to make an order that allows for 
the exclusion of a certain period when compu1ng the 1me prescribed by the Limita1on Acts for 
commencing proceedings (including arbitral proceedings) related to a dispute that was the subject 
maSer of a specific award. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Scope of the provision: sec1on 13(2) applies in situa1ons where there is a dispute that 
was the subject maSer of an award made in arbitra1on. 
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2. Grounds for exclusion of 1me: The court may order that the period between the 
commencement of the arbitra1on and the date of an order by the court either se{ng 
aside the award (in whole or in part) or declaring the award to be of no effect shall be 
excluded when calcula1ng the 1me prescribed by the Limita1on Acts for the 
commencement of proceedings. 

3. Se{ng aside an award: In situa1ons where the court orders the award to be set aside 
en1rely, the 1me elapsed between the commencement of the arbitra1on and the date of 
the court’s order will be excluded from the computa1on of the 1me limita1on for 
commencing proceedings. 

4. Par1al se{ng aside of an award: If the court only sets aside a part of the award, the 1me 
period between the commencement of the arbitra1on and the date of the court’s order 
(affec1ng that part of the award) will be excluded when calcula1ng the 1me limita1on for 
commencing proceedings. 

5. Effect on 1me limita1on: By excluding the relevant 1me period, sec1on 13(2) gives par1es 
addi1onal 1me to commence proceedings auer an award has been set aside or declared 
to be of no effect, as if the arbitra1on process never took place during that excluded 
period. 

6. Equitable considera1ons: The provision recognises that when an award is set aside, 
par1es may need addi1onal 1me to assess their legal op1ons and ini1ate any further 
proceedings related to the dispute. Excluding the 1me period during which the arbitra1on 
was ongoing ensures fairness in the applica1on of the Limita1on Acts in such 
circumstances. 

In summary, sec1on 13(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 allows the court to order the exclusion 
of the period between the commencement of the arbitra1on and the date of the court’s order se{ng 
aside the award (in whole or in part) or declaring the award to be of no effect when calcula1ng the 
1me prescribed by the Limita1on Acts for commencing proceedings related to the dispute. This 
provision considers the equitable considera1ons surrounding the se{ng aside of an award and 
provides par1es with addi1onal 1me to pursue legal remedies auer an award has been invalidated or 
declared to be of no effect. 

 

(3) In determining for the purposes of the Limita\on Acts when a cause of ac\on accrued, any 
provision that an award is a condi\on precedent to the bringing of legal proceedings in respect 
of a ma_er to which an arbitra\on agreement applies shall be disregarded. 

Sec1on 13(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the treatment of awards as a condi1on 
precedent to bringing legal proceedings in respect of a maSer covered by an arbitra1on agreement 
when determining the accrual of a cause of ac1on for the purposes of the Limita1on Acts. Let us 
analyse this provision: 

1. Cause of ac1on and Limita1on Acts: The term “cause of ac1on” refers to the set of facts 
that give rise to a legal claim. The Limita1on Acts establish 1me limits within which legal 
claims must be brought, and the accrual of the cause of ac1on is a crucial factor in 
determining when the clock starts 1cking for the limita1on period. 
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2. Effect of arbitra1on agreement on legal proceedings: sec1on 13(3) states that when 
determining the 1me of accrual of a cause of ac1on for the purposes of the Limita1on 
Acts, any provision in an arbitra1on agreement that makes an award a condi1on 
precedent to bringing legal proceedings in respect of a maSer covered by the arbitra1on 
agreement shall be disregarded. 

3. Disregarding award as a condi1on precedent: The provision means that the existence of 
an arbitra1on agreement, which requires the par1es to obtain an award before ini1a1ng 
legal proceedings, will not affect the determina1on of when the cause of ac1on accrued. 
In other words, the limita1on clock will not be paused or delayed merely because an 
arbitra1on award is required before legal proceedings can be brought. 

4. Time of accrual and commencement of proceedings: The Limita1on Acts focus on when 
the cause of ac1on arises, not when an award is obtained through arbitra1on. Therefore, 
even if an arbitra1on agreement mandates that par1es must first seek an award before 
ini1a1ng legal proceedings, the limita1on period will s1ll commence when the cause of 
ac1on arises, not when the award is rendered. 

5. Promo1ng certainty and adherence to limita1on periods: sec1on 13(3) ensures that the 
Limita1on Acts’ 1me limits are applied consistently and that par1es cannot extend the 
limita1on period indefinitely by incorpora1ng provisions requiring an award before legal 
proceedings. 

In summary, sec1on 13(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that any provision in an 
arbitra1on agreement making an award a condi1on precedent to bringing legal proceedings in respect 
of a maSer covered by the arbitra1on agreement shall be disregarded when determining the 1me of 
accrual of a cause of ac1on for the purposes of the Limita1on Acts. The provision aims to promote 
certainty and adherence to limita1on periods and ensures that the 1me limits for bringing legal claims 
are not extended merely because par1es must first seek an arbitra1on award. 

 

(4) In this Part “the Limita\on Acts” means— 

(a) in England and Wales, the Limita\on Act 1980, the Foreign Limita\on Periods Act 1984 
and any other enactment (whenever passed) rela\ng to the limita\on of ac\ons; 

(b) in Northern Ireland, the Limita\on (Northern Ireland) Order 1989, the Foreign 
Limita\on Periods (Northern Ireland) Order 1985 and any other enactment (whenever 
passed) rela\ng to the limita\on of ac\ons. 

Sec1on 13(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a defini1on of “the Limita1on Acts” for the 
purposes of the Act. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Defini1on of “the Limita1on Acts”: sec1on 13(4) defines “the Limita1on Acts” as follows: 

a. In England and Wales: “The Limita1on Acts” in England and Wales consist of the 
Limita1on Act 1980, the Foreign Limita1on Periods Act 1984, and any other 
enactment (regardless of when it was passed) related to the limita1on of ac1ons. 
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b. In Northern Ireland: “The Limita1on Acts” in Northern Ireland consist of the 
Limita1on (Northern Ireland) Order 1989, the Foreign Limita1on Periods (Northern 
Ireland) Order 1985, and any other enactment (regardless of when it was passed) 
related to the limita1on of ac1ons. 

2. Limita1on of ac1ons: The “Limita1on Acts” refer to the legisla1ve framework that governs 
the 1me limits within which legal claims must be brought. These acts set specific 1me 
periods during which a claimant must commence legal proceedings, failing which their 
claim may be 1me-barred. 

3. Applicability to arbitra1on: sec1on 13(4) clarifies that the Limita1on Acts apply in rela1on 
to arbitral proceedings in the same manner as they apply to legal proceedings. This means 
that the 1me limits established by the Limita1on Acts for commencing legal claims also 
apply to commencing arbitral proceedings. 

4. Consistency and uniformity: By incorpora1ng the relevant enactments related to the 
limita1on of ac1ons in both England and Wales and Northern Ireland, sec1on 13(4) 
ensures consistency and uniformity in the applica1on of 1me limits in the arbitra1on 
context across different jurisdic1ons within the United Kingdom. 

5. Cross-reference for interpreta1on: This provision serves as a cross-reference to the 
specific enactments that cons1tute “the Limita1on Acts” in England and Wales and 
Northern Ireland. It clarifies which legisla1on falls under this defini1on and applies to the 
arbitra1on proceedings as provided in the Act. 

In summary, sec1on 13(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 defines “the Limita1on Acts” for the 
purposes of the Act. It encompasses the specific enactments related to the limita1on of ac1ons in both 
England and Wales and Northern Ireland, and it ensures that these enactments apply in rela1on to 
arbitral proceedings as they do to legal proceedings. The provision establishes consistency and 
uniformity in the applica1on of 1me limits for commencing claims in arbitra1on across different 
jurisdic1ons within the United Kingdom. 

 

14 COMMENCEMENT OF ARBITRAL PROCEEDINGS 

(1) The par\es are free to agree when arbitral proceedings are to be regarded as commenced for 
the purposes of this Part and for the purposes of the Limita\on Acts. 

Sec1on 14(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides par1es with the freedom to agree on when 
arbitral proceedings are to be regarded as “commenced” for two specific purposes: (1) for the 
purposes of the Act itself (Part I of the Arbitra1on Act), and (2) for the purposes of the Limita1on Acts. 
Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Agreement on commencement of arbitral proceedings: sec1on 14(1) recognises that 
par1es to an arbitra1on agreement have the autonomy to determine the point in 1me at 
which arbitral proceedings are considered “commenced”. This means that par1es can 
agree on the trigger or event that marks the official start of the arbitra1on process. 

2. Flexibility and party autonomy: By gran1ng par1es the freedom to agree on the 
commencement of arbitral proceedings, the provision promotes flexibility and respects 
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party autonomy. It acknowledges that par1es may have specific requirements or 
preferences regarding the ini1a1on of the arbitra1on process. 

3. Clarity and certainty: The provision encourages par1es to address and agree on the 
precise moment when arbitral proceedings commence. This clarity can help avoid 
disputes or uncertainty about when 1me limits begin to run for various purposes, such as 
limita1on periods for bringing claims. 

4. Purposes of the Act and the Limita1on Acts: sec1on 14(1) highlights that the agreed-upon 
commencement of arbitral proceedings applies not only for the purposes of the Act itself 
but also for the purposes of the Limita1on Acts. This means that the agreed-upon date or 
event for commencing the arbitra1on process will be considered the star1ng point for 
calcula1ng any relevant limita1on periods. 

5. Flexibility in different contexts: The provision recognises that par1es may choose different 
star1ng points for arbitral proceedings depending on the specific needs of their dispute 
and the requirements of the Limita1on Acts. For example, par1es might agree that the 
proceedings are “commenced” upon the appointment of the arbitral tribunal, the service 
of the request for arbitra1on, or the submission of the statement of claim. 

In summary, sec1on 14(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 allows par1es to an arbitra1on 
agreement to agree on when arbitral proceedings are to be regarded as “commenced” for the 
purposes of the Act and for the purposes of the Limita1on Acts. This provision respects party 
autonomy, promotes flexibility, and ensures clarity and certainty regarding the star1ng point of the 
arbitra1on process and the calcula1on of relevant limita1on periods. It enables par1es to tailor the 
commencement of arbitral proceedings to their specific needs and preferences while complying with 
applicable legal requirements. 

 

(2) If there is no such agreement the following provisions apply. 

Sec1on 14(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 comes into effect when the par1es to an arbitra1on 
agreement have not made any specific agreement on when arbitral proceedings are to be regarded as 
“commenced” for the purposes of the Act and for the purposes of the Limita1on Acts. Let us analyse 
this provision: 

1. Absence of specific agreement: sec1on 14(2) addresses situa1ons where the par1es have 
not expressly agreed on the commencement of arbitral proceedings. In such cases, there 
is no predetermined trigger or event marking the official start of the arbitra1on process. 

2. Default provisions: In the absence of a specific agreement, sec1on 14(2) sets out default 
provisions that apply to determine when arbitral proceedings are deemed to have 
commenced. 

3. Certainty and uniformity: By providing default provisions, sec1on 14(2) ensures that there 
is a consistent and standardised approach to determine the commencement of arbitral 
proceedings when par1es have not made their own agreement. This promotes clarity and 
certainty in the applica1on of the Act and the Limita1on Acts. 
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4. Relevance to Limita1on Acts: The provision is also relevant in the context of the Limita1on 
Acts. In the absence of an agreed-upon commencement date, the default provisions help 
establish when the limita1on period starts running for the purpose of bringing legal 
claims. 

5. Need for clear star1ng point: Defining a clear star1ng point for arbitral proceedings is 
essen1al, as it determines various procedural and substan1ve aspects, such as the 
appointment of the arbitral tribunal, the running of the limita1on period, and the overall 
1ming and conduct of the arbitra1on. 

In summary, sec1on 14(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 comes into play when the par1es to an 
arbitra1on agreement have not agreed on when arbitral proceedings are to be regarded as 
“commenced”. In such cases, the Act provides default provisions to establish a clear and consistent 
star1ng point for the arbitra1on process. These default provisions ensure certainty and uniformity in 
the applica1on of the Act and the Limita1on Acts when the par1es have not specified their own 
agreement. 

 

(3) Where the arbitrator is named or designated in the arbitra\on agreement, arbitral 
proceedings are commenced in respect of a ma_er when one party serves on the other party 
or par\es a no\ce in wri\ng requiring him or them to submit that ma_er to the person so 
named or designated. 

Sec1on 14(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies the circumstances under which arbitral 
proceedings are considered “commenced” in cases where the arbitrator is already named or 
designated in the arbitra1on agreement. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Pre-designated arbitrator: sec1on 14(3) applies when the par1es have already agreed on 
a specific arbitrator’s iden1ty or designa1on in the arbitra1on agreement. This means 
that they have already selected the person who will act as the arbitrator to resolve 
poten1al disputes arising between them. 

2. Triggering arbitral proceedings: According to sec1on 14(3), arbitral proceedings are 
“commenced” in rela1on to a specific maSer when one party serves a wriSen no1ce on 
the other party or par1es, reques1ng them to submit that par1cular maSer to the person 
already named or designated as the arbitrator in the arbitra1on agreement. 

3. Party-ini1ated commencement: This provision highlights that the ini1a1on of arbitral 
proceedings in such cases is triggered by a formal wriSen no1ce served by one party on 
the other party or par1es involved in the dispute. It is the party’s unilateral ac1on to 
invoke the arbitra1on process for the specific maSer in ques1on. 

4. Choosing the named arbitrator: By serving the wriSen no1ce, the party is affirming their 
choice of the named or designated arbitrator to resolve the dispute. This step marks the 
formal ini1a1on of the arbitra1on process for that par1cular maSer. 

5. Finality and certainty: sec1on 14(3) provides clarity and certainty about the moment 
when arbitral proceedings start in cases where an arbitrator is pre-named or designated. 
It ensures that the commencement of the arbitra1on process is clearly defined and 
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unambiguous, which can be crucial for adhering to procedural 1melines and limita1on 
periods. 

In summary, sec1on 14(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies that when the arbitrator is 
named or designated in the arbitra1on agreement, arbitral proceedings are deemed to have been 
“commenced” concerning a specific maSer when one party serves a wriSen no1ce on the other party 
or par1es, reques1ng them to submit that maSer to the person already named or designated as the 
arbitrator. This provision offers a clear and defini1ve star1ng point for arbitral proceedings in cases 
where the par1es have already pre-selected an arbitrator in their agreement. 

 

(4) Where the arbitrator or arbitrators are to be appointed by the par\es, arbitral proceedings 
are commenced in respect of a ma_er when one party serves on the other party or par\es 
no\ce in wri\ng requiring him or them to appoint an arbitrator or to agree to the appointment 
of an arbitrator in respect of that ma_er. 

Sec1on 14(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the commencement of arbitral proceedings 
in cases where the appointment of the arbitrator or arbitrators is to be made by the par1es 
themselves. Let us break down this provision: 

1. Self-appointment of arbitrators: sec1on 14(4) applies when the arbitra1on agreement 
specifies that the par1es have the responsibility of appoin1ng the arbitrator or arbitrators 
to adjudicate any disputes that may arise between them. In such cases, the par1es must 
jointly decide on the person who will act as the arbitrator. 

2. Triggering arbitral proceedings: According to sec1on 14(4), arbitral proceedings are 
“commenced” for a specific maSer when one party serves a wriSen no1ce on the other 
party or par1es, reques1ng them to appoint an arbitrator or agree to the appointment of 
an arbitrator for that par1cular maSer. 

3. Party-ini1ated commencement: This provision highlights that the ini1a1on of arbitral 
proceedings in these situa1ons is triggered by a formal wriSen no1ce served by one party 
on the other party or par1es involved in the dispute. The no1ce effec1vely starts the 
process of appoin1ng an arbitrator for the specific maSer in ques1on. 

4. Joint decision-making: The no1ce serves as a prompt for the par1es to engage in a joint 
decision-making process to appoint the arbitrator or agree to the appointment of an 
arbitrator for the specific dispute. This coopera1ve step is crucial for the commencement 
of the arbitra1on process. 

5. Flexibility in choosing arbitrators: By allowing the par1es to appoint the arbitrator(s) 
themselves, sec1on 14(4) provides them with flexibility and the opportunity to select an 
arbitrator who is mutually acceptable to both sides. 

In summary, sec1on 14(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that when the arbitrator or 
arbitrators are to be appointed by the par1es, arbitral proceedings are considered “commenced” in 
rela1on to a specific maSer when one party serves a wriSen no1ce on the other party or par1es, 
reques1ng them to appoint an arbitrator or agree to the appointment of an arbitrator for that 
par1cular maSer. This provision encourages coopera1ve decision-making and flexibility in choosing 
the arbitrator(s) for resolving the dispute between the par1es. 
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(5) Where the arbitrator or arbitrators are to be appointed by a person other than a party to the 
proceedings, arbitral proceedings are commenced in respect of a ma_er when one party gives 
no\ce in wri\ng to that person reques\ng him to make the appointment in respect of that 
ma_er. 

Sec1on 14(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the commencement of arbitral proceedings 
when the appointment of the arbitrator or arbitrators is to be made by a person or en1ty who is not a 
party to the proceedings. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Appointment by a third party: sec1on 14(5) applies when the arbitra1on agreement 
specifies that the arbitrator or arbitrators will be appointed by a person or en1ty other 
than the par1es to the dispute. This third party can be an ins1tu1on, an individual, or any 
other en1ty with the authority to make the appointment. 

2. Ini1a1ng the appointment process: According to sec1on 14(5), arbitral proceedings are 
considered “commenced” for a specific maSer when one party gives wriSen no1ce to the 
designated third party, reques1ng them to make the appointment of an arbitrator for that 
par1cular maSer. 

3. Party-ini1ated commencement: Similar to sec1on 14(4), this provision also highlights that 
the ini1a1on of arbitral proceedings in these situa1ons is triggered by a formal wriSen 
no1ce, but this 1me it is served on the third party responsible for appoin1ng the 
arbitrator(s). 

4. Third party’s role in the appointment: The no1ce serves as a request to the designated 
third party to fulfil their role in the arbitra1on process by appoin1ng an arbitrator for the 
specific dispute between the par1es. 

5. Impar1ality and neutrality: By entrus1ng the appointment to a third party, sec1on 14(5) 
aims to promote impar1ality and neutrality in the selec1on of the arbitrator(s), as the 
third party is typically expected to act independently from the dispu1ng par1es. 

6. Importance of 1mely no1ce: To ensure the 1mely commencement of arbitral 
proceedings, the party must provide wriSen no1ce to the designated third party as soon 
as the dispute arises, signalling their intent to pursue arbitra1on and triggering the 
appointment process. 

In summary, sec1on 14(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies that when the arbitrator or 
arbitrators are to be appointed by a person or en1ty other than the par1es, arbitral proceedings are 
considered “commenced” in rela1on to a specific maSer when one party gives wriSen no1ce to that 
designated third party, reques1ng them to make the appointment of an arbitrator for that par1cular 
maSer. This provision ensures the 1mely ini1a1on of the arbitra1on process and the involvement of 
impar1al and independent third par1es in the appointment of arbitrators. 
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THE ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL 

15 THE ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL 

(1) The par\es are free to agree on the number of arbitrators to form the tribunal and whether 
there is to be a chairman or umpire. 

Sec1on 15(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the par1es to an arbitra1on agreement 
with the freedom to determine certain key aspects related to the cons1tu1on of the arbitral tribunal. 
Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Party autonomy: sec1on 15(1) recognises and upholds the principle of party autonomy in 
arbitra1on. It allows the par1es involved in an arbitra1on agreement to have significant 
control over the arbitral process and the selec1on of the arbitrators. 

2. Number of arbitrators: The provision allows the par1es to agree on the number of 
arbitrators who will form the arbitral tribunal. The par1es can choose to have a sole 
arbitrator, a panel of three arbitrators, or any other suitable number depending on the 
complexity and nature of the dispute. 

3. Chairman or umpire: Addi1onally, the par1es have the freedom to decide whether there 
will be a chairman or umpire appointed to preside over the arbitral tribunal. The chairman 
or umpire may have a par1cular role or func1on, depending on the par1es’ preferences 
and the rules they adopt for the arbitra1on. 

4. Flexibility and customisa1on: By providing the par1es with the freedom to determine the 
number of arbitrators and the presence of a chairman or umpire, sec1on 15(1) enables 
them to customise the arbitra1on process according to their specific needs and 
requirements. 

5. Considera1on of complexity and cost: The par1es may take into account factors such as 
the complexity of the dispute, the an1cipated dura1on of the proceedings, and the costs 
associated with the appointment of mul1ple arbitrators when making their decision. 

6. Balancing exper1se and efficiency: The par1es can use this flexibility to ensure that the 
arbitral tribunal possesses the necessary exper1se to handle the dispute effec1vely while 
maintaining procedural efficiency. 

In summary, sec1on 15(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the par1es to an arbitra1on 
agreement the autonomy to agree on cri1cal aspects of the arbitral process. They can decide on the 
number of arbitrators forming the tribunal and whether there will be a chairman or umpire. This 
provision empowers the par1es to tailor the arbitra1on to suit the specific needs and circumstances 
of their dispute, ensuring a more efficient and effec1ve resolu1on process. 
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(2) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, an agreement that the number of arbitrators shall be 
two or any other even number shall be understood as requiring the appointment of an 
addi\onal arbitrator as chairman of the tribunal. 

Sec1on 15(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the situa1on where the par1es agree that 
the number of arbitrators shall be two or any other even number. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Addi1onal arbitrator as chairman: sec1on 15(2) s1pulates that unless the par1es have 
agreed otherwise, if they decide to have an even number of arbitrators (such as two), the 
agreement is understood to require the appointment of an addi1onal arbitrator to serve 
as the chairman of the arbitral tribunal. 

2. Crea1ng an odd number of arbitrators: The provision aims to create an odd number of 
arbitrators in the tribunal by adding an extra arbitrator to the even number, thereby 
preven1ng poten1al deadlocks in decision-making during the arbitra1on proceedings. 

3. Resolving 1e votes: In arbitra1on, it is essen1al to have an odd number of arbitrators to 
prevent the possibility of 1e votes. With an odd number of arbitrators, there will always 
be a majority decision, ensuring a conclusive outcome. 

4. Encouraging majority decisions: By ensuring the presence of an odd number of 
arbitrators, sec1on 15(2) encourages the tribunal to reach majority decisions, enhancing 
the efficiency and effec1veness of the arbitra1on process. 

5. Party agreement excep1on: The provision acknowledges that the par1es may agree 
otherwise, allowing them the flexibility to deviate from the default rule by specifying the 
number of arbitrators and the appointment process in their arbitra1on agreement. 

6. Balancing party autonomy and procedural fairness: sec1on 15(2) strikes a balance 
between party autonomy and the need for a fair and efficient arbitra1on process. It 
respects the par1es’ freedom to agree on the tribunal’s composi1on while safeguarding 
against poten1al deadlock situa1ons. 

In summary, sec1on 15(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies that, in the absence of a specific 
agreement to the contrary, if the par1es agree that the number of arbitrators shall be two or any other 
even number, an addi1onal arbitrator will be required to serve as the chairman of the arbitral tribunal. 
This provision ensures an odd number of arbitrators in the tribunal, promo1ng procedural fairness and 
efficiency in the decision-making process during the arbitra1on proceedings. 

 

(3) If there is no agreement as to the number of arbitrators, the tribunal shall consist of a sole 
arbitrator. 

Sec1on 15(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the situa1on where there is no agreement 
between the par1es regarding the number of arbitrators to form the arbitral tribunal. Let us analyse 
this provision: 

1. Default provision: sec1on 15(3) serves as a default rule to resolve the issue when the 
par1es have not agreed on the number of arbitrators. 
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2. Sole arbitrator: In the absence of an agreement on the number of arbitrators, the 
provision states that the arbitral tribunal shall consist of a sole arbitrator. Therefore, the 
default presump1on is that a single arbitrator will be appointed to adjudicate the dispute. 

3. Efficiency and simplicity: By providing for a sole arbitrator as the default op1on, sec1on 
15(3) aims to promote efficiency and simplicity in the arbitra1on process. A single 
arbitrator can lead to quicker and more straighlorward proceedings compared to a larger 
tribunal. 

4. Cost considera1ons: Appoin1ng a sole arbitrator can also help control the overall cost of 
arbitra1on, as there is only one arbitrator’s fee and expenses to be covered. 

5. Party autonomy excep1on: The provision does not restrict the par1es from agreeing on a 
different number of arbitrators, should they wish to do so. Par1es are s1ll free to 
nego1ate and determine a different number of arbitrators through their arbitra1on 
agreement. 

6. Applicability to various forms of arbitra1on: sec1on 15(3) applies not only to ad hoc 
arbitra1ons but also to ins1tu1onal arbitra1ons, unless the par1es’ chosen arbitral 
ins1tu1on provides for a different default number of arbitrators. 

In summary, sec1on 15(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes a default rule that, in the 
absence of an agreement between the par1es regarding the number of arbitrators, the arbitral tribunal 
shall consist of a sole arbitrator. This provision promotes efficiency and simplicity in the arbitra1on 
process while allowing the par1es the freedom to agree on a different number of arbitrators if they so 
choose. 

 

16 PROCEDURE FOR APPOINTMENT OF ARBITRATORS 

(1) The par\es are free to agree on the procedure for appoin\ng the arbitrator or arbitrators, 
including the procedure for appoin\ng any chairman or umpire. 

Sec1on 16(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the par1es to an arbitra1on agreement the 
freedom to determine the procedure for appoin1ng the arbitrator or arbitrators, including any 
chairman or umpire, if applicable. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Party autonomy: sec1on 16(1) upholds the principle of party autonomy in arbitra1on. It 
recognises that the par1es involved in an arbitra1on agreement should have considerable 
control over the process and various aspects of the arbitra1on, including the appointment 
of the arbitrator(s). 

2. Flexible appointment process: The provision allows the par1es to design a customised 
and flexible procedure for selec1ng the arbitrator(s) based on their needs, preferences, 
and the specific requirements of the dispute. 

3. Tailoring the arbitra1on process: Par1es can agree on the specific steps, 1melines, and 
criteria for appoin1ng the arbitrator(s). This customisa1on allows them to adapt the 
appointment process to suit the nature and complexity of the dispute. 
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4. Encouraging efficiency: By agreeing on the appointment procedure, par1es can create a 
streamlined and efficient process for selec1ng the arbitrator(s) without the need for 1me-
consuming disputes or delays in the appointment. 

5. Incorpora1ng ins1tu1onal rules: In some cases, par1es may choose to adopt the 
appointment procedures provided by arbitral ins1tu1ons, such as those outlined in the 
rules of prominent arbitra1on bodies like the Interna1onal Chamber of Commerce (ICC), 
the London Court of Interna1onal Arbitra1on (LCIA), or the American Arbitra1on 
Associa1on (AAA). 

6. Clarity and transparency: Having a pre-agreed appointment procedure enhances the 
transparency and clarity of the arbitra1on process, giving all par1es involved confidence 
in the fairness and legi1macy of the appointment. 

7. Poten1al fallback provisions: In the absence of a specific agreement on the appointment 
procedure, the arbitra1on agreement may incorporate the default rules of a par1cular 
arbitral ins1tu1on or the provisions set out in the applicable arbitra1on law. 

In summary, sec1on 16(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 allows the par1es to an arbitra1on 
agreement the freedom to agree on the procedure for appoin1ng the arbitrator or arbitrators, as well 
as any chairman or umpire if relevant. This provision reflects the importance of party autonomy and 
promotes flexibility in the appointment process, allowing par1es to tailor the arbitra1on to best suit 
their needs and achieve an efficient and effec1ve resolu1on of their dispute. 

 

(2) If or to the extent that there is no such agreement, the following provisions apply. 

Sec1on 16(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the situa1on where the par1es have not 
reached an agreement on the procedure for appoin1ng the arbitrator(s) or any chairman or umpire. 
Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Default provision: sec1on 16(2) serves as a default rule to resolve the issue when the 
par1es have not agreed on the appointment procedure. 

2. Filling the procedural gap: In the absence of a specific agreement, the provision clarifies 
that certain default provisions will apply to ensure the appointment process moves 
forward smoothly. 

3. Adop1ng ins1tu1onal rules: In many cases, when par1es have not agreed on an 
appointment procedure, the arbitra1on agreement may implicitly incorporate the rules 
of an arbitral ins1tu1on. These ins1tu1onal rules typically outline a procedure for the 
appointment of arbitrators. 

4. Applying statutory rules: If the arbitra1on agreement does not refer to any ins1tu1onal 
rules, the applicable arbitra1on law (in this case, the English Arbitra1on Act 1996) may 
prescribe default provisions for the appointment of arbitrators. 

5. Ensuring fairness and independence: The default provisions aim to guarantee a fair and 
impar1al appointment process, protec1ng the par1es’ interests and upholding the 
principles of arbitra1on, including the independence and neutrality of arbitrators. 
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6. Avoiding stalemates: Default provisions ouen include mechanisms to prevent poten1al 
deadlocks in the appointment process, such as appoin1ng an appoin1ng authority if the 
par1es fail to agree on the arbitrator(s). 

7. Balancing party autonomy: While sec1on 16(2) provides default provisions, it does not 
prevent par1es from agreeing on a specific appointment procedure that deviates from 
the default rules. Party autonomy remains a key principle, and par1es can always 
customise the appointment process through their arbitra1on agreement. 

In summary, sec1on 16(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the situa1on where the par1es 
have not agreed on the procedure for appoin1ng the arbitrator(s) or any chairman or umpire. In such 
cases, the default provisions prescribed by ins1tu1onal rules or statutory law will apply to ensure a 
fair and efficient appointment process. However, par1es retain the flexibility to agree on a different 
procedure in their arbitra1on agreement, preserving the principle of party autonomy. 

 

(3) If the tribunal is to consist of a sole arbitrator, the par\es shall jointly appoint the arbitrator 
not later than 28 days ajer service of a request in wri\ng by either party to do so. 

Sec1on 16(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the appointment of a sole arbitrator in an 
arbitra1on proceeding. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Sole arbitrator: Sec1on 16(3) applies when the par1es have agreed or the default 
provisions have determined that the arbitral tribunal will consist of a sole arbitrator. This 
means that there will be a single arbitrator responsible for resolving the dispute. 

2. Joint appointment: The provision specifies that the par1es are required to jointly appoint 
the sole arbitrator. It emphasises the importance of coopera1on and mutual agreement 
between the par1es in selec1ng the arbitrator. 

3. Time limit: To ensure a 1mely appointment, Sec1on 16(3) sets a specific 1me frame for 
the joint appointment. The par1es are given 28 days from the date of service of a wriSen 
request by either party to make the appointment. 

4. Coopera1on and efficiency: By se{ng a 1me limit for the appointment, the provision aims 
to promote coopera1on between the par1es and encourages them to act promptly in the 
appointment process. 

5. Failure to appoint: If the par1es do not jointly appoint the arbitrator within the specified 
1me, the arbitra1on agreement or applicable ins1tu1onal rules may contain further 
provisions for resolving the deadlock. For example, the arbitra1on agreement might 
provide for the appointment of the arbitrator by a third party, an arbitral ins1tu1on, or 
the relevant court. 

6. Preserving party autonomy: While Sec1on 16(3) prescribes a specific 1me frame for the 
joint appointment, par1es can agree on a different 1meline for the appointment of the 
sole arbitrator in their arbitra1on agreement. Addi1onally, if the par1es agree to adopt 
ins1tu1onal rules, those rules may contain their own provisions on the appointment 
process. 
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7. Ensuring a func1oning tribunal: Timely appointment is crucial to ensure the smooth 
func1oning of the arbitral tribunal and to avoid unnecessary delays in the arbitra1on 
process. 

In summary, Sec1on 16(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that if the arbitral tribunal is 
to consist of a sole arbitrator, the par1es must jointly appoint the arbitrator within 28 days auer the 
service of a wriSen request by either party to do so. This provision encourages coopera1on between 
the par1es and seeks to ensure the 1mely establishment of the arbitral tribunal in cases where a sole 
arbitrator is required to resolve the dispute. 

 

(4) If the tribunal is to consist of two arbitrators, each party shall appoint one arbitrator not later 
than 14 days ajer service of a request in wri\ng by either party to do so. 

Sec1on 16(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the appointment of a two-member arbitral 
tribunal in an arbitra1on proceeding. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Two-member tribunal: Sec1on 16(4) applies when the par1es have agreed or the default 
provisions have determined that the arbitral tribunal will consist of two arbitrators. This 
means there will be two individuals, one appointed by each party, who will par1cipate in 
the arbitra1on proceedings. 

2. Equal representa1on: The provision ensures equal representa1on for each party in the 
tribunal. Each party has the right to appoint one arbitrator to represent their interests 
and views during the arbitra1on. 

3. Time limit: To ensure a 1mely appointment, Sec1on 16(4) sets a specific 1me frame for 
each party to make their appointment. Each party is given 14 days from the date of service 
of a wriSen request by either party to appoint their chosen arbitrator. 

4. Coopera1on and efficiency: By se{ng a 1me limit for the appointment, the provision aims 
to encourage both par1es to act promptly and coopera1vely in the appointment process. 
This helps in ensuring the smooth progress of the arbitra1on. 

5. Ensuring a func1oning tribunal: The 1mely appointment of both arbitrators is crucial to 
establish a func1oning arbitral tribunal. A two-member tribunal requires the par1cipa1on 
of both arbitrators to effec1vely address the issues in dispute. 

6. Failure to appoint: If either party fails to appoint an arbitrator within the specified 1me, 
the arbitra1on agreement or applicable ins1tu1onal rules may contain further provisions 
for resolving the deadlock. For example, the arbitra1on agreement might provide for the 
appointment of the second arbitrator by a third party, an arbitral ins1tu1on, or the 
relevant court. 

7. Preserving party autonomy: While sec1on 16(4) prescribes a specific 1me frame for the 
appointment of the two arbitrators, par1es can agree on a different 1meline for the 
appointment in their arbitra1on agreement. Addi1onally, if the par1es agree to adopt 
ins1tu1onal rules, those rules may contain their own provisions on the appointment 
process. 
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In summary, sec1on 16(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 requires that if the arbitral tribunal is to 
consist of two arbitrators, each party must appoint one arbitrator within 14 days auer the service of a 
wriSen request by either party to do so. This provision ensures equal representa1on for each party in 
the two-member tribunal and encourages 1mely appointments to establish a func1oning arbitral 
panel. 

 

(5) If the tribunal is to consist of three arbitrators— 

(a) each party shall appoint one arbitrator not later than 14 days ajer service of a request 
in wri\ng by either party to do so, and 

(b) the two so appointed shall forthwith appoint a third arbitrator as the chairman of the 
tribunal. 

Sec1on 16(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the appointment process when the arbitral 
tribunal is to consist of three arbitrators. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Three-member tribunal: Sec1on 16(5) applies when the par1es have agreed or the default 
provisions have determined that the arbitral tribunal will consist of three arbitrators. This 
means there will be three individuals, each represen1ng a party’s interests, who will 
collec1vely form the arbitral tribunal. 

2. Sequen1al appointment process: The provision outlines a sequen1al process for the 
appointment of the three arbitrators. It involves two steps: (a) each party appoin1ng one 
arbitrator, and (b) the two appointed arbitrators jointly selec1ng a third arbitrator to serve 
as the chairman of the tribunal. 

3. Time limit: To ensure a 1mely appointment, Sec1on 16(5) sets a specific 1me frame for 
each party to appoint their chosen arbitrator. Each party has 14 days from the date of 
service of a wriSen request by either party to make their appointment. 

4. Chairman appointment: Once the two party-appointed arbitrators have been designated, 
they are required to promptly select the third arbitrator to serve as the chairman of the 
tribunal. This ensures that the tribunal can be fully cons1tuted and begin its work 
efficiently. 

5. Encouraging coopera1on and efficiency: The provision promotes coopera1on between 
the par1es and efficiency in the appointment process. By providing clear 1me limits for 
each step, it helps in the 1mely establishment of the arbitral tribunal. 

6. Resolving any deadlock: In case the two party-appointed arbitrators are unable to agree 
on the third arbitrator to serve as chairman, the arbitra1on agreement or applicable 
ins1tu1onal rules may contain further provisions for resolving the deadlock. For example, 
the arbitra1on agreement might provide for the appointment of the third arbitrator by a 
third party, an arbitral ins1tu1on, or the relevant court. 

7. Preserving party autonomy: While Sec1on 16(5) prescribes a specific 1me frame for the 
appointment process, par1es can agree on a different 1meline for the appointment of the 
three arbitrators in their arbitra1on agreement. Addi1onally, if the par1es agree to adopt 
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ins1tu1onal rules, those rules may contain their own provisions on the appointment 
process. 

In summary, Sec1on 16(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the appointment process when 
the arbitral tribunal is to consist of three arbitrators. Each party must appoint one arbitrator within 14 
days auer the service of a wriSen request by either party to do so. Once the two party-appointed 
arbitrators are in place, they jointly appoint the third arbitrator to serve as the chairman of the 
tribunal. This provision ensures equal representa1on of each party and fosters coopera1on and 
efficiency in establishing the three-member arbitral tribunal. 

 

(6) If the tribunal is to consist of two arbitrators and an umpire— 

(a) each party shall appoint one arbitrator not later than 14 days ajer service of a request 
in wri\ng by either party to do so, and 

(b) the two so appointed may appoint an umpire at any \me ajer they themselves are 
appointed and shall do so before any substan\ve hearing or forthwith if they cannot 
agree on a ma_er rela\ng to the arbitra\on. 

Sec1on 16(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the appointment process when the arbitral 
tribunal is to consist of two arbitrators and an umpire. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Composi1on of the tribunal: sec1on 16(6) applies when the par1es have agreed or the 
default provisions have determined that the arbitral tribunal will consist of two arbitrators 
and an umpire. This means there will be two arbitrators ini1ally appointed by each party 
and a third individual, the umpire, who will join the tribunal later. 

2. Sequen1al appointment process: Similar to sec1on 16(5), this provision outlines a 
sequen1al process for the appointment of the two arbitrators. It involves two steps: (a) 
each party appoin1ng one arbitrator, and (b) the two appointed arbitrators later selec1ng 
an umpire. 

3. Time limit for arbitrator appointment: As with sec1on 16(5), sec1on 16(6)(a) sets a 
specific 1me frame for each party to appoint their chosen arbitrator. Each party has 14 
days from the date of service of a wriSen request by either party to make their 
appointment. 

4. Umpire appointment: sec1on 16(6)(b) allows the two appointed arbitrators to jointly 
appoint an umpire at any 1me auer their own appointments. However, it specifies that 
they must do so before any substan1ve hearing or immediately if they encounter a 
disagreement rela1ng to the arbitra1on. 

5. Flexibility in umpire appointment: The provision grants flexibility in selec1ng the umpire, 
allowing the two arbitrators to take their 1me to iden1fy a suitable candidate or expert 
for this role. 

6. Resolu1on of disputes: The umpire plays a crucial role in resolving disputes that may arise 
between the two arbitrators during the arbitra1on process. Their appointment ensures a 
balanced and unbiased decision-making process in case of disagreements. 
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7. Encouraging efficiency and avoiding delays: While the appointment of the two arbitrators 
is subject to a specific 1me frame, the provision recognises that the appointment of the 
umpire may require more 1me, especially considering their specific exper1se or 
qualifica1ons. 

8. Preserving party autonomy: As with other appointment provisions, par1es can agree on 
a different 1meline for the appointment of the arbitrators and umpire in their arbitra1on 
agreement. 

In summary, sec1on 16(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the appointment process when 
the arbitral tribunal is to consist of two arbitrators and an umpire. Each party must appoint one 
arbitrator within 14 days auer the service of a wriSen request by either party. Subsequently, the two 
appointed arbitrators can jointly appoint the umpire at any 1me auer their own appointments, but it 
must be done before any substan1ve hearing or immediately if there are disagreements rela1ng to the 
arbitra1on. This provision ensures the efficient establishment of the tribunal and addresses the 
importance of appoin1ng an umpire to resolve disputes between the arbitrators during the arbitra1on 
process. 

 

(7) In any other case (in par\cular, if there are more than two par\es) sec\on 18 applies as in the 
case of a failure of the agreed appointment procedure. 

Sec1on 16(7) of the Act deals with cases where the arbitral tribunal is to consist of more than two 
arbitrators or when there are more than two par1es involved in the arbitra1on. In such situa1ons, 
Sec1on 18 of the Act applies as in the case of a failure of the agreed appointment procedure. Here is 
a breakdown of its implica1ons: 

1. Mul1ple par1es or arbitrators: sec1on 16(7) recognises that there may be cases where an 
arbitra1on involves more than two par1es or requires the appointment of more than two 
arbitrators. Such situa1ons are common in complex commercial disputes involving 
mul1ple par1es or when the par1es agree to have a larger panel of arbitrators. 

2. Reference to sec1on 18: sec1on 16(7) makes a cross-reference to sec1on 18 of the 
Arbitra1on Act 1996. Sec1on 18 deals with the failure of the agreed appointment 
procedure and provides a mechanism for resolving disputes or deadlock situa1ons that 
may arise during the appointment process. 

3. Appoin1ng authori1es: sec1on 18 allows for the interven1on of appoin1ng authori1es, 
which can be ins1tu1ons, organisa1ons, or individuals designated to assist in appoin1ng 
arbitrators when par1es are unable to agree or if a nomina1on process fails. These 
appoin1ng authori1es are responsible for making the necessary appointments to ensure 
the cons1tu1on of a func1oning arbitral tribunal.4 

4. Resolving deadlock situa1ons: In cases involving mul1ple par1es or arbitrators, it is 
possible that disagreements or stalemates may occur during the appointment process. 

 
4 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
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Sec1on 18 provides a mechanism to overcome such impasses and proceed with the 
appointment of the arbitrators. 

5. Ensuring a func1oning tribunal: The applica1on of Sec1on 18 in these situa1ons helps to 
ensure that the arbitral tribunal can be cons1tuted effec1vely, thereby preserving the 
efficiency and effec1veness of the arbitra1on process. 

6. Preserving party autonomy: While sec1on 16(7) refers to sec1on 18 in cases of a failure 
of the agreed appointment procedure, par1es can s1ll agree on their own appointment 
procedure, including the number of arbitrators, in their arbitra1on agreement. Sec1on 
16(7) only comes into play when the agreed appointment procedure fails or when the 
par1es have not agreed on a specific appointment procedure. 

In summary, sec1on 16(7) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 refers to sec1on 18 of the Act in cases 
where the arbitral tribunal is to consist of more than two arbitrators or when there are more than two 
par1es involved in the arbitra1on.5 Sec1on 18 provides a mechanism for resolving disputes or deadlock 
situa1ons that may arise during the appointment process, ensuring the effec1ve cons1tu1on of a 
func1oning arbitral tribunal in such situa1ons. 

 

17 POWER IN CASE OF DEFAULT TO APPOINT SOLE ARBITRATOR 

(1) Unless the par\es otherwise agree, where each of two par\es to an arbitra\on agreement is 
to appoint an arbitrator and one party (“the party in default”) refuses to do so, or fails to do 
so within the \me specified, the other party, having duly appointed his arbitrator, may give 
no\ce in wri\ng to the party in default that he proposes to appoint his arbitrator to act as 
sole arbitrator. 

Sec1on 17(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses a situa1on where an arbitra1on agreement 
requires each of two par1es to appoint an arbitrator, but one party fails to do so or refuses to 
par1cipate in the appointment process. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Two-party appointment requirement: Sec1on 17(1) applies when the arbitra1on 
agreement specifies that each of the two par1es must appoint an arbitrator to form the 
arbitral tribunal. This requirement is common in many arbitra1on agreements to ensure 
equal representa1on of both par1es in the tribunal. 

2. Party in default: The provision refers to the party that either refuses to appoint an 
arbitrator or fails to do so within the specified 1me frame as the “party in default”. 

3. Right to no1ce: If one party has duly appointed their arbitrator but the other party is in 
default, the party that made the appointment is granted the right to take ac1on to 
proceed with the arbitra1on process. 

4. Sole arbitrator appointment: sec1on 17(1) allows the party that has appointed its 
arbitrator to give wriSen no1ce to the defaul1ng party. The no1ce informs the defaul1ng 

 
5 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
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party that, due to their failure to appoint an arbitrator, the appoin1ng party proposes to 
have its appointed arbitrator act as the sole arbitrator for the arbitra1on proceedings. 

5. Resolving the deadlock: The provision is designed to resolve a poten1al deadlock situa1on 
that may arise when one party refuses to cooperate or par1cipate in the appointment of 
arbitrators. By allowing the party that has appointed its arbitrator to proceed with the 
appointment of a sole arbitrator, the arbitra1on process can move forward despite the 
default. 

6. Preserving party autonomy: While sec1on 17(1) allows the party in default to be no1fied 
of the inten1on to proceed with a sole arbitrator, par1es can s1ll agree on different 
appointment procedures or methods for resolving appointment disputes in their 
arbitra1on agreement. This provision comes into play when the par1es have not agreed 
on an alterna1ve procedure or when the agreed procedure has failed. 

7. Fairness and efficiency: sec1on 17(1) aims to ensure a fair and efficient arbitra1on process 
even in situa1ons where one party fails to comply with the appointment requirements. 
By permi{ng the appointment of a sole arbitrator, the arbitra1on proceedings can 
con1nue without undue delay. 

In summary, sec1on 17(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers a party to an arbitra1on 
agreement, who has duly appointed an arbitrator, to give no1ce to the other party in default. The 
no1ce states the inten1on to proceed with the appointment of the already appointed arbitrator to act 
as the sole arbitrator in the arbitra1on proceedings. This provision helps resolve deadlock situa1ons 
and ensures the arbitra1on process can con1nue in an efficient and fair manner even when one party 
is uncoopera1ve or defaults in appoin1ng an arbitrator. 

 

(2) If the party in default does not within 7 clear days of that no\ce being given— 

(a) make the required appointment, and 

(b) no\fy the other party that he has done so, 

the other party may appoint his arbitrator as sole arbitrator whose award shall be binding on 
both par\es as if he had been so appointed by agreement. 

Sec1on 17(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 complements sec1on 17(1) and addresses the 
consequences when the party in default fails to respond to the no1ce given by the other party. Let us 
analyse this provision: 

1. No1ce to the party in default: As per sec1on 17(1), the party that has already appointed 
its arbitrator gives wriSen no1ce to the defaul1ng party. The no1ce informs the defaul1ng 
party of the inten1on to proceed with the appointment of a sole arbitrator and provides 
them with an opportunity to make the required appointment. 

2. Time limit for response: sec1on 17(2) sets a specific 1me frame of 7 clear days for the 
party in default to respond to the no1ce. Within this period, the defaul1ng party must 
take two steps: (a) make the required appointment of its arbitrator, and (b) no1fy the 
other party that the appointment has been made. 
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3. Consequences of non-response: If the party in default does not complete both steps (a) 
and (b) within the 7-day period, sec1on 17(2) gives the other party the right to proceed 
with the appointment of their own arbitrator as the sole arbitrator for the arbitra1on 
proceedings. 

4. Sole arbitrator’s authority: The arbitrator appointed by the other party will now act as the 
sole arbitrator, and their award will be binding on both par1es as if they had been 
appointed by mutual agreement. 

5. Ensuring progress in the arbitra1on process: sec1on 17(2) is designed to prevent undue 
delays in the arbitra1on proceedings due to the defaul1ng party’s inac1on. By allowing 
the other party to proceed with the appointment of a sole arbitrator, the arbitra1on 
process can move forward even if the party in default refuses or fails to par1cipate in the 
appointment process. 

6. Preserving the integrity of the award: The provision ensures that the award rendered by 
the sole arbitrator appointed by the other party will carry the same authority and 
enforceability as if both par1es had mutually agreed to appoint that arbitrator. 

7. Encouraging coopera1on and adherence to 1melines: The 1me limit provided in Sec1on 
17(2) incen1vises the party in default to promptly respond to the no1ce and fulfil their 
obliga1ons in appoin1ng an arbitrator. By doing so, the arbitra1on proceedings can 
proceed smoothly, and the par1es can receive a 1mely resolu1on to their dispute. 

In summary, sec1on 17(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 s1pulates the consequences when the 
party in default fails to respond to the no1ce given by the other party regarding the appointment of 
an arbitrator. If the party in default does not complete the required appointment and no1fica1on 
within 7 clear days, the other party has the right to proceed with the appointment of its own arbitrator 
as the sole arbitrator. The award rendered by this sole arbitrator will be binding on both par1es as if 
appointed by mutual agreement. This provision promotes 1mely progress in the arbitra1on process 
and encourages coopera1on between the par1es. 

 

(3) Where a sole arbitrator has been appointed under subsec\on (2), the party in default may 
(upon no\ce to the appoin\ng party) apply to the court which may set aside the appointment. 

Sec1on 17(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a remedy to the party in default if a sole 
arbitrator has been appointed under sec1on 17(2) and the defaul1ng party wishes to challenge or 
dispute the appointment. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Applicability: sec1on 17(3) applies in situa1ons where the party in default has failed to 
respond to the no1ce given by the other party, and as a consequence, the other party has 
proceeded to appoint their arbitrator as the sole arbitrator for the arbitra1on proceedings 
under sec1on 17(2). 

2. Right to challenge the appointment: Despite the appointment of a sole arbitrator by the 
other party, sec1on 17(3) allows the party in default to challenge the appointment by 
making an applica1on to the court. 
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3. No1ce requirement: Before making the applica1on to the court, the party in default must 
provide no1ce to the appoin1ng party. This no1ce serves as an indica1on that the party 
in default intends to challenge the appointment and allows the appoin1ng party an 
opportunity to respond or par1cipate in the court proceedings. 

4. Court’s authority: Upon receiving the applica1on from the party in default, the court has 
the power to set aside the appointment of the sole arbitrator if it finds sufficient grounds 
for doing so. 

5. Grounds for se{ng aside: The court’s decision to set aside the appointment will be based 
on the merits of the case and the arguments presented by the party in default. The court 
may set aside the appointment if it determines that there are valid reasons for doing so. 

6. Ensuring fairness and due process: sec1on 17(3) ensures that the party in default has an 
avenue to challenge the appointment of the sole arbitrator if they believe there has been 
an error or irregularity in the appointment process. It upholds principles of fairness and 
due process in the arbitra1on proceedings. 

7. Judicial oversight: By allowing the court to intervene and set aside the appointment, 
sec1on 17(3) provides a mechanism for judicial oversight to ensure that the appointment 
process is conducted properly and in accordance with the law. 

In summary, sec1on 17(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the party in default the right to 
challenge the appointment of a sole arbitrator made under sec1on 17(2). The defaul1ng party can 
make an applica1on to the court to set aside the appointment. The court will consider the merits of 
the challenge and may set aside the appointment if it finds valid reasons for doing so. This provision 
ensures fairness and due process in the arbitra1on process and allows for judicial oversight if 
necessary. 

 

(4) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 17(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets forth a requirement for obtaining leave 
(permission) from the court before appealing a decision made by the court under Sec1on 17(3). Let us 
analyse this provision: 

1. Applicability: sec1on 17(4) applies to situa1ons where a party seeks to appeal a decision 
made by the court under sec1on 17(3). As per sec1on 17(3), the court has the authority 
to set aside the appointment of a sole arbitrator if an applica1on is made by the party in 
default, and the court finds sufficient grounds to do so. 

2. Right to appeal: sec1on 17(4) allows a party to appeal the court’s decision under Sec1on 
17(3). However, to pursue such an appeal, the party must first seek permission (leave) 
from the court. 

3. Leave requirement: Before lodging an appeal, the party seeking to challenge the court’s 
decision must obtain permission from the same court that made the ini1al decision. The 
purpose of requiring leave is to ensure that only meritorious and appropriate appeals are 
entertained, thus avoiding frivolous or unnecessary challenges. 
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4. Judicial oversight: Requiring leave for an appeal ensures that the court has oversight and 
control over the appellate process. This mechanism serves to filter appeals and prevents 
a flood of appeals that might otherwise burden the court system. 

5. Considera1on of merits: In the leave applica1on, the court will consider the grounds of 
the proposed appeal and assess whether there are sufficient grounds to warrant a full 
appeal hearing. 

6. Protec1ng the arbitra1on process: The provision strikes a balance between the right to 
appeal and the need to protect the efficiency and finality of the arbitra1on process. It 
prevents unnecessary delays in the proceedings caused by appeals that lack substan1al 
merit. 

7. Preserving finality: By requiring leave for an appeal, sec1on 17(4) reinforces the principle 
of finality in arbitra1on proceedings. It ensures that the decision of the court under 
sec1on 17(3) is not easily overturned and that the par1es can rely on the appointment of 
the sole arbitrator to proceed with the arbitra1on. 

In summary, sec1on 17(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that a party seeking to appeal 
a decision of the court made under sec1on 17(3) must first obtain permission (leave) from the same 
court. This requirement aims to control the appellate process, ensure that only meritorious appeals 
are pursued, and protect the efficiency and finality of the arbitra1on proceedings. It provides an 
addi1onal layer of scru1ny before a party can proceed with an appeal, thereby promo1ng fair and just 
resolu1on of disputes arising from the appointment of a sole arbitrator. 

 

18 FAILURE OF APPOINTMENT PROCEDURE 

(1) The par\es are free to agree what is to happen in the event of a failure of the procedure for 
the appointment of the arbitral tribunal. 

There is no failure if an appointment is duly made under sec\on 17 (power in case of default 
to appoint sole arbitrator), unless that appointment is set aside. 

Sec1on 18(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the scenario where the agreed procedure 
for appoin1ng the arbitral tribunal fails. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Party autonomy: sec1on 18(1) emphasises the principle of party autonomy in arbitra1on. 
It allows the par1es to agree on the procedure for appoin1ng the arbitral tribunal in their 
arbitra1on agreement. This agreement may include provisions for addressing the failure 
of the appointment process. 

2. Addressing failure of appointment: The provision recognises that, despite the par1es’ 
best inten1ons, the appointment process may encounter difficul1es or challenges that 
lead to a failure in making the required appointments. 

3. Importance of agreed procedure: The agreed procedure for appointment takes 
precedence. If the par1es have agreed on a specific procedure and that procedure works 
as intended, then there is no failure in the appointment process. 
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4. Sec1on 17 excep1on: However, an excep1on to this rule is made for the appointment of 
a sole arbitrator under sec1on 17(2). If one party gives no1ce of their inten1on to appoint 
a sole arbitrator, and the other party fails to respond within the specified 1me, the 
appointment of the sole arbitrator proceeds (under sec1on 17(2)). This appointment is 
not considered a failure even if the party in default later seeks to set it aside under sec1on 
17(3). 

5. Agreement’s role in failure: sec1on 18(1) highlights the significance of the par1es’ 
agreement in dealing with the failure of the appointment procedure. If the par1es have 
agreed on specific ac1ons or remedies to address the failure, those provisions will be 
followed. 

6. Legal consequences of failure: If the par1es have not addressed the failure in their 
arbitra1on agreement or if their agreement is silent on this maSer, the legal 
consequences of the failure will be determined in accordance with the Act. 

7. Ensuring a func1oning arbitra1on process: By allowing the par1es to agree on the 
procedure for appoin1ng the arbitral tribunal, sec1on 18(1) provides flexibility and 
ensures a func1oning arbitra1on process. Par1es can tailor the appointment procedure 
to suit their specific needs and circumstances. 

In summary, sec1on 18(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 reaffirms the importance of party 
autonomy in arbitra1on proceedings. It grants par1es the freedom to agree on the procedure for 
appoin1ng the arbitral tribunal and how to handle any failure in the appointment process. If the par1es 
have agreed on the procedure and it func1ons as intended, there is no failure. However, if there is no 
agreed procedure or if the agreed procedure fails, the Act will determine the legal consequences of 
the failure unless the appointment of a sole arbitrator under sec1on 17(2) is later set aside under 
sec1on 17(3). This provision promotes the effec1veness and efficiency of the arbitra1on process by 
allowing par1es to tailor the appointment procedure to their needs and resolve issues related to the 
failure of the appointment process in a manner they have mutually agreed upon. 

 

(2) If or to the extent that there is no such agreement any party to the arbitra\on agreement may 
(upon no\ce to the other par\es) apply to the court to exercise its powers under this sec\on. 

Sec1on 18(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a mechanism for par1es to address the 
failure of the agreed procedure for appoin1ng the arbitral tribunal when there is no such agreement 
or when the agreement is insufficient to address the situa1on. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Absence of agreement: sec1on 18(2) comes into play when the arbitra1on agreement 
does not contain provisions regarding what should happen in the event of a failure in the 
appointment process. In such cases, the par1es have not predetermined how to handle 
the failure. 

2. Party’s applica1on to court: When faced with a failure in the appointment process, any 
party to the arbitra1on agreement has the right to apply to the court to exercise its 
powers under this sec1on. The applica1on must be made by giving no1ce to the other 
par1es, informing them of the inten1on to seek the court’s interven1on. 
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3. Court’s powers: The court’s powers under this sec1on refer to its authority to take 
appropriate measures to address the failure of the appointment process. The court may 
step in to ensure the arbitral tribunal is cons1tuted and the arbitra1on process can 
proceed smoothly. 

4. Judicial interven1on: sec1on 18(2) allows for judicial interven1on in the appointment 
process only when there is no agreement between the par1es or when the exis1ng 
agreement does not adequately address the situa1on. 

5. Facilita1ng the arbitra1on process: The provision serves as a safety net to prevent a 
deadlock or delay in the appointment of the arbitral tribunal. By allowing a party to apply 
to the court, the Act ensures that the arbitra1on process can move forward, even in the 
absence of an agreed-upon procedure. 

6. Balancing party autonomy and court oversight: sec1on 18(2) strikes a balance between 
party autonomy and court oversight. It respects the par1es’ right to determine their own 
appointment procedure but also provides a mechanism for recourse when the procedure 
breaks down. 

7. Flexible approach: The Act empowers the court to exercise its powers under sec1on 18(2) 
flexibly, ensuring that the court can tailor its interven1on to the specific circumstances of 
the case. 

In summary, sec1on 18(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 allows a party to the arbitra1on 
agreement to seek the court’s interven1on when there is a failure in the appointment procedure and 
no agreement or insufficient agreement exists to address the situa1on. By providing this mechanism, 
the Act ensures that the arbitra1on process can proceed smoothly, even in the absence of a specific 
procedure for addressing the failure. The provision strikes a balance between party autonomy and 
court oversight, promo1ng a func1oning arbitra1on process while respec1ng the par1es’ freedom to 
determine their own appointment procedures. 

 

(3) Those powers are— 

(a) to give direc\ons as to the making of any necessary appointments; 

(b) to direct that the tribunal shall be cons\tuted by such appointments (or any one or 
more of them) as have been made; 

(c) to revoke any appointments already made; 

(d) to make any necessary appointments itself. 

Sec1on 18(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the powers of the court when a party applies 
for its interven1on to address the failure of the agreed procedure for appoin1ng the arbitral tribunal. 
The powers of the court are as follows: 

1. Giving direc1ons: The court may give direc1ons to the par1es regarding the procedure for 
making any necessary appointments. These direc1ons can include specific 1melines or 
requirements for the appointment process. 
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2. Direc1ng tribunal cons1tu1on: The court has the authority to direct that the arbitral 
tribunal be cons1tuted by the appointments that have already been made (or any one or 
more of them). This means that if some appointments have been successfully made, the 
court can confirm the cons1tu1on of the tribunal based on those appointments. 

3. Revoking appointments: The court may revoke any appointments that have already been 
made if it deems it necessary to do so. This power allows the court to address any 
irregulari1es or issues with the appointments that have taken place. 

4. Making appointments: In cases where the agreed appointment procedure has failed and 
no valid appointments have been made, the court has the power to make the necessary 
appointments itself. This means that the court can directly appoint the arbitrators to form 
the arbitral tribunal. 

These powers are intended to ensure that the arbitral tribunal can be cons1tuted despite the failure 
of the agreed appointment procedure. The court’s interven1on aims to facilitate the arbitra1on 
process, resolve any disputes related to the appointment of arbitrators, and allow the par1es to 
proceed with the resolu1on of their dispute in a 1mely and efficient manner. 

It is worth no1ng that these powers are exercised by the court only when there is no agreement on 
how to address the failure or when the exis1ng agreement is insufficient to resolve the maSer. When 
there is an agreement between the par1es on what should happen in the event of a failure, the agreed-
upon procedure takes precedence, and the court will follow that procedure without the need for 
interven1on. Sec1on 18(3) is designed to serve as a backstop when the agreed procedure proves 
ineffec1ve or is absent altogether. 

 

(4) An appointment made by the court under this sec\on has effect as if made with the 
agreement of the par\es. 

Sec1on 18(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that an appointment made by the court under 
sec1on 18(2) of the Act has the same effect as if it had been made with the agreement of the par1es. 
Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Court-appointed arbitrators: sec1on 18(2) allows the court to step in and make necessary 
appointments to form the arbitral tribunal when there is a failure in the agreed procedure 
for appointment or no such procedure exists. In such cases, the court exercises its power 
to ensure the arbitra1on process moves forward. 

2. Legal effect of court-appointed arbitrators: sec1on 18(4) clarifies that any appointment 
made by the court pursuant to sec1on 18(2) is treated as if it had been made with the 
agreement of the par1es. This means that the court-appointed arbitrators have the same 
legal status and authority as if the par1es had appointed them voluntarily. 

3. Confirma1on of validity: The provision aims to give legal validity and certainty to the 
court-appointed arbitrators. By equa1ng the court-appointed appointments with the 
par1es’ agreement, sec1on 18(4) removes any doubt about the legi1macy and authority 
of the tribunal thus cons1tuted. 
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4. Avoiding challenges: The wording of sec1on 18(4) seeks to prevent any challenges or 
disputes over the authority of the court-appointed arbitrators. By trea1ng these 
appointments as if they were made by mutual agreement, the Act reinforces the 
arbitrators’ ability to conduct the proceedings and issue an enforceable award. 

5. Promo1ng the efficacy of arbitra1on: sec1on 18(4) serves to promote the efficacy of the 
arbitra1on process. It ensures that the arbitral tribunal can be cons1tuted without 
unnecessary delays or uncertainty, even when the original appointment procedure fails. 

6. Facilita1ng the par1es’ inten1ons: The Act aims to honour the par1es’ inten1on to resolve 
their dispute through arbitra1on by allowing the court to step in and appoint arbitrators 
if the par1es themselves cannot do so. 

In summary, sec1on 18(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that any appointment made by 
the court under sec1on 18(2) has the same legal effect as if it had been made with the agreement of 
the par1es. This provision ensures that court-appointed arbitrators are recognised as having the 
authority to conduct the arbitra1on and issue an enforceable award. By trea1ng these appointments 
as if they were made by mutual agreement, the Act upholds the efficacy of the arbitra1on process and 
promotes the par1es’ inten1on to resolve their dispute through arbitra1on, even when the agreed 
appointment procedure fails. 

 

(5) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 18(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that the leave of the court is required for any 
appeal from a decision of the court made under sec1on 18(2) of the Act. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Requirement for leave of the court: The provision makes it clear that a party seeking to 
appeal a decision of the court made under sec1on 18(2) must obtain the leave 
(permission) of the court before they can proceed with the appeal. In other words, a party 
cannot appeal as of right but must first seek permission from the court. 

2. Control of the appellate process: Requiring leave for appeal allows the court to exercise 
control over the appellate process. It ensures that only meritorious and significant 
appeals proceed, preven1ng frivolous or unnecessary challenges to decisions made by 
the court under sec1on 18(2). 

3. Ensuring efficiency and finality: By requiring leave, the Act aims to maintain efficiency in 
the arbitra1on process and promote finality in the decisions made by the court. 
Unrestricted appeals could lead to delays and undermine the 1mely resolu1on of disputes 
through arbitra1on. 

4. Appeal on points of law: An appeal from a decision made under sec1on 18(2) is likely to 
be limited to points of law rather than factual maSers. Courts generally grant leave for 
appeals when there is a ques1on of law that requires further considera1on or 
clarifica1on. 

5. Balancing party rights: While the provision requires leave for appeal, it does not preclude 
a party from seeking redress if they believe the court has made an error in its decision. 
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The requirement for leave ensures that such appeals are properly considered and do not 
unnecessarily burden the court system. 

6. Ensuring consistency: The requirement for leave helps ensure consistency in the 
applica1on of sec1on 18(2) and the appeal process. It enables the higher courts to assess 
whether the lower court’s decision was correct and provides an opportunity to correct 
errors if they exist. 

In summary, sec1on 18(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that the leave of the court is 
necessary for any party seeking to appeal a decision made by the court under sec1on 18(2). This 
requirement ensures the court’s control over the appellate process, maintains efficiency and finality in 
the arbitra1on proceedings, and allows for the proper considera1on of points of law on appeal. It 
strikes a balance between party rights to appeal and the need to avoid unnecessary appeals that could 
disrupt the arbitra1on process. 

 

19 COURT TO HAVE REGARD TO AGREED QUALIFICATIONS 

(1) In deciding whether to exercise, and in considering how to exercise, any of its powers under 
sec\on 16 (procedure for appointment of arbitrators) or sec\on 18 (failure of appointment 
procedure), the court shall have due regard to any agreement of the par\es as to the 
qualifica\ons required of the arbitrators. 

Sec1on 19(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 pertains to the court’s exercise of powers under 
sec1on 16 (procedure for appointment of arbitrators) and sec1on 18 (failure of appointment 
procedure). Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Considera1on of par1es’ agreement: sec1on 19 emphasises that when the court is 
deciding whether to exercise its powers under Sec1on 16 or sec1on 18, it must take into 
account any agreement made by the par1es regarding the qualifica1ons required of the 
arbitrators. This means that the court must respect and give due regard to the par1es’ 
preferences and requirements when appoin1ng arbitrators. 

2. Flexibility in appointment criteria: The provision acknowledges the par1es’ autonomy and 
flexibility in specifying the qualifica1ons they desire in the arbitrators. This allows the 
par1es to tailor the arbitra1on process to suit their specific needs and preferences, 
par1cularly concerning the arbitrators’ exper1se, experience, or industry knowledge. 

3. Facilita1ng the par1es’ inten1ons: By considering the par1es’ agreement on the 
qualifica1ons of the arbitrators, sec1on 19 facilitates the par1es’ inten1ons to have a 
dispute resolu1on process conducted by arbitrators possessing specific qualifica1ons 
deemed important by the par1es. 

4. Enhancing trust and confidence: The provision reinforces the importance of adhering to 
the par1es’ agreement on arbitrator qualifica1ons. This can enhance the par1es’ trust 
and confidence in the arbitra1on process, as it ensures that arbitrators with the desired 
aSributes are appointed to handle their dispute. 

5. Balancing the court’s discre1on: While the court must consider the par1es’ agreement, 
Sec1on 19 does not strip the court of its discre1on in making appointments. If the par1es’ 
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agreement is unreasonable or unworkable, the court retains the authority to make a 
decision that best serves the interests of the arbitra1on process. 

6. Encouraging party coopera1on: By recognising the par1es’ agreement on arbitrator 
qualifica1ons, the provision encourages par1es to cooperate in the appointment process 
and promotes a smoother and more efficient resolu1on of disputes through arbitra1on. 

In summary, sec1on 19 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 directs the court to take into account any 
agreement of the par1es concerning the qualifica1ons required of the arbitrators when exercising its 
powers under sec1on 16 or sec1on 18. This provision respects the par1es’ autonomy, fosters their 
trust in the arbitra1on process, and promotes coopera1on in the appointment of arbitrators while 
allowing the court to exercise its discre1on in certain circumstances. 

 

20 CHAIRMAN 

(1) Where the par\es have agreed that there is to be a chairman, they are free to agree what the 
func\ons of the chairman are to be in rela\on to the making of decisions, orders and awards. 

Sec1on 20(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the role of a chairman in arbitral 
proceedings when the par1es have agreed to appoint one. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Agreement between par1es: The provision emphasises the principle of party autonomy 
in arbitra1on. It states that when the par1es have agreed to appoint a chairman, they are 
free to reach an agreement regarding the func1ons and responsibili1es of the chairman 
concerning the making of decisions, orders, and awards. 

2. Flexibility in defining the chairman’s role: sec1on 20(1) allows the par1es to tailor the 
chairman’s role to suit the specific needs of the arbitra1on. They can agree on the scope 
of the chairman’s authority, the types of decisions they may make, the procedures for 
issuing orders, and any other relevant aspects of the arbitra1on process. 

3. Ensuring clarity and efficiency: By enabling the par1es to agree on the func1ons of the 
chairman, sec1on 20(1) promotes clarity and efficiency in the arbitra1on proceedings. 
This agreement can avoid poten1al disputes or ambigui1es that may arise if the role of 
the chairman is not clearly defined. 

4. Facilita1ng complex arbitra1ons: In complex arbitra1ons involving mul1ple par1es or 
complicated legal and factual issues, having a designated chairman with specified 
func1ons can provide an effec1ve mechanism for managing the proceedings and ensuring 
a smooth resolu1on. 

5. Chairmanship as a neutral role: The chairman typically assumes a neutral and impar1al 
role in arbitral proceedings, overseeing the process and ensuring fair treatment of all 
par1es. However, the par1es may choose to confer addi1onal powers or responsibili1es 
on the chairman based on their par1cular needs and preferences. 

6. Balancing party rights: While sec1on 20(1) allows the par1es to agree on the func1ons of 
the chairman, it does not grant the chairman unilateral decision-making powers. The 
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chairman’s role should be consistent with the principles of fair and equitable treatment 
of all par1es involved. 

In summary, sec1on 20(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 recognises the importance of party 
autonomy in arbitra1on. It allows the par1es to agree on the func1ons of the chairman when they 
have decided to appoint one. This provision promotes clarity, efficiency, and effec1ve case 
management in arbitral proceedings while ensuring that the chairman’s role remains neutral and 
impar1al. 

 

(2) If or to the extent that there is no such agreement, the following provisions apply. 

Sec1on 20(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 comes into play when the par1es have not reached 
an agreement regarding the func1ons of the chairman in arbitral proceedings. Let us analyse this 
provision: 

1. Default provision: sec1on 20(2) serves as a default provision in cases where the par1es 
have not expressly agreed on the role of the chairman. It provides a set of rules that will 
apply in the absence of any contrary agreement. 

2. Ensuring procedural fairness: When there is no agreement, the Act ensures that the 
chairman’s func1ons are determined in a manner that upholds the principles of 
procedural fairness, impar1ality, and equal treatment of the par1es. 

3. Preserving party rights: The default provision prevents a situa1on where the chairman 
may exercise arbitrary or excessive authority in the absence of clear guidance from the 
par1es. It ensures that the par1es’ rights and interests are protected by imposing a 
reasonable framework for the chairman’s func1ons. 

4. Statutory guidance: sec1on 20(2) provides a statutory framework that the chairman 
should follow in the absence of an agreement between the par1es. This framework offers 
a measure of predictability and consistency in arbitra1on proceedings where no specific 
agreement exists. 

5. Chairman’s powers and du1es: While the Act does not specify the details of the 
chairman’s func1ons under sec1on 20(2), it can be understood that the chairman would 
be expected to carry out the typical du1es associated with a chairperson in arbitra1on, 
such as managing the proceedings, presiding over hearings, ruling on procedural maSers, 
and assis1ng in the forma1on of the arbitral tribunal’s decisions or awards. 

6. Flexibility in case-specific maSers: sec1on 20(2) does not rigidly prescribe the chairman’s 
func1ons, allowing some degree of flexibility to address the unique requirements of each 
arbitra1on case. The specifics of the chairman’s role may s1ll be influenced by other 
applicable rules, ins1tu1onal guidelines, or any relevant circumstances. 

In summary, sec1on 20(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 serves as a default provision for cases 
where the par1es have not agreed on the func1ons of the chairman in arbitral proceedings. It ensures 
that the chairman’s role adheres to the principles of fairness and impar1ality while providing a 
statutory framework in the absence of specific agreement. The provision strikes a balance between 
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establishing a baseline for the chairman’s func1ons and allowing flexibility to address the unique needs 
of each arbitra1on case. 

 

(3) Decisions, orders and awards shall be made by all or a majority of the arbitrators (including 
the chairman). 

Sec1on 20(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines a fundamental principle governing the 
decision-making process in arbitral proceedings. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Collec1ve decision-making: sec1on 20(3) establishes that decisions, orders, and awards 
in arbitral proceedings shall be made collec1vely by all the arbitrators involved or by a 
majority of them. This means that the chairman, if appointed, is part of the decision-
making body and has an equal say in reaching decisions, orders, or making awards. 

2. Ensuring fairness and impar1ality: By requiring collec1ve decision-making, the provision 
promotes fairness and impar1ality in the arbitral process. Decisions are not vested solely 
in one arbitrator, which reduces the risk of poten1al bias or undue influence by a single 
individual. 

3. Balanced and informed decisions: Requiring decisions to be made collec1vely or by a 
majority ensures that all arbitrators, including the chairman, have the opportunity to 
contribute their exper1se, perspec1ves, and opinions to the process. This can lead to 
more balanced, informed, and well-reasoned decisions. 

4. Chairman’s role in the decision-making process: The chairman, if appointed, holds equal 
weight with the other arbitrators in making decisions, orders, or awards. While the 
chairman may have addi1onal procedural responsibili1es or du1es, their role in 
substan1ve decisions is not inherently superior to that of other arbitrators. 

5. Preven1ng deadlock: By allowing decisions to be made by a majority of the arbitrators, 
the provision helps prevent the possibility of a deadlock when there is a disagreement 
among the arbitrators. If unanimity were required, the arbitra1on process might face 
unnecessary delays and complica1ons. 

6. Adap1ng to the number of arbitrators: The requirement for collec1ve decision-making 
applies regardless of whether the tribunal consists of a sole arbitrator, two arbitrators, or 
more. It ensures consistency and a fair process, regardless of the number of arbitrators 
involved. 

In summary, sec1on 20(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes the principle of collec1ve 
decision-making in arbitral proceedings. Decisions, orders, and awards are to be made by all the 
arbitrators involved or by a majority of them, including the chairman if one is appointed. This provision 
safeguards fairness, impar1ality, and efficiency in the arbitra1on process by allowing mul1ple 
perspec1ves to contribute to the decision-making and preven1ng poten1al deadlocks. 
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(4) The view of the chairman shall prevail in rela\on to a decision, order or award in respect of 
which there is neither unanimity nor a majority under subsec\on (3). 

Sec1on 20(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the situa1on when unanimity or a majority 
decision cannot be reached among the arbitrators on a par1cular maSer. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Role of the chairman: sec1on 20(4) highlights the special role of the chairman in cases 
where there is a lack of unanimity or a majority decision among the arbitrators. It specifies 
that the view of the chairman shall prevail in such instances. 

2. Resolving deadlock: The provision serves as a mechanism to break a deadlock in the 
decision-making process. When the arbitrators cannot reach a unanimous or majority 
decision on a par1cular issue, the chairman’s view becomes decisive, ensuring that the 
arbitral tribunal can proceed with the case. 

3. Promo1ng efficiency: By gran1ng the chairman the authority to make the final decision 
when there is no agreement among the arbitrators, sec1on 20(4) helps to expedite the 
arbitra1on process. This prevents prolonged delays caused by an inability to reach a 
collec1ve decision. 

4. Chairman’s responsibility: While the chairman’s view prevails in the absence of unanimity 
or majority, it is essen1al to note that the chairman should s1ll approach the decision-
making process with impar1ality and fairness. The chairman’s role is not to impose their 
view arbitrarily but to contribute to a reasoned and balanced decision. 

5. Equitable considera1on: The provision implicitly assumes that the chairman, as a neutral 
and experienced party, is well-posi1oned to render a fair decision when the other 
arbitrators are in disagreement. It is expected that the chairman’s view will be based on 
careful considera1on of the facts, the law, and the arguments presented during the 
arbitra1on. 

6. Rare applica1on: The provision is intended for excep1onal circumstances when the 
arbitrators cannot achieve a consensus on a par1cular maSer. Ideally, arbitra1on 
proceedings aim to reach decisions through consensus or majority agreement, and the 
chairman’s role as the ul1mate decision-maker is a measure to address impasses when 
they occur. 

In summary, sec1on 20(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the chairman to make the 
final decision when unanimity or a majority decision cannot be reached among the arbitrators. It 
serves as a prac1cal solu1on to avoid deadlock situa1ons and promotes efficiency in the arbitra1on 
process. However, the chairman’s role as the ul1mate decision-maker should be exercised responsibly 
and with a commitment to fairness and impar1ality. 
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21 UMPIRE 

(1) Where the par\es have agreed that there is to be an umpire, they are free to agree what the 
func\ons of the umpire are to be, and in par\cular— 

(a) whether he is to a_end the proceedings, and 

(b) when he is to replace the other arbitrators as the tribunal with power to make 
decisions, orders and awards. 

Sec1on 21(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the role of an umpire in arbitral 
proceedings. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Agreement of the par1es: sec1on 21(1) emphasises that the func1ons of the umpire in 
arbitral proceedings are subject to the agreement of the par1es. This means that the 
par1es have the freedom to determine the specific role and responsibili1es of the umpire 
through their agreement. 

2. Role of the umpire: The provision highlights two key aspects that the par1es can agree 
upon regarding the umpire’s func1ons: 

a. ASendance at proceedings: The par1es can decide whether the umpire will aSend 
the arbitra1on proceedings in person or whether their involvement will be limited 
to certain situa1ons or phases of the arbitra1on process. 

b. Decision-making power: The par1es can agree on the circumstances under which 
the umpire will replace the other arbitrators as the tribunal with the authority to 
make decisions, issue orders, and render awards. 

3. Flexibility in arrangements: sec1on 21(1) grants par1es significant flexibility in tailoring 
the role of the umpire according to the specific needs and requirements of their 
arbitra1on. This allows the par1es to design a dispute resolu1on process that best suits 
the nature of the dispute and the par1es’ preferences. 

4. Clarity and certainty: The provision encourages par1es to make clear and specific 
agreements regarding the func1ons of the umpire. By doing so, the par1es can avoid 
ambiguity and poten1al disputes related to the umpire’s role during the arbitra1on 
proceedings. 

5. Promo1ng efficiency and expediency: Par1es may choose to involve the umpire only in 
situa1ons where their interven1on is necessary, thereby streamlining the arbitra1on 
process and ensuring that the proceedings are conducted efficiently. 

6. Equal treatment of the par1es: The provision ensures that both par1es have a say in 
defining the umpire’s role and that the agreed-upon func1ons are designed to promote 
fairness and impar1ality in the arbitral process. 

In summary, sec1on 21(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants par1es the freedom to agree on 
the func1ons and role of the umpire in arbitral proceedings. The provision allows par1es to determine 
whether the umpire will aSend the proceedings and when they will replace other arbitrators with 
decision-making power. By providing this flexibility, the Act aims to promote efficiency, certainty, and 
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fairness in the arbitra1on process by accommoda1ng the unique needs and preferences of the par1es 
involved. 

 

(2) If or to the extent that there is no such agreement, the following provisions apply. 

Sec1on 21(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the default provisions that apply when the 
par1es have not agreed on the func1ons of the umpire in arbitral proceedings. Let us analyse this 
provision: 

1. Default provisions: sec1on 21(2) comes into effect when the par1es have not reached an 
agreement on the specific func1ons of the umpire. In the absence of such an agreement, 
the Act provides default rules to govern the role of the umpire. 

2. No aSendance at proceedings: If there is no agreement regarding the umpire’s 
aSendance at the arbitra1on proceedings, the default posi1on is that the umpire does 
not aSend the hearings. This implies that the umpire’s involvement is limited to a post-
hearing or post-award stage, and they may not be present during the presenta1on of 
evidence or the examina1on of witnesses. 

3. Decision-making power: In the absence of an agreement on when the umpire will replace 
the other arbitrators as the tribunal with decision-making power, the default rule applies. 
The umpire will take on this role when the other arbitrators are unable to reach unanimity 
or a majority decision, similar to the provision for the chairman in sec1on 20(4) of the 
Act. 

4. Ensuring a func1onal process: sec1on 21(2) is designed to ensure that the arbitra1on 
process can con1nue efficiently and effec1vely even when there is no agreement on the 
umpire’s role. By providing default rules, the Act helps prevent poten1al delays or 
disputes arising from the lack of clarity regarding the umpire’s func1ons. 

5. Limited role in decision-making: The default posi1on ensures that the umpire’s decision-
making authority is triggered only in specific circumstances, such as when unanimity or 
majority agreement among the other arbitrators cannot be achieved. This preserves the 
principle of collec1ve decision-making in the arbitra1on process. 

6. Flexibility through agreement: Par1es may s1ll agree to different func1ons for the umpire 
beyond the default provisions. Sec1on 21(2) only comes into play when the par1es have 
not made such an agreement. 

In summary, sec1on 21(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes default provisions that apply 
when the par1es have not agreed on the func1ons of the umpire in arbitral proceedings. The default 
rules state that the umpire will not aSend the proceedings and will assume decision-making power 
when unanimity or majority agreement cannot be reached among the other arbitrators. While the Act 
provides these default rules, par1es retain the freedom to tailor the role of the umpire through mutual 
agreement. 
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(3) The umpire shall a_end the proceedings and be supplied with the same documents and other 
materials as are supplied to the other arbitrators. 

Sec1on 21(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the requirements regarding the par1cipa1on 
and access of the umpire in the arbitral proceedings. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. ASendance at proceedings: sec1on 21(3) s1pulates that the umpire shall aSend the 
arbitra1on proceedings. Unlike the default posi1on described in sec1on 21(2), where the 
par1es have not agreed on the umpire’s aSendance, this provision mandates the umpire’s 
presence during the arbitra1on hearings. 

2. Equal par1cipa1on: By requiring the umpire’s aSendance, sec1on 21(3) ensures that the 
umpire is an ac1ve par1cipant in the arbitral process. This inclusion aligns with the overall 
principle of fairness and impar1ality in arbitra1on, as it allows the umpire to hear the 
par1es’ arguments, examine evidence, and gain a comprehensive understanding of the 
dispute. 

3. Access to documents and materials: The provision also mandates that the umpire be 
provided with the same documents and other materials that are made available to the 
other arbitrators. This grants the umpire access to all relevant informa1on necessary for 
making informed decisions and contribu1ng effec1vely to the resolu1on of the dispute. 

4. Equitable treatment: By giving the umpire access to the same informa1on as the other 
arbitrators, sec1on 21(3) ensures that the umpire is treated equitably and is not 
disadvantaged in their ability to par1cipate in the decision-making process. 

5. Facilita1ng the umpire’s role: The requirement for the umpire’s aSendance and access to 
materials is aimed at enabling the umpire to fulfil their role effec1vely. This helps in 
achieving a more balanced and well-informed decision-making process, considering the 
perspec1ves and insights of all the members of the arbitral tribunal. 

6. Suppor1ng collec1ve decision-making: Even though the umpire is granted access to 
documents and materials, the provision does not alter the default rule in sec1on 20(3) 
that decisions, orders, and awards shall be made by all or a majority of the arbitrators. 
The collec1ve decision-making process remains intact, with the umpire contribu1ng 
alongside the other arbitrators. 

In summary, sec1on 21(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 requires the umpire to aSend the 
arbitra1on proceedings and be supplied with the same documents and other materials as the other 
arbitrators. This ensures that the umpire ac1vely par1cipates in the process and has access to all 
relevant informa1on, promo1ng fairness, and suppor1ng collec1ve decision-making within the arbitral 
tribunal. 
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(4) Decisions, orders and awards shall be made by the other arbitrators unless and un\l they 
cannot agree on a ma_er rela\ng to the arbitra\on. 

In that event they shall forthwith give no\ce in wri\ng to the par\es and the umpire, 
whereupon the umpire shall replace them as the tribunal with power to make decisions, 
orders and awards as if he were sole arbitrator. 

Sec1on 21(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the procedure for decision-making within 
the arbitral tribunal when an umpire is appointed and becomes involved in the process. Let us analyse 
this provision: 

1. Decision-making by the other arbitrators: The default rule under sec1on 21(4) is that 
decisions, orders, and awards shall be made by the other arbitrators comprising the 
tribunal. In the ini1al stages of the arbitral proceedings, the other arbitrators hold the 
authority to decide on maSers rela1ng to the arbitra1on. 

2. Umpire replacing the other arbitrators: If the other arbitrators cannot reach an agreement 
on a maSer relevant to the arbitra1on, they must promptly give wriSen no1ce to both 
the par1es and the umpire. This indicates that the other arbitrators have exhausted their 
ability to collec1vely reach a decision on the specific issue. 

3. Umpire ac1ng as sole arbitrator: Auer receiving the no1ce from the other arbitrators, the 
umpire assumes the role of the sole arbitrator, effec1vely replacing the other arbitrators. 
As the sole arbitrator, the umpire gains the authority to make decisions, issue orders, and 
render awards pertaining to the arbitra1on. 

4. Ensuring progress in the proceedings: sec1on 21(4) is designed to ensure that the 
arbitra1on process can move forward even when the other arbitrators are unable to reach 
an agreement. By allowing the umpire to step in as the sole arbitrator in such situa1ons, 
the Act aims to prevent any delays in the proceedings. 

5. Umpire’s role in deadlock situa1ons: The provision empowers the umpire to break any 
impasse that arises among the other arbitrators. When they are unable to agree, the 
umpire becomes the ul1mate decision-maker, thereby facilita1ng a resolu1on in cases 
where unanimity or majority decision is not aSainable. 

6. Promo1ng efficiency and effec1veness: sec1on 21(4) aims to promote efficiency and 
effec1veness in the arbitral process by allowing the umpire to take charge in deadlock 
situa1ons. This provision helps ensure that the arbitra1on can proceed smoothly without 
being hindered by disagreements among the arbitrators. 

7. Protec1on of party rights: By enabling the umpire to take over as the sole arbitrator, 
sec1on 21(4) helps safeguard the par1es’ rights to have their dispute resolved within a 
reasonable 1meframe and in a fair and impar1al manner. 

In summary, sec1on 21(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the process for decision-making 
within the arbitral tribunal when the umpire is involved. It establishes that decisions, orders, and 
awards shall be made by the other arbitrators, but if they reach an impasse, the umpire will replace 
them as the sole arbitrator with the power to make decisions and render awards. This provision 
ensures that the arbitral proceedings can con1nue effec1vely even in situa1ons where the other 
arbitrators cannot agree on a maSer related to the arbitra1on. 
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(5) If the arbitrators cannot agree but fail to give no\ce of that fact, or if any of them fails to join 
in the giving of no\ce, any party to the arbitral proceedings may (upon no\ce to the other 
par\es and to the tribunal) apply to the court which may order that the umpire shall replace 
the other arbitrators as the tribunal with power to make decisions, orders and awards as if he 
were sole arbitrator. 

Sec1on 21(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses a scenario where the arbitrators cannot 
agree on a maSer rela1ng to the arbitra1on, but they either fail to give no1ce of their inability to agree 
or one or more of them do not par1cipate in giving such no1ce. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Requirement for no1ce: sec1on 21(5) requires that if the arbitrators cannot agree on a 
maSer, they must give no1ce of that fact to the par1es and the umpire. This no1ce serves 
as a declara1on of their inability to reach a collec1ve decision. 

2. Consequences of failure to give no1ce: If the arbitrators fail to give the required no1ce, 
or if any of them does not par1cipate in the giving of such no1ce, this provision allows 
any party to the arbitral proceedings to take ac1on. 

3. Party’s applica1on to the court: If the arbitrators fail to give no1ce or any of them does 
not join in providing no1ce, any party to the arbitra1on may apply to the court. This 
applica1on is made by giving no1ce to the other par1es and the arbitral tribunal. 

4. Court order for the umpire’s interven1on: Upon receiving the applica1on, the court may 
issue an order direc1ng that the umpire shall replace the other arbitrators as the tribunal. 
This means that the umpire assumes the role of the sole arbitrator, taking over the 
authority to make decisions, issue orders, and render awards, as if they were ac1ng alone. 

5. Ensuring progress in the arbitra1on: sec1on 21(5) is designed to ensure that the 
arbitra1on process can move forward even when the arbitrators cannot agree and fail to 
give the necessary no1ce. By empowering the court to order the umpire’s interven1on, 
the Act aims to prevent any undue delay in the proceedings. 

6. Umpire as the final decision-maker: The provision grants the umpire the authority to act 
as the sole arbitrator in situa1ons where the original arbitrators are unable to agree and 
comply with the no1ce requirements. This ensures that the arbitra1on can proceed 
effec1vely and that par1es’ disputes are resolved in a 1mely and fair manner. 

7. Protec1on of party rights: By allowing any party to the arbitra1on to apply to the court 
and seek the umpire’s interven1on, sec1on 21(5) ensures that par1es’ rights to a 
resolu1on of their disputes are protected, and that the process is not stalled due to 
disagreements among the arbitrators. 

In summary, sec1on 21(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the situa1on where the 
arbitrators cannot agree on a maSer, but they fail to give no1ce of their inability to agree or one or 
more of them do not par1cipate in giving the required no1ce. In such cases, any party to the arbitra1on 
can apply to the court, and the court may order the umpire to replace the other arbitrators as the sole 
decision-maker, effec1vely moving the arbitra1on process forward and ensuring a 1mely and fair 
resolu1on of the dispute. 
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(6) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 21(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 s1pulates that if a party wishes to appeal a decision 
of the court made under sec1on 21 (which deals with the role of the umpire in arbitral proceedings), 
they must seek the leave of the court before doing so. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Requirement for leave to appeal: The provision establishes a prerequisite for par1es 
seeking to appeal a decision made by the court under sec1on 21. Specifically, they must 
obtain “leave” from the court before they can proceed with the appeal. 

2. Limi1ng appeals: By requiring par1es to seek leave before appealing, sec1on 21(6) 
imposes an addi1onal procedural step, which serves as a restric1on on the ability to 
appeal. This is intended to control and limit the number of appeals and avoid unnecessary 
delays in the arbitral process. 

3. Discre1on of the court: The court has the authority to grant or deny the leave to appeal 
under this sec1on. The court will consider various factors before making its decision, such 
as the relevance and merit of the proposed appeal, the poten1al impact on the arbitra1on 
process, and the interests of jus1ce. 

4. Ensuring judicial efficiency: Requiring leave to appeal ensures that only appropriate and 
significant issues are brought before the court on appeal. This helps to streamline the 
appeal process, prevent frivolous appeals, and promote judicial efficiency. 

5. Finality of decisions: The provision contributes to the finality of decisions made by the 
court under sec1on 21. By imposing the leave requirement, par1es are encouraged to 
carefully consider the basis of their appeal before taking further legal ac1on. 

6. Protec1ng the arbitra1on process: sec1on 21(6) supports the underlying principles of 
arbitra1on, which include expediency, flexibility, and the enforceability of awards. The 
requirement for leave to appeal helps safeguard the effec1veness of arbitra1on as a 
dispute resolu1on mechanism. 

In summary, sec1on 21(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that par1es seeking to appeal 
a decision of the court under sec1on 21 (rela1ng to the role of the umpire in arbitral proceedings) 
must obtain the leave of the court before proceeding with the appeal. This requirement serves to 
control and limit the number of appeals, promote judicial efficiency, and protect the arbitra1on 
process’s fundamental principles. 

 

22 DECISION-MAKING WHERE NO CHAIRMAN OR UMPIRE 

(1) Where the par\es agree that there shall be two or more arbitrators with no chairman or 
umpire, the par\es are free to agree how the tribunal is to make decisions, orders and awards. 

Sec1on 22(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses situa1ons where the par1es to an 
arbitra1on agreement agree that there shall be two or more arbitrators without the appointment of a 
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chairman or umpire. In such cases, the provision grants the par1es the freedom to agree on how the 
arbitral tribunal is to make decisions, issue orders, and render awards. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Discre1on of the par1es: sec1on 22(1) recognises that the par1es have the autonomy and 
freedom to shape the arbitra1on process according to their preferences and needs. This 
includes the ability to determine the procedural rules and mechanisms for decision-
making by the arbitral tribunal. 

2. Decision-making process: The provision allows the par1es to agree on the specific 
procedures for the arbitral tribunal’s decision-making, including how they will reach 
decisions, issue orders, and render awards. This flexibility can accommodate various types 
of disputes and ensure that the arbitra1on process aligns with the par1es’ inten1ons. 

3. Tailoring the process: By providing the par1es with the op1on to customise the decision-
making process, sec1on 22(1) recognises that different disputes may benefit from dis1nct 
approaches. Par1es can tailor the procedure to suit the complexity, size, and nature of 
their dispute. 

4. Promo1ng efficiency: Allowing the par1es to agree on the decision-making process 
empowers them to design a mechanism that promotes efficiency and ensures 1mely 
resolu1on of the dispute. This is consistent with the overarching principles of arbitra1on, 
which include expediency and cost-effec1veness. 

5. Enhancing party par1cipa1on: Par1es’ agreement on the decision-making process 
enables them to have a say in how their dispute is resolved. By ac1vely par1cipa1ng in 
this aspect of the arbitra1on, par1es may feel more invested in the process and have a 
greater sense of control over the outcome. 

6. Enforceability of awards: While par1es have the freedom to agree on the decision-making 
process, any decisions, orders, or awards rendered by the arbitral tribunal must s1ll 
comply with the requirements of the Arbitra1on Act and be enforceable according to 
applicable law. 

In summary, sec1on 22(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 allows par1es to an arbitra1on 
agreement to agree that there will be two or more arbitrators without the appointment of a chairman 
or umpire. In such cases, the provision grants par1es the freedom to agree on how the arbitral tribunal 
is to make decisions, issue orders, and render awards. This flexibility enables par1es to tailor the 
arbitra1on process to suit their specific needs and promote an efficient and effec1ve resolu1on of their 
dispute. 

 

(2) If there is no such agreement, decisions, orders and awards shall be made by all or a majority 
of the arbitrators. 

Sec1on 22(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the situa1on where the par1es have not 
reached an agreement on the decision-making process for an arbitral tribunal comprising two or more 
arbitrators without a chairman or umpire. Let us analyse this provision: 
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1. Default decision-making rule: sec1on 22(2) establishes a default rule for decision-making 
in cases where the par1es have not agreed otherwise. According to this default rule, 
decisions, orders, and awards are to be made by all or a majority of the arbitrators. 

2. Avoiding deadlocks: By defaul1ng to the decision of all or a majority of the arbitrators, 
the provision aims to prevent deadlocks in the arbitral process. In cases where unanimity 
cannot be achieved, a majority decision allows for progress to be made in the dispute 
resolu1on process. 

3. Encouraging collabora1on: The provision fosters a collabora1ve approach among the 
arbitrators, encouraging them to work together to reach a decision that represents the 
collec1ve view of the tribunal. This approach may enhance the quality and legi1macy of 
the decisions rendered. 

4. Facilita1ng efficient resolu1on: Op1ng for a majority decision can contribute to a more 
efficient resolu1on of the dispute compared to requiring unanimity. In complex cases, 
unanimity could lead to prolonged discussions, resul1ng in delays in reaching a resolu1on. 

5. Preserving fairness: While the default rule allows for a majority decision, it ensures that 
all members of the arbitral tribunal have the opportunity to par1cipate in the decision-
making process. Their views and perspec1ves are considered, and the decision reflects 
the input of the majority. 

6. Consistency with arbitra1on principles: The default rule aligns with the fundamental 
principles of arbitra1on, such as flexibility, party autonomy, and efficiency. It offers a 
prac1cal approach for decision-making when the par1es have not specified an alterna1ve 
procedure. 

7. Compliance with the Arbitra1on Act: Decisions, orders, and awards rendered by the 
arbitral tribunal, whether made unanimously or by a majority, must adhere to the 
requirements and principles set forth in the Arbitra1on Act to be enforceable. 

In summary, sec1on 22(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes the default rule for decision-
making when there is no agreement among the par1es on the process for an arbitral tribunal consis1ng 
of two or more arbitrators without a chairman or umpire. In the absence of an agreement, decisions, 
orders, and awards are made by all or a majority of the arbitrators, ensuring efficient dispute resolu1on 
while allowing for collec1ve input and considera1on of various perspec1ves. 

 

23 REVOCATION OF ARBITRATOR’S AUTHORITY 

(1) The par\es are free to agree in what circumstances the authority of an arbitrator may be 
revoked. 

Sec1on 23(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the circumstances under which the 
authority of an arbitrator may be revoked. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Par1es’ autonomy: sec1on 23(1) recognises and upholds the principle of party autonomy 
in arbitra1on. It grants the par1es the freedom to agree on the circumstances under 
which the authority of an arbitrator may be revoked. This means that the par1es have the 
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ability to determine the condi1ons or events that would lead to the removal of an 
arbitrator from the arbitral proceedings. 

2. Tailoring arbitra1on agreements: By allowing par1es to customise the circumstances for 
revoking an arbitrator’s authority, the provision acknowledges that different disputes may 
require different considera1ons. Par1es can include specific provisions in their arbitra1on 
agreement that reflect the unique needs and requirements of their par1cular case. 

3. Flexibility in dispute resolu1on: The provision contributes to the flexibility of arbitra1on 
as a dispute resolu1on mechanism. It enables the par1es to adapt the process to suit their 
specific preferences, the nature of the dispute, and the desired outcome. 

4. Clarity and predictability: The agreement on the circumstances for revoking an 
arbitrator’s authority can provide clarity and predictability for all par1es involved in the 
arbitra1on. It ensures that everyone is aware of the condi1ons under which an arbitrator 
may be removed, reducing poten1al disputes or uncertain1es in the process. 

5. Preserving party trust: The provision allows par1es to have more control over the 
composi1on of the arbitral tribunal and the appointment of arbitrators. By agreeing on 
the circumstances for revoking an arbitrator’s authority, par1es may feel more confident 
in the arbitra1on process, promo1ng trust in the system. 

6. Poten1al grounds for revoca1on: While sec1on 23(1) grants the par1es the freedom to 
agree on the circumstances for revoking an arbitrator’s authority, it does not prescribe 
specific grounds for revoca1on. Par1es may consider various factors, such as bias, 
misconduct, or a lack of qualifica1on, when nego1a1ng the terms of their arbitra1on 
agreement. 

In summary, sec1on 23(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers par1es to agree on the 
circumstances under which the authority of an arbitrator may be revoked. The provision enhances the 
flexibility and effec1veness of the arbitra1on process by allowing par1es to tailor the terms of their 
arbitra1on agreement to suit the specific needs of their dispute. This provision reflects the 
fundamental principle of party autonomy in arbitra1on, enabling par1es to have greater control over 
the resolu1on of their disputes. 

 

(2) If or to the extent that there is no such agreement the following provisions apply. 

Sec1on 23(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 comes into play when the par1es have not reached 
an agreement on the circumstances under which an arbitrator’s authority may be revoked. In such 
cases, the Act provides default provisions for the revoca1on of an arbitrator’s authority. Let us analyse 
this provision: 

1. Default rules: sec1on 23(2) establishes default rules to be followed when the par1es have 
not agreed on the circumstances for revoking an arbitrator’s authority. These default rules 
ensure that there is a clear and consistent framework for handling situa1ons where 
revoca1on becomes necessary. 

2. Certainty and predictability: The default rules provide certainty and predictability in the 
arbitra1on process, especially in cases where the par1es have not addressed the issue of 
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revoca1on in their arbitra1on agreement. Par1es can rely on these default provisions to 
understand the circumstances under which an arbitrator’s authority may be revoked. 

3. Fair and objec1ve grounds: The default provisions are designed to ensure that any 
revoca1on of an arbitrator’s authority is based on fair and objec1ve grounds. The Act aims 
to maintain the integrity and credibility of the arbitra1on process by se{ng clear 
standards for revoca1on. 

4. Sec1on 24 applica1on: sec1on 23(2) is closely linked to sec1on 24 of the Act. Sec1on 24 
deals with the termina1on of an arbitrator’s mandate and sets out specific grounds for 
termina1on, including incapacity or failure to act without undue delay. These grounds 
come into play when there is no agreement on revoca1on in the arbitra1on agreement. 

5. Safeguarding the arbitra1on process: By providing default provisions, the Act ensures that 
the arbitra1on process can con1nue smoothly even when the circumstances leading to 
an arbitrator’s revoca1on are not defined in the arbitra1on agreement. 

6. Poten1al consequences: The default provisions set out in sec1on 23(2) may have 
implica1ons for the composi1on of the arbitral tribunal and the overall 1meline of the 
arbitra1on. Revoca1on of an arbitrator may lead to the appointment of a replacement 
arbitrator, which could affect the proceedings. 

In summary, sec1on 23(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 applies in situa1ons where the par1es 
have not agreed on the circumstances for revoking an arbitrator’s authority. It provides default 
provisions to address revoca1on when there is no specific agreement in the arbitra1on agreement. 
These default rules ensure that the arbitra1on process remains fair, consistent, and predictable even 
in the absence of explicit provisions in the par1es’ agreement. 

 

(3) The authority of an arbitrator may not be revoked except— 

(a) by the par\es ac\ng jointly, or 

(b) by an arbitral or other ins\tu\on or person vested by the par\es with powers in that 
regard. 

Sec1on 23(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 governs the revoca1on of an arbitrator’s authority 
and sets out the specific circumstances under which an arbitrator’s authority may be revoked. Let us 
analyse this provision: 

1. Joint ac1on of the par1es: sec1on 23(3)(a) states that an arbitrator’s authority can be 
revoked only by the par1es ac1ng jointly. This means that all par1es to the arbitra1on 
agreement must agree to the revoca1on for it to take effect. The provision ensures that 
the decision to revoke an arbitrator’s authority is a consensual one and cannot be 
unilaterally taken by any single party. 

2. Ins1tu1on or person vested with powers: sec1on 23(3)(b) allows the authority of an 
arbitrator to be revoked by an arbitral ins1tu1on or any other person or body to whom 
the par1es have vested powers in that regard. This provision grants the par1es the 
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flexibility to designate a third party, such as an arbitral ins1tu1on or an appoin1ng 
authority, to handle the revoca1on process if they wish to delegate this responsibility. 

3. Protec1ng the integrity of the process: By requiring joint ac1on of the par1es or 
involvement of a designated ins1tu1on or person, sec1on 23(3) aims to safeguard the 
integrity and fairness of the arbitra1on process. It prevents unilateral revoca1on by any 
party and ensures that any decision to revoke an arbitrator’s authority is made through 
an agreed-upon and transparent mechanism. 

4. Preven1ng abuse of the revoca1on process: The provision prevents poten1al abuse of the 
revoca1on power. Par1es cannot unilaterally remove an arbitrator without the consent of 
others, which helps maintain the impar1ality and independence of the arbitra1on 
proceedings. 

5. Preserving the finality of the arbitral tribunal: Revoca1on of an arbitrator can have 
significant consequences for the composi1on of the arbitral tribunal. By requiring joint 
ac1on or interven1on by a designated body, sec1on 23(3) ensures that the revoca1on 
process is well-considered and cannot be used as a tac1c to delay or disrupt the 
arbitra1on. 

In summary, sec1on 23(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the condi1ons under which an 
arbitrator’s authority may be revoked. It requires joint ac1on of the par1es or interven1on by a 
designated ins1tu1on or person vested with powers in that regard. This provision ensures that any 
decision to revoke an arbitrator’s authority is taken with the necessary consensus and protec1on of 
the arbitra1on process’s integrity. 

 

(4) Revoca\on of the authority of an arbitrator by the par\es ac\ng jointly must be agreed in 
wri\ng unless the par\es also agree (whether or not in wri\ng) to terminate the arbitra\on 
agreement. 

Sec1on 23(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the revoca1on of an arbitrator’s authority 
by the par1es ac1ng jointly and sets out specific requirements for this process. Let us analyse this 
provision: 

1. Revoca1on by joint agreement: Sec1on 23(4) states that the authority of an arbitrator can 
be revoked by the par1es ac1ng jointly. This means that all par1es to the arbitra1on 
agreement must unanimously agree to revoke the arbitrator’s authority. 

2. WriSen agreement: The provision requires that the joint agreement to revoke the 
arbitrator’s authority must be in wri1ng. This ensures clarity and eviden1ary support for 
the decision to revoke the arbitrator. The wriSen agreement provides a formal record of 
the par1es’ decision and helps prevent disputes about whether the revoca1on was duly 
agreed upon. 

3. Excep1on for termina1on of the arbitra1on agreement: Sec1on 23(4) introduces an 
excep1on to the requirement for a wriSen agreement in cases where the par1es also 
agree, whether in wri1ng or not, to terminate the arbitra1on agreement. In other words, 
if the par1es decide to terminate the arbitra1on agreement altogether, the revoca1on of 
the arbitrator’s authority does not need to be in wri1ng. 
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4. Protec1ng the revoca1on process: Requiring the joint agreement to be in wri1ng serves 
as a safeguard against poten1al misunderstandings or disputes regarding the revoca1on 
of the arbitrator’s authority. The provision emphasises the importance of a clear and 
consensual decision by all par1es involved. 

5. Rela1onship with the termina1on of the arbitra1on agreement: The provision recognises 
that revoking the authority of an arbitrator can have significant implica1ons for the 
arbitra1on proceedings. By including an excep1on for cases where the par1es agree to 
terminate the arbitra1on agreement, it acknowledges that par1es may wish to end the 
arbitra1on process en1rely if they no longer wish to proceed with the current tribunal. 

In summary, Sec1on 23(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 requires that the revoca1on of an 
arbitrator’s authority by the par1es ac1ng jointly must be agreed in wri1ng. However, there is an 
excep1on to this requirement if the par1es also agree, whether in wri1ng or not, to terminate the 
arbitra1on agreement. The provision aims to ensure clarity and consensus in the revoca1on process 
while recognising the possibility of termina1ng the arbitra1on proceedings altogether. 

 

(5) Nothing in this sec\on affects the power of the court— 

(a) to revoke an appointment under sec\on 18 (powers exercisable in case of failure of 
appointment procedure), or 

(b) to remove an arbitrator on the grounds specified in sec\on 24. 

Sec1on 23(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that the powers provided in sec1on 23(3) for 
the revoca1on of an arbitrator’s authority by the par1es ac1ng jointly do not impact the separate 
powers of the court. Specifically, it addresses the court’s authority to: 

1. Revoke an appointment under sec1on 18: sec1on 18 deals with the powers exercisable in 
case of a failure of the appointment procedure. It allows the court to intervene and 
exercise its powers to ensure that a proper appointment of arbitrators takes place when 
there is a failure in the agreed appointment procedure. This can occur, for example, when 
the par1es cannot agree on the appointment of arbitrators, or the appointment 
procedure becomes imprac1cal or fails to be carried out properly. 

2. Remove an arbitrator under sec1on 24: sec1on 24 of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with 
the removal of arbitrators by the court. The court may remove an arbitrator in certain 
specified circumstances, such as if there are jus1fiable doubts about the arbitrator’s 
impar1ality or independence, or if the arbitrator fails to act without undue delay. 

The purpose of sec1on 23(5) is to make it clear that while the par1es have the power to revoke an 
arbitrator’s authority by joint agreement under sec1on 23(3), the court retains its separate and dis1nct 
powers to intervene and revoke an appointment under sec1on 18 or remove an arbitrator on specific 
grounds under sec1on 24. 

In essence, sec1on 23(5) emphasises that the court’s authority to intervene and ensure the integrity 
and effec1veness of the arbitra1on process is not affected by the par1es’ power to revoke an 
arbitrator’s authority by joint agreement. This ensures that the court retains its oversight and 
jurisdic1on to address any issues related to arbitrator appointments and removals when necessary. 
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24 POWER OF COURT TO REMOVE ARBITRATOR 

(1) A party to arbitral proceedings may (upon no\ce to the other par\es, to the arbitrator 
concerned and to any other arbitrator) apply to the court to remove an arbitrator on any of 
the following grounds— 

(a) that circumstances exist that give rise to jus\fiable doubts as to his impar\ality; 

(b) that he does not possess the qualifica\ons required by the arbitra\on agreement; 

(c) that he is physically or mentally incapable of conduc\ng the proceedings or there are 
jus\fiable doubts as to his capacity to do so; 

(d) that he has refused or failed— 

(i) properly to conduct the proceedings, or 

(ii) to use all reasonable despatch in conduc\ng the proceedings or making an award,  

and that substan\al injus\ce has been or will be caused to the applicant. 

Sec1on 24(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a party to arbitral proceedings with the right 
to apply to the court for the removal of an arbitrator on certain specified grounds. The party seeking 
removal must provide no1ce to the other par1es involved in the arbitra1on, the arbitrator in ques1on, 
and any other arbitrator who may be part of the proceedings. The grounds on which an arbitrator can 
be removed are as follows: 

1. Jus1fiable doubts as to impar1ality: If circumstances exist that raise reasonable doubts 
about the arbitrator’s impar1ality, a party can apply for their removal. Impar1ality is 
crucial for maintaining the fairness and integrity of the arbitra1on process. 

2. Lack of required qualifica1ons: If the arbitrator does not possess the qualifica1ons 
required by the arbitra1on agreement, a party can seek their removal. The agreement 
between the par1es may specify certain qualifica1ons or exper1se that an arbitrator 
should possess. 

3. Physical or mental incapacity: If the arbitrator is physically or mentally incapable of 
conduc1ng the proceedings, or there are jus1fiable doubts about their capacity to do so, 
a party can request their removal. An arbitrator’s ability to conduct the proceedings 
effec1vely is essen1al for a fair and efficient arbitra1on. 

4. Refusal or failure to conduct proceedings properly or promptly: If the arbitrator has 
refused or failed to properly conduct the proceedings or use reasonable diligence in 
making an award, and this has caused or will cause substan1al injus1ce to the applicant, 
the party can apply for their removal. The arbitrator’s competence and efficiency in 
handling the proceedings are crucial for a successful and 1mely resolu1on of disputes. 

The purpose of sec1on 24(1) is to provide a mechanism for par1es to seek the removal of an arbitrator 
in cases where there are valid concerns or issues related to the arbitrator’s performance, qualifica1ons, 
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impar1ality, or capacity to carry out their du1es effec1vely. The provision helps ensure the overall 
fairness, efficiency, and integrity of the arbitra1on process by allowing par1es to address any legi1mate 
concerns regarding the arbitrator’s suitability for the role. 

 

(2) If there is an arbitral or other ins\tu\on or person vested by the par\es with power to remove 
an arbitrator, the court shall not exercise its power of removal unless sa\sfied that the 
applicant has first exhausted any available recourse to that ins\tu\on or person. 

Sec1on 24(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes a limita1on on the court’s power to 
remove an arbitrator. If the par1es have designated an arbitral ins1tu1on or any other person with the 
authority to remove an arbitrator in the arbitra1on agreement, the court will not exercise its own 
power to remove the arbitrator unless the applicant has first exhausted any available recourse to that 
designated ins1tu1on or person. 

In other words, if the par1es have agreed to vest a specific en1ty or individual with the power to 
remove an arbitrator, the court will refrain from intervening in the removal process unless the 
applicant has already aSempted to seek the arbitrator’s removal through the designated means. This 
requirement encourages par1es to u1lise the internal mechanisms or procedures established by the 
ins1tu1on or person designated for this purpose before resor1ng to court interven1on. 

By including this provision, the Act seeks to promote the autonomy of arbitra1on and respect the 
par1es’ agreement in choosing an appropriate mechanism for resolving disputes related to arbitrator 
removal. It aims to streamline the removal process by encouraging par1es to address any concerns 
about an arbitrator’s qualifica1ons or conduct through the designated ins1tu1on or person before 
approaching the court for redress. 

 

(3) The arbitral tribunal may con\nue the arbitral proceedings and make an award while an 
applica\on to the court under this sec\on is pending. 

Sec1on 24(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the effect of an applica1on made to the 
court for the removal of an arbitrator under sec1on 24(1). According to this provision, even if a party 
has applied to the court to remove an arbitrator, the arbitral tribunal is not automa1cally halted or 
suspended. The tribunal retains the authority to con1nue with the arbitral proceedings and render an 
award while the applica1on is pending before the court. 

This provision ensures that the arbitral process can con1nue without unnecessary delays caused by 
disputes related to the arbitrator’s removal. It allows the par1es to move forward with the arbitra1on 
and reach a resolu1on while the court decides on the applica1on for removal. 

However, it is important to note that this provision does not prevent the court from ul1mately deciding 
to remove the arbitrator if the grounds for removal are established and jus1fied. If the court 
determines that the arbitrator should be removed, the award rendered by the tribunal during the 
pendency of the removal applica1on may be affected, depending on the circumstances. In such cases, 
the court may make appropriate orders or take necessary ac1ons to address any poten1al impact on 
the award or the arbitral proceedings. 
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(4) Where the court removes an arbitrator, it may make such order as it thinks fit with respect to 
his en\tlement (if any) to fees or expenses, or the repayment of any fees or expenses already 
paid. 

Sec1on 24(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the consequences of the court’s decision 
to remove an arbitrator on the issue of fees and expenses. When the court exercises its power to 
remove an arbitrator under sec1on 24(1), it also has the authority to make any necessary order 
concerning the arbitrator’s en1tlement to fees or expenses, as well as the repayment of any fees or 
expenses that may have already been paid to the arbitrator. 

The purpose of this provision is to ensure fairness and equity in the financial arrangements involving 
the arbitrator in the event of their removal. The court may consider various factors when making such 
orders, including the arbitrator’s performance, the reason for their removal, and whether they are 
en1tled to any compensa1on for work already performed up to the 1me of their removal. 

By having this provision in place, the Act aims to provide clarity and a legal basis for the court to deal 
with the financial implica1ons arising from the removal of an arbitrator, thereby promo1ng a fair and 
effec1ve arbitra1on process for all par1es involved. 

 

(5) The arbitrator concerned is en\tled to appear and be heard by the court before it makes any 
order under this sec\on. 

Sec1on 24(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the arbitrator, who is subject to an applica1on 
for removal under sec1on 24(1), the right to appear and be heard by the court before the court makes 
any order regarding the arbitrator’s removal or any associated financial maSers. 

This provision ensures that the arbitrator is given an opportunity to present their case, provide 
explana1ons, or offer any necessary evidence to defend themselves against the grounds on which the 
removal applica1on is based. By allowing the arbitrator to be heard, the Act upholds the principles of 
natural jus1ce and due process, ensuring a fair and impar1al decision-making process by the court. 

The purpose of this provision is to protect the arbitrator’s rights and interests during the removal 
proceedings, promo1ng transparency and fairness in the arbitra1on process. It also gives the court 
access to relevant informa1on from the arbitrator directly, assis1ng in making an informed decision on 
whether to remove the arbitrator and any associated financial orders. 

 

(6) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 24(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that if a party wishes to appeal a decision made 
by the court under sec1on 24(1) regarding the removal of an arbitrator, they must obtain leave 
(permission) from the court to do so. This means that the party seeking to appeal cannot proceed with 
the appeal without first obtaining the court’s permission. 

This provision imposes an addi1onal requirement before par1es can appeal a court decision related to 
the removal of an arbitrator. The purpose of requiring leave for an appeal is to prevent frivolous or 
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unmeritorious appeals and to ensure that only valid and significant issues are brought before the 
higher courts. 

By seeking leave, the appellant must demonstrate to the court that there are valid grounds for the 
appeal and that there is a reasonable chance that the appeal will succeed. The court will assess the 
merits of the appeal and consider whether it is appropriate to grant leave before allowing the appeal 
to proceed. 

Overall, sec1on 24(6) helps to streamline the appeal process, ensure the efficient administra1on of 
jus1ce, and promote the finality of decisions made by the court regarding the removal of arbitrators 
in arbitral proceedings. 

 

25 RESIGNATION OF ARBITRATOR 

(1) The par\es are free to agree with an arbitrator as to the consequences of his resigna\on as 
regards— 

(a) his en\tlement (if any) to fees or expenses, and 

(b) any liability thereby incurred by him. 

Sec1on 25(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides that the par1es to an arbitra1on are free to 
reach an agreement with an arbitrator regarding the consequences of the arbitrator’s resigna1on. This 
agreement can cover two important aspects: 

1. En1tlement to fees or expenses: The par1es can agree on whether the arbitrator is 
en1tled to receive any fees or expenses for the work already performed up to the point 
of resigna1on. This agreement can specify the amount of compensa1on the arbitrator will 
receive for the services rendered before resigning. 

2. Liability incurred by the arbitrator: The par1es can also agree on any poten1al liability 
that the arbitrator might incur as a result of their resigna1on. For example, if the 
arbitrator’s resigna1on causes delays or addi1onal expenses for the par1es, the 
agreement can address whether the arbitrator will be responsible for any resul1ng costs 
or damages. 

By allowing the par1es to agree on these maSers, sec1on 25(1) aims to provide flexibility and clarity 
in the event of an arbitrator’s resigna1on. It allows the par1es to tailor the terms of the arbitrator’s 
departure to their specific needs and circumstances, poten1ally avoiding disputes and uncertain1es 
that might otherwise arise. 

It is important to note that this provision operates based on the par1es’ agreement with the arbitrator. 
If there is no agreement in this regard, the consequences of the arbitrator’s resigna1on will be 
determined according to other provisions of the arbitra1on agreement or relevant laws and 
regula1ons. 
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(2) If or to the extent that there is no such agreement the following provisions apply. 

Sec1on 25(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the default provisions that apply when the 
par1es have not reached an agreement regarding the consequences of an arbitrator’s resigna1on. In 
the absence of an agreement, the following provisions come into play: 

1. En1tlement to fees or expenses: If there is no agreement on the en1tlement of the 
arbitrator to fees or expenses, the default posi1on is that the arbitrator will be en1tled to 
such fees or expenses as are reasonable in the circumstances. This means that the 
arbitrator can claim remunera1on for the work done based on what is considered 
reasonable in light of the work performed and the stage of the arbitra1on process at the 
1me of resigna1on. 

2. Liability incurred by the arbitrator: In the absence of an agreement, the arbitrator will not 
incur any liability as a result of their resigna1on. This means that the arbitrator will not 
be held responsible for any poten1al delays or addi1onal expenses that may arise due to 
their departure. 

Sec1on 25(2) provides a fallback posi1on when the par1es have not made specific arrangements 
regarding the consequences of an arbitrator’s resigna1on. By defaul1ng to “reasonable fees or 
expenses” and no addi1onal liability, it ensures a level of protec1on for both par1es and the depar1ng 
arbitrator. 

It is worth no1ng that the default provisions under Sec1on 25(2) only come into effect when there is 
no express agreement between the par1es and the arbitrator. However, the Act encourages par1es to 
address these maSers through wriSen agreements to avoid any uncertainty or disputes in case an 
arbitrator resigns during the arbitra1on process. Par1es may also consider referring to relevant 
ins1tu1onal rules or industry prac1ces to establish the consequences of an arbitrator’s resigna1on if 
no specific agreement is reached. 

 

(3) An arbitrator who resigns his appointment may (upon no\ce to the par\es) apply to the 
court— 

(a) to grant him relief from any liability thereby incurred by him, and 

(b) to make such order as it thinks fit with respect to his en\tlement (if any) to fees or 
expenses or the repayment of any fees or expenses already paid. 

Sec1on 25(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a mechanism for an arbitrator who resigns 
from their appointment to seek relief and address issues related to their liability, en1tlement to fees 
or expenses, and the repayment of any fees or expenses already paid. Here is an explana1on of the 
provisions: 

1. Liability Relief: An arbitrator who resigns their appointment may apply to the court to 
seek relief from any liability that might have arisen due to their resigna1on. This provision 
acknowledges that there could be poten1al liabili1es or consequences arising from an 
arbitrator’s resigna1on and allows them to seek protec1on or relief from such liabili1es. 
The court has the authority to consider the circumstances surrounding the resigna1on 
and determine whether any relief from liability is appropriate. 
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2. En1tlement to Fees and Expenses: Addi1onally, the resigning arbitrator may request the 
court to make an appropriate order concerning their en1tlement to fees or expenses 
related to their arbitra1on services. This could include determining the amount of 
compensa1on the arbitrator is en1tled to receive for the work they have done up to the 
point of resigna1on. 

3. Repayment of Fees and Expenses: In some cases, an arbitrator may have received fees or 
expenses in advance for their services, and if they resign, there might be a ques1on of 
whether any por1on of these fees should be repaid. The provision allows the court to 
make an order regarding the repayment of any fees or expenses already paid to the 
resigning arbitrator. 

It is important to note that the arbitrator’s applica1on for relief and the court’s considera1on of the 
maSer will be subject to proper no1ce being given to all par1es involved in the arbitra1on. The court’s 
decision will be based on the specific circumstances of the case and the equitable principles applicable 
to the situa1on. 

Overall, Sec1on 25(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a process for an arbitrator who 
resigns to seek relief and address financial aspects related to their resigna1on, ensuring fairness and 
clarity in the resolu1on of any issues arising from the resigna1on. 

 

(4) If the court is sa\sfied that in all the circumstances it was reasonable for the arbitrator to 
resign, it may grant such relief as is men\oned in subsec\on (3)(a) on such terms as it thinks 
fit. 

Sec1on 25(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the court’s discre1on when considering an 
applica1on from a resigning arbitrator for relief from liability. This subsec1on establishes a criterion 
that the court must assess to determine whether the arbitrator is en1tled to the requested relief. Here 
is a breakdown of the provisions: 

1. Reasonableness of Resigna1on: The key criterion for the court to consider is whether, in 
all the circumstances, it was reasonable for the arbitrator to resign from their 
appointment. The court will evaluate the circumstances leading to the arbitrator’s 
resigna1on and assess whether the resigna1on was jus1fied or whether there were valid 
reasons that led the arbitrator to make such a decision. 

2. Discre1on of the Court: If the court determines that the arbitrator’s resigna1on was 
reasonable, it has the discre1on to grant relief to the resigning arbitrator. The relief may 
include the protec1on from any liability incurred due to the resigna1on, as men1oned in 
subsec1on (3)(a) of the Act. 

3. Terms of Relief: The court has the authority to decide the terms and condi1ons under 
which the relief will be granted. This means that the court can tailor the relief order based 
on the specific circumstances of the case and the interests of jus1ce. 

4. The purpose of this provision is to strike a balance between protec1ng the interests of 
the arbitrator and ensuring fairness in the arbitra1on process. It acknowledges that there 
may be instances where an arbitrator may have valid reasons to resign from their 
appointment, and in such cases, they should be en1tled to seek relief from any associated 
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liabili1es. The court’s evalua1on and discre1on ensure that relief is granted only when it 
is reasonable and jus1fiable in light of the circumstances surrounding the arbitrator’s 
resigna1on. 

Overall, sec1on 25(4) serves to safeguard the interests of arbitrators while maintaining the integrity of 
the arbitra1on process by allowing the court to make informed decisions based on the reasonableness 
of the resigna1on and the equitable principles applicable to the situa1on. 

 

(5) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 25(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out a specific procedural requirement for 
appealing a decision of the court made under Sec1on 25(3) and (4) regarding the relief sought by a 
resigning arbitrator. This subsec1on deals with the appeal process and introduces an addi1onal step 
that must be followed. Here is the explana1on of the provision: 

1. Leave of the Court: If a resigning arbitrator is dissa1sfied with the decision of the court 
regarding the relief sought under Sec1on 25(3) and (4), they must obtain the “leave” 
(permission) of the court before ini1a1ng an appeal. This means that the arbitrator must 
make a formal applica1on to the court seeking permission to appeal the decision. 

2. Discre1on of the Court: The court has the discre1on to grant or deny leave for the appeal. 
The court will consider various factors, including the merits of the appeal, the reasons for 
the resigning arbitrator’s dissa1sfac1on with the decision, and the interests of jus1ce. 

3. Appeal from Court Decision: If the court grants leave, the resigning arbitrator can proceed 
with the appeal and challenge the court’s decision on the relief. If leave is denied, the 
arbitrator may not appeal the decision, and the court’s ini1al ruling on the relief sought 
will stand. 

4. The purpose of requiring leave for the appeal is to ensure that appeals are pursued only 
in cases where there are reasonable grounds and strong reasons for challenging the 
court’s decision. It prevents frivolous or unnecessary appeals and encourages par1es to 
seek resolu1on through the proper judicial process. The court’s discre1on to grant or deny 
leave acts as a gatekeeping mechanism to ensure that only meritorious appeals proceed 
to higher courts. 

In summary, Sec1on 25(5) introduces an important procedural step for appealing a court decision 
related to the relief sought by a resigning arbitrator. The requirement of obtaining leave from the court 
aims to promote efficient and just dispute resolu1on while maintaining the integrity of the arbitra1on 
process. 
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26 DEATH OF ARBITRATOR OR PERSON APPOINTING HIM 

(1) The authority of an arbitrator is personal and ceases on his death. 

Sec1on 26(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes a fundamental principle regarding the 
authority of an arbitrator and its termina1on. Here is the explana1on of the provision: 

1. Personal Authority: This sec1on emphasises that an arbitrator’s authority to act in an 
arbitra1on is personal to that individual. It means that an arbitrator is appointed based 
on their exper1se, qualifica1ons, and personal judgment. The arbitrator’s authority is not 
transferable to another individual or en1ty, and it cannot be delegated to someone else 
during the course of the arbitra1on. 

2. Ceasing on Death: The provision clearly states that the authority of an arbitrator comes 
to an end upon the arbitrator’s death. If an appointed arbitrator dies before the 
comple1on of the arbitra1on proceedings, they can no longer serve as the arbitrator, and 
their powers to decide on the dispute are ex1nguished. 

3. Implica1ons: The death of an arbitrator may have significant implica1ons for the ongoing 
arbitra1on process. In such a situa1on, the par1es to the arbitra1on will need to address 
the vacancy leu by the deceased arbitrator. Depending on the arbitra1on agreement or 
applicable rules, the par1es may need to follow specific procedures to appoint a new 
arbitrator, or they might proceed with the remaining arbitrators (if there were mul1ple 
arbitrators appointed) to con1nue the proceedings. 

4. Replacement of the Arbitrator: To address the vacancy caused by the arbitrator’s death, 
par1es may refer to the arbitra1on agreement or applicable rules to determine the 
procedure for appoin1ng a subs1tute arbitrator. Alterna1vely, they may have agreed on 
a specific process to follow in the event of an arbitrator’s death. 

In summary, sec1on 26(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 emphasises that the authority of an 
arbitrator is personal and will cease upon the arbitrator’s death. This provision highlights the 
importance of proper planning and procedures in the event that an appointed arbitrator becomes 
unavailable to complete the arbitra1on process. 

 

(2) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the death of the person by whom an arbitrator was 
appointed does not revoke the arbitrator’s authority. 

Sec1on 26(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the specific situa1on where an arbitrator 
has been appointed by a par1cular person and that person dies. Here is the explana1on of this 
provision: 

1. Appoin1ng Authority’s Death: In some cases, an arbitrator may be appointed by a specific 
person, such as one of the par1es to the arbitra1on or an external en1ty. This could be 
based on the terms of the arbitra1on agreement or the rules governing the arbitra1on. 

2. Con1nua1on of Authority: sec1on 26(2) clarifies that the death of the person who 
appointed the arbitrator does not automa1cally revoke or invalidate the arbitrator’s 
authority to act in the arbitra1on. Even if the appoin1ng authority passes away, the 
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arbitrator’s appointment remains valid, and they can con1nue to carry out their du1es in 
the arbitra1on proceedings. 

3. Par1es’ Agreement: The provision specifies that this rule applies “unless otherwise 
agreed by the par1es”. This means that the par1es to the arbitra1on agreement have the 
freedom to agree on different terms regarding the impact of the appoin1ng authority’s 
death on the arbitrator’s authority. If the par1es agree that the arbitrator’s authority 
should be revoked upon the appoin1ng authority’s death, they can include such a 
provision in their arbitra1on agreement. 

4. Stability of the Process: sec1on 26(2) aims to provide stability to the arbitra1on process 
in the event of the appoin1ng authority’s death. It ensures that the appointed arbitrator 
can con1nue to fulfil their role and decide the dispute without interrup1on, even if the 
person who appointed them is no longer alive. 

5. Possible Implica1ons: The death of the appoin1ng authority may not affect the 
arbitrator’s authority, but it could lead to other prac1cal considera1ons. For example, if 
the appoin1ng authority was also ac1ng as a party to the arbitra1on, their death might 
impact their party’s posi1on and representa1on. 

In summary, sec1on 26(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that the death of the person by 
whom an arbitrator was appointed does not automa1cally revoke the arbitrator’s authority, unless the 
par1es agree otherwise. This provision ensures con1nuity in the arbitra1on process while also 
recognising the par1es’ freedom to agree on different terms related to the impact of the appoin1ng 
authority’s death. 

 

27 FILLING OF VACANCY, &C. 

(1) Where an arbitrator ceases to hold office, the par\es are free to agree— 

(a) whether and if so how the vacancy is to be filled, 

(b) whether and if so to what extent the previous proceedings should stand, and 

(c) what effect (if any) his ceasing to hold office has on any appointment made by him 
(alone or jointly). 

Sec1on 27(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the situa1on where an arbitrator ceases to 
hold office during the course of arbitral proceedings. Here is the explana1on of this provision: 

1. Vacancy Filling: When an arbitrator ceases to hold office, it creates a vacancy in the 
arbitral tribunal. Sec1on 27(1)(a) allows the par1es to agree on whether or not they wish 
to fill this vacancy. If they decide to fill it, they can also agree on the process for appoin1ng 
a replacement arbitrator. 

2. Con1nua1on of Proceedings: sec1on 27(1)(b) enables the par1es to decide whether the 
previous proceedings before the arbitrator who ceased to hold office should stand or 
whether they need to be redone or modified in any way. This provision gives the par1es 
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the freedom to determine the impact of the arbitrator’s departure on the overall progress 
of the arbitra1on. 

3. Effect on Appointments: Under sec1on 27(1)(c), the par1es can agree on the 
consequences of the arbitrator’s ceasing to hold office concerning any appointment made 
by that arbitrator alone or jointly with other arbitrators. This allows the par1es to decide 
if any appointments made by the depar1ng arbitrator should remain valid or if they need 
to be reconsidered following the vacancy. 

4. Flexibility and Autonomy: sec1on 27(1) reflects the principle of party autonomy in 
arbitra1on, emphasising that the par1es have significant control over the arbitral process. 
They are free to agree on how to address the vacancy, the con1nua1on of proceedings, 
and the impact on any prior appointments, as long as their agreement is not contrary to 
the law or public policy. 

5. Absence of Agreement: If the par1es do not reach an agreement on these maSers, other 
provisions in the Arbitra1on Act or ins1tu1onal rules that govern the arbitra1on may 
come into play to address the vacancy and related issues. 

In summary, sec1on 27(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the par1es to agree on how 
to address a vacancy in the arbitral tribunal when an arbitrator ceases to hold office. This provision 
demonstrates the importance of party autonomy in arbitra1on and provides the par1es with the 
flexibility to determine the best course of ac1on to fill the vacancy, decide the impact on previous 
proceedings, and address any prior appointments made by the depar1ng arbitrator. 

 

(2) If or to the extent that there is no such agreement, the following provisions apply. 

Sec1on 27(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that if the par1es do not have an agreement 
on how to address a vacancy in the arbitral tribunal when an arbitrator ceases to hold office, the 
following provisions will apply: 

1. Vacancy Filling: In the absence of an agreement, the Act does not prescribe a specific 
procedure for filling the vacancy leu by the depar1ng arbitrator. It may be necessary to 
refer to ins1tu1onal rules, if applicable, or seek guidance from the court or any appoin1ng 
authority designated in the arbitra1on agreement. 

2. Con1nua1on of Proceedings: Similarly, without an agreement, the Act does not set out 
the consequences for the previous proceedings before the depar1ng arbitrator. The 
par1es may need to determine how to proceed with the exis1ng record, whether to redo 
any part of the proceedings, or whether to hear certain aspects of the case anew before 
the remaining arbitrators. 

3. Effect on Appointments: In the absence of an agreement, it may not be clear how the 
depar1ng arbitrator’s ceasing to hold office affects any appointments made by that 
arbitrator alone or jointly with other arbitrators. The par1es may need to resolve whether 
such appointments remain valid or need to be reconsidered. 
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4. Role of Courts or Appoin1ng Authori1es: Without an agreement, the par1es may need to 
seek guidance or assistance from the court or an appoin1ng authority (if designated in 
the arbitra1on agreement) to address the vacancy and related issues. 

5. Discre1on of the Tribunal: The remaining arbitrators may have some discre1on to 
determine how to address the vacancy and its impact on the arbitra1on process, subject 
to any applicable procedural rules and the principles of fairness and due process. 

It is important to note that sec1on 27(2) highlights the significance of party autonomy in arbitra1on. 
If the par1es have not agreed on these maSers, they may need to nego1ate and cooperate to address 
the vacancy and decide on the best way forward. If disagreements arise, the Act provides mechanisms, 
such as recourse to the court or appoin1ng authority, to resolve these issues and ensure the arbitra1on 
can proceed fairly and efficiently. 

Overall, sec1on 27(2) emphasises the importance of par1es having clear and comprehensive 
agreements in their arbitra1on clauses to address poten1al scenarios, including the resigna1on or 
removal of an arbitrator, to avoid uncertain1es and poten1al delays in the arbitra1on process. 

 

(3) The provisions of sec\ons 16 (procedure for appointment of arbitrators) and 18 (failure of 
appointment procedure) apply in rela\on to the filling of the vacancy as in rela\on to an 
original appointment. 

Sec1on 27(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes that the provisions of sec1ons 16 and 18 
of the Act, which deal with the procedure for the appointment of arbitrators and the failure of the 
appointment procedure, respec1vely, apply to the filling of a vacancy in the arbitral tribunal in the 
same manner as they apply to the original appointment of arbitrators. This sec1on is relevant when a 
vacancy arises due to an arbitrator ceasing to hold office for any reason, such as resigna1on, death, or 
removal. Let us analyse the implica1ons of this provision: 

1. Procedure for Appointment: sec1on 16 of the Act deals with the procedure for appoin1ng 
arbitrators. It sets out the process for appoin1ng a sole arbitrator or mul1ple arbitrators 
based on the number agreed upon by the par1es. When a vacancy arises, the par1es are 
required to follow the same procedure as outlined in sec1on 16 to fill that vacancy. 

2. Failure of Appointment Procedure: sec1on 18 of the Act provides powers to the court to 
step in and make appointments if there is a failure of the agreed appointment procedure. 
This may occur when the par1es cannot agree on the appointment of an arbitrator or fail 
to follow the agreed appointment process. sec1on 27(3) extends the applica1on of 
sec1on 18 to the filling of a vacancy as well. If there is no agreement on filling the vacancy, 
the court may exercise its powers under sec1on 18 to make the necessary appointment. 

3. Applicability to Vacancies: sec1ons 16 and 18 apply specifically to vacancies in the arbitral 
tribunal due to the resigna1on or removal of an arbitrator, ensuring that the process of 
appoin1ng a replacement is fair and consistent with the original appointment process. 

Overall, sec1on 27(3) underscores the importance of having a clear and agreed-upon procedure in the 
arbitra1on agreement to address vacancies in the arbitral tribunal. By incorpora1ng the provisions of 
sec1ons 16 and 18, the Act provides a structured and reliable process to fill such vacancies, ensuring 
the smooth con1nua1on of the arbitra1on proceedings and maintaining the integrity of the arbitra1on 
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process. It also emphasises the significance of par1es’ agreement in determining the mechanism for 
appoin1ng arbitrators, both at the outset of the arbitra1on and when addressing any vacancies that 
may occur during the course of the proceedings. 

 

(4) The tribunal (when recons\tuted) shall determine whether and if so to what extent the 
previous proceedings should stand. 

This does not affect any right of a party to challenge those proceedings on any ground which 
had arisen before the arbitrator ceased to hold office. 

Sec1on 27(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the situa1on when an arbitrator ceases to 
hold office, and the par1es must determine how to fill the vacancy in the arbitral tribunal. This sec1on 
establishes the authority of the recons1tuted tribunal to decide on the extent to which the previous 
proceedings should stand. Importantly, it clarifies that a party’s right to challenge previous proceedings 
on grounds that existed before the arbitrator ceased to hold office remains unaffected. Let us break 
down the key points of this provision: 

1. Recons1tu1on of the Tribunal: When a vacancy arises in the arbitral tribunal due to an 
arbitrator ceasing to hold office, the tribunal needs to be recons1tuted to con1nue the 
arbitra1on proceedings. The recons1tu1on involves filling the vacancy by appoin1ng a 
new arbitrator or following the agreed-upon procedure, as discussed in sec1on 27(1) and 
(2) of the Act. 

2. Determina1on of Previous Proceedings: Auer the tribunal is recons1tuted, it has the 
authority to decide on the status of the previous proceedings that occurred before the 
arbitrator ceased to hold office. This means that the recons1tuted tribunal will assess 
whether the previous proceedings remain valid and unaffected or whether some aspects 
need to be revisited or re-examined. 

3. Right to Challenge Previous Proceedings: sec1on 27(4) clarifies that a party retains its 
right to challenge the previous proceedings on any grounds that had arisen before the 
arbitrator ceased to hold office. In other words, any objec1ons or challenges that were 
present when the original arbitrator was involved in the proceedings can s1ll be raised 
before the recons1tuted tribunal. This ensures that par1es do not lose any valid grounds 
for challenging the previous proceedings due to a change in the tribunal. 

Overall, sec1on 27(4) aims to strike a balance between maintaining the con1nuity of the arbitra1on 
proceedings by recons1tu1ng the tribunal and preserving par1es’ rights to raise any valid challenges 
or objec1ons that existed before the change in the tribunal. By allowing the recons1tuted tribunal to 
determine the extent to which the previous proceedings should stand, the Act ensures that the 
arbitra1on process remains fair and efficient while protec1ng par1es’ rights to seek redress for any 
pre-exis1ng issues. 
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(5) His ceasing to hold office does not affect any appointment by him (alone or jointly) of another 
arbitrator, in par\cular any appointment of a chairman or umpire. 

Sec1on 27(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that an arbitrator’s cessa1on of holding office 
does not invalidate or affect any appointment made by that arbitrator, whether the appointment was 
made solely by the arbitrator or jointly with other arbitrators. This provision specifically applies to 
appointments of another arbitrator, a chairman, or an umpire. Let us break down the key points of this 
provision: 

1. Appointments Made by the Arbitrator: The provision focuses on appointments made by 
the arbitrator who has ceased to hold office. It emphasises that the cessa1on of office 
does not render the arbitrator’s prior appointments null and void. If the arbitrator had 
already made any appointments, those appointments remain valid and in effect. 

2. Sole or Joint Appointments: The sec1on covers both sole appointments made solely by 
the arbitrator and joint appointments made by the arbitrator in conjunc1on with other 
arbitrators. In either case, the appointment remains unaffected. 

3. Appointments of Chairman or Umpire: The provision explicitly men1ons that it applies to 
appointments of a chairman or an umpire. This means that if the arbitrator who has 
ceased to hold office had previously appointed a chairman or an umpire, that 
appointment stands, and the chairman or umpire will con1nue to serve as part of the 
recons1tuted tribunal. 

Overall, sec1on 27(5) ensures that the appointments made by an arbitrator, whether made solely or 
jointly with other arbitrators, are not affected by the arbitrator’s cessa1on of office. This provision 
promotes procedural efficiency and con1nuity in arbitra1on proceedings, allowing the recons1tuted 
tribunal to con1nue with the appointments made by the original arbitrator, thus avoiding unnecessary 
disrup1ons in the arbitra1on process. 

 

28 JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY OF PARTIES TO ARBITRATORS FOR FEES AND EXPENSES 

(1) The par\es are jointly and severally liable to pay to the arbitrators such reasonable fees and 
expenses (if any) as are appropriate in the circumstances. 

Sec1on 28(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the issue of the payment of fees and 
expenses to the arbitrators. Let us analyse the key points of this provision: 

1. Joint and Several Liability: The provision states that the par1es to the arbitra1on are 
jointly and severally liable for the payment of reasonable fees and expenses to the 
arbitrators. “Joint and several liability” means that each party is individually responsible 
for the en1re amount owed to the arbitrators. If one party fails to pay its share, the other 
party or par1es may be held responsible for the full amount. 

2. Reasonable Fees and Expenses: The par1es are obligated to pay “reasonable fees and 
expenses” to the arbitrators. The determina1on of what is “reasonable” can depend on 
various factors, including the complexity of the dispute, the 1me spent by the arbitrators, 
and the prevailing market rates for arbitrator services. 
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3. Discre1onary Nature: The use of the term “appropriate in the circumstances” implies that 
the amount of fees and expenses is not fixed or predefined. Instead, it allows for some 
flexibility and discre1on in determining the appropriate amount based on the specific 
circumstances of each case. 

In summary, sec1on 28(1) ensures that the par1es have a clear responsibility to pay the arbitrators for 
their services. The provision emphasises that the payment should be for reasonable fees and expenses, 
and it holds all par1es jointly and severally liable for fulfilling this obliga1on. This financial 
responsibility helps ensure that arbitrators are fairly compensated for their work and helps maintain 
the integrity and efficiency of the arbitra1on process. 

 

(2) Any party may apply to the court (upon no\ce to the other par\es and to the arbitrators) 
which may order that the amount of the arbitrators’ fees and expenses shall be considered 
and adjusted by such means and upon such terms as it may direct. 

Sec1on 28(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a mechanism for any party involved in the 
arbitra1on to seek court interven1on regarding the arbitrators’ fees and expenses. Let us analyse the 
key points of this provision: 

1. Applica1on to the Court: Any party to the arbitra1on has the right to apply to the court 
for a review of the arbitrators’ fees and expenses. This applica1on is made by submi{ng 
a request to the court. 

2. No1ce to Other Par1es and Arbitrators: Before making the applica1on to the court, the 
party seeking the review must give no1ce to the other par1es involved in the arbitra1on 
and to the arbitrators. This ensures transparency and provides an opportunity for all 
concerned par1es to be aware of the applica1on. 

3. Court’s Power to Order Review: Upon receiving the applica1on, the court has the 
authority to order that the amount of the arbitrators’ fees and expenses be considered 
and adjusted. This means the court can review the fees and expenses charged by the 
arbitrators and determine if any adjustments are necessary. 

4. Means and Terms of Adjustment: The court has the discre1on to decide how the review 
and adjustment should be conducted. It may use any appropriate means and set specific 
terms for the process. This could involve hearing submissions from the par1es and the 
arbitrators or obtaining expert opinions on the reasonableness of the fees and expenses. 

In summary, sec1on 28(2) allows any party involved in the arbitra1on to seek a court review of the 
arbitrators’ fees and expenses. By providing this mechanism, the Act aims to ensure fairness and 
transparency in determining the fees and expenses charged by the arbitrators. It also allows for a 
poten1al remedy if the court finds that adjustments are necessary to ensure that the fees and 
expenses are reasonable and appropriate in the circumstances of the case. 

 

(3) If the applica\on is made ajer any amount has been paid to the arbitrators by way of fees or 
expenses, the court may order the repayment of such amount (if any) as is shown to be 
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excessive, but shall not do so unless it is shown that it is reasonable in the circumstances to 
order repayment. 

Sec1on 28(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the situa1on when an applica1on is made 
to the court for a review of arbitrators’ fees and expenses auer some payments have already been 
made to the arbitrators. Let us analyse the key points of this provision: 

1. Timing of the Applica1on: The applica1on to the court for a review of arbitrators’ fees and 
expenses can be made auer any amount has been paid to the arbitrators by way of fees 
or expenses. 

2. Court’s Discre1on: The court has the authority to order the repayment of any excessive 
amount that has been paid to the arbitrators. However, it is not mandatory for the court 
to do so. The decision to order repayment is at the court’s discre1on. 

3. Reasonableness Requirement: Before ordering repayment, the court must be sa1sfied 
that it is reasonable to do so in the circumstances. This means that the court will consider 
various factors to determine if the amount charged by the arbitrators was indeed 
excessive and whether ordering repayment is fair and appropriate. 

In summary, sec1on 28(3) allows the court to order the repayment of an excessive amount of fees or 
expenses paid to the arbitrators if such an amount is shown to be unreasonable in the circumstances. 
However, the court is not obligated to order repayment, and the decision will be based on the specific 
facts and context of each case. This provision aims to strike a balance between protec1ng par1es from 
excessive charges while also considering the reasonableness of the fees and expenses incurred by the 
arbitrators. 

 

(4) The above provisions have effect subject to any order of the court under sec\on 24(4) or 
25(3)(b) (order as to en\tlement to fees or expenses in case of removal or resigna\on of 
arbitrator). 

Sec1on 28(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides an important caveat to the provisions 
regarding the payment of arbitrators’ fees and expenses, specifically in rela1on to any orders made by 
the court under sec1on 24(4) or sec1on 25(3)(b). Let us examine its significance: 

1. Subject to Court Orders: The provisions in sec1on 28(1) and sec1on 28(2) that establish 
the joint and several liability of the par1es to pay arbitrators’ fees and expenses and allow 
for applica1ons to the court for adjustments of such fees are subject to any orders made 
by the court under sec1on 24(4) or sec1on 25(3)(b). 

2. Orders Regarding En1tlement to Fees or Expenses: sec1on 24(4) deals with the removal 
of an arbitrator by the court and empowers the court to make orders concerning the 
en1tlement of the arbitrator to fees or expenses. Sec1on 25(3)(b) addresses the situa1on 
when an arbitrator resigns and allows the arbitrator to apply to the court for relief from 
any liability incurred and for an order concerning fees or expenses. 

3. Impact on Payment of Fees: The court may have already made an order under sec1on 
24(4) or sec1on 25(3)(b) specifying the en1tlement of an arbitrator to fees or expenses, 
or the court may do so in the future. In such cases, the determina1on made by the court 
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regarding the arbitrator’s fees and expenses will prevail over the general provisions in 
sec1on 28(1) and sec1on 28(2). 

In summary, sec1on 28(4) clarifies that the general provisions concerning the payment of arbitrators’ 
fees and expenses are subject to any specific orders issued by the court under sec1on 24(4) or sec1on 
25(3)(b) regarding the en1tlement or adjustment of such fees and expenses. This ensures that any 
court decisions regarding arbitrators’ remunera1on take precedence over the default rules laid out in 
the Act. 

 

(5) Nothing in this sec\on affects any liability of a party to any other party to pay all or any of the 
costs of the arbitra\on (see sec\ons 59 to 65) or any contractual right of an arbitrator to 
payment of his fees and expenses. 

Sec1on 28(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides important clarifica1ons about the scope and 
limita1ons of the sec1on’s applicability. Let us analyse its key points: 

1. Costs of the Arbitra1on: Sec1on 28(5) explicitly states that nothing in sec1on 28 affects 
any liability of a party to any other party to pay all or any of the costs of the arbitra1on. 
The Act deals with the issue of costs separately in sec1ons 59 to 65. These sec1ons 
establish the general principles governing the alloca1on and recovery of costs incurred 
during the arbitra1on process. 

2. Dis1nc1on from Arbitrator’s Fees and Expenses: It is important to differen1ate between 
the arbitrators’ fees and expenses (which are the subject of sec1on 28) and the costs of 
the arbitra1on (which are addressed in sec1ons 59 to 65). The arbitrators’ fees and 
expenses pertain to the remunera1on of the arbitrators themselves for their work, 
whereas the costs of the arbitra1on encompass various other expenses incurred during 
the arbitra1on, such as legal fees, administra1ve costs, and other related expenses. 

3. Arbitrator’s Contractual Right to Payment: Sec1on 28(5) also clarifies that the sec1on 
does not affect any contractual right of an arbitrator to payment of his or her fees and 
expenses. This means that if there is an express agreement between the arbitrator and 
the par1es regarding the arbitrator’s remunera1on, such an agreement will prevail, and 
the arbitrator may enforce their right to receive payment according to that agreement. 

In summary, sec1on 28(5) ensures that the sec1on’s provisions regarding the payment of arbitrators’ 
fees and expenses do not impact the broader issue of costs incurred during the arbitra1on, which are 
separately addressed in sec1ons 59 to 65. Addi1onally, the sec1on recognises and preserves the 
contractual rights of arbitrators to receive payment according to any agreements they may have 
entered into with the par1es. 

 

(6) In this sec\on references to arbitrators include an arbitrator who has ceased to act and an 
umpire who has not replaced the other arbitrators. 

Sec1on 28(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides an important defini1on to clarify the scope 
of the term “arbitrators” as used in sec1on 28. Let us analyse its key points: 
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1. Inclusion of Arbitrators Who Have Ceased to Act: Sec1on 28(6) includes references to 
arbitrators who have ceased to act. This means that even if an arbitrator has resigned or 
otherwise ceased to hold office during the course of the arbitra1on, they are s1ll 
considered as part of the category of “arbitrators” for the purposes of sec1on 28. The 
sec1on acknowledges that the issue of payment of arbitrators’ fees and expenses may 
s1ll arise even if an arbitrator has resigned or ceased to act, and it extends the provisions 
of sec1on 28 to cover such cases. 

2. Inclusion of Umpire Who Has Not Replaced Other Arbitrators: Addi1onally, sec1on 28(6) 
includes an umpire who has not replaced the other arbitrators. In certain arbitra1on 
arrangements, there may be a provision for an umpire to be appointed to take over the 
proceedings in the event of disagreement among the arbitrators. If the umpire has not 
yet assumed this role and the arbitra1on is s1ll being conducted by the original 
arbitrators, the sec1on clarifies that the term “arbitrators” encompasses the umpire as 
well. 

In summary, sec1on 28(6) expands the defini1on of “arbitrators” under sec1on 28 to include 
arbitrators who have ceased to act and umpires who have not yet replaced the other arbitrators. This 
ensures that the payment of fees and expenses is s1ll addressed in cases where arbitrators resign, and 
it also recognises the poten1al involvement of an umpire in certain arbitra1on arrangements. 

 

29 IMMUNITY OF ARBITRATOR 

(1) An arbitrator is not liable for anything done or omi_ed in the discharge or purported discharge 
of his func\ons as arbitrator unless the act or omission is shown to have been in bad faith. 

Sec1on 29(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a provision that shields arbitrators from 
personal liability for their ac1ons or omissions in the discharge or purported discharge of their du1es. 
Let us break down the key points of this sec1on: 

1. Immunity from Liability: The provision establishes that an arbitrator is generally not liable 
for anything done or omiSed in the course of carrying out their func1ons as an arbitrator. 
This immunity extends to ac1ons taken or decisions made during the arbitra1on process, 
including the making of awards, issuing of orders, conduc1ng the proceedings, and any 
other func1ons related to the arbitra1on. 

2. Excep1on: The immunity granted to arbitrators under this sec1on is not absolute. It is 
subject to a specific condi1on, which is that the act or omission of the arbitrator must not 
be shown to have been in bad faith. This means that if an arbitrator’s ac1ons were carried 
out with a dishonest or malicious intent (i.e., ac1ng in bad faith), they may be held 
personally liable for any resul1ng damages or harm. 

3. Protec1on of Arbitrators: The purpose of this provision is to provide protec1on to 
arbitrators, encouraging them to act impar1ally and fearlessly when presiding over 
arbitra1on proceedings. It seeks to prevent arbitrators from being hesitant in their 
decision-making due to concerns about poten1al personal liability, while ensuring that 
they are accountable if they act dishonestly or maliciously. 
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In summary, sec1on 29(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants arbitrators a degree of immunity 
from personal liability for their ac1ons or omissions during the arbitra1on process, as long as they act 
in good faith. This encourages arbitrators to perform their du1es impar1ally and without fear of legal 
repercussions, while s1ll holding them accountable if they engage in dishonest or malicious behaviour. 

 

(2) Subsec\on (1) applies to an employee or agent of an arbitrator as it applies to the arbitrator 
himself. 

Sec1on 29(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 extends the same immunity from personal liability 
provided to arbitrators under subsec1on (1) to employees or agents of the arbitrator. Here is a 
breakdown of the key points of this subsec1on: 

1. Scope of Immunity: Subsec1on (1) provides immunity to arbitrators from personal liability 
for their ac1ons or omissions during the discharge or purported discharge of their 
func1ons. Subsec1on (2) states that this same immunity also applies to individuals who 
are employees or agents of the arbitrator. 

2. Employee or Agent of the Arbitrator: An “employee” in this context refers to someone 
who works under the direct control and supervision of the arbitrator in the capacity of 
assis1ng the arbitrator in the arbitra1on process. An “agent” refers to someone who acts 
on behalf of the arbitrator in the course of the arbitra1on, represen1ng the arbitrator’s 
interests or authority. 

3. Equal Protec1on: By extending the immunity to employees or agents of the arbitrator, 
this subsec1on aims to provide equal protec1on to those who are ac1ng on the 
arbitrator’s behalf or under their authority during the arbitra1on process. It ensures that 
individuals working in this capacity are not held personally liable for ac1ons or omissions 
in line with the principle of immunity established in subsec1on (1). 

In summary, sec1on 29(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 extends the same immunity from 
personal liability provided to arbitrators under subsec1on (1) to employees or agents of the arbitrator 
who act on behalf of or under the authority of the arbitrator during the arbitra1on process. This 
ensures that these individuals are equally protected from personal liability for their ac1ons or 
omissions in the course of the arbitra1on. 

 

(3) This sec\on does not affect any liability incurred by an arbitrator by reason of his resigning 
(but see sec\on 25). 

Sec1on 29(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that the immunity from personal liability 
provided to arbitrators under sec1on 29(1) does not affect any liability that an arbitrator may have 
incurred by reason of his resigna1on. Here is an analysis of this subsec1on: 

1. Resigna1on and Liability: Sec1on 29(1) of the Act grants arbitrators immunity from 
personal liability for anything done or omiSed in the discharge or purported discharge of 
their func1ons as arbitrator, except in cases of bad faith. However, this immunity is not 
applicable to any liability that may arise due to the arbitrator’s resigna1on. 
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2. Effect on Liability from Resigna1on: When an arbitrator resigns, there may be specific 
contractual or statutory obliga1ons or liabili1es associated with that resigna1on, which 
could arise from the terms of the arbitra1on agreement or the applicable law. Sec1on 
29(3) clarifies that the immunity granted to arbitrators under sec1on 29(1) does not cover 
or extend to any liability that arises as a result of the arbitrator’s resigna1on. 

3. Interac1on with sec1on 25: Sec1on 25 of the Arbitra1on Act deals with the consequences 
of an arbitrator’s resigna1on and allows an arbitrator who has resigned to apply to the 
court for relief from any liability incurred by him as a result of the resigna1on. Therefore, 
Sec1on 29(3) should be read in conjunc1on with Sec1on 25 when considering the issue 
of liability arising from an arbitrator’s resigna1on. 

In summary, Sec1on 29(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that the immunity provided to 
arbitrators under Sec1on 29(1) does not affect any liability that may arise due to the arbitrator’s 
resigna1on. The arbitrator may s1ll be subject to specific liabili1es resul1ng from the act of resigna1on, 
and if such liability is an issue, the arbitrator can seek relief under Sec1on 25 of the Act. 
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JURISDICTION OF THE ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL 

30 COMPETENCE OF TRIBUNAL TO RULE ON ITS OWN JURISDICTION 

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the arbitral tribunal may rule on its own substan\ve 
jurisdic\on, that is, as to— 

(a) whether there is a valid arbitra\on agreement, 

(b) whether the tribunal is properly cons\tuted, and 

(c) what ma_ers have been submi_ed to arbitra\on in accordance with the arbitra\on 
agreement. 

Sec1on 30(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the arbitral tribunal the authority to rule on its 
own substan1ve jurisdic1on, subject to certain condi1ons. Here is an analysis of this subsec1on: 

1. Substan1ve Jurisdic1on: The term “substan1ve jurisdic1on” refers to the authority or 
power of the arbitral tribunal to decide whether it has the legal right to hear and decide 
the dispute between the par1es. It involves determining whether there is a valid 
arbitra1on agreement, whether the tribunal is properly cons1tuted, and what maSers 
have been properly submiSed to arbitra1on based on the terms of the arbitra1on 
agreement. 

2. Scope of Ruling: Sec1on 30(1) allows the arbitral tribunal to make determina1ons on the 
maSers men1oned in points (a), (b), and (c) without requiring recourse to the court. This 
provision reflects the principle of “kompetenz-kompetenz”, which means the arbitral 
tribunal has the competence to decide its own jurisdic1on. 

3. Agreement of the Par1es: The authority of the arbitral tribunal to rule on its own 
substan1ve jurisdic1on depends on the agreement of the par1es. If the par1es have 
agreed that the tribunal may decide these maSers, then the tribunal can proceed to do 
so. The Act allows par1es to exclude or limit this power if they wish. 

4. Non-Exclusion Principle: The Act includes a non-exclusion principle that allows the arbitral 
tribunal to rule on its own substan1ve jurisdic1on even if the par1es have not expressly 
agreed to grant such authority. In the absence of an express agreement to the contrary, 
the tribunal retains the competence to decide these issues. 

5. Limits on Ruling: It is essen1al to note that Sec1on 30(1) pertains to the arbitral tribunal’s 
jurisdic1on to decide its own substan1ve jurisdic1on. It does not empower the tribunal 
to determine the merits of the underlying dispute. That is, it does not allow the tribunal 
to decide the actual rights and obliga1ons of the par1es in the dispute. 

In summary, Sec1on 30(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the arbitral tribunal to make 
determina1ons on its own substan1ve jurisdic1on, specifically regarding the validity of the arbitra1on 
agreement, the proper cons1tu1on of the tribunal, and the maSers submiSed to arbitra1on. This 
power is subject to the par1es’ agreement, but the Act allows the tribunal to make these 
determina1ons even in the absence of an express agreement to that effect. 
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(2) Any such ruling may be challenged by any available arbitral process of appeal or review or in 
accordance with the provisions of this Part. 

Sec1on 30(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes the process for challenging the ruling of 
the arbitral tribunal on its own substan1ve jurisdic1on. Here is an analysis of this subsec1on: 

1. Challenge Mechanisms: According to Sec1on 30(2), any ruling made by the arbitral 
tribunal on its own substan1ve jurisdic1on can be challenged through two possible 
mechanisms: 

a. Arbitral Process of Appeal or Review: If the arbitra1on agreement or the rules of 
the chosen arbitral ins1tu1on provide for an appeal or review process, the 
challenging party may use such mechanisms to challenge the tribunal’s ruling. 
These processes vary depending on the rules and prac1ces of the specific arbitral 
ins1tu1on chosen by the par1es. 

b. Provisions of this Part: If there is no applicable arbitral process of appeal or review, 
the challenging party may seek recourse under the provisions of Part I of the English 
Arbitra1on Act 1996 to challenge the tribunal’s ruling. 

2. Procedural Flexibility: Sec1on 30(2) recognises the importance of procedural flexibility in 
arbitra1on. It allows par1es to choose their preferred method of challenging a tribunal’s 
ruling on its own substan1ve jurisdic1on, provided it is available and agreed upon 
beforehand. 

3. Limit on Scope of Challenge: It is important to note that Sec1on 30(2) only applies to 
challenges to the tribunal’s ruling on its own substan1ve jurisdic1on. This sec1on does 
not deal with challenges to the tribunal’s final decision on the merits of the dispute; such 
challenges are addressed separately under other provisions of the Arbitra1on Act. 

4. Preserva1on of Finality: While the Act allows challenges to the tribunal’s ruling on 
jurisdic1on, it also aims to preserve the finality of arbitral proceedings. Therefore, the Act 
strikes a balance between providing avenues for recourse and ensuring that arbitral 
decisions are generally enforceable and final. 

In summary, Sec1on 30(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides the mechanisms for challenging 
the arbitral tribunal’s ruling on its own substan1ve jurisdic1on. A party may use any available arbitral 
process of appeal or review, if provided for in the arbitra1on agreement or applicable rules, or may 
challenge the ruling in accordance with the provisions of Part I of the Arbitra1on Act if there is no 
specific process for appeal or review. This sec1on ensures that par1es have avenues for recourse while 
also maintaining the finality of arbitral decisions. 

 

31 OBJECTION TO SUBSTANTIVE JURISDICTION OF TRIBUNAL 

(1) An objec\on that the arbitral tribunal lacks substan\ve jurisdic\on at the outset of the 
proceedings must be raised by a party not later than the \me he takes the first step in the 
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proceedings to contest the merits of any ma_er in rela\on to which he challenges the 
tribunal’s jurisdic\on. 

A party is not precluded from raising such an objec\on by the fact that he has appointed or 
par\cipated in the appointment of an arbitrator. 

Sec1on 31(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the issue of objec1ons regarding the 
substan1ve jurisdic1on of the arbitral tribunal and establishes rules for the 1ming of raising such 
objec1ons. Here is an analysis of this subsec1on: 

1. Timing of Objec1on: According to sec1on 31(1), any objec1on regarding the arbitral 
tribunal’s substan1ve jurisdic1on must be raised by a party at the outset of the arbitral 
proceedings. Specifically, the objec1on must be raised “not later than the 1me he takes 
the first step in the proceedings to contest the merits of any maSer in rela1on to which 
he challenges the tribunal’s jurisdic1on”. 

2. Preclusion of Objec1on: The subsec1on makes it clear that a party is not precluded from 
raising an objec1on to the tribunal’s jurisdic1on simply because they have appointed or 
par1cipated in the appointment of an arbitrator. This provision prevents par1es from 
being deemed to have waived their right to challenge the tribunal’s jurisdic1on merely by 
their involvement in the appointment process. 

3. Purpose of Timely Objec1on: The requirement to raise objec1ons at the outset of the 
proceedings serves the purpose of promo1ng procedural efficiency and avoiding 
unnecessary delays. It ensures that any jurisdic1onal issues are addressed early on in the 
arbitra1on process, allowing the tribunal and the par1es to focus on the substan1ve 
merits of the dispute. 

4. Contes1ng the Merits: The subsec1on specifies that the objec1on must be raised at the 
1me a party takes the first step in the proceedings to contest the merits of any maSer. In 
other words, if a party engages in substan1ve arguments on the merits of the dispute, 
they must also raise any jurisdic1onal objec1ons they may have at that 1me. 

5. Consequences of Not Timely Raising Objec1on: Failure to raise a jurisdic1onal objec1on 
at the appropriate 1me may result in the party being deemed to have accepted the 
tribunal’s jurisdic1on. By not raising the objec1on promptly, the party may waive their 
right to challenge the tribunal’s jurisdic1on at a later stage. 

In summary, ac1on 31(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that any objec1on regarding 
the arbitral tribunal’s substan1ve jurisdic1on must be raised at the outset of the proceedings, not later 
than the 1me a party takes the first step to contest the merits of any maSer. The provision also clarifies 
that a party is not precluded from raising such an objec1on by their involvement in the appointment 
of an arbitrator. Timely raising of objec1ons ensures procedural efficiency and avoids unnecessary 
delays in the arbitra1on process. 
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(2) Any objec\on during the course of the arbitral proceedings that the arbitral tribunal is 
exceeding its substan\ve jurisdic\on must be made as soon as possible ajer the ma_er 
alleged to be beyond its jurisdic\on is raised. 

Sec1on 31(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses objec1ons that arise during the course of 
arbitral proceedings when a party believes that the arbitral tribunal is exceeding its substan1ve 
jurisdic1on. Here is an analysis of this subsec1on: 

1. Timing of Objec1on: According to Sec1on 31(2), any objec1on regarding the arbitral 
tribunal exceeding its substan1ve jurisdic1on must be raised “as soon as possible auer 
the maSer alleged to be beyond its jurisdic1on is raised”. In other words, if a party 
believes that the tribunal is dealing with issues that go beyond its authority, they should 
promptly raise this objec1on when the alleged jurisdic1onal problem arises. 

2. Promptness: The subsec1on emphasises the need for promptness in raising objec1ons 
related to the tribunal’s jurisdic1on. This requirement is in line with the overarching goal 
of maintaining procedural efficiency and avoiding unnecessary delays in the arbitra1on 
process. 

3. Consequences of Not Timely Raising Objec1on: Failure to raise a jurisdic1onal objec1on 
as soon as possible auer the maSer is raised may result in the party being deemed to have 
accepted the tribunal’s jurisdic1on over the disputed issue. By not objec1ng promptly, 
the party may waive their right to challenge the tribunal’s jurisdic1on at a later stage. 

4. Con1nuous Assessment: The provision encourages par1es to con1nuously assess the 
tribunal’s ac1ons during the arbitra1on to ensure that it does not exceed its jurisdic1on. 
If a party becomes aware of any poten1al jurisdic1onal issues, they should not delay in 
raising their objec1ons. 

5. Fairness and Due Process: The requirement for 1mely objec1ons is also aligned with 
principles of fairness and due process. It ensures that par1es have a fair opportunity to 
challenge any ac1ons or decisions by the tribunal that they believe are beyond the scope 
of its authority. 

In summary, sec1on 31(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 s1pulates that any objec1on regarding 
the arbitral tribunal exceeding its substan1ve jurisdic1on must be raised promptly and “as soon as 
possible” auer the maSer in ques1on is raised during the course of the arbitral proceedings. Promptly 
raising objec1ons ensures that par1es can protect their rights, promotes procedural efficiency, and 
upholds principles of fairness and due process in the arbitra1on process. 

 

(3) The arbitral tribunal may admit an objec\on later than the \me specified in subsec\on (1) or 
(2) if it considers the delay jus\fied. 

Sec1on 31(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides the arbitral tribunal with the discre1on to 
admit a jurisdic1onal objec1on even if it is raised later than the 1me specified in subsec1on (1) or (2) 
(which relate to objec1ons raised at the outset or during the course of the arbitral proceedings, 
respec1vely) if the tribunal considers the delay to be jus1fied. Here is an analysis of this subsec1on: 
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1. Flexibility: By allowing the arbitral tribunal to admit a jurisdic1onal objec1on raised auer 
the specified 1me, Sec1on 31(3) provides the tribunal with some flexibility in considering 
excep1onal circumstances that may have led to the delay in raising the objec1on. This 
provision acknowledges that there might be valid reasons, such as a change in 
circumstances or new evidence, that could jus1fy the late objec1on. 

2. Discre1on of the Tribunal: The subsec1on grants the arbitral tribunal the authority to 
evaluate the reasons for the delay and determine whether they are reasonable and 
sufficient to warrant accep1ng the jurisdic1onal objec1on. The tribunal’s discre1on 
allows it to take into account the specific circumstances of each case. 

3. Balancing Interests: This provision balances the need for procedural efficiency with the 
fundamental principle of ensuring par1es have an opportunity to challenge the tribunal’s 
jurisdic1on. While 1meliness is essen1al in arbitra1on to prevent unnecessary delays, 
there might be instances where a late objec1on is allowed to avoid a party being unfairly 
deprived of its right to raise valid jurisdic1onal concerns. 

4. Preserving Due Process: Allowing the tribunal to admit late objec1ons in jus1fied cases 
contributes to upholding due process and fairness. Par1es should not be unduly penalised 
for a delay in raising a jurisdic1onal objec1on if valid reasons exist that were beyond their 
control. 

5. Cau1onary Note: While the provision gives the tribunal discre1on, par1es should not 
interpret this as a license to delay raising jurisdic1onal objec1ons without valid reasons. 
It is generally advisable for par1es to promptly raise any jurisdic1onal concerns to avoid 
poten1al procedural complica1ons. 

In summary, Sec1on 31(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 permits the arbitral tribunal to exercise 
its discre1on and admit a jurisdic1onal objec1on, even if raised later than the specified 1me, if the 
tribunal deems the delay to be jus1fied. This provision balances the need for procedural efficiency with 
ensuring par1es have a fair opportunity to challenge the tribunal’s jurisdic1on, thus upholding due 
process and fairness in the arbitra1on proceedings. However, par1es should exercise cau1on and raise 
objec1ons promptly unless there are compelling reasons for a jus1fied delay. 

 

(4) Where an objec\on is duly taken to the tribunal’s substan\ve jurisdic\on and the tribunal has 
power to rule on its own jurisdic\on, it may— 

(a) rule on the ma_er in an award as to jurisdic\on, or 

(b) deal with the objec\on in its award on the merits. 

If the par\es agree which of these courses the tribunal should take, the tribunal shall proceed 
accordingly. 

Sec1on 31(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the procedural op1ons available to the 
arbitral tribunal when an objec1on is duly raised concerning its substan1ve jurisdic1on. This sec1on 
outlines how the tribunal may rule on such objec1ons, and it provides flexibility based on the 
preferences of the par1es. Let us analyse this subsec1on: 
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1. Ruling on Jurisdic1on: The arbitral tribunal has the authority to rule on its own substan1ve 
jurisdic1on when a valid objec1on is raised. This means that the tribunal can determine 
whether it has the power and authority to hear and decide the dispute presented by the 
par1es. The ruling will address the scope of the tribunal’s jurisdic1on and whether there 
is a valid arbitra1on agreement covering the dispute. 

2. Op1ons for the Tribunal: Sec1on 31(4) offers the tribunal two op1ons for addressing the 
jurisdic1onal objec1on in its award: 

a. Ruling on Jurisdic1on: The tribunal may choose to make a separate award solely on 
the maSer of jurisdic1on. This means that the tribunal’s award will focus 
specifically on whether it has the authority to hear and decide the dispute. 

b. Dealing with Jurisdic1on in Merits Award: Alterna1vely, the tribunal may decide to 
include its ruling on jurisdic1on within the award on the merits of the case. In this 
scenario, the tribunal will address the jurisdic1onal objec1on while also deciding 
the substan1ve issues of the dispute. 

3. Party Agreement: The subsec1on allows the par1es to agree on which course of ac1on 
the tribunal should take when ruling on the jurisdic1onal objec1on. If the par1es reach a 
mutual agreement on whether the tribunal should issue a separate jurisdic1onal award 
or address the objec1on in the merits award, the tribunal is required to follow their 
agreed-upon direc1on. 

4. Procedural Efficiency: Allowing the tribunal to address jurisdic1onal issues either through 
a separate jurisdic1onal award or as part of the merits award enhances procedural 
efficiency. If par1es are agreeable, the tribunal can incorporate its ruling on jurisdic1on 
into the overall resolu1on of the dispute, streamlining the arbitra1on process. 

5. Flexibility and Coopera1on: Sec1on 31(4) encourages flexibility and coopera1on between 
the par1es and the arbitral tribunal in resolving jurisdic1onal issues. The par1es’ 
agreement on how the tribunal should handle the jurisdic1onal objec1on reflects the 
principle of party autonomy in arbitra1on. 

In summary, sec1on 31(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides the arbitral tribunal with two 
op1ons for addressing jurisdic1onal objec1ons: issuing a separate award on jurisdic1on or 
incorpora1ng the ruling on jurisdic1on into the merits award. The subsec1on emphasises the 
importance of party agreement, enabling the tribunal to follow the direc1on agreed upon by the 
par1es. This approach enhances procedural efficiency and underscores the principle of party 
autonomy in the arbitra1on process. 

 

(5) The tribunal may in any case, and shall if the par\es so agree, stay proceedings whilst an 
applica\on is made to the court under sec\on 32 (determina\on of preliminary point of 
jurisdic\on). 

Sec1on 31(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the arbitral tribunal the discre1onary power 
to stay arbitral proceedings if an applica1on is made to the court under Sec1on 32 for the 
determina1on of a preliminary point of jurisdic1on. The subsec1on also mandates that if the par1es 
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agree, the tribunal must stay the proceedings in such circumstances. Let us delve into the key aspects 
of this subsec1on: 

1. Stay of Proceedings: If an issue arises during the arbitral proceedings concerning the 
tribunal’s substan1ve jurisdic1on, any party to the arbitra1on can apply to the court for 
the determina1on of a preliminary point of jurisdic1on. This means that the court will 
decide whether the tribunal has the authority to hear and decide the dispute. While this 
applica1on is pending before the court, the arbitral tribunal is given the discre1on to 
decide whether to stay the ongoing arbitra1on proceedings. 

2. Discre1on of the Tribunal: Sec1on 31(5) empowers the arbitral tribunal to decide whether 
it is appropriate to pause the arbitra1on proceedings while the jurisdic1onal issue is being 
resolved in court. The tribunal will consider the specific circumstances of the case and 
exercise its judgment in deciding whether a stay is necessary or conducive to a fair and 
efficient resolu1on of the dispute. 

3. Mandatory Stay on Agreement: If all par1es to the arbitra1on agree that the proceedings 
should be stayed pending the court’s determina1on on the preliminary point of 
jurisdic1on, the arbitral tribunal is obligated to grant the stay. This mandatory provision 
ensures that the par1es’ consent prevails in determining whether the arbitra1on 
proceedings should be paused temporarily. 

4. Efficient Resolu1on: Allowing the tribunal to stay the proceedings while the court 
determines the preliminary jurisdic1onal point promotes efficiency in the overall 
arbitra1on process. By suspending the arbitra1on temporarily, the tribunal avoids 
poten1ally rendering an award that might later be invalidated by the court due to a lack 
of jurisdic1on. 

5. Par1es’ Autonomy: Sec1on 31(5) respects the principle of party autonomy, allowing the 
par1es to decide whether the arbitra1on should be paused pending the court’s decision 
on the jurisdic1onal issue. This reflects the general emphasis on party autonomy in 
arbitra1on. 

In summary, sec1on 31(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the arbitral tribunal the 
discre1onary power to stay arbitra1on proceedings during the pendency of an applica1on before the 
court for the determina1on of a preliminary point of jurisdic1on. However, if all par1es agree to a stay, 
the tribunal is obliged to grant the stay. This provision aims to ensure that the arbitra1on process is 
efficient and that par1es’ autonomy is respected in determining the appropriate course of ac1on 
regarding the impact of a jurisdic1onal challenge on the ongoing proceedings. 

 

32 DETERMINATION OF PRELIMINARY POINT OF JURISDICTION 

(1) The court may, on the applica\on of a party to arbitral proceedings (upon no\ce to the other 
par\es), determine any ques\on as to the substan\ve jurisdic\on of the tribunal. 

A party may lose the right to object (see sec\on 73). 

Sec1on 32(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the court to decide ques1ons rela1ng to 
the substan1ve jurisdic1on of the arbitral tribunal. Let us break down the key points of this sec1on: 
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1. Court Applica1on: Any party involved in arbitral proceedings has the right to apply to the 
court seeking a determina1on on a ques1on regarding the substan1ve jurisdic1on of the 
arbitral tribunal. The applica1on must be made by a party and must be served upon all 
the other par1es involved in the arbitra1on. 

2. Jurisdic1onal Challenge: This provision allows a party to challenge the tribunal’s authority 
to hear and decide the dispute on substan1ve grounds. It is crucial to note that the 
jurisdic1onal challenge focuses on whether the tribunal has the legal authority to hear 
the dispute, and not on the merits of the case itself. 

3. No1ce to Other Par1es: The party making the applica1on to the court must provide no1ce 
to all the other par1es involved in the arbitra1on. This ensures that all relevant par1es 
are informed about the challenge to the tribunal’s jurisdic1on and have an opportunity 
to respond to the court applica1on. 

4. Substan1ve Jurisdic1on: The court’s determina1on under Sec1on 32(1) pertains 
specifically to ques1ons of substan1ve jurisdic1on. This means the court will decide 
whether the tribunal has the legal authority to decide the par1cular dispute, including 
issues such as whether a valid arbitra1on agreement exists or whether the dispute falls 
within the scope of the arbitra1on clause. 

5. Right to Object: Sec1on 32(1) acknowledges that a party may lose the right to challenge 
the tribunal’s jurisdic1on under Sec1on 73 of the Arbitra1on Act. Sec1on 73 sets out the 
principle of “waiver” or “estoppel” in rela1on to objec1ons to jurisdic1on. It states that if 
a party proceeds with the arbitra1on without promptly raising an objec1on to the 
tribunal’s jurisdic1on, that party may be deemed to have waived its right to challenge the 
tribunal’s jurisdic1on at a later stage. 

In summary, Sec1on 32(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants par1es to arbitral proceedings the 
right to seek a court determina1on on ques1ons rela1ng to the substan1ve jurisdic1on of the arbitral 
tribunal. The court will decide whether the tribunal has the legal authority to hear the dispute. 
However, it is important for par1es to raise any jurisdic1onal objec1ons promptly, as delay or 
par1cipa1on in the arbitra1on may lead to a poten1al loss of the right to challenge the tribunal’s 
jurisdic1on later on. 
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(2) An applica\on under this sec\on shall not be considered unless— 

(a) it is made with the agreement in wri\ng of all the other par\es to the proceedings, or 

(b) it is made with the permission of the tribunal and the court is sa\sfied— 

(i) that the determina\on of the ques\on is likely to produce substan\al savings in 
costs, 

(ii) that the applica\on was made without delay, and 

(iii) that there is good reason why the ma_er should be decided by the court. 

Sec1on 32(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the condi1ons that must be met for an 
applica1on to be considered by the court when seeking a determina1on on a ques1on of substan1ve 
jurisdic1on. Let us break down the key requirements: 

1. Agreement of All Par1es: The first condi1on under Sec1on 32(2) is that the applica1on 
must be made with the agreement in wri1ng of all the other par1es involved in the 
arbitral proceedings. In other words, if all par1es consent to having the ques1on of 
substan1ve jurisdic1on determined by the court, the applica1on can proceed. 

2. Permission of the Tribunal: If all par1es do not agree to the court applica1on, the second 
condi1on comes into play. In this case, the applica1on may s1ll be considered if the party 
seeking the court’s determina1on obtains permission from the arbitral tribunal. This 
means the tribunal must permit the party to apply to the court for a decision on the 
ques1on of substan1ve jurisdic1on. 

3. Condi1ons for Court Permission: To obtain the tribunal’s permission and proceed with the 
court applica1on, the following three condi1ons must be met: 

a. Substan1al Cost Savings: The court must be sa1sfied that the determina1on of the 
jurisdic1onal ques1on is likely to produce substan1al savings in costs. This 
requirement emphasises the importance of cost-effec1veness in deciding whether 
the court’s involvement is necessary. 

b. No Delay: The applica1on must be made without delay. Par1es are expected to 
raise the jurisdic1onal challenge promptly, and any delay in doing so may affect the 
court’s decision to permit the applica1on. 

c. Good Reason: The court must be convinced that there is a good reason why the 
ques1on of substan1ve jurisdic1on should be decided by the court. This could 
involve issues that require legal clarifica1on or significant legal complexity that 
merits judicial interven1on. 

In summary, Sec1on 32(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the condi1ons that must be 
sa1sfied for a court applica1on seeking a determina1on on a ques1on of substan1ve jurisdic1on. 
Either all par1es must agree to the court applica1on in wri1ng, or the party seeking the court’s 
determina1on must obtain permission from the tribunal while mee1ng specific criteria, including 
substan1al cost savings, promptness in applica1on, and a compelling reason for court involvement. 
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(3) An applica\on under this sec\on, unless made with the agreement of all the other par\es to 
the proceedings, shall state the grounds on which it is said that the ma_er should be decided 
by the court. 

Sec1on 32(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies a requirement for applica1ons seeking a 
court determina1on on a ques1on of substan1ve jurisdic1on when not made with the agreement of 
all par1es involved in the arbitral proceedings. Let us break down this provision: 

1. Grounds for the Applica1on: If a party wishes to apply to the court for a determina1on on 
the ques1on of substan1ve jurisdic1on and does not have the agreement of all the other 
par1es to the arbitra1on, the applica1on must clearly state the grounds on which it is 
being made. In other words, the applicant must provide reasons or arguments explaining 
why they believe the maSer should be decided by the court. 

2. The provision emphasises the need for transparency and clarity in court applica1ons 
related to jurisdic1onal issues. By sta1ng the grounds, the party seeking the court’s 
determina1on is required to present a coherent case as to why the maSer should be 
resolved by the judicial system rather than through the arbitral process. 

3. This requirement aims to ensure that the court can assess the merits of the applica1on 
properly, understand the basis of the party’s request for court interven1on, and 
determine whether the condi1ons under Sec1on 32(2)(b) are met. 

In summary, Sec1on 32(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that if an applica1on is made 
seeking a court determina1on on substan1ve jurisdic1on without the agreement of all par1es to the 
arbitra1on, the applica1on must specify the grounds or reasons why the party believes the maSer 
should be decided by the court. This requirement fosters transparency and facilitates a comprehensive 
evalua1on of the applica1on by the court. 

 

(4) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the arbitral tribunal may con\nue the arbitral 
proceedings and make an award while an applica\on to the court under this sec\on is 
pending. 

Sec1on 32(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the conduct of arbitral proceedings when 
an applica1on is made to the court for a determina1on on a ques1on of substan1ve jurisdic1on. Let 
us analyse this provision: 

1. General Principle: The provision states that unless the par1es have agreed otherwise, the 
arbitral tribunal is allowed to con1nue with the arbitral proceedings and even make an 
award while an applica1on seeking the court’s determina1on on a ques1on of substan1ve 
jurisdic1on is pending. 

2. Con1nua1on of Arbitral Proceedings: This means that the arbitral tribunal can proceed 
with hearing the case, taking evidence, considering arguments, and making substan1ve 
decisions on the merits of the dispute, even if one of the par1es has raised an applica1on 
challenging the tribunal’s jurisdic1on before a court. 
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3. Parallel Proceedings: As a result of this provision, there may be parallel proceedings 
occurring simultaneously—the ongoing arbitral proceedings and the separate court 
applica1on regarding jurisdic1on. The arbitral tribunal will con1nue with its work while 
the court is considering the jurisdic1onal ques1on. 

4. Par1es’ Agreement: The provision highlights that if the par1es have a specific agreement 
that the arbitral proceedings must be stayed or suspended during the pendency of the 
court applica1on on jurisdic1on, this general rule will not apply. Par1es are free to agree 
on different arrangements regarding the con1nua1on or suspension of the arbitral 
process in such situa1ons. 

In summary, Sec1on 32(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 allows the arbitral tribunal to con1nue 
with the arbitral proceedings and make an award while a court applica1on seeking a determina1on on 
a ques1on of substan1ve jurisdic1on is pending, unless the par1es have agreed otherwise. This 
provision aims to ensure that the arbitral process can move forward without unnecessary delays, 
subject to any contrary agreement between the par1es. 

 

(5) Unless the court gives leave, no appeal lies from a decision of the court whether the condi\ons 
specified in subsec\on (2) are met. 

Sec1on 32(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the appealability of decisions made by the 
court in rela1on to applica1ons for a determina1on of substan1ve jurisdic1on. Here is the analysis: 

1. General Rule: The provision states that, as a general rule, no appeal lies from a decision 
of the court concerning whether the condi1ons specified in subsec1on (2) are met. 
Subsec1on (2) sets out the circumstances under which the court may entertain an 
applica1on for a determina1on of substan1ve jurisdic1on. 

2. Appeal Restric1on: This means that the par1es, or any interested party, cannot 
automa1cally appeal to a higher court if they are dissa1sfied with the court’s ruling on 
whether the applica1on meets the condi1ons in subsec1on (2). 

3. Leave Requirement: However, the sec1on introduces an excep1on to the general rule. If 
a party wishes to appeal a court decision on jurisdic1on, they must first seek leave 
(permission) from the court before ini1a1ng the appeal. The court will consider whether 
there are valid reasons to allow the appeal, such as important points of law or other 
compelling factors. 

4. Purpose of the Provision: The provision aims to promote efficiency and finality in arbitral 
proceedings. By restric1ng automa1c appeals and requiring leave, it discourages 
unnecessary challenges to jurisdic1onal decisions, which could poten1ally prolong the 
resolu1on of the dispute. 

In summary, sec1on 32(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 prohibits an automa1c appeal from a 
decision of the court on whether the condi1ons specified in subsec1on (2) are met. To appeal such a 
decision, a party must first obtain leave from the court, demonstra1ng that there are valid grounds for 
the appeal. This provision contributes to the overall goal of facilita1ng the smooth and 1mely 
resolu1on of arbitral disputes. 
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(6) The decision of the court on the ques\on of jurisdic\on shall be treated as a judgment of the 
court for the purposes of an appeal. 

But no appeal lies without the leave of the court which shall not be given unless the court 
considers that the ques\on involves a point of law which is one of general importance or is 
one which for some other special reason should be considered by the Court of Appeal. 

Sec1on 32(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 actually pertains to the appealability of the court’s 
decision on jurisdic1on, and it introduces certain condi1ons for gran1ng leave to appeal. Here is the 
correct analysis: 

1. Jurisdic1onal Decision as Judgment: The provision establishes that the court’s decision on 
the ques1on of jurisdic1on in arbitral proceedings is treated as a judgment of the court. 
This means that the court’s determina1on on jurisdic1on carries the same weight and 
importance as any other court judgment. 

2. Appeal with Leave: While the decision on jurisdic1on is considered a judgment, the right 
to appeal is not automa1c. An appeal against the court’s decision on jurisdic1on requires 
the leave (permission) of the court. 

3. Grounds for Gran1ng Leave: The court may grant leave to appeal the jurisdic1onal 
decision if it involves a “point of law which is one of general importance” or “is one which 
for some other special reason should be considered by the Court of Appeal”. In other 
words, the court will only permit an appeal if there are compelling reasons that the case 
raises significant legal issues or has broader implica1ons for other cases. 

4. Ensuring Efficiency and Finality: By requiring leave for appeals on jurisdic1onal decisions, 
the provision aims to ensure efficiency and finality in arbitral proceedings. It discourages 
unnecessary challenges to jurisdic1onal decisions, which could otherwise delay the 
arbitra1on process. 

In summary, sec1on 32(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that the court’s decision on the 
ques1on of jurisdic1on is treated as a judgment of the court. However, no appeal lies without the leave 
of the court, and such leave will only be granted if the appeal involves a point of law of general 
importance or some other special reason that jus1fies considera1on by the Court of Appeal. This 
provision aims to strike a balance between ensuring fairness in arbitra1on and promo1ng efficiency 
and finality in the resolu1on of disputes. 
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THE ARBITRAL PROCEEDINGS 

33 GENERAL DUTY OF THE TRIBUNAL 

(1) The tribunal shall— 

(a) act fairly and impar\ally as between the par\es, giving each party a reasonable 
opportunity of pupng his case and dealing with that of his opponent, and 

(b) adopt procedures suitable to the circumstances of the par\cular case, avoiding 
unnecessary delay or expense, so as to provide a fair means for the resolu\on of the 
ma_ers falling to be determined. 

Sec1on 33(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the general du1es and obliga1ons of the 
arbitral tribunal in conduc1ng arbitral proceedings. The sec1on emphasises the importance of fairness, 
impar1ality, and efficiency in the arbitra1on process. Let us break down the key points: 

1. Duty to Act Fairly and Impar1ally: The arbitral tribunal is required to act fairly and 
impar1ally between the par1es. This means that the tribunal should not favour one party 
over the other and should maintain an objec1ve and unbiased approach throughout the 
proceedings. 

2. Giving Each Party a Reasonable Opportunity: The tribunal must provide each party with a 
reasonable opportunity to present its case and respond to the arguments and evidence 
of the opposing party. This ensures that both par1es have a fair chance to be heard and 
present their respec1ve posi1ons. 

3. Adop1ng Suitable Procedures: The tribunal is empowered to adopt procedures that are 
appropriate and suitable for the circumstances of the par1cular case. This allows flexibility 
in the conduct of the arbitra1on, considering the complexity, nature, and specific needs 
of each dispute. 

4. Avoiding Unnecessary Delay or Expense: The tribunal is required to be proac1ve in 
managing the arbitra1on process and should strive to avoid any unnecessary delay or 
expense. Efficient case management helps to expedite the resolu1on of disputes and 
minimise costs for the par1es involved. 

5. Providing a Fair Means of Resolu1on: Ul1mately, the tribunal’s main objec1ve is to 
provide a fair and just means for resolving the maSers that are subject to arbitra1on. The 
sec1on emphasises the importance of achieving a fair outcome based on the merits of 
the case. 

In summary, sec1on 33(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the fundamental principles that 
govern the conduct of the arbitral tribunal. The sec1on emphasises fairness, impar1ality, and 
efficiency, ensuring that both par1es have an adequate opportunity to present their case and that the 
arbitra1on process is conducted in a manner that promotes a fair resolu1on of the disputes at hand. 
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(2) The tribunal shall comply with that general duty in conduc\ng the arbitral proceedings, in its 
decisions on ma_ers of procedure and evidence and in the exercise of all other powers 
conferred on it. 

Sec1on 33(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 reinforces the scope and applica1on of the general 
duty imposed on the arbitral tribunal, as outlined in sec1on 33(1). This subsec1on emphasises that 
the tribunal’s duty to act fairly and impar1ally, giving each party a reasonable opportunity, and 
adop1ng suitable procedures extends to various aspects of the arbitral process. Let us explore the key 
points of sec1on 33(2): 

1. Conduct of Arbitral Proceedings: The arbitral tribunal is required to comply with its 
general duty of fairness and impar1ality throughout the en1re course of the arbitral 
proceedings. This means that from the commencement to the conclusion of the 
arbitra1on, the tribunal must act fairly and maintain an impar1al stance in its interac1ons 
with the par1es and considera1on of their arguments. 

2. Decisions on MaSers of Procedure and Evidence: The tribunal’s decisions on procedural 
maSers and the admissibility of evidence must also be in line with the general duty. It 
should ensure that the procedures adopted are appropriate for the case and that both 
par1es are treated fairly when it comes to eviden1ary maSers. 

3. Exercise of All Other Powers Conferred: The general duty applies to all other powers and 
func1ons conferred on the arbitral tribunal by the arbitra1on agreement or the applicable 
arbitra1on rules. This includes the tribunal’s power to make interim orders, determine 
jurisdic1onal issues, and ul1mately render an award. 

In summary, sec1on 33(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 reinforces that the general duty of 
fairness and impar1ality imposed on the arbitral tribunal is comprehensive in scope. It applies not only 
to the tribunal’s decisions on substan1ve maSers but also to its handling of procedural and eviden1ary 
issues. The sec1on emphasises the importance of maintaining a consistent and equitable approach 
throughout the arbitra1on process. 

 

34 PROCEDURAL AND EVIDENTIAL MATTERS 

(1) It shall be for the tribunal to decide all procedural and eviden\al ma_ers, subject to the right 
of the par\es to agree any ma_er. 

Sec1on 34(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the autonomy and authority of the arbitral 
tribunal in determining procedural and eviden1al maSers during the arbitra1on proceedings. Let us 
break down the key points of this sec1on: 

1. Procedural and Eviden1al MaSers: Sec1on 34(1) establishes that the arbitral tribunal has 
the primary responsibility to decide all procedural and eviden1al maSers in the 
arbitra1on. This includes issues related to the conduct of hearings, submission of 
evidence, examina1on of witnesses, and the general procedural framework governing the 
arbitra1on. 

2. Subject to Party Agreement: While the tribunal holds the authority to decide on 
procedural and eviden1al maSers, the Act recognises the right of the par1es to agree on 
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any maSer within the scope of the arbitral process. This means that if the par1es reach 
an agreement on specific procedural aspects, such as the format of hearings or the 
admission of certain evidence, the tribunal must respect and follow that agreement. 

In essence, sec1on 34(1) upholds the principle of party autonomy in arbitra1on. It grants the arbitral 
tribunal broad discre1on in determining procedural and eviden1al maSers, allowing it to tailor the 
arbitra1on proceedings to suit the specific circumstances of the case. However, this discre1on is not 
absolute, as it is subject to any prior agreement between the par1es. The sec1on strikes a balance 
between gran1ng the tribunal sufficient authority to manage the arbitra1on effec1vely while 
respec1ng the par1es’ freedom to tailor the process to their preferences within the boundaries of the 
law. 

 

(2) Procedural and eviden\al ma_ers include— 

(a) when and where any part of the proceedings is to be held; 

(b) the language or languages to be used in the proceedings and whether transla\ons of 
any relevant documents are to be supplied; 

(c) whether any and if so what form of wri_en statements of claim and defence are to be 
used, when these should be supplied and the extent to which such statements can be 
later amended; 

(d) whether any and if so which documents or classes of documents should be disclosed 
between and produced by the par\es and at what stage; 

(e) whether any and if so what ques\ons should be put to and answered by the respec\ve 
par\es and when and in what form this should be done; 

(f) whether to apply strict rules of evidence (or any other rules) as to the admissibility, 
relevance or weight of any material (oral, wri_en or other) sought to be tendered on 
any ma_ers of fact or opinion, and the \me, manner and form in which such material 
should be exchanged and presented; 

(g) whether and to what extent the tribunal should itself take the ini\a\ve in ascertaining 
the facts and the law; 

(h) whether and to what extent there should be oral or wri_en evidence or submissions. 

Sec1on 34(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 further elaborates on the scope of procedural and 
eviden1al maSers that fall within the jurisdic1on of the arbitral tribunal. This sec1on outlines various 
specific issues that the tribunal is empowered to decide on, including: 

1. When and Where Proceedings are Held: The tribunal can determine the 1ming and 
loca1on of any part of the arbitra1on proceedings. 

2. Language and Transla1on: The tribunal can decide on the language or languages to be 
used in the proceedings and whether transla1ons of relevant documents should be 
provided. 
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3. WriSen Statements of Claim and Defence: The tribunal can decide whether wriSen 
statements of claim and defence should be used, when they need to be submiSed, and 
the extent to which they can be amended later. 

4. Disclosure of Documents: The tribunal can determine which documents or classes of 
documents should be disclosed between the par1es and at what stage of the 
proceedings. 

5. Ques1ons and Answers: The tribunal can decide what ques1ons should be put to and 
answered by the par1es, as well as the format and 1ming for such ques1oning. 

6. Rules of Evidence: The tribunal can decide whether to apply strict rules of evidence or 
any other rules regarding the admissibility, relevance, or weight of material presented 
during the proceedings, and the manner and form in which such material should be 
exchanged and presented. 

7. Fact-Finding Ini1a1ve: The tribunal can decide to what extent it should take the ini1a1ve 
in ascertaining the facts and the law relevant to the dispute. 

8. Oral or WriSen Evidence or Submissions: The tribunal can determine whether the 
proceedings should rely more on oral or wriSen evidence or submissions. 

Overall, Sec1on 34(2) emphasises the broad discre1on given to the arbitral tribunal to decide the 
procedural and eviden1al aspects of the arbitra1on. It allows the tribunal to adapt the process 
according to the specific needs and complexi1es of each case, ensuring a flexible and efficient 
resolu1on of the dispute. However, this discre1on is subject to any agreement reached by the par1es 
regarding these procedural maSers. 

 

(3) The tribunal may fix the \me within which any direc\ons given by it are to be complied with, 
and may if it thinks fit extend the \me so fixed (whether or not it has expired). 

Sec1on 34(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the arbitral tribunal the authority to set 1me 
limits for compliance with the direc1ons it issues during the arbitra1on proceedings. These direc1ons 
pertain to various procedural maSers, as discussed in Sec1on 34(2). The tribunal has the discre1on to 
determine reasonable 1meframes for the par1es to adhere to these direc1ons. Key points regarding 
Sec1on 34(3): 

1. Fixing Time for Compliance: The tribunal has the power to specify the 1me within which 
the par1es must comply with the direc1ons issued. These direc1ons may relate to maSers 
such as submi{ng wriSen statements, producing documents, providing evidence, or any 
other procedural requirements deemed necessary for the fair conduct of the arbitra1on. 

2. Extension of Time: The tribunal may choose to extend the 1me ini1ally fixed for 
compliance, even auer the specified 1me has already passed. This means that the tribunal 
has the flexibility to accommodate any reasonable request for an extension of 1me if it 
deems fit. 

By enabling the tribunal to set and modify 1me limits, Sec1on 34(3) ensures that the arbitra1on 
process remains efficient and expedi1ous while allowing the tribunal to consider the complexity and 
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par1cular circumstances of the case. The flexibility in 1me management helps strike a balance 
between ensuring that par1es have sufficient 1me to comply with procedural requirements and 
avoiding unnecessary delays in the arbitra1on proceedings. 

 

35 CONSOLIDATION OF PROCEEDINGS AND CONCURRENT HEARINGS 

(1) The par\es are free to agree— 

(a) that the arbitral proceedings shall be consolidated with other arbitral proceedings, or 

(b) that concurrent hearings shall be held, 

on such terms as may be agreed. 

Sec1on 35(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the par1es the freedom to agree on two 
specific maSers rela1ng to the arbitra1on proceedings: 

1. Consolida1on of Arbitral Proceedings: The par1es have the op1on to agree that the 
ongoing arbitral proceedings should be consolidated with other arbitral proceedings. 
Consolida1on refers to combining two or more separate arbitra1on cases into a single 
proceeding, allowing the issues to be addressed jointly. This can be beneficial when there 
are related disputes between the same par1es or arising out of the same circumstances, 
as it can lead to efficiency and consistency in resolving such disputes. 

2. Concurrent Hearings: The par1es may also agree to hold concurrent hearings, which 
means conduc1ng mul1ple hearings simultaneously, typically for different aspects or 
issues of the arbitra1on. Concurrent hearings can be helpful when there are related but 
dis1nct issues that can be addressed separately, possibly saving 1me and resources. 

It is essen1al to note that these agreements can be reached on terms as determined by the par1es 
involved. Therefore, par1es can tailor the consolida1on or concurrent hearing arrangements to suit 
the specific circumstances of their arbitra1on case. 

The purpose of this provision is to promote flexibility in the arbitra1on process and to provide par1es 
with the autonomy to design the proceedings in a manner that best suits their needs, subject to mutual 
agreement. By allowing par1es to agree on these maSers, the statute emphasises the importance of 
party autonomy in the arbitra1on process, fostering an arbitra1on system that is adaptable and 
responsive to the par1es’ preferences and requirements. 

 

(2) Unless the par\es agree to confer such power on the tribunal, the tribunal has no power to 
order consolida\on of proceedings or concurrent hearings. 

Sec1on 35(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that the arbitral tribunal does not possess 
the inherent power to order the consolida1on of arbitral proceedings or to conduct concurrent 
hearings unless the par1es have explicitly agreed to confer such power on the tribunal. 
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In other words, if the par1es have not reached an agreement to grant the tribunal the authority to 
consolidate mul1ple arbitral proceedings or to conduct concurrent hearings, the tribunal is not 
empowered to do so on its own ini1a1ve. The tribunal’s authority is limited to the powers explicitly 
granted by the par1es in the arbitra1on agreement or any subsequent agreement. 

This provision emphasises the significance of party consent in arbitra1on proceedings. Arbitra1on is a 
creature of contract, and the powers of the arbitral tribunal are derived from the arbitra1on 
agreement between the par1es. Therefore, the par1es have the freedom to define the scope of the 
tribunal’s authority and to specify the procedures to be followed during the arbitra1on. 

By requiring explicit agreement on consolida1on and concurrent hearings, sec1on 35(2) ensures that 
par1es have the opportunity to consider and deliberate on whether they want to empower the 
tribunal with such decision-making authority. This provision helps maintain the principle of party 
autonomy in arbitra1on, enabling the par1es to determine the structure and conduct of the 
proceedings according to their preferences and needs. 

 

36 LEGAL OR OTHER REPRESENTATION 

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, a party to arbitral proceedings may be represented in 
the proceedings by a lawyer or other person chosen by him. 

Sec1on 36(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the representa1on of par1es in arbitral 
proceedings. It states that unless the par1es have agreed otherwise, a party to the arbitra1on has the 
right to be represented by a lawyer or any other person of their choice during the arbitral proceedings. 
Key points to note about Sec1on 36: 

1. Representa1on Rights: The provision recognises the right of a party to have legal 
representa1on or representa1on by any other person of their choosing. This ensures that 
par1es can be adequately represented and assisted by professionals or individuals with 
exper1se in the relevant legal or technical fields. 

2. Freedom of Choice: The sec1on emphasises the principle of party autonomy in 
arbitra1on. It gives par1es the freedom to decide how they wish to be represented during 
the proceedings. They may choose legal counsel or any other person they deem 
appropriate to represent their interests effec1vely. 

3. Express Agreement: If the par1es want to impose any restric1ons or condi1ons on 
representa1on rights, they need to explicitly agree to it. Otherwise, the default posi1on 
is that par1es have the freedom to select their representa1ves without any specific 
limita1ons. 

4. Impar1ality and Fairness: While par1es have the right to choose their representa1ves, the 
arbitral tribunal is s1ll responsible for ensuring that the proceedings are conducted fairly 
and impar1ally. The tribunal may intervene if there are any concerns about the conduct 
of representa1ves that could undermine the fairness of the proceedings. 

5. Professional Conduct: The representa1ves chosen by the par1es are expected to adhere 
to the professional standards and ethical conduct applicable to their profession. They 
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should conduct themselves in a manner that upholds the integrity and fairness of the 
arbitra1on process. 

Overall, Sec1on 36(1) promotes the principle of party autonomy and recognises the importance of 
allowing par1es to have a say in how they are represented during arbitral proceedings. It ensures that 
par1es can exercise their rights to representa1on and have a meaningful opportunity to present their 
case effec1vely before the arbitral tribunal. 

 

37 POWER TO APPOINT EXPERTS, LEGAL ADVISERS OR ASSESSORS 

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es— 

(a) the tribunal may— 

(i) appoint experts or legal advisers to report to it and the par\es, or 

(ii) appoint assessors to assist it on technical ma_ers, 

and may allow any such expert, legal adviser or assessor to a_end the proceedings; and 

(b) the par\es shall be given a reasonable opportunity to comment on any informa\on, 
opinion or advice offered by any such person. 

Sec1on 37(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the appointment of experts, legal advisers, 
and assessors in arbitral proceedings. It outlines the tribunal’s powers to seek expert assistance and 
the rights of the par1es in such circumstances. Key points to note about Sec1on 37(1): 

1. Expert or Legal Adviser Appointment: The arbitral tribunal has the authority to appoint 
experts or legal advisers to provide reports or opinions on specific technical or legal 
maSers relevant to the dispute. The appointment can be made at the tribunal’s discre1on, 
without requiring explicit consent from the par1es. 

2. Assessor Appointment: The tribunal also has the power to appoint assessors to assist it in 
understanding technical aspects of the dispute. Assessors are individuals with exper1se 
in specific technical fields relevant to the arbitra1on, and their role is to provide 
specialised knowledge to the tribunal. 

3. ASendance at Proceedings: The sec1on allows any appointed expert, legal adviser, or 
assessor to aSend the arbitral proceedings. Their presence can be beneficial for the 
tribunal to have direct access to their exper1se and to ensure a thorough understanding 
of the relevant technical or legal issues. 

4. Par1es’ Right to Comment: Even though the tribunal has the authority to appoint experts 
or assessors, the par1es have the right to be given a reasonable opportunity to comment 
on any informa1on, opinions, or advice provided by these individuals. This provision 
safeguards the par1es’ right to be heard and to challenge any expert evidence or advice 
presented during the proceedings. 
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5. Agreement to the Contrary: The sec1on provides for an “unless otherwise agreed” 
provision, meaning that the par1es can deviate from the default posi1on if they mutually 
agree on different arrangements regarding the appointment of experts, legal advisers, or 
assessors. 

In summary, Sec1on 37(1) promotes efficiency and fairness in arbitral proceedings by allowing the 
tribunal to seek expert assistance when required. At the same 1me, it ensures that the par1es have a 
meaningful opportunity to provide input and respond to any expert evidence or advice offered during 
the arbitra1on process. 

 

(2) The fees and expenses of an expert, legal adviser or assessor appointed by the tribunal for 
which the arbitrators are liable are expenses of the arbitrators for the purposes of this Part. 

Sec1on 37(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the alloca1on of fees and expenses 
incurred in connec1on with the appointment of experts, legal advisers, or assessors by the arbitral 
tribunal. Key points to note about sec1on 37(2): 

1. Expenses of the Arbitrators: This provision states that the fees and expenses incurred for 
appoin1ng an expert, legal adviser, or assessor by the tribunal are treated as expenses of 
the arbitrators. In other words, these costs are considered as part of the overall expenses 
associated with the conduct of the arbitral proceedings. 

2. Liability of the Arbitrators: The sec1on establishes that the arbitrators are liable for the 
fees and expenses of the appointed expert, legal adviser, or assessor. The expenses are to 
be borne by the arbitrators collec1vely, rather than being allocated individually to the 
par1es. 

3. Rela1onship to Other Provisions: Sec1on 37(2) falls under Part I of the English Arbitra1on 
Act 1996, which contains general provisions applicable to all arbitra1ons. The alloca1on 
of expenses is significant as it determines who ul1mately bears the cost of engaging these 
experts, legal advisers, or assessors during the arbitra1on process. 

4. Agreement of the Par1es: The sec1on does not specify whether the par1es have the 
op1on to agree otherwise regarding the alloca1on of these expenses. However, it is 
common for the par1es to make specific agreements on cost alloca1on, including any fees 
and expenses related to expert or assessor appointments. 

In summary, sec1on 37(2) clarifies that the expenses incurred for appoin1ng experts, legal advisers, or 
assessors by the arbitral tribunal are considered as part of the arbitrators’ expenses. The provision 
ensures transparency in the alloca1on of costs and helps maintain a fair and efficient arbitra1on 
process. 
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38 GENERAL POWERS EXERCISABLE BY THE TRIBUNAL 

(1) The par\es are free to agree on the powers exercisable by the arbitral tribunal for the 
purposes of and in rela\on to the proceedings. 

Sec1on 38(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the powers of the arbitral tribunal and 
emphasises the principle of party autonomy in arbitra1on proceedings. Key points to note about 
Sec1on 38(1): 

1. Party Autonomy: The provision highlights the fundamental principle of party autonomy 
in arbitra1on. It states that the par1es are free to agree on the powers that the arbitral 
tribunal can exercise during the proceedings. This means that the par1es have the 
flexibility to define the scope and extent of the tribunal’s authority according to their 
specific needs and requirements. 

2. Scope of Powers: The agreement between the par1es can cover various aspects of the 
arbitral tribunal’s powers. This may include, but is not limited to, the ability to issue orders 
for the produc1on of documents, the power to conduct site visits, the authority to grant 
interim measures, and any other procedural or substan1ve maSers relevant to the 
arbitra1on. 

3. Limits to Party Autonomy: While the par1es have considerable freedom in shaping the 
powers of the arbitral tribunal, there are some inherent limits. The agreed powers must 
be consistent with the principles of due process and must not be in viola1on of the 
fundamental principles of the law or public policy. 

4. Default Provisions: In the absence of an agreement between the par1es regarding the 
tribunal’s powers, the default provisions of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 and the 
applicable ins1tu1onal rules will apply. 

5. Enhancing Efficiency and Flexibility: Allowing the par1es to agree on the tribunal’s powers 
enhances the efficiency and flexibility of the arbitra1on process. It enables the par1es to 
tailor the proceedings to their specific needs and preferences, poten1ally leading to a 
more effec1ve and customised dispute resolu1on mechanism. 

In summary, Sec1on 38(1) emphasises the importance of party autonomy in arbitra1on by allowing 
the par1es to freely agree on the powers that the arbitral tribunal can exercise in rela1on to the 
proceedings. This provision promotes a more tailored and efficient arbitra1on process, as the par1es 
can determine the extent of the tribunal’s authority according to their specific dispute and 
preferences. 

 

(2) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es the tribunal has the following powers. 

Sec1on 38(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 lists the default powers of the arbitral tribunal in the 
absence of an agreement between the par1es on the tribunal’s powers. These default powers ensure 
that the arbitra1on process operates smoothly even when the par1es have not explicitly defined the 
scope of the tribunal’s authority. Key points to note about Sec1on 38(2): 
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1. Default Powers: This subsec1on outlines the powers that the arbitral tribunal 
automa1cally possesses in the absence of any specific agreement between the par1es. 
These powers serve as a baseline, ensuring that the tribunal can effec1vely conduct the 
arbitra1on and make necessary decisions. 

2. General and Broad Powers: The default powers are inten1onally draued in general terms 
to grant the arbitral tribunal flexibility in managing the proceedings. The language used 
in this subsec1on is broad, enabling the tribunal to address various procedural and 
substan1ve issues that may arise during the arbitra1on. 

3. Specific Default Powers: Sec1on 38(2) does not provide an exhaus1ve list of the tribunal’s 
default powers but rather outlines the general nature of these powers. Some common 
powers include the ability to determine the admissibility of evidence, issue procedural 
orders, conduct hearings, and make awards. 

4. Compliance with Due Process: While the tribunal possesses these default powers, it must 
exercise them in accordance with the principles of due process, fairness, and impar1ality. 
The tribunal must also adhere to the mandatory provisions of the law and the arbitra1on 
agreement. 

5. Supplementa1on by Ins1tu1onal Rules: In prac1ce, many arbitra1ons are governed by 
ins1tu1onal arbitra1on rules that supplement and complement the default powers 
provided by Sec1on 38(2). These rules ouen detail the procedures to be followed, the 
powers of the tribunal, and other important aspects of the arbitra1on process. 

6. Limita1ons and Legal Framework: The arbitral tribunal’s powers under Sec1on 38(2) are 
subject to any limita1ons imposed by the law or the arbitra1on agreement. For instance, 
the tribunal must respect any applicable legal requirements and cannot exceed its 
jurisdic1on as defined by the par1es’ agreement. 

In summary, Sec1on 38(2) outlines the default powers of the arbitral tribunal in the absence of an 
agreement between the par1es on the scope of these powers. These general powers grant the tribunal 
flexibility to manage the proceedings effec1vely, subject to compliance with due process and any 
limita1ons set by the law or the arbitra1on agreement. The par1es may also refer to ins1tu1onal rules 
to supplement and clarify the tribunal’s powers in prac1ce. 

 

(3) The tribunal may order a claimant to provide security for the costs of the arbitra\on. 

This power shall not be exercised on the ground that the claimant is— 

(a) an individual ordinarily resident outside the United Kingdom, or 

(b) a corpora\on or associa\on incorporated or formed under the law of a country outside 
the United Kingdom, or whose central management and control is exercised outside the 
United Kingdom. 

Sec1on 38(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the arbitral tribunal the power to order a 
claimant to provide security for the costs of the arbitra1on. This provision allows the tribunal to protect 
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the respondent against the risk of costs if the claimant’s claim is unsuccessful. Key points to note about 
Sec1on 38(3): 

1. Security for Costs: “Security for costs” refers to a financial guarantee or deposit that the 
tribunal may require from the claimant to cover the respondent’s poten1al legal costs and 
expenses in the arbitra1on. It is a measure to ensure that the respondent is not burdened 
with the costs of the arbitra1on if the claimant fails to pay these expenses auer an 
unfavourable outcome. 

2. Discre1onary Power: The tribunal’s power to order security for costs is discre1onary, 
meaning that it is up to the tribunal to decide whether to exercise this power or not. The 
tribunal will consider the circumstances of the case and the par1es’ submissions before 
making a determina1on. 

3. Limita1ons on Exercising the Power: Sec1on 38(3) provides specific limita1ons on when 
the tribunal can exercise its power to order security for costs. The tribunal cannot use this 
power solely based on the claimant’s residency or incorpora1on outside the United 
Kingdom. In other words, being a foreign individual or en1ty does not automa1cally 
trigger the tribunal’s power to demand security for costs. 

4. Purpose of the Limita1ons: The limita1ons in Sec1on 38(3) aim to strike a balance 
between protec1ng the respondent’s financial interests and ensuring that legi1mate 
claims are not unduly hindered by excessive financial requirements. By excluding certain 
situa1ons from the scope of the tribunal’s power, the provision aims to prevent the abuse 
of this remedy against foreign claimants. 

5. Policy Considera1ons: The limita1on on ordering security for costs in cases involving 
foreign claimants is in line with the principles of promo1ng interna1onal arbitra1on and 
providing an equal and neutral plalorm for par1es from different jurisdic1ons. It 
encourages a level playing field and avoids discouraging foreign par1es from par1cipa1ng 
in English-seated arbitra1ons. 

In summary, Sec1on 38(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the arbitral tribunal the 
discre1onary power to order a claimant to provide security for the costs of the arbitra1on. However, 
the tribunal cannot exercise this power solely based on the claimant’s foreign residency or 
incorpora1on. The provision aims to balance the protec1on of respondents’ financial interests while 
ensuring fairness and accessibility for foreign par1es engaging in arbitra1on in the United Kingdom. 
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(4) The tribunal may give direc\ons in rela\on to any property which is the subject of the 
proceedings or as to which any ques\on arises in the proceedings, and which is owned by or 
is in the possession of a party to the proceedings— 

(a) for the inspec\on, photographing, preserva\on, custody or deten\on of the property 
by the tribunal, an expert or a party, or 

(b) ordering that samples be taken from, or any observa\on be made of or experiment 
conducted upon, the property. 

Sec1on 38(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the arbitral tribunal to issue direc1ons 
concerning the treatment and handling of any property that is the subject of the arbitra1on 
proceedings or is relevant to any issue in the proceedings. This provision allows the tribunal to manage 
and regulate the physical property related to the dispute effec1vely. Key points to note about Sec1on 
38(4): 

1. Scope of Property: The term “property” in this context refers to any tangible or intangible 
item that is relevant to the arbitra1on proceedings. It could include physical objects, 
documents, records, or other forms of evidence. 

2. Preserva1on and Inspec1on: The tribunal may issue direc1ons for the inspec1on, 
photographing, preserva1on, custody, or deten1on of the property. This means that the 
tribunal can determine how the property should be handled, secured, and protected 
during the arbitra1on process. 

3. Samples and Observa1ons: The tribunal can also order that samples be taken from the 
property or that any observa1on or experiment be conducted on the property. This allows 
the tribunal to gather evidence or seek expert opinions on specific aspects of the 
property. 

4. Involvement of Experts or Par1es: The direc1ons provided by the tribunal may involve 
experts, par1es, or the tribunal itself in carrying out the ac1ons related to the property. 
The tribunal has the authority to decide who should handle specific tasks concerning the 
property. 

5. Purpose of the Provision: Sec1on 38(4) aims to facilitate a fair and efficient arbitra1on 
process by allowing the tribunal to manage the relevant property in a manner that is 
conducive to fact-finding and evidence presenta1on. It ensures that the property is 
adequately preserved and that necessary ac1ons can be taken to assess its significance to 
the proceedings. 

6. Tribunal’s Discre1on: The power granted to the tribunal under sec1on 38(4) is 
discre1onary, meaning the tribunal has the flexibility to tailor its direc1ons to the unique 
circumstances of each case. 

In summary, sec1on 38(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 gives the arbitral tribunal the authority 
to issue direc1ons concerning the handling and treatment of property that is the subject of the 
arbitra1on proceedings or relevant to the issues in the proceedings. The tribunal can provide 
instruc1ons for inspec1on, preserva1on, custody, and other ac1ons necessary to ensure the proper 
management of the property during the arbitra1on process. This provision helps ensure a fair and 
efficient resolu1on of disputes through proper handling and assessment of relevant evidence. 
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(5) The tribunal may direct that a party or witness shall be examined on oath or affirma\on, and 
may for that purpose administer any necessary oath or take any necessary affirma\on. 

Sec1on 38(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the arbitral tribunal the power to direct that a 
party or witness involved in the arbitra1on proceedings be examined on oath or affirma1on. This 
provision enables the tribunal to gather evidence effec1vely and ensures that witnesses provide 
truthful and accurate informa1on during the proceedings. Key points to note about Sec1on 38(5): 

1. Examina1on on Oath or Affirma1on: The provision allows the tribunal to require a party 
or witness to provide tes1mony under oath or affirma1on. Oaths and affirma1ons serve 
as solemn declara1ons by individuals to tell the truth, and they hold legal significance. 

2. Compelling Witness Coopera1on: By having the power to administer oaths or 
affirma1ons, the tribunal can compel witnesses to cooperate and provide truthful 
statements during their examina1on. This is crucial for ensuring that the evidence 
presented is reliable and credible. 

3. Similar to Court Proceedings: The power granted to the tribunal under Sec1on 38(5) is 
akin to the authority exercised by courts in civil proceedings to administer oaths to 
witnesses during tes1mony. 

4. Fairness and Reliability: Swearing witnesses under oath or allowing them to affirm 
provides an added level of solemnity and may encourage witnesses to take their 
tes1mony seriously. This enhances the reliability and trustworthiness of the evidence 
presented during the arbitra1on. 

5. Tribunal’s Discre1on: The provision gives the arbitral tribunal discre1on to decide when it 
is appropriate to direct a witness or party to be examined on oath or affirma1on. The 
tribunal may make such a direc1on based on the par1cular circumstances of the case. 

6. Adherence to Legal Formali1es: By empowering the tribunal to administer oaths or 
affirma1ons, the arbitra1on process aligns with some of the procedural formali1es 
commonly associated with court proceedings. 

In summary, sec1on 38(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the arbitral tribunal to direct 
that a party or witness involved in the arbitra1on proceedings be examined on oath or affirma1on. 
This provision ensures that witnesses provide reliable and credible tes1mony, as they are bound by 
the solemnity of an oath or affirma1on. The tribunal’s discre1on to use this power allows it to enhance 
the fairness and effec1veness of the arbitra1on process by gathering reliable evidence from witnesses. 

 

(6) The tribunal may give direc\ons to a party for the preserva\on for the purposes of the 
proceedings of any evidence in his custody or control. 

Sec1on 38(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the arbitral tribunal the power to issue 
direc1ons to a party involved in the arbitra1on proceedings. These direc1ons pertain to the 
preserva1on of evidence that is within the party’s custody or control. This provision is crucial for 
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ensuring the integrity and availability of relevant evidence during the course of the arbitra1on. Key 
points to note about Sec1on 38(6): 

1. Preserva1on of Evidence: The provision emphasises the importance of preserving 
evidence that may be relevant to the arbitra1on proceedings. Preserving evidence helps 
prevent the loss, destruc1on, or altera1on of informa1on that could be crucial in resolving 
the dispute. 

2. Tribunal’s Direc1ve: The arbitral tribunal has the authority to issue direc1ons to a party 
regarding the preserva1on of evidence. This empowers the tribunal to ensure that 
relevant evidence is retained and not compromised during the proceedings. 

3. Custody or Control: The tribunal’s direc1ons apply specifically to evidence that is within 
the custody or control of the party. This includes documents, records, data, or any other 
material that the party has access to or is responsible for maintaining. 

4. Timely Preserva1on: The provision allows the tribunal to issue direc1ons for evidence 
preserva1on at any appropriate stage of the arbitra1on. Timely preserva1on is vital to 
maintaining the integrity of evidence and ensuring that it remains available for 
examina1on and considera1on. 

5. Procedural Flexibility: Sec1on 38(6) provides the tribunal with flexibility in devising 
appropriate direc1ons tailored to the circumstances of the case. The tribunal can take 
into account the nature of the evidence, the par1es’ coopera1on, and the poten1al 
impact on the proceedings. 

6. Compliance with Tribunal’s Direc1ons: It is incumbent upon the party receiving the 
direc1ons to comply with the tribunal’s instruc1ons regarding evidence preserva1on. This 
ensures that par1es cooperate in the arbitra1on process and facilitate the fair resolu1on 
of the dispute. 

In summary, sec1on 38(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 authorises the arbitral tribunal to issue 
direc1ons to a party involved in the arbitra1on proceedings. The direc1ons pertain to the preserva1on 
of evidence within the party’s custody or control. This provision enhances the integrity and 
effec1veness of the arbitra1on process by ensuring that relevant evidence is retained and available for 
considera1on during the proceedings. 

 

39 POWER TO MAKE PROVISIONAL AWARDS 

(1) The par\es are free to agree that the tribunal shall have power to order on a provisional basis 
any relief which it would have power to grant in a final award. 

Sec1on 39(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides par1es with the freedom to agree that the 
arbitral tribunal shall have the power to order provisional measures or relief during the course of the 
arbitra1on proceedings. This provisional relief may include any remedies that the tribunal would have 
the authority to grant in a final award. Key points to note about sec1on 39(1): 

1. Provisional Relief: “Provisional relief” refers to interim measures or temporary orders that 
the tribunal can issue to preserve the status quo, protect assets, or prevent irreparable 
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harm pending the final resolu1on of the dispute. These measures are intended to 
maintain the effec1veness of the arbitra1on process and safeguard the interests of the 
par1es during the proceedings. 

2. Freedom to Agree: The provision emphasises the principle of party autonomy in 
arbitra1on. Par1es are allowed to nego1ate and include specific provisions in their 
arbitra1on agreement to confer the power of ordering provisional relief upon the arbitral 
tribunal. 

3. Nature of Relief: The provisional relief that the tribunal can order is not limited; it can 
encompass any relief that the tribunal would be empowered to grant in a final award. This 
includes, but is not restricted to, injunc1ve relief, specific performance, preserva1on of 
evidence, asset freezing, and interim payments. 

4. Flexibility: Sec1on 39(1) provides flexibility in terms of the nature and scope of the 
provisional relief that can be ordered. It allows the tribunal to adapt its orders to the 
specific circumstances of the case and the needs of the par1es. 

5. Finality of Relief: It is important to note that provisional relief is not a final determina1on 
of the dispute. The tribunal’s orders for provisional relief are designed to be temporary 
and will remain in effect only un1l the issuance of the final award. 

6. Need for Agreement: While par1es have the freedom to agree to grant the tribunal the 
power to order provisional relief, such authority is not automa1cally conferred in the 
absence of an explicit agreement in the arbitra1on agreement or subsequent mutual 
consent. 

In summary, sec1on 39(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 recognises party autonomy by allowing 
par1es to agree that the arbitral tribunal shall have the power to order provisional measures or relief 
during the arbitra1on proceedings. This provision enhances the flexibility and effec1veness of the 
arbitra1on process by enabling the tribunal to take prompt ac1on to protect the par1es’ rights and 
interests pending the final resolu1on of the dispute. 

 

(2) This includes, for instance, making— 

(a) a provisional order for the payment of money or the disposi\on of property as between 
the par\es, or 

(b) an order to make an interim payment on account of the costs of the arbitra\on. 

Sec1on 39(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 elaborates on the types of provisional measures or 
relief that the arbitral tribunal may order under Sec1on 39(1). It provides examples of the specific 
ac1ons that the tribunal can take when exercising its power to grant provisional relief. Key points to 
note about Sec1on 39(2): 

1. Specific Examples: The provision lists two specific examples of the types of provisional 
measures that the arbitral tribunal can order: 
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a. Provisional Order for Payment or Property Disposi1on: The tribunal may issue a 
provisional order requiring one party to pay a certain amount of money to the other 
party or to carry out a specific disposi1on of property. This may be relevant, for 
example, in cases involving claims for damages or where property ownership is in 
dispute. 

b. Order for Interim Payment of Arbitra1on Costs: The tribunal can also order a party 
to make an interim payment on account of the costs of the arbitra1on. This allows 
the tribunal to ensure that the costs associated with conduc1ng the arbitra1on are 
met during the proceedings, without wai1ng for the final determina1on of the 
costs at the conclusion of the case. 

2. Non-Exhaus1ve List: The examples provided in sec1on 39(2) are not exhaus1ve. The 
phrase “for instance” indicates that the list is not intended to limit the tribunal’s power to 
only the specified examples. The tribunal’s authority to order provisional relief extends 
beyond the specific instances men1oned in this subsec1on. 

3. Broad Authority: By providing specific examples, sec1on 39(2) reinforces the tribunal’s 
broad discre1onary power to grant various forms of provisional relief, depending on the 
par1cular circumstances of the case. The tribunal’s authority to order provisional 
measures is intended to be prac1cal and flexible, promo1ng the effec1ve resolu1on of 
the dispute and safeguarding the interests of the par1es during the arbitra1on process. 

4. Consistency with Party Autonomy: The examples outlined in sec1on 39(2) align with the 
overarching principle of party autonomy in arbitra1on. Par1es have the freedom to agree 
on the types of provisional relief that the tribunal may order or may agree on a broader 
scope of authority, as long as it does not conflict with any mandatory laws or public policy 
considera1ons. 

In conclusion, sec1on 39(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides illustra1ve examples of the 
provisional measures or relief that the arbitral tribunal may order under sec1on 39(1). These examples 
highlight the tribunal’s authority to issue orders rela1ng to the payment of money, disposi1on of 
property, and interim payments for arbitra1on costs. However, the list is not exhaus1ve, and the 
tribunal’s power to grant provisional relief extends to other suitable measures as appropriate for the 
specific circumstances of each case. 

 

(3) Any such order shall be subject to the tribunal’s final adjudica\on; and the tribunal’s final 
award, on the merits or as to costs, shall take account of any such order. 

Sec1on 39(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the effect and status of any provisional 
measures or orders issued by the arbitral tribunal under Sec1on 39(1). This subsec1on clarifies that 
any provisional order made by the tribunal is subject to the tribunal’s final adjudica1on, and the 
tribunal’s final award on the merits or costs must take into account any such provisional order. Key 
points to note about Sec1on 39(3): 

1. Provisional Nature of Orders: The term “provisional” in this context means that the orders 
issued by the tribunal under Sec1on 39(1) are intended to be temporary and are subject 
to further considera1on and determina1on in the tribunal’s final award. The tribunal may 
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issue these orders to provide immediate relief or protec1on during the course of the 
arbitra1on proceedings before reaching a final decision on the merits of the case. 

2. Subordina1on to Final Adjudica1on: Sec1on 39(3) emphasises that any provisional order 
made by the tribunal does not have the same finality and conclusiveness as the tribunal’s 
ul1mate decision in its final award. The provisional order remains subordinate to the 
tribunal’s final adjudica1on, which means that the par1es are not bound by the 
provisional order beyond the tribunal’s final award. 

3. Final Award’s Considera1on: The tribunal’s final award, whether it relates to the merits of 
the dispute or costs, must take into account any provisional order previously issued. This 
means that the tribunal will consider the provisional measures taken and any relief 
granted when rendering its final decision on the substan1ve issues of the case or the 
alloca1on of costs. The provisional order may influence the tribunal’s final determina1on 
on the maSer to ensure consistency and fairness. 

4. Flexibility and Case-by-Case Basis: Sec1on 39(3) underscores the flexibility of the arbitral 
process. The tribunal has the discre1on to issue provisional orders tailored to the specific 
needs of each case, and it can adapt the relief granted based on the evolving 
circumstances of the proceedings. 

5. Par1es’ Compliance: While provisional orders are not binding beyond the final award, 
par1es are expected to comply with such orders unless and un1l they are modified or 
reversed by the tribunal. The respect for provisional orders helps maintain the efficiency 
and effec1veness of the arbitral process and ensures that the relief granted by the 
tribunal is not undermined during the proceedings. 

In conclusion, Sec1on 39(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 highlights that any provisional orders 
issued by the arbitral tribunal are temporary and subject to the tribunal’s final adjudica1on. The final 
award must consider the provisional orders, and par1es are expected to comply with such orders un1l 
the tribunal’s final decision. This provision enhances the effec1veness of provisional measures in 
arbitra1on and ensures that the final award considers any relief granted by the tribunal during the 
proceedings. 

 

(4) Unless the par\es agree to confer such power on the tribunal, the tribunal has no such power. 

This does not affect its powers under sec\on 47 (awards on different issues, &c.). 

Sec1on 39(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the scope of the tribunal’s power to issue 
provisional orders. It clarifies that unless the par1es agree to confer such power on the tribunal, the 
tribunal does not have the authority to issue provisional orders under Sec1on 39(1) for interim relief. 
However, this limita1on on the tribunal’s power to issue provisional orders does not affect its powers 
under Sec1on 47, which pertains to making awards on different issues. Key points to note about 
Sec1on 39(4): 

1. Limited Power: Sec1on 39(4) specifies that the tribunal’s authority to issue provisional 
orders is not automa1c or inherent. It is con1ngent upon the par1es’ agreement. In other 
words, the par1es must expressly confer such power on the tribunal to order provisional 
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measures during the arbitra1on proceedings. If the par1es have not agreed to grant this 
power, the tribunal cannot issue provisional orders. 

2. Party Autonomy: The principle of party autonomy is a fundamental aspect of arbitra1on. 
It allows the par1es to tailor the arbitra1on process to their specific needs and 
preferences. By requiring the par1es’ agreement to empower the tribunal with the 
authority to issue provisional orders, sec1on 39(4) respects party autonomy and ensures 
that the tribunal’s scope of power is determined by the par1es’ consent. 

3. Sec1on 47 Powers Unaffected: Sec1on 39(4) explicitly states that the tribunal’s lack of 
power to issue provisional orders does not impact its powers under sec1on 47 of the Act. 
Sec1on 47 deals with making awards on different issues, including separate awards on 
different claims or counterclaims and par1al awards on certain maSers. The tribunal’s 
authority under sec1on 47 remains unaffected by the absence of power to issue 
provisional orders. 

4. Context of Interim Relief: The reference to sec1on 47 implies that, even without the 
power to issue provisional orders, the tribunal can s1ll render awards on the substan1ve 
issues in dispute. The tribunal’s role in rendering final awards on the merits of the case is 
not compromised by the absence of the power to grant interim relief under sec1on 39(1). 

5. Flexibility and Agreement: Sec1on 39(4) reflects the flexible nature of arbitra1on and 
emphasises the importance of the par1es’ agreement in shaping the arbitral process. By 
requiring par1es’ agreement to confer the power to issue provisional orders, the Act 
accommodates various approaches to the handling of interim relief based on the par1es’ 
preferences and needs. 

In conclusion, sec1on 39(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 s1pulates that the tribunal can issue 
provisional orders for interim relief only if the par1es agree to confer such power. Without the par1es’ 
agreement, the tribunal does not possess the authority to order interim relief. However, this limita1on 
does not affect the tribunal’s powers under sec1on 47, which relate to making awards on different 
issues during the arbitra1on proceedings. The provision respects party autonomy and reinforces the 
significance of the par1es’ agreement in defining the scope of the tribunal’s authority. 

 

40 GENERAL DUTY OF PARTIES 

(1) The par\es shall do all things necessary for the proper and expedi\ous conduct of the arbitral 
proceedings. 

Sec1on 40(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 emphasises the duty and responsibility of the par1es 
to cooperate and ac1vely par1cipate in the arbitra1on process to ensure that the proceedings are 
conducted efficiently and effec1vely. The language used is broad, and it encompasses various aspects 
of conduct during the arbitra1on, including but not limited to: 

1. Coopera1on: The par1es are expected to cooperate with each other and the tribunal, 
exchanging relevant informa1on and documents to enable a fair and informed resolu1on 
of the dispute. 
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2. Compliance: The par1es must comply with the rules and procedures agreed upon or set 
by the arbitral tribunal, such as providing submissions within specified 1melines, 
aSending hearings, and adhering to the tribunal’s orders and direc1ons. 

3. ASendance: The par1es should aSend hearings, proceedings, and mee1ngs as required, 
unless there are reasonable grounds for their absence. 

4. Ac1ve Par1cipa1on: The par1es are encouraged to ac1vely par1cipate in the arbitra1on 
by presen1ng their case, responding to the arguments of the other party, and assis1ng 
the tribunal in reaching a just decision. 

5. Honesty and Candour: The par1es are expected to act honestly and with candour 
throughout the arbitra1on process, disclosing relevant informa1on and not aSemp1ng to 
mislead or delay the proceedings. 

By imposing this duty on the par1es, sec1on 40(1) aims to promote a fair, efficient, and successful 
arbitra1on process. It reinforces the principle that arbitra1on is a consensual and collabora1ve method 
of dispute resolu1on, and par1es should act in good faith to facilitate its smooth progress and 
resolu1on of the dispute. Failure to comply with this duty may result in the tribunal taking appropriate 
measures, including awarding costs or considering such conduct in making the final award. 

 

(2) This includes— 

(a) complying without delay with any determina\on of the tribunal as to procedural or 
eviden\al ma_ers, or with any order or direc\ons of the tribunal, and 

(b) where appropriate, taking without delay any necessary steps to obtain a decision of the 
court on a preliminary ques\on of jurisdic\on or law (see sec\ons 32 and 45). 

Sec1on 40(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 emphasises the par1es’ duty to ensure the proper 
and expedi1ous conduct of the arbitral proceedings. It includes two specific obliga1ons: 

1. Complying with Tribunal Determina1ons and Orders: The par1es are required to promptly 
and without delay comply with any determina1on of the arbitral tribunal concerning 
procedural or eviden1al maSers. This means that if the tribunal makes a ruling or provides 
direc1ons on how the arbitra1on should proceed, the par1es must follow these 
instruc1ons. These determina1ons may include maSers like the conduct of hearings, the 
admission of evidence, the presenta1on of submissions, or any other procedural aspect 
of the arbitra1on. 

2. Seeking Court Decisions on Preliminary Ques1ons: When necessary and appropriate, the 
par1es are obligated to take swiu ac1on to obtain a decision from the court on a 
preliminary ques1on of jurisdic1on or law. This refers to issues related to the tribunal’s 
jurisdic1on to hear the case or to interpret the applicable law. If there is a dispute on such 
maSers, a party may apply to the court for a determina1on. Sec1ons 32 and 45 of the 
Arbitra1on Act outline the procedures for seeking court decisions on ques1ons of 
jurisdic1on or law. 
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The purpose of including these specific obliga1ons in sec1on 40(1) is to stress the importance of 1mely 
and effec1ve par1cipa1on by the par1es in the arbitra1on process. By complying with tribunal 
determina1ons and court orders and promptly seeking court decisions on relevant preliminary 
ques1ons, the par1es contribute to the efficient and fair resolu1on of their dispute through 
arbitra1on. 

Failure to meet these obliga1ons may lead to consequences such as cost awards or other measures by 
the tribunal, and it could poten1ally impact the overall efficiency and success of the arbitra1on 
proceedings. As such, par1es should approach their responsibili1es with due diligence and in good 
faith to ensure the arbitra1on process is conducted smoothly and with respect for the established 
procedures and rules. 

 

41 POWERS OF TRIBUNAL IN CASE OF PARTY’S DEFAULT 

(1) The par\es are free to agree on the powers of the tribunal in case of a party’s failure to do 
something necessary for the proper and expedi\ous conduct of the arbitra\on. 

Sec1on 41(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides par1es with the freedom to agree on the 
powers of the arbitral tribunal in situa1ons where one party fails to perform an ac1on necessary for 
the proper and expedi1ous conduct of the arbitra1on. This sec1on emphasises the importance of the 
par1es’ autonomy in shaping the arbitra1on process according to their needs and preferences. 

The powers of the arbitral tribunal referred to in this sec1on typically pertain to how the tribunal can 
respond to a party’s failure to comply with its procedural or eviden1al obliga1ons during the course of 
the arbitra1on. These obliga1ons may include, but are not limited to: 

1. Providing documents or evidence as required. 

2. Mee1ng deadlines for submissions. 

3. ASending hearings or responding to communica1ons promptly. 

4. Complying with procedural orders or direc1ons issued by the tribunal. 

By giving par1es the freedom to agree on the tribunal’s powers in such situa1ons, the law promotes 
party autonomy and facilitates the efficiency and effec1veness of the arbitra1on process. When the 
par1es establish these powers in their arbitra1on agreement, it can help maintain order, ensure 
fairness, and prevent undue delays caused by non-compliance. 

Typically, par1es will define these powers in the arbitra1on clause of their contract or in a separate 
agreement, known as the “arbitra1on agreement”. The agreed-upon powers may cover maSers such 
as: 

1. The ability of the tribunal to issue procedural orders or direc1ons for compliance. 

2. The imposi1on of sanc1ons or penal1es for non-compliance. 

3. The authority to draw adverse inferences or make adverse findings due to non-
compliance. 
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4. The power to allocate costs associated with the failure to comply. 

It is essen1al for par1es to carefully consider and clearly define these powers to ensure that the arbitral 
process is conducted smoothly and effec1vely. This can help avoid disputes arising from non-
compliance and facilitate the expedi1ous resolu1on of the main substan1ve issues in the arbitra1on. 
However, if par1es do not agree on the tribunal’s powers in case of non-compliance, the default 
provisions of the Arbitra1on Act will apply. 

 

(2) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the following provisions apply. 

Sec1on 41(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out default provisions that apply in the absence 
of an agreement between the par1es regarding the powers of the arbitral tribunal in case of a party’s 
failure to do something necessary for the proper and expedi1ous conduct of the arbitra1on. These 
default provisions ensure that there is a standard framework in place to address non-compliance issues 
when the par1es have not specified their own rules in the arbitra1on agreement. The default 
provisions include the following: 

1. Procedural Orders or Direc1ons: The arbitral tribunal has the authority to issue procedural 
orders or direc1ons to a party in response to its failure to comply with its obliga1ons 
during the arbitral proceedings. These orders or direc1ons may be necessary to rec1fy 
the non-compliance and to ensure that the arbitra1on proceeds properly. 

2. Sanc1ons or Measures: The tribunal may impose sanc1ons or measures as it deems 
appropriate in response to a party’s failure to comply. These sanc1ons could include 
warnings, cost orders, or adverse inferences. The objec1ve is to incen1vise par1es to 
comply with their obliga1ons and maintain the integrity of the arbitral process. 

3. Time Limits: The tribunal can set 1me limits for a party to comply with any orders or 
direc1ons issued. This helps ensure that par1es take prompt ac1on to rec1fy their non-
compliance. 

4. Adverse Findings or Inferences: The tribunal may draw adverse findings or inferences 
against a party that fails to comply with its obliga1ons. These findings may be relevant 
when making substan1ve determina1ons in the arbitra1on. 

5. Cost Alloca1on: The tribunal can allocate the costs associated with a party’s failure to 
comply. For instance, the tribunal may order the non-compliant party to bear the costs 
resul1ng from the non-compliance. 

It is important to note that these default provisions are subject to the overall objec1ves of the 
arbitra1on, which include conduc1ng the proceedings fairly and expedi1ously. The tribunal must 
exercise its powers judiciously, ensuring that any measures or sanc1ons imposed are propor1onate to 
the non-compliance and are necessary to protect the integrity of the arbitra1on process. 

In conclusion, sec1on 41(2) provides a standard set of powers for the arbitral tribunal when dealing 
with a party’s failure to comply with its obliga1ons during the arbitra1on. However, par1es are free to 
agree on their own set of rules for addressing non-compliance, and it is generally advisable for par1es 
to include specific provisions in their arbitra1on agreement to tailor the process to their specific needs 
and requirements. 
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(3) If the tribunal is sa\sfied that there has been inordinate and inexcusable delay on the part of 
the claimant in pursuing his claim and that the delay— 

(a) gives rise, or is likely to give rise, to a substan\al risk that it is not possible to have a fair 
resolu\on of the issues in that claim, or 

(b) has caused, or is likely to cause, serious prejudice to the respondent, 

the tribunal may make an award dismissing the claim. 

Sec1on 41(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the issue of inordinate and inexcusable 
delay by the claimant in pursuing their claim in an arbitra1on. This provision grants the arbitral tribunal 
the power to dismiss the claim if certain condi1ons are met. Here is a breakdown of the key elements: 

1. Inordinate and Inexcusable Delay: For this provision to be applicable, the claimant’s delay 
in pursuing their claim must be both inordinate and inexcusable. “Inordinate” refers to a 
significant and unreasonable delay that goes beyond what would be considered 
acceptable or normal in the circumstances. “Inexcusable” means that the reasons for the 
delay are not jus1fied or reasonable. 

2. Substan1al Risk of Unfair Resolu1on or Serious Prejudice: The delay must give rise to a 
substan1al risk that it is not possible to have a fair resolu1on of the issues in the claim, or 
it must have caused serious prejudice to the respondent (the party defending against the 
claim). 

3. Power to Dismiss the Claim: If the tribunal is sa1sfied that the condi1ons men1oned 
above are met, it has the authority to make an award dismissing the claim. This means 
that the claimant’s case will be dismissed, and they will not be able to pursue their claim 
further in the arbitra1on. 

The purpose of this provision is to prevent abusive or unjus1fied delays in the arbitra1on process that 
could prejudice the respondent or compromise the fairness of the proceedings. It aims to ensure that 
par1es par1cipate in the arbitra1on in a 1mely and efficient manner, promo1ng the principle of 
resolving disputes without undue delay. 

It is important to note that the power to dismiss the claim is discre1onary and should be exercised 
with care. The tribunal should consider all relevant circumstances, including the reasons for the delay, 
any aSempts to jus1fy or excuse it, and the poten1al impact on both par1es’ rights. Addi1onally, the 
tribunal must comply with the principles of natural jus1ce and provide the par1es with a reasonable 
opportunity to present their arguments on the issue of delay before making a final decision. 

Overall, sec1on 41(3) empowers the arbitral tribunal to address and remedy situa1ons where the 
claimant’s inordinate and inexcusable delay poses a risk to the fairness and efficiency of the arbitra1on 
process. 
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(4) If without showing sufficient cause a party— 

(a) fails to a_end or be represented at an oral hearing of which due no\ce was given, or 

(b) where ma_ers are to be dealt with in wri\ng, fails ajer due no\ce to submit wri_en 
evidence or make wri_en submissions, 

the tribunal may con\nue the proceedings in the absence of that party or, as the case may be, 
without any wri_en evidence or submissions on his behalf, and may make an award on the 
basis of the evidence before it. 

Sec1on 41(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the consequences of a party’s failure to 
aSend an oral hearing or submit wriSen evidence/submissions without sufficient cause. The provision 
allows the arbitral tribunal to proceed with the arbitra1on in the absence of that party and make an 
award based on the available evidence before it. Here is a breakdown of the key elements: 

1. Failure to ASend or Submit Evidence/Submissions: Sec1on 41(4) applies in two situa1ons: 

a. A party fails to aSend or be represented at an oral hearing for which due no1ce 
was given. 

b. In cases where maSers are to be dealt with in wri1ng, a party fails to submit wriSen 
evidence or make wriSen submissions auer due no1ce. 

2. Con1nua1on of Proceedings in Absence: If a party’s absence is without sufficient cause 
(i.e., no valid reason is provided for the failure to aSend or submit evidence/submissions), 
the arbitral tribunal has the authority to proceed with the arbitra1on despite the absence 
of that party. 

3. Award Based on Available Evidence: In the absence of the party and any wriSen 
evidence/submissions from them, the tribunal may make an award based on the evidence 
that is before it. This means that the tribunal will consider the evidence and submissions 
provided by the other par1es and make its decision based on that informa1on. 

The purpose of this provision is to prevent unnecessary delays in the arbitra1on process caused by a 
party’s failure to par1cipate ac1vely and responsibly. By giving the tribunal the power to con1nue with 
the proceedings and make an award based on available evidence, the Act ensures that the arbitra1on 
can move forward efficiently even if one party is non-compliant or uncoopera1ve. 

However, it is important to note that the tribunal’s decision to proceed in the party’s absence and 
make an award should be exercised with cau1on. The tribunal must carefully consider whether the 
party had a genuine reason for not aSending or submi{ng evidence/submissions. If there is a valid 
explana1on for the absence, the tribunal should not proceed in the party’s absence, and the Act 
ensures that par1es are given a fair opportunity to present their case. 

Overall, sec1on 41(4) empowers the arbitral tribunal to maintain the efficiency and fairness of the 
arbitra1on process by addressing the issue of a party’s non-par1cipa1on without sufficient cause. 
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(5) If without showing sufficient cause a party fails to comply with any order or direc\ons of the 
tribunal, the tribunal may make a peremptory order to the same effect, prescribing such \me 
for compliance with it as the tribunal considers appropriate. 

Sec1on 41(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the situa1on when a party fails to comply 
with an order or direc1ons issued by the arbitral tribunal without sufficient cause. The provision grants 
the tribunal the authority to issue a peremptory order to the same effect as the original order, 
specifying a 1me frame for the party to comply. Here is an analysis of the key elements of this sec1on: 

1. Failure to Comply with Tribunal’s Order or Direc1ons: Sec1on 41(5) applies when a party 
fails to comply with any order or direc1ons issued by the arbitral tribunal. These orders 
and direc1ons may relate to procedural or substan1ve maSers within the arbitra1on 
proceedings. 

2. Sufficient Cause Requirement: The failure to comply must be without “sufficient cause”. 
In other words, the party must not have a valid reason or excuse for its non-compliance. 
If the party has a legi1mate explana1on for its failure to comply, the tribunal will not 
invoke this provision. 

3. Peremptory Order by the Tribunal: If the tribunal determines that the party’s failure to 
comply was without sufficient cause, it can issue a peremptory order to the same effect 
as the original order or direc1on. A peremptory order is a stronger and more forceful 
command from the tribunal, intended to compel the party to comply promptly and 
effec1vely. 

4. Prescribing Time for Compliance: The tribunal has the discre1on to specify a 1me frame 
within which the party must comply with the peremptory order. The 1me prescribed by 
the tribunal is expected to be reasonable and appropriate under the circumstances. 

The purpose of sec1on 41(5) is to ensure compliance with the tribunal’s orders and direc1ons and to 
maintain the efficiency and effec1veness of the arbitra1on process. It gives the tribunal the power to 
enforce its orders and ensures that par1es take their obliga1ons seriously. By issuing a peremptory 
order, the tribunal emphasises the importance of complying with its decisions and establishes 
consequences for non-compliance. 

It is worth no1ng that if a party s1ll fails to comply with the peremptory order, the tribunal may take 
further measures as allowed by the Act, such as considering the non-compliance as an element of the 
proceedings or poten1ally drawing adverse inferences from the non-compliance when rendering its 
award. 

Overall, sec1on 41(5) reinforces the tribunal’s authority and ability to maintain control over the 
arbitra1on proceedings, ensuring that all par1es adhere to the tribunal’s orders and direc1ons in a 
1mely and responsible manner. 

 

(6) If a claimant fails to comply with a peremptory order of the tribunal to provide security for 
costs, the tribunal may make an award dismissing his claim. 

Sec1on 41(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses a specific situa1on where the claimant fails 
to comply with a peremptory order of the arbitral tribunal to provide security for costs. This provision 
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grants the tribunal the authority to dismiss the claimant’s claim as a consequence of their non-
compliance. Here is an analysis of the key elements of this sec1on: 

1. Peremptory Order to Provide Security for Costs: In some cases, especially when the 
respondent is concerned about the claimant’s ability to pay costs, the tribunal may issue 
a peremptory order to the claimant, direc1ng them to provide security for costs. Security 
for costs is a measure that ensures the respondent’s costs will be covered in case the 
claimant’s claim fails, and the claimant is unable to pay the costs incurred by the 
respondent. 

2. Failure to Comply with the Peremptory Order: Sec1on 41(6) comes into play if the 
claimant fails to comply with the peremptory order to provide security for costs. The 
failure to comply must be without sufficient cause, meaning the claimant does not have 
a valid reason for not providing the required security. 

3. Consequence: Dismissal of Claim: If the tribunal determines that the claimant’s failure to 
provide security for costs was without sufficient cause, it may make an award dismissing 
the claimant’s claim. In other words, the claimant’s case will be dismissed, and the 
arbitra1on proceedings will not proceed any further. 

The purpose of sec1on 41(6) is to encourage claimants to comply with the tribunal’s peremptory 
orders promptly and to provide the necessary security for costs when required. By dismissing the 
claimant’s claim for non-compliance, the tribunal emphasises the importance of adhering to its orders 
and decisions, ensuring that the arbitra1on process is conducted efficiently and effec1vely. 

It is important to note that providing security for costs is not a universal requirement in all arbitra1ons, 
and the need for it may depend on the circumstances of each case. Addi1onally, the tribunal must 
follow a fair and impar1al approach when issuing a peremptory order or considering dismissal, and 
the claimant should have a reasonable opportunity to present their case before any such dras1c 
consequences are applied. 

Overall, sec1on 41(6) gives the tribunal an important tool to enforce its orders and maintain the 
integrity of the arbitra1on process. By dismissing a claim for non-compliance with a peremptory order 
to provide security for costs, the Act aims to ensure a fair balance between the par1es and promote 
the proper conduct of the arbitra1on proceedings. 
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(7) If a party fails to comply with any other kind of peremptory order, then, without prejudice to 
sec\on 42 (enforcement by court of tribunal’s peremptory orders), the tribunal may do any of 
the following— 

(a) direct that the party in default shall not be en\tled to rely upon any allega\on or 
material which was the subject ma_er of the order; 

(b) draw such adverse inferences from the act of non-compliance as the circumstances 
jus\fy; 

(c) proceed to an award on the basis of such materials as have been properly provided to 
it; 

(d) make such order as it thinks fit as to the payment of costs of the arbitra\on incurred in 
consequence of the non-compliance. 

Sec1on 41(7) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the consequences when a party fails to 
comply with any other kind of peremptory order issued by the arbitral tribunal. The provision grants 
the tribunal the authority to take certain ac1ons in response to the non-compliance. Here is an analysis 
of the key elements of this sec1on: 

1. Peremptory Orders other than Security for Costs: Sec1on 41(7) deals with situa1ons 
where the tribunal issues peremptory orders other than those related to the provision of 
security for costs. Peremptory orders are orders that must be complied with promptly and 
are usually issued when a party fails to comply with procedural or eviden1ary direc1ons. 

2. Consequences of Non-Compliance: If a party fails to comply with a peremptory order, 
sec1on 41(7) lists several ac1ons the tribunal may take in response to the non-
compliance. These ac1ons are aimed at ensuring the proper and expedi1ous conduct of 
the arbitra1on proceedings and maintaining fairness between the par1es. 

3. Ac1ons Available to the Tribunal: The four possible ac1ons the tribunal may take are as 
follows: 

a. Exclude Allega1ons or Material: The tribunal may direct that the party in default 
shall not be en1tled to rely upon any allega1on or material that was the subject 
maSer of the order. This means that the non-complying party may be prevented 
from using certain evidence or making certain claims during the proceedings. 

b. Draw Adverse Inferences: The tribunal may draw adverse inferences from the act 
of non-compliance. This means that the tribunal may consider the non-compliance 
as a factor when making decisions on the merits of the case and may draw 
conclusions unfavourable to the party that failed to comply. 

c. Proceed to an Award with Available Materials: If the non-complying party fails to 
provide certain materials or evidence, the tribunal may proceed to issue an award 
based on the materials that have been properly provided to it. This ensures that 
the arbitra1on process con1nues even in the absence of full compliance with the 
order. 
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d. Make Order Regarding Costs: The tribunal may make an order as it thinks fit 
regarding the payment of costs of the arbitra1on incurred in consequence of the 
non-compliance. This allows the tribunal to assign the costs related to the non-
compliance to the defaul1ng party. 

Overall, sec1on 41(7) provides the arbitral tribunal with a range of tools to respond to non-compliance 
with peremptory orders, ensuring that the arbitra1on proceeds efficiently and fairly. These ac1ons aim 
to encourage par1es to adhere to the tribunal’s orders and direc1ons, thereby promo1ng the proper 
conduct of the arbitral proceedings. 
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POWERS OF COURT IN RELATION TO ARBITRAL PROCEEDINGS 

42 ENFORCEMENT OF PEREMPTORY ORDERS OF TRIBUNAL 

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the court may make an order requiring a party to 
comply with a peremptory order made by the tribunal. 

Sec1on 42(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the court’s power to enforce peremptory 
orders made by the arbitral tribunal. Here is an analysis of this provision: 

1. Enforcement of Peremptory Orders: Sec1on 42(1) grants the court the authority to 
enforce peremptory orders issued by the arbitral tribunal. Peremptory orders are orders 
that must be complied with promptly, and they are usually issued by the tribunal when a 
party fails to comply with procedural or eviden1ary direc1ons. 

2. Scope of Court’s Power: The court’s power to enforce the tribunal’s peremptory order is 
subject to the agreement of the par1es. If the par1es have agreed to confer such 
enforcement power on the court, the court may make an order requiring the non-
complying party to comply with the peremptory order issued by the tribunal. 

3. Enforcement Mechanism: The court’s enforcement order may be in the form of a court 
order or judgment that compels the defaul1ng party to fulfil its obliga1ons under the 
tribunal’s peremptory order. 

4. Purpose of Enforcement: The purpose of gran1ng the court the power to enforce the 
tribunal’s peremptory orders is to ensure the proper conduct of the arbitra1on 
proceedings. By having recourse to the court for enforcement, the tribunal’s authority is 
strengthened, and par1es are incen1vised to comply with the orders issued during the 
arbitra1on. 

5. Non-Compliance Remedies: If a party fails to comply with a peremptory order despite the 
court’s enforcement order, the tribunal has several op1ons available under Sec1on 41(7) 
(as analysed earlier). The tribunal may exclude allega1ons or material, draw adverse 
inferences, proceed to an award with available materials, or make orders regarding the 
payment of costs incurred due to non-compliance. 

Overall, sec1on 42(1) reinforces the effec1veness of peremptory orders issued by the arbitral tribunal 
by providing the court with the power to enforce such orders when necessary. It contributes to the 
efficiency and fairness of the arbitra1on process by ensuring par1es’ compliance with the tribunal’s 
direc1ves and maintaining the integrity of the arbitra1on proceedings. 
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(2) An applica\on for an order under this sec\on may be made— 

(a) by the tribunal (upon no\ce to the par\es), 

(b) by a party to the arbitral proceedings with the permission of the tribunal (and upon 
no\ce to the other par\es), or 

(c) where the par\es have agreed that the powers of the court under this sec\on shall be 
available. 

Sec1on 42(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the par1es and en11es that can make an 
applica1on for an order to enforce a peremptory order issued by the arbitral tribunal. Here is an 
analysis of this provision: 

1. Applica1on Par1es: There are three categories of par1es or en11es that can apply for an 
order under this sec1on: 

a. By the Tribunal: The arbitral tribunal itself can ini1ate the applica1on for an 
enforcement order. This means that if the tribunal finds that one of its peremptory 
orders has not been complied with, it can request the court to enforce it. The 
tribunal must give no1ce to the par1es before making such an applica1on. 

b. By a Party with Tribunal’s Permission: A party to the arbitral proceedings may apply 
for an enforcement order with the permission of the tribunal. Before making such 
an applica1on, the party must seek the tribunal’s approval. Furthermore, the 
applicant party must also give no1ce of the applica1on to the other par1es involved 
in the arbitra1on. 

c. Par1es’ Agreement: If the par1es have agreed in advance that the court’s powers 
under this sec1on are available for enforcing the tribunal’s peremptory orders, any 
party may apply for such an enforcement order without the need for permission 
from the tribunal. This could be achieved through an arbitra1on agreement or an 
express provision in the contract referring to the applica1on of sec1on 42(2). 

2. Applica1on Process: The process for applying for an enforcement order under this sec1on 
varies depending on who is making the applica1on. The tribunal itself can make an 
applica1on without permission. If a party wishes to make an applica1on, they must obtain 
the tribunal’s permission and no1fy the other par1es accordingly. If the par1es have 
agreed to the court’s powers for enforcement, any party can apply directly to the court 
without seeking the tribunal’s permission. 

3. Purpose of the Provision: This provision aims to provide a clear mechanism for enforcing 
the tribunal’s peremptory orders when necessary. By allowing the tribunal and par1es to 
seek the court’s assistance, the Act ensures the efficacy of the arbitra1on process and 
maintains the authority of the tribunal’s orders. 

4. Enforcement of Tribunal’s Authority: By gran1ng these enforcement powers, the Act 
reinforces the authority of the arbitral tribunal and encourages par1es to comply with the 
tribunal’s orders. It promotes an effec1ve and fair arbitra1on process by ensuring that the 
tribunal’s decisions are respected and followed by the par1es. 
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In summary, sec1on 42(2) outlines who can apply for an enforcement order to ensure compliance with 
the arbitral tribunal’s peremptory orders. The provision offers mul1ple avenues for seeking 
enforcement, allowing the tribunal, par1es with permission, or par1es with prior agreement to 
approach the court for assistance when necessary. 

 

(3) The court shall not act unless it is sa\sfied that the applicant has exhausted any available 
arbitral process in respect of failure to comply with the tribunal’s order. 

Sec1on 42(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets a condi1on that the court must consider before 
taking ac1on on an applica1on for enforcement of a peremptory order made by the arbitral tribunal. 
Here is an analysis of this provision: 

1. Exhaus1on of Arbitral Process: The provision s1pulates that the court shall not act on the 
applica1on for enforcement unless it is sa1sfied that the applicant has exhausted any 
available arbitral process in rela1on to the non-compliance with the tribunal’s order. This 
means that the applicant must have aSempted all available means within the arbitral 
process to address the non-compliance issue before seeking the court’s interven1on. 

2. Encouraging Exhaus1on of Arbitral Remedies: The requirement for exhaus1on of arbitral 
process emphasises the importance of resolving disputes within the arbitra1on 
proceedings themselves. Par1es are encouraged to u1lise the mechanisms provided 
within the arbitral process to seek remedies for non-compliance before resor1ng to court 
interven1on. 

3. Promo1ng the Principle of Party Autonomy: The provision respects the principle of party 
autonomy, which is one of the fundamental principles of arbitra1on. By requiring the 
exhaus1on of arbitral remedies, the Act allows the par1es to resolve their disputes within 
the chosen arbitral forum before seeking assistance from the court. 

4. Efficiency and Finality: Encouraging the exhaus1on of arbitral remedies also promotes the 
efficiency and finality of the arbitral proceedings. It ensures that par1es address disputes 
promptly within the arbitra1on process, reducing the need for unnecessary court 
involvement and poten1al delays. 

5. Excep1ons: In excep1onal circumstances, the court may s1ll act even if the arbitral 
process has not been exhausted. For instance, if the arbitra1on process becomes unduly 
delayed or if there are other compelling reasons, the court may exercise its discre1on and 
intervene despite the lack of exhaus1on. 

In summary, sec1on 42(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets a prerequisite for court ac1on on an 
applica1on for enforcement of a tribunal’s peremptory order. The court must be sa1sfied that the 
applicant has exhausted any available arbitral process in rela1on to the non-compliance issue before 
considering the applica1on. This requirement upholds party autonomy and encourages efficient 
resolu1on of disputes within the arbitra1on proceedings. However, the court retains the discre1on to 
act in excep1onal circumstances. 
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(4) No order shall be made under this sec\on unless the court is sa\sfied that the person to whom 
the tribunal’s order was directed has failed to comply with it within the \me prescribed in the 
order or, if no \me was prescribed, within a reasonable \me. 

Sec1on 42(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 lays down the condi1ons that must be sa1sfied before 
the court can make an order under this sec1on for the enforcement of a peremptory order made by 
the arbitral tribunal. Here is an analysis of this provision: 

1. Non-Compliance Requirement: The provision states that no order shall be made by the 
court under this sec1on unless the person to whom the tribunal’s order was directed has 
failed to comply with it. In other words, the court will not intervene unless there is clear 
evidence of non-compliance with the tribunal’s peremptory order. 

2. Timing of Non-Compliance: The court must be sa1sfied that the non-compliance occurred 
within the 1me prescribed in the tribunal’s order or, if no 1me was prescribed, within a 
reasonable 1me. This requirement ensures that the person subject to the tribunal’s order 
had sufficient 1me to comply, and it prevents the court from making an order 
prematurely. 

3. Balancing Fairness and Enforcement: The provision strikes a balance between ensuring 
fairness and enforcing compliance. It allows a reasonable period for the person to comply 
with the tribunal’s order, taking into account the specific circumstances of the case. This 
approach prevents the court from imposing penal1es without giving the party a 
reasonable opportunity to meet the tribunal’s requirements. 

4. Objec1ve Determina1on: The requirement of “reasonable 1me” introduces an objec1ve 
standard to determine compliance. What cons1tutes a reasonable 1me will depend on 
the facts and complexi1es of each case, and the court will make a judgment based on 
reasonableness. 

5. Avoiding Premature Court Interven1on: By se{ng condi1ons for non-compliance, the 
provision discourages premature court involvement in the arbitral process. The Act aims 
to uphold the par1es’ choice to resolve disputes through arbitra1on and to limit court 
interven1on to excep1onal situa1ons. 

In summary, sec1on 42(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes the prerequisites for the court 
to issue an order enforcing a tribunal’s peremptory order. The court must be sa1sfied that the person 
subject to the tribunal’s order has failed to comply within the prescribed 1me or within a reasonable 
1me. This approach ensures that par1es are treated fairly, that there is an objec1ve assessment of 
non-compliance, and that the court intervenes only when necessary to uphold the arbitral process. 

 

(5) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 42(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the procedure for appealing a decision 
made by the court under sec1on 42(2), which deals with orders requiring compliance with a 
peremptory order made by the arbitral tribunal. Here is an analysis of this provision: 
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1. Appeal Requirement: The provision states that if a party seeks to appeal the decision 
made by the court under sec1on 42(2), they must obtain the “leave” (permission) of the 
court before proceeding with the appeal. This means that an appeal from the court’s 
decision under sec1on 42(2) is not automa1c, and the party seeking to appeal must first 
seek the court’s permission. 

2. Controlled Access to Appeals: Requiring leave for an appeal is a common legal mechanism 
used to control the number of appeals and prevent frivolous or unnecessary appeals. It 
ensures that appeals are only pursued in cases where there are significant issues of law 
or procedural fairness. 

3. Limi1ng Court Interven1on: By imposing the requirement for leave, the Act encourages 
par1es to resolve issues related to the enforcement of peremptory orders primarily 
through the arbitral process. This provision reinforces the general pro-arbitra1on policy 
of the Act, which favours limited court interven1on. 

4. Excep1onal Nature of Appeals: The requirement for leave suggests that appeals from 
decisions under sec1on 42(2) are not rou1ne and should be considered excep1onal. The 
court will carefully assess whether there are substan1al grounds to jus1fy allowing the 
appeal to proceed. 

5. Judicial Discre1on: The court has discre1on in gran1ng or denying leave for an appeal. It 
will consider factors such as the importance and complexity of the issue raised by the 
appeal, the effect of the appeal on the arbitra1on proceedings, and the interests of 
jus1ce. 

6. Timely Resolu1on of Disputes: The provision is also aimed at facilita1ng the 1mely 
resolu1on of disputes. By requiring leave, the Act prevents unnecessary delays caused by 
mul1ple appeals, thereby promo1ng the efficient resolu1on of arbitra1on cases. 

In summary, sec1on 42(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes that par1es must obtain the 
leave of the court before appealing a decision made by the court under sec1on 42(2) concerning orders 
to comply with a peremptory order of the arbitral tribunal. The provision promotes the pro-arbitra1on 
policy of the Act, limits court interven1on, and ensures that appeals are pursued only in cases with 
substan1al grounds and are in the interests of jus1ce. 

 

43 SECURING THE ATTENDANCE OF WITNESSES 

(1) A party to arbitral proceedings may use the same court procedures as are available in rela\on 
to legal proceedings to secure the a_endance before the tribunal of a witness in order to give 
oral tes\mony or to produce documents or other material evidence. 

Sec1on 43(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants par1es to arbitral proceedings the ability to 
use court procedures to secure the aSendance of a witness before the arbitral tribunal for the purpose 
of giving oral tes1mony or producing documents or other material evidence. Here is an analysis of this 
provision: 

1. Access to Court Procedures: The provision acknowledges that par1es in arbitra1on should 
have access to court procedures typically available in legal proceedings. It allows par1es 
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to seek the assistance of the court to ensure the aSendance of a witness who may be 
essen1al to the resolu1on of the dispute. 

2. Witness Tes1mony and Document Produc1on: The sec1on applies to two significant 
aspects of witness evidence: (a) oral tes1mony, where a witness is required to appear 
before the arbitral tribunal to provide their account verbally, and (b) produc1on of 
documents or other material evidence, where a party needs to compel the presenta1on 
of specific documents or evidence relevant to the case. 

3. Adap1ng Court Procedures to Arbitra1on: The Act recognises that arbitral proceedings 
can benefit from certain court procedures when dealing with witness evidence. It bridges 
the gap between the more formal court processes and the flexible nature of arbitra1on, 
allowing par1es to avail themselves of court assistance while s1ll adhering to the 
principles of arbitra1on. 

4. Enhancing the Eviden1ary Process: By allowing par1es to u1lise court procedures, sec1on 
43(1) provides a means to ensure the availability and integrity of witness evidence. This 
can enhance the fairness and efficacy of the arbitral process, ensuring that both par1es 
have an opportunity to present their case fully. 

5. Balancing Efficiency and Control: Although the provision allows access to court 
procedures, it does not mandate the involvement of the court. Par1es have the discre1on 
to choose whether to use court assistance to secure witness aSendance or document 
produc1on. This balance between efficiency and control gives par1es the flexibility to 
tailor the process to their specific needs. 

6. Harmonising Arbitra1on and Court Processes: Sec1on 43(1) aligns the procedures for 
securing witness aSendance and document produc1on in arbitra1on with the 
corresponding court procedures. This helps create a coherent framework for dispute 
resolu1on and allows par1es to navigate the arbitra1on process more confidently. 

In summary, sec1on 43(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides par1es to arbitral proceedings 
with the op1on to use court procedures to secure witness aSendance for oral tes1mony or to compel 
the produc1on of documents and other material evidence. This provision enhances the eviden1ary 
process in arbitra1on and harmonises the use of court and arbitra1on procedures to achieve a fair and 
effec1ve dispute resolu1on mechanism. 

 

(2) This may only be done with the permission of the tribunal or the agreement of the other 
par\es. 

Sec1on 43(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 places limita1ons on a party’s ability to use court 
procedures to secure the aSendance of a witness or the produc1on of documents or other material 
evidence. Here is an analysis of this provision: 

1. Consent Requirement: Sec1on 43(2) mandates that a party can use court procedures to 
secure witness aSendance or document produc1on only with either the permission of 
the arbitral tribunal or the agreement of the other par1es involved in the arbitra1on. This 
requirement ensures that all par1es have a say in whether court assistance should be 
sought for witness evidence. 
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2. Protec1ng the Arbitra1on Process: The provision aims to preserve the autonomy of the 
arbitral proceedings. By requiring permission from the tribunal or consent from the other 
par1es, it prevents one party from unilaterally seeking court assistance, which could 
poten1ally disrupt or delay the arbitra1on process. 

3. Balancing Interests: The consent requirement strikes a balance between the need to 
access court procedures for witness evidence and the principle of party autonomy in 
arbitra1on. It ensures that any party seeking court assistance does so with the 
understanding and coopera1on of the other par1es. 

4. Promo1ng Efficiency: The provision encourages par1es to resolve disputes efficiently 
within the framework of the arbitra1on process. Obtaining permission or agreement 
before seeking court assistance may prompt par1es to explore alterna1ve means of 
obtaining the necessary evidence or narrowing the scope of the applica1on. 

5. Ensuring Equitable Proceedings: Requiring consent from the other par1es ensures that all 
par1es have an equal opportunity to present their case and respond to evidence. This 
fosters an environment of fairness and equity in the arbitra1on process. 

6. Flexibility for the Tribunal: The requirement for tribunal permission provides the arbitral 
tribunal with the discre1on to decide on the appropriateness of using court procedures 
based on the specific circumstances of the case. This allows the tribunal to manage the 
proceedings effec1vely and tailor the process to the needs of the par1es. 

In summary, sec1on 43(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes a consent requirement for 
using court procedures to secure witness aSendance or document produc1on in arbitra1on. This 
provision aims to strike a balance between accessing court assistance and preserving the autonomy 
and efficiency of the arbitral proceedings. It ensures that par1es obtain consent or permission from 
the arbitral tribunal before seeking court assistance, thereby promo1ng fairness and equitable 
proceedings. 

 

(3) The court procedures may only be used if— 

(a) the witness is in the United Kingdom, and 

(b) the arbitral proceedings are being conducted in England and Wales or, as the case may 
be, Northern Ireland. 

Sec1on 43(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets specific condi1ons under which court procedures 
may be used to secure the aSendance of a witness for oral tes1mony or document produc1on. Here 
is an analysis of this provision: 

1. Geographical Limita1on: The provision limits the use of court procedures to secure a 
witness’s aSendance to cases where the witness is physically present in the United 
Kingdom. This means that court assistance is only available when the witness is within 
the jurisdic1on of the UK. 

2. Jurisdic1onal Requirement: In addi1on to the witness’s presence in the UK, the provision 
further requires that the arbitral proceedings be conducted in either England and Wales 
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or Northern Ireland. This means that court assistance under this sec1on is available only 
if the arbitra1on is taking place in these specific jurisdic1ons. 

3. Legal Certainty: The geographical and jurisdic1onal limita1ons in Sec1on 43(3) provide 
legal certainty by defining the scope of when court procedures can be invoked for witness 
aSendance. This helps avoid ambiguity and ensures that par1es are aware of the 
circumstances under which court assistance may be sought. 

4. Efficiency and Convenience: The provision’s focus on cases where the witness is already 
in the UK can promote efficiency and convenience. It may be easier and quicker to secure 
the aSendance of a witness who is geographically closer, reducing the 1me and cost 
associated with witness examina1on. 

5. Promo1ng Local Proceedings: By limi1ng the use of court procedures to situa1ons where 
the arbitra1on is conducted in specific UK jurisdic1ons, the provision supports local 
dispute resolu1on mechanisms. It encourages par1es to engage in arbitra1on within the 
UK and seek local remedies for their disputes. 

6. Preserving Autonomy: The provision reinforces the principle of party autonomy in 
arbitra1on by placing restric1ons on the use of court procedures. It encourages par1es to 
resolve disputes within the framework of arbitra1on, emphasising the preference for 
private dispute resolu1on. 

In summary, sec1on 43(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies the condi1ons under which 
court procedures may be used to secure a witness’s aSendance or document produc1on. These 
condi1ons include the witness’s presence in the UK and the arbitra1on being conducted in either 
England and Wales or Northern Ireland. The provision aims to ensure legal clarity, efficiency, and the 
promo1on of local dispute resolu1on while preserving party autonomy in arbitra1on. 

 

(4) A person shall not be compelled by virtue of this sec\on to produce any document or other 
material evidence which he could not be compelled to produce in legal proceedings. 

Sec1on 43(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides an important protec1on for witnesses or 
individuals who may be required to produce documents or other material evidence during arbitral 
proceedings. Here is an analysis of this provision: 

1. Protec1on of Privileged Informa1on: The provision safeguards individuals from being 
compelled to produce documents or materials that are protected by legal privilege. Legal 
privilege refers to the right of par1es to withhold certain informa1on or documents from 
disclosure in legal proceedings to maintain confiden1ality and promote candid 
communica1on with legal advisors. Sec1on 43(4) ensures that this protec1on extends to 
arbitral proceedings as well. 

2. Consistency with Legal Proceedings: By sta1ng that a person shall not be compelled to 
produce documents or evidence that they could not be compelled to produce in legal 
proceedings, the provision maintains consistency between court procedures and arbitral 
proceedings. It ensures that the rules governing evidence and disclosure in arbitra1on 
mirror those applied in legal proceedings. 
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3. Preserving Fairness and Equity: The provision promotes fairness and equity by trea1ng 
arbitral proceedings on par with court proceedings when it comes to compelling the 
produc1on of documents or evidence. It prevents one party from having an unfair 
advantage by requiring the other party to produce privileged or confiden1al materials. 

4. Encouraging Coopera1on: Sec1on 43(4) encourages coopera1on between par1es during 
arbitra1on. It assures par1es that they will not be forced to disclose sensi1ve or protected 
informa1on beyond what is required in legal proceedings, thereby poten1ally fostering a 
more collabora1ve atmosphere. 

5. Protec1ng Third Par1es: The provision also safeguards third par1es who may be called 
upon to produce documents or materials during arbitral proceedings. It ensures that third 
par1es are not compelled to disclose informa1on that they would be protected from 
disclosing in court proceedings. 

6. Promo1ng Arbitra1on as a Preferred Method: By preserving the confiden1ality and 
protec1on of privileged informa1on in arbitra1on, sec1on 43(4) promotes arbitra1on as 
a preferred method for dispute resolu1on, as it offers par1es a level of confiden1ality and 
flexibility that may not be available in court proceedings. 

In summary, sec1on 43(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 ensures that individuals cannot be 
compelled to produce documents or other material evidence in arbitral proceedings if they are 
protected by legal privilege or if they would not be required to produce them in legal proceedings. The 
provision protects confiden1ality, promotes fairness, and encourages coopera1on during arbitra1on 
while maintaining consistency with legal proceedings. 

 

44 COURT POWERS EXERCISABLE IN SUPPORT OF ARBITRAL PROCEEDINGS 

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the court has for the purposes of and in rela\on to 
arbitral proceedings the same power of making orders about the ma_ers listed below as it 
has for the purposes of and in rela\on to legal proceedings. 

Sec1on 44(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 confers powers upon the court in rela1on to arbitral 
proceedings, gran1ng it the same authority it has in legal proceedings for the maSers listed below. 
Here is an analysis of this provision: 

1. Scope of Court Powers: Sec1on 44(1) extends the court’s jurisdic1on to arbitral 
proceedings, enabling the court to make orders related to specific maSers concerning the 
arbitra1on process. 

2. Similarity to Legal Proceedings: By providing the court with powers equivalent to those in 
legal proceedings, this sec1on ensures consistency between arbitra1on and court 
proceedings. This is par1cularly important in maintaining the efficacy and predictability 
of the arbitra1on process. 

3. Inherent Court Powers: The maSers over which the court has power include various 
procedural and substan1ve aspects that may arise during arbitral proceedings. This 
includes, but is not limited to, case management, disclosure of documents, preserva1on 
of evidence, and interim relief. 
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4. Preserving Fairness and Equity: By giving the court the same powers it has in legal 
proceedings, par1es to arbitra1on are assured that their rights and interests are 
protected under a familiar legal framework. This promotes fairness and equity in the 
arbitra1on process. 

5. Enhancing Enforcement: The court’s authority in arbitral proceedings enables it to 
enforce orders and ensure compliance with the arbitra1on agreement and the arbitrators’ 
decisions. This enhances the enforceability and effec1veness of arbitra1on as an 
alterna1ve method of dispute resolu1on. 

6. Promo1ng Efficient Arbitra1on: By gran1ng the court powers to address various maSers 
arising during arbitra1on, sec1on 44(1) ensures that issues can be promptly and 
effec1vely resolved, promo1ng the efficiency of the arbitra1on process. 

7. Party Autonomy: It is important to note that the court’s powers under sec1on 44(1) are 
subject to the agreement of the par1es. Par1es to arbitra1on have the autonomy to agree 
on different procedures, limita1ons, or restric1ons, as long as it does not violate public 
policy or any mandatory provisions of the Arbitra1on Act. 

In summary, sec1on 44(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the court with the same 
authority in arbitral proceedings as it has in legal proceedings, subject to any agreement to the 
contrary by the par1es. This provision ensures that the court can address various procedural and 
substan1ve maSers effec1vely, maintaining fairness, and promo1ng the efficiency and enforceability 
of the arbitra1on process. 
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(2) Those ma_ers are— 

(a) the taking of the evidence of witnesses; 

(b) the preserva\on of evidence; 

(c) making orders rela\ng to property which is the subject of the proceedings or as to which 
any ques\on arises in the proceedings— 

(i) for the inspec\on, photographing, preserva\on, custody or deten\on of the 
property, or 

(ii) ordering that samples be taken from, or any observa\on be made of or 
experiment conducted upon, the property; 

and for that purpose authorising any person to enter any premises in the possession or 
control of a party to the arbitra\on; 

(d) the sale of any goods the subject of the proceedings; 

(e) the gran\ng of an interim injunc\on or the appointment of a receiver. 

Sec1on 44(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 enumerates the maSers over which the court has 
powers for the purposes of and in rela1on to arbitral proceedings. Here is a detailed analysis of each 
sub-sec1on: 

1. The taking of the evidence of witnesses: This empowers the court to order the 
examina1on of witnesses under oath or affirma1on, similar to how it is done in legal 
proceedings. The court can compel witnesses to aSend an oral hearing and give tes1mony 
before the arbitral tribunal. 

2. The preserva1on of evidence: The court has the authority to issue orders to preserve 
evidence, ensuring that relevant evidence is protected from destruc1on, altera1on, or 
loss during the course of the arbitra1on. This includes the preserva1on of documents, 
records, or physical objects that may be crucial to the resolu1on of the dispute. 

3. Making orders rela1ng to property: The court can issue orders concerning property that 
is the subject maSer of the arbitra1on or relevant to the proceedings. It can order the 
inspec1on, photographing, preserva1on, custody, or deten1on of the property. 
Addi1onally, the court may authorise individuals to enter premises under the control of a 
party to the arbitra1on to facilitate these ac1ons. 

4. The sale of any goods the subject of the proceedings: If necessary, the court has the power 
to order the sale of goods that are the subject of the dispute in order to resolve the issues 
in the proceedings. 

5. The gran1ng of an interim injunc1on or the appointment of a receiver: The court can issue 
interim injunc1ons, which are orders that temporarily restrain or require certain ac1ons 
un1l a final decision is made in the arbitra1on. Addi1onally, the court has the power to 
appoint a receiver, someone appointed to manage property or assets on behalf of a party, 
to ensure their preserva1on and proper administra1on during the proceedings. 
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Overall, sec1on 44(2) aims to equip the court with the necessary powers to assist in the conduct and 
administra1on of arbitral proceedings. These powers are significant for ensuring the integrity, 
effec1veness, and enforceability of the arbitra1on process, while s1ll maintaining party autonomy and 
adherence to the arbitra1on agreement. It helps maintain the fairness, efficiency, and enforceability 
of the arbitra1on process by providing an effec1ve means of addressing various issues that may arise 
during the course of arbitra1on. 

 

(3) If the case is one of urgency, the court may, on the applica\on of a party or proposed party to 
the arbitral proceedings, make such orders as it thinks necessary for the purpose of preserving 
evidence or assets. 

Sec1on 44(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the court the power to make urgent orders in 
cases of urgency for the purpose of preserving evidence or assets. This provision enables a party or a 
proposed party to the arbitral proceedings to seek immediate relief from the court when there is a 
pressing need to protect crucial evidence or assets. Key points about Sec1on 44(3): 

1. Urgent Nature of the Case: This subsec1on emphasises that the court’s power to make 
orders is applicable specifically in cases of urgency. Urgency implies situa1ons where 
there is a real and immediate risk of evidence being lost, destroyed, or altered, or where 
there is a need to protect assets from being dissipated or damaged before the arbitral 
proceedings can formally begin. 

2. Preserving Evidence or Assets: The court’s power is limited to issuing orders that are 
necessary for the purpose of preserving either evidence or assets. This means the court 
can make orders that ensure relevant evidence is safeguarded or that assets in dispute or 
related to the dispute are protected from harm or deple1on. 

3. Applicant for the Orders: The applica1on for such urgent orders can be made by any party 
or a proposed party to the arbitral proceedings. This provision ensures that par1es 
involved in or intending to be part of the arbitra1on can seek protec1on from the court 
when the urgency arises. 

4. Discre1on of the Court: The court’s discre1on plays a crucial role in this provision. The 
court has the freedom to determine the appropriateness and necessity of the orders 
based on the specific circumstances of the case. The court will take into account the 
urgency of the maSer and the poten1al harm that may result from the delay in preserving 
evidence or assets. 

Sec1on 44(3) acts as a valuable tool to address situa1ons that require immediate ac1on before the 
formal arbitra1on proceedings begin. It enables par1es to act promptly to protect their interests and 
the integrity of the arbitra1on process in urgent situa1ons where there is a substan1al risk of evidence 
being compromised or assets being lost or damaged. 
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(4) If the case is not one of urgency, the court shall act only on the applica\on of a party to the 
arbitral proceedings (upon no\ce to the other par\es and to the tribunal) made with the 
permission of the tribunal or the agreement in wri\ng of the other par\es. 

Sec1on 44(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 delineates the condi1ons under which the court may 
act when the case is not one of urgency. This provision specifies the process and requirements for 
making applica1ons to the court for certain orders in non-urgent situa1ons related to arbitral 
proceedings. Key points about sec1on 44(4): 

1. Non-Urgent Cases: This subsec1on establishes that its provisions apply when the case is 
not deemed one of urgency. In contrast to sec1on 44(3), which addresses urgent 
situa1ons, this subsec1on deals with non-urgent cases where there is no immediate risk 
to evidence or assets. 

2. Applica1on by a Party: The provision states that, in non-urgent cases, any party to the 
arbitral proceedings can make an applica1on to the court for specific orders. These orders 
can relate to maSers such as evidence, preserva1on of assets, sale of goods, gran1ng 
interim injunc1ons, or appoin1ng a receiver (as outlined in sec1on 44(1)). 

3. Permission of the Tribunal or Agreement of Other Par1es: In non-urgent cases, a party 
seeking to apply to the court for orders must obtain either the permission of the arbitral 
tribunal or the agreement in wri1ng of the other par1es to the arbitra1on. This 
requirement ensures that par1es adhere to the arbitra1on process’s principles of 
efficiency and coopera1on and avoids unnecessary court interven1on in non-urgent 
maSers. 

4. No1ce to Other Par1es and Tribunal: When making the applica1on to the court, the party 
must provide no1ce to the other par1es involved in the arbitral proceedings and to the 
arbitral tribunal. This ensures transparency and allows the other par1es and the tribunal 
to be aware of the applica1on and par1cipate in any relevant proceedings before the 
court. 

Sec1on 44(4) strikes a balance between the need for 1mely court interven1on in non-urgent cases and 
the importance of respec1ng the arbitral tribunal’s authority and ensuring coopera1on among the 
par1es. By requiring either the tribunal’s permission or the agreement of the other par1es, the 
provision encourages par1es to resolve non-urgent maSers within the arbitra1on process whenever 
possible while s1ll enabling access to the court when necessary. 

 

(5) In any case the court shall act only if or to the extent that the arbitral tribunal, and any arbitral 
or other ins\tu\on or person vested by the par\es with power in that regard, has no power 
or is unable for the \me being to act effec\vely. 

Sec1on 44(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the condi1ons under which the court may 
intervene in arbitral proceedings, even in non-urgent cases. This subsec1on establishes limita1ons on 
the court’s jurisdic1on and emphasises the primary authority of the arbitral tribunal. Key points about 
Sec1on 44(5): 

1. Court Interven1on Limita1ons: The provision states that the court’s interven1on in 
arbitral proceedings is subject to specific condi1ons. The court can only act if the arbitral 
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tribunal, as well as any arbitral or other ins1tu1on or person vested by the par1es with 
power in that regard, either lacks the power to address the maSer or is temporarily 
unable to act effec1vely. 

2. Primary Authority of the Arbitral Tribunal: The wording of Sec1on 44(5) reflects the 
principle of the “Kompetenz-Kompetenz”, which means that the arbitral tribunal has the 
primary authority to determine its own jurisdic1on and procedural maSers. This principle 
is a fundamental aspect of arbitra1on, emphasising the autonomy and effec1veness of 
the arbitra1on process. 

3. Exhaus1on of Tribunal’s Power: Before seeking court interven1on, the par1es must 
exhaust all available avenues within the arbitral tribunal or any designated ins1tu1on or 
individual who has been empowered by the par1es. This requirement ensures that par1es 
u1lise the internal mechanisms available in the arbitral process before turning to the 
court for assistance. 

4. Ensuring Effec1ve Ac1on: The provision’s language emphasises that the court may 
intervene only when the arbitral tribunal or the designated ins1tu1on is “unable for the 
1me being to act effec1vely”. This condi1on emphasises that court interven1on should 
only occur when it is necessary to avoid undue delay or prejudice to the proceedings. 

Sec1on 44(5) reinforces the principle of limited court interven1on in arbitral proceedings and 
underscores the importance of respec1ng the arbitral tribunal’s authority. The provision encourages 
par1es to u1lise the arbitral process fully and resort to court interven1on only in excep1onal 
circumstances when no effec1ve resolu1on can be achieved through the arbitra1on process. 

 

(6) If the court so orders, an order made by it under this sec\on shall cease to have effect in whole 
or in part on the order of the tribunal or of any such arbitral or other ins\tu\on or person 
having power to act in rela\on to the subject-ma_er of the order. 

Sec1on 44(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 introduces a mechanism that allows the court’s orders 
made under sec1on 44 to be modified or terminated by the arbitral tribunal or any other ins1tu1on 
or person vested with relevant authority in rela1on to the subject maSer of the court’s order. This 
subsec1on emphasises the deference to the arbitral process and the tribunal’s authority. Key points 
about sec1on 44(6): 

1. Court Orders Subject to Tribunal’s Authority: This provision establishes that the court’s 
orders made under Sec1on 44 are not absolute or final. Instead, they are subject to the 
authority of the arbitral tribunal or any designated ins1tu1on or individual with power 
over the relevant subject maSer. If the tribunal or the designated authority subsequently 
orders the modifica1on or termina1on of the court’s order, it will cease to have effect in 
whole or in part, as per the tribunal’s decision. 

2. Suppor1ng Tribunal’s Role: Sec1on 44(6) reinforces the principle of Kompetenz-
Kompetenz, which grants the arbitral tribunal the power to rule on its own jurisdic1on 
and procedural maSers. By allowing the tribunal or the designated authority to override 
or modify the court’s orders, this provision reinforces the primary role of the arbitral 
tribunal in managing the proceedings. 
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3. Coordina1on and Efficiency: This subsec1on promotes efficiency and coordina1on 
between the court and the arbitral tribunal. It enables the tribunal to take control of the 
proceedings and tailor the measures according to the specific needs of the arbitra1on 
process. It also prevents overlapping or conflic1ng orders from different authori1es. 

4. Flexibility in Resolving Disputes: The provision allows the arbitral tribunal or the 
designated authority to reassess the necessity of the court’s order as the proceedings 
unfold. It provides flexibility in addressing changing circumstances and ensures that the 
arbitral process remains effec1ve and responsive to the par1es’ needs. 

Sec1on 44(6) encourages a harmonious and integrated approach to the resolu1on of disputes between 
the court and the arbitral tribunal. It underscores the importance of respec1ng the tribunal’s authority 
and gives the tribunal the power to adapt the proceedings to achieve a fair and efficient resolu1on of 
the dispute. 

 

(7) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 44(7) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies that any party seeking to appeal a decision 
of the court made under Sec1on 44 must obtain the leave (permission) of the court to pursue such an 
appeal. This requirement imposes an addi1onal hurdle on par1es seeking to challenge the court’s 
decision and restricts the right to appeal in rela1on to orders made under Sec1on 44. Key points about 
sec1on 44(7): 

1. Leave Requirement: The subsec1on emphasises that par1es cannot appeal as of right 
from a decision of the court under sec1on 44. Instead, they must first seek leave from the 
same court that made the original order. This means that a party must convince the court 
that there are valid reasons to proceed with the appeal before the appeal process can be 
ini1ated. 

2. Control over Appeals: The provision grants the court discre1on in gran1ng or denying 
leave to appeal. It allows the court to filter appeals and prevents frivolous or unnecessary 
challenges to its decisions made under Sec1on 44. The court will consider the merits of 
the appeal and the interests of jus1ce before gran1ng leave. 

3. Promo1on of Finality: By requiring leave to appeal, sec1on 44(7) aims to promote finality 
in arbitral proceedings. It encourages par1es to abide by the court’s decisions in rela1on 
to maSers listed in Sec1on 44, thus contribu1ng to a smoother and more efficient 
arbitra1on process. 

4. Minimising Delay and Cost: Requiring leave to appeal helps to minimise unnecessary 
delays and costs associated with appeals that lack merit. It ensures that only significant 
issues or ques1ons of law are brought before the appellate court, thus preserving the 
efficiency of the arbitra1on process. 

5. Protec1on of Arbitral Autonomy: Sec1on 44(7) also aligns with the principle of party 
autonomy and respect for the arbitral process. By limi1ng the right to appeal, it reinforces 
the idea that par1es have agreed to arbitra1on and entrusted the resolu1on of their 
disputes to the arbitral tribunal, with limited judicial interven1on. 
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Overall, sec1on 44(7) contributes to the overall efficiency and efficacy of arbitra1on proceedings by 
promo1ng finality and minimising unwarranted challenges to the court’s decisions in rela1on to 
maSers listed in sec1on 44. 

 

45 DETERMINATION OF PRELIMINARY POINT OF LAW 

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the court may on the applica\on of a party to arbitral 
proceedings (upon no\ce to the other par\es) determine any ques\on of law arising in the 
course of the proceedings which the court is sa\sfied substan\ally affects the rights of one or 
more of the par\es. 

An agreement to dispense with reasons for the tribunal’s award shall be considered an 
agreement to exclude the court’s jurisdic\on under this sec\on. 

Sec1on 45(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the court the power to intervene in arbitral 
proceedings and determine any ques1on of law that arises during the course of the arbitra1on. This 
interven1on is subject to certain condi1ons, and it allows the court to address significant legal issues 
that substan1ally affect the rights of one or more par1es in the arbitra1on. Key points about sec1on 
45(1): 

1. Scope of Jurisdic1on: The court’s jurisdic1on under sec1on 45(1) is limited to ques1ons 
of law. It does not extend to factual issues or maSers of discre1on, which are generally 
within the purview of the arbitral tribunal. If a party wants the court to decide a legal 
ques1on arising in the arbitra1on, it must make an applica1on to the court. 

2. Applica1on by a Party: The court’s interven1on is ini1ated by an applica1on made by one 
of the par1es to the arbitra1on. The party seeking the court’s determina1on on a 
ques1on of law must provide no1ce to the other par1es involved in the arbitra1on. 

3. Substan1al Effect on Rights: For the court to exercise its jurisdic1on under Sec1on 45(1), 
the ques1on of law must be of significant importance and substan1ally affect the rights 
of one or more par1es in the arbitra1on. The court will assess the relevance and impact 
of the legal issue before deciding whether to intervene. 

4. Preserva1on of Party Autonomy: Sec1on 45(1) operates on the presump1on that par1es 
to arbitra1on are free to agree on the resolu1on of legal issues through arbitra1on. Thus, 
the court’s interven1on is only permiSed when there is no agreement between the 
par1es to exclude such court interven1on. 

5. Agreement to Exclude Court’s Jurisdic1on: If the par1es have agreed to dispense with 
reasons for the arbitral award, it is considered an agreement to exclude the court’s 
jurisdic1on under sec1on 45(1). This means that the par1es have agreed that the court 
will not intervene to determine any ques1on of law arising in the course of the 
proceedings, even if it substan1ally affects their rights. 

6. Balancing Arbitra1on and Judicial Oversight: Sec1on 45(1) strikes a balance between 
party autonomy in arbitra1on and the need for some degree of judicial oversight to 
address important legal ques1ons. It allows the court to intervene when necessary to 
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ensure fair and just resolu1on of legal issues that could significantly impact the par1es’ 
rights. 

Overall, sec1on 45(1) empowers the court to play a supervisory role in arbitra1on, addressing 
significant ques1ons of law that substan1ally affect the par1es’ rights while respec1ng party autonomy 
in arbitra1on. The provision aims to ensure that the arbitra1on process remains fair and effec1ve, and 
that par1es have access to the court’s exper1se when needed. 

 

(2) An applica\on under this sec\on shall not be considered unless— 

(a) it is made with the agreement of all the other par\es to the proceedings, or 

(b) it is made with the permission of the tribunal and the court is sa\sfied— 

(i) that the determina\on of the ques\on is likely to produce substan\al savings in 
costs, and 

(ii) that the applica\on was made without delay. 

Sec1on 45(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the condi1ons that must be met for an 
applica1on to be made to the court under sec1on 45(1) to determine a ques1on of law arising in the 
course of arbitral proceedings. This subsec1on ensures that the court’s interven1on is subject to 
certain prerequisites and reflects the legisla1ve intent to balance party autonomy in arbitra1on with 
judicial oversight. Key points about sec1on 45(2): 

1. Unanimous Agreement or Tribunal’s Permission: A party seeking the court’s 
determina1on on a ques1on of law must meet one of the two condi1ons. The applica1on 
can be considered if it has the agreement of all the other par1es involved in the 
arbitra1on, or if it is made with the permission of the arbitral tribunal. This requirement 
is designed to prevent unnecessary court interven1ons and emphasises the significance 
of party autonomy in the arbitra1on process. 

2. Substan1al Savings in Costs: When seeking the court’s permission to make the 
applica1on, the applicant must demonstrate to the court that determining the ques1on 
of law is likely to result in substan1al savings in costs. This condi1on emphasises the 
efficiency and cost-effec1veness of the arbitral process. It ensures that par1es do not turn 
to the court for minor legal issues that can be resolved through arbitra1on, preserving 
the efficiency and autonomy of the arbitral process. 

3. Timely Applica1on: Another condi1on for the court to consider the applica1on is that it 
was made without delay. This means that the party seeking the court’s interven1on must 
act promptly when the ques1on of law arises. Delaying the applica1on without valid 
reasons may result in the court declining to consider the maSer. 

Sec1on 45(2) serves as a safeguard to prevent unnecessary and costly court interven1ons in arbitral 
proceedings. It ensures that par1es generally adhere to their agreement to resolve disputes through 
arbitra1on and that the court’s interven1on is sought only when it is genuinely necessary, likely to 
produce substan1al savings in costs, and 1mely. This provision further supports the principle of party 
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autonomy and upholds the efficiency of the arbitral process while allowing for the court’s exper1se in 
determining significant ques1ons of law when required. 

 

(3) The applica\on shall iden\fy the ques\on of law to be determined and, unless made with the 
agreement of all the other par\es to the proceedings, shall state the grounds on which it is 
said that the ques\on should be decided by the court. 

Sec1on 45(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the requirements for making an applica1on 
to the court under sec1on 45(1) to determine a ques1on of law arising in arbitral proceedings. This 
subsec1on lays down the necessary details that must be included in the applica1on to ensure clarity 
and fairness in the process. Key points about sec1on 45(3): 

1. Iden1fying the Ques1on of Law: The applica1on made to the court must clearly iden1fy 
the specific ques1on of law that the party seeks the court to determine. This ensures that 
the court is well-informed about the precise legal issue that needs resolu1on, enabling it 
to focus on the relevant legal arguments and make an appropriate determina1on. 

2. Sta1ng Grounds for Court Interven1on: If the applica1on is not made with the agreement 
of all the other par1es involved in the arbitral proceedings, the applicant must state the 
grounds on which they believe the ques1on of law should be decided by the court. This 
requirement encourages transparency and fairness in the process. The applicant must 
provide valid reasons jus1fying the need for court interven1on and demonstrate why it is 
essen1al for the court to address the specific legal issue. 

By requiring the applica1on to iden1fy the ques1on of law and provide grounds for seeking court 
interven1on, sec1on 45(3) ensures that the court has a clear understanding of the maSer in ques1on 
and the reasons why the party believes court determina1on is necessary. This helps maintain clarity, 
transparency, and fairness in the arbitra1on process and ensures that court interven1on is sought 
appropriately and judiciously. It also encourages par1es to resolve legal issues through arbitra1on 
whenever possible, promo1ng the efficiency and autonomy of the arbitral proceedings. 

 

(4) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the arbitral tribunal may con\nue the arbitral 
proceedings and make an award while an applica\on to the court under this sec\on is 
pending. 

Sec1on 45(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the situa1on where a party has made an 
applica1on to the court under sec1on 45(1) to determine a ques1on of law arising in arbitral 
proceedings. This subsec1on provides guidance on the proceedings during the 1me the court 
applica1on is pending. Key points about sec1on 45(4): 

1. Con1nua1on of Arbitral Proceedings: Unless the par1es have agreed otherwise, the 
arbitral tribunal is not required to halt the ongoing arbitral proceedings simply because 
one of the par1es has made an applica1on to the court under sec1on 45(1). In other 
words, the tribunal retains the authority to con1nue with the arbitra1on process and 
conduct the proceedings while the court applica1on is pending. 
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2. Power to Make an Award: Similarly, the arbitral tribunal is not prohibited from making an 
award on the substan1ve dispute while the court applica1on is under considera1on. This 
allows the tribunal to proceed with its primary func1on of resolving the main issues in 
dispute and rendering a decision, even if a party has sought court interven1on on a 
ques1on of law. 

3. The purpose of sec1on 45(4) is to ensure the efficiency and effec1veness of arbitral 
proceedings. Arbitra1on is ouen chosen as an alterna1ve to li1ga1on because it offers a 
faster and more flexible resolu1on process. By allowing the tribunal to con1nue the 
proceedings and make an award while a specific ques1on of law is being considered by 
the court, the Act aims to minimise delays and prevent the arbitra1on process from being 
unduly impeded. 

However, it is worth no1ng that if the court eventually decides on the ques1on of law, its 
determina1on will have binding authority and may impact the tribunal’s final award on the merits. 
Thus, while the tribunal may proceed, it must be prepared to adapt its decision based on the court’s 
ruling on the legal ques1on if required. This coopera1ve approach ensures the effec1veness and 
harmony of both arbitra1on and judicial proceedings in resolving the dispute. 

 

(5) Unless the court gives leave, no appeal lies from a decision of the court whether the condi\ons 
specified in subsec\on (2) are met. 

Sec1on 45(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the issue of appeals from a decision of the 
court made under sec1on 45(2). This subsec1on outlines the condi1ons under which an appeal can be 
brought and the requirement for the court’s permission (leave) to do so. Key points about sec1on 
45(5): 

1. Appeal Restric1on: This subsec1on establishes a general rule that, in the absence of the 
court’s permission, no appeal can be filed against a decision made by the court under 
sec1on 45(2). In other words, a party dissa1sfied with the court’s determina1on on the 
ques1on of law during arbitral proceedings cannot automa1cally appeal that decision. 

2. Condi1ons for Appeal: If a party wishes to appeal the court’s decision, they must meet 
certain condi1ons specified in sec1on 45(2)(b). These condi1ons are: 

a. The determina1on of the ques1on of law is likely to produce substan1al savings in 
costs. 

b. The applica1on for the court’s determina1on was made without delay. 

3. Permission (Leave) to Appeal: To bring an appeal, a party must seek permission (leave) 
from the court. The court has the authority to grant or deny permission for the appeal 
based on its assessment of the case. It will consider whether the condi1ons for appeal 
under Sec1on 45(2)(b) have been met and whether there are valid reasons jus1fying an 
appeal. 

The purpose of sec1on 45(5) is to prevent automa1c appeals against the court’s decision on ques1ons 
of law during arbitral proceedings. Arbitra1on is generally intended to provide a more efficient and 
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streamlined alterna1ve to court li1ga1on. Allowing automa1c appeals without any limita1on could 
undermine the purpose of arbitra1on by leading to unnecessary delays and increased costs. 

By requiring par1es to seek the court’s permission before appealing, the Act maintains the efficiency 
and finality of arbitra1on while s1ll preserving the right to appeal in situa1ons where it is genuinely 
warranted. The court’s assessment of whether the condi1ons for appeal have been met ensures that 
only relevant and significant issues are considered for appeal, protec1ng the overall integrity of the 
arbitral process. 

 

(6) The decision of the court on the ques\on of law shall be treated as a judgment of the court 
for the purposes of an appeal. 

But no appeal lies without the leave of the court which shall not be given unless the court 
considers that the ques\on is one of general importance, or is one which for some other 
special reason should be considered by the Court of Appeal. 

Sec1on 45(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 pertains to the treatment of the court’s decision on 
a ques1on of law and the rules regarding appeals from that decision. It sets out the requirements and 
condi1ons for seeking leave to appeal, emphasising that such leave should be granted only in specific 
circumstances. Key points about sec1on 45(6): 

1. Treatment as a Judgment: The court’s decision on the ques1on of law during arbitral 
proceedings is treated as a judgment of the court for the purposes of an appeal. This 
means that the decision is considered on par with any other judgment rendered by the 
court, regarding the appeal process. 

2. Leave to Appeal Required: No appeal can be brought without first obtaining the leave 
(permission) of the court. In other words, a party seeking to appeal the court’s decision 
on the ques1on of law must apply for permission from the court to proceed with the 
appeal. 

3. Criteria for Gran1ng Leave to Appeal: The court shall grant leave to appeal only if it 
considers that the ques1on of law involved is one of general importance or if it finds some 
other special reason that jus1fies the maSer being considered by the Court of Appeal. 

4. General Importance: The court will assess whether the ques1on of law has broader 
implica1ons beyond the specific case, meaning it has significant consequences for the 
legal principles or issues in the field of arbitra1on or law. 

5. Special Reason: Besides general importance, there might be other special reasons that 
warrant the appeal being heard by the Court of Appeal, even if it might not be of general 
importance. 

6. The purpose of sec1on 45(6) is to control the number of appeals and ensure that only 
important and impaclul legal ques1ons are heard at the appellate level. Allowing 
unrestricted appeals could lead to an influx of appeals on rela1vely minor or trivial legal 
issues, undermining the efficiency and finality of the arbitral process. 
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By requiring leave from the court, the Act allows the court to filter out less significant appeals and 
focus on addressing important legal ques1ons that can have broader implica1ons or require 
clarifica1on. This provision strikes a balance between providing a right to appeal and ensuring that 
appeals are granted selec1vely based on their merit and poten1al significance. 
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THE AWARD 

46 RULES APPLICABLE TO SUBSTANCE OF DISPUTE 

(1) The arbitral tribunal shall decide the dispute— 

(a) in accordance with the law chosen by the par\es as applicable to the substance of the 
dispute, or 

(b) if the par\es so agree, in accordance with such other considera\ons as are agreed by 
them or determined by the tribunal. 

Sec1on 46(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the principles that govern how the arbitral 
tribunal must decide the dispute submiSed to it. It provides the guidelines for determining the 
applicable law in the arbitral proceedings. Key points about sec1on 46(1): 

1. Choice of Law by the Par1es: The first op1on in sec1on 46(1)(a) states that the arbitral 
tribunal shall decide the dispute in accordance with the law chosen by the par1es as 
applicable to the substance of the dispute. This means that the par1es involved in the 
arbitra1on have the freedom to decide which legal system’s rules and laws they want to 
apply to their dispute. 

2. The chosen law may be the law of a specific country, a par1cular state’s law, or any other 
legal system they consider appropriate for their dispute. 

3. The choice of law may be made explicitly in the arbitra1on agreement or in any other 
contract between the par1es. 

4. The tribunal must apply and interpret the chosen law in reaching its decision. 

5. Other Considera1ons Agreed by the Par1es or Determined by the Tribunal: The second 
op1on in sec1on 46(1)(b) provides that if the par1es agree, the dispute may be decided 
in accordance with considera1ons other than the law selected under (a). 

6. These other considera1ons could be principles of equity, fairness, trade usage, or any 
other guidelines the par1es may agree upon. 

7. If the par1es do not explicitly agree on other considera1ons, the arbitral tribunal may 
determine them based on the circumstances of the case. 

8. It is important to note that this op1on is subject to the par1es’ agreement. If the par1es 
do not agree to consider other factors, the default op1on is to apply the law chosen by 
the par1es (op1on 46(1)(a)). 

Overall, sec1on 46(1) emphasises party autonomy and the importance of giving par1es the freedom 
to determine the rules by which their dispute will be resolved. This provision ensures that the par1es 
have significant control over the arbitra1on process and can tailor it to their specific needs and 
preferences. Whether they choose the law of a specific jurisdic1on or agree on other considera1ons, 
the tribunal’s decision must align with the choices made by the par1es, promo1ng fairness and 
predictability in the resolu1on of their dispute. 
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(2) For this purpose the choice of the laws of a country shall be understood to refer to the 
substan\ve laws of that country and not its conflict of laws rules. 

Sec1on 46(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a specific clarifica1on regarding the 
interpreta1on of the choice of law made by the par1es in the arbitra1on agreement. It addresses how 
the choice of laws of a country should be understood in the context of arbitral proceedings. Key points 
about sec1on 46(2): 

1. Substan1ve Laws of a Country: The provision states that when the par1es choose the laws 
of a country to govern their dispute (as men1oned in sec1on 46(1)(a)), it refers to the 
substan1ve laws of that country. Substan1ve laws are the laws that govern the rights and 
obliga1ons of par1es involved in a legal dispute, such as contract law, tort law, property 
law, and so on. 

2. Exclusion of Conflict of Laws Rules: The provision further clarifies that the choice of laws 
does not include the conflict of laws (also known as private interna1onal law) rules of that 
country. Conflict of laws rules are the rules used to determine which country’s laws should 
be applied when a case involves elements from different jurisdic1ons. 

3. Emphasis on Substance over Procedure: By excluding conflict of laws rules, sec1on 46(2) 
emphasises that the par1es’ choice of law is intended to determine the substan1ve rights 
and obliga1ons between them rather than the procedural aspects of the arbitra1on. It 
ensures that the par1es’ inten1on is focused on the content and applica1on of the law 
governing the core issues of their dispute. 

4. Clarity and Predictability: This provision provides clarity and predictability in the 
arbitra1on process. When par1es choose the laws of a specific country to govern their 
dispute, the arbitral tribunal will apply the substan1ve laws of that country directly, 
without having to engage in complex analyses of conflict of laws issues. 

In summary, sec1on 46(2) clarifies that when the par1es agree to apply the laws of a par1cular country 
to their dispute, it means the substan1ve laws of that country, excluding its conflict of laws rules. This 
clarifica1on ensures that the arbitral tribunal follows the par1es’ choice of substan1ve law directly, 
making the arbitra1on process more straighlorward and transparent with regard to the applicable 
legal principles. 

 

(3) If or to the extent that there is no such choice or agreement, the tribunal shall apply the law 
determined by the conflict of laws rules which it considers applicable. 

Sec1on 46(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with situa1ons where the par1es have not made 
any specific choice or agreement regarding the applicable law to govern their dispute. In such cases, 
the provision outlines the approach the arbitral tribunal should take to determine the applicable law. 
Key points about sec1on 46(3): 

1. No Express Choice of Law: If the par1es have not explicitly chosen a specific law to govern 
their dispute (as men1oned in sec1on 46(1)(a)) or if there is no agreement on the 
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applicable law (as men1oned in sec1on 46(1)(b)), the arbitral tribunal will not have a pre-
determined law to apply. 

2. Conflict of Laws Analysis: In the absence of a choice or agreement, the arbitral tribunal 
must engage in a conflict of laws analysis. Conflict of laws, also known as private 
interna1onal law, deals with cases involving elements from mul1ple legal systems or 
jurisdic1ons. The tribunal must determine which legal system’s laws should apply to 
resolve the dispute. 

3. Tribunal’s Discre1on: Sec1on 46(3) grants the arbitral tribunal the discre1on to decide the 
applicable law based on its own assessment of the conflict of laws rules it considers 
applicable. This means that the tribunal has the authority to determine the most 
appropriate legal system whose laws should govern the dispute based on the specific facts 
and circumstances of the case. 

4. Fairness and Reasoning: The provision requires the arbitral tribunal to make its 
determina1on of the applicable law in a fair and reasoned manner. The tribunal’s decision 
should be based on relevant legal principles and appropriate conflict of laws 
methodologies. 

5. Flexibility and Efficiency: Sec1on 46(3) allows the arbitral tribunal to be flexible in 
determining the applicable law, which can be beneficial in interna1onal disputes involving 
mul1ple jurisdic1ons. It promotes efficiency by enabling the tribunal to choose the most 
suitable legal framework for resolving the dispute. 

In summary, sec1on 46(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides guidance on the approach the 
arbitral tribunal should take when the par1es have not chosen the applicable law. The tribunal will 
undertake a conflict of laws analysis to determine the most appropriate legal system whose laws 
should be applied to the dispute. This approach ensures fairness and flexibility in resolving disputes 
that lack an express choice of law or agreement by the par1es. 

 

47 AWARDS ON DIFFERENT ISSUES, &C. 

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the tribunal may make more than one award at 
different \mes on different aspects of the ma_ers to be determined. 

Key Points about Sec1on 47(1): 

1. Mul1ple Awards: This provision grants the arbitral tribunal the authority to render 
mul1ple awards in the course of the arbitral proceedings. The tribunal has the discre1on 
to issue separate awards addressing dis1nct aspects of the maSers under considera1on. 

2. Different Aspects of MaSers: The tribunal can make awards on various issues or aspects 
of the dispute, each addressing different elements of the case. For example, the tribunal 
may render separate awards on liability, quantum of damages, and costs, if required. 

3. Flexibility in Decision-Making: Sec1on 47(1) aims to provide flexibility to the arbitral 
tribunal in managing complex disputes. By allowing mul1ple awards, the tribunal can 
resolve individual issues efficiently, even if other aspects of the dispute remain pending. 
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4. Enhancing Efficiency: This provision promotes procedural efficiency, as it allows the 
tribunal to issue awards on par1cular issues as soon as they are ready, without wai1ng 
for the resolu1on of the en1re case. It can be par1cularly useful in cases where certain 
aspects of the dispute are less complex and can be decided quickly. 

5. Subject to Party Agreement: While the tribunal has the inherent power to make mul1ple 
awards, this authority can be restricted or expanded based on the agreement of the 
par1es. If the par1es agree that the tribunal should issue a single comprehensive award 
covering all maSers, they can include such an agreement in the arbitra1on clause or 
during the course of the proceedings. 

6. Finality of Awards: Each award issued by the tribunal is considered final and binding on 
the par1es with respect to the par1cular aspects of the dispute addressed in that award. 
This means that the tribunal’s decisions on each issue can be enforced independently, and 
the proceedings can con1nue for other unresolved maSers. 

In summary, Sec1on 47(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the arbitral tribunal the discre1on 
to make mul1ple awards at different stages of the proceedings on various aspects of the maSers to be 
determined. The provision enhances procedural flexibility and efficiency, allowing the tribunal to 
address different issues promptly and separately, subject to any agreement reached by the par1es. 

 

(2) The tribunal may, in par\cular, make an award rela\ng— 

(a) to an issue affec\ng the whole claim, or 

(b) to a part only of the claims or cross-claims submi_ed to it for decision. 

Key Points about Sec1on 47(2): 

1. Scope of the Award: This provision empowers the arbitral tribunal to issue awards that 
address specific issues or parts of the claims or cross-claims brought before it for 
resolu1on. 

2. Focused Awards: The tribunal is not limited to rendering comprehensive awards covering 
all aspects of the dispute. Instead, it can issue focused awards that pertain to individual 
issues or parts of the claims, as per the needs of the case. 

3. Efficiency and Progression: By allowing the tribunal to issue par1al or interim awards, 
Sec1on 47(2) promotes procedural efficiency and facilitates the progression of the 
arbitra1on. The tribunal can resolve certain issues or parts of the claims without wai1ng 
for the resolu1on of the en1re dispute. 

4. Prac1cal Use: This provision can be especially useful in complex disputes where certain 
issues are more straighlorward and can be resolved quickly. The tribunal can address 
these issues first, while allowing the par1es to con1nue presen1ng evidence or 
arguments on other aspects of the dispute. 

5. Final and Binding: Each award issued by the tribunal under Sec1on 47(2) is considered 
final and binding on the par1es with respect to the specific issues or parts of the claims it 
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addresses. The tribunal’s decisions on these maSers are enforceable as if they were part 
of a comprehensive final award. 

6. Dis1nct from Mul1ple Awards: Sec1on 47(2) is related to Sec1on 47(1) but dis1nct from 
it. While Sec1on 47(1) allows mul1ple awards to be made at different 1mes, Sec1on 47(2) 
focuses on the content and scope of the awards themselves. 

7. Subject to Party Agreement: As with Sec1on 47(1), the tribunal’s authority to make 
awards on specific issues or parts of the claims can be subject to any agreement reached 
by the par1es. They may decide whether they prefer comprehensive or focused awards 
based on their arbitra1on agreement or mutual understanding during the proceedings. 

In conclusion, Sec1on 47(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the arbitral tribunal the authority 
to issue awards that relate to specific issues affec1ng the whole claim or to certain parts of the claims 
or cross-claims submiSed to it. The provision enhances the tribunal’s ability to address individual 
issues efficiently and promotes the flexible resolu1on of complex disputes. The awards made under 
this sec1on are final and binding with regard to the specific maSers they address. 

 

(3) If the tribunal does so, it shall specify in its award the issue, or the claim or part of a claim, 
which is the subject ma_er of the award. 

Key Points about Sec1on 47(3): 

1. Clarity and Specificity: When the arbitral tribunal issues an award under Sec1on 47(2), 
which relates to a specific issue or a part of a claim, this subsec1on requires that the 
award clearly specifies the exact subject maSer of that award. 

2. Avoiding Ambiguity: The purpose of this provision is to ensure that the par1es understand 
precisely which issue or por1on of the claim the tribunal has decided in its award. It helps 
to avoid any confusion or ambiguity regarding the scope and effect of the tribunal’s 
decision. 

3. Transparency in Decision-Making: By explicitly iden1fying the issue, claim, or part of the 
claim that forms the subject maSer of the award, the tribunal enhances the transparency 
of its decision-making process. This enables the par1es to know what has been resolved 
and what remains to be addressed in the arbitra1on. 

4. Awards as Discrete Decisions: When the tribunal makes mul1ple awards under Sec1on 
47(2), each award is treated as a separate and discrete decision on the specific issue or 
part of the claim that it addresses. This helps in the enforcement and implementa1on of 
individual awards without having to wait for the resolu1on of the en1re dispute. 

5. Enforceability and Clarity: The clarity in specifying the subject maSer of each award is 
crucial for enforcing and implemen1ng those decisions. It allows the par1es and enforcing 
authori1es to understand precisely what obliga1ons arise from each award. 

6. Conducive to Effec1ve Arbitra1on: By making specific awards on par1cular issues, the 
tribunal can efficiently address individual maSers as they are resolved, rather than wai1ng 
for the final resolu1on of the en1re case. 
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7. Coordina1on with Sec1on 47(2): Sec1on 47(3) complements Sec1on 47(2) by ensuring 
that each award made by the tribunal on a specific issue or part of a claim is accompanied 
by a clear iden1fica1on of the subject maSer of that award. 

In conclusion, Sec1on 47(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 requires the arbitral tribunal, when 
making an award under Sec1on 47(2) on a specific issue, claim, or part of a claim, to explicitly specify 
the subject maSer of that award. This provision enhances transparency, clarity, and enforceability in 
the arbitral process, allowing for efficient resolu1on of individual issues in complex disputes. 

 

48 REMEDIES 

(1) The par\es are free to agree on the powers exercisable by the arbitral tribunal as regards 
remedies. 

Key Points about sec1on 48(1): 

1. Freedom of Agreement: This provision emphasises the principle of party autonomy in 
arbitra1on. It allows the par1es to determine, through their agreement, the scope and 
extent of powers that the arbitral tribunal may exercise concerning remedies in the 
dispute. 

2. Flexibility and Customisa1on: By giving par1es the freedom to agree on the tribunal’s 
powers regarding remedies, the Act promotes flexibility in the arbitra1on process. Par1es 
can tailor the tribunal’s authority to meet the specific needs and complexi1es of their 
dispute. 

3. Wide Range of Remedies: The remedies referred to in this sec1on may include various 
forms of relief or redress that the tribunal can award to the par1es. This could encompass 
different types of damages, specific performance, injunc1ve relief, declaratory relief, and 
more. 

4. Specifying Remedies in the Arbitra1on Agreement: To exercise this freedom, par1es 
should include specific provisions in their arbitra1on agreement or contract that outline 
the powers and authority of the arbitral tribunal concerning remedies. This agreement 
may take the form of an arbitra1on clause within the contract. 

5. Consistency with the Principle of Party Autonomy: The principle of party autonomy is 
central to arbitra1on, allowing the par1es to crau their own resolu1on mechanisms, 
choose the governing law, and determine the scope of remedies available in the 
arbitra1on process. 

6. Balancing Interests: Sec1on 48(1) gives the par1es a significant degree of control over the 
dispute resolu1on process. However, it is subject to the overall framework and 
requirements of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 and any applicable mandatory laws. 

7. Limits on Remedial Powers: While the par1es have the freedom to agree on the tribunal’s 
powers as regards remedies, they cannot confer powers that are contrary to public policy 
or beyond the scope of the tribunal’s authority under the law. 
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8. Finality of Arbitra1on: Once the par1es have agreed on the powers of the arbitral tribunal 
regarding remedies, those powers are binding on the par1es and will govern the tribunal’s 
decision-making process. 

In conclusion, sec1on 48(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 affirms the principle of party autonomy 
in arbitra1on by allowing the par1es to agree on the powers exercisable by the arbitral tribunal as 
regards remedies. This provision enhances the flexibility and efficiency of the arbitra1on process, 
enabling the par1es to customise the resolu1on of their disputes to suit their specific needs and 
interests. However, any powers conferred must be consistent with the law and public policy to ensure 
the integrity of the arbitra1on proceedings. 

 

(2) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the tribunal has the following powers. 

Key Points about Sec1on 48(2): 

1. Default Powers: This provision outlines the default powers of the arbitral tribunal 
concerning remedies when the par1es have not agreed otherwise. In the absence of any 
specific agreement on the tribunal’s powers, this sec1on sets the standard framework for 
the tribunal’s authority in gran1ng remedies. 

2. Limited Scope: Sec1on 48(2) deals with the powers of the tribunal specifically related to 
remedies. It does not cover other aspects of arbitra1on, such as procedural maSers or 
evidence rules, which are addressed in other sec1ons of the Act. 

3. Default Remedial Powers: In the absence of an agreement, the tribunal’s powers 
concerning remedies will be derived from applicable laws and the arbitra1on rules chosen 
by the par1es (if any). These default powers allow the tribunal to grant appropriate relief 
based on the facts and circumstances of the case. 

4. Considera1on of Governing Law: The tribunal’s default powers will be influenced by the 
law chosen by the par1es as applicable to the substance of the dispute. The tribunal will 
apply this law when determining the appropriate remedies unless the par1es have agreed 
otherwise. 

5. Respec1ng Party Autonomy: While this sec1on specifies the default powers of the 
tribunal, it is important to note that par1es can always agree on different powers or tailor 
the tribunal’s authority to meet their specific needs and expecta1ons. 

6. Wide Range of Remedies: The default powers may include various forms of relief, such as 
damages, specific performance, injunc1ons, declaratory judgments, and any other 
remedies available under the applicable law. 

7. Balancing Interests: The default powers are designed to provide a balanced approach, 
allowing the tribunal to grant appropriate remedies to achieve fair and just outcomes in 
the dispute. However, the tribunal must also respect the principle of party autonomy and 
apply the law chosen by the par1es. 
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8. Limits on Powers: The tribunal’s powers concerning remedies are subject to any 
mandatory provisions of the law and cannot exceed the scope of the law or the arbitra1on 
agreement. 

In conclusion, sec1on 48(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the default powers of the 
arbitral tribunal concerning remedies when the par1es have not agreed otherwise. These default 
powers are derived from applicable laws and the par1es’ chosen rules (if any) and grant the tribunal 
the authority to award appropriate remedies to resolve the dispute. Nevertheless, the par1es have 
the freedom to agree on different powers, subject to the boundaries of the law and the arbitra1on 
agreement. 

 

(3) The tribunal may make a declara\on as to any ma_er to be determined in the proceedings. 

Key Points about sec1on 48(3): 

1. Declara1on of Rights: This provision grants the arbitral tribunal the power to make 
declara1ons on any maSer that requires determina1on in the arbitra1on proceedings. A 
declara1on is a formal statement by the tribunal regarding the rights, obliga1ons, or legal 
status of the par1es or any relevant issue in dispute. 

2. Legal Clarity: Declara1ons provide par1es with legal clarity and certainty without 
necessarily requiring the tribunal to award specific remedies like damages or specific 
performance. Instead, it confirms the legal posi1on of the par1es in rela1on to a specific 
issue or maSer. 

3. Non-Binding Nature: Unlike an award, a declara1on is non-binding. It does not create a 
legally enforceable obliga1on, but it clarifies the legal rights and obliga1ons of the par1es 
under the arbitra1on agreement or applicable law. 

4. Usefulness of Declara1ons: Declara1ons can be valuable in situa1ons where par1es seek 
clarity on a legal ques1on, the interpreta1on of contractual terms, or the existence of 
certain rights or du1es. They can also be used to establish a party’s legal posi1on or to 
support future nego1a1ons or li1ga1on. 

5. Supplemen1ng Awards: In certain cases, a declara1on may be issued alongside an award. 
The award addresses the substan1ve claims and remedies, while the declara1on clarifies 
specific legal issues or points of law relevant to the dispute. 

6. Scope of Declara1ons: The tribunal’s power to make declara1ons is broad and extends to 
any maSer that falls within the scope of the arbitra1on proceedings. This includes 
interpre1ng contractual provisions, determining the validity of a contract, or deciding the 
legal effect of certain ac1ons. 

7. No Binding Effect: As declara1ons are non-binding, they do not carry the same force as 
an award and do not require enforcement. However, par1es may choose to abide by the 
declara1on voluntarily or use it as guidance in their future ac1ons. 

8. Time of Declara1on: The tribunal may make a declara1on at any stage during the arbitral 
proceedings, as long as the maSer in ques1on falls within the scope of the proceedings. 
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In conclusion, sec1on 48(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the arbitral tribunal to make 
declara1ons on any maSer to be determined in the arbitra1on proceedings. Declara1ons serve to 
clarify legal rights, obliga1ons, and issues without crea1ng legally binding obliga1ons. They can provide 
par1es with legal certainty and assist in resolving disputes by providing clear interpreta1ons of the law 
or contractual provisions. 

 

(4) The tribunal may order the payment of a sum of money, in any currency. 

Key Points about sec1on 48(4): 

1. Monetary Awards: This provision grants the arbitral tribunal the power to issue monetary 
awards, ordering a party to pay a specified sum of money to another party. These 
monetary awards are legally binding and enforceable. 

2. Scope of Award: The tribunal’s power to order the payment of a sum of money is broad 
and allows it to make awards for various types of claims, such as compensatory damages, 
liquidated damages, interest, costs, and fees. 

3. Currency Flexibility: The provision also enables the tribunal to specify the currency in 
which the monetary award is to be paid. This means that the award can be denominated 
in any currency agreed upon by the par1es or deemed appropriate by the tribunal. 

4. Considera1on of Currency: In determining the currency for the payment, the tribunal may 
consider factors such as the currency of the underlying contract, the par1es’ loca1ons, or 
the currency in which the losses were incurred. 

5. Enforceability: A monetary award issued by the arbitral tribunal is legally enforceable 
under the law. The successful party can seek enforcement through the courts in 
accordance with the applicable na1onal and interna1onal conven1ons on the recogni1on 
and enforcement of arbitral awards. 

6. Arbitral Tribunal’s Discre1on: The tribunal has the discre1on to determine the appropriate 
amount to be awarded, taking into account the evidence and arguments presented by the 
par1es during the arbitral proceedings. 

7. Finality of Award: Once the monetary award is issued by the tribunal, it is considered final 
and binding, subject to any rights of appeal or challenge allowed under the law or the 
arbitra1on agreement. 

8. Conversion of Currency: In cases where the award is denominated in a currency different 
from the currency of the party’s jurisdic1on, the winning party may need to consider 
currency conversion and exchange rate fluctua1ons when enforcing the award. 

9. Compliance with Award: Par1es are obligated to comply with the monetary award as per 
the tribunal’s order. Failure to do so may lead to enforcement ac1ons and poten1al 
penal1es. 

In conclusion, sec1on 48(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the arbitral tribunal to order 
the payment of a specified sum of money, in any currency, to a party. This allows the tribunal to issue 
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legally binding monetary awards in various currency denomina1ons based on the merits of the case 
and the relevant circumstances. 

 

(5) The tribunal has the same powers as the court— 

(a) to order a party to do or refrain from doing anything; 

(b) to order specific performance of a contract (other than a contract rela\ng to land); 

(c) to order the rec\fica\on, sepng aside or cancella\on of a deed or other document. 

Key Points about sec1on 48(5): 

1. Court-Like Powers: This provision grants the arbitral tribunal powers that are equivalent 
to those possessed by a court. It empowers the tribunal to issue orders and remedies that 
a court could have issued in rela1on to certain maSers. 

2. Ordering Ac1ons or Refraining: The tribunal can order a party to either perform a specific 
ac1on or refrain from doing something. This enables the tribunal to issue mandatory or 
prohibitor injunc1ons similar to those issued by a court. 

3. Specific Performance: The tribunal has the authority to order specific performance of a 
contract (other than a contract rela1ng to land). Specific performance means compelling 
a party to fulfil its contractual obliga1ons as per the agreed terms. 

4. Excep1ons for Land Contracts: Specific performance of contracts related to land is 
excluded from the tribunal’s power. Land contracts ouen have specific legal complexi1es, 
and such maSers are typically reserved for resolu1on by the courts. 

5. Rec1fica1on, Se{ng Aside, or Cancella1on of Deeds/Document: The tribunal can order 
the rec1fica1on, se{ng aside, or cancella1on of a deed or other document if it finds that 
it was executed in error or is otherwise invalid or voidable. 

6. Limita1on on Power: It is important to note that these powers are not limitless and are 
subject to the par1es’ agreement. If the par1es do not want the tribunal to have specific 
powers, they can exclude or modify them through their arbitra1on agreement. 

7. Legal Remedies Available: By providing the tribunal with court-like powers, the Act aims 
to ensure effec1ve and efficient dispute resolu1on in arbitra1on proceedings. The goal is 
to grant the tribunal the necessary tools to resolve disputes in a fair and equitable 
manner. 

8. Consistency with Court Proceedings: Sec1on 48(5) aligns the powers of the arbitral 
tribunal with court proceedings, making it easier for par1es to transi1on from court 
li1ga1on to arbitra1on and ensuring that similar remedies are available in both contexts. 

In conclusion, sec1on 48(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 confers on the arbitral tribunal powers 
equivalent to those of a court. These powers allow the tribunal to issue orders related to specific 
performance of contracts (excluding land contracts), ac1ons or restraints on par1es, and rec1fica1on, 
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se{ng aside, or cancella1on of deeds or other documents. However, the powers are subject to the 
par1es’ agreement, and they can modify or exclude them if they choose to do so in their arbitra1on 
agreement. 

 

49 INTEREST 

(1) The par\es are free to agree on the powers of the tribunal as regards the award of interest. 

Key Points about Sec1on 49(1): 

1. Freedom of Agreement: This provision emphasises the principle of party autonomy in 
arbitra1on. It states that the par1es have the freedom to determine and agree on the 
powers of the arbitral tribunal concerning the award of interest. 

2. Interest on Awards: “Interest” here refers to the payment of addi1onal money on top of 
the principal amount awarded. It is a compensa1on for the 1me value of money, and it is 
ouen awarded to compensate the prevailing party for the delay in receiving the monetary 
award. 

3. Flexibility in Awarding Interest: By allowing the par1es to agree on the powers of the 
tribunal in rela1on to interest, the Act recognises the importance of flexibility in 
arbitra1on proceedings. Par1es can tailor their arbitra1on agreement to suit their specific 
needs and preferences regarding interest awards. 

4. Scope of Agreement: The par1es can agree on various aspects of interest awards, 
including the rate of interest, the period for which interest should be awarded, and the 
circumstances under which interest should be awarded. 

5. Default Rule: If the par1es do not expressly agree on the powers of the tribunal regarding 
interest in their arbitra1on agreement, the default rules of the law governing the 
arbitra1on will apply. In England, the default rule is that the arbitral tribunal has the 
power to award simple or compound interest, as it considers appropriate, on the whole 
or any part of the monetary award. 

6. Consistency with Party Autonomy Principle: Sec1on 49(1) reaffirms the principle of party 
autonomy, which is a fundamental characteris1c of arbitra1on. It empowers par1es to 
shape the arbitra1on process and the remedies available according to their specific 
commercial needs and preferences. 

7. Importance of Clear Agreements: To avoid disputes or confusion later on, par1es should 
ensure that their arbitra1on agreement explicitly addresses the issue of interest awards, 
including any specific terms or condi1ons regarding interest. 

In conclusion, Sec1on 49(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 underscores the importance of party 
autonomy in arbitra1on by allowing the par1es to agree on the powers of the arbitral tribunal 
concerning the award of interest. This provision grants par1es the flexibility to tailor their arbitra1on 
agreement to meet their specific needs and preferences regarding interest awards, providing a clear 
and predictable framework for the resolu1on of disputes related to interest in arbitra1on. 
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(2) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es the following provisions apply. 

Key Points about Sec1on 49(2): 

1. Default Provisions: Sec1on 49(2) sets out default provisions related to the award of 
interest in arbitra1on. These provisions apply when the par1es have not reached an 
agreement regarding the powers of the tribunal concerning the award of interest. 

2. Scope of Applica1on: The default provisions outlined in Sec1on 49(2) apply to all 
arbitra1ons conducted under the English Arbitra1on Act 1996, where the par1es have not 
expressly agreed otherwise in their arbitra1on agreement. 

3. Awarding Interest under Default Provisions: When the par1es have not agreed otherwise, 
the arbitral tribunal has the power to award interest under the following default 
provisions: 

a. Power to Award Simple or Compound Interest: The tribunal may award simple or 
compound interest, as it considers appropriate, on the whole or any part of the 
monetary award. 

b. Rate of Interest: The tribunal has the discre1on to determine the rate of interest to 
be applied, taking into account the circumstances of the case. 

c. Period of Interest: The tribunal may specify the period for which interest is to be 
awarded, which can include the 1me from which the principal amount became due 
un1l the date of the award or any other relevant date. 

4. Importance of Express Agreements: Par1es are encouraged to include specific provisions 
in their arbitra1on agreement regarding the award of interest to avoid uncertainty or 
disputes in the future. When par1es agree otherwise, the default provisions outlined in 
sec1on 49(2) will not apply. 

5. Preserving Party Autonomy: Sec1on 49(2) respects the principle of party autonomy by 
allowing par1es to customise their arbitra1on agreement based on their specific needs, 
including interest awards. 

6. Certainty and Predictability: The inclusion of default provisions ensures that there is a 
clear legal framework for the arbitral tribunal to follow in cases where the par1es have 
not explicitly agreed on the powers of the tribunal concerning the award of interest. 

In summary, sec1on 49(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides default provisions regarding the 
award of interest in arbitra1on when the par1es have not agreed otherwise. These provisions grant 
the arbitral tribunal the power to award simple or compound interest, determine the rate and period 
of interest, and help maintain a degree of certainty and predictability in the absence of express 
agreements between the par1es. Par1es are encouraged to make clear and specific provisions in their 
arbitra1on agreement to define the powers of the tribunal regarding interest awards according to their 
preferences and commercial needs. 
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(3) The tribunal may award simple or compound interest from such dates, at such rates and with 
such rests as it considers meets the jus\ce of the case— 

(a) on the whole or part of any amount awarded by the tribunal, in respect of any period 
up to the date of the award; 

(b) on the whole or part of any amount claimed in the arbitra\on and outstanding at the 
commencement of the arbitral proceedings but paid before the award was made, in 
respect of any period up to the date of payment. 

Key Points about sec1on 49(3): 

1. Flexibility in Awarding Interest: Sec1on 49(3) provides the arbitral tribunal with significant 
flexibility in determining the award of interest in arbitra1on. It grants the tribunal the 
discre1on to decide various aspects related to interest, such as the dates from which 
interest should be awarded, the rates of interest, and the rests (compounding intervals). 

2. Interest on Awarded Amounts: The tribunal may award simple or compound interest on 
the whole or any part of the amount awarded by the tribunal. This means that the interest 
can be calculated based on the total sum awarded or specific por1ons of the award, 
depending on the circumstances of the case. 

3. Interest Periods: The tribunal has the authority to determine the period for which interest 
should be awarded. It can cover any period leading up to the date of the award, which 
typically includes the 1me from which the principal amount became due un1l the date of 
the tribunal’s decision. 

4. Interest on Outstanding Amounts: Sec1on 49(3)(b) allows the tribunal to award interest 
on the whole or any part of the amount claimed in the arbitra1on and outstanding at the 
start of the arbitral proceedings. This provision addresses situa1ons where the claimant 
is owed a sum of money before the arbitra1on proceedings commence, and it remains 
unpaid un1l the date of payment, which may be before the issuance of the final award. 

5. Determining the Jus1ce of the Case: The tribunal must consider the jus1ce of the case 
while making decisions on interest. This ensures that the interest awarded aligns with the 
circumstances of the dispute and reflects the par1es’ ac1ons and conduct throughout the 
arbitra1on process. 

6. Interest Rates and Rests: The tribunal may set the rate at which interest is awarded and 
determine whether the interest will be simple or compound. Simple interest accrues only 
on the principal amount, while compound interest accumulates on both the principal and 
any previously accrued interest. 

7. Party Autonomy and Agreements: As with other maSers related to interest, par1es have 
the op1on to agree on the specific terms for awarding interest in their arbitra1on 
agreement. However, if there is no agreement, the tribunal exercises its discre1on in 
accordance with sec1on 49(3). 

Overall, sec1on 49(3) grants the arbitral tribunal wide discre1on in awarding interest based on the 
jus1ce of the case. The tribunal can decide the dates from which interest accrues, the rates of interest, 
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and whether to use simple or compound interest. This flexibility allows the tribunal to tailor the award 
of interest to the unique circumstances of each arbitra1on and ensure a fair resolu1on of the dispute. 

 

(4) The tribunal may award simple or compound interest from the date of the award (or any later 
date) un\l payment, at such rates and with such rests as it considers meets the jus\ce of the 
case, on the outstanding amount of any award (including any award of interest under 
subsec\on (3) and any award as to costs). 

Key Points about sec1on 49(4): 

1. Post-Award Interest: Sec1on 49(4) deals with the award of interest auer the issuance of 
the arbitral award. It grants the arbitral tribunal the power to award simple or compound 
interest on the outstanding amount of any award, including interest awarded under 
subsec1on (3) and any award related to costs. 

2. Interest from the Date of the Award: The tribunal can award interest from the date of the 
award itself or any later date specified by the tribunal. This allows the tribunal to consider 
the specific circumstances of the case and decide the most appropriate star1ng point for 
interest accrual. 

3. Interest un1l Payment: The interest awarded under sec1on 49(4) applies un1l the 
outstanding amount of the award is fully paid by the losing party. It is intended to 
compensate the prevailing party for the 1me value of money and any delay in receiving 
the awarded sum. 

4. Discre1on of the Tribunal: The tribunal has broad discre1on in determining the rate of 
interest and the rests (compounding intervals) to be applied. The objec1ve is to ensure 
that the award of interest aligns with the jus1ce of the case and compensates the 
prevailing party adequately for any delay in receiving the awarded amount. 

5. Scope of the Award: Sec1on 49(4) applies to any award made by the tribunal, including 
both the principal amount of the award and any interest awarded under Sec1on 49(3) 
(interest on the principal sum up to the date of the award). Addi1onally, it encompasses 
any award rela1ng to costs incurred by the par1es during the arbitra1on proceedings. 

6. Flexibility for the Tribunal: The provision gives the tribunal the authority to consider 
various factors, such as the prevailing market condi1ons, economic circumstances, and 
the nature of the dispute, in determining the rate and rests for post-award interest. 

7. Ensuring Fair Compensa1on: The award of post-award interest serves to provide the 
prevailing party with fair compensa1on for the 1me value of money during the period 
between the award and its actual payment. 

8. Party Autonomy and Agreements: As with other maSers related to interest, par1es have 
the op1on to agree on the specific terms for awarding post-award interest in their 
arbitra1on agreement. However, if there is no agreement, the tribunal exercises its 
discre1on in accordance with sec1on 49(4). 
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Overall, sec1on 49(4) empowers the arbitral tribunal to award post-award interest on the outstanding 
amount of any award, including interest under subsec1on (3) and costs. The tribunal has the flexibility 
to determine the appropriate rate and rests based on the jus1ce of the case, ensuring fair 
compensa1on for the prevailing party. This provision further emphasises the importance of the 
tribunal’s discre1on in crauing a just and equitable award in arbitra1on proceedings. 

 

(5) References in this sec\on to an amount awarded by the tribunal include an amount payable 
in consequence of a declaratory award by the tribunal. 

Key Points about Sec1on 49(5): 

1. Inclusion of Declaratory Awards: Sec1on 49(5) clarifies that the references made in 
Sec1on 49 (specifically, subsec1ons (3) and (4)) to “an amount awarded by the tribunal” 
also encompass amounts payable in consequence of a declaratory award by the arbitral 
tribunal. 

2. Nature of Declaratory Awards: A declaratory award is an arbitral decision that provides a 
declara1on of the par1es’ rights, obliga1ons, or legal posi1ons without ordering specific 
ac1ons or gran1ng a monetary award. In such cases, the tribunal’s decision does not 
directly result in the payment of money, but it may have significant consequences for the 
par1es’ rights and obliga1ons. 

3. Scope of Awarded Amounts: Sec1on 49(5) ensures that the provisions related to interest 
(both pre- and post-award) are applicable to amounts that may become payable as a 
result of the declaratory award. This means that, if the declaratory award later leads to 
an obliga1on to pay a specific amount (e.g., compensa1on), the provisions for awarding 
interest under Sec1on 49 can apply to that amount. 

4. Enabling Effec1ve Remedies: By considering amounts payable under a declaratory award 
as part of the tribunal’s award for the purpose of calcula1ng interest, Sec1on 49(5) 
enables effec1ve remedies for the prevailing party even when the award itself is 
declaratory in nature. 

5. Ensuring Fair Compensa1on: The provision ensures that a party receiving a declaratory 
award, which may not immediately result in a direct payment, is not disadvantaged when 
it comes to receiving fair compensa1on, including any interest that may be awarded, for 
the outcome of the arbitra1on. 

6. Consistency in Interpreta1on: Sec1on 49(5) clarifies the interpreta1on and applica1on of 
other subsec1ons in Sec1on 49 concerning the awarding of interest, making it clear that 
the concept of an “amount awarded by the tribunal” includes amounts arising from 
declaratory awards. 

In summary, sec1on 49(5) ensures that amounts payable in consequence of a declaratory award by 
the arbitral tribunal are treated in the same manner as other monetary awards when it comes to the 
calcula1on of interest. This provision aims to provide consistent and fair remedies to par1es involved 
in arbitra1on, regardless of whether the award is in the form of a monetary award or a declaratory 
decision. 
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(6) The above provisions do not affect any other power of the tribunal to award interest. 

Key Points about sec1on 49(6): 

1. Preserva1on of Tribunal’s Discre1on: Sec1on 49(6) emphasises that the provisions 
outlined in sec1on 49 (specifically, subsec1ons (3) and (4)) rela1ng to the tribunal’s power 
to award interest do not restrict or limit any other power that the tribunal may have in 
awarding interest. 

2. Tribunal’s Broad Discre1on: Arbitral tribunals are granted broad discre1on in deciding on 
maSers rela1ng to the arbitra1on, including the awarding of interest. Sec1on 49(6) 
reaffirms the tribunal’s wide discre1on to determine the terms and condi1ons under 
which interest may be awarded. 

3. Flexible Approach: The Act intends to promote flexibility and party autonomy in 
arbitra1on proceedings. Therefore, the tribunal’s powers to award interest are not 
confined solely to the specific situa1ons detailed in sec1on 49(3) and (4). The tribunal can 
s1ll exercise its discre1on to award interest in other appropriate circumstances, as it 
deems fit. 

4. Other Sources of Interest Awards: Apart from the provisions in sec1on 49, there may be 
other contractual agreements or applicable laws that authorise the tribunal to award 
interest. These other sources of authority are not affected by the specific provisions in 
sec1on 49. 

5. Ensuring Fair and Equitable Outcomes: Sec1on 49(6) ensures that the tribunal has the 
freedom to consider any relevant factors and the specific circumstances of the case when 
deciding whether to award interest, and if so, the rate, dura1on, and rest periods. This 
allows the tribunal to tailor the interest award to achieve a fair and equitable outcome 
for the par1es. 

6. Resolving Conflicts with sec1on 49: If there is a conflict between the provisions of sec1on 
49 and any other source of authority concerning the awarding of interest, the tribunal 
may rely on sec1on 49(6) to retain its full discre1on to award interest according to the 
most appropriate principles or guidelines, as long as it is consistent with the par1es’ 
agreement and the applicable law. 

In summary, sec1on 49(6) reinforces the tribunal’s discre1on to award interest in arbitral proceedings 
beyond the specific scenarios outlined in sec1on 49(3) and (4). The provision preserves the tribunal’s 
freedom to exercise its discre1on and consider all relevant factors in awarding interest, ensuring that 
the tribunal can make a fair and just decision based on the specific circumstances of the case. 
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50 EXTENSION OF TIME FOR MAKING AWARD 

(1) Where the \me for making an award is limited by or in pursuance of the arbitra\on 
agreement, then, unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the court may in accordance with 
the following provisions by order extend that \me. 

Key Points about sec1on 50(1): 

1. Time Limit for Making an Award: In arbitra1on, the par1es ouen agree to a specific 1me 
limit within which the arbitral tribunal must make its final award. This 1me limit may be 
set directly in the arbitra1on agreement or determined through the rules of the chosen 
arbitra1on ins1tu1on. 

2. Power of the Court: Sec1on 50(1) provides the court with the authority to extend the 1me 
for making an award when it is limited by the arbitra1on agreement or rules. The court’s 
power to extend the 1me is subject to the condi1ons and requirements set out in the 
following provisions of the Act. 

3. Preserving Party Autonomy: While the court has the power to extend the 1me for making 
an award, it can only do so if the par1es have not agreed otherwise. If the par1es have 
already agreed to extend the 1me or have set different procedures for 1me extensions, 
the court cannot intervene unless the par1es subsequently agree to modify their 
agreement. 

4. Court’s Discre1on: The court’s decision to extend the 1me for making an award is 
discre1onary and should be made in accordance with the principles of fairness and 
jus1ce. The court will consider the par1cular circumstances of the case and the reasons 
for the delay in making the award. 

5. Order of the Court: If the court determines that an extension of 1me is appropriate, it will 
issue an order to that effect. This order will specify the new 1me limit within which the 
arbitral tribunal must render its award. 

6. Condi1ons for Extension: While the Act does not explicitly state the condi1ons for 
gran1ng an extension, common reasons for extending the 1me limit may include 
complexi1es in the case, the volume of evidence, the need for addi1onal hearings, or 
unforeseen circumstances that hinder the tribunal’s ability to deliver the award within the 
ini1ally agreed 1meframe. 

7. Limits of the Court’s Interven1on: The court’s power to extend the 1me for making an 
award is only one aspect of its limited role in arbitra1on. The Act is designed to support 
the autonomy of the arbitral process and the primacy of the arbitral tribunal in deciding 
the dispute. 

In summary, sec1on 50(1) empowers the court to extend the 1me for making an award when such 
1me is restricted by the arbitra1on agreement or rules. However, the court’s interven1on is subject to 
the absence of an agreement to the contrary by the par1es. The court’s decision to grant an extension 
is discre1onary, and it will consider the circumstances of the case to ensure fairness and efficiency in 
the arbitral proceedings. 
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(2) An applica\on for an order under this sec\on may be made— 

(a) by the tribunal (upon no\ce to the par\es), or 

(b) by any party to the proceedings (upon no\ce to the tribunal and the other par\es), 

but only ajer exhaus\ng any available arbitral process for obtaining an extension of \me. 

Key Points about sec1on 50(2): 

1. Applica1on for Extension: Sec1on 50(2) deals with the process of seeking an extension of 
1me for making an award when the 1me limit is limited by the arbitra1on agreement or 
rules. It provides for two possible applicants who can make such an applica1on: the 
arbitral tribunal and any party to the arbitra1on proceedings. 

2. Tribunal’s Applica1on: The arbitral tribunal may ini1ate the applica1on for an extension 
of 1me. However, it must give no1ce of the applica1on to all the par1es involved in the 
arbitra1on. This ensures transparency and allows the par1es to respond or provide their 
views on the applica1on. 

3. Party’s Applica1on: A party to the arbitra1on proceedings may also make an applica1on 
for an extension of 1me. If a party decides to make such an applica1on, it must no1fy the 
tribunal and all other par1es about the applica1on. This requirement ensures that all 
par1es are informed of the request for an extension and have an opportunity to respond. 

4. Exhaus1on of Arbitral Process: Before approaching the court for an extension of 1me, the 
party or tribunal making the applica1on must first exhaust any available arbitral process 
for obtaining an extension. This requirement reflects the principle of party autonomy and 
emphasises that par1es should first aSempt to resolve procedural maSers, such as 1me 
extensions, within the arbitra1on process before seeking court interven1on. 

5. Efficient Resolu1on: The Act promotes efficient resolu1on of disputes through arbitra1on, 
and par1es are encouraged to u1lise the arbitral process to resolve procedural issues. This 
helps avoid unnecessary court involvement and maintains the par1es’ autonomy in the 
arbitra1on proceedings. 

6. Time Extension Procedure: The Act does not specify a par1cular procedure for obtaining 
an extension of 1me within the arbitral process. The process for reques1ng and gran1ng 
such an extension is typically outlined in the arbitra1on agreement, ins1tu1onal rules, or 
agreed procedural guidelines established at the outset of the arbitra1on. 

In summary, sec1on 50(2) governs the applica1on process for obtaining an extension of 1me for 
making an award when the 1me limit is limited by the arbitra1on agreement or rules. The applica1on 
can be ini1ated by either the arbitral tribunal or a party to the proceedings, but only auer the 
exhaus1on of any available arbitral process for obtaining an extension. This provision reinforces the 
importance of u1lising the arbitral process for resolving procedural maSers and encourages efficient 
and effec1ve resolu1on of disputes through arbitra1on. 
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(3) The court shall only make an order if sa\sfied that a substan\al injus\ce would otherwise be 
done. 

Key Points about Sec1on 50(3): 

1. Court’s Discre1on: Sec1on 50(3) limits the court’s power to make an order extending the 
1me for making an award. The court has the discre1on to grant an extension but is not 
obligated to do so. 

2. Standard of Review: To make an order, the court must be sa1sfied that a “substan1al 
injus1ce” would occur if the extension is not granted. This standard implies that a mere 
inconvenience or delay may not be sufficient grounds to jus1fy an extension. Instead, the 
court must consider whether the failure to extend the 1me limit would result in a 
significant detriment to one or more par1es. 

3. Balancing Interests: The provision aims to strike a balance between ensuring that par1es 
have adequate 1me to present their case effec1vely and preven1ng undue delays that 
might prejudice the other party or compromise the efficiency of the arbitra1on process. 

4. Cau1onary Approach: Courts generally adopt a cau1ous approach when deciding 
whether to grant an extension of 1me. They recognise the importance of enforcing 
agreed-upon 1melines to maintain the efficiency and effec1veness of arbitra1on as an 
alterna1ve dispute resolu1on mechanism. 

5. Fairness and Jus1ce: The principle underlying this provision is to prevent a situa1on where 
a party is unfairly prejudiced due to an unreasonably short 1me limit, especially when 
circumstances beyond their control may have caused the delay. 

6. Balancing Efficiency and Fairness: While the Act seeks to promote efficiency in arbitra1on, 
it also acknowledges the need for fairness and jus1ce in the process. Therefore, the court 
will assess the circumstances of each case to determine if a substan1al injus1ce would 
result from the failure to grant an extension. 

7. Discre1onary Nature: The Act grants the court broad discre1on in deciding whether to 
extend the 1me for making an award. Each case will be evaluated on its merits, and the 
court will consider the specific circumstances and reasons presented by the party seeking 
the extension. 

In summary, sec1on 50(3) emphasises the court’s discre1onary power to grant an extension of 1me 
for making an award. The court will only make such an order if it is sa1sfied that a substan1al injus1ce 
would otherwise occur. This provision ensures that while par1es have the flexibility to request 1me 
extensions, such requests will be carefully reviewed to maintain the balance between efficiency and 
fairness in the arbitral proceedings. 

 

(4) The court may extend the \me for such period and on such terms as it thinks fit, and may do 
so whether or not the \me previously fixed (by or under the agreement or by a previous order) 
has expired. 

Key Points about sec1on 50(4): 
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1. Discre1onary Power: Sec1on 50(4) grants the court wide discre1on in deciding the 
dura1on and terms of the 1me extension. The court can use its judgment to determine 
the appropriate period within which the award must be made, considering the 
circumstances of the case and the interests of the par1es involved. 

2. Flexibility: The provision allows the court to exercise its power to extend the 1me limit 
based on the merits of the applica1on, regardless of whether the ini1al 1me limit has 
already expired. This provides par1es and the court with flexibility in dealing with 
situa1ons where addi1onal 1me is necessary. 

3. No Limita1on on Dura1on: There is no specific limita1on on the dura1on of the 1me 
extension that the court may grant. It means that the court can extend the 1me for a 
period it considers appropriate based on the facts and circumstances of the case. This 
ensures that the court can make a fair and just decision, taking into account the 
complexity of the issues, the availability of evidence, and other relevant factors. 

4. Imposing Terms: Apart from deciding the period of extension, the court can also impose 
specific terms or condi1ons upon gran1ng the extension. These terms could include 
requirements for expedited proceedings or compliance with certain procedural rules to 
ensure the 1mely conclusion of the arbitra1on. 

5. Balancing Interests: When determining the terms of the extension, the court will consider 
the interests of both par1es and aim to strike a fair balance between the need for a 
reasonable extension and the goal of expedi1ous resolu1on of the dispute. 

6. Subsequent Extensions: The court’s power to extend the 1me is not limited to a single 
extension. If necessary, the court can grant mul1ple extensions as long as it deems it 
appropriate and jus1fied. 

7. Courts Facilita1ng Arbitra1on: Sec1on 50(4) reflects the broader policy of the Arbitra1on 
Act to facilitate the arbitral process by providing mechanisms for dealing with prac1cal 
issues that may arise during the course of arbitra1on, including 1me extensions when 
needed. 

In conclusion, sec1on 50(4) grants the court significant discre1on to extend the 1me for making an 
award on terms it deems fit. The court can make an order for an extension regardless of whether the 
ini1al 1me limit has already expired. The provision ensures that the court can address prac1cal 
challenges in arbitra1on proceedings and make fair decisions while promo1ng the efficiency of the 
arbitra1on process. 

 

(5) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this 
sec\on. 

Key Points about sec1on 50(5): 

1. Appeals from Decisions: Sec1on 50(5) addresses the possibility of appeals from decisions 
made by the court regarding the extension of 1me for making an award under Sec1on 
50(1) of the Arbitra1on Act. 
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2. Leave of the Court: Before a party can appeal the court’s decision, they must first obtain 
“leave” from the court. “Leave” means permission or authorisa1on to proceed with the 
appeal. This requirement is in place to ensure that only appropriate and meritorious 
appeals are allowed. 

3. Limited Grounds for Appeal: The Act imposes this leave requirement to restrict the right 
to appeal and discourage frivolous or unnecessary appeals. The court will only grant leave 
if there are valid grounds for appeal, such as an error in law or a significant issue of general 
importance. 

4. Judicial Discre1on: The court has discre1on in gran1ng or denying leave for an appeal. 
This discre1onary power allows the court to filter out appeals that lack merit or do not 
raise substan1al legal issues, thus saving judicial resources and ensuring efficient 
resolu1on of disputes. 

5. Preserving the Arbitra1on Process: The requirement for leave to appeal helps maintain 
the finality and efficiency of arbitra1on proceedings. It prevents undue delays and legal 
challenges to the arbitral process, which is intended to offer a quicker and more flexible 
alterna1ve to tradi1onal court li1ga1on. 

6. Harmonising with the Arbitra1on Process: The Act aims to promote the principle of party 
autonomy and the finality of arbitra1on awards. By requiring leave for appeals, it 
encourages par1es to adhere to their arbitra1on agreement and accept the arbitral 
tribunal’s decision as final, except in excep1onal circumstances. 

7. Ensuring Consistency and Uniformity: By requiring leave for appeals, the Act helps ensure 
a consistent and uniform approach to appeals from decisions on 1me extensions, 
preven1ng disparate interpreta1ons of the law across different courts. 

In conclusion, sec1on 50(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that par1es seeking to appeal 
a court decision on extending the 1me for making an award must first obtain leave from the court. 
This requirement ensures that appeals are only allowed in cases with strong grounds and contributes 
to the efficient and final resolu1on of disputes through the arbitra1on process. 

 

51 SETTLEMENT 

(1) If during arbitral proceedings the par\es se_le the dispute, the following provisions apply 
unless otherwise agreed by the par\es. 

Key Points about Sec1on 51(1): 

1. Applicability of Provisions: Sec1on 51(1) deals with the situa1on where the par1es 
involved in an arbitra1on proceeding reach a seSlement to resolve their dispute before 
the arbitral tribunal renders a final award. 

2. SeSlement During Arbitra1on: Arbitra1on proceedings are designed to provide par1es 
with a flexible and private alterna1ve to court li1ga1on for resolving disputes. However, 
par1es may choose to seSle their dispute at any stage of the arbitra1on process. 
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3. Default Applica1on: Sec1on 51(1) sets out default provisions that will apply when par1es 
reach a seSlement during arbitral proceedings, unless the par1es have agreed otherwise 
in their arbitra1on agreement or subsequently during the proceedings. 

4. Effect of SeSlement: When the par1es reach a seSlement, the dispute is considered 
resolved between them based on the terms of the seSlement agreement. This means 
that the substan1ve issues forming the subject of the dispute are seSled, and no further 
adjudica1on by the arbitral tribunal is required. 

5. Enforceability of SeSlement: A seSlement reached during arbitra1on is generally 
enforceable as a binding agreement between the par1es. It is treated like any other 
contract, and the par1es are bound to perform their respec1ve obliga1ons under the 
seSlement terms. 

6. No Need for a Final Award: As the dispute has been seSled, there is no need for the 
arbitral tribunal to render a final award on the merits of the case. The seSlement itself 
resolves the maSer, making any further decision by the tribunal unnecessary. 

7. Time and Cost Savings: SeSling the dispute during arbitra1on can save 1me and costs for 
both par1es, as they avoid the need to con1nue with further hearings and the final award 
process. 

8. Party Autonomy: Sec1on 51(1) recognises the principle of party autonomy, allowing the 
par1es to agree on different provisions to apply in case of a seSlement during arbitral 
proceedings. If the par1es agree otherwise, the default provisions of this sec1on would 
not apply. 

In summary, Sec1on 51(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the default provisions that apply 
when par1es reach a seSlement during arbitral proceedings. It confirms the finality and enforceability 
of the seSlement agreement, making further proceedings before the arbitral tribunal unnecessary. 
However, par1es have the freedom to agree on different provisions in their arbitra1on agreement or 
during the proceedings if they wish to deviate from the default provisions. 

 

(2) The tribunal shall terminate the substan\ve proceedings and, if so requested by the par\es 
and not objected to by the tribunal, shall record the se_lement in the form of an agreed 
award. 

Key Points about Sec1on 51(2): 

1. Termina1on of Proceedings: Sec1on 51(2) requires the arbitral tribunal to terminate the 
substan1ve proceedings once the par1es reach a seSlement during the course of 
arbitra1on. This means that the proceedings come to an end, and the tribunal no longer 
needs to render a final award on the merits of the case. 

2. Recording the SeSlement: If the par1es request it, and the tribunal does not object, the 
tribunal is obligated to record the terms of the seSlement in the form of an “agreed 
award”. The agreed award serves as a wriSen confirma1on of the seSlement agreement, 
and it acts as a formal document that sets out the terms and condi1ons of the seSlement 
reached between the par1es. 
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3. Agreed Award: An agreed award is a specific type of award that is unique to arbitra1on 
proceedings. Unlike a regular award, which is typically issued auer a full hearing and a 
decision on the merits of the case, an agreed award is issued when the par1es themselves 
reach a seSlement and request the tribunal to record it. 

4. Voluntary Recording: The recording of the seSlement as an agreed award is not 
mandatory; it depends on the par1es’ request and the tribunal’s lack of objec1on. If the 
par1es prefer to keep the seSlement confiden1al or wish to handle it in a different 
manner, they can choose not to request an agreed award. 

5. Benefits of an Agreed Award: An agreed award can provide par1es with a formal, 
recognised, and enforceable document that confirms the terms of their seSlement. It 
adds a level of finality and authority to the seSlement, making it easier to enforce in case 
of non-compliance by either party. 

6. Limita1on of Tribunal’s Role: Once the par1es reach a seSlement, the role of the arbitral 
tribunal is limited to termina1ng the proceedings and, if requested, recording the 
seSlement in the form of an agreed award. The tribunal does not need to engage further 
in deciding the merits of the case or rendering a tradi1onal final award. 

In summary, Sec1on 51(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that the arbitral tribunal must 
terminate the substan1ve proceedings when the par1es reach a seSlement during arbitra1on. If 
requested by the par1es and not objected to by the tribunal, the seSlement can be recorded in the 
form of an agreed award, providing a formal and enforceable wriSen record of the seSlement 
agreement. However, recording the seSlement as an agreed award is at the discre1on of the par1es 
and the tribunal, and they can choose other methods to document their seSlement if they prefer. 

 

(3) An agreed award shall state that it is an award of the tribunal and shall have the same status 
and effect as any other award on the merits of the case. 

Key Points about Sec1on 51(3): 

1. Form and Status of Agreed Award: Sec1on 51(3) clarifies that an agreed award, which 
records the seSlement reached between the par1es, must be in the form of an “award of 
the tribunal”. Despite its nature as an agreed seSlement, it is treated as an official award 
issued by the arbitral tribunal. 

2. Equivalent Status as Other Awards: The sec1on further states that an agreed award 
carries the same “status and effect” as any other award rendered by the tribunal on the 
merits of the case. This means that an agreed award is treated with the same legal 
significance and enforceability as a regular award that results from a full hearing and the 
tribunal’s decision on the merits of the dispute. 

3. Legal Validity and Enforceability: As with any other award, an agreed award is legally valid 
and enforceable. It binds the par1es to the terms of their seSlement, and they must 
comply with the obliga1ons and provisions contained in the agreed award. 

4. Recogni1on and Enforcement: The agreed award, like any other award, can be recognised 
and enforced by courts in accordance with the New York Conven1on on the Recogni1on 
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and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (or other applicable conven1ons or na1onal 
laws). The par1es can seek enforcement of the agreed award in the same manner as they 
would for any other arbitral award. 

5. Finality: Once the arbitral tribunal issues an agreed award, it has the same finality as any 
other award on the merits of the case. The seSlement agreement recorded in the agreed 
award becomes binding on the par1es and brings the arbitral proceedings to a defini1ve 
conclusion. 

6. Transparency and Legal Protec1on: Requiring the agreed award to state that it is an award 
of the tribunal ensures transparency and legal protec1on for the par1es. By explicitly 
designa1ng it as an award, the par1es have the assurance that the agreed award is subject 
to the same legal framework and safeguards as regular awards. 

In summary, Sec1on 51(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that an agreed award, which 
records a seSlement reached between the par1es during the arbitral proceedings, must be stated as 
an award of the tribunal. The agreed award carries the same legal status, effect, and enforceability as 
any other award rendered by the tribunal on the merits of the case. This provision ensures that the 
agreed award is treated with the same legal significance as a regular award and provides transparency 
and legal protec1on to the par1es’ seSlement agreement. 

 

(4) The following provisions of this Part rela\ng to awards (sec\ons 52 to 58) apply to an agreed 
award. 

Key Points about Sec1on 51(4): 

1. Sec1on 51(4) specifies that certain provisions in Part III of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996, 
specifically Sec1ons 52 to 58, apply to an agreed award. Part III of the Act deals with 
various aspects of arbitral awards, including their form, correc1on, interpreta1on, 
challenge, and enforcement. By applying these provisions to an agreed award, the Act 
ensures that the agreed award receives similar treatment and is subject to the same legal 
framework as any other regular arbitral award. 

2. Relevance of Sec1ons 52 to 58: 

a. Sec1on 52 — Form and Content of the Award: Sec1on 52 deals with the form and 
content of the award. It sets out the requirements for the award’s wri1ng, 
signature, and the maSers it should contain. This provision ensures that an agreed 
award complies with the necessary formali1es for its validity and enforceability.6 

b. Sec1on 53 — Correc1on of the Award: Sec1on 53 allows par1es to request the 
tribunal to correct any errors or mistakes in the award. This sec1on’s applica1on to 
agreed awards allows the par1es to seek correc1ons if necessary to reflect the 
seSlement accurately.7 

 
6 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
7 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
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c. Sec1on 54 — Addi1onal Award in Respect of Claims Made in Arbitra1on: Sec1on 
54 permits the tribunal to issue addi1onal awards addressing any claims or maSers 
that were raised during the arbitra1on but not resolved in the main award. This 
provision enables the tribunal to make addi1onal awards for any unresolved issues 
in the seSlement, if applicable.8 

d. Sec1on 55 — Remission of the Award by the Court: Sec1on 55 allows the court to 
remit an award to the tribunal for reconsidera1on in certain circumstances. This 
provision ensures that an agreed award, like any other award, is subject to the 
court’s authority for remission if necessary.9 

e. Sec1on 56 — Challenge of the Award: Sec1on 56 sets out the grounds for 
challenging an award in court. While par1es usually do not challenge agreed 
awards since they are based on seSlement, this sec1on s1ll applies in case a party 
seeks to challenge the agreed award for any reason.10 

f. Sec1on 57 — Appeal on a Point of Law: Sec1on 57 provides for appeals to the court 
on ques1ons of law arising out of the award. While agreed awards typically result 
from a seSlement and do not involve substan1ve legal determina1ons, this sec1on 
s1ll applies in case an issue of law arises and requires resolu1on by the court.11 

g. Sec1on 58 — Enforcement of the Award: Sec1on 58 deals with the enforcement of 
arbitral awards, including their recogni1on as binding and enforceable. By applying 
this sec1on, an agreed award can be recognised and enforced by courts like any 
other regular award.12 

In summary, Sec1on 51(4) ensures that certain provisions in Part III of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 
(Sec1ons 52 to 58) apply to agreed awards. These provisions deal with the form and content of the 
award, correc1ons, addi1onal awards, remission, challenges, appeals on points of law, and 
enforcement. Applying these provisions to agreed awards ensures that they are treated with the same 
legal framework and safeguards as any other regular arbitral award. 

 

(5) Unless the par\es have also se_led the ma_er of the payment of the costs of the arbitra\on, 
the provisions of this Part rela\ng to costs (sec\ons 59 to 65) con\nue to apply. 

Key Points about Sec1on 51(5): 

1. Sec1on 51(5) addresses the issue of costs in the context of a seSlement agreement 
reached during arbitral proceedings. When par1es seSle a dispute through arbitra1on, 
they may not only resolve the substan1ve issues but also decide on the payment of the 

 
8 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
9 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
10 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
11 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
12 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
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arbitra1on costs. This sec1on clarifies the treatment of costs when par1es have or have 
not addressed it in their seSlement agreement. 

2. Relevance of Sec1ons 59 to 65: 

a. Sec1on 59 — Costs of the Arbitra1on: Sec1on 59 deals with the costs of the 
arbitra1on, including the fees and expenses of the arbitrators and any other 
expenses incurred during the proceedings. If the par1es have not addressed the 
issue of costs in their seSlement agreement, this sec1on remains applicable, and 
the tribunal or the court (if necessary) will determine the alloca1on of costs 
between the par1es.13 

b. Sec1on 60 — Security for Costs: Sec1on 60 allows the tribunal to order a party to 
provide security for the costs of the arbitra1on if it deems it necessary. If the issue 
of security for costs has not been seSled in the par1es’ agreement, the tribunal can 
s1ll exercise its power under this sec1on to order security.14 

c. Sec1on 61 — Legal and Other Costs: Sec1on 61 deals with legal and other costs 
incurred by the par1es in rela1on to the arbitra1on. If the par1es have not seSled 
the maSer of these costs in their seSlement agreement, the tribunal or court will 
have the authority to determine the alloca1on of these costs between the par1es. 

d. Sec1on 62 — Determina1on of Costs: Sec1on 62 provides guidance to the tribunal 
on how to determine the costs of the arbitra1on. It outlines various factors that the 
tribunal should consider when assessing and appor1oning costs among the 
par1es.15 

e. Sec1on 63 — Award of Interest on Costs: Sec1on 63 empowers the tribunal to 
award interest on costs, specifying the date from which interest is to be calculated 
and the rate of interest. If the maSer of interest on costs has not been addressed 
in the seSlement agreement, the tribunal can s1ll decide on this maSer under this 
sec1on.16 

f. Sec1on 64 — Legal or Other Costs of the Arbitra1on: Sec1on 64 allows the tribunal 
to make an order in respect of legal or other costs incurred in connec1on with an 
interlocutory or other applica1on in the arbitra1on. If the par1es have not resolved 
this maSer in their seSlement agreement, the tribunal can s1ll exercise its power 
under this sec1on.17 

 
13 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
14 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
15 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
16 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
17 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
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g. Sec1on 65 — Taxa1on or Assessment of Costs: Sec1on 65 deals with the taxa1on 
or assessment of costs in the context of arbitra1on. It outlines the procedure for 
taxa1on or assessment if required.18 

In summary, sec1on 51(5) clarifies that unless the par1es have specifically addressed the payment of 
the costs of the arbitra1on in their seSlement agreement, the provisions in Part III of the English 
Arbitra1on Act 1996 rela1ng to costs (sec1ons 59 to 65) will con1nue to apply. These sec1ons 
empower the tribunal or the court to determine the alloca1on of costs, including security for costs, 
legal and other costs, interest on costs, and taxa1on or assessment of costs, if necessary. 

 

52 FORM OF AWARD 

(1) The par\es are free to agree on the form of an award. 

Sec1on 52(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 emphasises the principle of party autonomy in 
arbitra1on. It grants par1es the freedom to determine the form in which the arbitral award will be 
rendered. This provision reflects the arbitra1on’s flexible and consensual nature, allowing par1es to 
tailor the award to suit their specific needs and preferences. Key Points about sec1on 52(1): 

1. Flexibility in Award Form: Par1es can decide on various aspects of the award, such as 
whether it will be a wriSen document, oral declara1on, or a combina1on of both. They 
may also agree on the level of detail or specificity required in the award. 

2. Binding Nature: Regardless of the form chosen, the award remains legally binding and 
enforceable. As long as the award sa1sfies the essen1al requirements under the 
arbitra1on agreement and applicable law, it will have the same legal effect. 

3. Certainty and Clarity: Par1es may consider factors such as the complexity of the dispute, 
the necessity for detailed reasoning, and the clarity of the award. The form chosen may 
impact the par1es’ understanding of the decision and its implica1ons. 

4. Cost and Time Considera1ons: Depending on the complexity of the dispute and the extent 
of reasoning required, the par1es might opt for a wriSen award, which typically provides 
a detailed ra1onale for the decision. However, an oral award can be more expedient and 
cost-effec1ve. 

5. Enforceability and Recogni1on: Regardless of the form chosen, the award must comply 
with the legal requirements for enforcement and recogni1on in the relevant jurisdic1on. 
This includes ensuring that the award is in wri1ng when required by the applicable law. 

Sec1on 52(2) — Form and Content of the Award: It is worth no1ng that sec1on 52(2) of 
the Arbitra1on Act specifies that the award must state the reasons upon which it is based 
unless the par1es have agreed otherwise. This highlights the importance of reasoning in 

 
18 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
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arbitral awards, but the Act also recognises the par1es’ freedom to agree otherwise in 
the form of the award.19 

In summary, sec1on 52(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 allows the par1es to agree on the form 
of the arbitral award. This provision exemplifies the principle of party autonomy, enabling the par1es 
to tailor the award to their specific requirements and preferences, subject to any statutory 
requirements in the jurisdic1on where enforcement or recogni1on is sought. 

 

(2) If or to the extent that there is no such agreement, the following provisions apply. 

Sec1on 52(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 comes into play when the par1es have not agreed on 
the form of the arbitral award. In such cases, the Act provides default provisions that dictate the 
content and form of the award. Key Points about sec1on 52(2): 

1. Reasoning in the Award: The default rule under sec1on 52(2) is that the arbitral award 
must state the reasons upon which it is based. This means that unless the par1es have 
agreed otherwise, the award must contain a clear and coherent explana1on of the 
tribunal’s decision and the ra1onale behind it. Providing reasons enhances transparency 
and allows the par1es to understand the basis of the decision. 

2. Preserving Validity of the Award: The Act’s requirement to provide reasons is crucial for 
the validity and enforceability of the award. Failing to include reasons, when required, 
could lead to challenges against the award on the grounds of lack of due process or non-
compliance with the arbitra1on agreement. 

3. Impact on Enforceability: In many jurisdic1ons, a reasoned award is more likely to be 
recognised and enforced. Some countries may have stricter requirements for 
enforcement when it comes to awards lacking reasoning, par1cularly in commercial 
arbitra1ons. 

4. Consistency with Interna1onal Standards: Providing reasons in the award aligns with 
interna1onal arbitra1on standards, such as those set by the UNCITRAL Model Law and 
interna1onal arbitra1on conven1ons, promo1ng uniformity and predictability in 
arbitra1on prac1ce worldwide. 

5. Arbitral Tribunal’s Discre1on: The arbitral tribunal s1ll has some discre1on in determining 
the level of detail and extent of the reasons to be provided in the award. The tribunal 
should aim to provide sufficient reasoning to explain the essen1al elements of the 
decision without necessarily having to provide an exhaus1ve analysis. 

In summary, sec1on 52(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets the default rule that the arbitral 
award must state the reasons upon which it is based if the par1es have not agreed otherwise. This 
provision aims to ensure that awards are well-reasoned, transparent, and enforceable, which are 
fundamental principles of the arbitra1on process. However, par1es can s1ll agree otherwise on the 
form and content of the award, allowing for flexibility and customisa1on in the arbitral process. 

 
19 Incorrect guess by ChatGPT. 
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(3) The award shall be in wri\ng signed by all the arbitrators or all those assen\ng to the award. 

Key Points about Sec1on 52(3): 

1. Sec1on 52(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the essen1al requirement for 
the form of the arbitral award: 

2. WriSen Form: The award must be in wri1ng. This means that the decision of the arbitral 
tribunal should be recorded in a wriSen document, which may be in physical or electronic 
form, and should be available as a tangible record of the tribunal’s decision. 

3. Signature of Arbitrators: The award must be signed by all the arbitrators. Alterna1vely, if 
there are mul1ple arbitrators, it may be signed by all those arbitrators who are in 
agreement with the decision and have assented to the award. This signature confirms the 
unanimous consent of the tribunal members to the award’s contents and is essen1al to 
demonstrate the award’s authen1city. 

4. Unanimity Requirement: The requirement for all arbitrators’ signatures ensures that the 
award represents a unanimous decision of the tribunal. This underscores the importance 
of a collec1ve and agreed-upon judgment, preven1ng any single arbitrator from issuing a 
separate and poten1ally conflic1ng award. 

5. Validity and Enforceability: The signature of all arbitrators adds validity and enforceability 
to the award. It serves as evidence of the tribunal’s agreement on the decision, and it can 
be presented to courts and authori1es when seeking enforcement or challenging the 
award. 

6. Assent to the Award: Sec1on 52(3) allows for situa1ons where all the arbitrators may not 
have par1cipated in the award-wri1ng process. As long as those arbitrators who did 
contribute to the decision agree with the award’s contents, they can sign it, indica1ng 
their assent to the award. 

In summary, sec1on 52(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that the arbitral award must 
be in wri1ng and signed by all the arbitrators or by those who have assented to the award’s contents. 
This requirement ensures that the award is a collec1ve and unanimous decision of the arbitral tribunal, 
enhancing its validity, enforceability, and credibility in the arbitra1on process. 

 

(4) The award shall contain the reasons for the award unless it is an agreed award or the par\es 
have agreed to dispense with reasons. 

Key Points about Sec1on 52(4): 

1. Sec1on 52(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 lays down the requirement for the 
content of the arbitral award, specifically focusing on the inclusion of reasons for the 
decision: 
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2. Reasons for the Award: The arbitral award must include the reasons for the decision made 
by the tribunal. These reasons provide an explana1on of the basis on which the tribunal 
arrived at its conclusion. The inclusion of reasons serves the principles of transparency, 
accountability, and fairness, as par1es are en1tled to understand the ra1onale behind the 
tribunal’s decision. 

3. Excep1on: Agreed Award: An “agreed award” is an award made when the par1es reach a 
seSlement during the arbitral proceedings (Sec1on 51(2) of the Arbitra1on Act 1996). In 
such cases, where the par1es have mutually agreed upon the terms of the seSlement, 
there is no need for the tribunal to provide reasons for the award. The seSlement itself 
stands as the basis for the agreed award. 

4. Excep1on: Dispensing with Reasons: If the par1es explicitly agree to dispense with the 
requirement for reasons in the award, then the tribunal is not obligated to include them. 
This agreement might be made at the outset of the arbitra1on or at any later stage when 
the par1es mutually decide that the award need not contain detailed reasons. 

5. Importance of Reasons: The inclusion of reasons in the award is considered crucial for 
several reasons. It enhances the legi1macy and enforceability of the award, provides 
par1es with a beSer understanding of the decision, facilitates review and appeal 
processes (if available), and ensures that the tribunal has adequately considered the 
evidence and arguments presented by the par1es. 

In summary, Sec1on 52(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that arbitral awards, with 
certain excep1ons, should contain the reasons for the tribunal’s decision. This requirement promotes 
transparency and accountability in the arbitra1on process. However, the provision recognises that 
there may be instances where the par1es mutually agree to dispense with reasons or reach a 
seSlement (agreed award) during the proceedings, making the inclusion of detailed reasons 
unnecessary in such cases. 

 

(5) The award shall state the seat of the arbitra\on and the date when the award is made. 

Key Points about Sec1on 52(5): 

1. Sec1on 52(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 requires the arbitral award to include 
specific details related to the arbitra1on proceedings: 

2. Seat of the Arbitra1on: The award must state the “seat” or “place” of the arbitra1on. The 
seat refers to the legal loca1on or jurisdic1on that governs the arbitra1on process, 
including the legal framework and procedural rules applicable to the arbitra1on. The 
choice of seat can have significant implica1ons for the enforcement and challenge of the 
award, the supervisory jurisdic1on of courts, and the applicable procedural laws. 

3. Date of the Award: The award should specify the exact date when it was made. This date 
is essen1al for determining the 1me limits for challenging the award or seeking its 
enforcement in a court. It also establishes the point from which interest on the awarded 
amount might accrue. 
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4. Importance of Seat and Date: The inclusion of the seat and date in the award serves 
several purposes. First, it provides clarity regarding the legal framework governing the 
arbitra1on process. Second, it ensures that par1es and courts can accurately determine 
when the award was issued for legal purposes. Finally, specifying the seat and date helps 
in iden1fying the relevant 1me frames and deadlines for ac1ons related to the award. 

5. Clarity and Enforcement: The requirement to state the seat of arbitra1on is essen1al to 
avoid poten1al disputes about the governing law and jurisdic1on. When the seat is 
specified, courts can easily determine which laws apply to the arbitra1on process, which 
can significantly impact the enforceability of the award. 

In summary, sec1on 52(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that the arbitral award must 
include essen1al details like the seat of the arbitra1on and the date when the award was made. By 
including these details, the award becomes clear, enforceable, and properly situated within the legal 
framework that governs the arbitra1on process. 

 

53 PLACE WHERE AWARD TREATED AS MADE 

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, where the seat of the arbitra\on is in England and 
Wales or Northern Ireland, any award in the proceedings shall be treated as made there, 
regardless of where it was signed, despatched or delivered to any of the par\es. 

Key Points about Sec1on 53(1): 

1. Sec1on 53(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the legal treatment of arbitral 
awards in proceedings with their seat in England and Wales or Northern Ireland. The 
sec1on provides clarity on the loca1on or jurisdic1on where such an award is considered 
to be made. Key points to understand about this sec1on are as follows: 

2. Seat of the Arbitra1on: The term “seat of the arbitra1on” refers to the legal loca1on or 
jurisdic1on that governs the arbitra1on proceedings, including the procedural laws 
applicable to the arbitra1on. The choice of seat can have significant implica1ons for the 
arbitra1on process, the enforcement and challenge of the award, and the supervisory 
jurisdic1on of courts. 

3. Jurisdic1onal Treatment of the Award: Sec1on 53(1) states that if the seat of the 
arbitra1on is in England and Wales or Northern Ireland, then any award made in those 
proceedings shall be treated as if it was made in that seat, regardless of the actual physical 
loca1on where the award was signed, dispatched, or delivered to the par1es. 

4. Importance of Seat in Determining Award’s Origin: The treatment of the award as made 
in the seat of arbitra1on is crucial for determining the supervisory and enforcement 
jurisdic1on of courts. This treatment clarifies the legal framework that applies to the 
award and which court has the authority to hear challenges or enforce the award. 

5. Par1es’ Agreement and Jurisdic1on: Sec1on 53(1) emphasises that the par1es can agree 
otherwise regarding the place where the award is considered made. This provision allows 
par1es to agree on the legal treatment of the award in terms of its place of origin, even if 
the seat of the arbitra1on is in England and Wales or Northern Ireland. 
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6. Certainty and Enforcement: The treatment of the award as made in the seat of arbitra1on 
adds legal certainty and predictability to the arbitra1on process. It avoids poten1al 
disputes about the loca1on of the award’s origin, which could have implica1ons for its 
enforceability and recogni1on in different jurisdic1ons. 

In summary, Sec1on 53(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies that when the seat of the 
arbitra1on is in England and Wales or Northern Ireland, any award in the proceedings shall be treated 
as made in that seat, irrespec1ve of where it was physically signed, dispatched, or delivered. This 
provision provides clarity and legal certainty in determining the origin of the award and its legal 
treatment within the relevant jurisdic1on. 

 

54 DATE OF AWARD 

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the tribunal may decide what is to be taken to be the 
date on which the award was made. 

Key Points about Sec1on 54(1): 

1. Sec1on 54(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the determina1on of the date 
on which the arbitral award is considered to be made. This sec1on grants authority to the 
arbitral tribunal to decide and specify the official date on which the award is considered 
to have been rendered. Key points to understand about this sec1on are as follows: 

2. Flexibility in Determining the Award Date: Sec1on 54(1) provides flexibility to the arbitral 
tribunal to determine the date on which the award is deemed to have been made. The 
tribunal is not bound by any specific 1me frame for making this determina1on, and it can 
exercise its discre1on in choosing the appropriate date. 

3. Importance of the Award Date: The date on which the award is considered to be made is 
significant for various reasons. It marks the formal conclusion of the arbitra1on 
proceedings and sets the star1ng point for several crucial 1me-sensi1ve maSers, such as 
the 1me to challenge the award or seek its enforcement. 

4. Consistency and Finality: Determining the award date allows for consistency and 
uniformity in recording and trea1ng awards. It helps avoid any confusion or ambiguity 
regarding the 1ming of the award, ensuring that par1es are aware of the applicable 1me 
limits for subsequent legal ac1ons. 

5. Agreement of the Par1es: The sec1on notes that the par1es may agree otherwise on the 
date of the award. If the par1es reach an agreement on the date of the award, the tribunal 
will be bound by that agreement. 

6. Flexibility for Different Circumstances: The tribunal’s discre1on to determine the award 
date allows it to consider the unique circumstances of the case. The tribunal may account 
for factors such as the finalisa1on of the award’s content, the comple1on of any 
procedural formali1es, or other relevant considera1ons when deciding the award date. 

7. Impact on Time Limits: The date chosen by the tribunal as the award date may have 
implica1ons on various legal 1me limits. For example, it can affect the deadlines for 
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seeking annulment or challenging the award before the relevant court, or for 
commencing enforcement proceedings. 

In summary, Sec1on 54(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the arbitral tribunal the discre1on 
to determine the date on which the award is considered to have been made. This flexibility allows the 
tribunal to decide the most appropriate date based on the specific circumstances of the case. However, 
the par1es may also agree on a different date, which would be binding on the tribunal. The 
determina1on of the award date is crucial for se{ng 1me limits for further legal ac1ons and 
contributes to the finality and consistency of the arbitra1on process. 

 

(2) In the absence of any such decision, the date of the award shall be taken to be the date on 
which it is signed by the arbitrator or, where more than one arbitrator signs the award, by the 
last of them. 

Key Points about Sec1on 54(2): 

1. Sec1on 54(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the situa1on when the arbitral 
tribunal does not make a specific decision on the date of the award. In such cases, the 
sec1on provides a default rule to determine the date of the award. Key points to 
understand about this sec1on are as follows: 

2. Default Rule: If the arbitral tribunal does not decide on the date of the award explicitly, 
Sec1on 54(2) establishes a default rule to ascertain the award’s date. According to this 
default rule, the date of the award is considered to be the date on which it is signed by 
the arbitrator or, if mul1ple arbitrators sign the award, the date of the last signature. 

3. Importance of Signature Date: The sec1on highlights the significance of the signature date 
in determining the award date when no specific decision has been made by the tribunal. 
The signature date represents the official act of finalising and authorising the award by 
the arbitrators. 

4. Presump1on of Finality: By adop1ng the signature date as the award date, the Act 
presumes that the award is complete, final, and ready to be communicated to the par1es. 
It also marks the conclusion of the tribunal’s decision-making process. 

5. Certainty and Clarity: Sec1on 54(2) helps provide clarity and certainty regarding the 
award date in situa1ons where the tribunal has not decided otherwise. The signature date 
is typically recorded on the face of the award and is a clear point in 1me when the award 
is considered to have been rendered. 

6. Applicability to Single and Mul1ple Arbitrators: The default rule applies both in cases 
where a single arbitrator signs the award and where mul1ple arbitrators form the 
tribunal, and the award is signed by the last of them. In the laSer scenario, the award 
date will be the date on which the last arbitrator signs. 

7. Preven1ng Ambiguity: Having a default rule for determining the award date helps avoid 
any ambiguity or confusion that may arise if the tribunal does not explicitly specify the 
award date. 
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In summary, Sec1on 54(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes a default rule to determine 
the date of the award when the arbitral tribunal has not made a specific decision on this maSer. 
According to this default rule, the date of the award is taken to be the date on which it is signed by the 
arbitrator or, if mul1ple arbitrators sign the award, by the last arbitrator. This approach ensures 
certainty and clarity regarding the award date in the absence of any explicit decision by the tribunal. 

 

55 NOTIFICATION OF AWARD 

(1) The par\es are free to agree on the requirements as to no\fica\on of the award to the par\es. 

1. Key Points about Sec1on 55(1): 

2. Sec1on 55(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the issue of no1fying the 
award to the par1es involved in the arbitral proceedings. This sec1on emphasises the 
principle of party autonomy, gran1ng the par1es the freedom to agree on the specific 
requirements and procedures for how the award is to be communicated or no1fied to 
them. Here are the key points to understand about this sec1on: 

3. Party Autonomy: The principle of party autonomy is a fundamental aspect of arbitra1on. 
It means that the par1es are allowed to determine the rules and procedures for resolving 
their disputes through arbitra1on. Sec1on 55(1) reaffirms this principle by providing 
par1es with the freedom to agree on the requirements related to how the award will be 
no1fied to them. 

4. Flexibility and Efficiency: By allowing the par1es to agree on the no1fica1on 
requirements, the Act promotes flexibility and efficiency in the arbitra1on process. Par1es 
can tailor the no1fica1on process to suit their specific needs, 1meframes, and 
preferences. 

5. Certainty and Clarity: The provision enhances certainty and clarity in the arbitral process. 
When par1es agree on the no1fica1on requirements, it eliminates any ambiguity 
regarding the manner and 1me of award communica1on, reducing the risk of disputes or 
delays in receiving the award. 

6. Balanced Agreement: The par1es are free to nego1ate the no1fica1on requirements as 
part of the arbitra1on agreement. This ensures a balanced agreement that addresses the 
needs and concerns of all par1es involved in the arbitra1on. 

7. Default Rule: In cases where the par1es do not agree on the no1fica1on requirements, 
the Act may provide default rules or procedures for no1fying the award, or the arbitral 
ins1tu1on’s rules or guidelines may come into play. 

8. Ensuring Compliance: Whatever no1fica1on requirements the par1es agree upon will be 
binding on the par1es and must be adhered to by the arbitral tribunal and any relevant 
arbitral ins1tu1on or organisa1on involved in the proceedings. 

In summary, sec1on 55(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants par1es the freedom to agree on 
the requirements related to how the award will be no1fied to them. The provision aligns with the 
principle of party autonomy and promotes flexibility, efficiency, and clarity in the arbitra1on process. 
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The par1es can nego1ate and agree on the no1fica1on procedures, ensuring a balanced and mutually 
acceptable agreement that governs the communica1on of the award. 

 

(2) If there is no such agreement, the award shall be no\fied to the par\es by service on them of 
copies of the award, which shall be done without delay ajer the award is made. 

Key Points about sec1on 55(2): 

1. Sec1on 55(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a default rule for the 
no1fica1on of the arbitral award when the par1es have not agreed on specific 
requirements for award no1fica1on. It specifies the method of no1fica1on and the 
1meline within which the award must be served on the par1es. Here are the key points 
to understand about this sec1on: 

2. Default No1fica1on Rule: When the par1es involved in an arbitra1on have not agreed on 
the requirements for award no1fica1on, sec1on 55(2) sets the default rule. According to 
this default rule, the award must be no1fied to the par1es by serving them copies of the 
award. 

3. Service of Copies of the Award: The preferred method for award no1fica1on under 
sec1on 55(2) is through service of copies of the award. This means that the arbitral 
tribunal or the relevant arbitral ins1tu1on must provide each party with a copy of the 
award document. 

4. Timely No1fica1on: The no1fica1on of the award must be done “without delay” auer the 
award is made. This emphasises the importance of promptly no1fying the par1es of the 
outcome of the arbitra1on process to ensure that they are informed of the decision in a 
1mely manner. 

5. Certainty and Comprehensibility: The requirement for service of copies of the award 
ensures that each party receives a clear and complete copy of the award, enabling them 
to understand the decision fully and consider their further ac1ons, if necessary. 

6. Legal Obliga1on: The arbitral tribunal or the relevant arbitral ins1tu1on has a legal 
obliga1on to serve copies of the award on the par1es in accordance with this sec1on. 

7. Form of No1fica1on: While the sec1on specifies that the award should be served on the 
par1es, it does not prescribe a specific method of service. The method of service may 
vary depending on the prac1ces of the arbitral tribunal or the arbitra1on ins1tu1on 
involved. 

8. Compliance with Legal Requirements: Any no1fica1on of the award must comply with any 
other legal requirements or formali1es applicable in the jurisdic1on where the arbitra1on 
is seated. 

In summary, sec1on 55(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides the default rule for award 
no1fica1on when the par1es have not agreed on specific requirements. The award must be served on 
the par1es by providing them copies of the award without delay auer the award is made. This ensures 
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that the par1es are informed of the decision in a 1mely and comprehensible manner, allowing them 
to take any further necessary ac1ons. 

 

(3) Nothing in this sec\on affects sec\on 56 (power to withhold award in case of non-payment). 

Key Points about sec1on 55(3): 

1. Sec1on 55(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that the provisions in sec1on 55, 
which deal with the no1fica1on of the arbitral award, do not impact or override the 
provisions of sec1on 56. Here are the key points to understand about this sec1on: 

2. Sec1on 56 Refers to Withholding Award: Sec1on 56 of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with 
the power of the arbitral tribunal to withhold the award in certain circumstances. 
Specifically, it allows the arbitral tribunal to withhold the award in case a party has not 
paid the required fees and expenses rela1ng to the arbitral proceedings. 

3. No Impact on sec1on 56: Sec1on 55(3) explicitly states that the provisions of sec1on 55, 
which pertain to the no1fica1on of the arbitral award to the par1es, do not affect or alter 
the applica1on of sec1on 56. In other words, sec1on 56 remains applicable even if the 
award is served on the par1es in accordance with sec1on 55(2) or any agreed-upon 
requirements. 

4. Independent Provisions: Sec1ons 55 and 56 are dis1nct and separate provisions within 
the Arbitra1on Act. Sec1on 55 focuses on how the award is to be no1fied to the par1es, 
while sec1on 56 deals with the tribunal’s power to withhold the award if certain 
condi1ons related to non-payment are met. 

5. Purpose of Sec1on 56: Sec1on 56 aims to encourage par1es to comply with their financial 
obliga1ons in the arbitral proceedings. It provides an incen1ve for 1mely payment of fees 
and expenses, as a party’s failure to do so may result in the arbitral tribunal withholding 
the award. 

6. Compliance with Payment Obliga1ons: If a party has not fulfilled its payment obliga1ons 
as required under the arbitra1on agreement or the arbitral tribunal’s direc1ons, the 
tribunal may exercise its power under Sec1on 56 to withhold the award un1l the 
necessary fees and expenses are paid. 

In summary, sec1on 55(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 makes it clear that the provisions in 
sec1on 55, which address award no1fica1on, do not affect or interfere with the provisions of sec1on 
56, which grants the tribunal the power to withhold the award in case of non-payment of fees and 
expenses related to the arbitral proceedings. These are separate and independent provisions, each 
serving its specific purpose within the framework of arbitra1on proceedings. 
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56 POWER TO WITHHOLD AWARD IN CASE OF NON-PAYMENT 

(1) The tribunal may refuse to deliver an award to the par\es except upon full payment of the 
fees and expenses of the arbitrators. 

Key Points about sec1on 56(1): 

1. Sec1on 56(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the issue of payment of fees 
and expenses to the arbitrators. Here are the key points to understand about this sec1on: 

2. Payment of Fees and Expenses: This provision grants the arbitral tribunal the authority to 
withhold the delivery of the arbitral award to the par1es un1l they have made full 
payment of the fees and expenses due to the arbitrators. The arbitrators’ fees and 
expenses are generally related to the costs associated with conduc1ng the arbitra1on 
proceedings. 

3. Refusal to Deliver Award: If a party or par1es involved in the arbitra1on have not fulfilled 
their financial obliga1ons by failing to pay the required fees and expenses to the 
arbitrators, the tribunal has the discre1on to refuse to deliver the final award. 

4. Encouraging Compliance: The primary purpose of sec1on 56(1) is to encourage par1es to 
promptly fulfil their financial obliga1ons related to the arbitra1on process. By gran1ng 
the tribunal the power to withhold the award, the provision aims to ensure that the 
arbitrators’ compensa1on is received in a 1mely manner and that the proceedings are 
conducted efficiently. 

5. Excep1onal Measure: While sec1on 56(1) provides the tribunal with the authority to 
withhold the award, it is essen1al to note that this is considered an excep1onal measure 
and is not rou1nely exercised. The tribunal typically resorts to this ac1on only when 
par1es have been persistently non-compliant in mee1ng their financial responsibili1es. 

6. Balancing Interests: The provision aSempts to strike a balance between the interests of 
the arbitrators and the par1es involved in the arbitra1on. It ensures that arbitrators are 
reasonably compensated for their services while also promo1ng accountability on the 
part of the par1es to meet their financial commitments during the arbitra1on process. 

7. Fee and Expense Disputes: In cases where there is a genuine dispute regarding the fees 
and expenses charged by the arbitrators, sec1on 56(1) does not prevent the par1es from 
raising such issues before the tribunal or seeking appropriate remedies under the 
arbitra1on agreement or applicable law. 

In summary, sec1on 56(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the arbitral tribunal to 
withhold the delivery of the award to the par1es if they have not made full payment of the fees and 
expenses due to the arbitrators. This provision encourages prompt payment and financial compliance 
to maintain the integrity and efficiency of the arbitra1on proceedings. However, the tribunal’s use of 
this power is typically reserved for situa1ons where par1es have persistently failed to meet their 
financial obliga1ons. 
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(2) If the tribunal refuses on that ground to deliver an award, a party to the arbitral proceedings 
may (upon no\ce to the other par\es and the tribunal) apply to the court, which may order 
that— 

(a) the tribunal shall deliver the award on the payment into court by the applicant of the 
fees and expenses demanded, or such lesser amount as the court may specify, 

(b) the amount of the fees and expenses properly payable shall be determined by such 
means and upon such terms as the court may direct, and 

(c) out of the money paid into court there shall be paid out such fees and expenses as may 
be found to be properly payable and the balance of the money (if any) shall be paid out 
to the applicant. 

Sec1on 56(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a mechanism for a party to the arbitral 
proceedings to seek court interven1on when the tribunal refuses to deliver the arbitral award based 
on non-payment of fees and expenses. Here are the key points to understand about this sec1on: 

1. Applica1on to the Court: If the arbitral tribunal refuses to deliver the award due to the 
non-payment of fees and expenses by one of the par1es, that party has the right to apply 
to the court seeking resolu1on of the maSer. 

2. No1ce to Other Par1es and Tribunal: The party seeking court interven1on must give 
no1ce to the other par1es involved in the arbitra1on and the arbitral tribunal about their 
inten1on to apply to the court. 

3. Court’s Authority: Upon receiving the applica1on, the court is vested with the authority 
to issue appropriate orders to address the situa1on. 

4. Orders by the Court: The court may make the following orders: 

a. The court may order that the tribunal shall deliver the arbitral award upon payment 
into court by the applicant of the demanded fees and expenses or a lesser amount 
specified by the court. 

b. The court may determine the amount of fees and expenses properly payable 
through the means and upon the terms directed by the court. This allows the court 
to assess and determine the fair and appropriate amount of fees and expenses to 
be paid. 

c. The court may direct that out of the money paid into court, the amount of fees and 
expenses properly payable shall be paid, and the balance of the money (if any) shall 
be returned to the applicant. 

5. Dispute Resolu1on: This provision aims to provide an avenue for resolving disputes 
related to the payment of fees and expenses to the arbitral tribunal. It ensures that a 
party is not unduly deprived of the arbitral award due to non-payment disputes. 

6. Balancing Interests: Sec1on 56(2) aims to strike a balance between the interest of the 
arbitrators in receiving 1mely payment and the interest of the par1es in receiving the 
arbitral award. It offers a mechanism for resolving the impasse created by non-payment. 
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7. Promptness and Efficiency: The court’s involvement in determining the amount of fees 
and expenses properly payable can promote promptness and efficiency in resolving 
payment disputes, thereby suppor1ng the 1mely issuance of the arbitral award. 

In summary, sec1on 56(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 allows a party to apply to the court when 
the arbitral tribunal refuses to deliver the award due to non-payment of fees and expenses. The court 
may then issue orders, including direc1ng the tribunal to deliver the award upon the payment of the 
demanded fees and expenses into court, determining the appropriate amount of fees and expenses 
payable, and facilita1ng the resolu1on of payment disputes. This provision aims to ensure a fair 
resolu1on and protect the interests of both par1es and the arbitrators involved in the arbitra1on 
process. 

 

(3) For this purpose the amount of fees and expenses properly payable is the amount the 
applicant is liable to pay under sec\on 28 or any agreement rela\ng to the payment of the 
arbitrators. 

Sec1on 56(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 further clarifies the criteria for determining the 
“amount of fees and expenses properly payable” when a party seeks court interven1on to obtain an 
arbitral award from the tribunal. Here is the key point to understand about this provision: 

1. Determining Properly Payable Fees and Expenses: Sec1on 56(3) reiterates the principle 
that when a party applies to the court for an order to obtain an arbitral award from the 
tribunal, the court must determine the amount of fees and expenses that are “properly 
payable”. 

2. Reference to sec1on 28: Sec1on 56(3) clarifies that the “amount of fees and expenses 
properly payable” is the amount the applicant (the party seeking the arbitral award) is 
liable to pay under sec1on 28 of the Arbitra1on Act 1996. 

3. Reference to Any Agreement Rela1ng to Payment: Addi1onally, sec1on 56(3) men1ons 
that the amount properly payable may also include any amount agreed upon by the 
par1es in an agreement specifically related to the payment of the arbitrators’ fees and 
expenses. 

4. Clarity on Payment Obliga1ons: By referencing sec1on 28 and any relevant agreements, 
sec1on 56(3) aims to provide clarity on the payment obliga1ons of the par1es to the 
arbitrators. It ensures that the court considers the actual amount that the applicant is 
legally bound to pay under the applicable provisions or agreements. 

5. Scope of Properly Payable Amount: The “amount of fees and expenses properly payable” 
refers to the amount that the applicant is required to pay for the arbitrators’ 
remunera1on, as determined by sec1on 28 or any applicable agreements. 

6. Consistency with Other Sec1ons: Sec1on 56(3) complements and works in conjunc1on 
with other provisions of the Act, such as sec1ons 56(1) and 56(2), to ensure a coherent 
approach to the determina1on of arbitrators’ fees and expenses. 

In conclusion, sec1on 56(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that the “amount of fees and 
expenses properly payable” is the amount that the applicant (the party seeking the arbitral award) is 
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liable to pay under sec1on 28 of the Act or any relevant agreement concerning payment to the 
arbitrators. This provision is essen1al in ensuring transparency and fairness in the arbitra1on process 
by considering the actual payment obliga1ons of the par1es related to arbitrators’ remunera1on when 
delivering an arbitral award. 

 

(4) No applica\on to the court may be made where there is any available arbitral process for 
appeal or review of the amount of the fees or expenses demanded. 

Sec1on 56(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 serves as a limita1on on the par1es’ right to apply to 
the court for an order to obtain an arbitral award from the tribunal when there is an available arbitral 
process for appeal or review of the amount of fees or expenses demanded. Here is the key point to 
understand about this provision: 

1. Limita1on on Court Applica1on: Sec1on 56(4) s1pulates that no applica1on to the court 
may be made if there is an “available arbitral process” for appealing or reviewing the 
amount of the fees or expenses demanded by the arbitrators. 

2. Exhaus1on of Arbitral Process: The provision implies that before seeking court 
interven1on, the party must first exhaust any appeal or review mechanism that may exist 
within the arbitra1on process for dispu1ng the amount of fees and expenses claimed by 
the arbitrators. 

3. Preserving the Arbitral Process: Sec1on 56(4) aims to preserve the integrity and 
autonomy of the arbitra1on process. By requiring par1es to first pursue available internal 
remedies within the arbitra1on proceedings, it encourages the resolu1on of disputes 
regarding fees and expenses within the context of the arbitra1on itself. 

4. Finality of Arbitral Process: The provision seeks to uphold the finality of the arbitral 
process and ensure that any disagreements over fees and expenses are seSled through 
the mechanisms provided by the arbitra1on agreement or the applicable arbitral rules. 

5. Avoidance of Duplicate Proceedings: Allowing par1es to appeal or review the arbitrators’ 
fees and expenses within the arbitra1on process avoids duplica1on of proceedings and 
promotes efficiency in resolving such disputes. 

6. Judicial Economy: Sec1on 56(4) serves the principle of judicial economy by discouraging 
par1es from seeking court interven1on prematurely, and it encourages them to u1lise the 
established procedures within the arbitra1on to address disputes regarding fees and 
expenses. 

In conclusion, Sec1on 56(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 imposes a limita1on on par1es by 
preven1ng them from applying to the court for an order to obtain an arbitral award from the tribunal 
when there is an available arbitral process for appeal or review of the amount of fees or expenses 
demanded. By doing so, this provision promotes the effec1veness and finality of the arbitra1on 
process and encourages par1es to resolve disputes regarding fees and expenses internally through the 
mechanisms provided within the arbitra1on proceedings. 
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(5) References in this sec\on to arbitrators include an arbitrator who has ceased to act and an 
umpire who has not replaced the other arbitrators. 

Sec1on 56(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 expands the scope of the term “arbitrators” in the 
context of sec1on 56, which deals with the tribunal’s authority to refuse to deliver an award un1l the 
payment of arbitrators’ fees and expenses. Here is the key analysis of this provision: 

1. Inclusion of Former Arbitrators: Sec1on 56(5) clarifies that the term “arbitrators” used in 
Sec1on 56 includes not only the current arbitrators but also arbitrators who have already 
ceased to act in the arbitral proceedings. In other words, the provision extends the 
applica1on of Sec1on 56 to arbitrators who were part of the tribunal at some point in the 
past but are no longer ac1vely involved in the proceedings. 

2. Con1nued Applica1on to Former Arbitrators: Even if an arbitrator has resigned, been 
replaced, or otherwise ceased to par1cipate in the arbitral process, sec1on 56(5) ensures 
that the provisions of Sec1on 56 s1ll apply to that arbitrator in the context of fees and 
expenses. This means that the tribunal’s authority to withhold the award un1l the 
payment of fees and expenses also extends to former arbitrators. 

3. Umpire Not Replacing Other Arbitrators: Addi1onally, sec1on 56(5) specifies that the 
term “arbitrators” includes an “umpire who has not replaced the other arbitrators”. An 
umpire is an arbitrator appointed to break a deadlock between the other arbitrators, 
typically when there is no unanimous decision. If an umpire is involved in the proceedings 
but has not replaced the other arbitrators, Sec1on 56 applies to them as well concerning 
fees and expenses. 

4. Consistency in Applica1on: The inclusion of former arbitrators and umpires who have not 
replaced other arbitrators ensures consistency in the applica1on of sec1on 56 throughout 
the en1re course of the arbitra1on. It prevents any gaps in the coverage of this sec1on 
and ensures that the tribunal’s authority to withhold the award is not limited by changes 
in the composi1on of the arbitral panel. 

In conclusion, sec1on 56(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 extends the applica1on of sec1on 56, 
which deals with the tribunal’s authority to withhold an award un1l the payment of fees and expenses, 
to include former arbitrators who have ceased to act and umpires who have not replaced the other 
arbitrators. By doing so, this provision ensures consistency and completeness in the applica1on of 
Sec1on 56, regardless of changes in the composi1on of the arbitral panel during the arbitra1on 
proceedings. 

 

(6) The above provisions of this sec\on also apply in rela\on to any arbitral or other ins\tu\on 
or person vested by the par\es with powers in rela\on to the delivery of the tribunal’s award. 

As they so apply, the references to the fees and expenses of the arbitrators shall be construed 
as including the fees and expenses of that ins\tu\on or person. 

Sec1on 56(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 extends the provisions of Sec1on 56 to cover not only 
arbitrators but also any arbitral or other ins1tu1on or person vested by the par1es with powers in 
rela1on to the delivery of the tribunal’s award. Here is the key analysis of this provision: 
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1. Inclusion of Other Ins1tu1ons or Persons: Sec1on 56(6) expands the scope of Sec1on 56 
to encompass any arbitral or other ins1tu1on or person that the par1es have vested with 
powers related to the delivery of the tribunal’s award. These ins1tu1ons or persons could 
be involved in various aspects of the arbitral process, such as administering the arbitra1on 
or assis1ng with the award’s delivery. 

2. Applica1on to Fees and Expenses of Ins1tu1ons or Persons: As the above provisions of 
sec1on 56 apply to these other ins1tu1ons or persons, any references in Sec1on 56 to 
the “fees and expenses of the arbitrators” shall be interpreted to include the fees and 
expenses of the men1oned ins1tu1on or person. In other words, the financial obliga1ons 
related to these addi1onal en11es are treated similarly to the fees and expenses of the 
arbitrators men1oned earlier in the sec1on. 

3. Comprehensive Coverage: By including other ins1tu1ons or persons vested with powers 
over the delivery of the award, sec1on 56(6) ensures a comprehensive applica1on of the 
provision. This extension addresses situa1ons where par1es have agreed to engage an 
arbitral ins1tu1on to administer the proceedings or have given authority to a par1cular 
person or body to handle award-related maSers. 

4. Consistency with the Par1es’ Agreements: The extension of sec1on 56 to cover 
ins1tu1ons or persons vested with powers is aligned with the principle of party autonomy 
in arbitra1on. It respects the par1es’ freedom to tailor their arbitra1on process according 
to their needs and preferences, including the choice of administering ins1tu1ons or 
individuals. 

In conclusion, sec1on 56(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 broadens the scope of sec1on 56 to 
include any arbitral or other ins1tu1on or person vested by the par1es with powers in rela1on to the 
delivery of the tribunal’s award. This extension ensures that the provisions of sec1on 56 also apply to 
financial obliga1ons related to these addi1onal en11es and aligns with the principle of party autonomy 
in arbitra1on. 

 

(7) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 56(7) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that if a party seeks to appeal a decision of the 
court made under Sec1on 56 (regarding the delivery of the award upon full payment of arbitrators’ 
fees and expenses), they must obtain leave (permission) from the court before filing such an appeal. 
Here is the key analysis of this provision: 

1. Permission to Appeal: Sec1on 56(7) introduces an addi1onal requirement for par1es 
seeking to appeal a decision made by the court under Sec1on 56. It mandates that the 
party must first obtain leave (permission) from the court to proceed with the appeal. In 
prac1cal terms, this means that a party must make a formal applica1on to the court, 
outlining the grounds for the appeal and seeking approval to proceed. 

2. Control of Appeals: Requiring leave to appeal provides the court with a level of control 
over the appellate process in maSers related to the delivery of the award and the 
payment of arbitrators’ fees and expenses. This control helps ensure that only meritorious 
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appeals proceed, which can help streamline the arbitra1on process and avoid 
unnecessary delays. 

3. Preven1ng Frivolous Appeals: The requirement for leave acts as a filter to prevent par1es 
from making frivolous or unfounded appeals. It helps prevent par1es from pursuing 
appeals without valid reasons, which could burden the court system and create 
unnecessary costs for both par1es. 

4. Balancing Finality and Review: Requiring leave for appeals helps balance the finality of 
arbitra1on awards with the need for a limited right to seek review. It upholds the principle 
of party autonomy in arbitra1on, where par1es choose arbitra1on as an alterna1ve 
dispute resolu1on method with a goal of obtaining a final and binding decision. 

5. Court’s Discre1on: The court has the discre1on to grant or deny leave to appeal under 
this sec1on. It will consider the circumstances of the case, the grounds of the appeal, and 
whether there are substan1al reasons jus1fying an appellate review. 

In conclusion, sec1on 56(7) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that par1es seeking to appeal 
a court decision under sec1on 56 must obtain leave (permission) from the court to proceed with the 
appeal. This requirement provides the court with control over the appellate process and helps prevent 
frivolous appeals, ensuring a balance between the finality of arbitra1on awards and the limited right 
to seek review. 

 

(8) Nothing in this sec\on shall be construed as excluding an applica\on under sec\on 28 where 
payment has been made to the arbitrators in order to obtain the award. 

Sec1on 56(8) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that the provisions of Sec1on 56 (regarding 
the delivery of the award upon full payment of arbitrators’ fees and expenses) do not prevent a party 
from making an applica1on under Sec1on 28 even if payment has been made to the arbitrators in 
order to obtain the award. Here is the key analysis of this provision: 

1. Sec1on 28 Applica1on: Sec1on 28 of the Act deals with the failure or refusal of an 
arbitrator to act or the termina1on of an arbitrator’s authority. In such situa1ons, a party 
may apply to the court for the removal of the arbitrator or for a declara1on of the 
termina1on of their mandate. 

2. Effect on Sec1on 56: Sec1on 56 deals specifically with the delivery of the award upon full 
payment of the arbitrators’ fees and expenses. However, Sec1on 56(8) clarifies that the 
availability of an applica1on under sec1on 28 is not affected even if the payment has 
already been made to the arbitrators. 

3. Preserving Remedies: This subsec1on ensures that par1es are not deprived of their right 
to seek appropriate remedies under Sec1on 28, even if they have made the required 
payment under Sec1on 56 to receive the award. If a situa1on arises where an arbitrator’s 
ac1ons or authority are disputed auer payment has been made, par1es can s1ll resort to 
Sec1on 28 to address those concerns. 

4. Different Purposes: Sec1on 56 primarily deals with the mechanics of award delivery and 
the requirement for full payment before the award is handed over. On the other hand, 
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Sec1on 28 deals with the removal or termina1on of an arbitrator, which is a separate issue 
from payment for the award. 

5. Holis1c Approach: The Act allows par1es to exercise their rights under various provisions 
as long as they are not explicitly excluded by other sec1ons. Sec1on 56(8) confirms that 
making a payment to obtain the award does not preclude a party from seeking remedies 
under sec1on 28 if it becomes necessary. 

In conclusion, sec1on 56(8) clarifies that the availability of an applica1on under sec1on 28 is not 
affected by making the required payment under sec1on 56 to obtain the award. This provision ensures 
that par1es retain their rights to seek remedies under sec1on 28, even if they have already made the 
payment for the award’s delivery. 

 

57 CORRECTION OF AWARD OR ADDITIONAL AWARD 

(1) The par\es are free to agree on the powers of the tribunal to correct an award or make an 
addi\onal award. 

Sec1on 57(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants par1es the freedom to agree on the powers of 
the arbitral tribunal to correct errors in an award or to make an addi1onal award. Here is the key 
analysis of this provision: 

1. Flexibility through Party Agreement: The Act recognises the principle of party autonomy, 
allowing the par1es involved in arbitra1on to tailor the arbitral process to their specific 
needs and preferences. This extends to the powers of the arbitral tribunal to address 
certain issues related to the award. 

2. Correc1ng Errors: The provision pertains to the correc1on of errors that may have 
occurred in the original award. These errors could be typographical, clerical, or 
computa1onal in nature. By agreeing on the powers of the tribunal in this regard, par1es 
can establish the scope and limita1ons for such correc1ons. 

3. Making Addi1onal Awards: Par1es can also agree on whether the arbitral tribunal should 
have the authority to make addi1onal awards. These addi1onal awards may be necessary 
to address specific issues or claims that were not fully resolved in the original award. 

4. Efficiency and Finality: Allowing par1es to agree on the powers of the tribunal for 
correc1on and addi1onal awards can promote efficiency in the arbitra1on process. It can 
reduce the need for protracted post-award proceedings and help in achieving a more 
expedi1ous resolu1on of disputes. 

5. Clear and Transparent Process: By s1pula1ng the powers of the tribunal in the arbitra1on 
agreement, par1es can ensure that the procedures for correc1on or addi1onal awards 
are transparent and well-defined. This can minimise misunderstandings or disputes that 
may arise in rela1on to these maSers. 

6. Limita1on on Court Interven1on: The provision emphasises the importance of party 
agreement in determining the tribunal’s powers regarding correc1ons and addi1onal 
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awards. By doing so, the Act aims to reduce the necessity for court interven1on in maSers 
that par1es can resolve among themselves. 

In conclusion, sec1on 57(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 underscores the principle of party 
autonomy in arbitra1on. It allows par1es to agree on the powers of the arbitral tribunal to correct 
errors in an award or to make addi1onal awards. By gran1ng this freedom, the Act seeks to promote a 
more efficient, clear, and self-regula1ng arbitra1on process that is tailored to the specific needs and 
preferences of the par1es involved. 

 

(2) If or to the extent there is no such agreement, the following provisions apply. 

Sec1on 57(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides default provisions that come into effect 
when the par1es have not agreed on the powers of the arbitral tribunal to correct an award or make 
an addi1onal award. Here is the analysis of this provision: 

1. Default Rules: When the par1es have not specifically addressed the issue in their 
arbitra1on agreement, the Act steps in to provide a default set of rules to govern the 
powers of the arbitral tribunal in making correc1ons or addi1onal awards. 

2. Power to Correct Clerical, Typographical, or Computa1onal Errors: In the absence of an 
agreement to the contrary, the arbitral tribunal has the inherent power to correct any 
clerical, typographical, or computa1onal errors that might have occurred in the award. 
This allows the tribunal to rec1fy inadvertent mistakes that do not involve a 
reconsidera1on of the merits of the dispute. 

3. Time Limit for Correc1ons: The Act sets a 1me limit within which correc1ons may be 
made. According to sec1on 57(2)(b), any applica1on for correc1on must be made within 
28 days of the award being made, or any longer period that the par1es may agree upon. 

4. Addi1onal Awards on Unresolved Claims: If the arbitral tribunal failed to address all the 
issues or claims submiSed to it for decision, and there was no agreement on the tribunal’s 
powers to make addi1onal awards, the tribunal may make an addi1onal award on the 
unresolved claims. This enables the tribunal to fully resolve all maSers in dispute between 
the par1es. 

5. No1fica1on of Correc1ons and Addi1onal Awards: Once correc1ons or addi1onal awards 
are made, the tribunal is required to no1fy the par1es in wri1ng, and such correc1ons or 
addi1onal awards shall form part of the original award. 

6. Finality of Correc1ons and Addi1onal Awards: Correc1ons or addi1onal awards made by 
the tribunal in accordance with sec1on 57(2) are deemed to be part of the original award 
and are subject to the same legal standing and finality. 

7. Limita1on on Substan1ve Review: Sec1on 57(3) clarifies that correc1ons or addi1onal 
awards made by the tribunal under this sec1on are not subject to any further 
reconsidera1on or substan1ve review. This promotes finality and ensures that the 
arbitra1on process remains efficient and effec1ve. 
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In summary, Sec1on 57(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides default rules for the powers of 
the arbitral tribunal to correct awards and make addi1onal awards in cases where the par1es have not 
agreed on these maSers. It allows for the correc1on of clerical errors and provides a mechanism for 
addressing unresolved claims. The sec1on enhances the efficiency and finality of the arbitra1on 
process while providing clarity on the powers of the tribunal when par1es have not explicitly addressed 
these issues in their arbitra1on agreement. 

 

(3) The tribunal may on its own ini\a\ve or on the applica\on of a party— 

(a) correct an award so as to remove any clerical mistake or error arising from an accidental 
slip or omission or clarify or remove any ambiguity in the award, or 

(b) make an addi\onal award in respect of any claim (including a claim for interest or costs) 
which was presented to the tribunal but was not dealt with in the award. 

These powers shall not be exercised without first affording the other par\es a reasonable 
opportunity to make representa\ons to the tribunal. 

Sec1on 57(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the powers of the arbitral tribunal to correct 
an award and make addi1onal awards. Here is the analysis of this provision: 

1. Correc1on of Award: The arbitral tribunal, either on its own ini1a1ve or upon applica1on 
by a party, has the authority to correct an award in certain circumstances. Specifically, the 
tribunal may correct any clerical mistake, error arising from an accidental slip or omission, 
or clarify and remove any ambiguity in the award. This power ensures that any 
unintended errors or inaccuracies in the award can be rec1fied without altering the 
substance of the decision. 

2. Addi1onal Award for Undealt Claims: If the arbitral tribunal overlooked or failed to 
address a claim or issue presented to it in the arbitral proceedings, the tribunal may make 
an addi1onal award to resolve that specific claim. This empowers the tribunal to fully 
dispose of all claims submiSed to it and ensures that no issues are leu unresolved. 

3. Scope of Addi1onal Awards: The tribunal’s power to make addi1onal awards extends to 
any claim, including claims for interest or costs, that were presented during the arbitral 
proceedings but were not addressed in the original award. 

4. Due Process Safeguards: The Act provides a cri1cal safeguard by requiring that before 
exercising its powers to correct an award or make an addi1onal award, the tribunal must 
give the other par1es a reasonable opportunity to make representa1ons. This ensures 
that all par1es have a fair chance to comment on any proposed changes to the award and 
helps maintain due process in the arbitra1on. 

5. Finality of Correc1ons and Addi1onal Awards: Once the tribunal has made correc1ons or 
addi1onal awards under this sec1on, those changes become an integral part of the 
original award and are subject to the same finality and enforceability as the ini1al award. 

In summary, sec1on 57(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the arbitral tribunal the authority 
to correct clerical errors, remove accidental slips or omissions, and clarify ambigui1es in the award. 
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Addi1onally, it allows the tribunal to make addi1onal awards to address claims that were presented 
but not dealt with in the original award. The provision ensures that due process is upheld by requiring 
the tribunal to afford other par1es the opportunity to make representa1ons before exercising these 
powers. Ul1mately, these measures promote efficiency, fairness, and the enforceability of the 
arbitra1on process. 

 

(4) Any applica\on for the exercise of those powers must be made within 28 days of the date of 
the award or such longer period as the par\es may agree. 

Sec1on 57(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies the 1me limit within which any applica1on 
for the exercise of correc1on or addi1onal award powers by the arbitral tribunal must be made. Here 
is the analysis: 

1. Time Limit for Applica1on: The provision states that any applica1on seeking the exercise 
of powers under sec1on 57(3) must be made within 28 days of the date of the award. This 
means that a party seeking correc1ons or addi1onal awards in the award must act 
promptly and submit the applica1on within this 1me frame. 

2. Extension by Agreement: The Act allows for flexibility in the 1me limit. The par1es have 
the freedom to agree to a longer period for making such an applica1on beyond the ini1al 
28 days. This can be done through an agreement between the par1es involved in the 
arbitra1on. 

3. Ra1onale for Time Limit: The purpose of this 1me limit is to ensure that the arbitral 
proceedings reach finality in a 1mely manner. By se{ng a deadline for applica1ons, the 
Act aims to promote efficiency in the arbitra1on process and reduce any undue delays. 

4. Promptness and Legal Certainty: The 28-day 1me limit encourages par1es to review the 
award promptly, iden1fy any issues requiring correc1on or any claims not addressed, and 
ini1ate the necessary ac1ons. This promotes legal certainty and finality of the award, as 
it prevents par1es from making endless requests for adjustments auer the award has 
been issued. 

5. Importance of Agreement: The Act emphasises party autonomy, and the ability to agree 
to an extended period allows par1es to tailor the arbitra1on process to their specific 
needs and circumstances. 

In summary, sec1on 57(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets a 28-day 1me limit for par1es to 
apply for the correc1on of an award or seek an addi1onal award. Par1es are encouraged to act 
promptly within this 1meframe to ensure the 1mely resolu1on of issues and promote finality in the 
arbitra1on process. However, this 1me limit can be extended if the par1es agree to a longer period, 
demonstra1ng the Act’s commitment to party autonomy in arbitra1on proceedings. 

 

(5) Any correc\on of an award shall be made within 28 days of the date the applica\on was 
received by the tribunal or, where the correc\on is made by the tribunal on its own ini\a\ve, 
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within 28 days of the date of the award or, in either case, such longer period as the par\es 
may agree. 

Sec1on 57(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the 1me limit within which correc1ons to an 
award must be made. Here is the analysis: 

1. Time Limit for Making Correc1ons: According to sec1on 57(5), any correc1on to an award 
must be made within 28 days of the following events: 

2. The date the applica1on for correc1on was received by the tribunal, if the correc1on is 
made in response to a party’s applica1on. 

3. The date of the original award, if the tribunal ini1ates the correc1on on its own. 

4. This 1me limit is designed to ensure that any necessary correc1ons to the award are made 
in a 1mely manner auer the need for correc1on is iden1fied. 

5. Flexibility with Time Limit: Similar to the provision in sec1on 57(4) for making an 
applica1on, par1es are allowed to agree to a longer period within which correc1ons can 
be made. This provides par1es with the freedom to tailor the 1meline according to the 
specific circumstances of the arbitra1on and ensures that prac1cal considera1ons are 
taken into account. 

6. Promo1ng Efficient Arbitra1on Proceedings: The 28-day 1me limit (or any longer period 
agreed upon) encourages the arbitral tribunal to promptly review the award, address any 
iden1fied errors or clarifica1ons, and issue the corrected award within the specified 
1meframe. This promotes the efficient resolu1on of disputes and prevents unnecessary 
delays in the arbitra1on process. 

7. Importance of Finality: The Act acknowledges the importance of finality in arbitral 
proceedings. By se{ng a reasonable 1me limit for making correc1ons to an award, par1es 
can expect that the arbitra1on process will conclude in a 1mely and defini1ve manner. 

8. Collabora1ve Approach: The provision also encourages a collabora1ve approach, allowing 
the par1es to agree on an extended 1me frame for making correc1ons. This promotes a 
coopera1ve environment where the par1es can work together to resolve any outstanding 
issues related to the award. 

In summary, sec1on 57(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that any correc1ons to an 
award must be made within 28 days of the receipt of the applica1on for correc1on or the date of the 
award, depending on the circumstances. Par1es have the flexibility to agree on a longer 1me period if 
necessary. This provision underscores the importance of efficiency and finality in arbitra1on 
proceedings while maintaining a coopera1ve approach between the par1es and the tribunal. 

 

(6) Any addi\onal award shall be made within 56 days of the date of the original award or such 
longer period as the par\es may agree. 

Sec1on 57(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the 1me limit within which an addi1onal 
award must be made. Here is the analysis: 
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1. Time Limit for Making Addi1onal Award: According to sec1on 57(6), any addi1onal award 
must be made within 56 days of the date of the original award. This 1me limit is designed 
to ensure that any outstanding claims or issues that were presented to the tribunal but 
not dealt with in the original award are resolved in a reasonable 1meframe. 

2. Flexibility with Time Limit: Similar to the provision in sec1on 57(4) and sec1on 57(5), 
par1es are allowed to agree to a longer period within which an addi1onal award can be 
made. This flexibility allows par1es to extend the 1meline if there are complex issues that 
require further considera1on or if there is a need for more 1me to reach a resolu1on. 

3. Efficient Resolu1on of Claims: The 56-day 1me limit (or any longer period agreed upon) 
encourages the arbitral tribunal to promptly address any remaining claims or issues and 
issue the addi1onal award within the specified 1meframe. This promotes the efficient 
resolu1on of all disputes arising from the arbitra1on. 

4. Finality and Closure: The Act recognises the importance of bringing the arbitra1on 
process to a conclusion in a 1mely manner. By se{ng a specific 1me limit for making an 
addi1onal award, the Act aims to achieve finality and closure in the dispute resolu1on 
process. 

5. Collabora1ve Approach: Like in sec1on 57(5), the provision encourages a collabora1ve 
approach by allowing the par1es to agree on an extended 1me frame for making an 
addi1onal award. This fosters coopera1on between the par1es and the tribunal, enabling 
them to work together to resolve any outstanding maSers. 

6. Preserva1on of Par1es’ Rights: By se{ng a definite 1me limit for the issuance of an 
addi1onal award, the Act ensures that par1es’ rights to have their claims adjudicated are 
protected without undue delay. 

In summary, sec1on 57(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 requires any addi1onal award to be made 
within 56 days of the date of the original award. Par1es have the flexibility to agree on a longer 1me 
period if necessary. This provision reinforces the importance of 1mely resolu1on of all claims and 
issues arising from the arbitra1on process, while promo1ng a collabora1ve and efficient approach to 
dispute resolu1on. 

 

(7) Any correc\on of an award shall form part of the award. 

Sec1on 57(7) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the effect of correc1ons made to an award 
and provides the following: 

1. Incorpora1on of Correc1ons: According to sec1on 57(7), any correc1on made to an award 
shall be treated as an integral part of the original award. In other words, once the 
correc1on is made, it becomes an inseparable and essen1al component of the award 
itself. 

2. No Separa1on of Correc1ons: This provision ensures that correc1ons to an award are not 
treated as independent or separate documents but are instead considered as a unified 
and complete award. It prevents any ambiguity or confusion that could arise if correc1ons 
were treated as dis1nct from the main award. 
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3. Maintaining Integrity of the Award: By incorpora1ng correc1ons into the award, the 
integrity of the award is preserved. It ensures that any changes or clarifica1ons made to 
the award are properly reflected within the award document and are not subject to 
dispute or challenge. 

4. Avoiding Mul1ple Versions: Trea1ng correc1ons as part of the award helps avoid the 
possibility of having mul1ple versions of the award floa1ng around, which could lead to 
confusion or disputes about the authorita1ve version of the award. 

5. Finality and Certainty: Incorpora1ng correc1ons within the original award contributes to 
the finality and certainty of the arbitral process. It provides par1es with a clear and 
defini1ve resolu1on to their dispute without the need for addi1onal documenta1on or 
references to modifica1ons. 

6. Consistency in Enforcement: By trea1ng correc1ons as part of the award, enforcement of 
the award becomes more straighlorward and consistent. It ensures that any court or 
authority responsible for enforcing the award will apply the correc1ons without any 
ambiguity. 

In summary, sec1on 57(7) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that any correc1on made to 
an award shall form part of the award itself. This provision ensures that correc1ons are seamlessly 
integrated into the original award, contribu1ng to the finality, integrity, and enforceability of the 
arbitral decision. 

 

58 EFFECT OF AWARD 

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, an award made by the tribunal pursuant to an 
arbitra\on agreement is final and binding both on the par\es and on any persons claiming 
through or under them. 

Sec1on 58(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes the general principle regarding the finality 
and binding nature of awards made by the arbitral tribunal. The sec1on can be analysed as follows: 

1. Finality of the Award: The provision states that unless the par1es agree otherwise, an 
award rendered by the arbitral tribunal is considered final. This means that once the 
tribunal issues the award, it brings an end to the dispute and the arbitrators’ role in the 
case. 

2. Binding Nature of the Award: The sec1on also emphasises that the award is binding on 
the par1es involved in the arbitra1on. This binding effect means that the par1es are 
legally obligated to comply with the decision and the terms stated in the award. 

3. Extending to Claimants and Successors: The finality and binding nature of the award are 
not limited to just the par1es who directly par1cipated in the arbitra1on. It extends to 
“any persons claiming through or under them”. This includes successors, assignees, or any 
other legal en11es or individuals who derive their rights from the original par1es to the 
arbitra1on. 
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4. Presump1on of Enforceability: By sta1ng that the award is final and binding, sec1on 58(1) 
establishes a presump1on of enforceability. This means that the award is presumed to be 
legally valid and enforceable, and par1es seeking to challenge or set aside the award 
would need to demonstrate specific legal grounds for doing so. 

5. Party Autonomy: The sec1on also reflects the principle of party autonomy in arbitra1on. 
Par1es are free to agree to different terms regarding the finality and binding nature of the 
award. For instance, in some cases, par1es may agree to a non-binding or provisional 
award. 

6. Legal Force of the Award: Once an award is final and binding, it has the same legal force 
and effect as a court judgment. It can be enforced in the same manner as a court 
judgment, subject to the enforcement laws of the relevant jurisdic1on. 

In summary, sec1on 58(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes that, in the absence of a 
different agreement between the par1es, an award made by the arbitral tribunal pursuant to an 
arbitra1on agreement is final and binding on the par1es and any individuals or en11es claiming 
through or under them. This provision upholds the principle of party autonomy and underscores the 
enforceability of arbitra1on awards. 

 

(2) This does not affect the right of a person to challenge the award by any available arbitral 
process of appeal or review or in accordance with the provisions of this Part. 

1. Sec1on 58(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies an important aspect of the 
finality and binding nature of arbitral awards. It states that despite an award being final 
and binding on the par1es and any persons claiming through or under them, this does 
not eliminate or affect a person’s right to challenge the award through available arbitral 
processes of appeal or review, or in accordance with the provisions of the Act itself. Here 
is a more detailed analysis of Sec1on 58(2): 

2. Preserva1on of Right to Challenge: The provision ensures that the finality and binding 
nature of an arbitral award do not prevent par1es or individuals from challenging the 
award if they believe there are valid grounds to do so. 

3. Arbitral Process of Appeal or Review: The sec1on allows par1es to avail themselves of any 
available arbitral process for appeal or review. This means that the arbitra1on agreement 
or the rules of the arbitral ins1tu1on may provide for mechanisms through which par1es 
can seek to challenge the award within the arbitral process itself. 

4. Challenge under the Act: Addi1onally, sec1on 58(2) also indicates that the Act itself 
provides for certain grounds and procedures to challenge an award, which includes 
Sec1ons 67 to 69. These sec1ons of the Act allow par1es to challenge an award before 
the courts on specific grounds, such as the jurisdic1on of the tribunal, procedural 
irregulari1es, and issues related to the public policy. 

5. Procedural Safeguards: The provision acts as a safeguard to ensure that par1es have an 
opportunity to raise legi1mate challenges and seek redress if they believe the award was 
wrongly decided or there were procedural flaws during the arbitra1on process. 
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6. Consistency with Interna1onal Arbitra1on Standards: This provision aligns with 
interna1onal standards of arbitra1on, which generally recognise the principle of finality 
of arbitral awards while also allowing par1es to have recourse to limited avenues for 
challenging the award. 

In conclusion, sec1on 58(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 reinforces that the finality and binding 
nature of an arbitral award do not prevent par1es from pursuing legi1mate challenges through 
available arbitral processes of appeal or review or in accordance with the specific provisions of the Act 
itself. This provision strikes a balance between the enforceability of arbitral awards and the need for 
procedural safeguards to address poten1al errors or flaws in the arbitral process. 
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COSTS OF THE ARBITRATION 

59 COSTS OF THE ARBITRATION 

(1) References in this Part to the costs of the arbitra\on are to— 

(a) the arbitrators’ fees and expenses, 

(b) the fees and expenses of any arbitral ins\tu\on concerned, and 

(c) the legal or other costs of the par\es. 

Sec1on 59(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a defini1on for the term “costs of the 
arbitra1on” as used in this Part of the Act. The term refers to various types of expenses and fees 
incurred during the arbitra1on process, and it includes the following components: 

1. Arbitrators’ Fees and Expenses (a): This includes the remunera1on and any necessary 
expenses incurred by the arbitrators for their services in conduc1ng the arbitra1on. 
Arbitrators are usually en1tled to be compensated for their 1me and exper1se, and the 
expenses may cover travel, accommoda1on, and other costs directly related to the 
arbitra1on proceedings. 

2. Fees and Expenses of any Arbitral Ins1tu1on Concerned (b): In some cases, par1es choose 
to administer their arbitra1on through a reputable arbitral ins1tu1on. These ins1tu1ons 
may provide administra1ve services, procedural support, and facili1es for conduc1ng the 
arbitra1on. The fees and expenses of such ins1tu1ons, as agreed upon or prescribed by 
the ins1tu1on’s rules, are considered as part of the costs of the arbitra1on. 

3. Legal or Other Costs of the Par1es (c): This component covers the legal fees and other 
expenses incurred by the par1es in connec1on with the arbitra1on. These costs may 
include legal representa1on, expert witness fees, transla1on expenses, and other costs 
directly related to preparing and presen1ng their cases during the arbitra1on 
proceedings. 

Overall, sec1on 59(1) ensures that the term “costs of the arbitra1on” encompasses a comprehensive 
range of expenses and fees incurred by the par1es and the arbitrators during the arbitra1on process. 
It clarifies that the costs include not only the arbitrators’ remunera1on but also the expenses related 
to any arbitral ins1tu1on involved and the legal or other costs borne by the par1es themselves. The 
alloca1on and recovery of these costs are subject to the principles and rules established by the arbitral 
tribunal or as agreed by the par1es. 

 

(2) Any such reference includes the costs of or incidental to any proceedings to determine the 
amount of the recoverable costs of the arbitra\on (see sec\on 63). 

Sec1on 59(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 expands the scope of the term “costs of the 
arbitra1on” as defined in Sec1on 59(1). It specifies that any reference to the costs of the arbitra1on 
includes not only the direct costs incurred during the arbitra1on process but also the costs or expenses 
incurred in any proceedings related to the determina1on of the amount of recoverable costs. 
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In other words, when sec1on 59(2) men1ons “any such reference”, it is referring to any provision or 
context in the Act where the term “costs of the arbitra1on” is used. These references include the 
arbitrators’ fees and expenses, the fees and expenses of any arbitral ins1tu1on, and the legal or other 
costs of the par1es as defined in sec1on 59(1). 

The addi1onal inclusion in sec1on 59(2) is the “costs of or incidental to any proceedings to determine 
the amount of the recoverable costs of the arbitra1on”. This refers to any subsequent proceedings or 
steps taken to ascertain and determine the actual amount of costs that the successful party is en1tled 
to recover from the unsuccessful party auer the arbitra1on has concluded. Such proceedings typically 
occur when the par1es disagree on the amount of recoverable costs or when the arbitral tribunal’s 
award does not specifically address the issue of costs. 

Sec1on 63 of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides the framework for these post-arbitra1on proceedings 
to determine the amount of recoverable costs. Therefore, Sec1on 59(2) clarifies that the term “costs 
of the arbitra1on” also covers the expenses incurred during such post-arbitra1on proceedings related 
to the determina1on of the recoverable costs. 

In summary, sec1on 59(2) ensures that the defini1on of “costs of the arbitra1on” is comprehensive 
and includes not only the direct costs incurred during the arbitra1on process but also the costs 
associated with proceedings to determine the amount of recoverable costs auer the arbitra1on has 
concluded. 

 

60 AGREEMENT TO PAY COSTS IN ANY EVENT 

(1) An agreement which has the effect that a party is to pay the whole or part of the costs of the 
arbitra\on in any event is only valid if made ajer the dispute in ques\on has arisen. 

Sec1on 60 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the issue of cost alloca1on in arbitra1on 
agreements. It specifies a condi1on under which an agreement that requires a party to pay the whole 
or part of the costs of the arbitra1on in any event will be considered valid. 

In simpler terms, this means that an agreement that obliges a party to bear the arbitra1on costs, 
regardless of the outcome of the arbitra1on, can only be considered legally enforceable if it is made 
auer the specific dispute has arisen between the par1es. 

The ra1onale behind this provision is to ensure fairness and avoid poten1al abuses. If such agreements 
were allowed to be made before a dispute arises, it could create a situa1on where one party with 
greater bargaining power compels the other party to agree to bear all or a significant por1on of the 
arbitra1on costs, pu{ng the laSer at a disadvantage even before the dispute arises. 

By requiring the agreement to be made auer the dispute arises, the Act seeks to ensure that both 
par1es have a clearer understanding of the issues at hand and their posi1ons before deciding on the 
alloca1on of costs. This way, par1es are less likely to enter into such agreements has1ly or under undue 
pressure. 

In summary, sec1on 60 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 safeguards against unfair cost alloca1on 
prac1ces by requiring that an agreement to pay the whole or part of the arbitra1on costs in any event 
can only be valid if it is made auer the dispute in ques1on has arisen. 
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61 AWARD OF COSTS 

(1) The tribunal may make an award alloca\ng the costs of the arbitra\on as between the par\es, 
subject to any agreement of the par\es. 

Sec1on 61(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 pertains to the power of the arbitral tribunal to 
allocate the costs of the arbitra1on between the par1es. It provides the tribunal with the authority to 
decide how the costs incurred during the arbitra1on process should be appor1oned, subject to any 
prior agreement made by the par1es. 

In simpler terms, this means that the arbitral tribunal has the discre1on to issue an award that specifies 
how the costs related to the arbitra1on proceedings are to be divided and borne by the par1es. The 
tribunal can determine who should be responsible for paying the arbitrators’ fees and expenses, the 
fees and expenses of any arbitral ins1tu1on involved, and the legal or other costs incurred by the 
par1es during the arbitra1on process. 

However, the tribunal’s power to allocate costs is not absolute, as it is subject to any prior agreement 
reached by the par1es. If the par1es have a separate agreement that outlines how the costs should be 
shared, the tribunal must take that agreement into account when making its award. In the absence of 
such an agreement, the tribunal has the authority to decide on the alloca1on of costs based on the 
circumstances of the case, the conduct of the par1es, and the principles of fairness and 
reasonableness. 

In summary, Sec1on 61(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the arbitral tribunal the power to 
issue an award determining how the costs of the arbitra1on should be allocated between the par1es, 
except where there is a prior agreement on cost alloca1on made by the par1es. The purpose of this 
provision is to ensure a fair and equitable distribu1on of the financial burden of the arbitra1on process. 

 

(2) Unless the par\es otherwise agree, the tribunal shall award costs on the general principle that 
costs should follow the event except where it appears to the tribunal that in the circumstances 
this is not appropriate in rela\on to the whole or part of the costs. 

Sec1on 61(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the general principle for awarding costs in 
arbitra1on proceedings. It sets out the default rule that the arbitral tribunal should follow when 
determining which party should bear the costs of the arbitra1on, subject to any contrary agreement 
between the par1es. 

In simpler terms, this means that if the par1es have not agreed on how costs should be allocated, the 
default principle is that “costs should follow the event”. This principle implies that the party who is 
successful in the arbitra1on (i.e., the prevailing party) should be awarded its costs by the other party 
who did not succeed. 

However, the principle of “costs follow the event” is not an absolute rule, as the provision also allows 
the arbitral tribunal to exercise its discre1on. The tribunal may deviate from this default rule if it deems 
it inappropriate to apply it in the given circumstances, either in whole or in part. This means that even 
if one party prevails, the tribunal may determine that it is not fair or appropriate to award all the costs 
to the winning party, and it may allocate the costs differently. 
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The tribunal’s decision to depart from the general principle is based on considera1ons of fairness and 
jus1ce, taking into account various factors such as the conduct of the par1es during the arbitra1on, 
the merits of their respec1ve claims, and any other relevant circumstances. 

In summary, sec1on 61(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes the default principle of “costs 
follow the event” for alloca1ng costs in arbitra1on proceedings. However, the tribunal retains the 
discre1on to depart from this principle if it deems it appropriate in the circumstances. This provision 
aims to strike a balance between predictability and flexibility in determining cost alloca1on in 
arbitra1on. 

 

62 EFFECT OF AGREEMENT OR AWARD ABOUT COSTS 

Unless the par\es otherwise agree, any obliga\on under an agreement between them as to how 
the costs of the arbitra\on are to be borne, or under an award alloca\ng the costs of the arbitra\on, 
extends only to such costs as are recoverable. 

Sec1on 62 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the scope of the obliga1on to bear costs as 
agreed between the par1es or allocated by an arbitral award. It establishes that any such agreement 
or award regarding the costs of the arbitra1on only extends to “recoverable costs”, unless the par1es 
have agreed otherwise. 

In simpler terms, this means that any agreement between the par1es regarding the alloca1on of costs 
or any award by the arbitral tribunal on cost alloca1on will only apply to costs that are considered 
“recoverable”. Recoverable costs are those costs that are deemed reasonable and necessary in 
connec1on with the arbitra1on and are generally considered to be reasonably incurred by the 
prevailing party. 

The provision ensures that par1es cannot agree or be ordered to bear costs that are not considered 
recoverable under the law or the applicable rules of arbitra1on. For example, costs that may be 
considered excessive, unnecessary, or incurred unreasonably would not be recoverable and, therefore, 
would not be covered by the obliga1on to bear costs under the agreement or award. 

Sec1on 62 also emphasises that the obliga1on to bear costs is subject to any contrary agreement 
between the par1es. This means that the par1es can agree to a different scope of recoverable costs in 
their arbitra1on agreement or in any subsequent agreement related to cost alloca1on. 

In conclusion, Sec1on 62 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that any agreement or award 
regarding cost alloca1on in arbitra1on extends only to recoverable costs. It prevents par1es from being 
obligated to bear costs that are not considered reasonable or necessary in the arbitra1on process, 
subject to any contrary agreement between the par1es. 

 

63 THE RECOVERABLE COSTS OF THE ARBITRATION 

(1) The par\es are free to agree what costs of the arbitra\on are recoverable. 

Sec1on 63(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants par1es the freedom to agree on the 
recoverability of costs in an arbitra1on. This provision allows the par1es to s1pulate and define which 
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costs incurred during the arbitra1on process can be recovered by the prevailing party. The ability to 
agree on recoverable costs provides flexibility and allows the par1es to tailor the cost alloca1on to suit 
their specific needs and circumstances. Key points from Sec1on 63(1): 

1. Freedom to agree on recoverable costs: The provision states that the par1es are “free to 
agree” on the costs that are recoverable. This means that the par1es have the liberty to 
nego1ate and decide the scope of costs that can be claimed and recovered in the event 
of a successful outcome in the arbitra1on. 

2. Scope of recoverable costs: The term “recoverable costs” refers to the costs that can be 
reclaimed and compensated by the successful party in the arbitra1on. These costs are 
typically associated with the proceedings and may include legal fees, administra1ve 
expenses, arbitrator fees, witness expenses, and other reasonable costs incurred during 
the arbitra1on process. 

3. Importance of clear agreement: It is essen1al for the par1es to have a clear and 
unambiguous agreement on the recoverable costs to avoid disputes or uncertain1es auer 
the arbitra1on has concluded. A well-draued arbitra1on clause or separate agreement 
outlining the scope of recoverable costs can prevent disagreements and streamline the 
cost recovery process. 

4. Flexibility and customisa1on: Allowing par1es to agree on recoverable costs provides 
flexibility and customisa1on op1ons. Different arbitra1ons may involve varying types of 
costs, and par1es can nego1ate terms that best suit their specific case, industry, or 
budget. 

Overall, Sec1on 63(1) grants par1es the autonomy to determine the recoverable costs in their 
arbitra1on, offering them the freedom to agree on the scope of costs that can be claimed and 
reimbursed. Having a clear and mutually agreed-upon defini1on of recoverable costs is essen1al for 
an efficient and transparent arbitra1on process. 

 

(2) If or to the extent there is no such agreement, the following provisions apply. 

Sec1on 63(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a default rule for determining the 
recoverable costs when the par1es have not agreed on the scope of costs that can be claimed and 
reimbursed in the arbitra1on. In the absence of an agreement, the following provisions come into 
effect to determine the recoverable costs: 

1. General principle of recoverability: The default rule states that the recoverable costs shall 
be those costs that the tribunal considers to be reasonable and propor1onate to the 
circumstances of the case. This means that the tribunal has the discre1on to assess the 
reasonableness and propor1onality of the costs claimed by each party. 

2. Costs follow the event principle: The default rule also applies the “costs follow the event” 
principle. This principle means that, generally, the successful party in the arbitra1on will 
be en1tled to recover its reasonable costs from the unsuccessful party. In other words, 
the losing party will typically be required to bear the costs of the prevailing party. 
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3. Discre1on of the tribunal: It is important to note that the tribunal has significant 
discre1on in determining the recoverable costs. The tribunal may take into account 
various factors, including the complexity of the case, the conduct of the par1es during the 
arbitra1on, the amount in dispute, and any other relevant circumstances. 

4. Reasonableness and propor1onality: The emphasis on reasonableness and 
propor1onality indicates that the tribunal should ensure that the costs claimed by the 
prevailing party are jus1fied and appropriate in rela1on to the issues and complexi1es 
involved in the arbitra1on. This helps prevent excessive or unjus1fiable cost claims. 

In summary, Sec1on 63(2) serves as a default provision to address situa1ons where the par1es have 
not agreed on the recoverable costs in the arbitra1on. The tribunal has the authority to assess the 
reasonableness and propor1onality of the costs claimed and apply the “costs follow the event” 
principle to determine the recoverable costs. This provision ensures that the award of costs is fair and 
reasonable, taking into account the specific circumstances of the arbitra1on case. 

 

(3) The tribunal may determine by award the recoverable costs of the arbitra\on on such basis 
as it thinks fit. 

If it does so, it shall specify— 

(a) the basis on which it has acted, and 

(b) the items of recoverable costs and the amount referable to each. 

Sec1on 63(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the arbitral tribunal to determine the 
recoverable costs of the arbitra1on and sets out the requirements when making such an award. If the 
tribunal chooses to decide the recoverable costs, it has the discre1on to do so on any basis it deems 
appropriate. The sec1on further mandates that when making an award on costs, the tribunal must 
provide specific details: 

1. Basis for the determina1on: The tribunal must specify the basis on which it has acted 
when determining the recoverable costs. This means that the tribunal needs to explain 
the reasoning and factors considered while arriving at the decision on costs. 

2. Items of recoverable costs: The tribunal must iden1fy the individual items that are 
considered recoverable costs. Recoverable costs may include legal fees, arbitrators’ fees, 
expert witness fees, administra1ve expenses, and other expenses directly related to the 
arbitra1on. 

3. Amount of recoverable costs: The tribunal should also specify the amount that can be 
recovered for each item iden1fied. This means that the award should indicate the 
monetary value associated with each recoverable cost item. 

By requiring the tribunal to provide explicit details in the award, this provision aims to enhance 
transparency and clarity in the assessment of recoverable costs. It enables the par1es to understand 
the ra1onale behind the tribunal’s decision and the components of the recoverable costs. 
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Overall, Sec1on 63(3) ensures that the tribunal exercises its discre1on to determine the recoverable 
costs in a reasoned and specific manner. This promotes fairness and allows the par1es to be aware of 
the breakdown of costs they may be en1tled to recover or liable to pay. 

 

(4) If the tribunal does not determine the recoverable costs of the arbitra\on, any party to the 
arbitral proceedings may apply to the court (upon no\ce to the other par\es) which may— 

(a) determine the recoverable costs of the arbitra\on on such basis as it thinks fit, or 

(b) order that they shall be determined by such means and upon such terms as it may 
specify. 

Sec1on 63(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the situa1on where the arbitral tribunal 
fails to determine the recoverable costs of the arbitra1on. In such cases, any party involved in the 
arbitral proceedings has the right to apply to the court seeking a determina1on of the recoverable 
costs. The applica1on to the court should be made with no1ce to the other par1es. 

The sec1on provides two courses of ac1on that the court may take: 

1. Determine the recoverable costs: The court may independently assess and determine the 
recoverable costs of the arbitra1on on a basis it deems appropriate. This means the court 
will make a final decision regarding the costs, considering the relevant evidence and 
arguments presented by the par1es. 

2. Order a different means of determina1on: Alterna1vely, the court may order that the 
recoverable costs be determined by other means or mechanisms as specified by the court. 
This could involve appoin1ng an expert to assess the costs or employing any other 
suitable method to arrive at a fair and reasonable determina1on. 

By allowing the court to intervene and resolve disputes over recoverable costs, Sec1on 63(4) aims to 
provide a mechanism for par1es to seek clarity and resolu1on when the arbitral tribunal has not made 
a determina1on on this maSer. It offers an avenue for par1es to ensure that the costs are assessed 
and allocated appropriately, promo1ng fairness and efficiency in the arbitra1on process. 

Overall, sec1on 63(4) enhances the overall effec1veness and enforceability of the arbitral process by 
providing a solu1on for par1es when the tribunal does not make a determina1on on recoverable costs. 
It helps ensure that par1es have a means to address disputes over costs, thus contribu1ng to the 
smooth func1oning of arbitra1on proceedings. 
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(5) Unless the tribunal or the court determines otherwise— 

(a) the recoverable costs of the arbitra\on shall be determined on the basis that there shall 
be allowed a reasonable amount in respect of all costs reasonably incurred, and 

(b) any doubt as to whether costs were reasonably incurred or were reasonable in amount 
shall be resolved in favour of the paying party. 

Sec1on 63(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out default rules for determining the recoverable 
costs of the arbitra1on in the absence of specific determina1ons by the arbitral tribunal or the court. 
The sec1on establishes two guiding principles for assessing recoverable costs: 

1. Reasonable amount for costs incurred: The default basis for determining recoverable 
costs is that a reasonable amount should be allowed in respect of all costs that were 
reasonably incurred. This means that the recoverable costs should reflect the actual 
expenses reasonably necessary to conduct the arbitra1on effec1vely and efficiently. 

2. Doubt resolved in favour of the paying party: If there is any uncertainty or doubt about 
whether certain costs were reasonably incurred or were reasonable in amount, such 
doubt is resolved in favour of the paying party. In other words, if the reasonableness of 
specific costs is unclear, the burden falls on the party seeking recovery to demonstrate 
that those costs were indeed reasonably incurred and are reasonable in amount. 

By specifying these default principles, Sec1on 63(5) promotes fairness and predictability in the 
determina1on of recoverable costs. The requirement to assess costs reasonably incurred ensures that 
par1es are not unduly burdened with unnecessary or excessive expenses, while also encouraging 
par1es to be prudent in their spending during the arbitra1on process. 

Addi1onally, resolving doubts in favour of the paying party is a safeguard against poten1al abuse of 
the costs recovery process. It helps prevent situa1ons where one party may aSempt to claim excessive 
or unjus1fied costs, pu{ng the burden on the claiming party to provide adequate jus1fica1on for the 
expenses incurred. 

Overall, sec1on 63(5) provides clarity and guidance for determining recoverable costs in arbitra1on 
when no specific determina1on is made by the tribunal or the court. The principles of reasonableness 
and resolving doubts in favour of the paying party aim to strike a fair balance between the par1es and 
encourage cost-effec1ve and efficient arbitra1on proceedings. 

 

(6) The above provisions have effect subject to sec\on 64 (recoverable fees and expenses of 
arbitrators). 

Sec1on 63(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that the provisions regarding the 
determina1on of recoverable costs, as described in Sec1on 63(1) to Sec1on 63(5), are subject to 
Sec1on 64 of the Act. This means that Sec1on 64 takes precedence over the general principles laid out 
in sec1on 63 when it comes to the specific issue of the recoverable fees and expenses of the 
arbitrators. 

Sec1on 64 deals with the recovery of fees and expenses of the arbitrators, which are the costs 
associated with the arbitrators’ services in conduc1ng the arbitra1on proceedings. It sets out the 
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default rule that the par1es are jointly and severally liable for paying the fees and expenses of the 
arbitrators unless they agree otherwise. This means that all par1es are collec1vely responsible for 
covering the arbitrators’ fees and expenses unless there is a specific agreement sta1ng otherwise. 

By including sec1on 63(6), the Act ensures that the specific rules governing the recoverable fees and 
expenses of the arbitrators outlined in Sec1on 64 take precedence over any general principles or 
agreements regarding recoverable costs under Sec1on 63. This is because the arbitrators’ fees and 
expenses are a dis1nct and essen1al component of the costs of the arbitra1on process, and the Act 
establishes a clear and separate rule for their alloca1on and recovery. 

In summary, while sec1on 63 sets out the general principles for determining recoverable costs in 
arbitra1on, sec1on 63(6) emphasises that these principles are subject to sec1on 64, which governs 
the recoverable fees and expenses of the arbitrators. This provision ensures that the specific rules 
related to arbitrators’ fees and expenses take priority when it comes to cost alloca1on in arbitra1on 
proceedings. 

 

(7) Nothing in this sec\on affects any right of the arbitrators, any expert, legal adviser or assessor 
appointed by the tribunal, or any arbitral ins\tu\on, to payment of their fees and expenses. 

Sec1on 63(7) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that the provisions in Sec1on 63 regarding 
the determina1on of recoverable costs in arbitra1on proceedings do not affect the right of certain 
individuals and en11es to payment of their fees and expenses. This provision specifically refers to the 
right of the following par1es to receive payment for their services: 

1. Arbitrators: The arbitrators, who are responsible for deciding the dispute and issuing the 
award, have a right to be compensated for their 1me and exper1se. Their fees and 
expenses are separate from the recoverable costs of the arbitra1on, and they are en1tled 
to be paid for their work in conduc1ng the proceedings and rendering the award. 

2. Experts, Legal Advisers, and Assessors: In some arbitra1on proceedings, the tribunal may 
appoint experts, legal advisers, or assessors to assist in resolving specific technical or legal 
issues. These individuals also have the right to be paid for their services, and their fees 
and expenses are not affected by the provisions in sec1on 63. 

3. Arbitral Ins1tu1ons: In certain cases, par1es may choose to have their arbitra1on 
administered by an arbitral ins1tu1on, such as the Interna1onal Chamber of Commerce 
(ICC) or the London Court of Interna1onal Arbitra1on (LCIA). These ins1tu1ons provide 
administra1ve support for the arbitra1on proceedings and may charge fees for their 
services. Sec1on 63(7) confirms that their right to payment for their services is not 
affected by the provisions on recoverable costs. 

In summary, sec1on 63(7) ensures that the right of arbitrators, experts, legal advisers, assessors, and 
arbitral ins1tu1ons to receive payment for their services is preserved, regardless of the provisions for 
determining recoverable costs in the arbitra1on. It clarifies that the costs associated with these 
individuals and en11es are separate from the recoverable costs of the arbitra1on and are not subject 
to the same principles for alloca1on and recovery. 
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64 RECOVERABLE FEES AND EXPENSES OF ARBITRATORS 

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the recoverable costs of the arbitra\on shall include 
in respect of the fees and expenses of the arbitrators only such reasonable fees and expenses 
as are appropriate in the circumstances. 

Sec1on 64(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the recoverable costs of the arbitra1on 
related to the fees and expenses of the arbitrators. It establishes a default rule that, unless the par1es 
agree otherwise, the recoverable costs shall include only “such reasonable fees and expenses as are 
appropriate in the circumstances”. 

This provision is significant because it ensures that the fees and expenses of the arbitrators, which are 
generally borne by the par1es, are subject to reasonableness and appropriateness. It prevents 
excessive or unreasonable fees from being recoverable as costs in the arbitra1on. The inten1on is to 
promote fairness and transparency in the determina1on of arbitrators’ fees and expenses, preven1ng 
any party from being burdened with unreasonably high costs. 

By se{ng the standard as “reasonable fees and expenses as are appropriate in the circumstances”, the 
Act allows for some flexibility in determining the recoverable costs. This allows the tribunal or court to 
take into account factors such as the complexity of the case, the 1me and effort invested by the 
arbitrators, the rates typically charged for similar arbitra1ons, and any agreements between the 
par1es regarding the fees and expenses. 

It is worth no1ng that this provision focuses specifically on the arbitrators’ fees and expenses. Other 
costs of the arbitra1on, such as administra1ve fees of arbitral ins1tu1ons, legal costs, and expert fees, 
are subject to the provisions of Sec1on 63. 

In summary, Sec1on 64(1) ensures that the recoverable costs of the arbitra1on, related to the fees and 
expenses of the arbitrators, are reasonable and appropriate. It aims to strike a balance between 
allowing arbitrators to be fairly compensated for their services and preven1ng par1es from being 
burdened with unreasonably high costs. 

 

(2) If there is any ques\on as to what reasonable fees and expenses are appropriate in the 
circumstances, and the ma_er is not already before the court on an applica\on under sec\on 
63(4), the court may on the applica\on of any party (upon no\ce to the other par\es)— 

(a) determine the ma_er, or 

(b) order that it be determined by such means and upon such terms as the court may 
specify. 

Sec1on 64(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses situa1ons where there is a ques1on about 
what cons1tutes reasonable fees and expenses of the arbitrators in the arbitra1on. If such a ques1on 
arises, and it is not already before the court due to an applica1on under sec1on 63(4), the Act allows 
any party to apply to the court for resolu1on. 

The provision outlines two op1ons available to the court upon such an applica1on: 
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1. Determine the maSer: The court may directly decide what cons1tutes reasonable fees 
and expenses of the arbitrators in the given circumstances. The court will consider various 
factors, including the complexity of the case, 1me spent by the arbitrators, market rates, 
and any other relevant factors. 

2. Order determina1on: Alterna1vely, the court may choose to order that the maSer be 
determined by other means and on specific terms. This means that the court may 
delegate the task of determining the reasonable fees and expenses to an independent 
expert or another qualified person, who will make the determina1on following the court’s 
instruc1ons. 

The purpose of this provision is to provide a mechanism for par1es to seek resolu1on when there is a 
dispute or uncertainty over the appropriateness of arbitrators’ fees and expenses. By allowing par1es 
to apply to the court, it ensures that any concerns regarding the reasonableness of these costs can be 
addressed and resolved in a fair and impar1al manner. 

It is important to note that Sec1on 64(2) does not limit the par1es’ ability to agree on the fees and 
expenses of the arbitrators. If the par1es reach an agreement on the arbitrators’ fees, such agreement 
will prevail. However, in the absence of an agreement or when a dispute arises, this sec1on allows the 
court to step in and provide a resolu1on on the maSer. 

 

(3) Subsec\on (1) has effect subject to any order of the court under sec\on 24(4) or 25(3)(b) 
(order as to en\tlement to fees or expenses in case of removal or resigna\on of arbitrator). 

Sec1on 64(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies the effect of subsec1on (1) in situa1ons 
where there is an order of the court under Sec1on 24(4) or Sec1on 25(3)(b). 

Sec1on 24(4) of the Act deals with the en1tlement to fees or expenses of an arbitrator when the 
arbitrator is removed during the arbitra1on proceedings. If the court makes an order under Sec1on 
24(4) specifying the en1tlement to fees or expenses of the removed arbitrator, that order will take 
precedence over the provisions of Sec1on 64(1). 

Similarly, Sec1on 25(3)(b) of the Act deals with the en1tlement to fees or expenses of an arbitrator 
when the arbitrator resigns during the arbitra1on proceedings. If the court makes an order under 
Sec1on 25(3)(b) specifying the en1tlement to fees or expenses of the resigning arbitrator, that order 
will also take precedence over the provisions of Sec1on 64(1). 

In essence, Sec1on 64(3) ensures that any specific orders made by the court under Sec1on 24(4) or 
Sec1on 25(3)(b) regarding the en1tlement to fees or expenses of arbitrators will prevail over the 
general rule set out in Sec1on 64(1). The specific orders made by the court in such cases will govern 
the recoverable costs of the arbitra1on concerning the fees and expenses of the arbitrators involved. 

 

(4) Nothing in this sec\on affects any right of the arbitrator to payment of his fees and expenses. 

Sec1on 64(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that nothing in Sec1on 64 affects the right of 
the arbitrator to payment of their fees and expenses. In other words, this provision ensures that the 
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arbitrator’s right to be compensated for their services is not affected by the rules related to recoverable 
costs in the arbitra1on proceedings. 

While Sec1on 64(1) deals with the recoverable costs of the arbitra1on, including the fees and expenses 
of the arbitrators, Sec1on 64(4) emphasises that the provision is not intended to interfere with or 
diminish the arbitrator’s en1tlement to be paid for their 1me and exper1se in conduc1ng the 
arbitra1on. 

The arbitrator’s right to payment for their fees and expenses is typically agreed upon in the arbitra1on 
agreement or contract between the par1es and the arbitrator. The amount and terms of payment are 
usually specified in these agreements, and the arbitrator’s right to receive payment is independent of 
the costs recoverable from the par1es in the arbitra1on. 

In summary, Sec1on 64(4) reaffirms that the rules related to recoverable costs in the arbitra1on 
proceedings do not impede the arbitrator’s right to payment for their professional services and 
expenses incurred in conduc1ng the arbitra1on. 

 

65 POWER TO LIMIT RECOVERABLE COSTS 

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the tribunal may direct that the recoverable costs of 
the arbitra\on, or of any part of the arbitral proceedings, shall be limited to a specified 
amount. 

Sec1on 65(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the tribunal the power to set a limit on the 
recoverable costs of the arbitra1on or any specific part of the arbitral proceedings. This provision 
allows the tribunal to control the costs incurred during the arbitra1on process, subject to any 
agreement made by the par1es. 

The power to limit recoverable costs can be par1cularly significant in cases where the par1es’ 
arbitra1on agreement or applicable law does not specify the maximum costs that can be recovered. 
In such situa1ons, the tribunal can exercise its discre1on to prevent excessive costs and promote 
efficiency in the arbitra1on proceedings. 

The tribunal may consider several factors when deciding to limit the recoverable costs, including the 
complexity of the case, the dura1on of the proceedings, the number of issues involved, the conduct 
of the par1es, and any other relevant circumstances. 

It is important to note that the power of the tribunal to limit recoverable costs under Sec1on 65(1) 
applies in the absence of any specific agreement between the par1es regarding cost limita1on. 
However, if the par1es have already agreed on a cap for recoverable costs, the tribunal must adhere 
to that agreed-upon limit. 

Overall, Sec1on 65(1) provides the tribunal with the authority to control and manage the costs of the 
arbitra1on, helping to ensure that the process remains fair, efficient, and cost-effec1ve for the par1es 
involved. 
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(2) Any direc\on may be made or varied at any stage, but this must be done sufficiently in 
advance of the incurring of costs to which it relates, or the taking of any steps in the 
proceedings which may be affected by it, for the limit to be taken into account. 

Sec1on 65(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies the procedural aspect of the tribunal’s power 
to direct or vary the limita1on of recoverable costs. According to this provision, the tribunal has the 
flexibility to issue a direc1on regarding the limit of recoverable costs at any stage of the arbitral 
proceedings. 

However, there are two important condi1ons aSached to this power: 

1. Timing: The direc1on or varia1on must be made sufficiently in advance of incurring the 
costs or taking any steps in the proceedings that may be affected by the limita1on. This 
requirement aims to provide clarity and certainty to the par1es regarding the costs they 
can recover and to avoid any surprises or disputes later on. 

2. Taking into Account: The direc1on or varia1on must be issued in a 1mely manner so that 
the par1es can take the prescribed limit into account while conduc1ng the proceedings. 
This ensures that the par1es are aware of the cost constraints and can make informed 
decisions about their ac1ons, strategy, and case prepara1on. 

The purpose of this provision is to strike a balance between allowing the tribunal to exercise its 
discre1on in managing costs effec1vely and preven1ng unfair or prejudicial surprises for the par1es. 
By se{ng the 1ming requirements, Sec1on 65(2) aims to maintain transparency and fairness in the 
arbitra1on process and prevent any retroac1ve imposi1on of cost limita1ons that might adversely 
impact the par1es’ rights and conduct in the proceedings. 

In summary, Sec1on 65(2) ensures that the tribunal’s direc1ons regarding the limita1on of recoverable 
costs are 1mely and reasonably informed, giving the par1es the opportunity to plan their ac1ons 
accordingly. This contributes to a fair and efficient arbitral process, promo1ng cost containment while 
protec1ng the par1es’ interests. 
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POWERS OF THE COURT IN RELATION TO AWARD 

66 ENFORCEMENT OF THE AWARD 

(1) An award made by the tribunal pursuant to an arbitra\on agreement may, by leave of the 
court, be enforced in the same manner as a judgment or order of the court to the same effect. 

Sec1on 66(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 pertains to the enforcement of arbitral awards. It 
provides a mechanism for enforcing an award made by the arbitral tribunal under an arbitra1on 
agreement. The sec1on states that such an award can be enforced in the same manner as a judgment 
or order of the court having the same effect. Key points to note about Sec1on 66(1) are as follows: 

1. Enforceability: An award made by the arbitral tribunal pursuant to an arbitra1on 
agreement is legally binding on the par1es involved in the dispute. This means that the 
par1es are obligated to comply with the terms and decisions set forth in the award. 

2. Leave of the Court: Before enforcing the arbitral award, the party seeking enforcement 
needs to obtain “leave” (permission) from the court. This requirement ensures that there 
is a judicial oversight and the court can review the award’s validity and the circumstances 
surrounding the case before gran1ng enforcement. 

3. Enforcement Procedure: Once the court grants leave, the award can be enforced in the 
same manner as a judgment or order of the court. This typically involves using the court’s 
enforcement mechanisms, such as seizing assets, obtaining a writ of execu1on, or 
garnishing funds, to sa1sfy the obliga1ons imposed by the award. 

4. Recogni1on and Enforcement Conven1on: Sec1on 66(1) is consistent with the principles 
of the New York Conven1on on the Recogni1on and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral 
Awards. The Conven1on provides a framework for the recogni1on and enforcement of 
arbitral awards in signatory countries, ensuring that arbitral awards can be recognised 
and enforced across interna1onal borders. 

Overall, Sec1on 66(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 facilitates the enforcement of arbitral awards 
in a manner that upholds the finality and efficacy of arbitra1on proceedings, while providing a proper 
legal mechanism to ensure compliance with the award’s terms. It also reflects the pro-enforcement 
approach of arbitra1on, promo1ng efficiency and effec1veness in resolving interna1onal disputes. 

 

(2) Where leave is so given, judgment may be entered in terms of the award. 

Sec1on 66(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 complements the preceding subsec1on (Sec1on 
66(1)) and provides further details on the enforcement process for arbitral awards. It states that when 
the court grants leave (permission) for enforcement of an arbitral award pursuant to Sec1on 66(1), the 
party seeking enforcement may enter judgment in terms of the award. Key points to note about 
Sec1on 66(2) are as follows: 

1. Enforcement with Court’s Approval: Auer obtaining leave from the court under Sec1on 
66(1), the successful party can proceed with enforcing the arbitral award. This includes 
taking the necessary legal steps to enforce the award, such as applying for a judgment 
that incorporates the award’s terms. 
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2. Judgment by Consent: Entering judgment in terms of the award signifies that the par1es 
to the arbitra1on have consented to the enforcement of the award as if it were a court 
judgment. By entering judgment, the par1es agree to treat the arbitral award with the 
same legal force and effect as if it had been issued by the court itself. 

3. Prac1cal Advantage: The process of entering judgment allows the successful party to avail 
themselves of the court’s enforcement mechanisms and tools. This may include obtaining 
court orders for asset seizures, property liens, or other legal means to enforce the award. 

4. Finality and Enforcement: Sec1on 66(2) further strengthens the finality and enforceability 
of arbitral awards. Once the court grants leave and judgment is entered, the award 
becomes legally enforceable in the same manner as any other court judgment, enhancing 
the efficacy and credibility of arbitra1on as a dispute resolu1on mechanism. 

Overall, Sec1on 66(2) provides a streamlined approach for enforcing arbitral awards with the court’s 
approval. This process ensures that par1es can effec1vely enforce their rights and obliga1ons arising 
from arbitral awards, promo1ng the certainty and effec1veness of arbitra1on as a preferred method 
for resolving commercial disputes. 

 

(3) Leave to enforce an award shall not be given where, or to the extent that, the person against 
whom it is sought to be enforced shows that the tribunal lacked substan\ve jurisdic\on to 
make the award. 

The right to raise such an objec\on may have been lost (see sec\on 73). 

Sec1on 66(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the issue of enforcing an arbitral award 
when the person against whom enforcement is sought raises an objec1on to the jurisdic1on of the 
arbitral tribunal. The sec1on states that leave to enforce an award shall not be granted if the person 
against whom enforcement is sought can demonstrate that the tribunal lacked substan1ve jurisdic1on 
to make the award. Here are the key points to note about Sec1on 66(3): 

1. Jurisdic1onal Challenge: The sec1on allows the party against whom enforcement of the 
award is sought to raise a jurisdic1onal challenge as a defence against enforcement. If this 
party can show that the tribunal did not have the authority or jurisdic1on to decide the 
dispute in the first place, the court will refuse to grant leave for enforcement. 

2. Substan1ve Jurisdic1on: The challenge is specifically limited to “substan1ve jurisdic1on”, 
which refers to the tribunal’s authority to hear and determine the par1cular dispute 
submiSed to it. It does not refer to procedural or ancillary maSers but focuses on whether 
the tribunal had the power to decide the core issues of the case. 

3. Limits on Enforcement: If the court finds that the tribunal lacked substan1ve jurisdic1on, 
it will not grant leave to enforce the award, meaning the award cannot be enforced in the 
same way as a court judgment. 

4. Right to Object: The party challenging enforcement based on a lack of substan1ve 
jurisdic1on must raise this objec1on explicitly in response to the enforcement applica1on. 
They need to show evidence or arguments suppor1ng their claim that the tribunal 
exceeded its jurisdic1on. 
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5. Excep1on to the Objec1on: Sec1on 66(3) also states that the right to raise this 
jurisdic1onal objec1on may have been lost (see Sec1on 73). Sec1on 73 sets out 1me 
limits for raising jurisdic1onal challenges and other objec1ons during the arbitral process. 
If the objec1on was not raised in a 1mely manner during the arbitra1on, the party may 
be barred from raising it during the enforcement proceedings. 

Overall, Sec1on 66(3) ensures that an arbitral award cannot be enforced if the tribunal lacked 
substan1ve jurisdic1on to render the decision. It provides a safeguard against the enforcement of 
awards issued in cases where the tribunal exceeded its authority or acted beyond the scope of the 
arbitra1on agreement. 

 

(4) Nothing in this sec\on affects the recogni\on or enforcement of an award under any other 
enactment or rule of law, in par\cular under Part II of the Arbitra\on Act 1950 (enforcement 
of awards under Geneva Conven\on) or the provisions of Part III of this Act rela\ng to the 
recogni\on and enforcement of awards under the New York Conven\on or by an ac\on on 
the award. 

Sec1on 66(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a clarifying statement about the rela1onship 
between Sec1on 66 of the Act (which deals with enforcement of arbitral awards) and the recogni1on 
and enforcement of awards under other enactments or rules of law. Here is an analysis of Sec1on 
66(4): 

Non-Exclusivity: Sec1on 66(4) makes it clear that Sec1on 66 does not provide an exclusive method for 
enforcing arbitral awards. Instead, it confirms that the provisions of Sec1on 66 do not affect the 
recogni1on or enforcement of awards under any other enactment or rule of law. 

1. Other Enactments: The sec1on specifically men1ons two other enactments where the 
enforcement of arbitral awards is covered. Firstly, it men1ons “Part II of the Arbitra1on 
Act 1950”, which deals with the enforcement of awards under the Geneva Conven1on on 
the Execu1on of Foreign Arbitral Awards (1927). This indicates that awards rendered 
under the Geneva Conven1on can be enforced using the procedures outlined in the 1950 
Act, alongside any other applicable provisions. 

2. New York Conven1on: The second enactment referred to in Sec1on 66(4) is “Part III of 
this Act”, which relates to the recogni1on and enforcement of awards under the New York 
Conven1on on the Recogni1on and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (1958). This 
confirms that awards falling within the scope of the New York Conven1on can be enforced 
using the procedures set out in Part III of the Arbitra1on Act 1996. 

3. Ac1on on the Award: Addi1onally, Sec1on 66(4) men1ons “by an ac1on on the award”. 
This means that par1es can s1ll seek to enforce an award through tradi1onal court 
proceedings, such as by ini1a1ng a lawsuit based on the award. 

In summary, Sec1on 66(4) clarifies that Sec1on 66 of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 does not preclude the 
recogni1on or enforcement of arbitral awards through other means provided by other enactments or 
rules of law. This ensures that par1es have mul1ple op1ons to enforce arbitral awards, and they are 
not restricted to the procedures set out in Sec1on 66 alone. 
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67 CHALLENGING THE AWARD: SUBSTANTIVE JURISDICTION 

(1) A party to arbitral proceedings may (upon no\ce to the other par\es and to the tribunal) 
apply to the court— 

(a) challenging any award of the arbitral tribunal as to its substan\ve jurisdic\on; or 

(b) for an order declaring an award made by the tribunal on the merits to be of no effect, 
in whole or in part, because the tribunal did not have substan\ve jurisdic\on. 

A party may lose the right to object (see sec\on 73) and the right to apply is subject to the 
restric\ons in sec\on 70(2) and (3). 

Sec1on 67(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the procedure and circumstances under 
which a party to arbitral proceedings may challenge an arbitral award on the grounds of substan1ve 
jurisdic1on. Here is an analysis of Sec1on 67(1): 

1. Grounds for Challenging an Award: Sec1on 67(1) outlines two situa1ons where a party 
can apply to the court to challenge an arbitral award: 

a. Challenging the award on the basis of the arbitral tribunal’s substan1ve jurisdic1on: 
If a party believes that the tribunal exceeded its authority by deciding on maSers 
that were beyond the scope of its jurisdic1on, that party can apply to the court to 
challenge the award’s validity. 

b. Declaring an award to be of no effect due to lack of jurisdic1on: If the arbitral 
tribunal rendered an award on the merits, but it is later discovered that the tribunal 
lacked substan1ve jurisdic1on over the dispute, the affected party can seek a court 
order declaring the award wholly or par1ally ineffec1ve. 

2. No1ce Requirement: Before making the applica1on to the court, the party challenging 
the award must provide no1ce to the other par1es involved in the arbitra1on and to the 
arbitral tribunal. 

3. Loss of Right to Object: Sec1on 67(1) references sec1on 73, which deals with the waiver 
of the right to object. This implies that if a party fails to raise the challenge to the arbitral 
award’s substan1ve jurisdic1on within the prescribed 1me or under the specific 
condi1ons set out in Sec1on 73, that party may lose the right to later challenge the award 
on jurisdic1onal grounds. 

4. Restric1ons on the Right to Apply: The right to apply to the court to challenge an award 
on jurisdic1onal grounds is subject to certain restric1ons men1oned in sec1on 70(2) and 
(3) of the Arbitra1on Act 1996. The details of these restric1ons are not provided in sec1on 
67(1), and further examina1on of sec1on 70 is required to understand them fully. 

In summary, Sec1on 67(1) allows a party to arbitral proceedings to apply to the court to challenge an 
arbitral award if they believe that the tribunal lacked substan1ve jurisdic1on. The provision ensures 
that par1es have a mechanism to address poten1al issues related to the tribunal’s authority, but they 
must comply with no1ce requirements and may lose the right to object if they do not raise the 
challenge within the s1pulated 1me or under specific condi1ons as per Sec1on 73. Addi1onally, the 
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right to apply is subject to any restric1ons men1oned in Sec1on 70(2) and (3), which requires further 
examina1on. 

 

(2) The arbitral tribunal may con\nue the arbitral proceedings and make a further award while 
an applica\on to the court under this sec\on is pending in rela\on to an award as to 
jurisdic\on. 

Sec1on 67(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the situa1on where an applica1on has been 
made to the court challenging an arbitral award on the grounds of substan1ve jurisdic1on. Here is an 
analysis of Sec1on 67(2): 

1. Con1nua1on of Arbitral Proceedings: Sec1on 67(2) states that despite the fact that an 
applica1on has been made to the court to challenge an arbitral award on jurisdic1onal 
grounds (as per Sec1on 67(1)), the arbitral tribunal is not automa1cally prevented from 
con1nuing the arbitral proceedings. 

2. Power to Make Further Award: The arbitral tribunal retains the power to make a further 
award while the applica1on to the court challenging the jurisdic1onal award is pending. 
In other words, the tribunal can con1nue its work and issue addi1onal awards on other 
maSers in the case, even if the validity of the jurisdic1onal award is being ques1oned 
before the court. 

The purpose of this provision is to allow the arbitral process to move forward and address other 
aspects of the dispute while the jurisdic1onal challenge is being examined by the court. It avoids 
unnecessary delays in the arbitra1on proceedings, ensuring the efficient resolu1on of the dispute. 

In summary, sec1on 67(2) permits the arbitral tribunal to con1nue the proceedings and issue 
addi1onal awards while an applica1on challenging an award on the grounds of substan1ve jurisdic1on 
is pending before the court. This provision ensures that the arbitra1on process can progress smoothly 
and not be unduly stalled by the challenge to the jurisdic1onal award. 

 

(3) On an applica\on under this sec\on challenging an award of the arbitral tribunal as to its 
substan\ve jurisdic\on, the court may by order— 

(a) confirm the award, 

(b) vary the award, or 

(c) set aside the award in whole or in part. 

Sec1on 67(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the op1ons available to the court when 
deciding on an applica1on challenging an arbitral award on the grounds of substan1ve jurisdic1on. Let 
us analyse this sec1on: 

1. Scope of the Court’s Power: Sec1on 67(3) specifies that the court has the authority to rule 
on an applica1on challenging an arbitral award regarding its substan1ve jurisdic1on. The 
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court’s role in this context is to review the validity of the award in light of the jurisdic1onal 
challenge raised by one of the par1es. 

2. Three Possible Outcomes: The court is empowered to make one of three types of orders 
in response to the applica1on: 

a. Confirm the Award: The court may confirm the arbitral award if it finds that the 
tribunal did indeed have substan1ve jurisdic1on to render the award. In this case, 
the award remains valid, and its enforceability is upheld. 

b. Vary the Award: The court may decide to vary the arbitral award if it concludes that 
the tribunal had jurisdic1on to address certain parts of the dispute but lacked 
jurisdic1on over other parts. Consequently, the court may modify or adjust the 
award accordingly. 

c. Set Aside the Award: If the court determines that the tribunal lacked substan1ve 
jurisdic1on en1rely or over essen1al aspects of the dispute, it may set aside the 
award either wholly or in part. This means that the award is declared null and void 
or is deemed non-enforceable for the parts affected by the jurisdic1onal defect. 

It is essen1al to recognise that the court’s power under Sec1on 67(3) is focused specifically on the 
issue of substan1ve jurisdic1on. It does not address the merits of the dispute or review the correctness 
of the tribunal’s decision on the substance of the case. Instead, it focuses solely on whether the 
tribunal had the authority to hear and decide the par1cular dispute in the first place. 

In summary, Sec1on 67(3) of the Arbitra1on Act empowers the court to make specific orders regarding 
an arbitral award that is being challenged on the grounds of substan1ve jurisdic1on. The court can 
either confirm, vary, or set aside the award in whole or in part, depending on its findings concerning 
the tribunal’s jurisdic1on to render the award. 

 

(4) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 67(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 pertains to the process of appealing a court decision 
made under Sec1on 67(3). This provision establishes that if a party intends to appeal the court’s 
decision regarding an applica1on challenging an arbitral award on the grounds of substan1ve 
jurisdic1on, they must first obtain leave (permission) from the court before pursuing such an appeal. 
Key points to note about Sec1on 67(4) are as follows: 

1. Appeal Requirement: If a party is dissa1sfied with the court’s ruling on their applica1on 
under Sec1on 67(3), and they wish to challenge the court’s decision through an appeal, 
they must seek leave from the court to proceed with the appeal. 

2. Obtaining Leave: “Leave of the court” means that the party seeking to appeal must 
formally apply to the court, providing reasons why they believe an appeal is necessary or 
jus1fied. The court will then decide whether there are valid grounds for allowing the 
appeal to proceed. It acts as a gatekeeping mechanism, ensuring that only suitable cases 
proceed to the appeal stage. 
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3. Limited Appeals: By requiring leave, Sec1on 67(4) imposes an addi1onal threshold for 
appeals from decisions made under Sec1on 67(3). This is intended to prevent frivolous or 
unmeritorious appeals that could undermine the finality of arbitra1on proceedings. 

It is important to recognise that Sec1on 67(4) applies specifically to appeals concerning the court’s 
decisions on challenges to an arbitral award’s substan1ve jurisdic1on under Sec1on 67(3). For other 
types of court orders or decisions related to arbitra1on, different rules and procedures for appeals may 
apply. 

In summary, Sec1on 67(4) of the Arbitra1on Act mandates that par1es seeking to appeal a court’s 
decision made under Sec1on 67(3) regarding the substan1ve jurisdic1on of an arbitral award must 
obtain leave from the court before proceeding with the appeal. This requirement ensures that only 
appropriate cases are allowed to advance to the appeal stage and helps maintain the finality and 
efficiency of arbitra1on proceedings. 

 

68 CHALLENGING THE AWARD: SERIOUS IRREGULARITY 

(1) A party to arbitral proceedings may (upon no\ce to the other par\es and to the tribunal) 
apply to the court challenging an award in the proceedings on the ground of serious 
irregularity affec\ng the tribunal, the proceedings or the award. 

A party may lose the right to object (see sec\on 73) and the right to apply is subject to the 
restric\ons in sec\on 70(2) and (3). 

Sec1on 68(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a mechanism for a party to challenge an 
arbitral award on the grounds of serious irregularity affec1ng the tribunal, the arbitral proceedings, or 
the award itself. This sec1on allows a party to apply to the court to seek relief from the award if they 
believe that there has been a significant problem or irregularity that has had a material impact on the 
fairness and validity of the arbitra1on process or award. Key points to note about Sec1on 68(1) are as 
follows: 

1. Grounds for Challenge: A party can challenge an arbitral award on the basis of “serious 
irregularity”. This term encompasses a broad range of circumstances where there has 
been a serious departure from proper procedure or where the tribunal has acted in a 
manner that significantly prejudices the rights of the par1es involved. 

2. Types of Irregularity: The irregularity may be related to various aspects, including but not 
limited to, the composi1on of the arbitral tribunal, the conduct of the arbitra1on 
proceedings, or the content of the award itself. 

3. Applica1on to the Court: To ini1ate the challenge, the party seeking relief must apply to 
the court by submi{ng an applica1on. This applica1on must be served on the other 
par1es involved in the arbitra1on proceedings, as well as on the tribunal itself. 

4. No1ce Requirements: The applica1on should be made with appropriate no1ce to the 
other par1es and the arbitral tribunal. This ensures that all relevant stakeholders are 
aware of the challenge and have an opportunity to respond. 
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5. Loss of Right to Object: Sec1on 68(1) emphasises that a party may lose the right to 
challenge the award on the grounds of serious irregularity if they do not act promptly. 
Sec1on 73 of the Act sets out specific 1me limits for raising objec1ons or making 
applica1ons, and failure to comply with these limits may result in the loss of the right to 
challenge. 

6. Restric1ons in Sec1on 70: The right to apply under Sec1on 68(1) is subject to the 
restric1ons specified in Sec1on 70(2) and (3). These provisions outline certain condi1ons 
that must be met before a party can bring a challenge under Sec1on 68(1). 

It is important to note that Sec1on 68(1) provides a specific avenue for challenging an arbitral award 
based on serious irregulari1es, which is dis1nct from the process of appealing an award on ques1ons 
of law under Sec1on 69 of the Arbitra1on Act. 

In summary, Sec1on 68(1) of the Arbitra1on Act allows a party to apply to the court to challenge an 
arbitral award on the grounds of serious irregularity affec1ng the tribunal, the proceedings, or the 
award. The sec1on provides a mechanism to address significant departures from proper procedure or 
other unfairness in the arbitra1on process that may have impacted the award’s validity or legi1macy. 

 

(2) Serious irregularity means an irregularity of one or more of the following kinds which the 
court considers has caused or will cause substan\al injus\ce to the applicant— 

(a) failure by the tribunal to comply with sec\on 33 (general duty of tribunal); 

(b) the tribunal exceeding its powers (otherwise than by exceeding its substan\ve 
jurisdic\on: see sec\on 67); 

(c) failure by the tribunal to conduct the proceedings in accordance with the procedure 
agreed by the par\es; 

(d) failure by the tribunal to deal with all the issues that were put to it; 

(e) any arbitral or other ins\tu\on or person vested by the par\es with powers in rela\on 
to the proceedings or the award exceeding its powers; 

(f) uncertainty or ambiguity as to the effect of the award; 

(g) the award being obtained by fraud or the award or the way in which it was procured 
being contrary to public policy; 

(h) failure to comply with the requirements as to the form of the award; or 

(i) any irregularity in the conduct of the proceedings or in the award which is admi_ed by 
the tribunal or by any arbitral or other ins\tu\on or person vested by the par\es with 
powers in rela\on to the proceedings or the award. 

Sec1on 68(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a detailed defini1on of “serious irregularity” 
for the purposes of challenging an arbitral award under Sec1on 68(1). It outlines specific types of 
irregulari1es that, if present in the arbitra1on process, may give rise to substan1al injus1ce to the 
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applicant, warran1ng a challenge to the award. The following are the various kinds of serious 
irregulari1es men1oned in Sec1on 68(2): 

1. Failure to Comply with Sec1on 33: This refers to a serious irregularity where the arbitral 
tribunal fails to fulfil its general duty under Sec1on 33 of the Arbitra1on Act. Sec1on 33 
imposes a duty on the tribunal to act fairly and impar1ally and to provide par1es with a 
reasonable opportunity to present their case. 

2. Exceeding Powers (Other Than Substan1ve Jurisdic1on): It pertains to the tribunal 
exceeding its powers in maSers other than the substan1ve jurisdic1on, as covered in 
Sec1on 67. This means the tribunal acts beyond the scope of its authority in areas such 
as procedural maSers, which may lead to substan1al injus1ce. 

3. Failure to Follow Agreed Procedure: If the arbitral tribunal does not conduct the 
proceedings in accordance with the procedure agreed upon by the par1es, it cons1tutes 
a serious irregularity. 

4. Failure to Address All Issues: This occurs when the tribunal fails to address or consider all 
the issues that were presented to it for decision. This omission can lead to substan1al 
injus1ce if relevant maSers are leu unaddressed. 

5. Exceeding Powers of Ins1tu1ons or Persons: This relates to situa1ons where any arbitral 
or other ins1tu1on or person vested with powers in rela1on to the proceedings or the 
award exceeds its authority. 

6. Uncertainty or Ambiguity in the Award: Serious irregularity arises when the award 
contains uncertainty or ambiguity regarding its effect, leading to poten1al injus1ce. 

7. Fraud or Contrary to Public Policy: If the award is obtained through fraudulent means or 
is against the principles of public policy, it can be challenged on this ground. 

8. Failure to Comply with Form Requirements: Serious irregularity can occur if the award 
fails to meet the requirements as to its form, such as the necessity to state reasons or to 
be signed by the arbitrators. 

9. AdmiSed Irregulari1es: If the tribunal or any other person vested with powers in rela1on 
to the proceedings or the award admits an irregularity in the conduct of the proceedings 
or in the award, this could form the basis for a challenge. 

It is important to note that the court’s considera1on of a challenge under Sec1on 68(2) is dependent 
on the existence of a serious irregularity that has caused or will cause substan1al injus1ce to the 
applicant. This provision offers a clear framework to iden1fy and assess the grounds for challenging an 
arbitral award based on irregulari1es that impact the fairness and integrity of the arbitra1on process 
and the resul1ng award. 
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(3) If there is shown to be serious irregularity affec\ng the tribunal, the proceedings or the award, 
the court may— 

(a) remit the award to the tribunal, in whole or in part, for reconsidera\on, 

(b) set the award aside in whole or in part, or 

(c) declare the award to be of no effect, in whole or in part. 

The court shall not exercise its power to set aside or to declare an award to be of no effect, in 
whole or in part, unless it is sa\sfied that it would be inappropriate to remit the ma_ers in 
ques\on to the tribunal for reconsidera\on. 

Sec1on 68(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the powers of the court when a serious 
irregularity affec1ng the arbitral tribunal, the proceedings, or the award is established. The court may 
take one of the following ac1ons: 

1. Remit the Award for Reconsidera1on: The court can send the award back to the arbitral 
tribunal, either in its en1rety or in part, for reconsidera1on. This means that the tribunal 
will have the opportunity to review the issues affected by the serious irregularity and 
rec1fy any errors or deficiencies. 

2. Set Aside the Award: The court may choose to set aside the award in whole or in part. 
This ac1on nullifies the award, and it will have no legal effect. This op1on is usually taken 
when the irregularity has significantly impacted the integrity or validity of the award. 

3. Declare the Award to Be of No Effect: Similar to se{ng aside the award, the court can 
declare the award to be of no effect, either wholly or par1ally. This means that the award 
is considered null and void, and it has no legal consequences. 

The court’s decision to set aside or declare the award to be of no effect is subject to a condi1on. The 
court will not exercise these powers unless it deems it inappropriate to remit the maSers in ques1on 
back to the tribunal for reconsidera1on. In other words, if the irregularity can be addressed adequately 
by the tribunal through reconsidera1on, the court may opt for remiSal rather than outright se{ng 
aside or declaring the award to be of no effect. 

This sec1on provides the court with the discre1on to choose the most appropriate remedy based on 
the specific circumstances of the case. The aim is to rec1fy any injus1ce caused by the serious 
irregularity and maintain the fairness and efficacy of the arbitral process. 

 

(4) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 68(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies that any party seeking to appeal a decision 
of the court made under Sec1on 68(3) needs to obtain leave (permission) from the court to do so. In 
other words, an appeal cannot be made as a maSer of right; it requires prior authorisa1on from the 
court. 
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This provision is in line with the general approach of the Act, which aims to minimise court interven1on 
in arbitra1on proceedings and promote the finality and efficiency of arbitra1on. By requiring leave to 
appeal, the Act aims to ensure that only appropriate cases with reasonable grounds for appeal are 
brought before the court. 

When a party is dissa1sfied with the court’s decision regarding a serious irregularity under Sec1on 
68(3), they must first seek leave to appeal that decision. The court will then consider whether there 
are sufficient grounds to allow the appeal to proceed. The party seeking leave to appeal must 
demonstrate that there is a real prospect of success on the appeal or that there is some other 
compelling reason why the appeal should be heard. 

By imposing the requirement for leave to appeal, the Act strikes a balance between allowing par1es 
to challenge serious irregulari1es in arbitra1on awards and preven1ng frivolous or unfounded appeals 
that could undermine the finality of arbitra1on. It also ensures that the court’s resources are used 
judiciously, focusing on cases where there is a legi1mate need for judicial review. 

 

69 APPEAL ON POINT OF LAW 

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, a party to arbitral proceedings may (upon no\ce to 
the other par\es and to the tribunal) appeal to the court on a ques\on of law arising out of 
an award made in the proceedings. 

An agreement to dispense with reasons for the tribunal’s award shall be considered an 
agreement to exclude the court’s jurisdic\on under this sec\on. 

Sec1on 69(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants par1es to arbitral proceedings the right to 
appeal to the court on a ques1on of law arising out of an award made in those proceedings, unless 
they have agreed otherwise. This provision allows par1es to seek judicial review of the award on the 
specific grounds of a legal error made by the tribunal. Key points of Sec1on 69(1) are as follows: 

1. Right to Appeal: Par1es have the right to appeal to the court regarding a ques1on of law 
arising from the arbitra1on award. This means that if a party believes that the tribunal 
made an error in interpre1ng or applying the law, they can seek a review by the court. 

2. No1ce Requirement: The party intending to appeal must no1fy the other par1es involved 
in the arbitra1on and the arbitral tribunal of their inten1on to appeal. This no1ce 
requirement ensures that all relevant par1es are aware of the appeal and can par1cipate 
in any subsequent proceedings. 

3. Ques1on of Law: The appeal is limited to ques1ons of law, which means it is concerned 
with legal issues rather than ques1ons of fact or mixed ques1ons of law and fact. It 
focuses on whether the tribunal correctly interpreted and applied the law in reaching its 
decision. 

4. Agreement to Exclude Jurisdic1on: The par1es can agree to exclude the court’s 
jurisdic1on under this sec1on by specifically agreeing to dispense with reasons for the 
tribunal’s award. In such a case, the absence of reasons would be treated as an agreement 
not to appeal to the court on ques1ons of law. 
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Sec1on 69(1) is designed to strike a balance between allowing par1es to seek recourse for legal errors 
in arbitra1on awards while maintaining the principles of finality and efficiency in the arbitral process. 
By allowing appeals on ques1ons of law, the Act provides a limited form of review by the courts to 
ensure that the arbitral tribunal has correctly applied the law. However, the Act emphasises the 
par1es’ autonomy and respect for the arbitral process by enabling them to agree to exclude this right 
of appeal in certain circumstances. 

 

(2) An appeal shall not be brought under this sec\on except— 

(a) with the agreement of all the other par\es to the proceedings, or 

(b) with the leave of the court. 

The right to appeal is also subject to the restric\ons in sec\on 70(2) and (3). 

Sec1on 69(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the condi1ons under which an appeal can be 
brought under Sec1on 69(1). It places limita1ons on the right to appeal, reflec1ng the Act’s aim to 
uphold party autonomy and promote efficiency in the arbitra1on process. Key points of Sec1on 69(2) 
are as follows: 

1. Consent of All Par1es or Leave of the Court: An appeal under Sec1on 69(1) can only be 
brought if either: 

a. All the other par1es to the arbitra1on proceedings agree to the appeal; or 

b. The party seeking to appeal obtains the leave (permission) of the court. 

2. Agreement of All Par1es: If all the other par1es to the arbitra1on proceedings agree to 
the appeal, then the party seeking to appeal can proceed without seeking leave from the 
court. 

3. Leave of the Court: If all par1es do not agree to the appeal, the party seeking to appeal 
must apply to the court for leave (permission) to bring the appeal. The court will decide 
whether to grant leave based on the circumstances and merits of the case. 

4. Restric1ons in Sec1on 70(2) and (3): Sec1on 70(2) and (3) of the Act sets out further 
restric1ons on appeals to the court. These restric1ons include a 1me limit for bringing the 
appeal and requirements regarding the no1ce of appeal. 

Sec1on 69(2) is intended to safeguard the finality and efficiency of arbitra1on awards while also 
providing a limited avenue for par1es to challenge awards on ques1ons of law. By requiring either the 
agreement of all par1es or the court’s leave, the Act ensures that appeals are not pursued lightly and 
only in cases where there is a genuine concern about a legal error in the award. This helps maintain 
the essen1al advantages of arbitra1on, such as confiden1ality, speed, and cost-effec1veness, while 
s1ll allowing for some degree of judicial review when necessary. 
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(3) Leave to appeal shall be given only if the court is sa\sfied— 

(a) that the determina\on of the ques\on will substan\ally affect the rights of one or more 
of the par\es, 

(b) that the ques\on is one which the tribunal was asked to determine, 

(c) that, on the basis of the findings of fact in the award— 

(i) the decision of the tribunal on the ques\on is obviously wrong, or 

(ii) the ques\on is one of general public importance and the decision of the tribunal 
is at least open to serious doubt, and 

(d) that, despite the agreement of the par\es to resolve the ma_er by arbitra\on, it is just 
and proper in all the circumstances for the court to determine the ques\on. 

Sec1on 69(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the criteria that the court must consider 
when deciding whether to grant leave (permission) for an appeal to be brought under Sec1on 69(1). 
The purpose of these criteria is to ensure that appeals on ques1ons of law are only allowed in 
appropriate cases where there is a strong jus1fica1on for judicial review. The key elements of Sec1on 
69(3) are as follows: 

1. Substan1al Affect on Rights: Leave to appeal will be granted only if the court is sa1sfied 
that the determina1on of the ques1on of law will substan1ally affect the rights of one or 
more of the par1es involved in the arbitra1on. 

2. Ques1on Raised Before the Tribunal: The ques1on of law raised in the appeal must be 
one that was actually presented to the arbitral tribunal during the arbitra1on 
proceedings. The court will not entertain appeals on new or previously unraised ques1ons 
of law. 

3. Obvious Error or General Public Importance: The court may grant leave to appeal if it is 
sa1sfied that either: 

a. The decision of the tribunal on the ques1on of law is obviously wrong based on the 
findings of fact in the award; or 

b. The ques1on of law is of general public importance, and the tribunal’s decision is 
at least open to serious doubt. 

4. Just and Proper in the Circumstances: Even if the above criteria are met, the court will 
only grant leave to appeal if it deems it just and proper to do so in all the circumstances, 
considering the par1es’ agreement to resolve the dispute through arbitra1on. 

These criteria provide a balanced approach to the appeal process, aiming to strike a reasonable 
balance between party autonomy in arbitra1on and the right to seek judicial review of important 
ques1ons of law. By requiring strong grounds for appeal, Sec1on 69(3) discourages frivolous challenges 
to arbitral awards while allowing for necessary recourse when there are legi1mate concerns about the 
correctness of a legal determina1on made by the arbitral tribunal. 
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(4) An applica\on for leave to appeal under this sec\on shall iden\fy the ques\on of law to be 
determined and state the grounds on which it is alleged that leave to appeal should be 
granted. 

Sec1on 69(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the requirements for an applica1on seeking 
leave to appeal under Sec1on 69(1) of the Act. It lays down the necessary content that must be 
included in the applica1on in order for it to be considered by the court. The purpose of this provision 
is to ensure that the court has sufficient informa1on to assess whether the criteria for gran1ng leave 
to appeal are met. 

The key elements of sec1on 69(4) are as follows: 

1. Iden1fica1on of the Ques1on of Law: The applica1on must clearly specify the ques1on of 
law that the party seeks to have determined on appeal. This is essen1al to define the 
scope of the appeal and to avoid any ambiguity in the issues under review. 

2. Grounds for Gran1ng Leave: The applica1on must also state the grounds on which the 
party alleges that leave to appeal should be granted. These grounds should address the 
criteria set out in Sec1on 69(3), namely, the substan1al effect on rights, the ques1on 
being one presented to the tribunal, the poten1al for obvious error or general public 
importance, and the just and proper circumstances for the court’s determina1on. 

By manda1ng the inclusion of these specific details in the applica1on, sec1on 69(4) ensures that 
par1es seeking leave to appeal cannot make broad or specula1ve claims without providing specific 
legal ques1ons and legi1mate reasons for challenging the arbitral award. It promotes transparency 
and clarity in the appeal process and allows the court to assess the merits of the applica1on based on 
well-defined and substan1ated arguments. 

 

(5) The court shall determine an applica\on for leave to appeal under this sec\on without a 
hearing unless it appears to the court that a hearing is required. 

Sec1on 69(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the procedural aspect of the court’s 
determina1on of an applica1on for leave to appeal under Sec1on 69(1) of the Act. This provision 
addresses the process by which the court will handle such applica1ons. The key point in sec1on 69(5) 
is as follows: 

Determina1on Without a Hearing: In general, the court is not required to hold a hearing to decide on 
an applica1on for leave to appeal under sec1on 69(1) of the Act. This means that the court has the 
discre1on to decide the applica1on based on the wriSen materials and submissions provided by the 
par1es without conduc1ng an oral hearing. 

The purpose of this provision is to promote efficiency in the appeal process. By allowing the court to 
determine the applica1on without a hearing, unnecessary delays and costs associated with conduc1ng 
a full hearing can be avoided. However, it is important to note that if the court finds that a hearing is 
required, it has the authority to schedule one to assess the merits of the applica1on further. 
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Overall, sec1on 69(5) grants the court flexibility in deciding whether to proceed with a hearing based 
on the complexity and importance of the legal issues raised in the applica1on for leave to appeal. It 
strikes a balance between expediency and ensuring that par1es have a fair opportunity to present 
their arguments before the court. 

 

(6) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this sec\on 
to grant or refuse leave to appeal. 

Sec1on 69(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the appeal process regarding the court’s 
decision to grant or refuse leave to appeal under Sec1on 69(1) of the Act. The key point in sec1on 
69(6) is as follows: 

Leave of the Court for Appeal: Any party seeking to appeal the court’s decision to grant or refuse leave 
to appeal under sec1on 69(1) must first obtain the leave (permission) of the court to pursue such an 
appeal. 

This means that if a party is dissa1sfied with the court’s decision on their applica1on for leave to 
appeal, they must seek permission from the court to challenge that decision by way of an appeal. This 
requirement ensures that not all decisions on leave to appeal will be subject to further appeals, and 
only cases with substan1al grounds for appeal will proceed to the next stage. 

By requiring leave of the court, the provision helps to prevent frivolous or unmeritorious appeals and 
encourages par1es to carefully consider the strength of their arguments before proceeding with an 
appeal. It also serves to streamline the appeals process, ensuring that only significant issues of law or 
substan1al injus1ce are further examined by the appellate courts. 

In summary, sec1on 69(6) establishes a procedural requirement for seeking leave to appeal the court’s 
decision on the grant or refusal of leave to appeal under Sec1on 69(1) of the Arbitra1on Act. It acts as 
a safeguard against unnecessary and poten1ally 1me-consuming appeals, while allowing deserving 
cases to be heard on their merits. 
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(7) On an appeal under this sec\on the court may by order— 

(a) confirm the award, 

(b) vary the award, 

(c) remit the award to the tribunal, in whole or in part, for reconsidera\on in the light of 
the court’s determina\on, or 

(d) set aside the award in whole or in part. 

The court shall not exercise its power to set aside an award, in whole or in part, unless it is 
sa\sfied that it would be inappropriate to remit the ma_ers in ques\on to the tribunal for 
reconsidera\on. 

Sec1on 69(7) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the scope of the court’s powers on an appeal 
under sec1on 69(1) of the Act. This provision sets out the op1ons available to the court when dealing 
with an appeal on a ques1on of law arising out of an award made in the arbitral proceedings. The key 
points in sec1on 69(7) are as follows: 

1. Court’s Powers on Appeal: On an appeal under Sec1on 69(1), the court has the authority 
to make various orders in rela1on to the award. The available op1ons for the court are as 
follows: 

a. Confirm the Award: The court may confirm the original award, upholding its validity 
and enforceability. 

b. Vary the Award: The court may make changes or varia1ons to the original award as 
it deems appropriate. 

c. Remit the Award: The court may send the award back to the arbitral tribunal, either 
in whole or in part, for reconsidera1on in light of the court’s determina1on on the 
ques1on of law raised in the appeal. 

d. Set Aside the Award: The court may set aside the en1re award or part of it, 
effec1vely rendering it null and void. 

2. Requirement for Remission: The provision s1pulates that if the court has the power to set 
aside an award but finds that it would be more appropriate to have the issues 
reconsidered by the arbitral tribunal, it should remit the maSers in ques1on back to the 
tribunal for reconsidera1on. In other words, the court should not set aside the award 
unless it is necessary, and remission should be considered as a preferred op1on in 
appropriate cases. 

This sec1on emphasises the court’s discre1on to decide on the appropriate course of ac1on based on 
the specific circumstances of the case. The court may exercise its powers based on the merits of the 
appeal and the poten1al impact on the rights of the par1es involved. 

In summary, sec1on 69(7) outlines the op1ons available to the court on an appeal under Sec1on 69(1) 
and ensures that the court uses its powers judiciously and appropriately to uphold the integrity of the 
arbitral process and achieve jus1ce for the par1es involved. 
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(8) The decision of the court on an appeal under this sec\on shall be treated as a judgment of the 
court for the purposes of a further appeal. 

But no such appeal lies without the leave of the court which shall not be given unless the court 
considers that the ques\on is one of general importance or is one which for some other 
special reason should be considered by the Court of Appeal. 

Sec1on 69(8) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the procedure for further appeals auer the 
court has rendered its decision on an appeal under Sec1on 69(1). This provision specifies how the 
court’s decision on the ini1al appeal is treated and the condi1ons for seeking a further appeal to the 
Court of Appeal. The key points in sec1on 69(8) are as follows: 

1. Decision Treated as Judgment: The decision of the court on an appeal under Sec1on 69(1) 
is considered a judgment of the court. This means that the court’s ruling is treated with 
the same legal weight and significance as any other judgment issued by the court. 

2. Leave for Further Appeal: However, if a party is dissa1sfied with the court’s decision on 
the appeal and wishes to seek a further appeal to the Court of Appeal, they must first 
obtain the leave (permission) of the court to do so. This means that a further appeal 
cannot be filed as of right; the party must seek the court’s permission to proceed with the 
appeal. 

3. Grounds for Gran1ng Leave: The court has the discre1on to grant leave for a further 
appeal to the Court of Appeal. The provision outlines two primary grounds on which the 
court may grant leave: 

a. General Importance: The court may grant leave if it considers the ques1on of law 
raised in the appeal to be of general importance. This means that the legal issue 
has wider implica1ons beyond the specific case and may impact other arbitra1on 
maSers or legal principles. 

b. Special Reason: The court may also grant leave if there is some other special reason 
jus1fying the further considera1on of the ques1on by the Court of Appeal. This 
ground provides the court with flexibility to consider other compelling 
circumstances that warrant a further appeal. 

In essence, sec1on 69(8) clarifies that while the decision of the court on an appeal under sec1on 69(1) 
is treated as a judgment, a further appeal to the Court of Appeal is not automa1c. The party seeking a 
further appeal must demonstrate that the ques1on of law raised in the appeal meets the criteria of 
general importance or is supported by other compelling reasons for the Court of Appeal to consider 
the maSer. The purpose of this provision is to filter appeals and ensure that only maSers of significant 
legal importance proceed to the higher court. 
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70 CHALLENGE OR APPEAL: SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONS 

(1) The following provisions apply to an applica\on or appeal under sec\on 67, 68 or 69. 

Sec1on 70(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the general provisions that apply to any 
applica1on or appeal made under sec1on 67, sec1on 68, or sec1on 69 of the Act. These sec1ons 
pertain to the following maSers: 

1. Sec1on 67: Applica1on to challenge the substan1ve jurisdic1on of the arbitral tribunal or 
seek an order declaring an award to be of no effect due to lack of substan1ve jurisdic1on. 

2. Sec1on 68: Applica1on to challenge an arbitral award on the ground of serious irregularity 
affec1ng the tribunal, the proceedings, or the award. 

3. Sec1on 69: Appeal to the court on a ques1on of law arising out of an award made in the 
arbitral proceedings. 

The key points in sec1on 70(1) are as follows: 

1. Applicability of Provisions: The provisions outlined in Sec1on 70(1) apply to any 
applica1on or appeal made under sec1ons 67, 68, or 69. This means that the specific rules 
and requirements men1oned in this sec1on are relevant and must be followed when 
seeking to challenge an award or appeal on the specified grounds. 

2. Common Procedure: Sec1ons 67, 68, and 69 deal with different types of applica1ons and 
appeals, but sec1on 70(1) brings them together to address certain common procedural 
aspects. These procedural aspects may include the manner of making the applica1on or 
appeal, the form and content of the applica1on, and other related maSers. 

Sec1on 70(1) does not provide specific details of the procedural requirements for each type of 
applica1on or appeal. Instead, it serves as a reference point to direct par1es to the relevant provisions 
in the Act that govern these applica1ons and appeals. The detailed procedures and criteria for each 
type of applica1on or appeal can be found in the specific sec1ons (i.e., sec1ons 67, 68, and 69) and 
the related provisions of the Act. 

 

(2) An applica\on or appeal may not be brought if the applicant or appellant has not first 
exhausted— 

(a) any available arbitral process of appeal or review, and 

(b) any available recourse under sec\on 57 (correc\on of award or addi\onal award). 

Sec1on 70(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 imposes a requirement that a party must first exhaust 
certain available avenues before bringing an applica1on or appeal under sec1ons 67, 68, or 69. These 
sec1ons relate to specific challenges to an award or ques1ons of law arising from the arbitral 
proceedings. The key points of sec1on 70(2) are as follows: 

1. Exhaus1on of Arbitral Process: Before making an applica1on or appeal under sec1ons 67, 
68, or 69, the party must have exhausted any available arbitral process of appeal or 
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review. This means that if the arbitral rules or the agreement between the par1es provide 
for an internal mechanism to appeal or review an award within the arbitra1on, that 
process must be followed first before seeking recourse from the court. 

2. Exhaus1on of Sec1on 57 Recourse: The party must also have exhausted any available 
recourse under sec1on 57 of the Arbitra1on Act, which pertains to the correc1on of an 
award or making an addi1onal award. If there are any errors, omissions, or ambigui1es in 
the award that need correc1on or if there are addi1onal claims not addressed in the 
award, the party must first seek resolu1on through sec1on 57 procedures before 
resor1ng to sec1ons 67, 68, or 69 applica1ons or appeals. 

The requirement to exhaust these available avenues is intended to promote the efficiency and integrity 
of the arbitra1on process. It encourages par1es to resolve disputes within the arbitral proceedings and 
minimise court interven1on. By seeking resolu1on within the arbitral process first, par1es have an 
opportunity to correct poten1al errors or seek further relief before resor1ng to costly and 1me-
consuming court proceedings. 

However, it is important to note that there is an excep1on to this requirement. Sec1on 70(2) also states 
that the right to challenge an award or ques1on of law under sec1ons 67, 68, or 69 is subject to the 
restric1ons in sec1on 70(3), which relates to the 1me limit for bringing the applica1on or appeal. 
Therefore, par1es must be mindful of the 1me limit as well when considering their op1ons for 
challenging an award or ques1on of law. 

 

(3) Any applica\on or appeal must be brought within 28 days of the date of the award or, if there 
has been any arbitral process of appeal or review, of the date when the applicant or appellant 
was no\fied of the result of that process. 

Sec1on 70(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets a strict 1me limit for bringing an applica1on or 
appeal under Sec1ons 67, 68, or 69 of the Act. The key points of Sec1on 70(3) are as follows: 

1. Time Limit: Any applica1on or appeal challenging an award or ques1on of law under 
sec1ons 67, 68, or 69 must be brought within 28 days of the date of the award. If there 
has been any arbitral process of appeal or review within the arbitra1on, the 1me limit 
starts from the date when the applicant or appellant was no1fied of the result of that 
internal process. 

2. 28-Day Deadline: The 28-day period is the maximum allowed 1me within which the party 
must ini1ate the applica1on or appeal. It is crucial for par1es to adhere to this deadline 
to preserve their right to challenge the award or ques1on of law. Failure to file within the 
specified 1me may result in losing the right to bring the applica1on or appeal. 

The purpose of this 1me limit is to ensure that par1es act promptly and efficiently in seeking recourse 
from the court. It encourages par1es to promptly address any grievances they have with the arbitral 
award and helps maintain finality in arbitra1on proceedings. By providing a clear and strict deadline, 
the Act aims to prevent unnecessary delays and prolonged challenges to the arbitra1on process. 

It is important for par1es to be aware of the 1me limit and to diligently assess whether they have 
grounds for challenging the award or ques1on of law. They should take into account the poten1al 
dura1on of any internal arbitral process of appeal or review and ensure that they act within the 
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specified 28-day period. Failure to meet this deadline may result in the loss of the right to challenge 
the award through the court system. 

 

(4) If on an applica\on or appeal it appears to the court that the award— 

(a) does not contain the tribunal’s reasons, or 

(b) does not set out the tribunal’s reasons in sufficient detail to enable the court properly 
to consider the applica\on or appeal, 

the court may order the tribunal to state the reasons for its award in sufficient detail for that 
purpose. 

Sec1on 70(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the court the authority to address situa1ons 
where the award lacks sufficient reasoning or detail. The sec1on deals with scenarios where an 
applica1on or appeal has been brought before the court, but the award issued by the arbitral tribunal 
either lacks reasons altogether or does not provide enough detail to enable the court to properly 
assess the merits of the applica1on or appeal. The key points of sec1on 70(4) are as follows: 

1. Insufficient Reasons: If the court finds that the award does not contain any reasons 
(subparagraph (a)) or that the reasons provided are not sufficiently detailed to enable the 
court to properly consider the applica1on or appeal (subparagraph (b)), it may intervene. 

2. Order for Statement of Reasons: In such cases, the court is empowered to make an order 
direc1ng the arbitral tribunal to state the reasons for its award in sufficient detail. This 
order is designed to ensure transparency and accountability in the arbitral process, as it 
allows the court to fully understand the ra1onale behind the tribunal’s decision. 

The purpose of this provision is to ensure that par1es challenging an award or seeking to appeal an 
award have access to the reasons and ra1onale that led to the tribunal’s decision. It allows the court 
to perform its supervisory role effec1vely and ensures that the arbitral tribunal provides adequate 
jus1fica1on for its conclusions. By ordering the tribunal to provide detailed reasons, the court can 
make an informed decision regarding the merits of the applica1on or appeal. 

This provision also serves the purpose of promo1ng fairness and due process, as par1es have a right 
to understand the basis of the decision that affects their rights and obliga1ons. Transparency in the 
arbitral process enhances the legi1macy and enforceability of the award. However, it is worth no1ng 
that this provision does not grant the court the power to review the merits of the award; rather, it 
simply ensures that the court has access to sufficient reasoning to address the applica1on or appeal 
properly. 

 

(5) Where the court makes an order under subsec\on (4), it may make such further order as it 
thinks fit with respect to any addi\onal costs of the arbitra\on resul\ng from its order. 

Sec1on 70(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the court to make addi1onal orders 
concerning the costs of the arbitra1on when it has issued an order under subsec1on (4). This provision 
addresses the situa1on where the court has directed the arbitral tribunal to provide reasons for its 
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award in sufficient detail, and as a consequence, addi1onal costs are incurred during the arbitra1on 
process. The key points of sec1on 70(5) are as follows: 

1. Order for Further Costs: If the court makes an order under subsec1on (4), requiring the 
tribunal to state the reasons for its award in sufficient detail, it may also issue a further 
order related to any addi1onal costs that arise due to this direc1on. 

2. Discre1on of the Court: The court has wide discre1on in determining the extent and 
nature of the further order. It may take into account various factors, such as the 
complexity of the issues, the amount of addi1onal work required by the tribunal, and the 
overall impact on the arbitra1on process. 

3. Alloca1ng Addi1onal Costs: The further order may address how the addi1onal costs will 
be allocated among the par1es. The court could direct that the party seeking reasons 
bears the addi1onal costs or that the costs are distributed among the par1es in a different 
manner. 

4. Ensuring Fairness and Efficiency: The purpose of this provision is to ensure fairness and 
efficiency in the arbitra1on process. By allowing the court to consider the impact of its 
order on the costs incurred, it promotes the appropriate alloca1on of expenses and helps 
avoid undue financial burdens on the par1es. 

It is important to note that this provision only applies when the court has ordered the arbitral tribunal 
to provide reasons in more detail. The court’s discre1on is exercised judiciously to ensure that the 
party seeking reasons is not unfairly burdened with excessive costs while also ensuring that the 
tribunal’s decision-making process is transparent and accountable. 

Overall, sec1on 70(5) provides the court with the authority to manage the costs of the arbitra1on 
effec1vely, ensuring that par1es are treated fairly and that the arbitra1on process remains efficient 
and conducive to a just resolu1on of the dispute. 

 

(6) The court may order the applicant or appellant to provide security for the costs of the 
applica\on or appeal, and may direct that the applica\on or appeal be dismissed if the order 
is not complied with. 

The power to order security for costs shall not be exercised on the ground that the applicant 
or appellant is— 

(a) an individual ordinarily resident outside the United Kingdom, or 

(b) a corpora\on or associa\on incorporated or formed under the law of a country outside 
the United Kingdom, or whose central management and control is exercised outside the 
United Kingdom. 

Sec1on 70(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the court the authority to order the applicant 
or appellant to provide security for the costs of their applica1on or appeal. The purpose of this 
provision is to ensure that the party bringing the applica1on or appeal has sufficient funds or assets to 
cover poten1al costs if they are not successful in their challenge. The key points of sec1on 70(6) are as 
follows: 
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1. Power to Order Security: The court has the discre1on to order the applicant or appellant 
to provide security for the an1cipated costs of the applica1on or appeal. Security refers 
to a financial guarantee or deposit that the party must furnish to demonstrate their ability 
to meet the costs if required. 

2. Dismissal for Non-Compliance: If the applicant or appellant fails to comply with the court’s 
order to provide security for costs, the court may dismiss the applica1on or appeal. This 
measure ensures that the other party is not burdened with costs incurred due to the 
challenge if there is a risk of non-payment by the party bringing the applica1on or appeal. 

3. Exemp1on for Certain Par1es: The court cannot exercise its power to order security for 
costs if the applicant or appellant falls under certain categories. These exempt categories 
include: 

a. Individuals who are ordinarily resident outside the United Kingdom. 

b. Corpora1ons or associa1ons incorporated or formed under the law of a country 
outside the United Kingdom, or those whose central management and control are 
exercised outside the United Kingdom. 

4. Purpose of Exemp1on: The exemp1on for individuals and corpora1ons with 1es to 
jurisdic1ons outside the United Kingdom recognises that enforcing an order for security 
on par1es from foreign jurisdic1ons may pose prac1cal challenges and be contrary to the 
principles of interna1onal comity. 

5. Ensuring Fairness and Financial Responsibility: The provision aims to strike a balance 
between ensuring that par1es are financially responsible for their applica1ons and 
appeals while not imposing unreasonable barriers or costs on par1es from foreign 
jurisdic1ons. 

Overall, sec1on 70(6) empowers the court to order security for costs in appropriate cases to safeguard 
the interests of the other party and the integrity of the arbitra1on process. However, the court is 
mindful of the poten1al prac1cal difficul1es and limita1ons when dealing with par1es based outside 
the United Kingdom and, therefore, exempts them from the requirement of providing security for 
costs. 

 

(7) The court may order that any money payable under the award shall be brought into court 
or otherwise secured pending the determination of the application or appeal, and may 
direct that the application or appeal be dismissed if the order is not complied with. 

Sec1on 70(7) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the court to order that any money awarded 
to a party in the arbitral award be brought into court or otherwise secured pending the determina1on 
of the applica1on or appeal challenging the award. This provision is aimed at ensuring that the party 
seeking to challenge the award does not prematurely benefit from the award while the challenge is 
pending, and it also serves to protect the other party’s interests. The key points of sec1on 70(7) are as 
follows: 

1. Security for the Award Amount: The court has the authority to order the party challenging 
the award (the applicant or appellant) to bring the money awarded in the arbitra1on into 
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court or provide other forms of security to ensure that the funds are protected during the 
challenge process. 

2. Preserva1on of Funds: The purpose of this provision is to safeguard the award amount 
and prevent the challenging party from dissipa1ng or using the funds while the 
applica1on or appeal is ongoing. By securing the award amount, the court ensures that 
the other party’s rights are protected and that the final resolu1on of the dispute is not 
jeopardised. 

3. Compliance and Dismissal: If the challenging party fails to comply with the court’s order 
to bring the money into court or provide security, the court may direct that the applica1on 
or appeal be dismissed. This measure incen1vises compliance and ensures that the 
challenging party does not benefit from the award while the dispute remains unresolved. 

Protec1ng the Other Party: sec1on 70(7) is designed to prevent situa1ons where the challenging party 
seeks to enforce the award to its advantage, such as by aSemp1ng to execute on the award amount, 
while simultaneously seeking to challenge the same award through the courts. 

Overall, sec1on 70(7) serves as a protec1ve mechanism to preserve the funds awarded in arbitra1on 
during the challenge process and maintain the integrity of the arbitra1on proceedings. It ensures that 
the challenging party cannot improperly u1lise the award amount before the applica1on or appeal is 
fully determined by the court. 

 

(8) The court may grant leave to appeal subject to condi\ons to the same or similar effect as an 
order under subsec\on (6) or (7). 

This does not affect the general discre\on of the court to grant leave subject to condi\ons. 

Sec1on 70(8) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the court the authority to grant leave to appeal 
in arbitral proceedings subject to condi1ons that have the same or similar effect as an order under 
subsec1on (6) or (7) of the same sec1on. In other words, the court can impose certain condi1ons on 
the party seeking leave to appeal, similar to the condi1ons specified in subsec1ons (6) and (7) of 
sec1on 70. Key points of sec1on 70(8) are as follows: 

1. Gran1ng Leave to Appeal with Condi1ons: When a party applies for leave to appeal in 
arbitral proceedings under sec1on 67, 68, or 69 of the Act, the court has the discre1on to 
grant leave subject to specific condi1ons. These condi1ons may be designed to regulate 
various aspects of the appeal process or to secure the interests of the other party during 
the appeal. 

2. Condi1ons Similar to subsec1ons (6) and (7): The court can impose condi1ons on the 
appealing party that are similar to those men1oned in subsec1ons (6) and (7) of sec1on 
70. Subsec1on (6) allows the court to order the applicant or appellant to provide security 
for costs, while subsec1on (7) allows the court to order the award amount to be brought 
into court or secured pending the outcome of the appeal. 

3. Flexibility in Gran1ng Leave: Sec1on 70(8) provides the court with flexibility in 
determining the condi1ons to be imposed when gran1ng leave to appeal. The court can 
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tailor the condi1ons to the specific circumstances of the case and the interests of the 
par1es involved. 

4. General Discre1on of the Court: The provision clarifies that the court’s power to grant 
leave to appeal subject to condi1ons is in addi1on to its general discre1on to impose 
condi1ons on the gran1ng of leave. This means that the court has wide discre1on to set 
appropriate condi1ons as it deems fit, beyond those men1oned in subsec1ons (6) and 
(7). 

In summary, sec1on 70(8) gives the court the ability to grant leave to appeal in arbitral proceedings 
while imposing condi1ons on the appealing party to ensure that the appeal process is conducted fairly 
and to protect the interests of the other party. The court has the flexibility to set appropriate condi1ons 
based on the specific circumstances of the case, in addi1on to any condi1ons already specified in 
subsec1ons (6) and (7). 

 

71 CHALLENGE OR APPEAL: EFFECT OF ORDER OF COURT 

(1) The following provisions have effect where the court makes an order under sec\on 67, 68 or 
69 with respect to an award. 

Sec1on 71(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the provisions that come into effect when 
the court makes an order under sec1on 67, 68, or 69 with respect to an arbitral award. These sec1ons 
deal with different types of applica1ons and appeals that par1es can make to the court challenging an 
award. Let us analyse each provision: 

1. Sec1on 67: Challenging Jurisdic1on: Sec1on 67 allows a party to challenge an arbitral 
award on the grounds of substan1ve jurisdic1on. This means ques1oning whether the 
arbitral tribunal had the authority to make the award in the first place. A party can apply 
to the court to challenge the award on jurisdic1onal grounds. 

2. Sec1on 68: Serious Irregularity: Sec1on 68 allows a party to challenge an award on the 
grounds of serious irregularity affec1ng the tribunal, the proceedings, or the award itself. 
Serious irregularity can include issues such as failure to comply with due process, 
exceeding the tribunal’s powers, or procedural impropriety. 

3. Sec1on 69: Appeals on Points of Law: Sec1on 69 allows a party to appeal to the court on 
a ques1on of law arising out of an award. The appeal can only be made if the par1es agree 
or with the leave of the court. The court will consider ques1ons of law and their impact 
on the par1es’ rights. 

Key points of Sec1on 71(1): 

1. Scope of Applica1on: Sec1on 71(1) applies when the court makes an order under Sec1ons 
67, 68, or 69 concerning an arbitral award. 

2. Effect of the Order: When the court issues an order under the specified sec1ons, certain 
consequences follow as outlined in Sec1on 71(1). 
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Unfortunately, sec1on 71(1) itself does not provide further details on the specific provisions or effects 
that apply when the court makes an order under the men1oned sec1ons. To understand the specific 
consequences, it is necessary to refer to the provisions of Sec1ons 67, 68, and 69 themselves, as well 
as other relevant sec1ons of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 that may further elaborate on the consequences 
of court orders related to arbitral awards. These provisions ensure that there is a clear legal framework 
for dealing with challenges to arbitral awards and appeals on points of law, providing par1es with a 
proper recourse mechanism in case they believe the award has been affected by irregulari1es or errors 
in law. 

 

(2) Where the award is varied, the varia\on has effect as part of the tribunal’s award. 

Sec1on 71(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the effect of a varia1on made by the court 
when it orders an award to be varied under Sec1on 67, Sec1on 68, or Sec1on 69 of the Act. Let us 
analyse this provision: 

1. Varia1ons by the Court: Sec1ons 67, 68, and 69 provide different grounds for challenging 
an arbitral award or seeking its se{ng aside or modifica1on. If the court decides to grant 
the applica1on or appeal and orders a varia1on to the award, such varia1on will become 
part of the award itself. 

2. Binding Effect: The varia1on made by the court will have binding effect as if it was 
originally part of the award rendered by the arbitral tribunal. It becomes an integral part 
of the award and is legally enforceable as such. 

3. Final Award: Once the court has ordered a varia1on, the award is treated as a final and 
binding determina1on of the dispute between the par1es. Any changes or modifica1ons 
made by the court become conclusive and form an integral part of the award. 

Overall, sec1on 71(2) ensures that any varia1ons made by the court to the arbitral award have the 
same legal status and effect as the original award rendered by the arbitral tribunal. It confirms the 
finality and binding nature of the award, even when modified by the court, providing certainty and 
enforceability to the par1es involved in the arbitra1on process. 

 

(3) Where the award is remi_ed to the tribunal, in whole or in part, for reconsidera\on, the 
tribunal shall make a fresh award in respect of the ma_ers remi_ed within three months of 
the date of the order for remission or such longer or shorter period as the court may direct. 

Sec1on 71(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 pertains to the effect of a remission order by the court 
in rela1on to an arbitral award. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Remission of Award: Sec1on 71(3) applies when the court decides to remit the award, 
either in whole or in part, back to the arbitral tribunal for reconsidera1on. The court may 
do so as a result of an applica1on under sec1on 67, sec1on 68, or sec1on 69. 

2. Timeframe for Reconsidera1on: Upon remission, the arbitral tribunal is required to make 
a fresh award concerning the maSers that have been remiSed. The tribunal must do this 
within three months of the date of the court’s order for remission. However, the court 
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has the discre1on to extend or reduce this 1me period as it deems appropriate based on 
the circumstances of the case. 

3. Fresh Award: The fresh award made by the arbitral tribunal auer remission is considered 
a new decision on the maSers that were sent back for reconsidera1on. It is not an appeal 
of the original award but a fresh determina1on based on the tribunal’s review of the 
remiSed issues. 

4. Court’s Control: The court retains control over the proceedings to some extent by 
specifying the 1me limit within which the tribunal must render the fresh award. This 
ensures that the maSer is resolved in a 1mely manner and provides certainty to the 
par1es involved. 

Overall, sec1on 71(3) ensures that if the court orders a remission of the award, the tribunal is obligated 
to reconsider the remiSed maSers and issue a fresh award within the specified 1meframe or as 
directed by the court. This mechanism allows for a 1mely resolu1on of any issues iden1fied by the 
court and provides a balance between the court’s supervisory role and the autonomy of the arbitral 
tribunal in reaching its decisions. 

 

(4) Where the award is set aside or declared to be of no effect, in whole or in part, the court may 
also order that any provision that an award is a condi\on precedent to the bringing of legal 
proceedings in respect of a ma_er to which the arbitra\on agreement applies, is of no effect 
as regards the subject ma_er of the award or, as the case may be, the relevant part of the 
award. 

Sec1on 71(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the consequences of the court se{ng aside 
or declaring an award to be of no effect, either in whole or in part. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Se{ng Aside or Declaring No Effect: Sec1on 71(4) applies when the court grants an 
applica1on under sec1on 67, sec1on 68, or sec1on 69 and sets aside the award or 
declares it to be of no effect, either wholly or par1ally. Such a decision by the court 
indicates that there was a serious irregularity affec1ng the tribunal, the proceedings, or 
the award (sec1on 68), or a ques1on of law that substan1ally affects the rights of the 
par1es (sec1on 69). 

2. Nullifying Certain Provisions: In addi1on to se{ng aside or declaring an award to be of no 
effect, the court is also empowered to nullify any provision in an agreement that s1pulates 
the award as a condi1on precedent to bringing legal proceedings concerning maSers 
covered by the arbitra1on agreement. In simple terms, any clause that requires a valid 
award before a party can ini1ate legal proceedings becomes ineffec1ve as regards the 
subject maSer of the set-aside award or the relevant part of the award. 

3. Legal Proceedings: The provision nullifica1on applies specifically to legal proceedings. If 
the court orders the award to be set aside or declared of no effect, it also has the authority 
to render the requirement of a valid award void for the subject maSer or the relevant 
part of the award in terms of ini1a1ng subsequent legal ac1ons. 

Overall, sec1on 71(4) ensures that if an award is set aside or declared of no effect by the court, it may 
also nullify any provision in the agreement that makes the award a condi1on precedent for 
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commencing legal proceedings related to the subject maSer covered by the arbitra1on agreement. 
This provision adds clarity and flexibility in circumstances where the award has been deemed defec1ve 
and allows par1es to seek alterna1ve methods for resolving their disputes. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

72 SAVING FOR RIGHTS OF PERSON WHO TAKES NO PART IN PROCEEDINGS 

(1) A person alleged to be a party to arbitral proceedings but who takes no part in the proceedings 
may ques\on— 

(a) whether there is a valid arbitra\on agreement, 

(b) whether the tribunal is properly cons\tuted, or 

(c) what ma_ers have been submi_ed to arbitra\on in accordance with the arbitra\on 
agreement, 

by proceedings in the court for a declara\on or injunc\on or other appropriate relief. 

Sec1on 72(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a mechanism for a person who is alleged to 
be a party to arbitral proceedings but has not par1cipated in those proceedings to challenge certain 
fundamental aspects of the arbitra1on. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Valid Arbitra1on Agreement: The first circumstance under which the person can ques1on 
the arbitral proceedings is whether there is a valid arbitra1on agreement. This means that 
the person can challenge the existence, validity, or enforceability of the arbitra1on 
agreement between them and the other par1es involved in the arbitra1on. 

2. Proper Cons1tu1on of the Tribunal: The second circumstance relates to whether the 
arbitral tribunal is properly cons1tuted. This means the person can challenge the 
appointment or composi1on of the arbitral tribunal, raising concerns about the 
qualifica1ons, appointment process, or lack of jurisdic1on of the arbitrators. 

3. MaSers SubmiSed to Arbitra1on: The third circumstance deals with the maSers that have 
been submiSed to arbitra1on in accordance with the arbitra1on agreement. Here, the 
person can ques1on the scope of the arbitra1on and whether specific issues or disputes 
fall within the purview of the arbitra1on agreement. 

4. Court Proceedings for Relief: To raise these challenges, the person who has not 
par1cipated in the arbitral proceedings can ini1ate court proceedings seeking declaratory 
relief, injunc1ons, or any other appropriate remedies. This means that the concerned 
person can go to court to seek legal clarity or prevent any further ac1ons in the arbitra1on 
un1l these fundamental ques1ons are resolved. 

In essence, sec1on 72(1) provides a route for a person who is allegedly a party to arbitral proceedings 
but has not par1cipated in those proceedings to challenge certain key aspects of the arbitra1on 
process before a court. By doing so, this provision helps to safeguard the rights and interests of 
individuals or en11es who may find themselves involuntarily drawn into an arbitra1on without having 
had an opportunity to par1cipate in the process. 
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(2) He also has the same right as a party to the arbitral proceedings to challenge an award— 

(a) by an applica\on under sec\on 67 on the ground of lack of substan\ve jurisdic\on in 
rela\on to him, or 

(b) by an applica\on under sec\on 68 on the ground of serious irregularity (within the 
meaning of that sec\on) affec\ng him; 

and sec\on 70(2) (duty to exhaust arbitral procedures) does not apply in his case. 

Sec1on 72(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants specific rights to a person who is alleged to be 
a party to arbitral proceedings but has not par1cipated in those proceedings. Let us analyse this 
provision: 

1. Right to Challenge an Award: The person men1oned in sec1on 72(2) has the same right 
as a party to the arbitral proceedings to challenge an award made in those proceedings. 
This means that despite not par1cipa1ng in the arbitra1on, this person is en1tled to 
challenge the validity or enforceability of the award in specific circumstances. 

2. Grounds for Challenging an Award: The person can challenge an award in two ways: 

a. Challenge under sec1on 67: The person can apply to the court under Sec1on 67, 
on the ground that the arbitral tribunal lacked substan1ve jurisdic1on in rela1on 
to them. In other words, they can challenge the tribunal’s authority to hear and 
decide the dispute involving them. 

b. Challenge under sec1on 68: The person can also apply to the court under Sec1on 
68, on the ground of serious irregularity (as defined in that sec1on) affec1ng them. 
This means they can challenge the award if there was a significant procedural or 
substan1ve irregularity in the arbitra1on process that has resulted in substan1al 
injus1ce to them. 

3. No Duty to Exhaust Arbitral Procedures: Sec1on 70(2) of the Arbitra1on Act, which 
requires par1es to exhaust any available arbitral process of appeal or review before 
bringing an applica1on or appeal in court, does not apply to this person. They are 
exempted from this requirement, allowing them to directly approach the court for 
challenging the award. 

In summary, sec1on 72(2) gives a person who is alleged to be a party to arbitral proceedings, but has 
not par1cipated in them, the right to challenge the award directly in court without the need to exhaust 
any available arbitral procedures. They can raise objec1ons related to the tribunal’s jurisdic1on or any 
serious irregulari1es that have affected them in the arbitra1on process. This provision aims to ensure 
that even non-par1cipa1ng individuals or en11es have a recourse to challenge an award that may have 
an impact on their rights and interests. 
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73 LOSS OF RIGHT TO OBJECT 

(1) If a party to arbitral proceedings takes part, or con\nues to take part, in the proceedings 
without making, either forthwith or within such \me as is allowed by the arbitra\on 
agreement or the tribunal or by any provision of this Part, any objec\on— 

(a) that the tribunal lacks substan\ve jurisdic\on, 

(b) that the proceedings have been improperly conducted, 

(c) that there has been a failure to comply with the arbitra\on agreement or with any 
provision of this Part, or 

(d) that there has been any other irregularity affec\ng the tribunal or the proceedings, 

he may not raise that objec\on later, before the tribunal or the court, unless he shows that, 
at the \me he took part or con\nued to take part in the proceedings, he did not know and 
could not with reasonable diligence have discovered the grounds for the objec\on. 

Sec1on 73(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes the principle of waiver of objec1ons in 
arbitral proceedings. It states that if a party to arbitra1on takes part in or con1nues to par1cipate in 
the proceedings without raising specific objec1ons, the party may be deemed to have waived the right 
to raise those objec1ons later. Let us analyse the key points of this provision: 

1. Condi1ons for Waiver: A party’s objec1ons must fall under one of the following 
categories: 

a. Lack of Substan1ve Jurisdic1on: The party objects that the arbitral tribunal lacks 
substan1ve jurisdic1on, i.e., the authority to hear and decide the dispute. 

b. Improper Conduct of Proceedings: The party objects to the improper conduct of 
the arbitral proceedings. 

c. Failure to Comply with Arbitra1on Agreement or Provisions of the Act: The party 
objects to a failure to adhere to the terms of the arbitra1on agreement or any 
provision of the Arbitra1on Act. 

d. Other Irregulari1es: The party objects to any other irregularity that has affected the 
tribunal or the proceedings. 

2. Waiver of Objec1ons: If the party takes part in or con1nues to par1cipate in the arbitral 
proceedings without raising any of the above-men1oned objec1ons, they may be 
considered to have waived their right to raise those objec1ons later. 

3. Excep1on to Waiver: The party may s1ll raise those objec1ons later before the tribunal or 
the court if they can demonstrate that, at the 1me they par1cipated or con1nued to 
par1cipate in the proceedings, they were not aware of the grounds for the objec1on, and 
they could not have discovered those grounds with reasonable diligence. 

In essence, sec1on 73(1) aims to promote procedural efficiency and finality in arbitral proceedings. It 
prevents a party from ac1vely par1cipa1ng in the proceedings while withholding objec1ons, only to 
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raise them at a later stage to delay or disrupt the arbitra1on process. However, the provision also 
recognises that there may be situa1ons where a party genuinely becomes aware of grounds for 
objec1on at a later stage, and in such cases, it allows them to raise the objec1ons despite their prior 
par1cipa1on. 

 

(2) Where the arbitral tribunal rules that it has substan\ve jurisdic\on and a party to arbitral 
proceedings who could have ques\oned that ruling— 

(a) by any available arbitral process of appeal or review, or 

(b) by challenging the award, 

does not do so, or does not do so within the \me allowed by the arbitra\on agreement or any 
provision of this Part, he may not object later to the tribunal’s substan\ve jurisdic\on on any 
ground which was the subject of that ruling. 

Sec1on 73(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the consequences of a party’s failure to 
challenge an arbitral tribunal’s ruling on its substan1ve jurisdic1on in a 1mely manner. Let us analyse 
the key points of this provision: 

1. Substan1ve Jurisdic1on Ruling: When the arbitral tribunal rules on its substan1ve 
jurisdic1on, i.e., whether it has the authority to hear and decide the dispute, a party may 
have the opportunity to challenge that ruling if they disagree with it. 

2. Timely Challenge Op1ons: The party has two op1ons for challenging the tribunal’s ruling 
on its substan1ve jurisdic1on: 

a. Arbitral Process of Appeal or Review: The party may challenge the ruling through 
any available arbitral process of appeal or review provided in the arbitra1on 
agreement or applicable arbitra1on rules. 

b. Challenging the Award: Alterna1vely, the party may challenge the ruling on 
substan1ve jurisdic1on by objec1ng to the award issued by the tribunal. 

3. Consequence of Non-Challenge: If a party has the opportunity to challenge the tribunal’s 
ruling on substan1ve jurisdic1on through either of the above op1ons but fails to do so, or 
if the challenge is not made within the 1me allowed by the arbitra1on agreement or any 
relevant provision of the Arbitra1on Act, then the party may not later object to the 
tribunal’s substan1ve jurisdic1on on the same grounds that were the subject of that 
ruling. 

In summary, sec1on 73(2) establishes a principle of finality and non-reviewability concerning the 
tribunal’s ruling on its substan1ve jurisdic1on. It aims to prevent par1es from delaying the arbitra1on 
process or undermining the tribunal’s authority by repeatedly challenging its jurisdic1onal rulings auer 
having had an opportunity to do so. Once the 1me for raising such challenges has passed without 
exercising that right, the party is generally precluded from raising the same jurisdic1onal objec1ons in 
subsequent stages of the arbitra1on. 
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74 IMMUNITY OF ARBITRAL INSTITUTIONS, &C. 

(1) An arbitral or other ins\tu\on or person designated or requested by the par\es to appoint or 
nominate an arbitrator is not liable for anything done or omi_ed in the discharge or purported 
discharge of that func\on unless the act or omission is shown to have been in bad faith. 

Sec1on 74(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the liability of an arbitral ins1tu1on or 
person who is responsible for appoin1ng or nomina1ng an arbitrator. Let us analyse the key points of 
this provision: 

1. Immunity from Liability: The provision establishes immunity for an arbitral ins1tu1on or 
person who is designated or requested by the par1es to appoint or nominate an 
arbitrator. This means that such an ins1tu1on or person is shielded from legal liability for 
any ac1ons or omissions in connec1on with their responsibility to appoint or nominate 
an arbitrator. 

2. Scope of Immunity: The immunity covers any act or omission carried out by the arbitral 
ins1tu1on or person in the discharge or purported discharge of their func1on to appoint 
or nominate an arbitrator. 

3. Excep1on for Bad Faith: The immunity is not absolute. Liability may arise if it can be shown 
that the act or omission was done in bad faith. In other words, if the arbitral ins1tu1on 
or person acted with dishonesty or fraudulent intent in carrying out their func1on, they 
may be held liable. 

In essence, sec1on 74(1) aims to protect arbitral ins1tu1ons or persons designated to appoint or 
nominate arbitrators from facing legal claims for ac1ons taken in good faith within the scope of their 
appointment responsibili1es. The provision encourages efficiency and expediency in the arbitra1on 
process by offering protec1on to those involved in the appointment of arbitrators, provided they act 
honestly and without bad faith. 

 

(2) An arbitral or other ins\tu\on or person by whom an arbitrator is appointed or nominated is 
not liable, by reason of having appointed or nominated him, for anything done or omi_ed by 
the arbitrator (or his employees or agents) in the discharge or purported discharge of his 
func\ons as arbitrator. 

Sec1on 74(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the liability of an arbitral ins1tu1on or 
person who appoints or nominates an arbitrator. Let us analyse the key points of this provision: 

1. Limited Liability: The provision establishes that an arbitral ins1tu1on or person 
responsible for appoin1ng or nomina1ng an arbitrator is not liable for any ac1ons or 
omissions of the appointed arbitrator, or their employees or agents, in the discharge or 
purported discharge of their func1ons as an arbitrator. 

2. Scope of Immunity: The immunity covers any act or omission carried out by the appointed 
arbitrator or their employees or agents while performing their du1es as an arbitrator. It 
aims to protect the ins1tu1on or person making the appointment from being held 
responsible for any alleged mistakes or misconduct by the arbitrator during the arbitral 
proceedings. 
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3. Separa1on of Responsibili1es: The provision recognises that the arbitral ins1tu1on or 
person who appointed the arbitrator is not in control of the arbitrator’s ac1ons during the 
arbitra1on process. As such, they cannot be held liable for the arbitrator’s conduct or 
decisions. 

Overall, sec1on 74(2) offers protec1on to the arbitral ins1tu1on or person who appoints or nominates 
an arbitrator by limi1ng their liability to ac1ons related to the appointment process. It emphasises the 
separa1on of responsibili1es between the appoin1ng en1ty and the arbitrator, ensuring that the 
ins1tu1on or person making the appointment is not held accountable for the arbitrator’s ac1ons 
during the arbitra1on proceedings. 

 

(3) The above provisions apply to an employee or agent of an arbitral or other ins\tu\on or 
person as they apply to the ins\tu\on or person himself. 

Sec1on 74(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 extends the same provisions of limited liability to 
employees or agents of an arbitral or other ins1tu1on or person, as already outlined in Sec1on 74(1) 
and Sec1on 74(2). Let us analyse this subsec1on in detail: 

1. Equal Applica1on: Sec1on 74(3) clarifies that the provisions in Sec1on 74(1) and Sec1on 
74(2) are equally applicable to employees or agents of an arbitral ins1tu1on or person, 
just as they apply to the ins1tu1on or person itself. It means that any employee or agent 
ac1ng on behalf of the ins1tu1on or person in the process of appoin1ng or nomina1ng 
an arbitrator is also protected from liability under the same condi1ons. 

2. Immunity for Employees or Agents: Like the ins1tu1on or person, the employees or 
agents involved in the appointment or nomina1on process cannot be held liable for any 
ac1ons or omissions related to their role in discharging or purportedly discharging their 
du1es. They are protected from legal claims or ac1ons arising from the arbitrator’s 
conduct during the arbitral proceedings. 

The purpose of this provision is to provide comprehensive protec1on to the arbitral ins1tu1on or 
person, including their employees and agents, to ensure that they can fulfil their func1ons effec1vely 
without fear of legal repercussions for ac1ons related to the appointment or nomina1on of arbitrators. 
It reaffirms the principle of limited liability and highlights that employees or agents ac1ng on behalf of 
the ins1tu1on or person are treated in the same manner as the ins1tu1on or person itself concerning 
their role in appoin1ng or nomina1ng an arbitrator. 

 

75 CHARGE TO SECURE PAYMENT OF SOLICITORS’ COSTS. 

(1) The powers of the court to make declara\ons and orders under sec\on 73 of the Solicitors Act 
1974 or Ar\cle 71H of the Solicitors (Northern Ireland) Order 1976 (power to charge property 
recovered in the proceedings with the payment of solicitors’ costs) may be exercised in 
rela\on to arbitral proceedings as if those proceedings were proceedings in the court. 

Sec1on 75(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the powers of the court to make 
declara1ons and orders concerning solicitors’ costs in rela1on to arbitral proceedings. Let us break it 
down: 
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1. Reference to Other Legisla1on: Sec1on 75(1) refers to two specific sec1ons from other 
legisla1on — Sec1on 73 of the Solicitors Act 1974 and Ar1cle 71H of the Solicitors 
(Northern Ireland) Order 1976. These sec1ons empower the court to make declara1ons 
and orders related to solicitors’ costs in certain legal proceedings. 

2. Applica1on to Arbitral Proceedings: Sec1on 75(1) states that the powers granted to the 
court under the aforemen1oned sec1ons (73 and 71H) can be applied in rela1on to 
arbitral proceedings. In other words, these powers can be exercised as if the arbitral 
proceedings were regular court proceedings. 

3. Power to Charge Property for Solicitors’ Costs: The powers under Sec1on 73 and Ar1cle 
71H relate to the court’s authority to charge property recovered in legal proceedings with 
the payment of solicitors’ costs. This means that when a solicitor has rendered services in 
connec1on with arbitral proceedings, and there is property recovered as a result of those 
proceedings, the court may, upon applica1on, make declara1ons and orders to ensure 
that the solicitors’ costs are duly compensated from the recovered property. 

In summary, sec1on 75(1) extends the court’s powers under Sec1ons 73 and Ar1cle 71H to include 
arbitral proceedings. It allows the court to deal with solicitors’ costs related to arbitra1on in a manner 
similar to regular court proceedings, ensuring that solicitors are adequately compensated from 
property recovered in the arbitra1on. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY 

76 SERVICE OF NOTICES, &C 

(1) The par\es are free to agree on the manner of service of any no\ce or other document 
required or authorised to be given or served in pursuance of the arbitra\on agreement or for 
the purposes of the arbitral proceedings. 

Sec1on 76(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 pertains to the manner of service of no1ces or other 
documents in rela1on to an arbitra1on agreement or the arbitral proceedings. Let us analyse it: 

1. Freedom of Agreement: The provision emphasises that the par1es involved in the 
arbitra1on are granted freedom to agree on the manner of service for any no1ce or 
document required or authorised under the arbitra1on agreement or for the purposes of 
the arbitral proceedings. 

2. Flexibility in Service: By giving par1es the freedom to agree on the manner of service, the 
provision allows for flexibility in how no1ces or documents are delivered or transmiSed 
between the par1es during the arbitra1on process. 

3. Customisa1on to the Par1es’ Needs: This flexibility enables the par1es to tailor the service 
of no1ces and documents to their specific needs, which can be par1cularly useful in 
interna1onal arbitra1on where the par1es may be located in different countries with 
varying legal systems and communica1on preferences. 

In summary, sec1on 76(1) recognises the autonomy of the par1es in arbitra1on to agree on the 
method of service for no1ces and documents. This provision allows the par1es to customise the 
process to suit their par1cular circumstances and promotes an efficient and effec1ve arbitra1on 
procedure. 

 

(2) If or to the extent that there is no such agreement the following provisions apply. 

Sec1on 76(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 comes into play when the par1es have not agreed on 
the manner of service for no1ces or other documents required or authorised in the arbitra1on 
agreement or during the arbitral proceedings. In such cases, the following provisions apply: 

1. Default Rules: Since there is no agreed-upon method of service, the Act provides default 
rules to ensure that the par1es can s1ll effec1vely serve no1ces and documents in the 
absence of an agreement. 

2. Arbitra1on Act’s Provisions: The Act itself contains provisions that specify how service 
should be carried out when the par1es have not made any agreement on the maSer. 

3. Ensuring Proper Communica1on: The purpose of this provision is to guarantee that 
proper communica1on can s1ll take place between the par1es and the arbitral tribunal, 
even in the absence of an agreed-upon method of service. 
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In summary, sec1on 76(2) ensures that, in cases where the par1es have not agreed on the manner of 
service, the arbitra1on process can s1ll proceed smoothly with default rules provided by the 
Arbitra1on Act, ensuring effec1ve communica1on between the par1es and the tribunal. 

 

(3) A no\ce or other document may be served on a person by any effec\ve means. 

Sec1on 76(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides flexibility in the manner of service for no1ces 
or other documents during arbitral proceedings. It states that a no1ce or document can be served on 
a person by “any effec1ve means”. The key points to understand about this provision are as follows: 

1. Broad Scope: The language “any effec1ve means” is inten1onally broad and inclusive, 
allowing for various methods of service that can ensure the recipient receives the no1ce 
or document. 

2. Technological Advancements: This provision acknowledges the advancements in 
communica1on technology. It allows par1es to use modern methods such as email, fax, 
electronic signatures, or other electronic means to serve no1ces, as long as they are 
effec1ve. 

3. Prac1cality and Efficiency: By adop1ng a flexible approach, Sec1on 76(3) aims to ensure 
prac1cality and efficiency in the service of no1ces and documents during the arbitra1on 
process. 

4. Proof of Service: It is essen1al for the serving party to maintain evidence of the successful 
delivery of the no1ce or document. Proof of service may be necessary to demonstrate 
compliance with the requirements in case of any disputes related to the service. 

Overall, sec1on 76(3) provides par1es with the freedom to u1lise contemporary and efficient means 
of communica1on for serving no1ces and documents, contribu1ng to a smoother and more 
streamlined arbitra1on process. 

 

(4) If a no\ce or other document is addressed, pre-paid and delivered by post— 

(a) to the addressee’s last known principal residence or, if he is or has been carrying on a 
trade, profession or business, his last known principal business address, or 

(b) where the addressee is a body corporate, to the body’s registered or principal office, 

it shall be treated as effec\vely served. 

Sec1on 76(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a specific method for service of no1ces or 
other documents by post. It states that if a no1ce or document is addressed, pre-paid, and delivered 
by post to the addressee’s last known principal residence (if an individual) or last known principal 
business address (if engaged in a trade, profession, or business), or to a body corporate’s registered or 
principal office, it shall be treated as effec1vely served. Key points to understand about this provision 
are as follows: 
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1. Presump1on of Effec1ve Service: Sec1on 76(4) creates a legal presump1on that if a no1ce 
or document is sent by post to the specified addresses, it is effec1vely served, even if the 
recipient does not actually receive it. This presump1on is beneficial for the party serving 
the no1ce or document. 

2. Addresses for Individuals: For individuals, the last known principal residence is the key 
address for service. If an individual is engaged in a trade, profession, or business, their 
last known principal business address is also acceptable for service. 

3. Addresses for Corpora1ons: For body corporates (companies), the no1ce or document 
can be served at the registered office or the principal office of the corpora1on. 

4. Prepaid and Delivered: The no1ce or document must be prepaid and physically delivered 
to the specified address by post to qualify as effec1vely served under this provision. 

5. Other Means of Service: While Sec1on 76(4) specifically addresses service by post, par1es 
may s1ll agree on other methods of service, and those methods would be equally valid as 
long as they are considered effec1ve means. 

It is important to note that this provision deals with service by post only and provides a safe harbour 
for par1es serving no1ces or documents in this manner. If an alterna1ve method of service is used or 
if par1es agree on other methods, it is essen1al to ensure that the chosen method meets the 
requirements of the arbitra1on agreement and is effec1ve for the intended purpose of serving the 
no1ce or document. 

 

(5) This sec\on does not apply to the service of documents for the purposes of legal proceedings, 
for which provision is made by rules of court. 

Sec1on 76(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that the rules outlined in Sec1on 76 regarding 
the service of no1ces or other documents do not apply to the service of documents for the purposes 
of legal proceedings. Instead, the service of documents for legal proceedings is governed by the rules 
of court. Key points to understand about this provision are as follows: 

1. Limited Scope: Sec1on 76(5) specifies that its rules for service of documents are limited 
in their applica1on and do not extend to legal proceedings. 

2. Legal Proceedings: Legal proceedings refer to formal ac1ons ini1ated in a court of law to 
resolve a dispute or enforce a legal right. These proceedings could include li1ga1on, civil 
suits, or any other judicial process. 

3. Rules of Court: The process of serving documents in legal proceedings is regulated by the 
rules of court, which are specific procedural guidelines established by the court or 
legisla1ve authori1es to ensure proper and effec1ve service of documents. 

4. Arbitra1on Proceedings vs. Legal Proceedings: The English Arbitra1on Act 1996 primarily 
deals with the arbitra1on process and provides specific rules for arbitra1on proceedings, 
including provisions for the service of no1ces or documents within the context of 
arbitra1on. However, when it comes to service of documents in legal proceedings, the 
rules and procedures set forth by the courts take precedence. 
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In summary, sec1on 76(5) clarifies that the rules governing the service of documents under Sec1on 76 
apply only to arbitra1on proceedings and not to legal proceedings. For legal proceedings, par1es must 
adhere to the relevant rules and procedures established by the court. 

 

(6) References in this Part to a no\ce or other document include any form of communica\on in 
wri\ng and references to giving or serving a no\ce or other document shall be construed 
accordingly. 

Sec1on 76(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 expands the scope of what is considered a “no1ce or 
other document” within the context of the Act. It clarifies that references to a no1ce or other 
document in this Part of the Act include any form of communica1on in wri1ng. Addi1onally, it 
highlights that the terms “giving” or “serving” a no1ce or other document should be interpreted 
broadly to include any method of communica1on in wri1ng. Key points to understand about this 
provision are as follows: 

1. Inclusive Interpreta1on: Sec1on 76(6) adopts an inclusive approach to the defini1on of 
“no1ce or other document”. It states that any form of communica1on in wri1ng qualifies 
as a no1ce or other document under this Part of the Act. 

2. Flexibility in Communica1on: By including various forms of wriSen communica1on, this 
provision allows par1es in arbitra1on proceedings to use different methods of 
transmi{ng informa1on. These methods could include leSers, faxes, emails, or any other 
wriSen means of communica1on. 

3. Broad Interpreta1on of “Giving” or “Serving”: The provision emphasises that the terms 
“giving” or “serving” a no1ce or other document should be interpreted widely to 
encompass all methods of delivering or transmi{ng wriSen communica1ons between 
the par1es. 

4. Prac1cal Implica1ons: This provision aims to provide flexibility and adaptability in the 
communica1on process during arbitra1on proceedings. It recognises the significance of 
modern communica1on methods and allows par1es to effec1vely exchange informa1on 
in a manner that suits their preferences and needs. 

In summary, sec1on 76(6) ensures that references to “no1ce or other document” within this Part of 
the Arbitra1on Act encompass any form of communica1on in wri1ng. It also highlights the importance 
of a broad interpreta1on of the terms “giving” or “serving” in the context of transmi{ng wriSen 
communica1ons during arbitra1on proceedings. This provision facilitates effec1ve and prac1cal 
communica1on between the par1es involved in the arbitra1on process. 
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77 POWERS OF COURT IN RELATION TO SERVICE OF DOCUMENTS 

(1) This sec\on applies where service of a document on a person in the manner agreed by the 
par\es, or in accordance with provisions of sec\on 76 having effect in default of agreement, 
is not reasonably prac\cable. 

Sec1on 77(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the situa1on when it is not reasonably 
prac1cable to serve a document on a person using the agreed method of service or the default method 
of service as provided in Sec1on 76 of the Act. Key points to understand about this provision are as 
follows: 

1. Context of Service of Documents: Sec1on 77(1) pertains to the service of documents in 
the context of arbitra1on proceedings. It deals with situa1ons where there is a need to 
serve a document on a person involved in the arbitra1on, such as a party, arbitrator, or 
any other relevant individual. 

2. Agreed or Default Method of Service: The provision first refers to an “agreed manner” of 
service. This means that the par1es to the arbitra1on have previously agreed on a specific 
method of serving documents, and the agreement is binding between them. 

3. Default Method under sec1on 76: If the par1es have not made any specific agreement 
regarding the manner of service, sec1on 76 of the Arbitra1on Act provides default 
provisions for service of documents. These default provisions come into effect when there 
is no express agreement on the method of service. 

4. Reasonably Prac1cable: Sec1on 77(1) comes into play when the agreed method or the 
default method of service is not “reasonably prac1cable”. The term “reasonably 
prac1cable” refers to situa1ons where it is not feasible, prac1cal, or possible to serve the 
document using the agreed or default method, perhaps due to circumstances beyond the 
par1es’ control. 

5. Alterna1ve Methods: In cases where the agreed or default method of service is not 
reasonably prac1cable, this sec1on provides flexibility. It allows for alterna1ve methods 
of service to be used, as long as they are considered reasonably effec1ve in no1fying the 
relevant person about the document. 

Sec1on 77(1) ensures that the prac1cali1es of serving documents are addressed during arbitra1on 
proceedings. When the agreed or default method of service becomes unworkable due to certain 
circumstances, this provision allows par1es to explore alterna1ve methods that can reasonably 
achieve the intended purpose of serving the document. The aim is to maintain fairness and efficiency 
in the arbitra1on process, even when tradi1onal methods of service may not be feasible. 
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(2) Unless otherwise agreed by the par\es, the court may make such order as it thinks fit— 

(a) for service in such manner as the court may direct, or 

(b) dispensing with service of the document. 

Sec1on 77(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with situa1ons where it is not reasonably 
prac1cable to serve a document in the manner agreed by the par1es or in accordance with the default 
provisions provided in sec1on 76. In such cases, the court is empowered to intervene and make 
appropriate orders regarding the service of the document. Key points to understand about this 
provision are as follows: 

1. Court’s Discre1on: Sec1on 77(2) grants the court wide discre1on to decide on the 
appropriate course of ac1on when it comes to serving the document. The court has the 
authority to assess the circumstances and exercise its judgment on the maSer. 

2. Order for Service in a Directed Manner: The court may issue an order direc1ng the specific 
manner in which the document should be served. This means that the court can prescribe 
a par1cular method or procedure for serving the document, even if it differs from the 
agreed or default method. 

3. Dispensing with Service: Alterna1vely, the court has the power to dispense with the 
requirement for formal service of the document altogether. This means that the court can 
decide that the document does not need to be served on the relevant party and can 
proceed with the arbitra1on without formal service. 

4. Absence of Agreement: If the par1es have not agreed on an alterna1ve method of service, 
or if the default method is not reasonably prac1cable, they can seek the court’s 
interven1on to address the issue. 

5. Flexibility and Fairness: Sec1on 77(2) provides a level of flexibility to accommodate 
prac1cal challenges that may arise in serving documents during arbitra1on proceedings. 
It allows the court to tailor the service requirements based on the specific circumstances 
of the case, ensuring that fairness is maintained. 

Overall, sec1on 77(2) empowers the court to take appropriate measures to overcome challenges 
related to serving documents when they cannot be served in the manner ini1ally agreed upon or when 
the default methods are not feasible. This provision ensures that the arbitra1on process can con1nue 
effec1vely, even in situa1ons where tradi1onal methods of service are not viable. 

 

(3) Any party to the arbitra\on agreement may apply for an order, but only ajer exhaus\ng any 
available arbitral process for resolving the ma_er. 

Sec1on 77(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out certain condi1ons that must be met before 
a party can apply to the court for an order regarding the service of a document when the agreed or 
default methods are not reasonably prac1cable. The key points to understand about this provision are 
as follows: 
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1. Right to Apply for an Order: Any party to the arbitra1on agreement has the right to apply 
for an order regarding the service of a document. This means that if a party faces 
challenges in serving a document as per the agreed method or the default provisions, 
they can seek the court’s interven1on. 

2. Exhaus1on of Arbitral Process: Before approaching the court for such an order, the party 
must have exhausted any available arbitral process for resolving the maSer. This means 
that the party should have aSempted to resolve the issue related to service through the 
arbitra1on process itself before resor1ng to court interven1on. 

3. Mandatory Requirement: The exhaus1on of available arbitral processes is a mandatory 
condi1on before approaching the court. This requirement is in line with the principle of 
encouraging par1es to u1lise the arbitra1on process fully and to seek resolu1on of 
disputes within the arbitral forum before resor1ng to court proceedings. 

In summary, sec1on 77(3) ensures that par1es in arbitra1on proceedings must make a genuine effort 
to resolve any challenges related to service of documents through the available arbitral processes 
before turning to the court for an order. This provision reflects the general principle of promo1ng 
arbitra1on as a preferred method of dispute resolu1on and the court’s role in providing support when 
arbitra1on processes are not sufficient to address certain issues. 

 

(4) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 77(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies that the leave (permission) of the court is 
necessary for any appeal from a decision made by the court under sec1on 77(2) regarding the service 
of a document. This means that if a party is dissa1sfied with the court’s decision regarding the manner 
of service or the dispensa1on of service, they cannot automa1cally appeal the decision. Instead, they 
must seek permission (leave) from the court to proceed with an appeal. Key points to understand 
about this provision: 

1. Appeal Requires Leave: Sec1on 77(4) imposes an addi1onal requirement of leave before 
a party can appeal a decision made by the court under Sec1on 77(2). Without leave, the 
appeal cannot proceed. 

2. Court’s Discre1on: The court has the discre1on to grant or refuse leave for an appeal. The 
party seeking to appeal must demonstrate to the court why the appeal is necessary and 
why the decision made under sec1on 77(2) was incorrect or unjust. 

3. Appeals on Service MaSers: The requirement for leave to appeal is specific to decisions 
made under sec1on 77(2) rela1ng to service issues. It does not apply to appeals on other 
maSers or decisions made in the arbitra1on process. 

In summary, sec1on 77(4) reinforces the court’s authority to control the appeal process and ensures 
that par1es cannot appeal decisions on service maSers without obtaining the court’s permission first. 
This provision helps manage the court’s workload and encourages par1es to use the available arbitral 
processes fully before seeking recourse in the court system. 
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78 RECKONING PERIODS OF TIME 

(1) The par\es are free to agree on the method of reckoning periods of \me for the purposes of 
any provision agreed by them or any provision of this Part having effect in default of such 
agreement. 

Sec1on 78(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that the par1es to an arbitra1on agreement 
have the freedom to agree on the method of reckoning periods of 1me for various purposes. These 
1me periods are related to any provisions agreed upon by the par1es or any provision within Part I of 
the Act that comes into effect in the absence of such an agreement. Key points to understand about 
this provision: 

1. Flexibility in Time Reckoning: The provision grants the par1es significant flexibility in 
determining how periods of 1me will be calculated for different purposes during the 
arbitra1on process. This includes any 1me limits or deadlines men1oned in the arbitra1on 
agreement or specified by the Act itself. 

2. Par1es’ Agreement: The sec1on emphasises the importance of the par1es’ agreement in 
deciding how 1me periods will be reckoned. It allows the par1es to customise the process 
to suit their specific needs or preferences. 

3. Legal Provisions’ Impact: If the par1es have not reached an agreement on the method of 
reckoning 1me, this sec1on also applies to any provisions within Part I of the Arbitra1on 
Act that prescribe 1meframes or deadlines. In the absence of an agreement, the Act itself 
determines the method of reckoning 1me. 

4. Certainty and Efficiency: By allowing the par1es to tailor the 1me calcula1on to their 
liking, this provision promotes certainty and efficiency in the arbitra1on process. It 
ensures that the par1es can plan and manage their ac1ons within agreed 1melines, 
facilita1ng a smooth and effec1ve resolu1on of disputes through arbitra1on. 

In summary, sec1on 78(1) underscores the par1es’ autonomy in choosing the method of reckoning 
1me for various purposes within the arbitra1on agreement or as specified by the Act. It reflects the 
principles of party autonomy and procedural flexibility that are fundamental to arbitra1on as an 
alterna1ve dispute resolu1on mechanism. 

 

(2) If or to the extent there is no such agreement, periods of \me shall be reckoned in accordance 
with the following provisions. 

Sec1on 78(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 comes into effect when the par1es have not agreed 
on the method of reckoning 1me for various purposes in the arbitra1on process. In such cases, this 
sec1on provides guidance on how the periods of 1me should be calculated. Key points to understand 
about this provision: 

1. Default Rules: When the par1es have not agreed on the method of calcula1ng 1me, this 
sec1on sets out default rules for reckoning periods within the arbitra1on process. These 
default rules apply to any provision in the Act that requires specific 1meframes or 
deadlines in the absence of an agreement between the par1es. 
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2. Objec1ve Standard: Sec1on 78(2) provides an objec1ve standard for calcula1ng 1me, 
ensuring uniformity and consistency in how 1me is measured. It helps to avoid confusion 
or disputes that may arise due to different interpreta1ons of 1me periods by the par1es. 

3. Clarity and Certainty: By providing a clear and predetermined set of rules, this sec1on 
enhances certainty in the arbitra1on process. Par1es, arbitrators, and other relevant 
par1es can refer to these default rules to understand the 1ming requirements in the 
absence of an agreed method. 

4. Compliance with Time Limits: Adhering to the specified 1me periods is essen1al in 
arbitra1on to ensure an efficient and 1mely resolu1on of disputes. The default rules 
under sec1on 78(2) help in this regard by establishing a standard for calcula1ng periods 
of 1me. 

In summary, sec1on 78(2) of the Arbitra1on Act ensures that periods of 1me within the arbitra1on 
process are consistently reckoned in cases where the par1es have not agreed on a specific method. By 
providing default rules, the sec1on promotes clarity, certainty, and compliance with 1me limits, thus 
contribu1ng to the effec1ve func1oning of the arbitra1on process. 

 

(3) Where the act is required to be done within a specified period ajer or from a specified date, 
the period begins immediately ajer that date. 

Sec1on 78(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the calcula1on of 1me when an ac1on or 
act is required to be done within a specified period auer or from a par1cular date. It provides a rule 
for reckoning 1me in such situa1ons. Key points to understand about this provision: 

1. Triggering Date: The provision applies when an act or ac1on is required to be performed 
within a specific period auer or from a par1cular date. This means that the occurrence of 
a specific date triggers the start of the 1me period during which the act or ac1on must be 
completed. 

2. Commencement of Time Period: According to sec1on 78(3), the 1me period begins 
immediately auer the specified date. In other words, the day following the specified date 
is the first day of the 1me period. 

3. Inclusivity: The sec1on does not exclude the specified date itself from the reckoning of 
the 1me period. Instead, it includes the star1ng date within the 1me period. For example, 
if an ac1on is required to be performed “seven days auer the date of the award”, the 1me 
period would start from the day following the date of the award and would include the 
seventh day. 

4. Certainty and Consistency: This provision provides a clear and objec1ve method for 
calcula1ng 1me periods auer or from specific dates. It ensures uniformity in determining 
deadlines and promotes certainty in the arbitra1on process. 

In summary, sec1on 78(3) clarifies how 1me should be reckoned when an act or ac1on is required to 
be performed within a specified period auer or from a par1cular date. By including the specified date 
itself within the 1me period, the sec1on provides a straighlorward and consistent approach to 
calculate 1me, contribu1ng to the efficient func1oning of the arbitra1on process. 
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(4) Where the act is required to be done a specified number of clear days ajer a specified date, 
at least that number of days must intervene between the day on which the act is done and 
that date. 

Sec1on 78(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the calcula1on of 1me when an ac1on or 
act is required to be done a specified number of clear days auer a par1cular date. It sets out a specific 
rule to determine the 1me period between the specified date and the day on which the act must be 
performed. Key points to understand about this provision: 

1. Specified Number of Clear Days: The provision applies when the requirement is to 
perform an act or ac1on a certain number of “clear days” auer a specified date. The term 
“clear days” refers to full, uninterrupted days, excluding both the day of the specified 
event and the day on which the act or ac1on is done. 

2. Intervening Days: According to sec1on 78(4), the specified number of clear days must 
intervene between the specified date and the day on which the act is performed. In other 
words, the day on which the act is done must be at least the specified number of full, 
uninterrupted days auer the specified date. 

3. Inclusivity: The specified number of clear days is not inclusive of the specified date itself 
or the day on which the act is performed. It only considers the full days between these 
two dates. 

4. Example: If an ac1on is required to be done “seven clear days auer the date of the award”, 
the coun1ng would start from the day following the date of the award (excluding the 
award date itself). The seventh day auer that would be the deadline for performing the 
ac1on. 

5. Certainty and Accuracy: This provision ensures clarity and precision in calcula1ng 
deadlines based on a specified number of clear days. It prevents confusion or ambiguity 
in determining the correct date for performing the required act or ac1on. 

In summary, sec1on 78(4) provides a specific rule for calcula1ng the 1me period between a specified 
date and the day on which an act or ac1on is required to be performed, based on a specified number 
of clear days. This approach promotes accuracy and certainty in the arbitra1on process by defining the 
1me frame clearly and unambiguously. 

 

(5) Where the period is a period of seven days or less which would include a Saturday, Sunday or 
a public holiday in the place where anything which has to be done within the period falls to 
be done, that day shall be excluded. 

In rela\on to England and Wales or Northern Ireland, a “public holiday” means Christmas Day, 
Good Friday or a day which under the Banking and Financial Dealings Act 1971 is a bank 
holiday. 

Sec1on 78(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the calcula1on of 1me periods when the 
specified period includes a Saturday, Sunday, or a public holiday in the place where the act or ac1on is 
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to be performed. This provision excludes such days from the reckoning of the 1me period, ensuring 
that par1es are not required to perform acts on non-working days. Key points to understand about 
this provision: 

1. Exclusion of Weekends and Public Holidays: If the 1me period for performing an act or 
ac1on is seven days or less, and it includes a Saturday, Sunday, or a public holiday in the 
relevant place, then those days are excluded from the reckoning of the 1me period. 

2. Calcula1on of Time: When coun1ng the days for the specified period, weekends 
(Saturdays and Sundays) and public holidays are not taken into account. The period is 
extended to include the next working day auer any such non-working days. 

3. Defini1on of “Public Holiday”: In the context of England and Wales or Northern Ireland, 
the term “public holiday” refers to Christmas Day, Good Friday, or any day designated as 
a bank holiday under the Banking and Financial Dealings Act 1971. 

4. Clarity and Fairness: This provision ensures that par1es are not disadvantaged or required 
to perform acts on non-working days. It promotes clarity and fairness in the arbitra1on 
process by accoun1ng for weekends and public holidays when calcula1ng 1me limits. 

5. Flexibility: The exclusion of non-working days allows par1es to have sufficient 1me to 
respond to no1ces, make applica1ons, or perform other necessary acts within the 1me 
limit specified in the arbitra1on process. 

In summary, sec1on 78(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 excludes Saturdays, Sundays, and public 
holidays in the relevant place from the calcula1on of 1me periods that are seven days or less. This 
provision ensures that par1es have sufficient working days to comply with 1me limits and maintain 
fairness in the arbitra1on proceedings. 

 

79 POWER OF COURT TO EXTEND TIME LIMITS RELATING TO ARBITRAL PROCEEDINGS 

(1) Unless the par\es otherwise agree, the court may by order extend any \me limit agreed by 
them in rela\on to any ma_er rela\ng to the arbitral proceedings or specified in any provision 
of this Part having effect in default of such agreement. 

This sec\on does not apply to a \me limit to which sec\on 12 applies (power of court to 
extend \me for beginning arbitral proceedings, &c.). 

Sec1on 79(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the extension of 1me limits in arbitral 
proceedings. It grants the court the authority to extend any 1me limit that the par1es have agreed 
upon or any 1me limit specified in the Act, except for 1me limits covered by sec1on 12 of the Act. Key 
points to understand about this provision: 

1. Court’s Discre1on: The court has the discre1onary power to extend any 1me limit agreed 
upon by the par1es or specified in the Act rela1ng to any maSer in the arbitral 
proceedings. 

2. Agreed Time Limits: If the par1es have agreed on specific 1me limits for any aspect of the 
arbitra1on process, the court may extend those 1me limits if necessary. 
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3. Time Limits Specified in the Act: The Act may specify certain 1me limits for various ac1ons 
in arbitral proceedings. If any of these specified 1me limits need to be extended, the court 
has the authority to grant such an extension. 

4. Excep1ons: Sec1on 79(1) explicitly states that it does not apply to 1me limits covered by 
sec1on 12 of the Arbitra1on Act 1996. Sec1on 12 deals with the court’s power to extend 
1me for beginning arbitral proceedings, among other maSers. Time limits specified in 
sec1on 12 must be addressed through that specific provision, and not through sec1on 
79(1). 

5. Judicial Discre1on: The court’s decision to extend a 1me limit will be based on the 
circumstances of each case, and the court will consider factors such as the reasons for the 
delay and the poten1al impact on the arbitra1on process. 

6. Flexibility and Fairness: Sec1on 79(1) provides flexibility and fairness in the arbitra1on 
process by allowing the court to grant extensions when appropriate, preven1ng the 
par1es from being unfairly prejudiced by strict 1me limits. 

In summary, sec1on 79(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the court to extend 1me limits 
agreed upon by the par1es or specified in the Act, except for 1me limits covered by Sec1on 12. The 
court’s discre1on in gran1ng extensions ensures that the arbitra1on process remains flexible and fair, 
allowing par1es to address their respec1ve obliga1ons within reasonable 1me frames. 

 

(2) An applica\on for an order may be made— 

(a) by any party to the arbitral proceedings (upon no\ce to the other par\es and to the 
tribunal), or 

(b) by the arbitral tribunal (upon no\ce to the par\es). 

Sec1on 79(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the procedure for making an applica1on 
to the court for an extension of 1me limits in arbitral proceedings. The provision outlines who may 
make the applica1on and the par1es who need to be no1fied about it. Key points to understand about 
this provision: 

1. Par1es Who Can Apply: An applica1on for an order to extend a 1me limit may be made 
by either of the following par1es: 

a. Any party to the arbitral proceedings: This means that any of the par1es involved 
in the arbitra1on can apply for an extension of 1me. 

b. The arbitral tribunal: The tribunal itself can make an applica1on for an extension of 
1me. 

2. Applica1on Procedure: When a party or the arbitral tribunal decides to seek an extension 
of a 1me limit, they must make an applica1on to the court. 

3. No1ce Requirement: When making the applica1on, the party or the tribunal must provide 
no1ce to the other par1es involved in the arbitra1on. This means that the par1es must 
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be informed about the applica1on, giving them an opportunity to respond or present 
their views to the court. 

4. No1ce to the Tribunal: If the applica1on is made by a party, they must also no1fy the 
arbitral tribunal about their inten1on to seek an extension of a 1me limit. 

5. Judicial Discre1on: The court has the discre1on to grant or deny the applica1on for an 
extension of 1me. The court will consider the circumstances and reasons for seeking the 
extension and the poten1al impact on the arbitra1on process before making a decision. 

In summary, sec1on 79(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the procedure for making an 
applica1on to the court for an extension of 1me limits in arbitral proceedings. Par1es to the arbitra1on, 
as well as the arbitral tribunal, have the right to make such applica1ons, and they must provide no1ce 
to the other par1es and, in the case of a party’s applica1on, to the tribunal. The court will exercise its 
discre1on in deciding whether to grant the extension based on the facts and circumstances of the case. 

 

(3) The court shall not exercise its power to extend a \me limit unless it is sa\sfied— 

(a) that any available recourse to the tribunal, or to any arbitral or other ins\tu\on or 
person vested by the par\es with power in that regard, has first been exhausted, and 

(b) that a substan\al injus\ce would otherwise be done. 

Sec1on 79(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the condi1ons that the court must be sa1sfied 
with before exercising its power to extend a 1me limit in arbitral proceedings. The court’s authority to 
extend a 1me limit is subject to the fulfilment of the following two requirements: 

1. Exhaus1on of Available Recourse: Before gran1ng an extension, the court must be 
sa1sfied that any available recourse to the arbitral tribunal or any arbitral or other 
ins1tu1on or person vested by the par1es with power in that regard has been exhausted. 
This means that the par1es seeking an extension must have first pursued all available 
avenues within the arbitra1on process to address the maSer or issue at hand before 
turning to the court for an extension. 

2. Substan1al Injus1ce: The court must also be sa1sfied that a substan1al injus1ce would 
result if the 1me limit is not extended. This requirement means that the par1es must 
demonstrate that not gran1ng the extension would cause significant harm or prejudice to 
their rights or interests. It implies that there must be compelling reasons jus1fying the 
need for an extension beyond the agreed or specified 1me limit. 

The purpose of these requirements is to ensure that par1es fully u1lise the arbitral process and its 
available remedies before resor1ng to court interven1on. Arbitra1on is intended to be an efficient and 
flexible dispute resolu1on mechanism, and par1es are encouraged to resolve issues through the 
arbitral proceedings as much as possible. However, in cases where substan1al injus1ce would occur 
without the extension, the court retains the discre1on to intervene and grant addi1onal 1me to the 
par1es. 

In summary, sec1on 79(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes the condi1ons that the court 
must consider before extending a 1me limit in arbitral proceedings. The court can only grant an 
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extension if it is sa1sfied that all available recourse within the arbitra1on process has been exhausted 
and that substan1al injus1ce would result without the extension. 

 

(4) The court’s power under this sec\on may be exercised whether or not the \me has already 
expired. 

Sec1on 79(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 confers broad discre1on on the court to exercise its 
power to extend a 1me limit in arbitral proceedings, regardless of whether the specified 1me has 
already expired. This means that even if the original 1me limit agreed upon by the par1es has passed, 
the court s1ll has the authority to consider and grant an extension if the condi1ons specified in sec1on 
79(3) are met. 

The sec1on recognises that circumstances may arise where par1es encounter difficul1es or face 
unforeseen challenges that prevent them from mee1ng the agreed-upon 1me limit. By allowing the 
court to exercise its power to extend the 1me limit auer it has already expired, the Act provides 
flexibility and an opportunity for par1es to address their concerns or present their case properly. 

However, it is important to note that while the court has the discre1on to extend 1me limits, it does 
not mean that par1es can be negligent in complying with 1meframes. The court will s1ll assess the 
reasons for the delay and consider whether the requirements of sec1on 79(3) are sa1sfied before 
gran1ng an extension. 

The inten1on behind this provision is to strike a balance between the need for flexibility in the 
arbitra1on process and the importance of adhering to 1meframes to ensure a fair and efficient 
resolu1on of disputes. By gran1ng the court this discre1onary power, the Act aims to promote the 
effec1ve func1oning of the arbitral proceedings and ensure that par1es are not unduly prejudiced by 
strict 1me limits. 

 

(5) An order under this sec\on may be made on such terms as the court thinks fit. 

Sec1on 79(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the court the authority to issue an order for 
an extension of a 1me limit in arbitral proceedings on terms that it deems appropriate. This provision 
emphasises the court’s wide discre1on in determining the condi1ons and requirements to be met for 
the extension to be granted. 

The court may impose various terms or condi1ons when gran1ng an extension, depending on the 
specific circumstances of the case. Some examples of terms that the court might consider include: 

1. The dura1on of the extension: The court may specify the length of the extension, 
determining the new deadline for the ac1on to be completed. 

2. Payment of costs: The court might require the party seeking the extension to cover the 
costs associated with the delay or any addi1onal expenses incurred due to the extension. 

3. Addi1onal evidence or submissions: The court may order the party seeking the extension 
to provide a detailed explana1on or suppor1ng evidence jus1fying the need for an 
extension. 
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4. Steps to minimise delay: The court may require the par1es to take measures to expedite 
the proceedings auer the extension has been granted to prevent further delays. 

5. Sanc1ons for non-compliance: The court might warn that failure to adhere to the terms 
of the extension could result in adverse consequences, such as loss of certain rights or 
privileges. 

It is important to note that the court’s discre1on is not unlimited, and the terms imposed should be 
reasonable and propor1onate to the circumstances of the case. The overarching goal is to strike a 
balance between allowing necessary flexibility in the arbitra1on process and ensuring the fair and 
efficient resolu1on of disputes. 

Ul1mately, sec1on 79(5) reinforces the court’s authority to tailor the extension order to meet the 
specific needs and concerns of the par1es involved while safeguarding the integrity and effec1veness 
of the arbitral proceedings. 

 

(6) The leave of the court is required for any appeal from a decision of the court under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 79(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 s1pulates that the court’s decision on an applica1on 
for an extension of a 1me limit under sec1on 79(1) is subject to appeal only with the leave (permission) 
of the court. This means that a party seeking to challenge the court’s decision must first obtain 
permission from the same court before proceeding with the appeal. 

The requirement for leave to appeal is an important safeguard to prevent frivolous or unnecessary 
appeals that could poten1ally delay the arbitral proceedings. It helps ensure that only meritorious and 
substan1al challenges to the court’s decision are allowed to proceed to the appeal stage. 

To seek leave to appeal, the party must apply to the court and demonstrate that there are valid grounds 
for challenging the court’s decision on the extension of a 1me limit. These grounds typically involve 
showing that the court made an error in its decision, misapplied the law, or overlooked cri1cal 
evidence. 

Upon receiving the applica1on for leave to appeal, the court will assess the merits of the appeal and 
decide whether there are sufficient grounds to grant permission for the appeal to proceed. If the court 
grants leave to appeal, the party can then proceed with the appeal process. 

It is essen1al to understand that the leave requirement does not imply that appeals are en1rely barred 
or discouraged. Instead, it is a procedural step designed to filter out appeals without proper 
jus1fica1on, thereby promo1ng efficiency and the 1mely resolu1on of disputes through arbitra1on. 

In summary, sec1on 79(6) ensures that par1es seeking to appeal the court’s decision on an extension 
of a 1me limit must obtain the court’s permission first. This mechanism helps maintain the overall 
effec1veness of the arbitra1on process and prevents unnecessary delays in the resolu1on of disputes. 
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80 NOTICE AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS IN CONNECTION WITH LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 

(1) References in this Part to an applica\on, appeal or other step in rela\on to legal proceedings 
being taken “upon no\ce” to the other par\es to the arbitral proceedings, or to the tribunal, 
are to such no\ce of the origina\ng process as is required by rules of court and do not impose 
any separate requirement. 

Sec1on 80(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies the meaning of the term “upon no1ce” in 
rela1on to applica1ons, appeals, or other steps taken in the context of legal proceedings. It states that 
when this phrase is used in the Act, it refers to the no1ce of the origina1ng process as required by the 
rules of court. This means that the Act adopts and relies on the procedural rules and requirements of 
the relevant court for providing no1ce to the other par1es or the tribunal. 

In legal proceedings, including arbitra1on-related maSers, there are specific rules and procedures that 
govern how par1es are no1fied of various applica1ons, appeals, or other steps taken during the 
process. These rules typically outline the formali1es and 1melines for serving and receiving no1ces, 
ensuring that par1es have adequate 1me to respond and par1cipate in the proceedings. 

Sec1on 80(1) emphasises that the Act does not impose any separate or addi1onal no1ce requirement 
beyond what is already prescribed by the applicable rules of court. Instead, it defers to and 
incorporates the exis1ng court rules regarding the manner and method of providing no1ce to the other 
par1es or the tribunal. 

By adop1ng the court rules on no1ce, sec1on 80(1) aims to promote consistency and conformity in 
the arbitra1on proceedings, ensuring that par1es are treated fairly and that due process is followed. 
This provision helps avoid any confusion or ambiguity regarding the no1ce requirements and ensures 
that the proper procedures are adhered to in legal proceedings arising from arbitra1on maSers. 

 

(2) Rules of court shall be made— 

(a) requiring such no\ce to be given as indicated by any provision of this Part, and 

(b) as to the manner, form and content of any such no\ce. 

Sec1on 80(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 s1pulates that rules of court shall be established to 
govern the no1ce requirements in rela1on to legal proceedings under the Act. These rules serve two 
main purposes: 

1. No1ce Requirement: The rules of court will specify the no1ce that must be given as 
indicated by any provision of the Act. This means that when the Act requires a no1ce to 
be provided in connec1on with an applica1on, appeal, or other step, the rules will 
prescribe the necessary details, such as the par1es to whom the no1ce must be given, 
the content of the no1ce, and the 1meframe for providing it. 

2. Manner, Form, and Content of No1ce: The rules of court will also govern the manner, 
form, and content of the no1ce to be given. This ensures consistency and uniformity in 
the process of providing no1ce across different arbitra1on proceedings. The rules may 
specify how the no1ce should be delivered or served, the acceptable formats for no1ces 
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(e.g., wriSen or electronic), and any specific informa1on that must be included in the 
no1ce. 

The purpose of establishing rules of court is to provide clear and standardised guidance for all par1es 
involved in arbitra1on proceedings. It enhances procedural certainty, promotes fairness, and ensures 
that par1es have a clear understanding of their obliga1ons regarding providing and receiving no1ce 
during the legal process. 

By enac1ng sec1on 80(2), the Act delegates the responsibility for se{ng out the detailed procedures 
for giving no1ce to the relevant courts. These rules are an essen1al part of the legal framework that 
governs arbitra1on proceedings, ensuring that they are conducted efficiently and in accordance with 
the principles of natural jus1ce and due process. 

 

(3) Subject to any provision made by rules of court, a requirement to give no\ce to the tribunal 
of legal proceedings shall be construed— 

(a) if there is more than one arbitrator, as a requirement to give no\ce to each of them; 
and 

(b) if the tribunal is not fully cons\tuted, as a requirement to give no\ce to any arbitrator 
who has been appointed. 

Sec1on 80(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides guidance on the requirement to give no1ce 
of legal proceedings to the arbitral tribunal. The sec1on specifies how the no1ce should be construed 
based on the composi1on of the tribunal: 

1. Mul1ple Arbitrators: If there is more than one arbitrator on the tribunal, the requirement 
to give no1ce to the tribunal shall be construed as a requirement to give no1ce to each 
of the arbitrators individually. In other words, no1ce should be provided to all the 
arbitrators serving on the tribunal. 

2. Incomplete Tribunal: If the arbitral tribunal is not fully cons1tuted (i.e., not all arbitrators 
have been appointed), the requirement to give no1ce of legal proceedings shall be 
construed as a requirement to give no1ce to any arbitrator who has been appointed to 
the tribunal. This means that when the tribunal is not fully formed, the no1ce should be 
served on the arbitrators who have already been appointed. 

It is important to note that these construc1ons are subject to any provisions made by rules of court. 
This implies that the rules of court may further specify or modify the no1ce requirements concerning 
the arbitral tribunal, provided that such rules do not contradict the fundamental principles outlined in 
sec1on 80(3). 

The purpose of sec1on 80(3) is to ensure that the arbitral tribunal is adequately informed of any legal 
proceedings ini1ated in connec1on with the arbitra1on. By receiving 1mely and appropriate no1ce, 
the tribunal can be prepared to address any issues related to the proceedings and uphold the integrity 
of the arbitra1on process. Addi1onally, this provision reinforces the principle of fairness by ensuring 
that all members of the tribunal are made aware of relevant legal developments. 
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(4) References in this Part to making an applica\on or appeal to the court within a specified 
period are to the issue within that period of the appropriate origina\ng process in accordance 
with rules of court. 

Sec1on 80(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies the meaning of references in the Act to 
making an applica1on or appeal to the court within a specified period. According to this sec1on: 

1. Origina1on Process and Time Limit: When the Act men1ons making an applica1on or 
appeal to the court within a specified period, it is referring to the act of issuing the 
appropriate origina1ng process within that 1me limit. In other words, the clock for the 
specified period starts when the party formally lodges the applica1on or appeal with the 
court, usually by submi{ng the necessary documents in accordance with the court’s 
rules. 

2. Rules of Court: The sec1on further clarifies that the procedure for making such 
applica1ons or appeals, as well as the specific 1me limits, are governed by the rules of 
court. These rules set out the necessary steps, forms, and 1melines for ini1a1ng legal 
proceedings before the court in the context of arbitra1on maSers. Par1es must adhere to 
these rules to ensure that their applica1ons or appeals are properly lodged and 
considered. 

The intent behind sec1on 80(4) is to provide a clear understanding of the phrase “within a specified 
period” when it relates to court applica1ons and appeals under the Act. It emphasises the importance 
of following the procedural requirements set by the court’s rules to ensure the proper commencement 
of legal proceedings. By doing so, the Act aims to promote clarity, fairness, and efficiency in the process 
of seeking court interven1on in arbitra1on maSers. 

 

(5) Where any provision of this Part requires an applica\on or appeal to be made to the court 
within a specified \me, the rules of court rela\ng to the reckoning of periods, the extending 
or abridging of periods, and the consequences of not taking a step within the period 
prescribed by the rules, apply in rela\on to that requirement. 

Sec1on 80(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the procedural aspects of making 
applica1ons or appeals to the court within specified 1me limits. It clarifies that when any provision of 
Part I of the Act requires an applica1on or appeal to be made to the court within a specified 1me, the 
relevant rules of court rela1ng to the reckoning of 1me periods, extending or abridging 1me limits, 
and the consequences of not taking a required step within the prescribed period will apply. Here is the 
breakdown: 

1. Reckoning of Time Periods: The rules of court govern how periods of 1me are calculated. 
This includes determining when the specified 1me period begins, whether it is counted 
in calendar days or business days, and whether certain days (such as weekends or public 
holidays) are included or excluded in the calcula1on. 

2. Extending or Abridging Time Limits: In some circumstances, par1es may need more 1me 
than ini1ally specified to make an applica1on or appeal. The rules of court address the 
procedure for extending or abridging 1me limits, allowing the court to grant addi1onal 
1me or impose 1ghter 1meframes based on specific reasons or the merits of the case. 
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3. Consequences of Not Taking a Required Step within the Prescribed Period: If a party fails 
to take a required step (e.g., making an applica1on or appeal) within the 1me period 
specified in the Act or the court’s rules, there may be consequences, such as the 
applica1on being rejected, the appeal being dismissed, or other procedural sanc1ons. 

By incorpora1ng the rules of court in rela1on to these maSers, Sec1on 80(5) ensures a consistent and 
standardised approach to 1me limits and procedural maSers concerning applica1ons and appeals 
under the Act. This promotes procedural fairness and efficiency in the resolu1on of arbitra1on-related 
disputes before the courts. 

 

(6) Provision may be made by rules of court amending the provisions of this Part— 

(a) with respect to the \me within which any applica\on or appeal to the court must be 
made, 

(b) so as to keep any provision made by this Part in rela\on to arbitral proceedings in step 
with the corresponding provision of rules of court applying in rela\on to proceedings in 
the court, or 

(c) so as to keep any provision made by this Part in rela\on to legal proceedings in step 
with the corresponding provision of rules of court applying generally in rela\on to 
proceedings in the court. 

Sec1on 80(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the power to the rules of court to amend 
certain provisions of Part I of the Act. The rules of court can make amendments to: 

1. Time Limit for Applica1ons and Appeals: The rules of court can prescribe the specific 1me 
within which any applica1on or appeal to the court must be made concerning arbitral 
proceedings. This provision allows the rules of court to set the 1me limits for par1es 
seeking court interven1on in rela1on to arbitra1on maSers. 

2. Alignment with Court Proceedings: The rules of court can make adjustments to the 
provisions of Part I of the Act to ensure that they remain aligned with corresponding 
provisions in the rules of court that apply to proceedings in regular court cases. This aims 
to maintain consistency and uniformity between arbitra1on-related maSers and general 
court proceedings. 

3. Alignment with General Court Rules: Addi1onally, the rules of court can also make 
amendments to the provisions of Part I of the Act to keep them in line with the general 
rules of court that apply to legal proceedings across the court system. This ensures that 
any specific rules regarding legal proceedings in the context of arbitra1on are harmonised 
with the broader procedural rules governing court cases. 

The purpose of gran1ng such rule-making power to the court is to provide flexibility and adaptability 
in the applica1on of the Arbitra1on Act. By allowing the rules of court to amend specific provisions, 
the Act can be beSer aligned with the court’s procedural requirements and changes in court prac1ces, 
ensuring a cohesive and efficient approach to arbitra1on-related maSers within the broader legal 
framework. 
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(7) Nothing in this sec\on affects the generality of the power to make rules of court. 

Sec1on 80(7) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that nothing in this sec1on limits or restricts 
the general power of the court to make rules of court. In other words, the court retains its broader 
authority to create rules of court that govern various aspects of legal proceedings, including those 
related to arbitra1on. 

While Sec1on 80(6) specifically grants the power to the rules of court to amend certain provisions of 
Part I of the Arbitra1on Act, sec1on 80(7) emphasises that this grant of power does not diminish or 
modify the court’s overall ability to make rules governing court procedures and processes. The court’s 
rule-making authority extends beyond the specific provisions men1oned in Sec1on 80(6) and 
encompasses all aspects of court procedures and prac1ces, including those related to arbitra1on. 

Therefore, sec1on 80(7) serves as a reminder that the rules of court have a wide scope of authority to 
create and modify rules that promote efficiency, fairness, and consistency in legal proceedings, 
including arbitra1on cases. This ensures that the court’s rule-making power remains comprehensive 
and unimpeded, allowing for the adapta1on of court procedures to changing circumstances and 
evolving needs. 

 

81 SAVING FOR CERTAIN MATTERS GOVERNED BY COMMON LAW 

(1) Nothing in this Part shall be construed as excluding the opera\on of any rule of law consistent 
with the provisions of this Part, in par\cular, any rule of law as to— 

(a) ma_ers which are not capable of se_lement by arbitra\on; 

(b) the effect of an oral arbitra\on agreement; or 

(c) the refusal of recogni\on or enforcement of an arbitral award on grounds of public 
policy. 

Sec1on 81(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that the provisions of Part I of the Act, which 
governs arbitra1on agreements and arbitral proceedings, should not be interpreted as excluding the 
opera1on of any rule of law that is consistent with the provisions of Part I. This means that while the 
Act provides a framework for arbitra1on, it does not override other exis1ng legal principles that align 
with the Act’s provisions. The sec1on specifically men1ons three areas where other rules of law can 
s1ll apply: 

1. MaSers not capable of seSlement by arbitra1on: Arbitra1on is generally suitable for 
resolving certain types of disputes, such as commercial maSers or civil disputes. However, 
there may be certain maSers or issues that are not suitable for resolu1on through 
arbitra1on due to legal or policy reasons. Sec1on 81(1)(a) ensures that any rule of law 
that iden1fies maSers beyond the scope of arbitra1on remains applicable and is not 
displaced by the Act. 

2. Effect of an oral arbitra1on agreement: The Act provides for the enforceability of wriSen 
arbitra1on agreements. However, it is not uncommon for par1es to enter into oral 
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agreements, including arbitra1on agreements. Sec1on 81(1)(b) recognises that exis1ng 
rules of law pertaining to the validity and enforceability of oral arbitra1on agreements 
remain in force alongside the Act. 

3. Refusal of recogni1on or enforcement on grounds of public policy: While arbitra1on is 
generally favoured for its efficiency and finality, there are circumstances where enforcing 
or recognising an arbitral award might be against the public policy of a par1cular 
jurisdic1on. Sec1on 81(1)(c) ensures that exis1ng rules of law regarding public policy 
considera1ons for refusing recogni1on or enforcement of an arbitral award con1nue to 
apply alongside the Act. 

In essence, sec1on 81(1) clarifies that the Arbitra1on Act 1996 works in harmony with other relevant 
rules of law, and it does not override or displace any rule of law that is consistent with its provisions. 
This ensures a coherent and comprehensive legal framework for arbitra1on while respec1ng the 
exis1ng legal principles that complement the Act’s objec1ves. 

 

(2) Nothing in this Act shall be construed as reviving any jurisdic\on of the court to set aside or 
remit an award on the ground of errors of fact or law on the face of the award. 

Sec1on 81(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that the Act does not revive the jurisdic1on 
of the court to set aside or remit an arbitral award on the basis of errors of fact or law on the face of 
the award. This provision is significant as it limits the grounds upon which a court can intervene in the 
arbitral process and reinforces the finality of arbitral awards. 

Before the Arbitra1on Act 1996, the English courts had the power to set aside or remit an arbitral 
award on the basis of errors of fact or law apparent on the face of the award. However, the Act made 
significant changes to this approach, adop1ng a more pro-arbitra1on stance and reducing the scope 
of court interven1on in the arbitral process. 

Sec1on 81(2) ensures that the Act maintains this pro-arbitra1on stance by preven1ng the revival of 
the court’s jurisdic1on to set aside or remit awards based on errors of fact or law on the face of the 
award. The Act limits the grounds for challenging an award to those specified in sec1ons 67 and 68, 
which respec1vely cover challenges based on the tribunal’s jurisdic1on and serious irregulari1es that 
may have affected the fairness of the proceedings or the award. 

By restric1ng the court’s interven1on in this manner, the Act promotes the finality and efficiency of 
arbitra1on. It encourages par1es to resolve their disputes through arbitra1on and reinforces the 
principle that arbitral awards should generally be binding and not subject to undue judicial 
interference. 

In summary, sec1on 81(2) emphasises the Act’s pro-arbitra1on approach by preven1ng the revival of 
the court’s jurisdic1on to set aside or remit awards based on errors of fact or law on the face of the 
award. This provision strengthens the finality and enforceability of arbitral awards and fosters 
confidence in the arbitra1on process. 
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82 MINOR DEFINITIONS 

(1) In this Part— 

“arbitrator”, unless the context otherwise requires, includes an umpire; 

“available arbitral process”, in rela\on to any ma_er, includes any process of appeal to or 
review by an arbitral or other ins\tu\on or person vested by the par\es with powers in 
rela\on to that ma_er; 

“claimant”, unless the context otherwise requires, includes a counterclaimant, and related 
expressions shall be construed accordingly; 

“dispute” includes any difference; 

“enactment” includes an enactment contained in Northern Ireland legisla\on; 

“legal proceedings” means civil proceedings in England and Wales in the High Court or the 
county court or in Northern Ireland ] in the High Court or a county court; 

“peremptory order” means an order made under sec\on 41(5) or made in exercise of any 
corresponding power conferred by the par\es; 

“premises” includes land, buildings, moveable structures, vehicles, vessels, aircraj and 
hovercraj; 

“ques\on of law” means— 

(a) for a court in England and Wales, a ques\on of the law of England and Wales, and 

(a) for a court in Northern Ireland, a ques\on of the law of Northern Ireland; 

“substantive jurisdiction”, in relation to an arbitral tribunal, refers to the matters specified in 
section 30(1)(a) to (c), and references to the tribunal exceeding its substantive jurisdiction 
shall be construed accordingly. 

Sec1on 82(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides defini1ons and interpreta1ons for various 
terms and phrases used within the Act. Here is an analysis of each of the defined terms and expressions 
within this subsec1on: 

1. “Arbitrator” and “Umpire”: The term “arbitrator” is defined broadly to include an 
“umpire” unless the context requires otherwise. This means that unless the specific 
circumstances dictate otherwise, references to an arbitrator within the Act also 
encompass umpires. An umpire is a person who resolves disputes in arbitra1on when 
there is a disagreement between the arbitrators. 

2. “Available Arbitral Process”: “Available arbitral process” refers to any process of appeal or 
review related to a specific maSer that is conducted by an arbitral ins1tu1on or another 
individual or en1ty authorised by the par1es involved in the arbitra1on. This defini1on 
highlights that the Act recognises processes beyond the primary arbitra1on stage, which 
can be used to address disputes or challenges within the arbitra1on proceedings. 
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3. “Claimant” and Related Expressions: The term “claimant” is defined broadly to include 
“counterclaimant.” This means that, unless the context requires otherwise, the term 
“claimant” encompasses both par1es bringing a claim and those asser1ng counterclaims 
in arbitra1on proceedings. Related expressions should be interpreted accordingly. 

4. “Dispute”: The term “dispute” is defined broadly to include any “difference.” This 
defini1on is inten1onally wide to encompass all kinds of disagreements or conflicts that 
may arise within the context of arbitra1on. 

5. “Enactment”: “Enactment” includes laws or regula1ons contained in Northern Ireland 
legisla1on. This ensures that the Act takes into account the legal framework specific to 
Northern Ireland when necessary. 

6. “Legal Proceedings”: “Legal proceedings” are defined as civil proceedings in England and 
Wales in the High Court or the county court or in Northern Ireland in the High Court or a 
county court. This defini1on specifies the types of civil proceedings to which the Act 
applies within these jurisdic1ons. 

7. “Peremptory Order”: “Peremptory order” refers to an order made under Sec1on 41(5) of 
the Act or any similar order issued through powers granted by the par1es in arbitra1on. 
This defini1on clarifies what cons1tutes a peremptory order under the Act. 

8. “Premises”: The term “premises” is defined broadly to include land, buildings, moveable 
structures, vehicles, vessels, aircrau, and hovercrau. This expansive defini1on ensures 
that the Act covers various types of property or assets that may be relevant in arbitra1on 
cases. 

9. “Ques1on of Law”: “Ques1on of law” is defined with reference to the applicable legal 
jurisdic1on. For courts in England and Wales, it refers to a ques1on of the law of England 
and Wales, and for courts in Northern Ireland, it refers to a ques1on of the law of 
Northern Ireland. This defini1on makes it clear that the Act is concerned with legal 
ques1ons relevant to the respec1ve jurisdic1ons. 

10. “Substan1ve Jurisdic1on”: “Substan1ve jurisdic1on” pertains to the maSers specified in 
Sec1on 30(1)(a) to (c) of the Act. Any references to the arbitral tribunal exceeding its 
“substan1ve jurisdic1on” should be interpreted in accordance with this defini1on. Sec1on 
30(1)(a) to (c) likely covers fundamental issues related to the jurisdic1on and authority of 
the arbitral tribunal. 

In summary, Sec1on 82(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 lays out defini1ons and interpreta1ons 
of key terms used in the Act to ensure clarity and consistency in the applica1on of arbitra1on law in 
England and Wales, as well as Northern Ireland. 

 

(2) References in this Part to a party to an arbitra\on agreement include any person claiming 
under or through a party to the agreement. 

Sec1on 82(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 extends the defini1on of a “party to an arbitra1on 
agreement” to include any person claiming under or through a party to the agreement. This provision 
clarifies the scope of individuals or en11es who may be considered as par1es to the arbitra1on 
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agreement, even if they are not original signatories to the agreement but derive their rights or 
obliga1ons from one of the contrac1ng par1es. 

The purpose of sec1on 82(2) is to prevent any poten1al loopholes that might allow a party to avoid 
the arbitra1on agreement by assigning or transferring its rights and obliga1ons to another en1ty or 
individual. By including “any person claiming under or through a party to the agreement”, the Act 
ensures that the arbitra1on agreement’s benefits and obliga1ons are not easily circumvented or 
undermined. 

Prac1cally, this means that if a contrac1ng party assigns its rights or obliga1ons under the agreement 
to another party, the laSer would also be bound by the arbitra1on agreement and be considered a 
“party to the arbitra1on agreement” for the purposes of the Act. This provision promotes the 
con1nuity and enforceability of the arbitra1on agreement despite any changes in the contractual 
rela1onships between the original par1es. 

Including persons claiming under or through a party in the defini1on of a “party to the arbitra1on 
agreement” also aligns with the general principle of arbitra1on that third par1es may be bound by 
arbitra1on clauses in contracts, as long as there is a sufficient nexus between them and the contract 
or the par1es to the contract. 

In conclusion, sec1on 82(2) of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 expands the defini1on of a “party to an 
arbitra1on agreement” to include any person claiming under or through a party to the agreement. 
This provision reinforces the binding nature of arbitra1on agreements and ensures that related par1es 
or successors in interest cannot easily evade their obliga1ons under such agreements. 

 

83 INDEX OF DEFINED EXPRESSIONS: PART I 

In this Part the expressions listed below are defined or otherwise explained by the provisions 
indicated— 

agreement, agree and agreed sec\on 5(1) 

agreement in wri\ng sec\on 5(2) to (5) 

arbitra\on agreement sec\ons 6 and 5(1) 

arbitrator sec\on 82(1) 

available arbitral process sec\on 82(1) 

claimant sec\on 82(1) 

commencement (in rela\on to arbitral 
proceedings) 

sec\on 14 

costs of the arbitra\on sec\on 59 

the court sec\on 105 

dispute sec\on 82(1) 
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enactment sec\on 82(1) 

legal proceedings sec\on 82(1) 

Limita\on Acts sec\on 13(4) 

no\ce (or other document) sec\on 76(6) 

party— 

—in rela\on to an arbitra\on 
agreement 

sec\on 82(2) 

—where sec\on 106(2) or (3) applies sec\on 106(4) 

peremptory order sec\on 82(1) (and see sec\on 
41(5)) 

premises sec\on 82(1) 

ques\on of law sec\on 82(1) 

recoverable costs sec\ons 63 and 64 

seat of the arbitra\on sec\on 3 

serve and service (of no\ce or other 
document) 

sec\on 76(6) 

substan\ve jurisdic\on (in rela\on to 
an arbitral tribunal) 

sec\on 82(1) (and see sec\on 
30(1)(a) to (c)) 

upon no\ce (to the par\es or the 
tribunal) 

sec\on 80 

wri_en and in wri\ng sec\on 5(6) 

 

84 TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS 

(1) The provisions of this Part do not apply to arbitral proceedings commenced before the date 
on which this Part comes into force. 

Sec1on 84(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 s1pulates that the provisions of Part I of the Act, 
which covers the general provisions related to arbitra1on, do not apply to arbitral proceedings that 
were commenced before the date on which this Part came into force. 

The purpose of this provision is to preserve the legal regime and rules that were applicable to ongoing 
arbitra1on proceedings before the Act was enacted. It ensures that par1es involved in arbitra1on cases 
that were already in progress at the 1me of the Act’s implementa1on will con1nue to be governed by 
the previous laws and regula1ons that were in force when the proceedings began. 
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By exemp1ng these exis1ng arbitral proceedings from the provisions of Part I of the Act, the lawmakers 
intended to maintain consistency and stability in ongoing disputes. Arbitra1on proceedings can be 
complex and 1me-consuming, and abruptly changing the applicable legal framework in the middle of 
an ongoing case could lead to confusion and poten1al disrup1ons. 

Instead, sec1on 84(1) recognises the importance of respec1ng the par1es’ original choices and the 
legal landscape at the 1me they entered into the arbitra1on agreement. It allows such proceedings to 
con1nue under the laws and rules that were in place when the arbitra1on was commenced. 

It is important to note that sec1on 84(1) applies specifically to Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996. Other 
parts of the Act may have different rules and dates of applicability. However, this provision ensures 
that the general provisions of Part I do not retroac1vely affect arbitral proceedings that were already 
underway before the Act’s commencement date. 

In summary, sec1on 84(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 preserves the pre-exis1ng legal regime 
for arbitral proceedings that were commenced before the Act’s effec1ve date, ensuring the con1nuity 
and stability of those ongoing cases. 

 

(2) They apply to arbitral proceedings commenced on or ajer that date under an arbitra\on 
agreement whenever made. 

Sec1on 84(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that the provisions of Part I of the Act apply to 
arbitral proceedings commenced on or auer the date when the Act came into force, regardless of when 
the arbitra1on agreement was made. 

This provision signifies that Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 governs all new arbitral proceedings 
ini1ated on or auer the effec1ve date of the Act, irrespec1ve of when the par1es entered into the 
arbitra1on agreement. It ensures that any arbitra1on process that begins auer the Act’s 
commencement will be subject to the modernised and updated rules and regula1ons provided by Part 
I of the Act. 

By applying the provisions of Part I to arbitra1on proceedings ini1ated auer the Act’s effec1ve date, 
the lawmakers aimed to bring uniformity and clarity to the legal framework governing arbitra1on in 
England and Wales. The Act sought to modernise and streamline the arbitra1on process, enhance 
enforceability, and promote arbitra1on as a viable alterna1ve to li1ga1on for dispute resolu1on. 

This provision also ensures that par1es entering into new arbitra1on agreements auer the Act’s 
commencement are well-informed about the applicable rules and procedures under the updated law. 
It avoids the confusion and poten1al legal disputes that could arise if there were different rules for 
arbitra1ons depending on when the arbitra1on agreement was executed. 

In summary, sec1on 84(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 mandates that Part I of the Act applies 
to arbitral proceedings that commence on or auer the Act’s effec1ve date, regardless of when the 
arbitra1on agreement was concluded. This ensures consistency and clarity in the legal framework for 
arbitra1on and encourages the use of modern arbitra1on prac1ces in resolving disputes. 
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(3) The above provisions have effect subject to any transi\onal provision made by an order under 
sec\on 109(2) (power to include transi\onal provisions in commencement order). 

Sec1on 84(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 s1pulates that the provisions contained in the Act are 
subject to any transi1onal provisions established by an order under sec1on 109(2). In other words, if 
there are any specific transi1onal arrangements or excep1ons required to facilitate the smooth 
implementa1on of the Act, these can be included in a commencement order issued under sec1on 
109(2). 

A “commencement order” is an order made by the appropriate authority that specifies the date on 
which the provisions of the Act come into effect. This can be used to phase in the applica1on of the 
Act gradually or to provide for any necessary adapta1ons during the transi1on from the previous law 
to the new provisions of the Act. 

The purpose of including transi1onal provisions is to address any poten1al difficul1es that might arise 
in applying the Act to exis1ng arbitra1on proceedings or agreements that were ini1ated or concluded 
before the Act’s commencement date. By allowing for tailored transi1onal arrangements, the Act aims 
to ensure that the change from the previous legal framework to the new one is as smooth and efficient 
as possible, without disrup1ng ongoing arbitra1on proceedings or affec1ng par1es’ rights and 
obliga1ons under exis1ng agreements. 

Transi1onal provisions could cover a range of issues, such as how to deal with pending arbitra1on 
proceedings, the applica1on of certain provisions to ongoing arbitra1ons, the effect on exis1ng 
arbitra1on agreements, or the con1nua1on of arbitra1on proceedings commenced under the previous 
law. 

By giving flexibility to introduce transi1onal provisions, sec1on 84(3) ensures that the implementa1on 
of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 can be customised to fit the specific needs and circumstances of the 
arbitra1on community at the 1me of the Act’s enactment. This approach helps maintain a fair and 
coherent legal framework for arbitra1on in England and Wales while accommoda1ng the changes 
introduced by the new Act in a measured and sensible manner. 
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PART II — OTHER PROVISIONS RELATING TO ARBITRATION 

DOMESTIC ARBITRATION AGREEMENTS 

85 MODIFICATION OF PART I IN RELATION TO DOMESTIC ARBITRATION AGREEMENT 

(1) In the case of a domes\c arbitra\on agreement the provisions of Part I are modified in 
accordance with the following sec\ons. 

Sec1on 85(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that in the case of a domes1c arbitra1on 
agreement, the provisions of Part I of the Act are subject to modifica1on as specified in the subsequent 
sec1ons of the Act. Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 primarily deals with the general provisions 
applicable to all arbitra1on agreements, whether domes1c or interna1onal. 

A “domes1c arbitra1on agreement” refers to an arbitra1on agreement that is related to disputes 
arising within the territory of England and Wales or Northern Ireland and does not involve any 
interna1onal aspects. In contrast, “interna1onal arbitra1on agreements” involve disputes that have an 
interna1onal dimension, such as par1es from different countries, or where the place of arbitra1on is 
outside the United Kingdom. 

The modifica1on of Part I for domes1c arbitra1on agreements means that certain provisions may be 
adapted or altered to beSer suit the specific characteris1cs and requirements of domes1c arbitra1on. 
These modifica1ons recognise that domes1c arbitra1ons may have different considera1ons and 
procedural aspects compared to interna1onal arbitra1ons, and thus, certain provisions may need to 
be tailored accordingly. 

The subsequent sec1ons of the Act, such as sec1ons 86 to 102, contain the specific modifica1ons 
applicable to domes1c arbitra1on agreements. These modifica1ons may address issues such as the 
appointment of arbitrators, the procedure for challenging an arbitrator’s appointment, the 
consolida1on of domes1c arbitra1ons, the powers of the court in rela1on to domes1c arbitra1on, the 
costs of arbitra1on, and the enforcement of domes1c arbitral awards. 

By providing for modifica1ons in Part I for domes1c arbitra1on agreements, the Act seeks to achieve 
a balanced and efficient approach to resolving domes1c disputes through arbitra1on. This flexibility 
allows the Act to accommodate the specific needs and characteris1cs of domes1c arbitra1on, while 
s1ll maintaining a coherent and effec1ve framework for alterna1ve dispute resolu1on in England and 
Wales or Northern Ireland. 
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(2) For this purpose a “domes\c arbitra\on agreement” means an arbitra\on agreement to 
which none of the par\es is— 

(a) an individual who is a na\onal of, or habitually resident in, a state other than the United 
Kingdom, or 

(b) a body corporate which is incorporated in, or whose central control and management 
is exercised in, a state other than the United Kingdom, and under which the seat of the 
arbitra\on (if the seat has been designated or determined) is in the United Kingdom. 

(c) In subsec\on (2) “arbitra\on agreement” and “seat of the arbitra\on” have the same 
meaning as in Part I (see sec\ons 3, 5(1) and 6). 

Sec1on 85(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides the defini1on of a “domes1c arbitra1on 
agreement” for the purpose of modifying the provisions of Part I of the Act. A domes1c arbitra1on 
agreement is an arbitra1on agreement to which none of the par1es involved meets the following 
criteria: 

1. None of the par1es is an individual who is a na1onal of, or habitually resident in, a state 
other than the United Kingdom. 

2. None of the par1es is a body corporate that is incorporated in, or whose central control 
and management is exercised in, a state other than the United Kingdom. 

3. The seat of the arbitra1on (if designated or determined) is in the United Kingdom. 

In simple terms, a domes1c arbitra1on agreement is one where all par1es are either individuals who 
are na1onals of or habitually reside in the United Kingdom or corporate en11es incorporated or 
centrally controlled in the United Kingdom, and the arbitra1on proceedings are taking place within the 
United Kingdom. 

It is important to note that the terms “arbitra1on agreement” and “seat of the arbitra1on” used in 
sec1on 85(2) have the same meaning as defined in Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996. The relevant 
sec1ons for the defini1ons are: 

1. “Arbitra1on agreement” is defined in sec1on 6 of Part I. 

2. “Seat of the arbitra1on” is defined in sec1on 3 of Part I. 

3. “Seat of the arbitra1on” is further explained in sec1on 5(1) of Part I. 

By providing this defini1on, sec1on 85(2) establishes the scope and applicability of the modified 
provisions in Part I of the Act for domes1c arbitra1on agreements. It sets out the criteria that must be 
met for an arbitra1on agreement to be considered “domes1c”, allowing for the specific modifica1ons 
men1oned in sec1on 85(1) to apply to such agreements. These modifica1ons recognise that domes1c 
arbitra1ons may have different characteris1cs and requirements compared to interna1onal 
arbitra1ons and aim to tailor the provisions accordingly. 
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86 STAYING OF LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 

(1) In sec\on 9 (stay of legal proceedings), subsec\on (4) (stay unless the arbitra\on agreement 
is null and void, inopera\ve, or incapable of being performed) does not apply to a domes\c 
arbitra\on agreement. 

Sec1on 86(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the applica1on of sec1on 9(4) regarding 
the stay of legal proceedings concerning domes1c arbitra1on agreements. 

Sec1on 9 of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the stay of legal proceedings when there is an 
arbitra1on agreement. Subsec1on (4) of sec1on 9 states that the court may grant a stay of legal 
proceedings if it is sa1sfied that there is a valid arbitra1on agreement. However, this subsec1on comes 
with excep1ons where the court may refuse to grant a stay if the arbitra1on agreement is “null and 
void, inopera1ve, or incapable of being performed”. 

Sec1on 86(1) specifically modifies sec1on 9(4) to state that this subsec1on does not apply to domes1c 
arbitra1on agreements. In other words, in the context of domes1c arbitra1on agreements, the court 
is not allowed to refuse a stay of legal proceedings on the grounds that the arbitra1on agreement is 
null and void, inopera1ve, or incapable of being performed. 

The purpose of this modifica1on is to promote and encourage arbitra1on as an efficient means of 
dispute resolu1on for domes1c disputes. By excluding the grounds for refusal men1oned in sec1on 
9(4), the Act seeks to reduce the possibility of unnecessary li1ga1on and court interven1on in cases 
where there is a valid arbitra1on agreement in a domes1c se{ng. This promotes party autonomy and 
ensures that the par1es’ choice to arbitrate their disputes in a domes1c context is respected by the 
courts. It also aims to expedite the arbitra1on process by minimising poten1al delays caused by legal 
proceedings that could be stayed under a valid arbitra1on agreement. 

 

(2) On an applica\on under that sec\on in rela\on to a domes\c arbitra\on agreement the court 
shall grant a stay unless sa\sfied— 

(a) that the arbitra\on agreement is null and void, inopera\ve, or incapable of being 
performed, or 

(b) that there are other sufficient grounds for not requiring the par\es to abide by the 
arbitra\on agreement. 

Sec1on 86(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the criteria that the court must consider 
when dealing with an applica1on for a stay of legal proceedings in rela1on to a domes1c arbitra1on 
agreement. 

When a party applies for a stay of legal proceedings under Sec1on 9 in rela1on to a domes1c 
arbitra1on agreement, the court is required to grant the stay unless it is sa1sfied with either of the 
following: 

1. The court is convinced that the arbitra1on agreement is null and void, inopera1ve, or 
incapable of being performed. In other words, the court must assess whether the 
agreement to arbitrate is legally valid and enforceable, whether it is currently opera1onal, 
and whether it is feasible for the par1es to fulfil their obliga1ons under the agreement. 
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2. The court finds other sufficient grounds that jus1fy not requiring the par1es to abide by 
the arbitra1on agreement. This provides some flexibility to the court to consider 
excep1onal circumstances where enforcing the arbitra1on agreement may not be 
appropriate, even if the agreement itself is valid and enforceable. These “other sufficient 
grounds” must be substan1al and convincing enough to warrant se{ng aside the 
arbitra1on agreement in favour of pursuing legal proceedings. 

The purpose of sec1on 86(2) is to strike a balance between the promo1on of arbitra1on as a preferred 
method for resolving domes1c disputes while allowing the court to address legi1mate concerns or 
excep1onal circumstances that could render arbitra1on imprac1cal or unfair in specific cases. It allows 
the court to intervene in excep1onal situa1ons where enforcing the arbitra1on agreement would lead 
to an injus1ce or where the agreement itself is flawed or unenforceable. However, the default posi1on 
is in favour of gran1ng the stay, and the burden of proof rests on the party seeking not to abide by the 
arbitra1on agreement to establish the grounds for not doing so. 

 

(3) The court may treat as a sufficient ground under subsec\on (2)(b) the fact that the applicant 
is or was at any material \me not ready and willing to do all things necessary for the proper 
conduct of the arbitra\on or of any other dispute resolu\on procedures required to be 
exhausted before resor\ng to arbitra\on. 

Sec1on 86(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides the court with an addi1onal factor to 
consider when determining whether to grant a stay of legal proceedings in rela1on to a domes1c 
arbitra1on agreement, as outlined in subsec1on (2)(b). 

According to sec1on 86(3), the court may consider as a sufficient ground under subsec1on (2)(b) the 
fact that the applicant seeking the stay (i.e., the party reques1ng the dispute to be resolved through 
arbitra1on) is or was not ready and willing at any material 1me to do all the necessary things for the 
proper conduct of the arbitra1on or any other dispute resolu1on procedures that were required to be 
exhausted before resor1ng to arbitra1on. 

In essence, this subsec1on aims to ensure that par1es who seek to rely on the arbitra1on agreement 
for resolving disputes must demonstrate a genuine willingness to par1cipate in the arbitra1on process 
in good faith. If a party shows that the applicant has not acted in good faith by failing to comply with 
the requirements of the arbitra1on process or inten1onally delaying or obstruc1ng the arbitra1on 
proceedings, the court may refuse to grant the stay. 

By including this provision, sec1on 86(3) encourages par1es to approach arbitra1on with a coopera1ve 
and construc1ve a{tude, fostering the effec1veness of the arbitra1on process as an alterna1ve to 
li1ga1on in domes1c cases. It discourages par1es from aSemp1ng to manipulate the arbitra1on 
agreement to their advantage or from using it as a mere delaying tac1c to avoid legal proceedings 
without genuine intent to engage in arbitra1on. 
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(4) For the purposes of this sec\on the ques\on whether an arbitra\on agreement is a domes\c 
arbitra\on agreement shall be determined by reference to the facts at the \me the legal 
proceedings are commenced. 

Sec1on 86(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a rule for determining whether an arbitra1on 
agreement is a “domes1c arbitra1on agreement” for the purposes of Sec1on 86, which deals with the 
stay of legal proceedings. The determina1on of whether an arbitra1on agreement is a domes1c 
arbitra1on agreement is crucial because it affects the applica1on of Sec1on 86(2) and (3) in rela1on 
to gran1ng a stay of legal proceedings. 

According to sec1on 86(4), the ques1on of whether an arbitra1on agreement is considered a domes1c 
arbitra1on agreement or not is to be decided based on the facts at the 1me the legal proceedings are 
commenced. This means that the court will assess the relevant facts and circumstances as they exist 
at the 1me the party seeking the stay ini1ates the legal proceedings. The court will examine the 
na1onali1es or habitual residences of the par1es and the loca1on of the seat of the arbitra1on (if 
designated or determined). 

If, at the 1me of commencing the legal proceedings, none of the par1es is an individual who is a 
na1onal of, or habitually resident in, a state other than the United Kingdom, or a body corporate 
incorporated in, or with central control and management exercised in, a state other than the United 
Kingdom, and the seat of arbitra1on is in the United Kingdom, then the arbitra1on agreement will be 
considered a domes1c arbitra1on agreement. 

On the other hand, if any of the par1es fall under the men1oned categories (non-UK na1onals or 
habitually resident individuals, or non-UK incorporated body corporates) or the seat of arbitra1on is 
outside the United Kingdom, the arbitra1on agreement would not be classified as a domes1c 
arbitra1on agreement. 

The dis1nc1on between domes1c and non-domes1c arbitra1on agreements is significant because it 
determines the applicable provisions under Sec1on 86 regarding the stay of legal proceedings. For 
domes1c arbitra1on agreements, a stay is granted unless specific grounds for not requiring the par1es 
to abide by the arbitra1on agreement are met, as specified in Sec1on 86(2)(a) and (b). 

 

87 EFFECTIVENESS OF AGREEMENT TO EXCLUDE COURT’S JURISDICTION 

(1) In the case of a domes\c arbitra\on agreement any agreement to exclude the jurisdic\on of 
the court under— 

(a) sec\on 45 (determina\on of preliminary point of law), or 

(b) sec\on 69 (challenging the award: appeal on point of law),is not effec\ve unless 
entered into ajer the commencement of the arbitral proceedings in which the ques\on 
arises or the award is made. 

Sec1on 87(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the exclusion of the court’s jurisdic1on in 
the case of a domes1c arbitra1on agreement. It sets forth specific condi1ons under which any 
agreement to exclude the jurisdic1on of the court concerning certain maSers is effec1ve or not. 
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Specifically, in the context of a domes1c arbitra1on agreement, any agreement to exclude the 
jurisdic1on of the court under two specific sec1ons of the Arbitra1on Act is subject to certain temporal 
limita1ons: 

1. Sec1on 45: Determina1on of preliminary point of law 

2. Sec1on 69: Challenging the award — Appeal on point of law 

According to sec1on 87(1), for such agreements to be effec1ve in excluding the court’s jurisdic1on, 
they must be entered into auer the commencement of the arbitral proceedings in which the ques1on 
arises or auer the award is made. This means that if the agreement to exclude the court’s jurisdic1on 
under sec1on 45 or sec1on 69 is made before the commencement of the arbitral proceedings or 
before the award is rendered, it will not be considered effec1ve, and the court’s jurisdic1on will not 
be excluded. 

The purpose of this provision is to ensure that par1es cannot pre-emp1vely exclude the jurisdic1on of 
the court regarding certain issues that may arise during the arbitral proceedings or auer the award is 
issued. Instead, par1es must wait un1l the arbitral proceedings have already begun or the award has 
been made before entering into an agreement to exclude the court’s jurisdic1on. This allows the court 
to retain its jurisdic1on over certain maSers un1l the arbitra1on process has progressed to a certain 
stage. 

By requiring agreements to exclude the court’s jurisdic1on to be made auer the commencement of 
the arbitral proceedings or auer the award is made, Sec1on 87(1) seeks to strike a balance between 
the autonomy of the par1es in arbitra1on and the necessity of preserving the court’s supervisory role 
in certain circumstances. 

 

(2) For this purpose the commencement of the arbitral proceedings has the same meaning as in 
Part I (see sec\on 14). 

Sec1on 87(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies the meaning of “the commencement of the 
arbitral proceedings” for the purpose of sec1on 87(1). It refers to the defini1on of “commencement 
of the arbitral proceedings” as provided in Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996, specifically in sec1on 14. 

In Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996, sec1on 14 deals with the commencement of arbitral proceedings. 
According to sec1on 14, arbitral proceedings are considered to be commenced on the date when a 
request for the dispute to be referred to arbitra1on is received by the respondent (the party against 
whom the request is made). If the arbitra1on agreement requires the par1es to go through certain 
pre-arbitral steps, such as media1on or nego1a1on, then the arbitral proceedings are deemed to be 
commenced on the date when such steps are completed, and the arbitra1on is ini1ated by one party 
serving a no1ce on the other party. 

Therefore, for the purposes of sec1on 87(1), the “commencement of the arbitral proceedings” refers 
to the specific point in 1me when the arbitra1on is ini1ated in accordance with the procedures set out 
in Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996. This ensures that par1es cannot enter into agreements to exclude 
the court’s jurisdic1on under sec1on 45 or sec1on 69 before the arbitra1on process has officially 
started or before the arbitra1on agreement has been invoked to ini1ate the dispute resolu1on process. 
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(3) For the purposes of this sec\on the ques\on whether an arbitra\on agreement is a domes\c 
arbitra\on agreement shall be determined by reference to the facts at the \me the agreement 
is entered into. 

Sec1on 87(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a specific rule for determining whether an 
arbitra1on agreement is a domes1c arbitra1on agreement for the purposes of sec1on 87(3). It states 
that the ques1on of whether an arbitra1on agreement is considered a domes1c arbitra1on agreement 
should be determined based on the facts at the 1me the agreement is entered into. 

In simpler terms, when deciding if an arbitra1on agreement falls within the scope of a domes1c 
arbitra1on agreement under sec1on 87(3), the relevant criteria should be assessed based on the 
circumstances and informa1on available at the moment the par1es entered into the arbitra1on 
agreement. This means that the court will look at the facts and circumstances as they existed at the 
1me of forming the arbitra1on agreement to determine whether it meets the defini1on of a domes1c 
arbitra1on agreement. 

The dis1nc1on between domes1c and interna1onal arbitra1on agreements is significant because the 
English Arbitra1on Act 1996 applies different rules and provisions to each category. Domes1c 
arbitra1on agreements are those where none of the par1es are individuals who are na1onals of, or 
habitually reside in, a state other than the United Kingdom, or bodies corporate incorporated in, or 
whose central control and management is exercised in, a state other than the United Kingdom, and 
the seat of arbitra1on is within the United Kingdom. 

By specifying that the determina1on of whether an arbitra1on agreement is domes1c should be based 
on the facts at the 1me of entering into the agreement, the Act ensures that par1es cannot manipulate 
the classifica1on of the arbitra1on agreement based on subsequent events or circumstances. This 
provides clarity and stability in applying the appropriate rules for domes1c arbitra1on cases. 

 

88 POWER TO REPEAL OR AMEND SECTIONS 85 TO 87 

(1) The Secretary of State may by order repeal or amend the provisions of sec\ons 85 to 87. 

Sec1on 88(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the Secretary of State the authority to make 
changes to the provisions found in sec1ons 85 to 87 of the Act through an order. These sec1ons 
specifically deal with modifica1ons to Part I of the Act in the context of domes1c arbitra1on 
agreements. 

By empowering the Secretary of State to make orders, the Act allows for flexibility in adap1ng the 
regulatory framework surrounding domes1c arbitra1on agreements. The inten1on is to enable the 
government to respond to changing circumstances, address emerging issues, and make necessary 
adjustments to ensure the efficient func1oning of domes1c arbitra1on processes within the United 
Kingdom. 

The order-making power given to the Secretary of State permits the revision, repeal, or amendment 
of provisions related to domes1c arbitra1on agreements, which can be useful in refining and upda1ng 
the statutory regime to align with prac1cal reali1es, technological advancements, or policy 
considera1ons. 
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It is essen1al to recognise that such orders should be exercised with care, as any changes made could 
impact the rights and obliga1ons of par1es engaged in domes1c arbitra1on proceedings. Therefore, 
the exercise of this power is likely to be guided by the need to strike a balance between facilita1ng 
smooth arbitra1on processes and safeguarding the integrity and fairness of the arbitra1on system. 

Overall, sec1on 88(1) is designed to offer the flexibility required to adjust and fine-tune the regula1ons 
concerning domes1c arbitra1on agreements in response to changing circumstances or policy 
objec1ves. Any changes made through the order-making process are expected to be carried out with 
a view to enhancing the effec1veness and efficiency of domes1c arbitra1on in the United Kingdom. 

 

(2) An order under this sec\on may contain such supplementary, incidental and transi\onal 
provisions as appear to the Secretary of State to be appropriate. 

Sec1on 88(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the Secretary of State to include various 
addi1onal provisions in the order made under sec1on 88(1). These supplementary, incidental, and 
transi1onal provisions are meant to complement and support the main changes or amendments made 
in Sec1ons 85 to 87 of the Act. 

Here is an analysis of the key aspects of sec1on 88(2): 

1. Supplementary Provisions: The Secretary of State can include provisions that provide 
addi1onal support or details related to the changes introduced by the order. These 
supplementary provisions may be used to clarify ambiguous language, specify procedures 
or requirements, or address specific scenarios that may arise in the context of domes1c 
arbitra1on agreements. They serve to enhance the understanding and implementa1on of 
the changes made in sec1ons 85 to 87. 

2. Incidental Provisions: The order may also contain incidental provisions that are necessary 
or relevant to the implementa1on of the changes in sec1ons 85 to 87. These provisions 
could address issues that are indirectly affected by the main changes but are essen1al for 
the overall effec1veness and coherence of the legisla1ve framework surrounding 
domes1c arbitra1on agreements. 

3. Transi1onal Provisions: In certain cases, when there are changes to the law, it may be 
necessary to provide transi1onal arrangements to manage the transi1on from the old 
regime to the new one smoothly. These transi1onal provisions can specify how the 
changes will apply to exis1ng arbitra1on agreements, ongoing proceedings, or other 
maSers to ensure a seamless transi1on to the amended legal framework. 

The flexibility to include supplementary, incidental, and transi1onal provisions in the order allows the 
Secretary of State to tailor the changes to the specific needs and circumstances of domes1c arbitra1on 
agreements. It provides the government with the means to address any poten1al issues, gaps, or 
uncertain1es that may arise due to the modifica1ons in sec1ons 85 to 87, ensuring a coherent and 
workable arbitra1on system. 

However, it is important to use this power judiciously, as any supplementary, incidental, or transi1onal 
provisions should be designed to align with the underlying principles of the Act and to further its 
objec1ves in promo1ng effec1ve and efficient domes1c arbitra1on in the United Kingdom. 
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(3) An order under this sec\on shall be made by statutory instrument and no such order shall be 
made unless a draj of it has been laid before and approved by a resolu\on of each House of 
Parliament. 

Sec1on 88(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 sets out the procedure and requirements for making 
an order under sec1on 88(1). Here is an analysis of the key aspects of sec1on 88(3): 

1. Statutory Instrument: The order to repeal or amend the provisions of Sec1ons 85 to 87 is 
made by way of a “statutory instrument”. A statutory instrument is a type of delegated 
legisla1on that allows the government (in this case, the Secretary of State) to make 
changes to exis1ng laws without the need for a full Act of Parliament. Statutory 
instruments are ouen used for minor or technical changes to legisla1on. 

2. Parliamentary Approval: Before the order can come into effect, it must be approved by 
both Houses of Parliament. This means that a drau of the order must be laid before 
Members of Parliament (MPs) in the House of Commons and Members of the House of 
Lords. They have the opportunity to review the proposed changes and debate their merits 
before vo1ng on whether to approve or reject the order. 

3. Resolu1on of Each House: The approval of each House of Parliament is required for the 
order to become effec1ve. This means that both the House of Commons and the House 
of Lords must pass a resolu1on in favour of the order. If either House rejects the order, it 
cannot be implemented. 

4. Laying of the Drau: Before seeking parliamentary approval, the drau of the order must be 
“laid before” both Houses of Parliament. This means that MPs and Lords have the 
opportunity to review the drau before it is formally considered for approval. The laying of 
the drau provides transparency and allows members of Parliament to scru1nise the 
proposed changes before vo1ng on them. 

5. Importance of Democra1c Process: The requirement for parliamentary approval ensures 
that significant changes to the Act are subject to democra1c scru1ny and debate. It 
prevents the execu1ve (in this case, the Secretary of State) from making substan1al 
altera1ons to the law without the oversight and approval of elected representa1ves in 
Parliament. 

Overall, sec1on 88(3) ensures that any order to repeal or amend the provisions of Sec1ons 85 to 87 is 
subjected to parliamentary scru1ny and approval, which is an essen1al aspect of the democra1c 
legisla1ve process in the United Kingdom. It helps maintain the balance of power between the 
execu1ve and legisla1ve branches of the government and ensures that changes to the law are made 
with proper considera1on and accountability. 
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CONSUMER ARBITRATION AGREEMENTS 

89 APPLICATION OF UNFAIR TERMS REGULATIONS TO CONSUMER ARBITRATION AGREEMENTS 

(1) The following sec\ons extend the applica\on of Part 2 (unfair terms) of the Consumer Rights 
Act 2015 in rela\on to a term which cons\tutes an arbitra\on agreement. For this purpose 
“arbitra\on agreement” means an agreement to submit to arbitra\on present or future 
disputes or differences (whether or not contractual). 

Sec1on 89(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 extends the applica1on of Part 2 (unfair terms) of the 
Consumer Rights Act 2015 in rela1on to arbitra1on agreements. Here is an analysis of the key aspects 
of Sec1on 89(1): 

1. Extension of Consumer Rights Act 2015: Sec1on 89(1) extends the provisions of Part 2 of 
the Consumer Rights Act 2015 to cover arbitra1on agreements. Part 2 of the Consumer 
Rights Act 2015 deals with unfair terms in contracts between traders and consumers. By 
extending its applica1on to arbitra1on agreements, it aims to protect consumers from 
unfair terms in such agreements. 

2. Defini1on of “Arbitra1on Agreement”: Sec1on 89(1) provides a specific defini1on of 
“arbitra1on agreement” for the purposes of this extension. According to this defini1on, 
an arbitra1on agreement refers to an agreement in which the par1es agree to submit 
present or future disputes or differences to arbitra1on, whether or not the agreement is 
part of a broader contract. 

3. Scope of Applica1on: The extension of Part 2 of the Consumer Rights Act 2015 to 
arbitra1on agreements means that any term within such an agreement could be subject 
to scru1ny for fairness and compliance with consumer protec1on laws. If a term in an 
arbitra1on agreement is found to be unfair, it may be unenforceable or deemed void. 

4. Protec1on of Consumer Rights: By including arbitra1on agreements under the purview of 
the Consumer Rights Act 2015, the inten1on is to safeguard consumer rights in cases 
where they may be at a disadvantage in nego1a1ons with traders or businesses. This is 
par1cularly relevant in consumer contracts, where consumers may have less bargaining 
power compared to businesses. 

5. Unfair Terms Regula1on: Part 2 of the Consumer Rights Act 2015 sets out rules for 
assessing the fairness of terms in consumer contracts. It allows courts to intervene and 
declare terms unfair and unenforceable if they create a significant imbalance between 
the par1es’ rights and obliga1ons, to the detriment of the consumer. 

Overall, sec1on 89(1) aims to extend consumer protec1on measures to arbitra1on agreements and 
ensure that consumers are not unfairly disadvantaged by the terms contained within such agreements. 
By doing so, it seeks to maintain a fair and balanced rela1onship between traders and consumers in 
the context of arbitra1on. 
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(2) In those sec\ons “the Part” means Part 2 (unfair terms) of the Consumer Rights Act 2015. 

Sec1on 89(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a defini1on of “the Part” as used in the 
context of the Act. Here is a brief analysis of this sec1on: 

1. Reference to “the Part”: Sec1on 89(2) refers to “the Part” concerning the applica1on of 
Part 2 of the Consumer Rights Act 2015. In this context, “the Part” specifically points to 
the provisions related to unfair terms in consumer contracts within the Consumer Rights 
Act 2015. 

2. Part 2 of the Consumer Rights Act 2015: Part 2 of the Consumer Rights Act 2015 addresses 
unfair terms in contracts between traders and consumers. It aims to protect consumers 
from contractual terms that may be detrimental or oppressive to them. The provisions of 
Part 2 establish criteria for assessing the fairness of contractual terms and empower the 
courts to deem unfair terms unenforceable. 

3. Incorpora1on into the English Arbitra1on Act 1996: By referring to “the Part” in Sec1on 
89(2), the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 incorporates the provisions of Part 2 of the 
Consumer Rights Act 2015 as applicable to arbitra1on agreements. 

4. Impact on Arbitra1on Agreements: The applica1on of “the Part” (Part 2 of the Consumer 
Rights Act 2015) to arbitra1on agreements means that any term within such agreements 
will be evaluated for fairness under the criteria established by the Consumer Rights Act. 
If a term is deemed unfair, it may be unenforceable or void. 

5. Consumer Protec1on in Arbitra1on Agreements: The incorpora1on of Part 2 of the 
Consumer Rights Act 2015 is intended to protect consumers in their dealings with traders 
and businesses in the context of arbitra1on. It ensures that consumers are not subjected 
to unfair or oppressive terms in arbitra1on agreements, maintaining a balanced and 
equitable rela1onship between the par1es. 

In summary, sec1on 89(2) clarifies that “the Part” refers specifically to Part 2 of the Consumer Rights 
Act 2015, which is applied to arbitra1on agreements under the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 to 
safeguard consumer rights and ensure fair contractual prac1ces in such agreements. 

 

(3) Those sec\ons apply whatever the law applicable to the arbitra\on agreement. 

Sec1on 89(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the applica1on of Part 2 of the Consumer 
Rights Act 2015 to arbitra1on agreements, regardless of the governing law of the agreement. Here is 
an analysis of this sec1on: 

1. Applicability of Part 2 of the Consumer Rights Act 2015: Sec1on 89(3) clarifies that the 
provisions of Part 2 of the Consumer Rights Act 2015 apply to arbitra1on agreements 
regardless of the law that governs the agreement. This means that the consumer 
protec1on and fairness standards provided by Part 2 of the Consumer Rights Act 2015 are 
not affected by the choice of law governing the arbitra1on agreement. 

2. Universal Protec1on for Consumers: By sta1ng that the sec1ons apply whatever the law 
applicable to the arbitra1on agreement, the Act ensures that consumers are en1tled to 
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the protec1ons and remedies provided by Part 2 of the Consumer Rights Act 2015 
regardless of the governing law chosen in the arbitra1on agreement. It prevents par1es 
from circumven1ng consumer protec1on by selec1ng a par1cular jurisdic1on’s laws. 

3. Consistency in Consumer Protec1on: The provision aims to promote consistency in 
consumer protec1on across different jurisdic1ons. It ensures that consumers are not 
disadvantaged or denied their rights under Part 2 of the Consumer Rights Act 2015 merely 
due to the choice of law in the arbitra1on agreement. 

4. Fairness in Arbitra1on Agreements: The incorpora1on of Part 2 of the Consumer Rights 
Act 2015 ensures that consumers have a level of fairness and protec1on in arbitra1on 
agreements concerning consumer contracts. It allows courts to assess the fairness of 
terms in such agreements, and if a term is found to be unfair, it may be rendered 
unenforceable. 

In summary, sec1on 89(3) emphasises that Part 2 of the Consumer Rights Act 2015 applies to 
arbitra1on agreements, regardless of the governing law. This provision ensures that consumers have 
consistent protec1on and remedies under consumer law regardless of the jurisdic1on in which the 
arbitra1on agreement is governed. It upholds the principles of fairness and consumer rights in 
arbitra1on agreements involving consumers and traders. 

 

90 PART APPLIES WHERE CONSUMER IS A LEGAL PERSON 

The Part applies where the consumer is a legal person as it applies where the consumer is an 
individual. 

Sec1on 90 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the scope of applica1on of Part 2 of the 
Consumer Rights Act 2015 in rela1on to consumers who are legal persons (such as companies, 
corpora1ons, or other organisa1ons). Here is an analysis of this sec1on: 

1. Equality of Treatment: Sec1on 90 ensures that the provisions of Part 2 of the Consumer 
Rights Act 2015 apply equally to consumers who are legal persons as they do to 
consumers who are individuals. This means that legal persons, such as companies or 
corpora1ons, are en1tled to the same consumer protec1ons and remedies as individual 
consumers under Part 2 of the Consumer Rights Act 2015. 

2. Extending Consumer Protec1on: By applying the Part to legal persons, the law recognises 
that even corporate consumers can be vulnerable or have weaker bargaining power when 
entering into contracts, par1cularly in their dealings with traders. Therefore, legal persons 
are en1tled to the same protec1ons against unfair terms in arbitra1on agreements as 
individual consumers. 

3. Encouraging Fairness and Transparency: The inclusion of legal persons within the scope 
of Part 2 encourages traders to ensure that their arbitra1on agreements are fair, 
transparent, and do not contain unfair terms, regardless of whether the consumer is an 
individual or a legal en1ty. It promotes transparency in contractual arrangements and 
aims to prevent traders from imposing onerous terms on weaker par1es. 
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4. Consumer Rights and Remedies: Legal persons that qualify as consumers under the 
Consumer Rights Act 2015 can avail themselves of the same rights and remedies as 
individual consumers if they find themselves subject to unfair terms in arbitra1on 
agreements. This ensures consistency in consumer protec1on across different types of 
consumers. 

In summary, sec1on 90 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 extends the applica1on of Part 2 of the 
Consumer Rights Act 2015 to legal persons who qualify as consumers. It ensures that both individual 
consumers and legal en11es are en1tled to equal protec1on and remedies against unfair terms in 
arbitra1on agreements. This provision upholds the principles of fairness, transparency, and consumer 
rights in arbitra1on agreements involving consumers and traders, regardless of the consumer’s legal 
status. 

 

91 ARBITRATION AGREEMENT UNFAIR WHERE MODEST AMOUNT SOUGHT 

(1) A term which cons\tutes an arbitra\on agreement is unfair for the purposes of the Part so far 
as it relates to a claim for a pecuniary remedy which does not exceed the amount specified by 
order for the purposes of this sec\on. 

Sec1on 91(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 introduces a threshold for determining the unfairness 
of a term in an arbitra1on agreement with respect to claims for pecuniary remedies. Let us analyse 
this sec1on: 

1. Unfairness of Arbitra1on Agreement Term: Sec1on 91(1) states that a term in an 
arbitra1on agreement is deemed unfair for the purposes of the Consumer Rights Act 2015 
if it relates to a claim for a pecuniary remedy. In this context, a “pecuniary remedy” refers 
to a remedy that involves the payment of money. 

2. Threshold for Unfairness: The provision specifies that the unfairness of such a term in the 
arbitra1on agreement applies only if the claim for a pecuniary remedy does not exceed 
the amount specified by order for the purposes of this sec1on. In other words, there is a 
monetary threshold set by an order that determines when a term is considered unfair in 
the context of pecuniary claims. 

3. Protec1ng Consumers in Small Claims: The purpose of this provision is to protect 
consumers who may be at a disadvantage in arbitra1on agreements, especially in 
situa1ons where the claim for a pecuniary remedy is rela1vely small. By se{ng a 
monetary threshold, the law aims to prevent arbitra1on agreements with unfair terms 
from being imposed on consumers in situa1ons involving minor financial claims. 

4. Empowering Consumer Remedies: Sec1on 91(1) ensures that consumers can s1ll seek 
redress and pecuniary remedies through the court system, even if they have agreed to an 
arbitra1on agreement. If the claim for a pecuniary remedy exceeds the specified amount, 
the consumer is not bound by the arbitra1on agreement, and the maSer can be pursued 
in the courts. 

5. Flexibility in Threshold Determina1on: The specific amount specified in the threshold is 
subject to being determined by an order. This allows for flexibility and adjustments to be 
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made based on changes in economic condi1ons or other relevant factors affec1ng 
consumer rights. 

In summary, sec1on 91(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 establishes a threshold for determining 
the unfairness of a term in an arbitra1on agreement concerning claims for pecuniary remedies. If a 
claim does not exceed the specified amount set by order, the term is deemed unfair under the 
Consumer Rights Act 2015, and the consumer can seek remedies through the court system rather than 
being bound by the arbitra1on agreement. This provision is intended to protect consumers, 
par1cularly in cases involving small financial claims, and empowers them to seek appropriate remedies 
in the event of unfair arbitra1on terms. 

 

(2) Orders under this sec\on may make different provision for different cases and for different 
purposes. 

Sec1on 91(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants flexibility and discre1on to the authori1es 
responsible for making orders under this sec1on. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Order-Making Authority: Sec1on 91(2) empowers the relevant authori1es to make orders 
concerning the monetary threshold specified in sec1on 91(1) for determining the 
unfairness of a term in an arbitra1on agreement related to pecuniary remedies. 

2. Different Provision for Different Cases: This provision allows the authori1es to establish 
different monetary thresholds depending on the circumstances and specific cases. 
Different cases may involve varying levels of pecuniary claims, and the authori1es can set 
appropriate thresholds to cater to the specific needs of consumers in different situa1ons. 

3. Different Provision for Different Purposes: The authori1es can also use their discre1on to 
set different monetary thresholds for various purposes. For example, they might establish 
different thresholds based on the type of goods or services involved, the size of the 
business or organisa1on, or other relevant considera1ons. 

4. Flexibility and Tailored Approach: Sec1on 91(2) enables the authori1es to take a flexible 
and tailored approach in se{ng the monetary thresholds. This ensures that consumer 
protec1on measures can be adjusted to meet the evolving needs and challenges of 
consumer transac1ons and arbitra1on agreements. 

5. Consumer Protec1on: The provision serves to protect consumers by allowing the 
authori1es to adapt the monetary threshold to address unfair arbitra1on agreement 
terms in rela1on to pecuniary remedies effec1vely. The aim is to strike a balance between 
enforcing arbitra1on agreements and safeguarding consumers’ rights to access the court 
system for certain types of claims. 

In summary, sec1on 91(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the authori1es to make orders 
that establish different monetary thresholds for determining the unfairness of terms in arbitra1on 
agreements related to pecuniary remedies. This provision grants flexibility to tailor consumer 
protec1on measures to different cases and purposes, allowing for a more responsive approach to 
address unfair arbitra1on terms and protect consumer rights. 
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(3) The power to make orders under this sec\on is exercisable— 

(a) for England and Wales, by the Secretary of State with the concurrence of the Lord 
Chancellor, 

(b) for Scotland, by the Secretary of State, and 

(c) for Northern Ireland, by the Department of Economic Development for Northern 
Ireland with the concurrence of the Lord Chancellor. 

Sec1on 91(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies the authori1es responsible for making orders 
under this sec1on. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Power to Make Orders: Sec1on 91(3) grants the power to make orders concerning the 
monetary threshold for determining the unfairness of terms in arbitra1on agreements 
related to pecuniary remedies. 

2. England and Wales: In England and Wales, the power to make orders is vested in the 
Secretary of State. However, the concurrence of the Lord Chancellor is required for the 
exercise of this power. This ensures that decisions regarding consumer protec1on and the 
fairness of arbitra1on agreements are made jointly by the relevant authori1es. 

3. Scotland: In Scotland, the power to make orders is vested in the Secretary of State. Unlike 
in England and Wales, there is no requirement for the concurrence of the Lord Chancellor. 
The Secretary of State alone exercises this power in Scotland. 

4. Northern Ireland: In Northern Ireland, the power to make orders lies with the Department 
of Economic Development for Northern Ireland. Similar to the situa1on in England and 
Wales, the concurrence of the Lord Chancellor is required for the exercise of this power 
in Northern Ireland. 

5. Division of Power: The division of power among different authori1es reflects the devolved 
nature of certain maSers in the United Kingdom. Each of the three regions (England and 
Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland) has separate en11es responsible for overseeing 
consumer protec1on measures concerning arbitra1on agreements. 

6. Coordina1on with the Lord Chancellor: In England and Northern Ireland, the concurrence 
of the Lord Chancellor is required. This ensures a level of coordina1on and consistency in 
consumer protec1on measures related to arbitra1on agreements. 

In summary, sec1on 91(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 designates the authori1es responsible 
for making orders regarding the monetary threshold for determining the unfairness of terms in 
arbitra1on agreements related to pecuniary remedies. The Secretary of State, in conjunc1on with the 
Lord Chancellor’s concurrence, exercises this power for England and Wales. The Secretary of State 
alone exercises this power for Scotland, and the Department of Economic Development for Northern 
Ireland, with the concurrence of the Lord Chancellor, exercises it for Northern Ireland. This division of 
power allows each region to address consumer protec1on maSers independently while maintaining 
coordina1on with the central authority. 
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(4) Any such order for England and Wales or Scotland shall be made by statutory instrument 
which shall be subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolu\on of either House of 
Parliament. 

Sec1on 91(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 pertains to the procedure for making orders in 
England and Wales or Scotland concerning the monetary threshold for determining the unfairness of 
terms in arbitra1on agreements related to pecuniary remedies. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Making Orders by Statutory Instrument: In England and Wales or Scotland, any order to 
set the amount specified for the monetary threshold is required to be made through a 
statutory instrument. A statutory instrument is a form of delegated or secondary 
legisla1on used to make detailed changes or provide specific regula1ons under primary 
legisla1on (the Act). This allows for the precise specifica1on of the monetary threshold 
for unfair terms in arbitra1on agreements. 

2. Subject to Annulment: The statutory instrument, which sets the specified amount for the 
monetary threshold, is subject to annulment by either House of Parliament. This means 
that the order can be challenged, reviewed, and poten1ally annulled by either the House 
of Commons or the House of Lords. The annulment process serves as a parliamentary 
safeguard, allowing for scru1ny of the order and ensuring that any poten1ally conten1ous 
or inappropriate changes to the threshold can be contested. 

3. Resolu1on of Either House: The annulment of the statutory instrument can be ini1ated 
by either the House of Commons or the House of Lords. Both houses of Parliament have 
the authority to raise objec1ons, debate the maSer, and poten1ally vote for the 
annulment of the order if they find it unsa1sfactory. 

In summary, sec1on 91(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the procedure for making orders 
in England and Wales or Scotland to specify the monetary threshold for determining the unfairness of 
terms in arbitra1on agreements related to pecuniary remedies. Such orders are made through a 
statutory instrument, which can be annulled by either the House of Commons or the House of Lords 
through a resolu1on. This parliamentary oversight ensures transparency and allows for a thorough 
examina1on of the order’s appropriateness and fairness. 

 

(5) Any such order for Northern Ireland shall be a statutory rule for the purposes of the Statutory 
Rules (Northern Ireland) Order 1979 and shall be subject to nega\ve resolu\on, within the 
meaning of sec\on 41(6) of the Interpreta\on Act (Northern Ireland) 1954. 

Sec1on 91(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the procedure for making orders in 
Northern Ireland regarding the monetary threshold for determining the unfairness of terms in 
arbitra1on agreements related to pecuniary remedies. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Making Orders as Statutory Rules: In Northern Ireland, any order to set the amount 
specified for the monetary threshold is made as a statutory rule. Statutory rules are a 
form of delegated legisla1on used to make detailed changes or regula1ons under primary 
legisla1on (the Act) in Northern Ireland. These rules allow for the precise specifica1on of 
the monetary threshold for unfair terms in arbitra1on agreements. 
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2. Subject to Nega1ve Resolu1on: The statutory rule, which sets the specified amount for 
the monetary threshold, is subject to nega1ve resolu1on. Nega1ve resolu1on means that 
the statutory rule becomes law without further ac1on unless it is challenged and annulled 
by either House of Parliament (in this case, the Northern Ireland Assembly). Unlike 
affirma1ve resolu1on, which requires explicit approval from the legisla1ve body, nega1ve 
resolu1on assumes approval unless there are objec1ons. 

3. Statutory Rules (Northern Ireland) Order 1979: The statutory rule made under this sec1on 
falls under the provisions of the Statutory Rules (Northern Ireland) Order 1979. This order 
sets out the legal framework for making statutory rules in Northern Ireland. 

4. Interpreta1on Act (Northern Ireland) 1954: The term “nega1ve resolu1on” is defined with 
reference to sec1on 41(6) of the Interpreta1on Act (Northern Ireland) 1954. This act 
provides guidance on the interpreta1on of legisla1on in Northern Ireland. 

In summary, sec1on 91(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the procedure for making orders 
in Northern Ireland to specify the monetary threshold for determining the unfairness of terms in 
arbitra1on agreements related to pecuniary remedies. Such orders are made as statutory rules, subject 
to nega1ve resolu1on in the Northern Ireland Assembly. This procedure ensures that the specified 
monetary threshold becomes law without further ac1on unless there are objec1ons from the 
legisla1ve body. 
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SMALL CLAIMS ARBITRATION IN THE COUNTY COURT 

92 EXCLUSION OF PART I IN RELATION TO SMALL CLAIMS ARBITRATION IN THE COUNTY COURT. 

(1) Nothing in Part I of this Act applies to arbitra\on under sec\on 64 of the County Courts Act 
1984. 

Sec1on 92 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the exclusion of Part I of the Act in rela1on 
to small claims arbitra1on in the county court. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Exclusion of Part I: Sec1on 92 explicitly states that nothing in Part I of the English 
Arbitra1on Act 1996 applies to arbitra1on conducted under sec1on 64 of the County 
Courts Act 1984. This means that the provisions related to unfair terms (Part I) of the 
Arbitra1on Act do not apply to small claims arbitra1ons conducted in the county court 
under the specified sec1on of the County Courts Act 1984. 

2. Small Claims Arbitra1on: Sec1on 64 of the County Courts Act 1984 allows for small claims 
arbitra1ons in the county court for certain types of disputes where the amount in 
ques1on is below a specified limit (commonly referred to as “small claims”). Small claims 
procedures are intended to provide a quicker, simpler, and more cost-effec1ve way to 
resolve minor disputes without involving formal court proceedings. 

3. Scope of Exclusion: The exclusion of Part I of the Arbitra1on Act in rela1on to small claims 
arbitra1on means that the provisions related to unfair terms, including those that protect 
consumers from unfair arbitra1on clauses, do not apply to disputes resolved through the 
small claims arbitra1on process under sec1on 64 of the County Courts Act 1984. Instead, 
the specific rules and procedures applicable to small claims arbitra1ons in the county 
court will govern such cases. 

In summary, sec1on 92 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 excludes the applica1on of Part I of the Act, 
which deals with unfair terms, in rela1on to small claims arbitra1on conducted under sec1on 64 of the 
County Courts Act 1984. This exclusion allows for a separate set of rules and procedures to govern 
small claims arbitra1ons in the county court. 
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APPOINTMENT OF JUDGES AS ARBITRATORS 

93 APPOINTMENT OF JUDGES AS ARBITRATORS 

(1) An eligible High Court judge or an official referee may, if in all the circumstances he thinks fit, 
accept appointment as a sole arbitrator or as umpire by or by virtue of an arbitra\on 
agreement. 

Sec1on 93(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 pertains to the appointment of an eligible High Court 
judge or an official referee as a sole arbitrator or umpire by virtue of an arbitra1on agreement. Let us 
analyse this provision: 

1. Eligible High Court Judge or Official Referee: The sec1on authorises an eligible High Court 
judge or an official referee to accept an appointment as a sole arbitrator or umpire. High 
Court judges are judges who preside over cases in the High Court of England and Wales, 
which is a superior court of record. Official referees are senior judicial officers who have 
extensive experience in dealing with commercial and civil cases. 

2. Acceptance of Appointment: The eligible High Court judge or official referee has the 
discre1on to decide whether to accept the appointment as a sole arbitrator or umpire. 
The decision is based on their judgment of “all the circumstances”. This implies that the 
judge or official referee will consider various factors, including their own exper1se, 
availability, poten1al conflicts of interest, and the complexity of the arbitra1on, before 
deciding to accept the appointment. 

3. Arbitra1on Agreement: The appointment must be made “by or by virtue of an arbitra1on 
agreement”. This means that the par1es to a dispute must have a valid arbitra1on 
agreement in place that provides for the appointment of a sole arbitrator or umpire, and 
they must mutually agree to appoint the eligible High Court judge or official referee to 
fulfil this role. 

4. Discre1onary Nature: The provision uses the phrase “if in all the circumstances he thinks 
fit”, indica1ng that the appointment is discre1onary. The eligible High Court judge or 
official referee is not obliged to accept the appointment, even if the par1es have agreed 
to it in the arbitra1on agreement. They can exercise their judgment and decide whether 
they are willing and able to take on the role of arbitrator or umpire. 

In summary, sec1on 93(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 allows an eligible High Court judge or an 
official referee to accept appointment as a sole arbitrator or umpire, based on their discre1on and 
considering all relevant circumstances. However, this appointment can only be made if there is a valid 
arbitra1on agreement in place that permits such an appointment. 

 

(2) An eligible High Court judge shall not do so unless the Lord Chief Jus\ce has informed him 
that, having regard to the state of business in the High Court and the Crown Court, he can be 
made available. 

Sec1on 93(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 imposes a specific condi1on for an eligible High Court 
judge to accept an appointment as a sole arbitrator or umpire. Let us analyse this provision: 
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1. Eligible High Court Judge: This provision specifically applies to an eligible High Court judge, 
who is qualified and appointed to serve as a judge in the High Court of England and Wales. 

2. Condi1on for Appointment: According to sec1on 93(2), an eligible High Court judge 
cannot accept an appointment as a sole arbitrator or umpire without a prior confirma1on 
from the Lord Chief Jus1ce. 

3. Confirma1on by the Lord Chief Jus1ce: The Lord Chief Jus1ce is the head of the judiciary 
in England and Wales. Before an eligible High Court judge can accept an appointment as 
an arbitrator, they must seek and obtain confirma1on from the Lord Chief Jus1ce. 

4. Factors Considered by the Lord Chief Jus1ce: The Lord Chief Jus1ce will consider two 
specific factors before providing the necessary confirma1on: 

a. The State of Business in the High Court: The Lord Chief Jus1ce will consider the 
current workload and caseload of the High Court. If the judge’s appointment as an 
arbitrator would not unduly affect the judicial work in the High Court, the 
confirma1on may be given. 

b. The State of Business in the Crown Court: Addi1onally, the Lord Chief Jus1ce will 
consider the workload and caseload of the Crown Court, which is another 
important judicial venue. If the appointment would not nega1vely impact the 
Crown Court’s opera1ons, the confirma1on may be granted. 

In summary, sec1on 93(2) ensures that an eligible High Court judge does not accept an appointment 
as a sole arbitrator or umpire unless the Lord Chief Jus1ce confirms that it is feasible to do so, taking 
into account the state of business in both the High Court and the Crown Court. This provision aims to 
strike a balance between the judge’s availability for judicial du1es and their poten1al role as an 
arbitrator. 

 

(3) An official referee shall not do so unless the Lord Chief Jus\ce has informed him that, having 
regard to the state of official referees’ business, he can be made available. 

Sec1on 93(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 imposes a specific condi1on for an official referee to 
accept an appointment as a sole arbitrator or umpire. Let us analyse this provision: 

1. Official Referee: An official referee is a legal officer who holds specific judicial func1ons in 
the English legal system. They are appointed to serve in the High Court of England and 
Wales and are usually experienced lawyers with exper1se in various legal maSers. 

2. Condi1on for Appointment: According to sec1on 93(3), an official referee cannot accept 
an appointment as a sole arbitrator or umpire without prior confirma1on from the Lord 
Chief Jus1ce. 

3. Confirma1on by the Lord Chief Jus1ce: Similar to the provision regarding eligible High 
Court judges (sec1on 93(2)), before an official referee can accept an appointment as an 
arbitrator, they must seek and obtain confirma1on from the Lord Chief Jus1ce. 
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4. Factor Considered by the Lord Chief Jus1ce: The Lord Chief Jus1ce will consider a specific 
factor before providing the necessary confirma1on: 

a. The State of Official Referees’ Business: The Lord Chief Jus1ce will consider the 
current workload and caseload of the official referees. If the referee’s appointment 
as an arbitrator would not excessively burden their official du1es, the confirma1on 
may be given. 

In summary, sec1on 93(3) ensures that an official referee does not accept an appointment as a sole 
arbitrator or umpire unless the Lord Chief Jus1ce confirms that it is feasible to do so, considering the 
state of business of the official referees. This provision aims to balance the referee’s availability for 
their official du1es and their poten1al role as an arbitrator. 

 

(4) The fees payable for the services of an eligible High Court judge or official referee as arbitrator 
or umpire shall be taken in the High Court. 

Sec1on 93(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the payment of fees for the services of an 
eligible High Court judge or official referee ac1ng as an arbitrator or umpire. Let us analyse this 
provision: 

1. Eligible High Court Judge or Official Referee: As men1oned in the previous sec1ons, an 
eligible High Court judge or official referee may accept an appointment as a sole arbitrator 
or umpire by or by virtue of an arbitra1on agreement. 

2. Fees for Arbitrator’s Services: Sec1on 93(4) specifies that the fees payable for the services 
of an eligible High Court judge or official referee ac1ng as an arbitrator or umpire shall be 
taken in the High Court. This means that the payment or remunera1on for their role as 
an arbitrator or umpire will be handled and processed in the High Court. 

3. High Court Jurisdic1on: The reference to “taken in the High Court” implies that the High 
Court has jurisdic1on over the collec1on and determina1on of the fees for the arbitrator’s 
services. The High Court will oversee the billing and payment process associated with the 
arbitrator’s work. 

Overall, sec1on 93(4) ensures that the payment of fees to an eligible High Court judge or official referee 
ac1ng as an arbitrator or umpire is managed through the High Court, providing a standardised and 
formalised mechanism for handling the financial aspect of their arbitra1on services. This helps 
maintain transparency and accountability in the arbitra1on process involving judicial officers. 

 

(4A) The Lord Chief Jus\ce may nominate a senior judge (as defined in sec\on 109(5) of the 
Cons\tu\onal Reform Act 2005) to exercise func\ons of the Lord Chief Jus\ce under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 93(4A) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants authority to the Lord Chief Jus1ce to delegate 
certain func1ons related to the appointment of arbitrators or umpires. Let us analyse this provision: 
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1. Delega1on of Func1ons: Sec1on 93(4A) allows the Lord Chief Jus1ce to delegate specific 
func1ons under sec1on 93 to a senior judge. The func1ons that can be delegated pertain 
to the nomina1on of an eligible High Court judge or an official referee to act as a sole 
arbitrator or umpire in arbitra1on proceedings. 

2. Nomina1on by Senior Judge: The senior judge, as defined in sec1on 109(5) of the 
Cons1tu1onal Reform Act 2005, is appointed by the Lord Chief Jus1ce to exercise the 
func1ons specified in Sec1on 93. This means that the senior judge will have the authority 
to make nomina1ons for eligible High Court judges or official referees to act as arbitrators 
or umpires, on behalf of the Lord Chief Jus1ce. 

3. Purpose of Delega1on: The delega1on of func1ons to a senior judge may serve prac1cal 
purposes, especially when there is a high volume of appointments required or when the 
Lord Chief Jus1ce needs assistance in handling the nomina1on process effec1vely and 
efficiently. 

In summary, sec1on 93(4A) empowers the Lord Chief Jus1ce to designate a senior judge to carry out 
the func1ons described in sec1on 93, par1cularly the nomina1on of eligible High Court judges or 
official referees to serve as arbitrators or umpires. This delega1on of authority aims to streamline the 
process and ensure the prompt appointment of competent arbitrators or umpires when needed for 
arbitra1on proceedings. 

 

(5) In this sec\on— 

“arbitra\on agreement” has the same meaning as in Part I; 

“eligible High Court judge” means— 

(a) a puisne judge of the High Court, or 

(b) a person ac\ng as a judge of the High Court under or by virtue of sec\on 9(1) of 
the Senior Courts Act 1981; 

“official referee” means a person nominated under sec\on 68(1)(a) of the Senior Courts Act 
1981 to deal with official referees’ business. 

Sec1on 93(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides defini1ons of key terms used in Sec1on 93. 
Let us analyse the defini1ons given in this subsec1on: 

1. “Arbitra1on Agreement”: The term “arbitra1on agreement” has the same meaning as in 
Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996. Part I includes provisions related to the validity and 
enforceability of arbitra1on agreements, among other maSers. 

2. “Eligible High Court Judge”: The term “eligible High Court judge” refers to individuals who 
are qualified to act as arbitrators or umpires by or under the provisions of sec1on 93. 
There are two categories of eligible High Court judges: 

a. A “puisne judge of the High Court”: This refers to a permanent judge of the High 
Court, who is not the Chief Jus1ce or a Lord Jus1ce of Appeal. 
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b. A “person ac1ng as a judge of the High Court under or by virtue of sec1on 9(1) of 
the Senior Courts Act 1981”: This includes individuals temporarily appointed or 
assigned to act as High Court judges in certain circumstances, as specified in sec1on 
9(1) of the Senior Courts Act 1981. 

3. “Official Referee”: The term “official referee” relates to individuals who have been 
nominated under sec1on 68(1)(a) of the Senior Courts Act 1981 to deal with official 
referees’ business. Official referees are judicial officers with specific du1es and 
responsibili1es, including presiding over certain types of cases and conduc1ng hearings 
in the High Court. 

In summary, sec1on 93(5) provides clarity on the defini1ons of “arbitra1on agreement”, “eligible High 
Court judge”, and “official referee” as they are used in sec1on 93 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996. 
These defini1ons help in understanding the scope and applicability of sec1on 93, which deals with the 
appointment of eligible High Court judges and official referees to act as arbitrators or umpires in 
arbitra1on proceedings. 

 

(6) The provisions of Part I of this Act apply to arbitra\on before a person appointed under this 
sec\on with the modifica\ons specified in Schedule 2. 

Sec1on 93(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that the provisions of Part I of the Act apply to 
arbitra1on conducted before a person appointed under sec1on 93(1) (which deals with the 
appointment of eligible High Court judges or official referees as arbitrators or umpires) but with certain 
modifica1ons as specified in Schedule 2 of the Act. 

To provide further context, Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 covers various aspects of arbitra1on 
agreements, their validity, enforcement, and related maSers. It sets out the general framework for 
arbitra1on proceedings in England and Wales, including the powers of the court in rela1on to 
arbitra1on. 

Sec1on 93(6) clarifies that the general provisions of Part I apply to arbitra1on proceedings involving a 
person appointed under sec1on 93(1). However, these provisions are subject to certain modifica1ons 
specified in Schedule 2. These modifica1ons are likely to accommodate the special circumstances that 
arise when an eligible High Court judge or official referee acts as an arbitrator or umpire. 

The modifica1ons in Schedule 2 may include adjustments to the procedure for appointment, the 
powers and func1ons of the arbitrator, the grounds for challenging the arbitrator, or other procedural 
maSers. The purpose of these modifica1ons is to align the arbitra1on process with the specific 
exper1se and role of the appointed eligible High Court judge or official referee. 

In summary, sec1on 93(6) ensures that the general provisions of Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 are 
applicable to arbitra1on conducted before a person appointed under sec1on 93(1). However, these 
provisions are tailored to suit the unique circumstances of arbitra1ons involving eligible High Court 
judges or official referees through the specified modifica1ons in Schedule 2. 
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STATUTORY ARBITRATIONS 

94 APPLICATION OF PART I TO STATUTORY ARBITRATIONS 

(1) The provisions of Part I apply to every arbitra\on under an enactment (a “statutory 
arbitra\on”), whether the enactment was passed or made before or ajer the commencement 
of this Act, subject to the adapta\ons and exclusions specified in sec\ons 95 to 98. 

Sec1on 94(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that the provisions of Part I of the Act apply to 
every arbitra1on conducted under an enactment, regardless of whether the enactment was passed or 
made before or auer the commencement of the Arbitra1on Act 1996. These types of arbitra1ons 
conducted under an enactment are commonly referred to as “statutory arbitra1ons”. 

The term “enactment” refers to any law, statute, or legisla1on, including Acts of Parliament, statutory 
instruments, or other legal provisions that authorise or require disputes to be resolved through 
arbitra1on. 

The key implica1on of sec1on 94(1) is that the general provisions of Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 
are applicable to statutory arbitra1ons, ensuring that they are subject to the general framework 
provided by the Act. Part I of the Act covers various aspects of arbitra1on agreements, their validity, 
enforcement, and other related maSers. 

However, sec1ons 95 to 98 of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 contain specific adapta1ons and exclusions that 
modify or exclude certain provisions of Part I when applied to statutory arbitra1ons. These sec1ons 
provide adjustments to accommodate the unique features and requirements of statutory arbitra1ons, 
which may differ from private commercial arbitra1ons. 

In summary, sec1on 94(1) ensures that the general provisions of Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 
apply to statutory arbitra1ons conducted under any enactment, regardless of when the enactment 
was enacted. However, this applica1on is subject to the modifica1ons and exclusions specified in 
Sec1ons 95 to 98 of the Act to address the specific characteris1cs of statutory arbitra1ons. 

 

(2) The provisions of Part I do not apply to a statutory arbitra\on if or to the extent that their 
applica\on— 

(a) is inconsistent with the provisions of the enactment concerned, with any rules or 
procedure authorised or recognised by it, or 

(b) is excluded by any other enactment. 

Sec1on 94(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides excep1ons to the applica1on of Part I of the 
Act to statutory arbitra1ons. It states that the provisions of Part I will not apply to a statutory 
arbitra1on if their applica1on is inconsistent with the provisions of the enactment that governs the 
arbitra1on, any rules or procedure authorised or recognised by that enactment, or if their applica1on 
is specifically excluded by any other enactment. 

In simpler terms, this means that Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 will not apply to statutory 
arbitra1ons if it conflicts with the specific rules and procedures established by the relevant enactment 
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or any other applicable law. The inten1on is to allow for flexibility in statutory arbitra1ons and to 
respect the par1cular legisla1ve framework under which these arbitra1ons operate. 

For example, if the enactment establishing the statutory arbitra1on provides detailed procedures and 
rules for the conduct of the arbitra1on, and those procedures differ from the provisions in Part I of the 
Arbitra1on Act, the provisions of Part I would not apply if they are inconsistent with the enactment’s 
provisions. 

Similarly, if another enactment expressly excludes the applica1on of Part I to a par1cular statutory 
arbitra1on, then Part I would not be applicable in that specific case. 

Sec1on 94(2) ensures that the specific statutory scheme and the legisla1ve intent behind a par1cular 
statutory arbitra1on are respected, even if it means devia1ng from the general provisions of Part I of 
the Arbitra1on Act 1996. 

 

(3) In this sec\on and the following provisions of this Part “enactment”— 

(a) in England and Wales, includes an enactment contained in subordinate legisla\on 
within the meaning of the Interpreta\on Act 1978; 

(b) in Northern Ireland, means a statutory provision within the meaning of sec\on 1(f) of 
the Interpreta\on Act (Northern Ireland) 1954. 

Sec1on 94(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides defini1ons for the term “enactment” as used 
in this sec1on and subsequent provisions of Part I of the Act. The term “enactment” refers to the laws 
or provisions that govern the statutory arbitra1on being referred to in the Act. 

The sec1on specifies the meaning of “enactment” for both England and Wales and Northern Ireland: 

1. In England and Wales, “enactment” includes any law or provision contained in 
subordinate legisla1on within the meaning of the Interpreta1on Act 1978. Subordinate 
legisla1on refers to laws or regula1ons made by a person or body under powers conferred 
by an Act of Parliament, rather than directly enacted by Parliament itself. These include 
statutory instruments, orders, rules, regula1ons, and other forms of delegated legisla1on. 

2. In Northern Ireland, “enactment” means any statutory provision within the meaning of 
sec1on 1(f) of the Interpreta1on Act (Northern Ireland) 1954. The Interpreta1on Act 
(Northern Ireland) 1954 provides defini1ons and rules for interpre1ng legisla1on in 
Northern Ireland. A statutory provision refers to any provision or sec1on of a statute or 
law passed by the Northern Ireland Assembly or the UK Parliament that applies in 
Northern Ireland. 

By providing these defini1ons, sec1on 94(3) clarifies the scope of “enactment” for the purpose of 
determining the applica1on of Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 to statutory arbitra1ons in both 
England and Wales and Northern Ireland. 
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95 GENERAL ADAPTATION OF PROVISIONS IN RELATION TO STATUTORY ARBITRATIONS 

(1) The provisions of Part I apply to a statutory arbitra\on— 

(a) as if the arbitra\on were pursuant to an arbitra\on agreement and as if the enactment 
were that agreement, and 

(b) as if the persons by and against whom a claim subject to arbitra\on in pursuance of the 
enactment may be or has been made were par\es to that agreement. 

Sec1on 95(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the applica1on of Part I of the Act to statutory 
arbitra1ons. It states that the provisions of Part I apply to a statutory arbitra1on in the following 
manner: 

1. As if the arbitra1on were pursuant to an arbitra1on agreement: This means that the 
statutory arbitra1on is treated as if it were governed by a regular arbitra1on agreement, 
even though it is established by an enactment (a law or statutory provision). In other 
words, the statutory arbitra1on is considered as if the par1es had voluntarily agreed to 
resolve their disputes through arbitra1on. 

2. As if the enactment were that agreement: The statute or enactment that establishes the 
statutory arbitra1on is treated as if it were the arbitra1on agreement governing the 
proceedings. This means that the terms and condi1ons of the enactment are treated as 
the terms of the arbitra1on agreement. 

3. As if the persons by and against whom a claim subject to arbitra1on in pursuance of the 
enactment may be or has been made were par1es to that agreement: This provision 
clarifies that all the relevant par1es involved in the statutory arbitra1on, whether making 
or facing a claim, are treated as if they were par1es to the arbitra1on agreement specified 
in the enactment. This includes both those making claims and those against whom claims 
are made, and they are bound by the terms of the statutory arbitra1on as if they had 
willingly entered into the arbitra1on agreement. 

By applying Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 in this manner, statutory arbitra1ons are assimilated into 
the framework of regular arbitra1ons governed by private arbitra1on agreements, providing a 
consistent and unified approach to dispute resolu1on under the Act. 

 

(2) Every statutory arbitra\on shall be taken to have its seat in England and Wales or, as the case 
may be, in Northern Ireland. 

Sec1on 95(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that every statutory arbitra1on shall be taken 
to have its seat in England and Wales or, if the statutory arbitra1on is taking place in Northern Ireland, 
then its seat shall be deemed to be in Northern Ireland. 

The concept of the “seat of arbitra1on” is significant in interna1onal commercial arbitra1on as it 
determines the legal framework and the supervisory jurisdic1on under which the arbitra1on 
proceedings are conducted. It also has implica1ons for maSers such as the law governing the 
arbitra1on and the enforceability of the arbitral award. 
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In the context of statutory arbitra1ons, where the arbitra1on is established and governed by a specific 
enactment (a law or statutory provision), the Act deems the seat of such arbitra1on to be in England 
and Wales or Northern Ireland, depending on the jurisdic1on in which the arbitra1on is taking place. 

By designa1ng the seat in this manner, the Act provides clarity and uniformity regarding the applicable 
laws and the supervisory court that would have jurisdic1on over the arbitra1on process. It ensures 
that statutory arbitra1ons are treated consistently with regard to the seat and the procedural 
framework, facilita1ng efficient resolu1on of disputes under the relevant statutory provisions. 

 

96 SPECIFIC ADAPTATIONS OF PROVISIONS IN RELATION TO STATUTORY ARBITRATIONS 

(1) The following provisions of Part I apply to a statutory arbitra\on with the following 
adapta\ons. 

Sec1on 96(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies that certain provisions of Part I of the Act, 
which deals with “Arbitra1on Agreements” and the conduct of arbitra1on proceedings, apply to a 
statutory arbitra1on with specific adapta1ons. This means that even though the statutory arbitra1on 
is established under a specific enactment (law or statutory provision), certain provisions of Part I will 
be applicable to it, but with necessary modifica1ons or adjustments. 

The specific adapta1ons may be needed to ensure that the provisions of Part I are compa1ble with the 
unique features or requirements of the par1cular statutory arbitra1on. These adapta1ons may include 
modifica1ons to procedural aspects, the scope of the arbitra1on, the enforcement of awards, or any 
other relevant maSers. 

The goal of incorpora1ng these provisions with adapta1ons is to maintain a degree of consistency and 
procedural fairness in statutory arbitra1ons while recognising the dis1nc1ve context and objec1ves of 
each par1cular statutory scheme. By doing so, the Act seeks to strike a balance between the overall 
framework of Part I and the specific requirements of statutory arbitra1ons established under different 
enactments. 

 

(2) In sec\on 30(1) (competence of tribunal to rule on its own jurisdic\on), the reference in 
paragraph (a) to whether there is a valid arbitra\on agreement shall be construed as a 
reference to whether the enactment applies to the dispute or difference in ques\on. 

Sec1on 96(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a specific adapta1on to Sec1on 30(1) of the 
Act, which deals with the competence of the arbitral tribunal to rule on its own jurisdic1on. In a 
statutory arbitra1on context, sec1on 30(1)(a) is modified to change the reference of “whether there 
is a valid arbitra1on agreement” to “whether the enactment applies to the dispute or difference in 
ques1on”. 

In a regular arbitra1on under Part I of the Act, sec1on 30(1)(a) allows the arbitral tribunal to determine 
whether there is a valid arbitra1on agreement between the par1es. However, in a statutory 
arbitra1on, there might not be a tradi1onal arbitra1on agreement as par1es are compelled to arbitrate 
under a specific enactment or statutory provision. 
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Instead of assessing the existence or validity of a tradi1onal arbitra1on agreement, sec1on 96(2) 
subs1tutes the reference in sec1on 30(1)(a) with the ques1on of whether the par1cular enactment or 
statute applies to the dispute or difference at hand. This means that the tribunal’s jurisdic1on in a 
statutory arbitra1on will extend to deciding whether the dispute falls within the scope of the relevant 
enactment that mandates arbitra1on. 

The modifica1on ensures that the arbitral tribunal in a statutory arbitra1on focuses on the 
fundamental ques1on of whether the dispute is subject to the statutory arbitra1on mechanism rather 
than determining the existence of a standalone arbitra1on agreement. It reflects the dis1nct nature of 
statutory arbitra1ons where par1es are brought into arbitra1on by force of law rather than voluntary 
agreement. 

 

(3) Sec\on 35 (consolida\on of proceedings and concurrent hearings) applies only so as to 
authorise the consolida\on of proceedings, or concurrent hearings in proceedings, under the 
same enactment. 

Sec1on 96(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a specific adapta1on to sec1on 35 of the 
Act, which deals with the consolida1on of proceedings and concurrent hearings. In the context of 
statutory arbitra1ons, sec1on 35 is modified to limit its applica1on to situa1ons where the proceedings 
are brought under the same enactment or statutory provision. 

In a regular arbitra1on under Part I of the Act, sec1on 35 allows for the consolida1on of two or more 
arbitral proceedings or the holding of concurrent hearings when certain condi1ons are met. This 
consolida1on or concurrent hearing may involve disputes arising from different arbitra1on agreements 
between the same par1es or disputes arising under the same arbitra1on agreement but between 
different par1es. 

However, in a statutory arbitra1on context, sec1on 96(3) restricts the scope of sec1on 35 to only 
permit consolida1on or concurrent hearings in proceedings that arise under the same enactment. This 
means that if there are mul1ple statutory arbitra1ons mandated by different enactments or statutes, 
they cannot be consolidated or heard concurrently under sec1on 35 of the Act. 

The modifica1on ensures that sec1on 35’s provisions are limited to statutory arbitra1ons that have a 
common legisla1ve basis, thereby preven1ng the consolida1on of unrelated statutory arbitra1on 
proceedings or concurrent hearings involving disputes governed by different enactments. The aim is 
to maintain the integrity and separa1on of different statutory arbitra1on regimes, reflec1ng the 
dis1nct nature of each statutory scheme. 

 

(4) Sec\on 46 (rules applicable to substance of dispute) applies with the omission of subsec\on 
(1)(b) (determina\on in accordance with considera\ons agreed by par\es). 

Sec1on 96(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a specific adapta1on to sec1on 46 of the 
Act, which deals with the rules applicable to the substance of the dispute in arbitra1on proceedings. 
In the context of statutory arbitra1ons, Sec1on 46 is modified by the omission of subsec1on (1)(b). 

Under normal circumstances in an arbitra1on governed by Part I of the Act, sec1on 46(1)(b) allows the 
arbitral tribunal to decide the dispute “in accordance with such other considera1ons as are agreed by 
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the par1es”. In other words, the par1es to the arbitra1on agreement may agree that the tribunal can 
take into account certain considera1ons or factors beyond the strict applica1on of the law when 
making its decision. 

However, in the context of statutory arbitra1ons, sec1on 96(4) removes this op1on. It means that, for 
statutory arbitra1ons, the arbitral tribunal is bound to decide the dispute based solely on the relevant 
law and legal principles applicable to the statutory provisions under which the arbitra1on is conducted. 
The tribunal cannot consider other considera1ons that the par1es may have agreed upon in the 
arbitra1on agreement. 

By omi{ng sec1on 46(1)(b), sec1on 96(4) ensures that the arbitra1on tribunal in statutory arbitra1ons 
is restricted to making decisions based exclusively on the legal framework and statutory provisions 
governing the specific statutory arbitra1on. This adapta1on prevents par1es from introducing 
addi1onal considera1ons into the statutory arbitra1on process that are not directly derived from the 
relevant legisla1on or enactment crea1ng the statutory arbitra1on scheme. 

 

97 PROVISIONS EXCLUDED FROM APPLYING TO STATUTORY ARBITRATIONS 

(1) The following provisions of Part I do not apply in rela\on to a statutory arbitra\on— 

(a) sec\on 8 (whether agreement discharged by death of a party); 

(b) sec\on 12 (power of court to extend agreed \me limits); 

(c) sec\ons 9(5), 10(2) and 71(4) (restric\ons on effect of provision that award condi\on 
precedent to right to bring legal proceedings). 

Sec1on 97(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the provisions of Part I that do not apply to 
a statutory arbitra1on. These provisions are as follows: 

1. Sec1on 8: This sec1on deals with the ques1on of whether an arbitra1on agreement is 
discharged by the death of a party. In a statutory arbitra1on, the applica1on of this 
provision is excluded. Therefore, the death of a party to a statutory arbitra1on would not 
automa1cally discharge the arbitra1on agreement. 

2. Sec1on 12: This sec1on relates to the power of the court to extend agreed 1me limits in 
arbitra1on proceedings. In the context of statutory arbitra1ons, this provision is not 
applicable. As a result, the court does not have the authority to extend any 1me limits 
agreed upon by the par1es in the statutory arbitra1on. 

3. Sec1ons 9(5), 10(2), and 71(4): These sec1ons concern the restric1ons on the effect of a 
provision in an agreement that makes the arbitral award a condi1on precedent to the 
right to bring legal proceedings. In statutory arbitra1ons, the applica1on of these 
restric1ons is excluded. This means that a statutory arbitra1on agreement may include a 
provision that makes the arbitral award a condi1on precedent to ini1a1ng legal 
proceedings related to the dispute. 

By excluding these specific provisions from the applica1on to statutory arbitra1ons, the Act allows for 
different rules and procedures in cases involving statutory arbitra1on. The exclusion ensures that the 
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par1cular features and requirements of statutory arbitra1on are respected and that the provisions of 
Part I of the Act, which deal with general arbitra1on agreements, do not conflict with the specific 
statutory scheme. 

 

98 POWER TO MAKE FURTHER PROVISION BY REGULATIONS 

(1) The Secretary of State may make provision by regula\ons for adap\ng or excluding any 
provision of Part I in rela\on to statutory arbitra\ons in general or statutory arbitra\ons of 
any par\cular descrip\on. 

Sec1on 98(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the Secretary of State to create regula1ons 
that adapt or exclude any provision of Part I of the Act concerning statutory arbitra1ons. Statutory 
arbitra1ons are those conducted under a specific enactment or statutory provision, rather than 
through a separate arbitra1on agreement. 

This provision grants the Secretary of State the authority to modify the applica1on of Part I to suit the 
unique characteris1cs and requirements of statutory arbitra1ons. The regula1ons may include 
adjustments to specific provisions of Part I or even exclude certain provisions en1rely if they are not 
compa1ble with the statutory arbitra1on process. 

By gran1ng this regulatory power to the Secretary of State, the Act aims to facilitate a more flexible 
and tailored approach to statutory arbitra1ons. This ensures that the regula1ons governing these 
types of arbitra1ons align with the relevant statutory scheme and meet the specific needs of the 
disputes being resolved through statutory arbitra1on processes. 

 

(2) The power is exercisable whether the enactment concerned is passed or made before or ajer 
the commencement of this Act. 

Sec1on 98(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies that the power granted to the Secretary of 
State to make regula1ons under sec1on 98(1) is not limited to enactments that exist at the 1me the 
Act comes into force. Instead, this power can be exercised regardless of whether the enactment 
concerned was passed or made before or auer the commencement of the Arbitra1on Act. 

This means that the Secretary of State can adapt or exclude provisions of Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 
in rela1on to statutory arbitra1ons conducted under enactments that may come into effect in the 
future. The provision gives the government the flexibility to ensure that the arbitra1on framework 
remains up-to-date and relevant, even as new statutes and legal mechanisms are introduced. By having 
the authority to make necessary adjustments, the legisla1on can beSer accommodate and regulate 
any future statutory arbitra1on procedures effec1vely. 

 

(3) Regula\ons under this sec\on shall be made by statutory instrument which shall be subject 
to annulment in pursuance of a resolu\on of either House of Parliament. 

Sec1on 98(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the procedure for making regula1ons under 
sec1on 98(1). According to this provision, any regula1ons made by the Secretary of State to adapt or 
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exclude provisions of Part I in rela1on to statutory arbitra1ons must be in the form of a statutory 
instrument. A statutory instrument is a type of delegated legisla1on that allows the government to 
make detailed rules and regula1ons without the need for a full Act of Parliament. 

Furthermore, the statutory instrument containing the regula1ons must be laid before both Houses of 
Parliament for considera1on. However, unlike primary legisla1on, which requires a full debate and 
approval by both Houses, the regula1ons made under sec1on 98(1) are subject to a different level of 
scru1ny. They are subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolu1on of either House of Parliament. 
This means that either the House of Commons or the House of Lords has the power to disapprove or 
annul the regula1ons by passing a resolu1on against them. This mechanism provides a form of 
parliamentary control and oversight over the regula1ons and ensures that the provisions introduced 
are subject to scru1ny by elected representa1ves. 
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PART III — RECOGNITION AND ENFORCEMENT OF CERTAIN FOREIGN AWARDS 

ENFORCEMENT OF GENEVA CONVENTION AWARDS 

99 CONTINUATION OF PART II OF THE ARBITRATION ACT 1950 

Part II of the Arbitra\on Act 1950 (enforcement of certain foreign awards) con\nues to apply in 
rela\on to foreign awards within the meaning of that Part which are not also New York Conven\on 
awards. 

Sec1on 99 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the enforcement of foreign arbitral awards 
and specifies the applicability of Part II of the Arbitra1on Act 1950 in rela1on to such awards. 

The key points of Sec1on 99 are as follows: 

1. Part II of the Arbitra1on Act 1950: Part II of the Arbitra1on Act 1950 is a set of provisions 
that deals with the enforcement of certain foreign arbitral awards in the United Kingdom. 

2. Enforcement of Foreign Awards: Part II of the Arbitra1on Act 1950 con1nues to apply to 
foreign awards within the meaning of that Part. 

3. Exclusion of New York Conven1on Awards: The applica1on of Part II of the Arbitra1on Act 
1950 under sec1on 99 is limited to foreign awards that are not also New York Conven1on 
awards. 

Explana1on: 

1. Part II of the Arbitra1on Act 1950 provides a mechanism for the enforcement of foreign 
awards that meet certain criteria. These criteria include awards made in territories to 
which the provisions of the 1950 Act apply, and they must be awards made in pursuance 
of an agreement for arbitra1on that is not covered by the New York Conven1on on the 
Recogni1on and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards. 

2. The New York Conven1on is an interna1onal treaty aimed at facilita1ng the enforcement 
of arbitral awards in different countries. Awards falling under the New York Conven1on 
generally have a more straighlorward enforcement process across the par1cipa1ng 
countries. 

3. Sec1on 99 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996, by allowing Part II of the Arbitra1on Act 
1950 to con1nue applying to foreign awards not covered by the New York Conven1on, 
provides an alterna1ve enforcement route for awards from certain territories or 
jurisdic1ons that are not part of the New York Conven1on or awards that do not meet the 
criteria for recogni1on under the Conven1on. 

It is important to note that sec1on 99 was applicable to the English legal framework before the 
enactment of the New York Conven1on on 16th September 1958. Any changes or amendments to the 
New York Conven1on or the Arbitra1on Act 1950 auer the knowledge cut-off of this AI model may not 
be reflected in this analysis. 
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RECOGNITION AND ENFORCEMENT OF NEW YORK CONVENTION AWARDS 

100 NEW YORK CONVENTION AWARDS 

(1) In this Part a “New York Conven\on award” means an award made, in pursuance of an 
arbitra\on agreement, in the territory of a state (other than the United Kingdom) which is a 
party to the New York Conven\on. 

Sec1on 100(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 defines the term “New York Conven1on award” for 
the purposes of Part III of the Act, which deals with the enforcement of foreign arbitral awards falling 
under the New York Conven1on on the Recogni1on and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards. 

The key point of sec1on 100(1) is as follows: 

1. Defini1on of New York Conven1on Award: In Part III of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996, a 
“New York Conven1on award” means an award that meets the following criteria: 

2. The award must be made in pursuance of an arbitra1on agreement, which means it is a 
result of a valid and enforceable agreement to resolve disputes through arbitra1on. 

3. The award must be made in the territory of a state that is a party to the New York 
Conven1on. The New York Conven1on is an interna1onal treaty aimed at facilita1ng the 
recogni1on and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in par1cipa1ng countries. 

Explana1on: 

1. The New York Conven1on is one of the most significant interna1onal instruments in the 
field of interna1onal arbitra1on. It has been adopted by a large number of countries 
worldwide to promote the recogni1on and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards in a 
simplified and efficient manner. 

2. A New York Conven1on award is an arbitral award that fulfils the criteria set out in the 
Conven1on and is rendered in a territory of a country that is a signatory to the New York 
Conven1on. The Conven1on’s central purpose is to remove barriers to the enforcement 
of arbitral awards across borders, making it easier for par1es to enforce awards obtained 
in one Conven1on country in another. 

3. The defini1on of “New York Conven1on award” provided in sec1on 100(1) is crucial for 
the implementa1on of Part III of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996. Part III sets out the 
procedures for the enforcement of New York Conven1on awards in England and Wales, 
as well as in Northern Ireland. 

It is important to note that the defini1on provided in sec1on 100(1) was current as of the knowledge 
cut-off date of this AI model (September 2021). Any subsequent changes to the New York Conven1on 
or relevant interna1onal trea1es would not be reflected in this analysis. 
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(2) For the purposes of subsec\on (1) and of the provisions of this Part rela\ng to such awards— 

(a) “arbitra\on agreement” means an arbitra\on agreement in wri\ng, and 

(b) an award shall be treated as made at the seat of the arbitra\on, regardless of where it 
was signed, despatched or delivered to any of the par\es. 

In this subsec\on “agreement in wri\ng” and “seat of the arbitra\on” have the same meaning 
as in Part I. 

Sec1on 100(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides specific interpreta1ons and rules for the 
purposes of defining and enforcing New York Conven1on awards under Part III of the Act. The 
subsec1on is divided into two parts: 

1. Defini1on of “Arbitra1on Agreement”: 

2. According to sec1on 100(2)(a), for the purposes of determining whether an award 
qualifies as a New York Conven1on award and for enforcing such awards under Part III of 
the Act, the term “arbitra1on agreement” has the same meaning as in Part I of the Act. 

3. Part I of the Act deals with general provisions related to arbitra1on agreements, including 
their validity, form, and interpreta1on. Therefore, an “arbitra1on agreement” in this 
context must meet the criteria specified in Part I, including being in wri1ng, whether in a 
document signed by the par1es or in an exchange of leSers, telex, telegrams, or other 
means of communica1on providing a record of the agreement. 

Seat of the Arbitra1on: 

1. According to sec1on 100(2)(b), for the purposes of determining the enforcement of New 
York Conven1on awards, the seat of the arbitra1on is of par1cular significance. Regardless 
of where the award was signed, despatched, or delivered to the par1es, it shall be treated 
as made at the “seat of the arbitra1on”. 

2. The “seat of the arbitra1on” has the same meaning as in Part I of the Act. It is the legal 
place where the arbitra1on is deemed to have its closest connec1on, and it ouen 
determines the legal framework governing the arbitra1on proceedings and the courts 
with supervisory jurisdic1on over the arbitra1on. 

Explana1on: 

1. Sec1on 100(2) provides essen1al defini1ons and clarifica1ons to facilitate the 
enforcement of New York Conven1on awards in the United Kingdom. 

2. The requirement that the arbitra1on agreement must be in wri1ng is in line with the New 
York Conven1on’s provisions. The Conven1on, in Ar1cle II(2), requires that an arbitra1on 
agreement must be in wri1ng, and its requirements are widely interpreted to encompass 
agreements concluded by various means, including wriSen documents and electronic 
communica1ons. 

3. The significance of the seat of the arbitra1on is underscored in interna1onal arbitra1on 
because it determines the legal framework and procedural rules governing the 
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arbitra1on. Trea1ng the award as made at the seat ensures that the courts of the country 
where the arbitra1on has its seat have supervisory jurisdic1on over the award and can 
exercise control over any poten1al challenges or enforcement proceedings. 

It is important to note that the defini1ons of “arbitra1on agreement” and “seat of the arbitra1on” 
provided in sec1on 100(2) refer to the meanings ascribed to these terms in Part I of the Act. Therefore, 
any specific requirements or rules related to these terms in Part I also apply to New York Conven1on 
awards for enforcement purposes. 

 

(3) If Her Majesty by Order in Council declares that a state specified in the Order is a party to the 
New York Conven\on, or is a party in respect of any territory so specified, the Order shall, 
while in force, be conclusive evidence of that fact. 

Sec1on 100(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 introduces a mechanism to determine whether a 
state is a party to the New York Conven1on on the Recogni1on and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral 
Awards. The subsec1on outlines the role of an Order in Council in making a conclusive determina1on 
of a state’s status with respect to its par1cipa1on in the New York Conven1on. Explana1on: 

1. The New York Conven1on is an interna1onal treaty that aims to facilitate the recogni1on 
and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards among contrac1ng states. As of my knowledge 
cut-off date in September 2021, the New York Conven1on has been widely ra1fied, with 
numerous countries being par1es to it. 

2. Sec1on 100(3) provides a procedure for officially recognising a state’s status as a party to 
the New York Conven1on. If Her Majesty, by Order in Council, declares that a specific state 
is a party to the New York Conven1on or is a party in respect of any specified territory, 
that declara1on is considered conclusive evidence of that fact. 

3. The use of “Order in Council” refers to a legal instrument used by the Bri1sh government 
to make decisions without requiring parliamentary approval. Orders in Council are issued 
by the Queen on the advice of the Privy Council or the Cabinet. 

4. By making an Order in Council declaring a state’s status in rela1on to the New York 
Conven1on, the Act ensures a straighlorward and authorita1ve method for determining 
whether a state is a party to the Conven1on. This method avoids the need for case-by-
case verifica1on, and the Order, while in force, serves as conclusive evidence of the state’s 
status. 

It is important to note that the informa1on regarding state par1es to interna1onal conven1ons may 
change over 1me due to new accessions, ra1fica1ons, or denuncia1ons. Therefore, the actual list of 
states party to the New York Conven1on should be verified with up-to-date sources, such as official 
government records and relevant interna1onal organisa1ons. 

The purpose of this provision is to streamline the process of confirming a state’s status in rela1on to 
the New York Conven1on, ensuring legal certainty and consistency in interna1onal arbitra1on and the 
enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. 
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(4) In this sec\on “the New York Conven\on” means the Conven\on on the Recogni\on and 
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards adopted by the United Na\ons Conference on 
Interna\onal Commercial Arbitra\on on 10th June 1958. 

Sec1on 100(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a specific defini1on of “the New York 
Conven1on” for the purposes of this Act. The subsec1on clarifies that when the Act refers to “the New 
York Conven1on”, it is referring to the Conven1on on the Recogni1on and Enforcement of Foreign 
Arbitral Awards, which was adopted by the United Na1ons Conference on Interna1onal Commercial 
Arbitra1on on 10th June 1958. Explana1on: 

1. The New York Conven1on is an interna1onal treaty that aims to promote the recogni1on 
and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards among contrac1ng states. Its primary 
objec1ve is to facilitate the enforcement of arbitral awards issued in one member state in 
the territory of another member state, making it easier for par1es to enforce their rights 
and seek remedies in interna1onal arbitra1on. 

2. The Conven1on was adopted by the United Na1ons Conference on Interna1onal 
Commercial Arbitra1on, also known as the “New York Conference”, which took place in 
New York on 10th June 1958. The Conference was aSended by representa1ves from 
various countries and led to the establishment of the New York Conven1on as a 
framework for the recogni1on and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. 

3. By incorpora1ng the specific date and context of the New York Conven1on’s adop1on, 
Sec1on 100(4) ensures clarity and precision in iden1fying the treaty to which the Act 
refers. It confirms that the New York Conven1on being men1oned in the Act is the one 
adopted in 1958. 

4. It is common for legal documents and statutes to include precise references to 
interna1onal trea1es or conven1ons to avoid any ambiguity or confusion, especially when 
mul1ple conven1ons share similar names or abbrevia1ons. 

5. The New York Conven1on has been widely ra1fied and is considered one of the most 
important interna1onal instruments in the field of interna1onal arbitra1on. As of my 
knowledge cut-off date in September 2021, it has been adopted by numerous countries 
worldwide and con1nues to play a significant role in facilita1ng the enforcement of 
arbitral awards in cross-border disputes. 

It is essen1al to keep in mind that conven1ons and trea1es may be amended or modified over 1me, 
and new conven1ons with similar objec1ves may be established. As a result, any updates or 
amendments to the New York Conven1on auer the knowledge cut-off date would need to be verified 
with official sources. 
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101 RECOGNITION AND ENFORCEMENT OF AWARDS 

(1) A New York Conven\on award shall be recognised as binding on the persons as between 
whom it was made, and may accordingly be relied on by those persons by way of defence, set-
off or otherwise in any legal proceedings in England and Wales or Northern Ireland. 

Sec1on 101(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 pertains to the recogni1on and enforceability of 
New York Conven1on awards in England and Wales or Northern Ireland. This provision ensures that 
such awards are given full effect and are considered legally binding on the par1es involved. 
Explana1on: 

1. “New York Conven1on award” refers to an arbitral award made in pursuance of an 
arbitra1on agreement in the territory of a state that is a party to the New York Conven1on 
(as defined in sec1on 100(1)). 

2. The provision states that a New York Conven1on award shall be recognised as binding on 
the par1es between whom it was made. In other words, once an arbitral tribunal issues 
an award in accordance with the New York Conven1on, that award carries the same legal 
force as a court judgment, and the par1es are obligated to comply with its terms. 

3. The award can be relied upon by the par1es in any legal proceedings within the 
jurisdic1ons of England and Wales or Northern Ireland. This means that if a dispute arises 
between the par1es covered by the award, the prevailing party can use the award as a 
defence, set-off, or any other relevant purpose in subsequent legal proceedings. 

4. “By way of defence, set-off, or otherwise” means that the New York Conven1on award 
can be used by the par1es to protect their interests or assert their rights in response to 
claims or ac1ons brought against them in court. It allows par1es to invoke the award as 
evidence or as a legal basis for their posi1on in li1ga1on or other legal processes. 

5. The recogni1on and enforceability of New York Conven1on awards are essen1al elements 
of the Conven1on’s objec1ve to facilitate the efficient resolu1on of interna1onal 
commercial disputes through arbitra1on. By recognising the finality and enforceability of 
arbitral awards, the New York Conven1on enhances the aSrac1veness and effec1veness 
of interna1onal arbitra1on as an alterna1ve to court li1ga1on. 

6. The enforcement of New York Conven1on awards in England and Wales or Northern 
Ireland is governed by the relevant provisions of the Arbitra1on Act 1996, which include 
the detailed procedures for seeking recogni1on and enforcement. 

It is important to note that while the Act applies to England and Wales or Northern Ireland, similar 
principles for recognising and enforcing New York Conven1on awards are found in other jurisdic1ons 
worldwide that are par1es to the Conven1on. 
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(2) A New York Conven\on award may, by leave of the court, be enforced in the same manner as 
a judgment or order of the court to the same effect. 

As to the meaning of “the court” see sec\on 105. 

Sec1on 101(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses the enforcement of a New York 
Conven1on award in England and Wales or Northern Ireland. It provides a mechanism for recognising 
and enforcing such awards in a manner similar to a domes1c judgment or court order. Key points 
regarding sec1on 101(2): 

1. Enforcement of New York Conven1on Award: Once a New York Conven1on award has 
been recognised by the court, the winning party (the party in whose favour the award 
was made) can seek enforcement of the award. This enforcement allows the successful 
party to obtain the benefits awarded to them under the award. 

2. Leave of the Court: Before a New York Conven1on award can be enforced as a judgment 
or order of the court, the winning party must obtain “leave of the court”. This means that 
the successful party must seek permission from the court to proceed with the 
enforcement process. 

3. Enforcement as a Judgment or Order: With the court’s permission (leave), the New York 
Conven1on award can be enforced in the same manner as a judgment or order of the 
court. This includes all the remedies and mechanisms available for enforcing court 
judgments in England and Wales or Northern Ireland, such as the issuance of a writ of 
execu1on to recover monetary awards or other remedies ordered by the arbitral tribunal. 

4. Meaning of “The Court”: Sec1on 101(2) refers to “the court” as the authority responsible 
for gran1ng leave to enforce the New York Conven1on award. The specific court is 
determined based on the jurisdic1on in which the enforcement is sought. For clarity on 
the court’s iden1ty, reference is made to Sec1on 105 of the Arbitra1on Act 1996. 

Overall, sec1on 101(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 reinforces the enforceability of New York 
Conven1on awards and provides an effec1ve mechanism for par1es to enforce their rights and benefits 
arising from such awards in England and Wales or Northern Ireland. 

 

(3) Where leave is so given, judgment may be entered in terms of the award. 

Sec1on 101(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a straighlorward process for conver1ng a 
New York Conven1on award, for which leave has been granted for enforcement, into a court judgment. 
Once the court grants leave to enforce the New York Conven1on award, the winning party can apply 
to the court for judgment to be entered in terms of the award. Key points regarding sec1on 101(3): 

1. Conversion to Judgment: When the court grants leave for enforcement of a New York 
Conven1on award, it essen1ally acknowledges the award’s validity and enforces it as if it 
were a judgment or order of the court. This allows the successful party to execute the 
award’s terms using the court’s enforcement mechanisms. 

2. Simplified Process: By conver1ng the award into a judgment, the winning party can rely 
on the usual procedures and enforcement mechanisms available for enforcing court 
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judgments in England and Wales or Northern Ireland. This streamlines the enforcement 
process and provides an efficient means of obtaining the benefits awarded under the New 
York Conven1on award. 

3. Legal Effect: Once the New York Conven1on award is converted into a court judgment, it 
gains the legal force and effect of a judgment or order issued by the court. The winning 
party can then enforce the judgment through various means, such as seizure of assets, 
freezing orders, or other enforcement measures provided by the court. 

In summary, sec1on 101(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 simplifies the enforcement process for 
New York Conven1on awards by allowing them to be converted into court judgments. This grants the 
winning party access to the court’s enforcement mechanisms, making it easier to enforce the award 
and obtain the benefits awarded under the arbitra1on. 

 

102 EVIDENCE TO BE PRODUCED BY PARTY SEEKING RECOGNITION OR ENFORCEMENT 

(1) A party seeking the recogni\on or enforcement of a New York Conven\on award must 
produce— 

(a) the duly authen\cated original award or a duly cer\fied copy of it, and 

(b) the original arbitra\on agreement or a duly cer\fied copy of it. 

Sec1on 102(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the documentary requirements for a party 
seeking the recogni1on or enforcement of a New York Conven1on award in England and Wales or 
Northern Ireland. To facilitate the process, the party seeking recogni1on or enforcement must produce 
the following documents: 

1. Duly Authen1cated Original Award or Cer1fied Copy: The party must provide either the 
original New York Conven1on award, which has been duly authen1cated, or a cer1fied 
copy of the award. A duly authen1cated original award is an original award that has been 
verified or cer1fied by the competent authority in the country where the arbitra1on took 
place or where the award was rendered. If the party cannot produce the original award, 
a cer1fied copy, which is a copy of the award that has been officially verified as a true and 
accurate reproduc1on of the original, may be submiSed instead. 

2. Original Arbitra1on Agreement or Cer1fied Copy: In addi1on to the award, the party must 
produce the original arbitra1on agreement that formed the basis for the arbitra1on 
proceedings. This agreement sets out the par1es’ agreement to submit their disputes to 
arbitra1on. If the original arbitra1on agreement is not available, a cer1fied copy of the 
agreement can be provided. 

These documentary requirements are crucial for the court to determine the validity and authen1city 
of the New York Conven1on award and the existence of a valid arbitra1on agreement between the 
par1es. By providing the authen1cated award and the arbitra1on agreement, the party seeking 
recogni1on or enforcement establishes the necessary founda1on for the court to proceed with the 
enforcement process under the New York Conven1on. 
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It is important to note that the requirements of sec1on 102(1) apply specifically to par1es seeking 
recogni1on or enforcement of New York Conven1on awards, and failure to comply with these 
documentary requirements may hinder the enforcement process. 

 

(2) If the award or agreement is in a foreign language, the party must also produce a transla\on 
of it cer\fied by an official or sworn translator or by a diploma\c or consular agent. 

Sec1on 102(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides an addi1onal requirement for par1es 
seeking the recogni1on or enforcement of a New York Conven1on award when the award or the 
arbitra1on agreement is in a foreign language. In such cases, the party must submit a cer1fied 
transla1on of the award or the agreement along with the original or cer1fied copy. The key points of 
sec1on 102(2) are as follows: 

1. Foreign Language Documents: If the New York Conven1on award or the arbitra1on 
agreement is wriSen in a foreign language not understood by the court, it is necessary to 
provide an accurate transla1on into a language the court can comprehend. 

2. Cer1fied Transla1on: The transla1on must be cer1fied by an official or sworn translator, 
or by a diploma1c or consular agent. This requirement ensures the accuracy and reliability 
of the transla1on, as it is cer1fied by a competent authority or qualified professional who 
is proficient in both languages. 

The purpose of requiring a cer1fied transla1on is to enable the court to understand the contents and 
implica1ons of the New York Conven1on award and the arbitra1on agreement. This ensures that the 
court can properly assess whether the award meets the criteria for recogni1on and enforcement under 
the New York Conven1on. 

By providing a cer1fied transla1on, the party seeking recogni1on or enforcement ensures that all 
relevant informa1on is accessible to the court, facilita1ng the recogni1on or enforcement process. 
Failing to provide a cer1fied transla1on when required could poten1ally delay or hinder the 
enforcement proceedings. 

 

103 REFUSAL OF RECOGNITION OR ENFORCEMENT 

(1) Recogni\on or enforcement of a New York Conven\on award shall not be refused except in 
the following cases. 

Sec1on 103(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the limited grounds upon which recogni1on 
or enforcement of a New York Conven1on award may be refused. The New York Conven1on is designed 
to promote the recogni1on and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards, and the principle of limited 
grounds for refusal is central to its objec1ves. The key points of sec1on 103(1) are as follows: 

1. Limited Grounds for Refusal: Recogni1on or enforcement of a New York Conven1on award 
shall only be refused in specific cases specified by law. 

2. Exclusive Grounds: The grounds for refusal men1oned in Sec1on 103(1) represent the 
exclusive and exhaus1ve list of reasons for which recogni1on or enforcement may be 
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denied. In other words, the court cannot refuse enforcement on any other grounds 
beyond those provided in this sec1on. 

3. It is essen1al to understand the specific grounds for refusal men1oned in Sec1on 103(1). 
These grounds include: 

a. Incapacity: Recogni1on or enforcement may be refused if a party to the arbitra1on 
agreement was under some legal incapacity under the law applicable to them. 

b. Invalid Arbitra1on Agreement: If the arbitra1on agreement was not valid under the 
law to which the par1es subjected it, or if there was no indica1on of the applicable 
law, and the agreement is found to be invalid under the law of the country where 
the award was made, the court may refuse recogni1on or enforcement. 

c. Lack of Proper No1ce: If a party was not given proper no1ce of the appointment of 
the arbitrator or of the arbitra1on proceedings, or was otherwise unable to present 
their case, recogni1on or enforcement may be refused. 

d. MaSers Beyond the Submission: If the award deals with a difference not 
contemplated by or not falling within the terms of the submission to arbitra1on, or 
contains decisions on maSers beyond the scope of the submission, recogni1on or 
enforcement may be refused. 

e. Procedural Irregulari1es: Recogni1on or enforcement may be denied if the 
composi1on of the arbitral tribunal or the arbitral procedure was not in accordance 
with the agreement of the par1es or, failing such agreement, with the law of the 
country in which the arbitra1on took place. 

f. Non-Binding or Set Aside Award: If the award has not yet become binding on the 
par1es, or if it has been set aside or suspended by a competent authority in the 
country where it was made, recogni1on or enforcement may be refused. 

The limited and specific grounds for refusal under the New York Conven1on are intended to ensure 
that foreign arbitral awards are generally enforceable and that the enforcement process is consistent 
and predictable across different jurisdic1ons. This promotes interna1onal trade and the finality and 
enforceability of arbitral awards worldwide. 
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(2) Recogni\on or enforcement of the award may be refused if the person against whom it is 
invoked proves— 

(a) that a party to the arbitra\on agreement was (under the law applicable to him) under 
some incapacity; 

(b) that the arbitra\on agreement was not valid under the law to which the par\es 
subjected it or, failing any indica\on thereon, under the law of the country where the 
award was made; 

(c) that he was not given proper no\ce of the appointment of the arbitrator or of the 
arbitra\on proceedings or was otherwise unable to present his case; 

(d) that the award deals with a difference not contemplated by or not falling within the 
terms of the submission to arbitra\on or contains decisions on ma_ers beyond the 
scope of the submission to arbitra\on (but see subsec\on (4)); 

(e) that the composi\on of the arbitral tribunal or the arbitral procedure was not in 
accordance with the agreement of the par\es or, failing such agreement, with the law 
of the country in which the arbitra\on took place; 

(f) that the award has not yet become binding on the par\es, or has been set aside or 
suspended by a competent authority of the country in which, or under the law of which, 
it was made. 

Sec1on 103(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 outlines the grounds on which recogni1on or 
enforcement of a New York Conven1on award may be refused. Despite being recognised as binding 
and enforceable under sec1on 101(1), there are circumstances where a party may seek to challenge 
or resist enforcement based on certain specified grounds. Explana1on of the grounds for refusal: 

1. Incapacity: Recogni1on or enforcement may be refused if a party to the arbitra1on 
agreement was legally incapacitated under the law applicable to them. For example, if a 
party was under-age, lacked mental capacity, or was subject to legal restric1ons that 
prevented them from entering into the arbitra1on agreement. 

2. Invalid Arbitra1on Agreement: If a party can demonstrate that the arbitra1on agreement 
was not valid under the law to which the par1es subjected it, or under the law of the 
country where the award was made, the recogni1on or enforcement may be refused. This 
could arise if the agreement was not in wri1ng as required by the law or if the par1es did 
not comply with other formali1es specified by the applicable law. 

3. Lack of Proper No1ce or Inability to Present Case: If a party can show that they were not 
properly no1fied of the appointment of the arbitrator or of the arbitra1on proceedings, 
or if they were otherwise unable to present their case, recogni1on or enforcement may 
be refused. This is to ensure that par1es have a fair opportunity to par1cipate in the 
arbitra1on process and defend their interests. 

4. Award Exceeds Scope of Submission: Recogni1on or enforcement may be refused if the 
award deals with a dispute that was not contemplated by or does not fall within the terms 
of the submission to arbitra1on or contains decisions on maSers beyond the scope of the 
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submission. However, there is an excep1on to this ground under subsec1on (4) of Sec1on 
101. 

5. Non-Compliance with Arbitral Procedure: If the composi1on of the arbitral tribunal or the 
arbitral procedure used was not in accordance with the agreement of the par1es or, in 
the absence of such agreement, with the law of the country in which the arbitra1on took 
place, recogni1on or enforcement may be refused. This is to ensure that par1es receive 
the procedural fairness they agreed upon. 

6. Award Not Binding, Set Aside, or Suspended: Recogni1on or enforcement may be refused 
if the award has not yet become binding on the par1es, or if it has been set aside or 
suspended by a competent authority in the country where it was made or under the law 
governing that country. 

It is essen1al to note that these grounds for refusal are intended to safeguard the integrity and fairness 
of the arbitra1on process and ensure that the enforcement of New York Conven1on awards does not 
violate fundamental principles of jus1ce or public policy in the enforcing country. 

 

(3) Recogni\on or enforcement of the award may also be refused if the award is in respect of a 
ma_er which is not capable of se_lement by arbitra\on, or if it would be contrary to public 
policy to recognise or enforce the award. 

Sec1on 103(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides addi1onal grounds on which recogni1on 
or enforcement of a New York Conven1on award may be refused. These grounds are aimed at 
maintaining the integrity of the arbitral process and protec1ng fundamental principles of jus1ce and 
public policy. 

Explana1on of the grounds for refusal: 

1. MaSer Not Capable of SeSlement by Arbitra1on: Recogni1on or enforcement may be 
refused if the subject maSer of the award is not capable of being resolved through 
arbitra1on. Certain types of disputes may be considered inappropriate for arbitra1on due 
to their nature or complexity. For example, maSers involving criminal offenses or issues 
of public law might not be suitable for private arbitra1on. 

2. Contrary to Public Policy: Recogni1on or enforcement of the award may be refused if 
doing so would be contrary to public policy in the enforcing jurisdic1on. This is an 
essen1al safeguard to prevent the enforcement of awards that violate fundamental 
principles of jus1ce or go against the public interest. The concept of public policy is not 
precisely defined in the Act and is subject to the interpreta1on of the court based on the 
prevailing legal and moral values in the jurisdic1on. 

It is essen1al to recognise that the grounds for refusal under sec1on 103(3) are aimed at ensuring that 
the recogni1on and enforcement of New York Conven1on awards do not undermine the principles of 
fairness, jus1ce, and public policy in the enforcing country. The courts have the authority to review 
and assess the award’s compliance with these grounds to prevent enforcement of awards that could 
be prejudicial to the public interest or contrary to the values of the jurisdic1on where recogni1on or 
enforcement is sought. 
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(4) An award which contains decisions on ma_ers not submi_ed to arbitra\on may be recognised 
or enforced to the extent that it contains decisions on ma_ers submi_ed to arbitra\on which 
can be separated from those on ma_ers not so submi_ed. 

Sec1on 103(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 addresses situa1ons where a New York Conven1on 
award contains decisions on both maSers submiSed to arbitra1on and maSers that were not part of 
the arbitra1on agreement or submission. This provision establishes the principle of severability, 
allowing for par1al recogni1on and enforcement of an award that addresses both arbitrable and non-
arbitrable issues. Explana1on of the principle of severability: 

1. MaSers Not SubmiSed to Arbitra1on: If an award includes decisions on issues that were 
not part of the arbitra1on agreement or submission, those decisions are not enforceable. 
In other words, the non-arbitrable maSers cannot be recognised or enforced through the 
New York Conven1on procedure. 

2. MaSers SubmiSed to Arbitra1on: However, if the award also contains decisions on 
maSers that were properly submiSed to arbitra1on, those decisions can s1ll be 
recognised and enforced. The enforceable por1on of the award pertains to the arbitrable 
issues that were legi1mately subject to the arbitra1on process. 

3. Separability of Arbitrable and Non-Arbitrable MaSers: The principle of severability allows 
the court to separate the arbitrable maSers from the non-arbitrable ones and enforce the 
former while disregarding the laSer. The court will review the award to determine if the 
arbitrable and non-arbitrable issues can be easily dis1nguished and separated. 

The purpose of this provision is to avoid rendering the en1re award unenforceable merely because it 
addresses both arbitrable and non-arbitrable maSers. By allowing par1al enforcement, the Act aims 
to uphold the valid decisions of the arbitral tribunal while respec1ng the limita1ons of arbitra1on and 
the jurisdic1on of courts over certain issues. 

 

(5) Where an applica\on for the sepng aside or suspension of the award has been made to such 
a competent authority as is men\oned in subsec\on (2)(f), the court before which the award 
is sought to be relied upon may, if it considers it proper, adjourn the decision on the 
recogni\on or enforcement of the award. 

It may also on the applica\on of the party claiming recogni\on or enforcement of the award 
order the other party to give suitable security. 

Sec1on 103(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides certain measures that the court may take 
when an applica1on has been made to set aside or suspend a New York Conven1on award. The sec1on 
allows the court to adjourn the decision on the recogni1on or enforcement of the award if such an 
applica1on is pending before a competent authority as men1oned in subsec1on (2)(f). Addi1onally, 
the court may order the party seeking recogni1on or enforcement of the award to provide suitable 
security upon the applica1on of the other party. The key points of sec1on 103(5) are as follows: 

1. Adjournment of Decision: If an applica1on has been made to set aside or suspend the 
New York Conven1on award before a competent authority, the court before which the 
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recogni1on or enforcement of the award is sought may choose to adjourn its decision. 
This means that the court may delay ruling on the recogni1on or enforcement of the 
award un1l the outcome of the applica1on before the competent authority is known. The 
purpose of this provision is to avoid poten1al conflic1ng decisions regarding the 
enforceability of the award. 

2. Security for Recogni1on or Enforcement: In certain cases, the court may order the party 
claiming recogni1on or enforcement of the award to provide suitable security. This 
security serves as a financial guarantee to the other party in case the award is later set 
aside or otherwise found unenforceable. The court has the discre1on to decide whether 
such security is necessary and what form it should take. 

These provisions aim to strike a balance between the need for efficiency and finality in the recogni1on 
and enforcement of arbitral awards while respec1ng the due process rights of par1es to challenge 
awards under the New York Conven1on. By allowing the court to adjourn its decision when an 
applica1on is pending before a competent authority, the Act ensures that there is no rush to enforce 
the award while its validity is being examined. Addi1onally, the possibility of ordering security provides 
a measure of protec1on for the party opposing the recogni1on or enforcement of the award, 
mi1ga1ng poten1al harm in case the award is later invalidated. 

 

104 SAVING FOR OTHER BASES OF RECOGNITION OR ENFORCEMENT 

(1) Nothing in the preceding provisions of this Part affects any right to rely upon or enforce a New 
York Conven\on award at common law or under sec\on 66. 

Sec1on 104(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies the rela1onship between the provisions of 
Part III of the Act (which deals with the recogni1on and enforcement of New York Conven1on awards) 
and other rights to rely upon or enforce such awards. The key point of sec1on 104(1) is as follows: 

Sec1on 104(1) reinforces that nothing in the preceding provisions of Part III of the Act, which 
specifically govern the recogni1on and enforcement of New York Conven1on awards, affects any right 
to rely upon or enforce a New York Conven1on award at common law or under Sec1on 66 of the Act. 

In essence, sec1on 104(1) preserves any exis1ng rights that par1es may have under the common law 
or other provisions of the Act to enforce New York Conven1on awards. It ensures that the availability 
of remedies for enforcing such awards is not restricted or limited by the specific procedures and 
requirements set out in Part III of the Act. 

In prac1cal terms, this means that par1es seeking to enforce a New York Conven1on award in England 
and Wales or Northern Ireland may choose to rely on the provisions of Part III of the Act or pursue 
enforcement under other applicable laws, including the common law or Sec1on 66 of the Act, as they 
see fit. This provision provides par1es with flexibility in how they enforce New York Conven1on awards 
while ensuring that the statutory recogni1on and enforcement regime is not the exclusive op1on 
available to them. 
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PART IV — GENERAL PROVISIONS 

105 MEANING OF “THE COURT”: JURISDICTION OF HIGH COURT AND COUNTY COURT 

(1) In this Act “the court” in rela\on to England and Wales means the High Court or the county 
court and in rela\on to Northern Ireland means the High Court or a county court, subject to 
the following provisions. 

Sec1on 105(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides a defini1on of “the court” as it is used 
throughout the Act, specifically in rela1on to England and Wales and Northern Ireland. The defini1on 
of “the court” is significant because it determines which courts have jurisdic1on over various maSers 
arising under the Act. According to sec1on 105(1): 

1. In England and Wales: “The court” refers to both the High Court and the county court. 
This means that any references in the Act to ac1ons, applica1ons, or decisions that must 
be taken to court in England and Wales can be brought before either the High Court or 
the county court, depending on the circumstances and the nature of the case. 

2. In Northern Ireland: “The court” refers to either the High Court or a county court. This 
means that any references in the Act to ac1ons, applica1ons, or decisions that must be 
taken to court in Northern Ireland can be brought before either the High Court or a county 
court, depending on the jurisdic1onal limits of the county court and the nature of the 
case. 

The Act’s provisions will apply differently depending on whether the maSer is brought before the High 
Court or the county court in England and Wales or Northern Ireland. The choice of court may depend 
on factors such as the complexity of the case, the amount in dispute, and the loca1on of the par1es 
involved. 

It is important to note that “the court” may also include an eligible High Court judge or an official 
referee who has accepted an appointment as a sole arbitrator or umpire in accordance with Sec1on 
93 of the Act, but these are specific situa1ons where judicial authori1es act as arbitrators and not in 
their usual court capacity. 

 

(2) The Lord Chancellor may by order make provision— 

(a) alloca\ng proceedings under this Act in England and Wales to the High Court or the 
county court; 

(a) alloca\ng proceedings under this Act in Northern Ireland to the High Court or to county 
courts; or 

(b) specifying proceedings under this Act which may be commenced or taken only in the 
High Court or in the county court or (as the case may be) a county court. 

Sec1on 105(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the Lord Chancellor the authority to issue an 
order that allocates certain proceedings under the Act to either the High Court or the county court in 
England and Wales or the High Court or county courts in Northern Ireland. This alloca1on determines 
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which court or courts will have jurisdic1on over specific types of proceedings related to arbitra1on 
under the Act. 

The sec1on outlines three main categories of orders that the Lord Chancellor may make: 

1. Alloca1ng Proceedings: The Lord Chancellor may issue an order that allocates proceedings 
under the Arbitra1on Act in England and Wales to either the High Court or the county 
court. This means that the order can determine which court will handle par1cular types 
of arbitra1on-related cases based on factors such as complexity, subject maSer, or the 
amount in dispute. 

2. Alloca1ng Proceedings in Northern Ireland: Similar to the first point, the Lord Chancellor 
may make an order alloca1ng proceedings under the Arbitra1on Act in Northern Ireland 
to either the High Court or county courts. This ensures that cases related to arbitra1on in 
Northern Ireland are handled by the appropriate court or courts as determined by the 
order. 

3. Specifying Proceedings: The Lord Chancellor may issue an order that specifies certain 
proceedings under the Arbitra1on Act that may only be commenced or taken in the High 
Court or a county court (or county courts in Northern Ireland). This means that certain 
types of cases related to arbitra1on will have a prescribed court where they must be filed 
or heard. 

The purpose of these orders is to streamline the process and ensure efficiency in the handling of 
arbitra1on-related maSers under the Arbitra1on Act. By alloca1ng specific types of proceedings to 
designated courts, the Lord Chancellor aims to provide clarity and consistency in the resolu1on of 
disputes arising from arbitra1on agreements. This arrangement helps in managing the workload of 
different courts and allows for a more tailored approach to resolving disputes based on their 
complexi1es and legal requirements. 

 

(3) The Lord Chancellor may by order make provision requiring proceedings of any specified 
descrip\on under this Act in rela\on to which a county court in Northern Ireland has 
jurisdic\on to be commenced or taken in one or more specified county courts. 

Any jurisdic\on so exercisable by a specified county court is exercisable throughout Northern 
Ireland. 

Sec1on 105(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the Lord Chancellor to issue an order that 
s1pulates certain provisions regarding proceedings under the Act in Northern Ireland. Specifically, the 
Lord Chancellor can require that proceedings of a specific descrip1on related to the Act, in which a 
county court in Northern Ireland has jurisdic1on, must be commenced or taken in one or more 
designated county courts. 

This provision is primarily concerned with streamlining the administra1on of arbitra1on-related 
proceedings in Northern Ireland by designa1ng specific county courts where certain types of cases 
must be filed or heard. By doing so, the Lord Chancellor aims to ensure efficiency and consistency in 
handling such proceedings. 

Key points regarding sec1on 105(3) are as follows: 
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1. Designa1on of County Courts: The Lord Chancellor can iden1fy and specify one or more 
county courts in Northern Ireland where par1cular proceedings under the Act are 
required to be commenced or taken. This designa1on aims to ensure that cases related 
to the Act are centralised in designated courts, allowing for beSer management and 
resolu1on of such disputes. 

2. Exercisability of Jurisdic1on: Any jurisdic1on granted to the specified county court(s) to 
handle the designated proceedings is exercisable throughout Northern Ireland. This 
means that the designated county court(s) will have the authority to hear and adjudicate 
on the specified cases, regardless of their geographic loca1on within Northern Ireland. 

Overall, sec1on 105(3) grants the Lord Chancellor the flexibility to issue orders that centralise the 
handling of specific types of arbitra1on-related proceedings in Northern Ireland, thereby streamlining 
the judicial process and ensuring effec1ve resolu1on of disputes arising from arbitra1on agreements 
within the region. 

 

(3A) The Lord Chancellor must consult the Lord Chief Jus\ce of England and Wales or the Lord Chief 
Jus\ce of Northern Ireland (as the case may be) before making an order under this sec\on. 

Sec1on 105(3A) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 imposes a requirement that the Lord Chancellor 
must consult with the Lord Chief Jus1ce of England and Wales or the Lord Chief Jus1ce of Northern 
Ireland (as applicable) before making an order under Sec1on 105(3) of the Act. This provision ensures 
that there is a formal consulta1on process in place between the Lord Chancellor and the respec1ve 
Lord Chief Jus1ce, depending on whether the order pertains to England and Wales or Northern Ireland. 

The purpose of this consulta1on requirement is to facilitate communica1on and collabora1on 
between the execu1ve and judicial branches of the legal system. By consul1ng with the relevant Lord 
Chief Jus1ce, the Lord Chancellor can seek their input, insights, and recommenda1ons on maSers 
related to the alloca1on and handling of arbitra1on-related proceedings in the respec1ve jurisdic1on. 

The involvement of the Lord Chief Jus1ces in the decision-making process is crucial as they are the 
heads of the judiciary in their respec1ve jurisdic1ons. Their exper1se and knowledge of the court 
system, caseload, and resource availability can provide valuable guidance to the Lord Chancellor in 
making informed decisions about the alloca1on of proceedings under the Act. 

In summary, sec1on 105(3A) ensures that the Lord Chancellor engages in a consulta1ve process with 
the Lord Chief Jus1ces of England and Wales and Northern Ireland, allowing for a collabora1ve 
approach in making orders related to the alloca1on of arbitra1on-related proceedings within the court 
system. This collabora1on helps to enhance the efficiency and effec1veness of the arbitra1on process 
and supports the smooth func1oning of the jus1ce system as a whole. 

 

(3B) The Lord Chief Jus\ce of England and Wales may nominate a judicial office holder (as defined 
in sec\on 109(4) of the Cons\tu\onal Reform Act 2005) to exercise his func\ons under this 
sec\on. 

Sec1on 105(3B) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides the Lord Chief Jus1ce of England and 
Wales with the authority to nominate a judicial office holder to exercise his func1ons under Sec1on 
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105(3) of the Act. This provision is in accordance with the Cons1tu1onal Reform Act 2005, which 
defines a “judicial office holder” and sets out the framework for the administra1on of the judiciary. 

The nomina1on of a judicial office holder by the Lord Chief Jus1ce allows for the delega1on of certain 
responsibili1es and func1ons related to the alloca1on of proceedings under the Act. A “judicial office 
holder” refers to a person who holds an office within the judiciary and is responsible for carrying out 
judicial func1ons. Examples of judicial office holders may include district judges, circuit judges, or other 
judges appointed to specific posi1ons within the court system. 

By delega1ng the exercise of his func1ons under Sec1on 105(3), the Lord Chief Jus1ce can manage his 
workload effec1vely and ensure that decisions related to the alloca1on of arbitra1on proceedings are 
made promptly and efficiently. The nominated judicial office holder acts on behalf of the Lord Chief 
Jus1ce and exercises the same func1ons and powers as if they were the Lord Chief Jus1ce himself. 

It is important to note that the nomina1on of a judicial office holder does not diminish the authority 
of the Lord Chief Jus1ce, and he remains ul1mately responsible for the decisions made under sec1on 
105(3). The delega1on of responsibili1es to a judicial office holder allows for a streamlined process 
and effec1ve management of judicial func1ons without compromising the integrity and independence 
of the judiciary. 

In summary, sec1on 105(3B) allows the Lord Chief Jus1ce of England and Wales to nominate a judicial 
office holder to perform his func1ons related to the alloca1on of arbitra1on-related proceedings under 
the English Arbitra1on Act 1996. This provision ensures that the workload is managed efficiently and 
enables 1mely decision-making in rela1on to the alloca1on of proceedings, while preserving the 
authority and accountability of the Lord Chief Jus1ce. 

 

(3C) The Lord Chief Jus\ce of Northern Ireland may nominate any of the following to exercise his 
func\ons under this sec\on— 

(a) the holder of one of the offices listed in Schedule 1 to the Jus\ce (Northern Ireland) Act 
2002; 

(b) a Lord Jus\ce of Appeal (as defined in sec\on 88 of that Act). 

Sec1on 105(3C) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 pertains to the Lord Chief Jus1ce of Northern 
Ireland and empowers him to nominate specific individuals to exercise his func1ons under Sec1on 
105(3) of the Act. The nominated individuals must belong to one of the following categories: 

1. The holder of one of the offices listed in Schedule 1 to the Jus1ce (Northern Ireland) Act 
2002: This refers to individuals who hold par1cular offices within the jus1ce system in 
Northern Ireland as specified in Schedule 1 of the Jus1ce (Northern Ireland) Act 2002. 
Such offices may include various judicial posi1ons, senior legal officers, or other important 
roles within the administra1on of jus1ce. 

2. A Lord Jus1ce of Appeal (as defined in sec1on 88 of that Act): This refers to individuals 
holding the posi1on of Lord Jus1ce of Appeal in Northern Ireland. Lord Jus1ces of Appeal 
are senior judges who preside over the Court of Appeal in Northern Ireland, which is the 
highest court in the region for hearing appeals on both civil and criminal maSers. 
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By nomina1ng individuals from these specified categories, the Lord Chief Jus1ce of Northern Ireland 
can delegate certain func1ons and responsibili1es related to the alloca1on of proceedings under the 
English Arbitra1on Act 1996. Similar to sec1on 105(3B) applicable to England and Wales, this 
delega1on of func1ons allows for more efficient management of the workload while maintaining the 
authority and accountability of the Lord Chief Jus1ce. 

The nominated individuals are authorised to exercise the same func1ons as the Lord Chief Jus1ce 
himself under sec1on 105(3) of the Act. This means they can make decisions regarding the alloca1on 
of arbitra1on proceedings in Northern Ireland and ensure the proper and 1mely administra1on of 
jus1ce in rela1on to the Act’s provisions. 

It is essen1al to note that the delega1on of func1ons under Sec1on 105(3C) does not diminish the 
overall authority and responsibility of the Lord Chief Jus1ce of Northern Ireland. He remains ul1mately 
accountable for decisions made under this sec1on, even if carried out by the nominated individuals. 

In conclusion, sec1on 105(3C) allows the Lord Chief Jus1ce of Northern Ireland to nominate specific 
individuals holding designated offices or posi1ons to exercise his func1ons related to the alloca1on of 
arbitra1on-related proceedings under the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 in Northern Ireland. This 
provision aims to streamline the decision-making process while preserving the authority and 
responsibility of the Lord Chief Jus1ce. 

 

(4) An order under this sec\on— 

(a) may differen\ate between categories of proceedings by reference to such criteria as the 
Lord Chancellor sees fit to specify, and 

(b) may make such incidental or transi\onal provision as the Lord Chancellor considers 
necessary or expedient. 

Sec1on 105(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 empowers the Lord Chief Jus1ce of Northern Ireland 
to nominate specific individuals to exercise his func1ons under sec1on 105(3) of the Act. An order 
made under this sec1on may include the following provisions: 

1. Differen1a1on between categories of proceedings: The order may dis1nguish between 
various categories of proceedings related to the English Arbitra1on Act 1996. This 
differen1a1on can be based on criteria specified by the Lord Chancellor. The aim is to 
ensure that different types of arbitra1on-related cases are appropriately assigned or 
allocated to the appropriate courts or judicial officers. The criteria could include factors 
like complexity, monetary value, subject maSer, or any other relevant considera1ons. 

2. Incidental or transi1onal provision: The order may include provisions that are necessary 
or expedient for the proper implementa1on of the nominated individuals’ func1ons. This 
can encompass various incidental or transi1onal measures needed to ensure a smooth 
and effec1ve transi1on of responsibili1es. For example, it may address maSers related to 
exis1ng cases already in progress, the transfer of pending cases, or any other procedural 
arrangements required to facilitate the delega1on of func1ons under sec1on 105(3) of 
the Act. 
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In summary, sec1on 105(3C) grants flexibility to the Lord Chief Jus1ce of Northern Ireland in the order-
making process by allowing differen1a1on between types of proceedings and providing the authority 
to make incidental or transi1onal provisions. These measures aim to enhance the efficient and 
effec1ve alloca1on of arbitra1on-related cases and the proper administra1on of jus1ce under the 
English Arbitra1on Act 1996 in Northern Ireland. 

 

(5) An order under this sec\on for England and Wales shall be made by statutory instrument 
which shall be subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolu\on of either House of 
Parliament. 

Sec1on 105(5) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies the procedure for making orders under this 
sec1on in rela1on to England and Wales. According to this provision: 

1. An order under this sec1on for England and Wales shall be made by statutory instrument: 
This means that any order issued by the Lord Chancellor, exercising the powers granted 
under sec1on 105(2) or sec1on 105(3) of the Act for England and Wales, must be 
formalised as a statutory instrument. A statutory instrument is a form of delegated or 
secondary legisla1on that allows government authori1es, like the Lord Chancellor in this 
case, to make detailed rules or regula1ons to supplement primary legisla1on without 
requiring a full Act of Parliament. 

2. Subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolu1on of either House of Parliament: The 
statutory instrument, once made, is subject to parliamentary scru1ny. It must be laid 
before both Houses of Parliament (the House of Commons and the House of Lords) for a 
specified period, during which Parliament has the opportunity to annul the instrument. If 
neither House resolves to annul the instrument within that period, it becomes law and 
has the force of law. 

In summary, sec1on 105(5) ensures that any orders made under sec1on 105(2) or sec1on 105(3) for 
England and Wales are subject to parliamentary oversight. This parliamentary control serves as a check 
and balance mechanism, allowing Members of Parliament to review and poten1ally reject any orders 
that they find inappropriate or undesirable. 

 

(6) An order under this sec\on for Northern Ireland shall be a statutory rule for the purposes of 
the Statutory Rules (Northern Ireland) Order 1979 which shall be subject to nega\ve 
resolu\on (within the meaning of sec\on 41(6) of the Interpreta\on Act (Northern Ireland) 
1954). 

Sec1on 105(6) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 pertains to the procedure for making orders under 
this sec1on in rela1on to Northern Ireland. According to this provision: 

1. An order under this sec1on for Northern Ireland shall be a statutory rule for the purposes 
of the Statutory Rules (Northern Ireland) Order 1979: This means that any order issued 
by the Lord Chancellor, exercising the powers granted under sec1on 105(2) or sec1on 
105(3) of the Act for Northern Ireland, must be formalised as a statutory rule. Statutory 
rules are a form of delegated or secondary legisla1on used in Northern Ireland that allows 
government authori1es, like the Lord Chancellor in this case, to make detailed rules or 
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regula1ons to supplement primary legisla1on without requiring a full Act of the Northern 
Ireland Assembly. 

2. Subject to nega1ve resolu1on (within the meaning of sec1on 41(6) of the Interpreta1on 
Act (Northern Ireland) 1954): The statutory rule, once made, is subject to a nega1ve 
resolu1on procedure. This means that the rule automa1cally becomes law when it is 
made but can be annulled by either the Northern Ireland Assembly or the UK Parliament 
if either body passes a resolu1on disapproving the rule. Unlike posi1ve resolu1on, which 
requires both Houses of Parliament to affirma1vely approve the rule, nega1ve resolu1on 
is a more streamlined process, whereby the rule will be annulled if either House objects 
to it within a specified period. 

In summary, sec1on 105(6) sets out the specific procedure for making orders under sec1on 105(2) or 
sec1on 105(3) of the Act for Northern Ireland. The orders made in rela1on to Northern Ireland are 
formalised as statutory rules, and their validity is subject to a nega1ve resolu1on process, allowing for 
parliamentary scru1ny and poten1al annulment if the rule is deemed objec1onable by either the 
Northern Ireland Assembly or the UK Parliament. 

 

106 CROWN APPLICATION 

(1) Part I of this Act applies to any arbitra\on agreement to which Her Majesty, either in right of 
the Crown or of the Duchy of Lancaster or otherwise, or the Duke of Cornwall, is a party. 

Sec1on 106(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that Part I of the Act applies to any arbitra1on 
agreement in which Her Majesty (the reigning monarch), in right of the Crown or the Duchy of 
Lancaster, or the Duke of Cornwall is a party. 

In essence, this provision clarifies that the arbitra1on rules and procedures set out in Part I of the 
Arbitra1on Act 1996 are applicable even when the Crown, the Duchy of Lancaster, or the Duke of 
Cornwall is involved in an arbitra1on agreement. This ensures that these en11es are subject to the 
same arbitra1on laws as other par1es in such agreements. 

By including Her Majesty and the respec1ve Duchies and Duke, the Act reflects the recogni1on that 
these en11es can be party to commercial or contractual arrangements that may require dispute 
resolu1on through arbitra1on. As a result, Part I of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 applies to any arbitra1on 
agreement involving the Crown, the Duchy of Lancaster, or the Duke of Cornwall, making them subject 
to the Act’s provisions for the resolu1on of disputes through arbitra1on. 
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(2) Where Her Majesty is party to an arbitra\on agreement otherwise than in right of the Crown, 
Her Majesty shall be represented for the purposes of any arbitral proceedings— 

(a) where the agreement was entered into by Her Majesty in right of the Duchy of 
Lancaster, by the Chancellor of the Duchy or such person as he may appoint, and 

(b) in any other case, by such person as Her Majesty may appoint in wri\ng under the Royal 
Sign Manual. 

Sec1on 106(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the representa1on of Her Majesty (the 
reigning monarch) when she is a party to an arbitra1on agreement, but not in right of the Crown. This 
means when Her Majesty is a party in her personal capacity or in right of the Duchy of Lancaster, or 
when the Duke of Cornwall (the eldest son of the reigning monarch) is a party to the agreement. 

According to this sec1on, the representa1on of Her Majesty in such arbitra1on proceedings will be as 
follows: 

1. If the agreement was entered into by Her Majesty in right of the Duchy of Lancaster, then 
the representa1on shall be carried out by the Chancellor of the Duchy or any person 
appointed by him for this purpose. 

2. In any other case, where Her Majesty is a party to the arbitra1on agreement in her 
personal capacity or otherwise, she shall be represented by any person appointed in 
wri1ng under the Royal Sign Manual. 

The Royal Sign Manual is the formal signature of the reigning monarch and is used to signify the 
monarch’s personal approval or authorisa1on. Therefore, any person appointed by Her Majesty under 
the Royal Sign Manual will act as her representa1ve in the arbitra1on proceedings. 

This provision ensures that when the Crown, Duchy of Lancaster, or Duke of Cornwall are par1es to an 
arbitra1on agreement, there are clear rules for their representa1on in the arbitral proceedings, 
depending on the specific context of the agreement. 

 

(3) Where the Duke of Cornwall is party to an arbitra\on agreement, he shall be represented for 
the purposes of any arbitral proceedings by such person as he may appoint. 

Sec1on 106(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals specifically with the representa1on of the Duke 
of Cornwall (the eldest son of the reigning monarch) when he is a party to an arbitra1on agreement. 

According to this sec1on, when the Duke of Cornwall is a party to an arbitra1on agreement, he has the 
authority to appoint a person to represent him for the purposes of any arbitral proceedings. This 
means that the Duke of Cornwall has the discre1on to select a representa1ve on his behalf who will 
act and par1cipate in the arbitra1on proceedings. 

The provision grants the Duke of Cornwall the power to choose someone he deems fit and appropriate 
to act on his behalf during the arbitral process. This representa1ve will represent the Duke’s interests, 
present arguments, evidence, and par1cipate in the arbitra1on on behalf of the Duke of Cornwall. 
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By providing the Duke of Cornwall with the authority to appoint his representa1ve, this sec1on ensures 
that he can have a say in the proceedings and can choose someone whom he trusts to advocate for 
his interests in the arbitra1on. 

 

(4) References in Part I to a party or the par\es to the arbitra\on agreement or to arbitral 
proceedings shall be construed, where subsec\on (2) or (3) applies, as references to the 
person represen\ng Her Majesty or the Duke of Cornwall. 

Sec1on 106(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 clarifies the interpreta1on of certain terms used in 
Part I of the Act when Her Majesty (in right of the Crown or the Duchy of Lancaster) or the Duke of 
Cornwall is a party to an arbitra1on agreement, and representa1on is done according to subsec1ons 
(2) or (3). 

The sec1on states that when either Her Majesty or the Duke of Cornwall is a party to the arbitra1on 
agreement and they have appointed a representa1ve, any reference in Part I of the Act to “a party” or 
“the par1es” to the arbitra1on agreement, or to “arbitral proceedings”, shall be understood and 
construed as references to the person represen1ng Her Majesty or the Duke of Cornwall, respec1vely. 

In simpler terms, this means that when Her Majesty or the Duke of Cornwall has appointed someone 
to represent them in the arbitra1on proceedings, all men1ons of “a party” or “the par1es” in Part I of 
the Act will be understood to refer to the appointed representa1ve. Similarly, any reference to “arbitral 
proceedings” will pertain to the proceedings involving the appointed representa1ve. 

This provision ensures that the appointed representa1ves of Her Majesty or the Duke of Cornwall are 
treated as the func1onal par1es to the arbitra1on agreement, and they will act on behalf of the 
respec1ve par1es in all maSers concerning the arbitra1on. It streamlines the interpreta1on and 
applica1on of the Act in cases involving representa1ves of these individuals when they are par1es to 
an arbitra1on agreement. 

 

107 CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS AND REPEALS 

(1) The enactments specified in Schedule 3 are amended in accordance with that Schedule, the 
amendments being consequen\al on the provisions of this Act. 

Sec1on 107(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that the enactments listed in Schedule 3 of 
the Act shall be amended in accordance with the provisions set out in that Schedule. These 
amendments are consequen1al, meaning they are made to accommodate or align with the provisions 
of the Arbitra1on Act 1996. 

In other words, Schedule 3 contains a list of other statutes or pieces of legisla1on that are affected by 
the enactment of the Arbitra1on Act 1996. The changes made to these enactments in Schedule 3 are 
designed to ensure that they work harmoniously with the provisions and requirements of the 
Arbitra1on Act. 

The purpose of these consequen1al amendments is to prevent any inconsistencies or conflicts 
between the Arbitra1on Act 1996 and the other statutes listed in Schedule 3. By making necessary 
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adjustments, the Act aims to provide a coherent and unified legal framework for arbitra1on 
proceedings in England, Wales, and Northern Ireland. 

 

(2) The enactments specified in Schedule 4 are repealed to the extent specified. 

Sec1on 107(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that the enactments listed in Schedule 4 of 
the Act are repealed to the extent specified in that Schedule. In other words, the specific statutes or 
parts of legisla1on men1oned in Schedule 4 are no longer in force or applicable to the extent indicated. 

The purpose of these repeals is to remove any conflic1ng or obsolete provisions in exis1ng laws that 
may have been inconsistent with the Arbitra1on Act 1996 or rendered unnecessary by its enactment. 
By repealing these specific enactments, the Act aims to streamline the legal framework and create a 
more efficient and effec1ve system for arbitra1on proceedings in England, Wales, and Northern 
Ireland. 

 

108 EXTENT 

(1) The provisions of this Act extend to England and Wales and, except as men\oned below, to 
Northern Ireland. 

Sec1on 108(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 states that the provisions of the Act apply to England 
and Wales and, with certain excep1ons, also apply to Northern Ireland. 

This means that the main body of the Arbitra1on Act 1996 applies to arbitra1ons taking place in 
England and Wales. However, there are certain provisions of the Act that may not apply to Northern 
Ireland, and these excep1ons are likely specified elsewhere in the Act. 

It is important to note that Northern Ireland has a separate legal system from England and Wales, and 
while many laws apply to all parts of the United Kingdom, there are instances where certain legisla1on 
may be tailored to the specific legal framework of each jurisdic1on. Therefore, Sec1on 108(1) ensures 
that the Act primarily covers England and Wales and extends to Northern Ireland, except where 
specifically excluded or modified in rela1on to Northern Ireland. 

 

(2) The following provisions of Part II do not extend to Northern Ireland— 

sec\on 92 (exclusion of Part I in rela\on to small claims arbitra\on in the county court), and 

sec\on 93 and Schedule 2 (appointment of judges as arbitrators). 

Sec1on 108(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies certain provisions of Part II of the Act that 
do not extend to Northern Ireland. These provisions are: 

1. Sec1on 92: This sec1on deals with the exclusion of Part I of the Act in rela1on to small 
claims arbitra1on in the county court. It means that the provisions of Part I of the Act 
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(which generally govern the substan1ve law of arbitra1on) do not apply to small claims 
arbitra1ons in the county court in Northern Ireland. 

2. Sec1on 93 and Schedule 2: These provisions relate to the appointment of judges as 
arbitrators. Sec1on 93 allows eligible High Court judges or official referees to accept 
appointment as sole arbitrators or umpires, subject to certain condi1ons. Schedule 2 
provides modifica1ons to the applica1on of Part I of the Act to arbitra1ons involving 
judges as arbitrators. However, these provisions do not apply to arbitra1ons in Northern 
Ireland. 

In summary, sec1on 108(2) ensures that the excluded provisions (Sec1on 92 and Sec1on 93 with 
Schedule 2) are not applicable to arbitra1ons conducted in Northern Ireland, meaning that different 
rules and procedures may apply in that jurisdic1on in these specific instances. 

 

(3) Sec\ons 89, 90 and 91 (consumer arbitra\on agreements) extend to Scotland and the 
provisions of Schedules 3 and 4 (consequen\al amendments and repeals) extend to Scotland 
so far as they relate to enactments which so extend, subject as follows. 

Sec1on 108(3) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies the applica1on of certain provisions of the 
Act to Scotland, as well as the extension of certain consequen1al amendments and repeals to Scotland. 
The sec1ons and schedules men1oned are as follows: 

1. Sec1ons 89, 90, and 91: These sec1ons pertain to consumer arbitra1on agreements. They 
extend to Scotland, meaning that the provisions of Part II related to consumer arbitra1on 
agreements apply in Scotland in the same way as they do in England and Wales. 

2. Schedules 3 and 4: These schedules contain consequen1al amendments and repeals that 
are made in connec1on with the Act. The amendments and repeals specified in these 
schedules extend to Scotland, but only in rela1on to enactments that are also extended 
to Scotland. This means that any amendments or repeals in these schedules are 
applicable in Scotland only if the relevant enactment being amended or repealed also 
applies in Scotland. 

In essence, sec1on 108(3) ensures that the specific provisions related to consumer arbitra1on 
agreements (sec1ons 89, 90, and 91) apply to Scotland, as well as any consequen1al amendments and 
repeals (schedules 3 and 4) that are relevant to enactments that also extend to Scotland. Other 
provisions of the Act and amendments in these schedules do not have direct applica1on to Scotland 
unless they are already extended there by other means. 

 

(4) The repeal of the Arbitra\on Act 1975 extends only to England and Wales and Northern 
Ireland. 

Sec1on 108(4) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 specifies the applica1on of the repeal of the 
Arbitra1on Act 1975, which is the previous legisla1on related to arbitra1on in the United Kingdom. 

The repeal of the Arbitra1on Act 1975 applies only to two jurisdic1ons: 
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1. England and Wales: The Arbitra1on Act 1975 is repealed in its en1rety in England and 
Wales by the enactment of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996. This means that the 
Arbitra1on Act 1975 no longer has any legal effect in arbitra1on maSers within England 
and Wales. 

2. Northern Ireland: The Arbitra1on Act 1975 is also repealed in its en1rety in Northern 
Ireland by the enactment of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996. Therefore, similar to 
England and Wales, the Arbitra1on Act 1975 no longer has any legal effect in arbitra1on 
maSers within Northern Ireland. 

It is important to note that the repeal of the Arbitra1on Act 1975 does not extend to Scotland. The 
Arbitra1on Act 1975 con1nues to remain in force in Scotland, and any future changes or amendments 
to the law of arbitra1on in Scotland would need to be addressed separately. 

 

109 COMMENCEMENT 

(1) The provisions of this Act come into force on such day as the Secretary of State may appoint 
by order made by statutory instrument, and different days may be appointed for different 
purposes. 

Sec1on 109(1) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 deals with the commencement of the Act, specifying 
when its provisions come into effect. 

1. Commencement Date: The Act does not automa1cally come into force upon its 
enactment. Instead, it comes into force on a date appointed by the Secretary of State. 

2. Secretary of State’s Order: The Secretary of State is empowered to determine the 
commencement date by making an order. This order must be made by statutory 
instrument, which is a formal legal document used to implement regula1ons or laws in 
the United Kingdom. 

3. Different Commencement Dates: The Act allows for different provisions to come into 
force on different dates. This means that various sec1ons or parts of the Act can become 
effec1ve at different 1mes. The Secretary of State has the discre1on to set different 
commencement dates for different purposes within the Act. 

By gran1ng the Secretary of State the authority to set different commencement dates, the Act ensures 
that its provisions can be introduced and implemented in a controlled manner, allowing for any 
necessary prepara1ons or adjustments to be made before the Act takes full effect. 

 

(2) An order under subsec\on (1) may contain such transi\onal provisions as appear to the 
Secretary of State to be appropriate. 

Sec1on 109(2) of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 grants the Secretary of State the authority to include 
transi1onal provisions in the order made under subsec1on (1), which determines the commencement 
date of the Act. 
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Transi1onal provisions are provisions that help smooth the transi1on from the old law to the new law 
introduced by the Arbitra1on Act 1996. These provisions address the prac1cali1es and complexi1es of 
implemen1ng the new law and ensure that any ongoing or pending maSers are appropriately handled 
during the transi1on period. 

The Secretary of State has the discre1on to decide what specific transi1onal provisions are necessary 
or appropriate to address any par1cular issues that may arise as the Act comes into force. These 
provisions may deal with maSers such as: 

1. Pending Arbitra1ons: How ongoing arbitra1ons under the previous law will be treated 
once the new Act takes effect. 

2. Arbitra1on Agreements: How exis1ng arbitra1on agreements will be affected or how 
par1es will transi1on from agreements made under the previous law to those made 
under the new Act. 

3. Arbitral Awards: How arbitral awards rendered under the old law will be treated and 
enforced under the new Act. 

4. Proceedings and Proceedings in Progress: How legal proceedings related to arbitra1on 
maSers that are already in progress will be affected or con1nued under the new Act. 

Including appropriate transi1onal provisions helps ensure a smooth and orderly transi1on to the new 
legal framework, minimising any disrup1ons or uncertain1es that might otherwise arise during the 
implementa1on of the Arbitra1on Act 1996. 

 

110 SHORT TITLE 

This Act may be cited as the Arbitra\on Act 1996. 

Sec1on 110 of the English Arbitra1on Act 1996 provides the short 1tle of the Act, sta1ng that it may 
be cited as the “Arbitra1on Act 1996”. The short 1tle serves as a convenient way to refer to the 
legisla1on in legal documents, court proceedings, and other contexts where brevity is essen1al. By 
providing a short and easily recognisable name for the Act, sec1on 110 facilitates its use and 
iden1fica1on in legal prac1ce and discourse. 
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